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Phe PACE 

THE present volume is the result of collaboration 

between two colleagues, the one a student of the 
Semitic languages, the other of Christian doctrine. 
After the former had prepared an English translation 
of the whole work, the manuscript was handed over to 
the latter; who read it carefully through ; the difficulties 
were then jointly discussed. The editors hope that by 

this means they are able to offer a reliable rendering 
of the original text. The absence of any English 
edition of a work which has given rise to much theo- 
logical discussion has, in their opinion, justified them 
in undertaking the task; but, although their edition is 
based on an independent study of the Syriac version 
itself, they desire to acknowledge their indebtedness 
to MM. Bedjan and Nau, the editors of the Syriac 
text and of the French translation respectively, their 
reliance on whom is evident on every page of the 
translation and in almost every note; indeed, if they 
had not already covered the ground, it is unlikely that 
the present work would ever have been accomplished. 
We wish to express our gratitude also to those 

whose encouragement and assistance has enabled us 
to complete our work: to the President and Fellows 
of Magdalen College and to the Trustees of the 
Denyer and Johnson Fund for most generous financial 
grants; to the staff of the Clarendon Press for their 
courtesy andcare; tothe Rev. F. W. Green for reading 
the proofs, and to him and to Mrs. Margoliouth for 

2775 a 3 



vl PREFACE 

many valuable suggestions ; to Dr. B. J. Kidd for per- 
mission to draw on his Hestory of the Church to a.D. 461 
in compiling the historical section of our Introduction ; 
to the editors of the proposed Patristic Lexicon for 
putting at our disposal for the purpose of Appendix III 
the material which they had collected, and to the 
Rev. T. G. Jalland for his help in drawing up that 
appendix ; and to the proprietors of the ¥ournal of 

Theological Studies for permission to reprint Appendix 
IV from their pages. 

GS. B.D. 
Teeskhy 

MAGDALEN COLLEGE, 

OXFORD. 
October, 1924. 
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Pon oa UChr O N 

ij HISTORY OF Zwe BAZAAR. 

THE Council of Ephesus met in June, A.D. 431, and was 
dissolved in September by the Emperor Theodosius II with- 

out the two parties, the Orientals and the followers of Cyril 

of Alexandria, having come to an agreement. Nestorius was 

bidden to return to his monastery at Antioch, and Maximian 
was consecrated Archbishop of Constantinople in his place. 
In August 435 imperial edicts forbade the meetings of 
Nestorians and decreed heavy penalties against all who should 
copy, preserve, or read the writings of their master, which 

were ordered to be burned. By a rescript of the following 
year Nestorius himself was banished to Arabia, but he was 

actually sent to Egypt, where from a reference in Socrates he 

is known to have been in 439.1. But he was not left in peace 

in Egypt, for besides being on one occasion made prisoner by 

Lybian marauders, the ill will of his Egyptian opponents led 

to his being somewhat harshly treated by the imperial agents 
responsible for the supervision of his exile.? 

In 1825 Augustus Neander, in referring to the citations 
made by Evagrius ® from a history of his misfortunes written 
by Nestorius during his exile, wrote ‘ That the work bore the 

‘title of “Tragedy” is reported by Ebedjesu, a Nestorian 

‘metropolitan of the fourteenth century, in his list of Syrian 

‘ecclesiastical writers in Assemant bibliotheca orientalis, T. iii, 

‘p. i, f. 36. This work of Nestorius has unfortunately not 

‘come down to us, unless, perhaps, it may be somewhere found 

‘in a Syrian translation.’ As a matter of fact, Ebedjesu 
mentions six works of Nestorius as extant in Syriac in his day, 

the Zragedy, the Lock of Heracletdes, a Letter to Cosmos, 

a Liturgy, a book of Letters, and a book of Homilies and 
Sermons, and Neander’s prophetic hope has been fulfilled 

1 Socrates, Hist. Eccl. VII. xxxiv. 2 Cp. Evagrius, I. vii. 8 Td, ib. 
* Neander, Church History (Eng. Tr., T. and T. Clark, 1855), vol. iv, p. 207. 

5 See p. xi, n. 4. 
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by the discovery, not indeed of the 7ragedy, but of The Bazaar 

of Fleracleides. 
This work was introduced to English readers by Dr. 

Bethune-Baker of Cambridge in 1908 in his monograph 

Nestorius and his Teaching.’ In his preface Dr. Bethune- 
Baker gives the following account of the work. 

The book must have been written by Nestorius in the year 
451 or 452, seeing that there are references to the death of 

Theodosius II in 450, and to the flight of Dioscorus of 
Alexandria.?, Dioscorus was at the Council of Chalcedon in 
451, but though formally deposed by the Council in October 

of that year was not condemned to banishment until the 

following July. On the other hand, Nestorius, though speak- 

ing of the triumph of the orthodox faith of Flavian and Leo, 

does not seem to be aware of the formal decisions of the 

Council of Chalcedon. It appears, therefore, that Dioscorus 
must have fled when the Council decided against him, and that 

when Nestorius wrote he must have heard of his flight, but not 

of the formal decision of the Council or of the imperial decree 

by which sentence of exile was pronounced upon him. 

Dr. Bethune-Baker identifies this work with that mentioned 

by Evagrius. He conjectures that the Syriac translation may 

have been undertaken at the instance of Maraba, Catholicos of 

the Eastern Church, between 525 and 533, but no absolute 

certainty can be attained on this point.’ Apart from the 

reference to it by Ebedjesu it is not again heard of until the 
nineteenth century. The original manuscript is at Kotchanes 

in Kurdistan, and for several years its existence has been known 

to members of the Archbishop of Canterbury’s Mission to 
Assyrian Christians, some of whom obtained copies of it. It 

was noticed in the last decade of the nineteenth century by 

two German scholars,* and attention was called to it by 
Dr. Loofs of Halle in his Collection of Nestorian remains 
published in 1905.6 In 1908 Dr. Bethune-Baker published 

' Cambridge University Press. 2? See below, pp. xxviii, 369, 375. 
3 See p. xi, and especially n. 5. 

4 H. Goussen, Martyrius Sahdona’s Leben und Werke (Leipzig, 1897), and 
Braun, Das Buch der Synhodos (Stuttgart, 1900), 

5 Loofs, Nestoriana (Halle, 1905). 
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his monograph, and in 1g10 a Syriac text was published 

in Leipzig by P. Bedjan! and a French translation in Paris 

by F. Nau.” 

i; LHE TEXT; 

Our translation is based on Bedjan’s Syriac text.? Nestorius 
himself wrote his defence in Greek; his works were con- 

demned to be burnt and only a few sermons and letters 

have survived in Greek and Latin. Now only the Nestorian 

liturgy and 7he Bazaar of Heracleides are known. 
The Syriac translation of the latter work was made about 

535 under the patriarch Paul, according to Bedjan®; of this 
there is extant only one mutilated manuscript, which is pre- 

served in the library of the Nestorian patriarch at Kotchanes, 
in Kurdistan. This manuscript has suffered considerable 

damage, chiefly at the hands of the Kurds on the occasion of 
the massacre of Nestorian Christians by the Kurdish chief 

Bedr Khan Bey in 1843.° Of this manuscript Bedjan’ says: 
‘According to the blank pages in the manuscripts which I 
‘have had in my hands, and according to certain brief notes of 
‘the copyists, I have reckoned that at page 146 of my edition 

‘[z.e. Syr., p. 146, as given at the top of each page in our 
‘translation| there are very nearly 55 pages which have dis- 

1 Nestorius, Le Livre d' Heéraclide de Damas, édité par Paul Bedjan, P.D.L. M. 
(Lazariste), avec plusieurs appendices (Leipzig and Paris, 1910). 

2 Nestorius, Le Livre d’Heraclide de Damas, tradutt en francais par F. Nau 

(Paris 1910). 

3 See Bedjan, of. cit., pp. viii-xi, whence our account of the text is drawn. 

4 At the end of the thirteenth century it is clear from the catalogue of the 

Bishop of Nisibis that most of Nestorius’ works in Greek and Latin had disap- 
peared ; only a Syriac version of his 7vagoedia, his Letter to Cosmos, his Liturgy, 

a volume of letters and another of sermons, besides The Bazaar of Heracleides, 

survived at that time (of. ci/., pp. vii—viii). 

5 This date, however, seems to be at variance with the fact that the translator 
calls the Bishop of Beroea ‘ Bishop of Aleppo’ ; now if, as Nau states on this 
passage, the name of the see was changed from Beroea to Aleppo in a. p. 638, 
the translation must have been made a/ter that date, provided that the original 
Syriac manuscript also has Aleppo (see p. 330, n.1). The new (Eastern) name, 
however, may have been current long before the name of the see was Officially 
changed. 

5 See p. 192. 7 Op. cit., pp. viii-ix. 
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‘appeared ; at page 161, 42 pages are missing; at page 209, 

‘36 pages have been lost. One can only make this calculation 
‘approximately. Further, there are passages where some lines 

‘have been left blank; other places of no considerable length 

‘have been obliterated by age.’ 
There are four copies of this manuscript, the first made in 

1889 for the library of the American mission at Urmiyah. 
From this two other copies were made: one for the University 

of Cambridge, and the other for that of Strassburg. In 
addition to these, Bedjan had a copy, written partly at Van 
and partly at Kotchanes, from the original in the possession of 

the Nestorian patriarch. Of these manuscripts only the last 

mentioned, which is the archetype of all the others, is of any 

value for the text ; Bedjan himself confesses that, where his 

text differs from that, the variations are errors or conjectural 

emendations of an original which was not accessible to him. 

iii, VALUE OF THE SYRIAC TRANSLATION. 

That the Syriac text is a translation is definitely stated by 
the writer of the ‘ Translator’s Preface’! Fortunately, although 
the Greek original has been lost, we are in a position to esti- 

mate the value of this translation, since the Greek of certain 

passages has been preserved in the Fathers. In the first place, 

Bedjan? is undoubtedly right in seeing in the title ‘ the Bazaar 

of Heracleides’ a mistake; the original Greek word seems to 
have been zpayyareta which connotes both ‘business’ and 

‘treatise’, which the Syriac translator rendered by ¢e’girtd 

‘merchandise’! There are, however, very few bad blunders 

in that part of the Syriac text which can be checked by a 
reference to the original Greek, as the following list shows, 
while in many cases the cause of the error can be detected : 

P. 32: The Syriac translator, in reading \solesas ‘in 
your parts’, appears to have taken pépovs in the original Greek 

as plural; the Peshitté has yaohoo,> ‘in your place’ (1 Cor. 

xii. 27), 

1 See p. 3. 2 Op. cit., p. viii, n. 2. 
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P, 103:. The Greek advra kddwy xiwovtons, ‘straining every 

cord ’, is translated in Syriac by ‘stirred up all that was fair’ 
(misreading mdvra xdAwy as Tay Kador). 

Pp. 103-4: The Greek rovs dreorpappeévovs, ‘those who have 

been perverted ’, is translated in Syriac by ‘those things which 

are distorted’ (reading waasx for was»), 
Pp. 269-70: The Greek zdons ovyytoews .. . yéorta, ‘ filled 

with all confusion’, is translated in Syriac by ‘filled with 
turbulent fellows’ (reading gmage for arntaga). 

Pp. 299-300: The Greek évapyéorara, ‘very clearly’, is 

translated into Syriac by ‘in effect’ (misreading évapyéotata 

as évepyéorara), and the Greek évapyds, ‘ clearly’ by ‘in opera- 

tion’ (misreading évapyds as évepyds). 
P. 297: The Greek mpoendyovor, ‘they cite’, is translated 

into Syriac by ‘he cites’ (probably owing to the fact that the 
termination of the masc. plur. in Syriac was silent in pro- 

nunciation).? 
Pp. 299-300: The Greek rair’ oty adedgpa tots map’ exeivwv 

opate, ‘do you then regard these things as akin to what has 

been said by them ?’ is translated into Syriac by ‘ Do these 

things then, O our brother, seem to be akin to those which 
have been said by the former ?’ (the word ddeA¢a being twice 
rendered, once as if it were adeAgol, by canef ,* 1brother’, and 

properly by gtimso, ‘akin’, a word derived from the same root). 

Pp. 323-4: The Greek rov ek Ocod dact Adyov yevéoOar pev 

avOpwnor, ‘they say that the Word which proceeded from God 

became man’, is translated into Syriac by ‘that the word 
which proceeded from God became from man’ (reading o», 

‘from’ for gw, 7.¢. Greek pv, ‘on the one hand’, which should 

undoubtedly be restored). 

Besides these obvious blunders, there is at least one instance 

of error through homoeoteleuton,? and one where an imperative 
is translated as if it were an optative.® 

Secondly, there are a few errors for which no palaeo- 

graphical explanation can be found : 
P. 257: The Greek érav [atdAos émoréAAwy knpurrer is 

1 The reverse error is found in three passages, on pp. 53, 284, and 378. 

2 See pp. 241-2, and crit. n, on p. 400. 8 See pp. 30e-3. 
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rendered in Syriac by ‘when Paul, who was sent forth to 
preach, says’. 

Pp. 269-70: The Greek wep! tis euns Bpaddrntos, ‘as for my 
slowness’, isrenderedin Syriac by‘as for my own Insignificance’.' 

P. 295: The Greek éd1ddyOnv, ‘I have learnt’, is rendered in 
Syriac by ‘we have learnt ’. 

No reason also can be assigned either for the fact that in the 

phrase ‘he who begins and grows and is perfected is not God, 

although he is so called on account of the gradual growth’ 

the translator always substitutes ‘revelation’ or ‘ manifesta- 
tion’ for ‘growth’ (Gk. avgéyors),” or for the fact that the name 

Aethericus regularly appears as Atticus in his version.® 

Seeing then that a certain number of errors can be charged to 
the account of the Syriac translator and proved against him, it 

is not too bold to assume in a few passages similar mistakes. 

Finally, three other passages where the Greek and 

Syriac texts diverge may be mentioned. On p.1rg the Greek 
delxvertos Hpiv implies eX eauso ‘(The Gospel) declaring to us’ 
for the Syriac gtsausxo ‘we declare’, Onp. 242, instead of the 
Syriac l/ PX oad oslo? ‘caused it to dwell with the Father’, 

the Greek has cuvexadicev Eavto...6 matnp ‘the Father caused... 

to dwell with himself’, apparently reading pS ‘indeed’ and not 

px ‘with’, On p. 270 the Greek has rod dnyov, 2. e. hoaxs ‘of 

the people’ where the Syriac has Jag? ‘of the parties’. 
There seem also to be two passages where the double 

negative ov yy in Greek has led the translator into error. On 

p. 259, for the Syriac ‘ For I have not denied that Christ is not 
God’, the context requires ‘ For I have not denied that Christ 
is God’ (2.¢. od yap tprnat tov Xprotov py ovK etvar OedvA; or the 

like); on p. 324, for the Syriac ‘how do they escape from 

saying that the human attributes do not belong to the ousza of 

God the Word ?’, the context requires ‘how then do they 

escape from saying that the human attributes belong to the 
ousia of God the Word ?’ (Z. é. 7Gs ody hedyovat pr Tpocvepe Ta 

avOporiva TH TOD Ocod Adyov ovola; or the like). Another Greek 

1 Cp. Germ. meine Wenigkeit. 
2 See p. 200, n. 1. 8 See p. 355, H. 3 

£ Cp. Syr. chy Yo Wonso = Gk, dpvetrar pr tpooxuynoew (Syr., p. 89). For 

the imitation of the redundant Greek negative after verbs of denying, refusing, &c. 
in the Syriac version see also p. 371, n, 2. 
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construction over which the translator seems to have blundered 
is that of the double accusative. So on p. 156 the context 
requires that the Syriac ‘ to regard a prosépon asa hypostasis ’ 

should be changed into ‘to regard a Aypostasis as a prosdpon’ 

(2.¢. thy trdotacw HyeicOar TO mpdcwmoyv or the like, where 

the Greek does not indicate which word is the predicate). 
Against these errors there can be set a few passages where 

the Syriac version is clearly superior to the Greek original, and 

several others where it can be used to decide between alterna- 

tive readings. In the first class come such passages as that on 
p. 234, where for the Greek trdcracis the Syriac substitutes 
mpdcwmov in conformity with the regular usage of Nestorius ; 

again, the Syriac rightly assigns the quotation on p. 244 to 
St. Luke, where the Greek has St. John. 

In the second category fall the following passages : 

Pp. 131-2: The Syriac confirms the reading rvzov against 

the v. /. rézor. 

P, 236: The Syriac confirms the reading ragév against the 
v.l, paver. 

P, 270: The Syriac confirms the reading mapa tov xatpdv 
against the v./. mepl rov Karpov. 

P, 295: The Syriac confirms the reading ovéayod against the 

v.l, ovdapas. 

Pp. 299-300: The Syriac confirms the v./., omitting the 
particle ody. 

P, 311: The Syriac confirms the reading kaxodofla against 
the v./. xevodo€ia. 

In two places the Syriac suggests a correction of the Greek 

text. On p. 223 duty odparos Kal Trav dca odparos is clearly 

preferable to the original kal rov 60a cépatos, and on p. 242, 
in the quotation kai pou oxdme: TO Gpouov, ex TOY ev Epyots KaLpav 

dp£dpevov (v. 2. ap&dpyevos), the Syriac translator seems to have 
had dpéayévwv before him.1 

1 The occurrence of the transliterated word QQ«ds900 = inapyixoi on p. 107 

(Syr., p. 163, 1. 3) confirms the existence of this adjective in Greek. Hitherto 

it had only been found, according to Dr. Darwell Stone, in Eusebius, Vit. Const. 
4,1,2 of pev xpnpatwv, oi be xrnpaTrwv, mepiovoias ér’Vyxavoy, GAAoL UmapyiKav 
afiaparov, of 5& auvyxkAnrou Tipns, of 5¢ THs Tov bmdTwy, mrelovs 52 yyepdves 

éxpnudari(oy, ktA., on which Heikel’s note is ‘imapyinav Cod. N.! trarindy 
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The Syriac translation may therefore be accounted good 

after its kind. Though occasionally pedantically accurate, 
as when the see of Beroea of the original text is called by the 
translator that of Aleppo,' it aims generally rather at repre- 
senting the sense of the original than at reproducing the 

Greek word for word; for the retention of the Greek redun- 

dant negative even against the sense in a few passages is due 
rather to the tendency of the Syriac language to mode! itself 

on Greek, regardless of the requirements of Semitic idiom, 

than to the slavish fidelity of the translator to his original. 

This is proved not only by the loose rendering of individual 

words and phrases—for example, of aldéciyuor by ‘ beloved’ 
(on p. 103)—but also by a certain laxity in regard to the 

translation of technical or semi-technical terms, due largely to 
the relative poverty of the Syriac language in comparison 

with the Greek; thus the preposition Q@\Ns represents both 

avri and tmép, © means ‘in’, ‘by’, and ‘with’, «+2 stands 

for drodiaipety, dvaipetv, anodviordvat, diiordvat, dropiCew, peplCery, 

yoplCew, > for draipety, dvavemerv, weplCev, Teuvew, and so on. 

Against this, the translator accurately renders éxxamnaAcveur, ‘ to 

adulterate’ (on pp. 323-4), according to its peculiar usage in 

the Cyrillian writings. 

The present editors, therefore, mindful of the fact that they 
are translating into a third language a translation—and that 

one which possesses no grace of style or elegance of diction— 

of a lost work, whose meaning depends solely on the precise 
value assigned to a number of technical terms, have frequently 
sacrificed the English to an endeavour to render faithfully the 
Syriac version, keeping as far as possible the same English 
word for the corresponding Syriac even at the cost ofa certain 

harshness or awkwardness in many passages ; for they have 

regarded it as their aim not so much to present the reader 

with their view of what Nestorius said as to enable him to 
form his own opinion from a careful and accurate version of 

the Syriac text. 

VJMBA ; aber in A steht py auf Ras. u. in B ist ein Buchst. ausradiert zwischen 

au. 7’. The following of 5¢ 77s rav irdrwv is clearly against the reading 

jnatin@v, which must originally have been introduced by a scribe who was 

ignorant of the rare word trapyixds, 
1 See p. 330, n. I. 



Date. 

428. April 

XVil 

HISTORY OF THE CONTROVERSY.! 

Refs. in 7he 
Events. Bazaar. 

PAGES 

(English). 
Nestorius becomes bishop of Constantinople 

November Anastasius preaches against 7eolokos. 

Christmas Nestorius begins a course of sermons 

Day Protest of Eusebius (afterwards bishop of 

Dorylaeum) 

429. Lady Day Proclus’ sermon, replied to by Nestorius. 

Eastertide Nestorius preaches three sermons in reply to 

June 

430. 

Lent 

April 

August 

Proclus. 

Cyril sends his encyclical Ad Monachos Aegypiz. 

Photius replies to it. 

Cyril stirs up accusers against Nestorius. 
Caelestine of Rome makes inquiries. 
Letters from Nestorius reach Caelestine 

Cyril Ad Nestorium I 

Nestorius replies peacefully ; his diocese is dis- 

turbed and he is not ready for war. 

Nestorius is approached by the Pelagian exiles, 

Julian and Caelestius. 
Basil and his monks petition Theodosius II 

against Nestorius, and ask for an Oecumenical 

Council 
Cyril Ad Nestorium I] and Ad Clericos Con- 

274-5 

131 

338 

132 
103 ff. 

102 

stantinopolitanos 101 ff., 143-4, 149 ff., 218, 226, 

Nestorius replies to Cyril, this time more 
pugnaciously 141-2, 

Cyril De Recta Fide, (1) Ad Theodosium, (2) 
Ad Arcadiam et Marinam, (3) Ad Pul- 
cheriam et Eudoxiam. 

Cyril Ad Caelestinum, sent by Poseidonius, 

with other documents enclosed 

Cyril Ad Acactum (of Beroea)—a fruitless effort 

to win over ‘the East’. 

Nestorius is condemned at a Council at Rome. 

Caelestine writes to Cyril instructing him to 

carry out the sentence, and to Nestorius 

bidding him to submit and to renounce his 

‘novel doctrines’ on pain of excommunication. 

243, 263 

162, 257 

131-2 

1 This summary is compiled from B. J. Kidd; A History of the Church to 
A.D. 461 (Oxford University Press, 1922), vol. iii, chs. xi-xvi. 
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Refs. in Zhe 
Date. Events, Bazaar. 

PAGES 

430. August Cyril writes to John of Antioch and Juvenal of 
Jerusalem. 

John writes to Nestorius begging him to submit 

and accept the term 7eofokos. 

November Nestorius Ad Caelestinum 111. 
Theodosius II and Valentinian III summon a 

General Council to meet at Ephesus at Pente- 
cost 431. 

A Council held at Alexandria. 

Cyril Ad Nestorium ITI (Synodical Letter), with 
the XII Anathematisms appended 268-9, 287-93, 325 

December 7 Nestorius receives Cyril’s ‘synodical’ letter and 

Caelestine’s sentence of excommunication, 

which cannot be put into force owing to the 

Imperial Letter summoning the Council of 
Ephesus. 

Dec. 13 & 14 Nestorius preaches two sermons (xiii and xiv) 

and sends them to Cyril with counter anathe- 

matisms. Healso repliesto John of Antioch, 
and with the aid of Cyril’s anathematisms 

wins him over. 

430-1. Cassian De incarnatione Domini contra Nes- 

forianos, written at the invitation of Caeles- 

tine. 

431. Marius Mercator Vestorit blasphemiarum capi- 

tula, based on Nestorius’ December sermons. 

John of Antioch enlists Andrew of Samosata 
and Theodoret of Cyrus on the side of Nes- 

torius, 

Cyril Apologia contra Orientales, in reply to 
Andrew, and Apologia contra Theodoretum 

pro XII capitibus, and Adversus Nestorit 

blasphemias libri V. 

Cyril writes to Caelestine asking what is to be 
done if Nestorius recants. 

431. May 7 Caelestine replies that ‘God willeth not the 

death of a sinner’, and Cyril is to do what he 

can to win Nestorius back. 

June 7 Whitsunday. 
By 12th June there are assembled at Ephesus : 

(1) Nestorius with ten bishops. 

(2) Counts Irenaeus and Candidianus, the latter 



Date. 

431. June 12 

June 21 

June 22 

June 22 

History of the Controversy X1X 
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representing the Emperor, who had given him 

a letter of instructions. 

(3) Cyril with fifty bishops. 
(4) Juvenal of Jerusalem with the bishops of 

Palestine. 

(5) Flavian of Philippi with the bishops of 
Macedonia. 

(6) Besulas, a deacon, representing the African 

Church. 
Memnon closes the churches of Ephesus to the 

Nestorians 

Conversations between Nestorius and (a) 

Acacius of Melitene, (0) Theodotus of Ancyra 
Cyril receives a letter from John of Antioch 

saying that he hopes to arrive in five or six 
days. Alexander of Apamea and Alexander 

of Hierapolis bring a message from him, that 

the Council should not wait for him if he is 
delayed on his journey. 

Nestorius and Candidianus wish to wait for 

John 106- 

But Cyril and Memnon, with the support of 

their followers and the populace of Ephesus, 

have Nestorius summoned, and proceed with- 

out delay 

Candidianus protests, reads his Imperial in- 
structions, utters his cozfes¢atio, and on being 

PAGES 

267, 269 

136-141 

108, 269 

134, 312 

overruled withdraws 106, 108-16 

The Gospels are placed on the throne, as repre- 
senting the presence of Christ 

Cyril presides, claiming to do so in virtue of 

Caelestine’s letter of August 430; but the 

force of his claim is doubtful since the imperial 

summons to a General Council had super- 

seded Caelestine’s commission to Cyril to deal 

with Nestorius, and Caelestine had himself 

sent legates to the Council. 

Sesston I, Nestorius refuses to attend. 

The following are read: 

(1) The Creed of Nicaea 
(2) Cyril Ad Nest, 77—received with acclama- 

119-21 

141 

tion 143-4, 149 ff. 
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(3) Nestorius Ad Cyrillum I/—rejected with 

anathemas 141 ff., 162 

(4) Caelestine’s Letter to Nestorius of August 

430. 
(5) Cyril Ad Nest. 777 with the Anathematisms 

—received in silence 151, 268, 269 

(6) Testimonies of various bishops concerning 

conversations with Nestorius 136-41 

(7) Passages from certain Fathers, including 

Athanasius, Theophilus, Ambrose, Gregory 

Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nyssa IQI-2, 223-265 

(8) Extracts from the writings of Nestorius 188-263 

(9) The letter of Capreolus, Primate of Africa. 

Nestorius is deposed and excommunicated 265 

Cyril, Nestorius, and Candidianus all write to 

Emperor 268 

Arrival of John of Antioch and the Easterns 267 

John immediately holds a Council. Forty-three 
bishops are present, and Candidianus. They 

depose Cyril and Memnon, and excommuni- 

cate all their adherents who will not repudiate 

Cyril’s XII Anathematisms 267-9, 286—7 

Candidianus sends reports to the Emperor 117; 124 

An Imperial Rescript arrives in which Cyril is 

rebuked for his haste, and the bishops are 
commanded to await the arrival of an Imperial 

Commissioner in Ephesus 117-18, 128 
Caelestine’s Legates arrive—the bishops Arca- 

dius and Projectus and the priest Philip 126 

In accordance with Caelestine’s instructions 

they give their support to Cyril. 
Session II. Cyril presides. Caelestine’s Letter 

to the Synod, written on 8th May, is read. 

Session IJZ, The minutes of Session I are read. 

Philip announces Caelestine’s assent to the 

sentence passed on Nestorius. Letters are 
sent to the Emperor and to the Church of 

Constantinople. 

Sesston IV. John of Antioch and his supporters 
are summoned, but refuse to attend. 

Session V. John sends a message refusing to 
have anything more to do with the Cyrillians. 
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They excommunicate him and his adherents, 

and send reports to the Emperor and to 

Caelestine. 

Events in Constantinople in July. 
The Cyrillians cannot get their messages 

through to the Emperor owing to the activities 

of Candidianus and Nestorian agents. At 
last a beggar carries in a cane a letter from 

Cyril to the bishops and monks at Constanti- 

nople. With the aid of the abbot Dalmatius 

they enlist Theodosius’ sympathies for Cyril 

Theodosius then gives hearing to Cyril’s envoys, 

Theopemptus and Daniel. 

Nestorius’ letters, and his friend, Count Irenaeus, 

put the case for the other side, and Theodosius 
orders Cyril’s deposition. 

The arrival of John, Cyril’s chaplain and 

physician, turns the scale. Theodosius 

decides to treat Cyril, Memnon, and Nes- 

torius as all deposed, and to send a new 

commissioner to Ephesus 

July 21 & 31 Sessions VI and ViJare not directly concerned 

August 

2775 

with the Nestorian controversy. 

Count John, the imperial commissioner, arrives 
at Ephesus 

He announces the deposition of Nestorius, Cyril, 

and Memnon, puts them all under arrest, and 

reports the fact to the Emperor. 

The Orientals write to the Emperor, to Antioch, 

and to Acacius of Beroea. 

The Cyrillians send two professedly Synodical 

letters to the Emperor. Count John tries to 

persuade them to confer with the Orientals. 

They will not, but the Orientals draw up as 
a basis of reconciliation, and send to the 

Emperor, a letter including the formulary 

which is later known as the Formulary of 

Reunion. The Cyrillians ask to be allowed 

either to lay their case before the Emperor at 
Constantinople, orto go home. Their appeals 

stir up again the clergy of Constantinople and 
Dalmatius. 

b 
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431. August Cyril writes from prison his Eafplicatio XII 

Capitum. 
September 11 Theodosius receives at Chalcedon eight dele- 

gates from each side 284, 287-8 

No agreement is reached, and Theodosius, 

despairing of a_ solution, dissolves the 

Council, sending Nestorius back to his 
monastery at Antioch, and ordering the con- 

secration of a new bishop of Constantinople 
(Maximian) 281, 285 

The rival parties go home, the Orientals accusing 
Cyril of having won his case by bribery 279-82, 286 

October 30 Cyril arrives in triumph at Alexandria 
Maximian deposes Nestorian bishops; the 

Orientals renew their condemnation of Cyril, 

and treat Nestorius as unjustly deposed. 

432. January 27 Caelestine dies, and is succeeded by Sixtus III 

April 

Rabbula of Edessa and Andrew of Samosata 

show signs of going over to the Cyrillian side. 

Cyril writes to Maximian, and sends the 

Emperor his Afologeticus ad Theodostum, 
which placates him. 

The Emperor suggests as a basis of reconcilia- 

tion that the Orientals should give up Nes- 

torius and Cyril his XII Anathematisms. He 

sends letters to this effect to John of Antioch, 
Acacius of Beroea, and St. Simeon Stylites. 

The letters and the negotiations are entrusted 

to the notary Aristolaus 

John, Acacius, Alexander of Hierapolis, Andrew 

of Samosata and Theodoret of Cyrus hold a 

Synod at Antioch to consider Aristolaus’ pro- 

posals. They demand the dropping of Cyril’s 

Anathematisms, but are willing to make peace 

on the basis of the Nicene Creed as explained 

by Athanasius. These proposals are em- 

bodied in a letter from Acacius to Cyril, and 

taken to Alexandria by Aristolaus. No 

mention is made of abandoning Nestorius. 

Cyril replies that if the Orientals will accept the 

281 

375 

289, 329 
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deposition of Nestorius there need be no 

trouble about the Anathematisms 286 
John and Acacius wish to agree on this basis 290-1 
Theodoret agrees on the doctrinal question, but 

dislikes the abandoning of Nestorius. Andrew 

wavers and Alexander stands out. 

John and Acacius determine to go forward, 
ignoring the opposition of Alexander. They 

send Paul of Emesa as their envoy to Alex- 

andria 318 

Meanwhile Cyril has been working hard to win 

over the Court at Constantinople. The clergy 

and monks of Constantinople, including 

Maximian, Dalmatius, and Eutyches, have 

approached the Empress Pulcheria, while 

Cyril has heavily bribed her maids of honour, 
important eunuchs, and the Grand Chamber: 
lain Chrysoretes. 

Paul of Emesa arrives at Alexandria, bringing 

(i) The Propositions of the Synod at Antioch, 
(ii) The Formulary of Reunion, and (iii) A 

Letter of Introduction from John to Cyril, 
cordial but containing no mention of the de- 

position of Nestorius. When pressed, Paul 
agrees to accept that deposition together with 
the deposition by Maximian of four Nestori- 
anizing bishops. 

December 18 Paul is received into communion at Alex- 

andria. 

Christmas Paul is admitted to preach in Alexandria as an 

Day orthodox bishop. 

Aristolaus and Paul return to Antioch, and per- 
suade John to agree 290-1 

John announces his decision in a Circular Letter 
to Sixtus III of Rome, Maximian, and Cyril, 

and also sends two private letters to Cyril. 

Cyril replies with a letter (Ep. xxxix) after- 

wards given oecumenical authority at Chalce- 

don. The question ofthe XII Anathematisms 
is left unmentioned by both sides 291-2 

Synod of Zeugma. ‘Theodoret, Andrew, and 

John of Germanicia acknowledge the ortho- 

b 2 
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433. doxy of Cyril, but refuse to accept the de- 
position of Nestorius. 

Alexander and some Cilician bishops renounce 

both Alexandria and Antioch. 

434. Death of Maximian. Proclus becomes bishop 

of Constantinople. 

An Imperial Rescript orders the bishops of ‘ The 

East’ to abandon their resistance to John 

and Cyril. Theodoret, Andrew, and others 

obey 292-3, 328-30, 338 
435. The Tome cf Proclus is approved by both Cyril 

and John. 

April Alexander and seventeen other irreconcileables 

are deposed and banished to the Egyptian 

mines. 

Some Cyrillians begin to think that Cyril has 

compromised the faith by admitting ‘two 
natures’. Acacius of Melitene writes to Cyril 

of the general uneasiness, and receives letters 

composed to reassure him 180, 293-318, 323, 325, 329 

August Edict of Theodosius proscribing the writings of 

Nestorius and meetings of his followers 374 

Aristolaus is charged to carry it out. 

436. Nestorius is banished to Arabia, but actually 

sent to Upper Egypt. Count Irenaeus is also 
sent into exile 117 

Nestorianism begins to spread in the East out- 
side the Empire, e. g. in Persia. 

437. John of Antioch writes to Proclus to say that all 

have now accepted the deposition of Nes- 

torius, and that peace is restored. 

438. Proclus has the relics of Chrysostom restored to 

Constantinople. 

439. The Empress Eudocia returns from her pilgrim- 

age to Palestine. 

440. John of Antioch dies, and is succeeded by his 

nephew Domnus. 

Sixtus III of Rome dies, and is succeeded by 
Léo. 

The abbot Dalmatius dies, and is succeeded by 
Eutyches. 

441. Eutyches’ godson, the eunuch Chrysaphius, 
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gains an ascendancy over Theodosius, and 

Pulcheria’s influence declines 

Cyril dies, and is succeeded by Dioscorus. 

The Empress Eudocia is suspected of unfaith- 

fulness and banished 

Proclus dies, and is succeeded by Flavian, who 

neglects to placate Chrysaphius with ‘ golden 

eulogies’ 

Count Irenaeus is recalled from banishment 

and consecrated bishop of Tyre. 

Theodoret Evantstes seu Polymorphus. 

An Imperial Rescript proscribes the works of 

Porphyry and Nestorius, and orders the de- 

position of Irenaeus. | 

Dioscorus complains both to Theodoret and to 

Domnus of the former’s unorthodoxy. Theo- 

doret replies and protests to Flavian and 

others, but Theodosius orders him to be con- 

fined within his own diocese. 

Eutyches writes to Leo to say that Nestorianism 

is on the increase. 

Leo replies cautiously, asking for more detailed 
information. 

September Photius is consecrated bishop of Tyre in place 
of Irenaeus, 

November Syzod of Constantinople. Eusebius of Dory- 

449. 

laeum accuses Eutyches before Flavian 

Eutyches is summoned, but does not appear till 

Session VIII, when after being examined he 

is condemned. He immediately writes in 

protest to Leo, and Chrysaphius procures a 

letter from Theodosius to Leo on his behalf 

Eutyches also writes to Peter Chrysologus, 

archbishop of Ravenna. 

Flavian writes to Leo, giving his account of the 

trial, and asking the West to recognize 
Eutyches’ condemnation. 

Leo, receiving first the letters of Eutyches and 

Theodosius, writes to Theodosius and Flavian 

complaining that he has had no report from 
the latter, and asking for one. 

Eutyches invites Dioscorus to take his part 
Chrysaphius promises his aid, and that of 
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Eudocia. Dioscorus admits Eutyches to 

communion, and asks the Emperor for a 

General Council. 

Theodosius summons a General Council to meet 
at Ephesus in August 

Eutyches persuades Theodosius to have the 

Minutes of the Synod of Constantinople 
verified, and to order Flavian to produce a 
written statement of his faith 

The Minutes are verified, and Flavian produces 

his statement. 

The Eutychians procure the condemnation of 
Ibas of Edessa. 

Leo acknowledges the receipt of Flavian’s letter. 

Theodosius summons the abbot Barsumas to 

represent the abbots of the East at Ephesus, 

and tells Dioscorus that Barsumas is to be 

allowed to sit and vote. 

Dioscorus is appoinied to preside, Counts 
Elphidius and Eulogius to keep order 

Theodosius’ summons to the Council reaches 

Rome. Leo promises Flavian his support. 

Leo appoints Julius, bishop of Puteoli, the pres- 
byter Renatus, the deacon Hilary, and the 

notary Dulcitius to represent him at Ephesus 

They take with them letters to Pulcheria, the 

archimandrites of Constantinople, the Council, 

and Julian of Cos,and 7he Tome for Flavian,. 

The Latrocinium. 

The Council meets, charged by Theodosius to 
put an end to Nestorianism and the trouble 

stirred up by Flavian. 

Dioscorus presides. Of Leo’s legates, Renatus 

has died and the others, since they sit apart 

from one another and do not understand 

Greek, have little influence 

Sesston I, Dioscorus refuses to allow bishops 
who had taken part in the deposition of 
Eutyches at Constantinople to take part in 
this Council 

He has the letters of Theodosius read, but pre- 
vents the reading of Leo’s Zome 

The Minutes of the Council of Constantinople 

are read 
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Eusebius of Dorylaeum is refused a hearing 352 

Eutyches and his followers are absolved and 

restored to their lost positions. Flavian and 
Eusebius are condemned, a protest being met 

by Dioscorus calling in the Counts and the 

soldiery, and obtaining the verdict by military 

compulsion 347, 354-5, 358-61, 369 
Dioscorus sends in his report to Theodosius. 

Session IJ, a fortnight later. Flavian has died 

from the violence of Barsumas and _ his 

monks 343, 362, 376 

Eusebius, Domnus, and Leo’s legates are not 
present. 

Ibas, Irenaeus, Theodoret, and Domnus are all 

deposed 348-9 

Cyril’s XII Anathematisms are solemnly ratified. 

While a Synod is sitting on other matters in 

Rome, letters are received from Theodoret 

and Eusebius protesting against the Ephesian 

decisions, and Hilary brings his account of 

the Council. 

In the name of the Roman Synod, Leo writes to 

Theodosius and Pulcheria protesting against 
the proceedings at Ephesus. He also writes 
to various Eastern bishops, bidding them 
stand fast. 

The Eutychians Anatolius and Maximus hold 
the sees of Constantinople and Antioch. 

The Western Court visits Rome, and Leo per- 

suades Valentinian III, his mother, Galla 

Placidia, and his wife, Eudoxia, to write to 

their Eastern kinsfolk, but it is all in vain. 

Theodosius confirms all that was done at 
Ephesus, and informs the West that all is well 

in the East. 

Leo offers to recognize Anatolius if he will 

accept Cyril Ad West. 77 and his own Tome. 
There is no response. 

Theodosius dies from a fall from his horse 369 
He is succeeded by his sister, Pulcheria, who 

puts Chrysaphius to death and marries the 

senator Marcian. 
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450. July Eutyches is put under restraint, and Flavian’s 

body buried with honour-in Constantinople. 

Theodoret and others are recalled from exile, 

and many of the bishops who supported 

Dioscorus at Ephesus explain that they did so 

under compulsion. 

November 

to June 451 Correspondence between Pulcheria, Marcian, 

Anatolius, and Leo. Leo says the trouble is 
due to Dioscorus and Juvenal of Jerusalem, | 

and can easily be settled without a Council, | 

which would be difficult to arrange owing to 

the invasion of the Huns. Nevertheless, 

Pulcheria and Marcian summon a Council to 

meet at Nicaea in September. 

Leo appoints legates. Bishops assemble at 

Nicaea, . ; 
Eutyches excommunicates Leo. 

Marcian cannot go so far as Nicaea for fear of 

Huns in Illyricum, and orders the bishops to 

move to Chalcedon. 

Strong measures are taken to exclude monks 

and laymen, and to keep order. 

451. October 8 Sesszon 7. Dioscorus is treated as defendant 
and accused by Eusebius of Dorylaeum. 
Theodoret is admitted as a bishop. 

The Minutes of the Latroctniwm and of the 

Synod of Constantinople are read. 

Flavian’s memory is vindicated, Dioscorus and 

his supporters are deposed, and the assembly 

bursts into singing the 777/sagion—the first 
occasion on which it is known to have been 

used Cp. 365 ff. 

October 10 Sesszon 7/7— mainly occupied with the discussion 

of Leo’s Zome. 

October 13 Sesszon 7/7. Dioscorus is formally deprived of 
his episcopal dignity Cp. 375 

October17 Sesstonx JV. The Council accepts ‘The Rule of 

Faith as contained in the Creed of Nicaea, 

confirmed by the Council of Constantinople, 

expounded at Ephesus under Cyril, and set 

forth in the Letter of Pope Leo when he 
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451. October17 condemned the heresy of Nestorius and 

Eutyches’, 
October 22 Session V. The Definition of Chalcedon, under 

Roman and Imperial pressure, is amended so 

as definitely to exclude Eutychianism, and 

as adopted includes the following words: 

‘ Following therefore the holy Fathers, we all 

teach, with one accord, one and the same 

Son, our Lord Jesus Christ,... who for us 

men and for our salvation, according to the 

manhood, was born of the Virgin Mary the 

God-bearer,! one and the same Christ, Son, 

Lord—only-begotten, confessed in two natures, 

without confusion, without change, without 

division or separation. The difference of the 

natures is in no way denied by reason of their 

union ; on the other hand the peculiarity of 

each nature is preserved, and both concur in 

one Prosopon and one Hyfostasts.’ 

October 25 Session V7. Marcian and Pulcheria attend in 

state. The Definition receives civil sanction, 

and is promulgated. 

v. THE ARGUMENT OF Zwe BAZAAR. 

Nestorius’ afologia contains two lines of defence, historical 

and doctrinal. Although the one shades off into the other, 
as the doctrinal issues are called to his mind by the memory 

of the wrongs he has suffered, and vice versa, yet on the whole 

three sections of 7e Bazaar may be distinguished as historical 

sections” in contrast to the remainder of the book which is 
mainly occupied with theological discussion. 

The references to the text in the Historical Summary 
above provide almost all the introduction needed for Nes- 

torius’ historical sections. His argument is twofold. He 

claims to show, first, that his own condemnation at Ephesus 
was unjust, and secondly, that the vindication of Flavian, who 
had suffered from the same causes and for the same faith as 

1 rhs GeoTcKov. 2 pp. 96-142, 265-93, 329-80. 
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himself, was the vindication of all that he had stood for. To 

this end he gives a detailed account of the two Ephesian 
Councils of 431 and 449, showing how at the first Cyril by 

violence and bribery won imperial and episcopal assent to a 
verdict which was no genuine verdict of a council constitu- 

tionally assembled, while at the second Flavian had suffered 

in similar fashion at the hands of Dioscorus. But there was 

this difference. The injustice done to Flavian had been 
recognized by the Church and redressed, while that done to 
himself had not. So he claims that he never had a fair 
hearing, but was condemned untried for defending the faith 

which was ultimately accepted by the Church. 
But though he is not lacking in a lively sense of the wrongs 

he has suffered, Nestorius realizes that the triumph of the 

truth is of more importance than his own fate. Indeed, in a 

notable passage he asserts his determination not to press his 
claim to have been vindicated in the vindication of Flavian 

lest the odium of his name should delay the complete victory 

of the true faith.? It is that victory for which he chiefly cares, 

and hence the main bulk of Zhe Bazaar is occupied with the 
doctrinal discussion of the Christian faith in the Incarnation. 

In Book I, Part I, Nestorius sets forth his views in contrast 

to those which he holds to be erroneous. The section, which 

is divided into ninety-three numbered sub-sections, to which 

titles have been added by the Syriac translator, is cast in the 
form of a dialogue with one Sophronius. Here Nestorius sets 

forth as it were the theme of his thesis, and the remaining 

doctrinal discussions are little more than variations on it. He 

begins by a brief review of errors. The heathen, the Jews, 

the Manichaeans, the followers of Paul of Samosata, of Photinus, 

and of Arius are described, and their doctrines criticized. The 

theories which deny either the true godhead or the true man- 

hood of Christ, or which involve the changing of one into the 

other, or the production of a third nature by the combination 

of divine nature with human, are pilloried. In the fifty-fourth 

sub-section,’ in passing over to the positive assertion of his 

own christological beliefs, he directly denies that he teaches 

' See pp. 176, 374. 2 P. 378, cp. p. 370. 5 P. 47. 
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that there were ‘Two Sons’ in Christ, and the remaining 

sub-sections are mainly occupied with a statement of his own 

position, though the last five are again devoted to criticisms of 

other views already mentioned. Similar criticisms compose 

the short Part II of Book I. Having thus laid down his 
doctrinal position, in Part III Nestorius begins his historical 

review of the controversy between himself and Cyril. The 

remaining doctrinal discussions, lengthy as they are, do not 
carry us farther. They are concerned with contrasting his 

own views with those of Cyril and his followers, and repeat 
over and over again two points. On the one hand his own 

doctrines are shown to be consistent with the Scriptures,! the 
faith of Nicaea,” and the writings of accepted Fathers of the 

Church ;* on the other hand the teaching of Cyril is exhibited 
as self-contradictory * and, on the points at issue between Cyril 

and himself, as having affinities not with orthodoxy ° but with 

the heretics described in the opening section of the book.*® 

The place of that opening section in the plan of the book can 

therefore clearly be seen. In it Nestorius describes the 

general doctrinal issues in the field of Christology, and sets 
the stage for the discussion of the particular points of the 
controversy between himself and Cyril. 

What precisely did Nestorius teach? This is the question 

over which controversy has raged since the discovery of 7he 

Lazaar. It is not the object of the present volume to enter 

upon the discussion of this problem, but to provide English- 

speaking theologians with the necessary material to study it 

for themselves.’ The following summary of undisputed facts 

may, however, be given without entrenching upon the ques- 
tionable ground. It will be well first to state what Nestorius 
denies, and what he asserts. 

Pp. 46-55, 64-70, 164-7, 188, 192-203, 207, 228-30, 256-9. 

Pp. 143-6, 168-71, 181-2, 263-5 

. 168, 191-203, 214-17, 220-2, 223-5, 261-3, 316. 

Pp. 150-6, 161, 169, 170, 303, 316-17, 322-3. 

Pp. 142-3, 146-50, 173-5. 

Pp. 129, 162, 176-81, 210-11, 240-1. 

7 A contribution to the discussion by one of the two editors is reprinted as 
Appendix IV, and it has not been possible entirely to keep his views out of the 

notes on the text, though this has been done as far as could be. 
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(i) He denies that the unity of Christ is a ‘natural com- 
position’ in which two elements are combined by the will of 
some external ‘creator ’.! 

(ii) He denies that the Incarnation was effected by changing 
godhead into manhood or vice versa, or by forming a ¢ertium 
guid from those two ozszaz.” . 

(iii) He denies that God was in Christ in the same way as 
in the saints.® 

(iv) He denies that either the godhead or the manhood of 

Christ are ‘ fictitious ’ or ‘ phantasmal’, and not real.* 

(v) He denies that the Incarnation involved any change in 

the godhead, or any suffering on the part of the Divine Logos 

who, as divine, is by nature impassible.° 

(vi) He denies that the union of two natures in one Christ 
involves any duality of sonship.° 

(vii) He asserts that the union is a voluntary union of god- 
head and manhood.’ 

(viii) He asserts that the principle of union is to be found 

in the prosépa of the godhead and the manhood; these two 

prosopa coalesced in one prosdpon of Christ incarnate.® 

(ix) He asserts that this view alone provides for a real 

Incarnation, makes possible faith in a real atonement,’ and 

provides a rationale of the sacramentalism of the Church.!° 

It is clear that the crux of the question is to be found in 

the eighth of these points, and that the difficulty arises from 
the difficulty of determining the sense in which Nestorius used 

the word prosdpon. His own theory can be stated almost in 
a dozen words. It is this: Christ is the union of the eternal 

Logos and the Son of Mary, the principle of the union being 

1 Pp. 9, 36-43, 84-6, 161, 179, 294, 300-1, 303-4, 314. 

Pp. 14-18, 24-8, 33-7, 80, 182. $ P. 52. 
Pp. 15, 80, 172-3, 182, 195, 208. 

Pp. 39-41, 92, 93, 178-9, 181, 184, 210-12. 

Pp. 47-50, 146, 160, 189-91, 196, 209-I0, 215, 225, 227, 237-8, 295-302, 

314, 317. 
7 Pp. 37, 179, 181, 182. 

8 Pp. 23, 53-62, 81, 89, 156-9, 163-4, 172, 182, 207, 218-19, 227, 231-3, 245-8, 

260-1. 

9 Pp. 62-76, 205, 212-14, 253. 10 Pp. 32, 55, 254-6. 
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that the zpécw7ov of each has been taken by the other, so that 

there is one mpdcwzov of the two in the union. Did one know 

precisely what Nestorius meant by the word zpécwzov, one 

would know precisely how he thought of the Incarnation, and 

would be able to decide whether the logical implications of 
his teaching are those of Nestorianism or of orthodoxy. It is 

certain that he himself did not wish to teach what is known 
as ‘Nestorianism’. His denunciations of Paul of Samosata 

and his followers show that he had no sympathy with those 

who think of the Incarnation on adoptionist lines, and when 

accused of ‘ Nestorianism ’, as on pages 19 and 47, he indig- 

nantly repudiates any such views. The intention of his 

doctrine is accurately summed up in the heading inserted by 

the Syriac translator to the fifty-fourth section of the first 

part of The Bazaar—‘ Concerning this: that God the Word 
became incarnate and there were not two sons but one by a 

union.’ } 

Nestorius, then, accepted as a matter of religious belief 

the faith of the Church in a Christ who was truly God and 

truly man and truly one, and through reflection on this he 

produced a theological theory which he thought adequately 
related this belief to the knowledge of the universe gained by 

metaphysical investigation. The positive teaching of Zhe 

Bazaar of Heracleides is simply an elaboration of this theory 

of a prosépic union. With wearisome iteration it is put for- 
ward again and again, and is shown to be satisfactory when 
tested by reference to the teaching of Scripture, the doctrine 

of the Fathers, the needs of religion, and the demands of the 

intellect.2, In contrast to this the ‘hypostatic union’ of Cyril 
is shown to be unscriptural, unorthodox, destructive of true 

religion, and unintelligible—unscriptural because it ignores the 

scriptural distinction between the use of the words ‘ Logos’ 

and ‘ Christ’ ;° unorthodox since it involves if not Arianism, 

then docetism or Apollinarianism ;* destructive of true reli- 

gion in that it abolishes the work of Christ as High Priest of 
the human race, undermines the doctrine of the Eucharist, and 

nd ae & 2 E.g., pp. 188 sq., 263. 33 and 213, 308-10. 

5 EF. g., pp. 188 sq. 4 E.g., pp. 150, 304. 
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empties the Atonement of its meaning ;' and unintelligible to 
such an extent that sometimes one is simply baffled by the 

contradictions in his teaching,? and sometimes forced to con- 

clude that he has confused the essential distinction between 

godhead and manhood, thus undermining the true humanity 

of Christ and dishonouring his divinity.® 

It seems possible that in this last point lies the solution of 

the vexed problem of what was at issue doctrinally between 
Cyril and Nestorius. Perhaps the most difficult task for 
Christian philosophy is the thinking out of its doctrine of 

creation, in which it is essential that man be conceived both 

as owing his existence to God and ‘ made of nothing’ other 
than God, and yet also as ina real sense distinct from and 

other than God. If sometimes we are tempted to abandon 

the quest as hopeless, it is well to remember. that even if we 

give up our Christianity we do not thereby remove our diffi- 

culty. The relation of the temporal to the eternal is no less 

difficult a problem for the secular philosopher than for the 
religious. Now in the fifth century the implications of the 

doctrine of creation do not seem to have been thought out. 

In the struggle with Arianism the Church had been forced, it 
seems for the first time, openly to face the question whether 

or no God could create directly and not only through some 
intermediate being, and the assertion that the Logos ‘ through 
whom all things were made’ is ‘of one substance with the 

Father’ denies the impossibility of direct creation by God 
Himself. Before the implications of this assertion had time 

to be fully assimilated, the Church was stirred by the Christo- 
logical controversies. In these all parties seem to have 
assumed a conception of the relations between godhead and 

manhood which made impossible any union of the two in 

Christ such as the Christian religion demanded. It was not 

noticed that it would also have made impossible any such 

direct creation by God as the Fathers at Nicaea had asserted, 

and was, in fact, a conception belonging to certain strains of 

ante-Nicene thought which ought to have been abandoned 

1 E.g., pp. 248 sq., 212. 2 E.Z.,; pp. 257, 207; 303. 

3 FE. g., pp. 232, 238-40, 250, 294. 
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through being found to require an Arian rather than an 
Athanasian Logos. But Apollinarius provoked reply too 
soon. 

It is the heretics, Apollinarius, Nestorius, and Eutyches, who 

are the logically consistent upholders of this outworn con- 
ception of the relation between godhead and manhood. 

Cyril’s teaching, no doubt without his realizing the fact, was 

inconsistent, for he had not consciously abandoned this ante- 

Nicene position, with the result that his positive teaching on 

the Incarnation, while consistent with the Nicene doctrine of 

Creation, demanded a revision of his conception of godhead 

and manhood, a fact which he does not seem to have realized. 

But, as has happened so often in the history of thought, the 
inconsistency of a thinker great enough to recognize truth at 

the cost of his system won for his thought a place in posterity 

far above that of the barren coherence of his rival. 
Nestorius has been called a confused thinker, but careful 

study of The Bazaar of Heracleides makes it clear that, what- 
ever he was, he was certainly not that. His few points are 

repeated again and again with monotonous consistency. His 

trouble was rather that that confusion in the apparent nature 

of things which is the challenge to thought was too many- 
sided for so narrow and precise a thinker as he. Zhe Bazaar 

may be long, and full of needless repetition, but it never con- 

tradicts itself, and were it not for two facts might well be 

studied in an abbreviated edition. Only, first, when a man 

has been for centuries condemned unheard, it is hardly fair to 

enforce a closure on the time allotted to him for his defence ; 

and, secondly, when there is difficulty in determining precisely 
what he fs trying to say, it is possible that in the course of 

often repeating an argument some little variation of detail 

may give a clue to the meaning of the whole. 
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. apostolic ® he was known and famous in the labours of 
.* that your enthusiasm .... andin your fulness... . 

of earthly kings. So you undertook the labour of a long 
voyage from the East to the West to give light to the souls 

which were plunged in the darkness of the Egyptian error and 

intent ° on the smoke of the blasphemy of Apollinarius ; men, 

however, loved the darkness more than the light, since the 

eyes of their minds [were dimmed] by personal prejudice ° 
. for your pride .... only the darkness . . . . compre- 

hended it ; but, on the contrary, although .. .. they became 

old. They were not convinced; they were convicted of error 

and exposed. In this firm confidence in the might of your 
prayers mine Insignificance draws nigh to translate this book 

from Greek into Syriac; yet at least, the hope of the help of 
the living God being laid upon my tongue and confirmed in 

my thoughts, I therefore draw nigh to compose these eight 

chapters wherein the purpose of the book is made clear. 

1. Concerning the aim of the book. The aim, therefore, which 

has been proposed by the writer for this writing is this: 

that, because many, thoughtlessly [led astray] by the multi- 
tude of men and by the desire of possessions, have fallen 

without examination into the slough of prejudice through 

hatred and through attachment to persons,’ from which 
not... .° they have been condemned to that woe 

hich was written by the prophet: Woe unto them that 

call evil good, My lord the blessed Nestorius / [set him- 
self] to write this book to be a remedy to heal souls labouring 

! Viz. the Syriac Translator: this title is added by Bedjan. 

* These lines are only fragmentarily preserved. 

Nau conjectures: [dans sa carricre| apostolique. 

Nau conjectures: dans les travaux de esprit ; see crit. n., p. 398. 

5 See crit. n., p. 398. 

® Literally : ‘by the precedence of the parséphd (= mpédawmor)’. 

" Syr. parsopha’. 8 There is a lacuna here in the text. ® Isa. v. 20 (P.). 
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at this stumbling-block and plunged in the depth of impiety. 

For great, to speak as in truth, was the schism which the devil 

introduced into the Christian body of the holy Church, such as, 

if [ct were| possible, to deceive even the elect;1 and for this 

reason this remedy has necessarily been required [to be] 
a corrective and a healing of the sickness of their minds. 

This is the aim of the book. 

2. Concerning the utility thereof. I suppose that, before 
[the beginning of] the text, the spiritual utility of? this 
book has been revealed to the reader from [its] aim. Accord- 
ing to the punishment that comes upon the doers of injury 

who make the innocent guilty and the guilty innocent, it gives 
indeed light to the eyes of the souls by teaching concerning 

that Christian dispensation which is in truth the more 

excellent theory ° concerning the divinity and the humanity. 
For through this we are both far removed from blasphemy 

about the divine nature and about the dispensation, and we are 

brought nigh unto knowledge through his manifold mercies. 

But, that our discourse may not be prolonged concerning 

the great assistance which we gain from this book, which 
succours us4.... let us state in a few words the proof 

that he clears away the thorns .... and causes the seed to 

sprout in [place of] them. 

Boas Much has been written concerning the manner of 

the union, but not even one of them [that have written about 
it] in this research makes it clear and establishes it in all truth ; 
for they have delighted to make many distinctions, and there 

are others who have ventured to fuse [the natures] without 
examination. But this blessed [Nestorius] has undaunted 

delivered to us the knowledge thereof which is right. 

4. The cause of its title. It is called indeed the Bazaar ° of 
Heracleides, for this is evident that it is the bazaar of spiritual 
knowledge; but it is not evident who Heracleides [was]. 

This is apposite to the illumination thereof, O reader; namely, 
Heracleides was a man honoured for his conduct and 

1 Cp. Matt. xxiv. 24, Mk. xiii, 22, 2 Literally: ‘in’. 
3 Syr. té’éryad = Gk, Oewpia. 4 Literally : ‘which gives us a hand’. 

5 See n., p. Xil. 
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esteemed for his knowledge, and he dwelled in the neighbour- 

hood of Damascus. Now this man, in consequence of his 

superiority in these things, was famous even before [his] 
Majesty’ for his truthfulness and the justice of his words ; 

who, being superior to all the passions which remove [men| 
far from the truth, did everything without partiality. It seemed 

[therefore good | to the writer to entitle the book with the title of 
this man’s name, lest on account of his own name, in that many 

abhorred it, they should not /be willing to read [it] and be 
converted to the truth—[a book] which he sets as a judge 
between him|self| and the impious Cyril, speaking and defend- 
ing themselves. But the book, nevertheless,.......... 

as that of the dispensation and of the truth of the 

inquiry concerning the faith, and the fourth [kind of literature 
is that] of history ;. but this book is placed in the third class, 
that is of chapters concerning the faith, to be read after these 

two books which were made by the saint—and I mean 
Theopaschites* and Tragoedia, which were composed by him 

as a defence against those who blamed him for having wanted 

a council to be held. 

6. Into how many parts tt 1s divided. Now in the first place he 

composed one dissertation wherein he speaks of all the heresies 

against the Church and of all the sects that exist concerning 

the faith of the three hundred and eighteen,’ arguing valiantly 
against those who are of greatest repute among them. And 

in the second part he assails Cyril, putting before [every- 

thing else] the inquiry touching the judges and the accusa- 

tion of Cyril. And the third [contains] his own defence 
and the comparison of their letters; and with this he finishes 
the first book. But the second book he divides into two parts: 

the defence and the refutation of the blame for the things on 

account of which he was anathematized ; and in the second 

1 Nau: devant l’Empire (le pouvoir impérnial). 

2 Added by Bedjan. * Several lines are here missing. 

* Syr. 7é’épastiqés by metathesis for Gk, O¢onacyxirns (Payne-Smith, Thes. 
Syr. ii. 4367). For fragments from these lost works see Loofs, Nestoriana, 

pp. 203-211, and below, Appendix I. 

® I.e. The Council of Nicaea, a. D. 325. 
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[part he recounts that which took place] from [the time] when 
he was anathematized until the end of his life. 

7. Concerning the literary form of the book. The literary 
form of the book is . . . . and drawing inferences .. . .1 

8. Under what*....' Now for the most part it is 

theoretical, because it is teaching us the complete knowledge 

of the dispensation touching our Lord Christ. With these 

[words] we will therefore stop our address /and approach 
the body of the book, requiring of those who come by 
chance upon what has been written by us that they blame us 

not as fault-finders, if haply there be [defects] in the com- 
position of our discourse, but [that] they display a ready 

will and correct what is deficient in us. But if he conceives 

the reverse about us, for us the prayers of those who labour 
not with this sickness are sufficient; while the former will 

prosper in their own affairs, knowing that we have made no 

innovations at all. The editor is blameless. 

[Here follow the titles of §§ 1-93, which are omitted as they are 
repeated in italics in the text.] 

Finished are the titles of the chapters which are [given] in 

the preceding dissertation. And unto Yah [be] glory! Amen. 

1 There is a lacuna here in the text. 2 See crit. n., p. 398. 



The beginning of the book, that 1s, the beginning of 
the Discourse of the Saint ts from here. 

THE BOOK OF 

Vey EOhD NESTORIUS 

PATRIARCH OF CONSTANTINOPLE 

AND THE 

CANON OF ORTHODOXY 

BOG lLaveAheh 1? 

/ Preface. Now in my opinion whoever is about to investig- 

ate the truth in all seriousness ought not to compose his 

discourse with preconceived ideas, but should bring forward 

and explain everything which is opposed to the truth. As 
those who have a knowledge of gold show the distinction 
between good gold and that which is poor by a comparison 

of the one with the other in the sight of those who wish to 
accept what is alloyed as though it were pure, and even in 
preference to the pure (for many choose evil instead of good 

and falsehood instead of truth, in that both are equal to them, 

and their readiness is the greater to dispute and to defeat 

one another [in argument] than to establish the truth); so, 

since different people confess different opinions about Christ 

and hold fast /only to the name, we ought to set out the 

fictions of each one of these heresies concerning Christ, in 

order that the true faith may be known by comparison with 

[these] heresies, and that we may not be shaken, falling into 

the one or the other like men who do not see. 

1. Wherefore the Heathen do not call Christ God .... 
The heathen indeed are not content to name Christ God 

because of the suffering of the body and the cross and the 

death, and they consider that the miracles were [accepted | 

1 Syr. ‘ Dissertation 1’, 
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in error. And they are not differentiated in name, because 

there is indeed no distinction between them, in that all of 

them are heathen. 

2. Wherefore the Jews do not admit that he is Christ. 
But the Jews do not confess that he is Christ because of 

the Cross and the death, in that they look for the advent of! 

Christ in all great glory and dominion. 

3. Wherefore the Manichaeans do not admit that Christ 1s 

also man by nature, but only God. 
The Manichaeans also, and those who have sprung up from 

them and among them, declare that he is not man but only 
God/because of the miracles; but as touching his human 

[qualities], they place them in schéma and illusion and not 
in nature. 

4. Wherefore the Paulinians® and the Photinians profess 

that our Lord Christ himself ts only a man and that he is not 

also God. 
But the Paulinians say that he is not God but only man 

because of the birth and death; but they attribute to him 
miracles as to any of the saints. 

5. Wherefore the Arians profess that Christ 1s neither God 

whole and without needs, nor yet a man, but half God and 

half man. 
The Arians confess that he is halt God and half man of 

soulless body and of created divinity; deeming him in- 

ferior to men in saying that there is not a soul in him and 

again deeming him inferior also to God in saying that he 

is not uncreate and without needs, But because of the in- 
carnation® and the birth of a woman and the death they 

consider that in his human [qualities] he became God, and 
they confuse his divine with his human [qualities], attributing 
his incarnation not to [his own| authority, but to an overruling 
command,’ saying that the union with the flesh resulted in one 

1 Literally : ‘expect to accept’. 
2 Viz. the followers of Paul of Samosata, Bishop of Antioch in a. D. 260, 

condemned at the Council of Antioch, a. D, 268 (or 269). Among them, the 

semi-Arian Photinus was condemned in 351. 3 Sc. évavOpwrnots. 

* This passage illustrates Nestorius’ use of the phrase ‘natural union’, and 
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nature and not/according to the use of the jrosdpon of the 

dispensation on our behalf, but even as the soul and the body 

are bound [together] in one nature and |the soul] suffers 
sensibly the sufferings of the body whether it will or not, 
even though it has not of itself [the means] to accept them 
in that it has not a body in which to suffer. So also they 
say that God has only one nature in the body, suffering of 
necessity, whether he will or not, the sufferings of that nature 

which he took upon himself, as though he was not of 
the nature of the Father impassible and without needs. 

And this they say in order that they may not show him 

alone to be endowed with authority and command, so that 

even the command which he accepted is a punishment, and 
from a punishment which lies in his nature there is no escape ; 

and, while he wished it not, he suffered the sufferings of the 

body by virtue of the sensibility of the nature: he hungered 

and thirsted and grew weary and feared and fled and died, 

and he rose not by his nature but by the authority and the 

might of the Father; and in short they say that he naturally 

endured whatsoever appertained to the sensible nature which 

he assumed. 

6. Which the sects are which agree with the Manichaeans. 

....In the midst of these there sprang up heresies, 

some of the Manichaeans and others of them from the 

Paulinians. 

7. And which those are which agree with the Arians. 

explains his refusal to use that phrase to describe the relation of the two 
natures in Christ. A natural union comes into being where elements are 

combined into a whole by some external force. (This is the meaning of ‘in 
virtue of acommand’.) But the incarnation of the Word was not imposed on 
him from without; it was due to his own free choice, and his godhead remained 
a free co-operator throughout. See below, pp. 36-43, 84-86, 161, 179, 

300-T, 303-4, 314. 
1 Nestorius’ argument seems to be as follows: to speak of the Incarnation 

as a ‘natural union’ implies that union with the manhood was imposed on 
Christ’s godhead from without, so that the godhead was imprisoned in the 

manhood like a criminal in gaol. This involves two impossible positions, 
(1) the denial of the freedom of Christ’s godhead (hence the language about 

‘punishment’), and (2) the ascription of passibility to his godhead. 
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... 1/8. And wherein they are far removed from them, 
and in what again they adhere to them. 

They are far removed from them... . 

9. Wherefore he has not written |the names of \ the chiefs 
of these sects but only their dogmas. 

But we wish to decline to [give] the names of their chiefs, 
so as not to prolong our discussion nor to be found to have 
omitted any point in the inquiry by first becoming entangled 
in [questions of ] names. 

10. What the statements are of those who say that by nature 

God the Word became flesh without having taken a body. 
So they accused the Manichaeans of saying that the body 

of our Lord Christ was not truly a nature but a fiction and 

an illusion; but they tolerate miracles for the most part 

only of God, either as though it were impossible or even 

as though it were not decent that they should come about 
through the body. 

Sophronius.? It appertains to the omnipotent and infinite 
nature to be able to do everything ; by its will then all other 

things are limited while it is not limited by anything, and it, 

as God, can do what cannot be [done] by any one else. For 
it cannot be [created| by a nature or a cause greater than 
itself, by which it possesses [the property] of being / and of 
not being God. And on account of this they fear to confess 

that the flesh truly came into being, lest in saying this they 

assume that God is the flesh *; they say: How could this be, 
seeing that we confess that the body is God, for even that 

which is supposed to be flesh is the nature of God and is 

the same and nothing else? 

11. How water which becomes tice 1s tn its nature ice, 

1 Marginal Gloss. There was not an answer to the seventh question in the 

original, nor was there even a place for it. 

2 Sophronius. In the text Sdfrényés; in the margin Séfrinds. Sophronius 
was a common name in the time of Nestorius; but he seems here to be simply 

a rhetorical figure devised by Nestorius to enable him to cast his argument 
in the form of a dialogue. He is used indifferently to represent any heresy. 

Nau (sm /oc.) suggests a Nestorian Bishop of Tella and a Nestorian layman of 

that name as possible references, Cp. Bedjan, of. cit., pp. ix, x. Cp. p. 378. 

8 See crit. n., p. 398. 
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becoming that which it was not without receiving it from 
outside: so they say that God the Word became a body without 
having taken a body from outside. 

As, after running and flowing water is frozen and becomes 
solid, we say that it is nothing but water which has become 
solid, so God truly became flesh though he was by his nature 

God ; and he was in everything and he acted as God. And, 
as touching [the operations of | the flesh, he both did [them] 
also in truth, and he suffered also as flesh, and he became 

flesh in the womb, and in that he became [it] he both was 
born and grew up truly as flesh; and, after he had chosen 
to become it, he both hungered and thirsted and grew weary 

and suffered and was crucified truly, seeing that he was truly 

flesh. For as water, which cannot be broken because it is 

frozen, can in truth be broken / and truly accepts the suffering 
of the nature which it has become, so also God who became flesh 

in truth accepted truly all [the sufferings of | the nature which 
he became without having been expelled from his [own] nature. 

12. As he was revealed in human form to Abraham and 

Facob without having taken bodily frame from outside, so also 

was his incarnation. 

As also he was seen of our fathers Abraham and Isaac and 

Jacob and the rest of the saints in truth in visible nature, 

walking in him who walked and talking in him who talked, 

and eating and drinking in him who ate [so also was his 
incarnation]; for nothing is done of God through deception, 

but everything in truth and in nature; for he is the creator 

and the creator does nothing in schéma and in illusion but 

in nature and in truth. But those things which were not in 

the nature of the creator are rightly said to be fiction and 

illusion, since they cannot be seen in [virtue of] their nature. 

13. How they take the |words| ‘truly and not in nature’, 
and in how many ways ‘ truly’ ts said. 

Nestorius. Truly then they say that God became flesh ? 

Sophronius says: ‘Ne confess / that he became flesh truly 

but not by his nature, in that he who became, became [so] 

1 Sc, évavO pwns. 
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in truth, and he is the nature but not in the nature. Indeed 

the flesh has not always existed, but, as flowing water when 

frozen has the nature of ice though it is not so in its nature 

but has become [so], thus also has God truly become flesh, 

and he is the nature of the flesh and not in his nature, in 

that he is not it always but he became [so] afterwards. For 
this is truly the Incarnation,! in his nature to become flesh 
and man and not in illusion nor in schéma nor in fiction 

without Zypostasis, which truly would be no incarnation. He 

therefore who wants to suppose that it came about in fiction 

flees from the truth. 

14. Wherein those who say | this| agree with the Manichaeans 
and wherein they are supposed to be distinct from them. 

Has it then been revealed to thee wherein they are imagined 

[to be] the same and wherein they are supposed to have 
differences and abide by the same? And we ought to leave 

out the things which follow these, in order that we may not 

vainly suppress the truth in what is confessed. 

Nestorius says: I for my part say: Let us not entirely 

neglect this point, although thou dost wish to run over it as 

one which is confessed. Since it has been so unscrupulously 
said as to/be accounted absurd by the hearers, I suppose 

that it is so also to thee. I will now explain this inquiry to 

any one who wishes in order that that which surely is supposed 

may come to explanation; for I do not see in it anything 

like or akin to anything [else]. For they are quite as far 

removed from one another as fiction is far from truth and [as] 
the body of fiction [is] from the body [of truth]. I see many 
who strongly insist on these [theories] as something | based | 
on the truth and ancient opinion. And for this reason I wish 

thee to examine them not cursorily but with all care, in order 

that the words of the faith may not be [treated] without 
investigation and lightly,? but may be clear and known to all 
men, as things which are somehow defined by definitions and 

natural likenesses, and not like things which are represented 

by their shadows [and] resemble this or that so long as they 

! Sc, évavOpwrnois. 2 See crit n., p. 308, 
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are figured in the same likeness.’ In what then dost thou 
say that they say the same thing, in that they are like the 

Manichaeans even in the things wherein they reprimand them? 

Sophronius. Those who say this are not repudiated by 

them as though they hold our body in contempt, for both 

of them deny that the body was taken, but because they do 

not say ‘in truth’, but that the nature of the flesh is illusion. 

We see then also their readiness in these things, [in bringing 

forward] what plea is justly theirs, lest their blasphemies 
should extend beyond what is right. 

/15. The refutation of those who say that God the Word 
became the ousia of the flesh without having taken a body. 

Nestorius says: I say therefore generally [in reference to] 
what they say more [insistently] than those who depend on 
themselves, in order that they may not suppose that they have 

been condemned because they had not an advocate nor 

a helper: for you seem like to me to be fully convinced of 
what they say, and with many words you are capable 

of making their words prevail, so as to be able to make also 

the hearers believe that they are so. So then, constrain thou 

me also to speak unto them. Take each one of the words that 
has been spoken by me and thine also, and bid me give an 
answer to each one of them if I can. But I can, if God wills 

and gives me that which ought to be said [in order] to instruct 
according to my own ability. For I indeed am of no worth; 
but it is for the sake of those who knock and seek at the door 
of the truth, when it is the truth. 

Sophronius. I say that what I have said is a proof of the 
divine power to be able to become truly flesh, being God. For 
he who says ‘God in truth’ attributes to him the [quality] of 
being able [to do] everything ; for everything that he wishes 
he does. He wished indeed to become flesh and he became 
flesh, not the schéma®* of the flesh / but the nature of the flesh, 
that is truly flesh. And thereby did he truly become incarnate,® 
because he was man by nature and not by anything else; 

1 This passage is translated in Bethune-Baker, Nestorius and his Teaching, 
p. 45, and referred to on p. 78 of that work. 

2 Syr. ’éskéma = Gk. oxfjpa. 3 Sc, éyvnvOpunnoer, 
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and the Trinity was the Trinity without having accepted the 
addition of another ovsza.1 Speak then in answer to these 

[assertions]: for they appear to use the common words and 
views in such a way that to dispute against them would be 

great boldness. 

16. Concerning this: that he who has become body in ousia 

ceases to be God and omnipotent and to be as God. 
Nestorius. In truth hast thou spoken, and we ought not to 

dispute what has been said in truth; for indeed [thou hast 
said| that God is all-powerful and does all that he wishes. 
And because of this his owsza became not flesh, for that which 

becomes flesh in its nature ceases to be able to do everything, 

in that it is flesh and not God.? For it appertains to God to 

be able to effect everything, and not to the flesh ; for it cannot 
do everything that it wishes. But in remaining God he wills 
not everything nor again does he wish not to become God so as 
to make himself not to be God. For he is God in that he exists 
always and can do everything that he wishes, and not in 

that /he is able to make himself not to be God; for he into 
whose ousia the nature of the flesh has entered makes himself not 

to be God, and further cannot do everything that he wishes. 
Sophronius. He is not able to wish not to be what he is, 

but only to be that which he is not. And for this reason he 

became in truth man, which he was not; that is, he became 

truly flesh and man, but not in nature. For that which he is, 

he is in nature; but that which he became, he became it not 

indeed in nature, but truly he was that which he became. 

17. Whether it is assumed by them that God the Word 

became truly a body in ousia or in illusion. 

1 The importance of this point is discussed by Loofs in Nestorius and hts 

place in the History of Christian Doctrine, pp. 126 sqq.; see also below , 

pp. 22-26. 

2 The non-possession of body or flesh (the two words seem to be inter- 

changeable) is for Nestorius a distinctive characteristic of godhead, while the 
possession of body or flesh is essential to manhood, This antithesis was, of 
course, common to him and to his opponents, but he seems to have developed 

his doctrine by the strictly logical working out of such principles. They seem 
to be the leaven which leavens the whole lump of his thought. Cp. pp. 22, n. 2, 
48. 
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Nestorius. Dost thou attribute ‘truly’ as ‘in ousia’ or 

‘in illusion and in fiction ’? 

Sophronius. {Yes,] for both of them can truly be assumed. 

18. Concerning this: If God the Word became flesh by 

nature and remained God as he was, then God the Word was 

two ousias naturally. 

Nestorius. If that which is supposed to be in ousia is [so] 
—thou sayest therefore that truly God is in owsza / and that he 
is according to the flesh—|then] after he became flesh there 
were two owszas, that in which he was by nature and that in 
which he became, the one of God and the other of the flesh. 

Sophronius. There is not one owsta and another, but the 

same osia of God, which became also the ozwsza of the flesh ; 

and for this reason there is one ovsia. Just as when water is 

running and when it is congealed there are not two ousias of 
water but one, which exists both in the liquid and in the solid 

state, although the solid is supposed [to be] the opposite of the 
running state, so also God: the same is body and without body, 

but in that he is body he is distinct from that which is without 

body. 

19. Concerning this: that those things which have no distinc- 

tion in nature and are distinct, are said to be distinct in schéma. 

Nestorius. I say therefore that they’ have no distinction in 

nature ; and things which have no distinction in nature and are 

distinguished are distinct in the prosdpon. But [to be distin- 
guished] by the frosépon without nature is a schéma without 

hypostasis in another schéma.* Or dost thou say, like the 

Manichaeans, concerning the flesh and the things of the flesh 

that [they came about] in fiction and illusion, alleging that the 
incarnation? took place by deception? What then dost thou 

1 J,e. running water and water frozen. 

2 This must surely mean: ‘is a change from one schéma to another schema 

while the Aypostasis remains unchanged.’ The word schéma seems to mean the 
form or appearance of a thing at any given moment, e.g. water has one schéma 

when running and another when frozen. But prosdpon, whatever it is, must be 

a permanent element in the being of a thing, without which, or if it were other 

than it is, the thing would not be what it is. Might it be that the prosdépon is 

the unity of the successive schémata of a thing? 

3 Se, évavOpurnats. 
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suppose is true? That we should concede /that the flesh 

issued naturally from the owsia of God and [that] the two 
oustas become one, and become that which it is impossible that 

they should become, that is, that he is not God but flesh, or 

that he became flesh in illusion ? 

Sophronius. Things which should properly be received with 

faith you accept with ‘natural logic’ and reduce them to im- 

possibilities. Then you deprive us in truth of the Christian 
faith as heathens or Manichaeans who stumble at the Cross of 

Christ. 

Nestorius. And who are those who like heathens and 
Manichaeans stumble at the Cross of Christ? Are they not 

those who accept his humanity as a change of the ousta? For 

it appertains to the heathen to say that God works by a change 

in [his] likenesses in any owsia whatsoever and in... .) into 

the nature of which he has been changed ; and further they set 

aside the nature, [even] that which was in the beginning. And 
the Manichaeans also have taken [these opinions] from them 
and say that the change of likeness resulted in a schéma with- 
out Aypostasis. And you, in saying that, are following them, 
and you speak as those who stumble at the Cross of Christ. 

20. Concerning this: that those who say that the Incarna- 
tion®* | lay in| a change of likeness confess that Christ is neither 
God nor man. 

/ You do not confess that he is God in ousza in that you 

have changed him into the ozsza of the flesh, and he is no more 

a man naturally in that you have made him the ousza of God ; 
and he is not God truly or God by nature, nor yet man truly 

and man by nature. 

21. Concerning this: that he who comes into being by ousia 
from a preceding hylé® is that which he has become and not that 
which he was before he became [so|, as from a woman there 
came into being a statue of salt. 

And it is nothing else than this, that, as a man of wood and 

stone is not truly called man, being the nature of wood and 
stone, so also neither is he who has become man from the 

1 See crit. n., p. 398. 2 Sc. evavOpwrnats. 5 See ps 29, ni 4. 
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ousta of God called man by nature, so long as the divine 

nature subsists. 

Sophronius. Then, O admirable man, from stones God can 

raise up children unto Abraham,! and from a human bodily 

frame a pillar of salt,? and from the earth a man;* and 

nothing has prevented God nor yet is anything preventing him 
from doing that which he wishes, preventing him from becoming 

flesh. 

Nestorius. First, then, investigate that which thou hast 

said. / Prove this to us, that God wishes it so.. For the whole 

opinion of the world is agreed that God can do everything 
whatsoever he wishes. But again thou hast made use of proofs 

to the contrary. For he who becomes man from stone or from 

earth is the nature of man, in that he truly has become man, and 

not the nature of stone or of earth ; and that which has become 

a pillar of salt from a human body is only the nature of what- 

ever it has become. For things which are changed from their 

first owsza possess only that nature into which they have been 

changed. Therefore, if thou sayest that he became the nature 
of the flesh from the former “y/é* of the nature of God, he 

possesses that owsza which he has become without having been 
[it]. And it is of no importance that, as I have said, the ousza 
of man issues from a stone or from earth or from the seed of 

man, for that which is from a former owsza is changed into the 

nature which it has become; and if he is not changed, he does 

not at all become flesh by nature. 

Sophronius. Divine Scripture solves for us this problem and 
does not permit us to be obstinate and to speak arbitrarily. 
For the staff of Moses, when it became truly a serpent,’ was 

a serpent as well as a staff; and the waters of the Nile, which 

became blood,® became the nature of blood as well as of water. 

The ousia was the same although it was changed and for this 
reason / the children of Israel used water which had become 
blood as the nature of the water, and Moses [used] a serpent 
as a staff, in that it was truly both of them. For God sustains 

natures as he will. 

1 Matt. iii. 9. 2 Gen, xix. 26. ® Gen; fi, 4, 
4 Syr. Aulé = Gk. bAn. 5 Ex, iv. 2-4; vii. 8-12. 6 Ex, vii. 14-25. 

2775 C 
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22. Concerning this: that the waters of the Nile, when they 
were transformed into the ousia of blood, were only that ousia 

into which they were changed. 

Nestorius. Again thou usest proofs like these because, as 
I suppose, thou art bewildered. There were then two ouwszas ; 
for the water which was taken by the Hebrews was blood and 

water and that which was taken by the Egyptians was both 

in the same way. But if the former was only water and the 
latter only blood, then they were afterwards changed; for 

when they were taken, those which were taken were changed 
and further were something else, namely that which they 
became. How then is it not seen that that which it became 

by nature is by all means that which it has become and nothing 
else ? 

Sophronius. And behold! we see that Divine Scripture 
/ has said that from the same owsza there are two things by 
nature, when that which has become man by nature from dust 

and earth and is man by nature, says: J am dust and ashes} 

if it be that thou mayest not revile Divine Scripture as though 

it has said things that are impossible, when it says of him who 

was man, by nature man, / am dust and ashes. 

23. Concerning this: that one ousia, which appears in two 
ousias, zs 27 the one ousia by nature but in the other in schéma 

only. 

Nestorius. If Divine Scripture, in reiterating these things 

about the nature of man, says [that], and [if] every man is the 
nature of man and nothing else, then also God the Word, who 

truly became man in nature, is dust and ashes in nature and is 
not of the ovsza of God but of dust and ashes. If it [| were the 
divine owsta| from which he became [man], it indicates—if 
indeed every man is this [owsz¢a]* by nature while he is not this 
ousia but the ousia of God—|[that] he was not man except in 
schéma, as the Manichaeans say ; and the statements also con- 

cerning him are in schéma, that it may not be revealed to 
every one what he is; since one owsza, if it be recognized in 

two oustas, in the one / is ousta but [is] in the other in schéma 
or in falsehood and in illusion. 

1 Gen. xviii. 27 (P.). * J,e. an ousta of dust and ashes. 
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Sophronius. So thou art attributing to God nothing more 
than that he should be God truly by nature and man by nature. 

It is the same nature in both of them, except that God is in 

man. And what is the Incarnation! except that he became 

man by nature in the nature of man and that he spoke to us 

in our nature and that he endured naturally all the things that 

are ours, since for this thing indeed he became incarnate.’ But, 

further, you lay down that God did [this] by means of an 

intermediary ? and the clothing of the schéma, and absurdities 
such as this, in that he likened himself to tragedians and 

singers who somehow disguise themselves. 

24. Concerning this: that he who can be visible by his 
nature has no need to become anything else in order to be visible 

in vt. 

Nestorius. But, O admirable man, it remains to compare 

the things which have been said by thee, [namely] that. he 
appeared to us in his own nature without an intermediary. 

For what reason then hast thou said that he became the 

nature of man while remaining God? For he who appeared 

in his nature had no need to become another owsza in which to 

appear. If he appeared in his own, then thou sayest an im- 

possible thing, that he was a mediator for him[self]. / For 
a mediator is not of one, but God ts one,®? and consequently he 

cannot be God but the mediator of God. 

25. Concerning this: that if, when God appeared to the 
saints, he appeared in a change of ousia, he therefore became 

incarnate in many ousias and not in one. 

But further be persuaded to consider this: dost thou pre- 

dicate of God one incarnation! or many? What sayest thou of 

this? Then, since you say that he became the nature of man 

and was seen by Abraham and Jacob, and by each one of the 
saints in any schéma whatever, in whatever schéma he was, he 

1 Sc, évavOpwanors, évnvOpwnnaer. 
* Nestorius is here accused of Nestorianism. His reply is a somewhat 

ambiguous reference to Scripture, after which he confines himself to attacking 

Sophronius’ position, leaving till later the task of making clear his own views. 

Cp. p. 47, n. 3. 
3 Gal. iii. 20 (P.). 
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was naturally changed into the nature in which he was seen 
and in the last days he was changed into the nature of man in 
order to become incarnate.! [Therefore] you predicate many 
incarnations,' if indeed you agree that the Incarnation ' was to 

become incarnate! in his nature. There are many changes 

through which he appeared in schéma. 

Sophronius. One incarnation! do we predicate, [affirming | 
that at that time he truly became incarnate! in his nature 

and appeared not to some men, as to Abraham and to Jacob, 

but to all men. 

26. Concerning this: that if the word incarnation! ts 
employed of his appearing to all men and not to certain ones, 

as to the saints, /in that he appeared not to all men, he has 
not then indeed become incarnate? at all. 

Nestorius. {It follows] from ® this statement that he became 
not incarnate’ at all, in that he appeared not to all men, 

but [only] to those in Palestine. Why then was his incarna- 
tion? partial and not for all men? Or is this what thou callest 

the Incarnation,! that he became man in nature when he 

became incarnate! for all time and appeared to all men? 
27. Concerning what has been said about the Incarnation, 

an that he appeared in human nature. 

If then the Incarnation! was truly one and for all men 
and not for some, both for those who saw him and for those 

who saw him not, both for those who were [present] and for 
those of old, and if the Incarnation! happened at the same 

time for all nature, we duly confess that God the Word was 

not the nature of man; for that is not the nature of man 

which is not the nature of man but of God. But in the 
ousia of man [he is| truly man, of the true nature of the 
true man in which he became incarnate! altogether for all 

and which he made his prosépon, and he was revealed in the 

things of men in comporting himself in the nature of man, 
being God in human nature. As a king in the schéma of a 
soldier comports himself as a soldier and not as a king, 
/ he is clad in the manner of a soldier against whatsoever has 

1 Sc. é€vavOpwrnois and cognate words. ee | ae 
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need of correction, and it is said that in everything he is [so] 
clad, in that he has become the schéma of one soldier, even 

that which clothes all the soldiers. So he became incarnate ! 
in one man for all men who are of the [same] nature, since 

he was in their nature, and in it he spoke to all men, as if 

he spoke in his own nature. 
Sophronius. Then, when he was in the nature of man, 

it is said that he became incarnate; and through it and in 
it for all men and not rather on his own account, in that he 

became a man in truth and thereby was associated with a 

man who was of their very nature. And in truth incarnation ' 
took place in that by his own nature he became man and 

had no need of another nature. 

Nestorius. The Incarnation! indeed lay not in this, as a 

king, in using as a king the schéma of soldierhood, becomes 

not a soldier indeed in the manner of a soldier; or perhaps 

[it is] as if one were to say that in name only he becomes 
a soldier. Thus no more did God become incarnate,! being 

not in human nature, but.... 

Sophronius. What meanest thou by ‘as a king’ and ‘as 
a soldier’ ? 

Nestorius. Just as purple is the clothing of royalty but 

not of soldierhood and as the clothing of soldiers is the 
equipment ? which belongs to soldiers and not to kings, when 

/ therefore a king wishes to put on the clothing, that is the 
equipment,” of soldiers and to lay aside the purple of royalty, 

though [clothed] in the schéma of a soldier of which he has 
made use without descending from his royal dignity, he then 

remains in majesty and authority over everything, even in 

this schéma. But when he wishes to condescend and to become 

one of the soldiers, | wearing | the clothing of one of these soldiers, 
as if he had become a soldier, and not [that] of royalty, and 

concealing himself in it and talking with them on equal terms 

and persuading them without constraining them, he so performs 

the duties of royalty in the schéma of a soldier. Thus also 

God, when he wished to become incarnate,’ if he had not 

1 Sc. éevnvOpwrnoev and cognate words. 
2 See crit. n., p. 398. 
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come in human nature but had become flesh in his own 

ousia, would not at all have become incarnate,! in that he 

would have become incarnate! for them in his own ousta and 

not in the nature of men.? 

28. Concerning this: that he who by a change of ousia 
becomes man ts of another nature and not of the nature of men. 

He indeed who by a change of owsza becomes man is of 
another nature and not of the nature of men, in that he has 

another description of nature and not that of men; because 

he is God by nature, and the owsza of man is something * else 

than the nature of God, as both of them exist by nature: not 

that he passed from the nature of God to the nature of man 

nor [that he was] something else than these; /he is by nature 
in both of them, but the man is only man and God is 

only God. 

Sophronius. And he had not so received the incarnation,’ 

but [if it] took place in another human nature and not from 
the ousia of God, how does the Trinity not accept an addition 
in [its] nature, since it has accepted the owsza of another ?* 
Or how is this God of the nature of men and not of the 

ousia of God?> 

29. Concerning this: that, in that he has become man in 

the ousia of man and has not become man in [his own] ousia, 
neither in nature nor in prosOpon does he accept any addition. 

Nestorius. Asa king, who takes the clothes of soldierhood 

and is [so seen], has not become a double king, and as the 
king exists not apart from him, in that he is in him, and as, 

further, he is not revered® apart from him in whom he is 

1 Sc. évavOpwrnca and cognate words, 

2 See p. 15, n. 2. Nestorius is here developing further the argument on 
p. 15. He has there denied that the Incarnation means merely the taking of 

the schéma of humanity by God the Word; he now shows that it involves the 

taking of that schéma and more. But the most important point seems to be the 

establishing of the fact that owsias are mutually exclusive. Henceforward this 

must be assumed as one of the presuppositions of Nestorius’ thought. If 

Godhead and manhood are to be united neither of them can be the basis of the 

union. They must be united in some fertium quid. Cp. pp. 14, n. 2, 48, 208. 

5 See crit. n. p. 398. 4 See p. 14, n. 1. 

5 On this passage see Loofs, Nestorius and his Place, p. 127. 

8 Literally : ‘he is not adored’, 
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known and whereby men also have known him and have 
been rescued; so also God used his own /frosépon to con- 

descend in poverty and shame even unto the death on the 

Cross for our salvation; and by it he was raised up also to 
honour and glory and adoration. Wherein he was abased, 

in that also he was glorified. For the sign of salvation and 
victory is [a sign] of honour and not of abasement. Nor did 
he receive any addition of the omwsta, because the ouszas 

remain without change. For then there is/an addition in 
the owsta when it accepts another ousta, an equal ousia.' 
But also he received not an addition to the prosdépon, in that . 

he took his own prosépon and not another, not for distinction 

but for the union of his own frosdpon and that in which he 
became incarnate ;* and also his prosdpon* is in him and not 
in another. For he is clothed in the likeness of a servant, 

and by it he emptied himself and has clothed it with his 
prosépon and has exalted his name above all names. In the 

prosépon then of the divinity is he adored and in no other, 

and in consequence of this the frosdpon is one and the name 
of the Son [is one]. 

30. Against those who say not that God was changed into 

the nature of a man, but that he changed the ousia of man 
into the ousia of God.* 

Now for those who predicate the union in a change there 

follows in any case an addition in owsza as well as in prosédpon. 

The ousza indeed, which became flesh out of God the Word, was 

added to the Trinity, and it is evident that this prosdpon is 

a part detached and that it is conceived in detachment; or it 
became the nature of the flesh [emanating] from the ousia 
of God the Word in detachment, an addition took place.... 
Whence then is the origin of these things and in what are 
they distinct? Further, we have already said the same thing. 

1 Nau points out that the emphasis is on the otherness, not on the equality, of 
the added ousia. The Syriac phrase is equivalent to the Greek isovaia, 

2 Sc. évnvOpwrnaer. 
3 Nau suggests, probably rightly, that the human prosépon is here meant. 

4 This heading refers to the sect mentioned at the beginning of p, 24, and 
should probably be transposed to the top of that page. 
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/ Let us turn then to another sect which has sprung from these 

and is distinct from them and at the same time is confounded 

with them . 
Sophronius. They confess then that the body of our 

Lord is of his own flesh and therein they mock both at those 

who say that the flesh was in fiction and illusion and also 

at those who say that it was of the owsza of God the Word, 

SAVING oe 3% 

31. What words those use who say that the nature of the 

body was changed into the ousia of God the Word. 

He came not to change his unchangeable ousza and to 
make it the owsza of the flesh but to raise up our miserable 
and changeable [owsta| to his own unchangeable [owsza| and 
to make it divine and adorable, not of itself but in the union. 

And he deems it worthy of the union with his ousza, in order 

that it may become one owsza and one prosdpon of one ousia ; 

and the smaller has been mixed with and deemed equal to 

the great and unchangeable divinity. Even as things which 
are cast into the fire are made equal to the ousza of the fire 

and become the nature of the fire which has made them what 
they have become, so also the divine nature has accepted the 

human nature and has mingled it in its own nature, and has 

changed it and made it therefore one without distinction in 
ousia and in prosdpon ;/and neither in nature nor in prosdpon 

has there truly been an addition to the Trinity; and thus 

the Incarnation? also took place and is conceived. 

32. In what they are distinct from the Manichaeans and in 
what they confess | the same| as they. 
| Vestorius|. These indeed are distinct from the Manichaeans 

in that they confess truly that the flesh is of our own nature 
and that it is not the schéma of the flesh but the nature of 

the flesh. But some of the others who are with them [are 
distinguished] in that they confess that the flesh is true, not 
belonging to human nature but being divine and of the nature 
of the divinity. In this they are distinct and they strive 

1 Nestorius seems here to be dealing with the position afterwards held by 

Eutyches. 

2 Se. évavOpwrnats. 
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with all their might. And those who suppose that they 

serve the church confess that the flesh is of our own nature 

and ousza and so its distinction is known to all men. Generally 
then they dispute with all:' with the Manichaeans con- 
cerning the [point] that there was an owsza and an owsia in 

truth ; and with the others that it was not of the nature of 

God but of our fathers; but with the church in that they 

change the flesh into the owsza of God. Therefore in that 

they do not allow the flesh to remain in its own ousza, they 

resemble the Manichaeans by destroying the ousza of the 

flesh, but diverge from them in that they say that God 

was altogether in the Ay/é of the flesh. But in that they 

immediately change [the flesh] into the owsza of God the 
Word and are unwilling to / confess that God was with the 
human body, they agree with the same opinion and feeling 

when they exclude the owsza of the flesh as if it existed not, 

insisting either on deifying the owsza of the flesh or, so to 

say, on making the ousta of God become incarnate? in the 

ousta of the flesh of the divinity. 

33. Lhat those who change the nature of man into the divine 
nature do not say that God became incarnate but that a man 
was deified. 

He then who is not the human owsza of the flesh and is 

called flesh is so called by homonymy, even as a man of gold 

or silver or of another owsza of whatsoever material® is not 
man by nature, since he has not the nature of man ; and this 

is not the incarnation ? of God but the deification of man. 

34. Concerning this: that those who change the nature of 

man into the divine ousia make an addition to the Trinity both 

in the nature and in the prosopon. 
If therefore the nature of the flesh which has been deified 

remains in the ousza in which it has been deified, how has the 

Trinity not accepted an addition in the owsza and in he 
prosipon? / For there is nothing of human nature in the 

Trinity, neither the Father, nor the Son, nor the Holy Spirit, 

1 Altering the punctuation of the Syriac text, which puts the stop after 

‘ Manichaeans’. 

* Sc. évavOpwrhoca and cognate words. 3 Syr, hilé’ = Gk. bdn. 
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but it is alone ; and in that which was not with it eternally 

but which has been [added] to it, it has received an addition. 

But how could an addition which is [made] to it not be an 
addition? And this also is another story and a Manichaean 

fable.’ But if that which was [added] became not what it 
was and the nature of men was harmed by the nature of the 

divinity as by fire, and [if] thereby the Trinity accepted not 
an addition, no more is this an incarnation,” but the extinction 

of the Incarnation.*, For anything which results in the 
extinction of human nature and not in its preservation, is not 
named an incarnation” but [is] as something which exists in 

relation to that which exists not. 

35. Wherein those who change the nature of the body into 
the ousia of God agree with those who change the ousia of God 
anto the nature of the body. 

And herein they agree with those who change the divine 
ousta into human nature ; for that is the same thing, that God 

becomes the ovsza in the nature [of the body] or that he 
changes the owsza in man into the nature of God. 

36. Concerning this: that it is not possible that the nature 
of God should be changed into bodily frame either by mixture 

or by change, nor yet that the body should be changed into the 

ousia of God the Word. 

/ He indeed who changes the divine nature into human 

nature brings about its suppression, and he who changes human 

nature into the divine nature makes mock of it and makes of 
it a nature unmade, in declaring a nature [which is] made un- 
made, which cannot be. For of nothing the maker easily 
assembles the owsza and makes the owsta which is made by 

change of that which is made. But it is impossible that [he 
should make] that which is unmade ® and that which was not 
from that which was, as thou sayest; or else surely thou dost 

deprive it of being owsza. But there are no means whereby 

the ousta which was should cease to be nor whereby that which 

was made should become unmade, nor again [are there any 
means whereby] that which is not should become an eternal 

1 See p. 14, n. 1. 2 Se. évavOpurnais. 
3 V reads: ‘ that which is made from that which is unmade’, 
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nature and be with the eternal; nor again whereby a nature 

which was not should come into being nor whereby that which 

is not eternal should become eternal either by a change of nature 

or by confusion or by mixture; or whereby from the omsza of the 

eternal [should come into being] that which is not eternally. 
For either by mixture or by confusion of the two ouszas a 
change of owsia took place [making] for one nature which 

should result from the mixture of both of them; or one ousza 

of them was changed into the other. It is not possible that 
the unmade [should become] made and the eternal temporary 

and the temporary eternal and that the created [should become] 
uncreated by nature; that that which is uncreated and which 

has not come into being and is eternal should thereby become 

/made and temporary, as if it became part of a nature made 

and temporary ; nor that there should come forth a nature 
unmade and eternal from a nature made and temporary to 

become an ouwsta unmade and eternal ; for such things are not 

possible nor conceivable. For how can anyone conceive that the 

Maker, seeing that he is in every way other than that which is 
made, should change into his being the other which has been 
made? For in that he is the Maker, he is unchangeable ; since 

he works by an unchangeable nature, and when he is not that 
which he is he works not. In effect either he is what he is 

by nature, eternally God, and became not another nature 

while remaining in the ouwsza of God ; or, not being the nature 
of God, he was made and is not the Maker, which is absurd 

and impossible. 

37. Concerning this: that those also who say that the nature 

has been changed in part, and not all of it, say [what is] 
zmposstble. 

Although indeed anyone should grant that in part he 

changed his nature and in part was not changed, he who 

makes has in every way the lordship over him who is made 

and over him who is changed ; for there is nothing which is 

more lordly in its [whole] nature than [in] a part of it, but 
whatever all of it is the same also /is in its part. Even if 

then we accept absurdities as well-pleasing, a part being 
mentioned in speaking of a nature simple and indivisible, not 
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even so does one avoid what is absurd and not eternal. For 

wherein does that which is not the owsza come to be in the 

ousia? For in so far as he is God he is unchangeable, but 

when he is not God he does nothing. How then is that said 

which cannot even be conceived: that God is changed into 

another owsta or again that another ousza is changed into the 

ousta of God and becomes that which is the Maker, that is, 

that what was unmade and was not [became] that which 
was made and came into being? These [statements] are 
in fact contradictory. How then do the things which have 

been said appear to thee? Have both parties been suff- 
ciently treated, those who stand by the statements of those 

men and [those also] who are of ours? Or is there still 
something lacking which they ought to establish??? Thou 
oughtest to fill it in, as though thou speakest on their behalf.” 

For if anything touching the faith has been omitted in their 
statements, we shall lend it our aid with all our might, in order 

that their discomfiture may be exceeding great, since they are 

supposed by many to be unshaken and unaltered, although 

they are not. 

Sophronius. I suppose then that the statements of both 

parties have been well handled and there remains nothing for 

us [to do], and therefore / indeed I rejoice in an hour of 
silence, and I beseech thee also to desist ; for I have no good 

or useful objection that can be raised against thee, except one 

word only which people confidently use in regard to what 

pleases them. 

Nestorius. What [is that]? Speak confidently, undaunted, 
using manfully and adequately every one of their arguments 

even as they themselves [do]; for no one who is hesitating 
in his thoughts can strive manfully. 

Sophronius. So must it be in regard to the union even as 

the bread, when it becomes body, is one and the same body 

and not two. And one also is that which is conceived as 
the nature of the body, and further it is no more conceived in 
its former nature but as itself in that which it has become ; 

wherefore it is not that which it appears [to be] but that 
1 See crit. n., p. 398. 2 Syr. ‘their mpécwmor’. 
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which it is conceived [to be]. And consequently also the 
Apostle decreed a fearful punishment against those who sup- 
posed the body of our Lord to be common, when he said thus: 
Tf he who has violated the law of Moses dies without pity out 

of the mouth of two or three |witnesses|, how much more is 
he counted worthy of a severe punishment who has trampled 

underfoot the Son of God and has considered common the blood 

of his testament, whereby he was sanctified, and has scorned 

the spirit of grace.' Thishe said / against those who regarded 
the blood and body of God as the blood and body of man, 
and who erred in supposing that the body and blood whereby 

we have been sanctified are common ; and the spirit of grace 
they have scorned in confessing not that the Son of God is 
consubstantial with God and the Father, but that the body of 

the Son of God is the body of a man, whose body and blood 

he has raised to his own owsta and has not let them be 

upbraided and taunted with a human ousza but has [caused 
them] to be adored in his own owsza. 

38. Concerning this: that the Apostle speaks also against 

those who consider the blood and body of Christ profane and 

impure, not as though to imply that it* has certainly been 

changed into the nature of God the Word but as though they 
vefuse to call the blood blood and to call the body body and 

[because they assert| that they are not able to save us, as the 
Manichaeans say. 

Nestorius. Is this proof, concerning which thou keepest 

silence, of small importance in thy opinion? They indeed 
insist much on it, and thou oughtest not to bring it forward 

negligently. It had indeed escaped my notice in the manner 

of those who see the mote but not the beam. [Now that] it 
has been revealed, let us examine it from all sides, [to see] 
how it is and how / Divine Scripture wishes us to understand 
[it], so that we incur not blame just and divine. 

39. In how many ways the word which tn Greek is called 
koinon zs used. 

And first, let us speak of the use of the word called koinon 
in Greek. Now in meaning it refers to [what is] polluted, 

+ Heb, x. 28, 29, * Viz. the human oussa, 
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and [what is] common and to participation. [It refers to] 
what is polluted, as he! said in the Acts: Mever have I 

eaten that which is impure and polluted ;* but to what is com- 
mon in whatsoever they—the Apostles—had belonged to them 

in common;* but to participation in the cup of thanksgiving 

which we bless, is it not a participation in the blood of Christ ? 

And the bread which we break, is it not a participation in the 

body of Christ?* And again: He who sanctifies and those 
who are sanctified are all of one, wherefore he was not 

ashamed to call them brothers, saying: I shall proclaim 
thy name to my brothers and in the midst of the assembly I 

shall glorify thee; and again: IT shall put my trust in him; 

and again: Here am 1 and the children which God has given 

me.... Since then the children have participated in the 

flesh and the blood, he also has participated likewise in the 

same things.” Since therefore this term is employed of a man 

who is impure and polluted and also of that which is common 

and further of participation, [did he® so use] this expression 

which covers three uses / and does not distinguish against 
what opinion the apostle meant it, when he laid it down that 

for this reason men ‘¢vample underfoot the Son of God?’ 

Which of these three [interpretations] is accurate ? 
Sophronius. |He employed this word] against those who 

think that he died not for us but was in his own death as 
all men, and that both living and dead he was an ordinary 

man and that he possessed nothing more [than ordinary men], 
for they know not that he is the Son of God and that his 

blood is the blood of God and not that of a man. 

Nestorius. Do you say this, that the body and blood are 
the oustza of the Son of God, or that the body and blood 

are of human owsza and have become the nature of the 

divinity? For, as you say, the flesh is not flesh, because it 

has been changed by him into the ousza of God the Word 

by means of a mixture and a union. And it [is what] the 
blessed Apostle meant when he mocked exceedingly at 

1 Viz. St. Peter. 3 Acts x. 14. * Acts iv. 32 (P.). 

= 7 Cor, &. 16 (F.), 5 Heb. ii. 11-14 (P.). 

6 Viz, the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 7 Heb. x, 29. 
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those who confessed his body and his blood and | yet | supposed 
it impure. 

Sophronius. He said not this against those who by no 
means confess the body in truth, nor against those who change 
or corrupt the owsia as by fire or [who suppose]! the omsia 

of the flesh impure through mixture, but against those who 

confess the flesh and the blood and [yet] think that it is 
common. / 

Nestorius. As it seems to me, the opinion to which thou 

dost cling is not more in harmony with? these, but with those 

who change the owsta into the nature of flesh and_ blood, 
without thinking that the owsta of the flesh and blood of 

our Lord is common, but that it is of God the Word and 

not of men. 

Sophronius. Then one ought not to return answer to 

these but a reprimand for having used contradictory expres- 

sions. But speak of those who supposed that the flesh was of 

the ousza of God. 

40. How one ought to understand: ‘He who sanctifies and 

those who are sanctified are all of one. ® 
Nestorius. Thou art mistaken, for the Apostle said not 

two contradictory things. For he wished to say that he who 

sanctifies and he who is sanctified are of one and brothers of 

one and not of different owszas, and his children as those who 

are sprung from him. Thus he said: For he who sanctifies 

and those who are sanctificd are all of them of one.® The blood 

then whereby we have been sanctified and which has been 

poured out on our behalf is of one; thereby also are we his 

brothers, as if of one father, but again also his sons, [as those 

who] possess one owsta, wherein we are also sons. In God 

the Word in fact there is not anything whereby he and we 

should be of one, / or whereby we should be called sons in 
his likeness, that for this [reason] we should become his 

brothers, in that we have no reason for such a likeness, as 

those who are brothers and of one father; nor further that 

we should become his sons, because we do not participate 
1 See crit. n., p. 398. 

2 Syr: ‘against’; here the Syr. /ugbal ‘against’ probably represents the 

Gk. mpés. S Heb, ii. rr. 
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in the same ousia. So then the blessed Paul said this, 

accusing those who are not persuaded to admit that the blood 
of men can sanctify and who suppose that it is impure as 

being the blood of a man and consequently regard as 

impure the blood of the covenant whereby we have been 

sanctified and rescued from death through the true death 

ofa man. And thereby he tells us that we are of one, and 

thereby he calls us his brothers on account of the nature 

which is born of our fathers and died for us;! for in that 

he was born he is of our race and we are all of one; but, 

in that he died on our behalf and has renewed the future 

state by immortality and incorruptibility, we are his sons; 

for he is the father of the world to come.? Are we not all 

in consequence of that one body in one? For we all receive 

from this same one bread, whereby he makes us participate 

in the same blood and flesh, which are of the same nature, 

and we participate with him in the resurrection from the 

dead and in immortality. So we are to him his body just 
as is the bread; even indeed as the bread is one, / so are we 

all one body, for we all receive of this one bread. 

41. Concerning this: that, tf in Christ the ousia of the 

body was changed into the divinity, we also are changed into 

the ousia of God the Word; for we are all one bodily frame 

and one body. 

We then also have been changed into his flesh and we are 
his body, and we are therefore not the body and blood of 
man, but his own body. The bread indeed is one, wherefore 
we all are one body, in that we are the body of Christ. You 

indecd are the body of Christ and members in your parts. 

Is the bread the body of Christ by a change of owsia? Or 

are we his body bya change? Or is the body of the Son 

of God one with God the Word by nature? But if they are 
one by nature, there is then no more bread nor again is 

there [any| body. But to those who thought that the body 
of the Son of God was polluted the Apostle says that 

1 The Syriac preposition A/a@f corresponds in the New Testament both to 

avri and to inép, 

2 Isa. ix. 6. (R.V. Marg.) Cp. Heb. ii. 5. $ 1 Cor. xii. 27 ; see p. 12. 
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they are trampling underfoot the Son of God’ in rejecting 

him and denying him, against those who confess that the 

body is of our own nature and who regard it as polluted, 

although |they admit] that it was given for the salvation of 
us all because it was pure and unstained and saved from 

sins,” and that for all our sins he accepted death and became 

as it were an offering unto God. For if we are not of one, 

we are naturally not called /his brothers nor his sons, nor 
are we any more his bread and his bodily frame; but, if all 

these belong truly to Christ, we are his body and consub- 

stantial with him, in that we are that which is also the ousza 

of his body. And these things are also known through the 

words of the dogma of those who are changed now into 
this and now into that, because they possess not the truth.° 

42. Against those who say that the union took place im the 

ousia of God the Word and that the nature of the divinity 

effected the transfusion of the nature of humanity. 

From these again another sect has arisen who in some 

things are like them and in others are distinct from them, 
while they indeed agree with the Arians but also dissent from 

them; but in another way they are clothed in the prosdpon 

of the orthodox, whereby again they keep aloof from the 
one but so fall into the weakness of the first. They confess 
indeed that the body of our Lord is of the nature of our fathers 

and therein they are to be likened to those against whom 

we have spoken a little before; but they are distinct from 

them in denying the change of the flesh into the ouwsza of the 

divinity and in accepting the union without mixture and 

without confusion. But they incline towards the Arians in 

saying that the union resulted in one nature, not by change 

1 Heb. x. 29. 2 Heb. vii. 26. 
3 §§ 37-41. Nestorius’ argument seems to be: In whatever sense the bread 

becomes the Body of Christ, in that same sense we become the Body of Christ 

by participating in the Sacrament. Since we can only participate in a human 

body, the Body of Christ must have been (and be) human, 

In view of the charge commonly brought against Nestorianism that it 
destroys the universal significance for all men of the Incarnation of Christ, 
it is interesting to find that he defends his own view as alone safeguarding this 

significance. 

3775 D 
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of ousta but by combination and natural composition, as 

the soul and the body are combined in one nature, and by 
natural force the soul naturally suffers the sufferings of the 

body, /and the body the sufferings of the soul. That 
which each one of them by its nature cannot accept, such as 

the sufferings and the activity, it has accepted in the natural 

combination by mixture, by one sensibility. They place the 

union not in revelation! and in use, but by natural force in 

a passible nature, and they say that the union took place 

for this [purpose], that they * should naturally participate in 
their activities and in their sufferings. But, further, they are 

distinct from the Arians in saying that there was an animal 

body and soul and that God the Word is consubstantial 

with the Father and that he naturally endured union with 

the nature, not by command but of his own will in order 

to accept on our behalf all the sufferings of human nature, 
not in any other nature but in his own. 

The Apollinarians. He has not surely made a pretence of ® 

our salvation in schéma, either by a change of likeness or by 

a change of owsza in such a way as not to endure sufferings in 
his own nature; for this would be [the action] of him who 
wished not to become incarnate * because by nature he became 

man. But if, since he wished not or since he could not enter 

where there was an intelligence, he united himself by a natural 

union to the sensitive and vegetative soul and to the body so 
as to complete and fulfil the nature of man [and so as, starting] 
from impassibility and immortality, to suffer natural suffering 

naturally and to be delivered unto death naturally in the 
nature of the soul and of the body, from no / nature he became 

and he is the nature of a man.° He had not been in a man 

but he was man truly, in that he was with the nature of man 

1 The Syriac text reads ‘ revelation’, for which Nau suggests ‘ will’; but in 

view of later passages this seems unnecessary. Cp. e.g. pp. 60-69, 200, n. 1, 

See crit. n., p. 398. 2 Sc. God the Word and the Man Christ. 
3 The Syriac verb is a derivative formed from the Gk. oxjpa. 

4 Sc, é€vavOpwnjoa. 

5 If the text of this passage is right, the last words ‘from no nature’ must 

be the apodosis to the conditional clause beginning ‘ But if, since he wished. ...’ 

The sense must be that out of something which, being incomplete, is no real 
nature the human nature was made by the addition of the Logos, 
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and he was bound to the soul and the body in order to com- 

plete [them] and not to dwell [in them]. For he who dwells 
[in anything] is far removed from that in which he dwells and 

accepts neither the nature nor the name of that wherein he 

dwells, Consequently, seeing that he dwelt in all the saints, 
he is not said to have become incarnate’ and become man in 

any one of them, but only when he became truly man for the 

natural completion of the nature of man by constituting him- 

self the intelligence ruling naturally in the body and the soul, 

and when he constituted a natural union. And therefore it 

was united without intelligence that he might not be supposed 

as it were to have dwelt in man, but to have been united for 

the completion of the human nature. That then is their 
[view]. But those who wish rather to adhere to the orthodox 
attribute to him a body and an intelligent soul and agree to 

the union in one nature for the completion of the nature. 

And as the body and the soul and the intelligence are the 

completion of the nature of man, so also the union of God the 
Word took place with the body and an intelligent soul for the 

completion of the nature. He became man in truth, since he 
had according to nature all [the properties] of a man; he was 
not the half of a complete [man], that is flesh only, or animal 

soul, for it is not in this that he became man, / in possessing 
nothing of man except animal bodily frame and soul without 

reason, but [in possessing] a rational soul and a rational body 
and a rational life, and not [all these] without reason. For all 
that is combined for the completion of nature participates in 

the same things and in one nature, since it participates both 

in suffering and in activity. 

43. Against those who confess a body endowed with soul and 
a soul endowed wrth intelligence but {say that| the union of 
the divinity resulted in one nature by composition. 

Nestorius. According to the former the statements of the 
latter are well said, that neither the animal soul nor again the 
bodily frame of the irrational soul are the body of a man; nor 

consequently is he—neither soul, nor body, nor divinity—a 

man who has nothing of a man; for the nature of man is not 

1 Sc, évavOpwnjaat, 

D 2 
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constituted of an animal soul and divinity and body. How 

then did he become man by the combination of things which 
make not the nature of a man, unless perhaps he became by 

fusion another nature apart from our own nature? But nothing 
like that has taken place in anything nor in all natures which 

have aforetime existed ; and now |forsooth], after all creation 
has been completed another nature has come into being 

apart from those which were when it existed not ! 

/ 44. Concerning this: that if the union of the divinity and the 

humanity resulted in one nature, that one nature ts netther that 

of God nor that of man, but another nature which ts foreign to 
all natures. 

But generally the same things are said [in answer] also to 
these: that by man we understand and mean him who from 

the body and the rational and intelligent soul has become the 

nature of man in the combination of nature, but not him who 

from divinity and a rational soul and a human body has become 

man by a combination of natures ; for this is impossible. For 

human nature is definite, and [the things] which he possesses 
who is man in owsza and in nature ought to be his who 

comes to be in the nature of man neither more nor less; since 

the [properties] of the nature are definite. Either then [he 
became] man in such a way that the union of God the Word 

with the body and the soul took place not with a view to 

| forming] one nature but in order to serve for the dispensation 
on our behalf; or he had the [properties] of another nature 
apart from that of men and of God, which is an animate body 
and God the Word, which nature is neither that of a man nor 

that of God, but a new nature, to which belongs [something | 

of all our natures. 

45. Concerning this: that if the union of God / the Word 

with the body resulted in one nature, he 1s not to be conceived 

apart from the flesh, in that it ts [possible| for him to become 

this in his nature. 

God therefore is no more of an impassible but of a passible 
nature, being conceived as of that which he became by the natural 

union, while he became anew that which was newly created. 
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If then God the Word, who is consubstantial with the Father 

and the Holy Spirit, has been united in a natural union, and 
thereby has that which he is, he exists not apart from it, since 

in it and by it he is united and unites himself, like the body 

and the soul which are united in one nature of a man, and are 

not to be conceived apart from their nature—but the body |is| 
in the soul and the soul in the body together with their suffer- 
ings and their operations, the body being natural and |the 

soul !] not in a voluntary habitation, [ both] mutually receiving 

and giving in a perceptible manner by natural mixture and 

fusion for the fusing of the nature. 

45. Concerning this: that in the union two natures are not 

conceived as one nature. 
What after all is the nature in this natural union which you 

predicate? Is it that of the Father and of the Son and of the 

Holy Spirit, an impassible nature, immortal, eternal and with- 

out needs? Or is it [a nature] mortal and passible and 
with needs, which came into being yesterday and to-day and 

which belongs neither to men nor to God nor to any other 
nature, but is mixed from two natures for the completion of one 

nature? If then they say /that it is the owsza of the Father 

and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit united by a natural 

union, this is not a natural union with the flesh but a voluntary, 

since they are united for the use of the prosdépon and not of the 

nature ; since [those things] which are united in one nature are 

not united voluntarily but by the power of the Creator, who 

combines them and brings them to a fusion in such a way that 

whatever is not of and belongs not to each of them obtains it 

in virtue of a natural and not a voluntary union, by which 
it has been united in one nature. By whom then are these 

united in nature? It is evident that that which has been united 

has been so [united] by the creator of the nature.2 If anyone 
says that anything is united of itself, I do not suppose that it 

is right ; for when the natures are united in the owszas in one 

nature, it possesses also a certain kind of change of owsza and 

it is necessary that that nature which has been united should 

1 The word ‘soul’ seems to have dropped out of the Syriac text. 

2 See notes on pp. 8, 9. 
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be bound in virtue of an equality of nature and not by the 
will,! 

47. Concerning this: that natures which are united volun- 

tarily are not said to be united naturally, but prosopically. 

The natures indeed which are united voluntarily acquire the 

union with a view to [forming] not one nature but a voluntary 
union of the prosdpon of the dispensation. If then they say 

that the union of the natures resulted in one nature, even 

though we ourselves should concede to them that it took place 

voluntarily, / yet, after it took place, the union existed not 

voluntarily in that the natures have acquired it. And it suffers 

as being united, whether it will or not, and accepts the suffer- 

ings of that nature to which it has been united, since it is 

defined by it and not by impassibility nor by immortality nor 

by infinity. For the definition and circumscription of all 

nature is that in which it has to be. And if it has been united 

to a nature, it is in that [nature] that it has to be and also [has 
to be] as that which exists by the nature. And from this it is 
established that both the Father and the Holy Spirit, who are 

of the same nature, are of a passible and created nature ; for 

that which the Son has accepted in his nature, the Father also 

can accept. For it is impossible that he? should be able to 

accept in nature that which he? is not capable of accepting. 

If the Son accepted in virtue of his acceptance of the union 
of this nature, whereas the former did not accept, how are 

they of one nature who are opposed to one another in accepting 

or not accepting? And after a change of nature you are com- 

pelled to take the word ‘union’ according to the interpretation 
of the Arians,‘ that the nature of the Son has been united by 

the Creator of nature, in the same manner as he who created 

and made the soul and the body also united them; for the 

very work of creation also requires that he should unite 

1 This seems to mean; If the divine nature is found in Christ in a natural 

union, it can only be so in virtue of having been reduced to the level of human 
nature. If it were remaining itself and freely co-operating of its own will, the 

union would be another kind of union, 

2 Viz, the Son. 8 Viz. the Father. 

4 Literally : ‘for you the word ‘‘union” necessarily takes the meaning of the 

Arians.’ 
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the soul / and the body in one nature, in that to him also 
belongs the realization of the creation of each one of them. 

48. Concerning this: that a natural union ts the work of 

a second creation. 

The union in fact in one nature of natures which have been 

united is the work of a second creation. That which is not of 

itself naturally united to each one of them receives this from 

a second genesis. For indeed to hunger and to thirst and to 

perceive sensations by the senses belongs not to the body of 

itself, nor to the soul of itself, but 1 comes to them from a second 

genesis. So if there had also been a union of nature with the 

soul and the body for God the Word, in such a way that he 

received from the union of nature that which he had not in his 

nature of itself: hunger and thirst and weariness and strife and 
fear and death, in the one genesis indeed of a second creation 

[would be found] the first creation both of his ous¢a and ne- 
cessarily also [of] the Creator’s, if he endured these things not 
in fiction but naturally. And vainly do you give the name of 

consubstantial to one from whom you were compelled anew to 

take it away and were compelled to join either the Arians or 

Manichaeans in such a way as to admit either that he suffered 
not naturally any one of these things or only in illusion and in 

fiction. Or, by granting that in nature naturally, by a passible 

sensibility, / he accepted sufferings, you evacuate him of im- 

passibility and of immortality, and of being consubstantial with 

the Father, because he acquired a change of nature, seeing that 

[the Son] accepts and [the Father] accepts not [these suffer- 
ings|. Or if he had not had one change of owsta in his nature, 
while that of the Father and the Holy Spirit was without 

needs and accepted neither suffering nor death, he would have 

been deprived of being God in that he was not in everything 

of an ousza without needs. 

49. Concerning this: that things united by nature endure 
natural sufferings naturally and not voluntarily. 

By diminution indeed the nature without needs and im- 

passible became a passible and needful nature. In the same 

1 See crit. n., p. 398. 
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way as one who by his own will does away with his hand or 

his foot or his eye no longer possesses them after they have 

been done away, in that he has truly put them away, so he 

also who by his own will does away with his immortality and 

impassibility for the completion of a passible and needful 

nature no longer has that impassibility and freedom from 

needs which were formerly his, in that he was made equal to 

a passible nature until he obtained anew impassibility by 

command! [apart] from nature together with the natural 
union, since after the resurrection from the dead he has been 

in a nature which is immortal and impassible, but not in virtue 

of his own nature which [was his] before he became a mortal 
man by a natural union; since /he accepted naturally all the 

properties of nature, he [accepted] also obedience unto death, 

even death upon the cross and also an uplifting of exaltation 

above which there is no glory, and the adoption of a name 

which by grace is above all names, before which every knee in 

heaven, and on the earth, and beneath the earth bows, for the 

glory of God the Father * to whom he was subjected and fulfilled 

all obedience. He did not empty himself nor yet was he the 

similar to the Father nor received he anew the similitude from 

the Father. For indeed he exalted himself and emptied himself 

to [the state of] mortal nature and he became that nature, and 
that which he had in his nature he took by grace. And from 

a nature unmade he became a nature made and created by 

addition and diminution of natural power; and the omsza 

which accepted neither sufferings nor death became mortal and 

passible, and he died through weakness and through the power 

of God he became alive, in that he became a weak nature and 

endured the painful sufferings thereof, being in pain and suffer- 

ing in consequence of the equality in nature’ of the soul and of 

the body, being torn apart and isolated from his nature; 

under constraint he was torn out of his nature and conse- 

quently he was not even corrupted by the parting* of the 

soul from the body. As the body endures the suffering of 

+ Dee 9,6, 7. 2, 2 Phil. ii, 8-11. 
8 The Syriac shauyuth kyand occurs in Cyril, de ncarn vii. 109 (ed. Pusey), 

as meaning 70 iaopvés (Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr., col, 4082),.- * Syr: ‘ distiction’. 
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death and is violently torn apart from any equality! [with 

the soul] and from the natural / union by division, so also 
God the Word who was united for the completion of the 

natural union must endure naturally all the natural sufferings 

of death; therefore also life and death belong in common to 

those who are united in nature. He then who concedes this 

concedes also the rest, whether he will or not, even if he says 

a thousand times that he is impassible in his nature; for he 

suffered in the nature which he became, whether of flesh or of 

man or of any thing else that we might mention. And let us 

not say that his nature does not accept sufferings, except that 

perhaps, as those who are able to die or not to die are not by 

their nature immortal, so also might we say of God the Word ; 

for therein is God the Word conceived in his nature and he has 

nothing more. If thou sayest that his nature is not subject to 

death, in no way is it subject to natural death ; the union took 

place not for nature but for the use of man according to the 

dispensation, so that the Incarnation * of God the Word, who 

is impassible and immortal, took place. What then do they 
say? I ought fully to treat two things: to set out their 
objections and to resolve them as best I can, since thou hast 

persuaded me to do both. 

Sophronius. They say in fact as follows: how is he called 

man heavenly and spiritual, if he is neither spiritual nor 
heavenly ? / He who has been united to human nature is God 
the Word by nature as God; and it is said: As the first man 

was of the dust of the earth, so also ts the Lord from heaven ;* 

and: The first man became a living soul and the second man 

became a quickening spirit* And not apart from the omsia 
of the body of dust is he called a man of dust nor again with- 
out the soul is he called animate,® but in consequence of their 
combination, which results in the nature of man, is he so 

called ° apart from the ousza of the heavenly and the spiritual, 

which has been united by nature to the nature of man. 

? The Syriachas shauyiithd, which is equivalent tothe Gk, igo- inicogvés (supra). 
2 Sc. évavOpwrnais. Ss Cor. xv. 47; 4 1: Cor, 3¥a45. 
5 The Syriac adjective nafshané here used is that derived from nafshé, ‘soul’. 
6 Nau reads with V.: ‘in the same way as he is not called heavenly 

without...’ 
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50. Concerning this: that if ‘the second man, the Lord from 
‘heaven’, is adopted of God the Word, then men are heavenly 
since they are of the nature of God the Word, for ‘as ts the 

heavenly, so also are the heavenly ones’? 

Nestorius. Hear then also this, when you read the rest of 

the book, that as zs the heavenly, so also are the heavenly ones,* 

and as we have clothed ourselves in the likeness of one of dust,’ 

so also [are we] of dust, because all possess the same nature, 

and as he is heavenly, so also [are they] heavenly, because 
they have the same nature as the heavenly; [so] also all 

of us, who wait to become [so] in this sort. We men are of 
the ousia of God the Word, since our soul and our body have 

been combined for the completion of such a nature, and each 
of us becomes that which God the Word is by nature ; / for 

as 1s the heavenly, so also are the heavenly ones, and to the 
extent that they are heavenly men, they are Gods the Words, 

in that each single one of them is both of God the Word and 
of the human soul and body, not infinite in his nature, although 

in each one he exists [in some sense] infinitely except inas- 
much as the nature of each single one of them is finite and 
apart from it his existence cannot be conceived. If you so 

understand the Lord is from heaven’ and the second man 

was a quickening spirit, how do you imagine the rest of it: 

as we have been clothed in the likeness of him of dust, so shall 

we be clothed in that of him from heaven?*® How then have 

we been clothed in the likeness of him from dust? What 

do we become? And in what have we been clothed? Have 

we become heavenly and spiritual men, [formed] of the 
soul and the body and of God the Word? Or has the spirit 

without body and without soul been clothed in the likeness 

of him of dust, [who is] body and soul and who urges us to 
become the likeness of spiritual beings, that is, spirits without 

soul and without body, although indeed it is not our affair 
but [that of our] Maker? If this is according to the truth, 

how does he urge us to be clothed in the likeness of spiritual 

man, that is, [of] Christ, as though Christ were without soul 

= FOO, xy, a7 CP). 2 1 Cor, xv. 48. 
3 1 Cor, xv. 49. * tCor, XV. 45; 
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and without body? And how then is he man, if he has 

nothing of man? Or how is Christ called spiritual / man, he 

who has been constituted the owsta of God the Word to 

[become] the nature of man, [that is], of soul and body? And 

we shall come to be without bodily frame and without soul 

in becoming as he is, having nothing that he has not. But 
this cannot be so. It follows that those who confess that 

the nature of God cohered for the completion of human nature 

say these and such like absurdities, for a passible and created 

nature is the result of a natural union with a passible and 

created nature. And therefore they fall either into the opinion 

of the Arians, who say that by nature God the Word became 

the nature of a passible and mortal man, in enduring sufferings 

sensibly, or into the opinion of those who say that he became 
body and soul in fiction, or into [that of] both of them in 
inclining now to the one and now to the other side, because they 

suppose by such inclining to escape from these absurdities. 

51. Against those who suppose that Christ was a mere man. 
So far the argument has been against these. Let us look 

then also at the heresies of those who dissent and confess that 

Christ was only a man, [and see] wherein they are distinct 
and in what they resemble those above, in order that we may 

distinguish and demonstrate their heresies, so that we may 

not, on account of what has been wrongly said, again escape 

/ that which has been fairly said and so that further we 
may not without distinction accept that which has_ been 

wrongly said. For to confess that Christ is man both by 
nature and in truth appertains unto the truth and is attested 

by the truth; and therein is there no one who blames them. 

But in that they shun his divinity, though it exists in truth 

and in nature, they are to be repudiated, since they suppress 

the Incarnation! of God the Word. 

52. Concerning those who confess God the Word only in 

name. 

The Sabellians. Among them indeed are also those who 

deny that God the Word exists in owsza and who say only 

1 Se, évavOpumnats. 
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that the name ‘God the Word’ is that command: He spoke 

and it became. But thus also they predicate the Father and the 
Holy Spirit in name alone; so in short they agree rather with 

the Jews than with Christians. 

53. Concerning those who say that God the Word exists 
indeed by nature, but that he has not been united by nature but 

zn schema and that there are two sons. 

Lhe Paulinians. But others reprove them, confessing that 

God the Word is a nature or a hyfostasis,! as also are the 
Father and the Holy Spirit. Concerning his incarnation * 

they agree not with the orthodox, but they approach those 

/ who say that Christ was only a man and that he 

comported himself in subjection to the law as one of the 
saints, and that by command he observed all the command- 

ments and that by supreme observance he was without sin 

as a man, and thereby he is more excellent than all men, 

either because, after having been without sin, he appeared 

freed from death and rightly accepted immortality which 1s 

established for the honour of those who observe the law with- 

out sin, or because, having so comported himself in all these 
things, after he [had] observed all the commandments without 
fault, he accepted for himself to die for us and, in consequence 

of that greatness of his obedience, he received the honour and 

the name of Son by grace. He is not God the Word but he 

who has so comported himself and observed all the command- 

ments. ‘So they say. 

The Paulinians.’ What purpose indeed could it have served 

that God the Word also should associate himself with him in 
operations and should operate with him as though he could 

not of himself observe the commandments? And what is 

that which has been preserved without sin? Or what is the 
victory? It is not a high merit if, being unable to be vic- 

torious, he had need of assistance so as with assistance to be 

victorious, since he [himself] could not do it [otherwise]. For 
it is not to him that victory comes but to him that assisted 
him and was invincible. What then is a combat for God? 

1 See pp. 156, n, 2, 218, n. 3. 2 Se. évavOpwnjais. 

* The Syriac has only Paule’, 
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And what is the merit? That he who asks |assistance| of any 
one should be the saviour! / For what is he who sees that 

there is [nothing in common] between him and the prince 
who comes and finds nothing in him,! when it is discovered 

that the [divine] nature has assisted him? And before whom 
is he judged, when he who judges and is judged is the judge? 

Who is it who has accepted the offering for all men, when it 

is he who accepts and he who is offered? Who is it who 

propitiates and who is propitiated, when he is in both of 

them? [Who indeed], unless perhaps they break up? one 

sovereignty into two which are not like one another, and say 

that the Father was angry and the Son propitiated him when 

he was enraged, as they have learnt from the fables of the 
Manichaeans, who have foolishly invented them; or [unless] 

perhaps the Father manifested his anger in schéma against 
those who erred and appointed a term hypocritically by 

showing himself angry and able to be propitiated as by the 

Word? 

Now in another way there adhere also to that which the 

[followers] of Arius imagine [men] who say that God has not 
been propitiated in any other way than by the death of 

Christ, who from in the beginning was God and he was God. 

What urgent need then was there for this foolish invention ? 
For he who was in him did this not by the death of another ; 

further also it is not justice that he who is not of one nature 

should accept death for another nature for the remission of 
the debt; nor also has a true remission been shown, but 

a schéma. / And they say that these things have been divided 

between two sons in such a way that some befit the one 

and others the other, in order that there may be neither 

contradictions nor schematisms in all the words that there are. 

There is one divinity and one lordship and one authority of 
the Father and the Son, who accept not any such schéma. 

These things and such like they say, insisting on their views, 

and call Christ and the Son double in prosdpa as well as in 

1 Jn. xiv. 30. There is no predicate in the Syriac text. The words 

‘nothing in common’ are supplied from kai év épot otk exer oddéy in Jn. 

xiv. 30. * See crit. n., p. 398. 
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hypostases—in like manner as the saints have received the 

indwelling of God—and they speak also of his image in the 

same way. 
Nestorius. Let us speak then also with every one of those 

who, decieved and deceivers, deny the incarnation! which took 

place for God the Word. And first let us use against them 
their very own words. Thou then lay before me their words, 

those which are persuasive and are of use in persuading many ; 

and combat manfully for them, so that no cause at all for 

excuse may be granted unto them. Since then there is only 

one divinity and lordship and authority and knowledge and 
opinion and power of God the Father and of the Son, by 
means of whom everything came from the Father and without 

whom nothing at all which has come into being came into 

being, for what reason does he? apply only to God the Word 

he became flesh, not he made the flesh but The Word became 

flesh,? even he who was with / God?‘ And said he not of God 
the Father he who is with the Father? For he became and 

he made both belong unto him, since they make no division ; 

nor is it [said] that the one is and that the other is not; but 
perhaps they confess that there are two Words as also two 
Sons and that the one is the divinity and the other the 

passibility in that it became flesh. 

Sophronius. And what is there absurd in our confessing 

so? For this is evident; for the Evangelist said this also 
concerning him: se dwelt among us,°? that is, concerning 
the Word, [but] of man this: we have seen his glory, the 
glory as of the only begotten,’ and: who ts full of grace and of 

truth’ was not |said| of the only begotten, nor is it any more 

by nature, for he is full of glory, not by virtue of grace but 

by virtue of nature and he has no need of any addition. 

Nestorius. When then the Father said concerning him 
This ts my Son® and again He has given his only begotten 

Son®; and the only begotten who is in the bosom of his Father has 

1 Sc, évavOpwrnots. 2 Viz. the Evangelist. end ta. 

2 3s es Bes 5 Jn, i. Tas > yeni. 14 (P.). 

7 Jn.i,14(P.). Note the interpretation of ‘full of grace’ as meaning ‘ filled 

by grace’ in contrast with ‘ by nature’, 
8 Matt. iii. 17 (P.); xvii. 5 (P.). >a. Mi -36., 
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himself told us,’ did it speak of him who was in the bosom of 
his Father or did it speak of three only begottens, one who 

was from in the beginning God the Word and another who had 
the glory as of the only begotten without being /the only 

begotten, and a third apart from these whom he gave on 

behalf of the world? 
Sophronius. What then? Did he give God the Word, 

consubstantial with him, who is immortal and impassible, 
unto death? And do not He who ts consubstantial, tmpassible 

and immortal and He gave him unto death belie one another ? 

Or is it perhaps so in schéma? 
Nestorius. Thou wilt confess aloud with us that there are 

not two Gods the Words or two Sons or two only begottens, 
but one, and so on with all the rest of them. Investigation 

is made on both sides similarly and rightly how he became 

incarnate * voluntarily, when he was by his nature immortal and 

impassible, and how it is said that the Son is dead in nature 

and in so far as he is not immortal by nature. 

Sophronius. But we say these very things to show clearly, 
although thou dost not wish [it], that thou dost predicate 
two sons by nature, one impassible and immortal and the 
other passible and mortal.® 

54. Concerning this: that God the Word became incarnate * 
and there were not two Sons but one by an union. 

Nestorius. It is not at all true; but if it is right in the 

first place to speak concerning this, from Divine Scripture 

itself will we learn that which we confess to one another. 
Let us see then what the Evangelist / says concerning God 
the Word. Does he speak of one God the Word or of two 
Words? Jn the beginning was the Word and the Word was 
with God and the Word was God. He was in the beginning 
with God; everything came into being by him and without him 

came into being nothing whatsoever that came into being.‘ 

Plies 1 CT’), 2 Sc. évnvOpwanoer. 
3 See p. 19, n. 2. Sophronius again accuses Nestorius of Nestorianism, and 

this time he defends himself against the charges by directly denying what is 
alleged against him. See especially pp. 49-50. 

4 Jn. i, 1-3 (P.). 
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Concerning whom can these things be said by the Evangelist, 

except concerning him who is consubstantial [with the Father | 
and without bodily frame?! And this: Za him was life and 
the life was the light of men and the same light shineth in the 

darkness and the darkness comprehended it not.2 Did he say 

it of another or of the very same? Therefore he called him 

both the life and the light, which indicate the immortal and 

quickening owsta, and [he said] 72 shineth in the darkness 

and the darkness comprehended it not, as if concerning things 

which had been in death and in darkness. But he is not 
dead, for he is the life and the light which are not extinguished, 

and he quickens those who are in death. Concerning what light 

does John bear witness, that all men should believe through 

it? Surely zt was the light of the truth which gives light unto 

every man who has come into the world; he was in the world 

and the world came into being by him and the world knew him 
wot, he came to his own and his own received him not; and 

but to those who received him he gave authority to become the 
sous of God, to those who / believe on his name, who were 
born not of blood nor of the will of the flesh nor of the will 
of man but of God. Did the Evangelist speak of another 

Word or of God the Word, by whom everything came into 
being, life and the true light, who came unto his own and 

his own received him not, who gave authority unto those 
that received him to become the sons of God, [who] were 
born not of blood nor of the will of the flesh but of God? 

And, further, whereby gave he to those who received him 
to become the sons of God? [Was it] to those who were 

born of the nature of God? [Or to those who] have been 
changed in nature into the nature of God and have become 
that which God the Word is in so far as he is born of the 
Father? Or have they * remained in the same nature in which 

they are and have they become sons of God and have they 

been born of God by adoption® and by acknowledgement? 
As they have received him as being God, who has become 

1 Cp. pi 14, Him, 2 Jn. i. 4-5 (P.). 
P Jt t..OFts CPi 4 Syriac reads: *has:he, ,.’ 

6 The Syriac root regularly represents oixeios, oixeiwois, and oikedrns. 
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[their] kin-by-adoption,’ and as they have acknowledged 
that he is their God who has made everything and who has 

come unto his own, so also he has made them his kin-by- 
adoption’ and has acknowledged them to be the sons of 

God, as sons who have entered into sonship but who possess 

not the nature. 

55. Concerning this: that God the Word ts one by nature 

and is |so| named and that there are not many who have been 
[so] xamed by homonymy. 

Those who become sons by adoption and by acknowledge- 

ment [become the sons] of him/of whom they are born not 
by flesh nor by blood but by the will and the love of him 

who has no bodily frame but has become their body by 

adoption and by love and by acknowledgement like a father ; 

so also God the Word who has come into his own has 

given authority unto those who have received him and con- 

fessed him and believed in his name; for he has not given 

to those, who are not born of blood nor of the will of the 

flesh nor of the will of the man,’ to become the sons of God— 

for that should have been possessed by them beforehand in 

their natures—but they were born of God by adoption. Thus 

therefore he who came into his own and was received gave 

to those who believed in his name authority to become the 

sons of God, and he will be their flesh by the taking 

of the flesh and he will make it [his] by adoption and he 
will acknowledge it as his body by adoption. Consequently 

he* has said: The Word became flesh;* balancing zz the 

beginning was the Word and the Word was with God” and so 
on. He also adduced the Word became flesh and sojourned ® 
among us." As those who have received him have become 

voluntarily by reception the natural [sons] of God, so also 

he, in that he received the flesh and sojourned in it, became 
their flesh by adoption and not by change of owsta. Therefore 

also he adduced the peculiar property of God, saying And we 

have seen his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of / the 

1 See p. 48, n. 5. 2 Syr. gabhré = vir rather than homo. 

3 Viz, the Evangelist. * Viti: Fant ede a oe Pale at Ga 
6 The Syriac root probably corresponds to Gk. oxnvow. * Jn, i. 14 (P.), 

2775 E 
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Father He qualifies it not by likeness but as for con- 
firmation, when he says ‘ full of grace’, in calling that which 
is of the nature of the only begotten grace; for that is the 

fulness. For that which surely participates [in anything] 
is not full but is deficient in that of which the nature is 

altogether it, and he is full of grace and truth*; notas one who 

has been changed but as one who is that which the beloved 

Son was; according as they have received him and according 
as they have believed in him, so also have they seen him 
who was revealed in flesh, [even] him and not another God 
nor again another Word nor another life nor another light 

nor again another only begotten, but the very same who was 

revealed in flesh. And of his fulness have we all received* that 

which was not in us; and of iis fulness have we received but 

not his fulness; for the fulness consists in being deficient 
in nothing, as God. And consequently the only begotten 

who is in the bosom of his Father has expounded unto us 

God whom no one has ever seen; and no one else than he 

who was in the bosom of his Father came and became flesh 
and dwelt among us; and he is in the bosom of his Father 

and with us, in that he is what the Father is, and he has 

expounded unto us what he is in the bosom of his Father— 

it being evident that he has not explained the infinity and 

the incomprehensibility of the owsza. As he knows our 

nature /he has expounded unto us in our very nature that 

which none of mankind has ever seen. How then is it possible 

that we should understand by him one Son and by Christ 

another Son, who is only such as a man is and who in the 

equality and the honour of sonship remains in the image of 

him whom you deny to have been sent and to have moved 

among us? By a kind of divine indwelling he who was in 

the likeness of God [so] dwelt, as the Evangelist clearly 
refers us back from God the Word to God the Word? 

and apart from God the Word shows no other Word nor 

other only begotten of God, except him [who is] with 
his flesh, 

1 Jack eo + Ins 1. 26, 
S J.e,: from v. 14 to v. 1 of Jn. 1. 
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Sophronius.' But from what has been said understand 

what the Evangelist says: No man has ever seen God; the 
only begotten Son who was in the bosom of his Father has 

expounded |him|,* speaking of him who has been taken up 
and sits on the right hand of the Father, who is the Son 

in the image and glory of the Son, who has been shown 

unto us, who has come after me, who is mightier than 1,3 

on whom the Holy Spirit has come down and has remained 
in the likeness of a dove,* who is the elect of God, the Lamb 

of God, the Nazarene, the Son of Man; you shall see the 

heavens opened and the angels of God ascending and 

descending upon the Son of Man.’ It is not he who in ousia 

is God the Word, consubstantial with the Father; for wo 

one has ever scen God,’ but he has been seen. But he spoke 

not of him but of the Son of Man, who by his grace was in 

the rank’ of the image of the Son of God, and thereby he 

was the Son and the only begotten by good will; zz whom 

dwells all the fulness of the divinity in bodily frame® He is 

not the fulness, but all the fulness dwells in him in bodily 

frame as it has dwelt in every single one of the saints. For 
he who is the Son is not by himself apart nor again is the 

Father by himself apart, for the Son is in the Father and 

the Father in the Son. And consequently if the incarnation ® 

which took place in the owsza is that of the Son of God, it is 
also that of the Father and of the Holy Spirit, if you say 

that he is the Son by nature and not by equality and honour ; 

for he has been sent in the prosdpon of the Son of God and 

is clothed in his prosépon and everything appertaining unto 

him is referred unto him, as God is in an angel and in a 

mediator, for he is the mediator of God and of men, the Man 

Jesus Christ." And how then has there been one Son and 

1 Sophronius here seems to identify himself with Nestorius’ point of view, 

but to deduce from it that he must go on to conclude that God was in Christ in 

the same way as in the saints. He is thus used to represent an accusation 
commonly brought against Nestorius by the orthodox, which Nestorius proceeds 

'to rebut. 

2 Jn. i. 18. * Matt. ili. 12; cp. Jn. 1, 27. oN, 47 a. 

yi, 4, $f, 6 Jn. i, 18. 1 Syr. taksd = Gk, rafts. 
Coli. 9 (P.}, 9 Sc. évavOpwrnais. aN Lie its 

E 2 
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an incarnation! of God, unless perhaps it is said that there 
has been an incarnation! of God in every thing whereby 

God wrought the dispensation for men, and it is said that 
God has said and God has wrought and God has been seen 

in those things which have been said or wrought by Moses 

and by the prophets and by the angels./ Because in fact 
God by his nature is invisible and incomprehensible, he 
must have some mediator, through whom to provide these 

things, while to him are referred those things which are 

wrought or said by them by the doctrine of providence and 

of the dispensation and not in the course of nature. How 

is he who is man by nature God by nature, and not by grace 

and activity, as God can act at his will in the case of all 

nature, unless, perhaps, God be everthing in him? Some 

one will say that God and man are acting [alike] and that 
he is two natures. I turn then to those things on which 

the whole investigation hangs. 

56. Concerning this: that it ts not said that God became 

incarnate * also in one of the prophets or saints, nor even that 

he made use of any of them tn his own prosdpon. 

Nestorius. Since then, as they say, they adhere to the 

Divine Scriptures, the statement [of our case] against them 
causes us no labour. For never has any of the prophets nor of 

the angels been seen to make use of the prosépon of God in his 

own prosdpon ; but our Lord Christ said: J and God are one,® 

and whoever sees me has seen God, and that which God has 

done, that I also do, as he, and as God has life in his hypostasis 
and gives life towhom he will, I also, even I, give life to whom 

Twill,’ / and if ye believe not on me, believe at least in my works, 

because I and God are one.’ None further of the prophets nor 

of the angels dared to say these things; but, whatsoever they 
said or did, [they said] ze Lord said, and not ‘ God or they’ ; 

and all that they said or did, [they said] that by their means 
God said [it]; they also said that God said [it], as the prophets 

1 Sc. évavOpwrnoats. 2 Sc. evnvOpwanaer, 3 See Jn. x. 30. 

4 Jn. xiv. 9. 5 Jn. Vi 17, 365 Xeg7-8. 

6 Jn. v. 26. Note that Nestorius, like the writer of the Peshitté version, 

uses ‘in his Aypostasts’ for év éavTa, 7 Jn. x. 38, go. 
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and as the angels. And wherein he took the schéma of a man 

or of fire, it is said that God appeared or that one saw God; 
and in another place, that God gave the law,‘ and again: dy 

means of the angels the law was given.2. They are not lies nor 

further are they contradictory one to another; it is not that 

he calls the angels God nor again that an angel calls himself 

God; but, because he appeared by means of the angels, both 

are truly said, both that God appeared by means of the angels 

in the fire of a bush and that by means of it God appeared 
unto him.” 

57. Concerning this: that according to the Divine Scriptures 

we have learned to confess Christ God by nature and Man by 

nature. 

Since then he called himself by the two [names], both the 
Apostles and the Evangelists say also that he exists in the two: 

[he is] both God by whom everything comes about, and he 

came into the world, and he made the world, and he was not 

received by his servants, and to those / who received him and 
believed in his name he gave * authority to become the sons of 
God, and he became flesh and sojourned among us,’ he and none 

other. And since he became [flesh] and sojourned among us, 
he has drawn to himself the very flesh for [the purpose of] the 
adoption as for his own fprosdpon, which is in both of them, in 

that on the one hand [there is] the owsza of God, but on the 
other the flesh by the union and the adoption; in such wise 

that the flesh, which is flesh by nature, is also Son by the 

union and the adoption of the prosdépon ; although he exists in 

both of them, yet he is called one Son and one flesh. And 

consequently the only begotten Son of God and the Son of 
man, the same [formed] of both of them, is predicated in both 
of them, because he has made the things of their prosdpa 

his own prosépon and is therefore acknowledged as his own 
prosipon by the one as by the other; and he speaks with them 

now by virtue of the divinity and now by virtue of the humanity 

and now by virtue of both of them; as also the humanity used 
to speak now by virtue of the ovsza of the humanity and now 

. Ex. xXxi.. 18: 2 Gal. iii. 19, Boks the: 

* See crit. n., p. 399. OVCp. IN. ls Gy 11, 19. 14. 
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by the prosdpon of the divinity: on this account he both is the 
Son of God and the Son of man and has so spoken.! 

58. That as also God the Word ts conceived to have become 

Jlesh and the flesh is one, and there are not two fleshes, so also 

the flesh 1s Son and there are not two Sons. 

/ Is it not as if the Word were Son only in so far as he became 
flesh? Since he took the flesh in his own prosdépon, he became 

flesh and the flesh was God because of the prosépon of the 
Word, in such wise that God the Word is said to be flesh 

and man, while the flesh is called the Son of God. For until 

he took the flesh in his own prosépon and was revealed there- 
in, he was called Son on account of the divinity: 7 the 

beginning was the Word and the Word was with God, and the 

Word was God ; everything came into being through him, and 

without him also nothing whatever came into beimg.* But 
since he became flesh in taking the flesh, he was named after 

both of them in both of them,® but as though he were one in 

both of them, not [in both] in nature, but in the one indeed in 

nature but in the other in prosépon by adoption as well as by 

revelation. The Son was revealed in flesh, being similar to his 

Father: / and my Father are one, he says in a manner demon- 

strative of his own prosépon. He who was seen speaks from 

him who was conceived as from his own frosdpon, as though 
he were one and possessed the same Prosépon. Through one 

is the other conceived, and he who is conceived discourses by 

him who was seen as by the very prosépon of him who was 

seen. Jf you do not believe on me, believe in my works, because 

L and the Father are one“ / And all such things as these which 
have been said originally of the ovsta [are to be said] accord- 

ingly also to speak and to understand and to operate in the 

very same way in the prosépon as by adoption. For they are 

not far removed either in operation or in word or in owsza ; nor 
are the things which are to be distinguished the one from the 

other in the prosdpon distinct in love, for they are conceived of 

his prosépon in the love and the will of God in that he took the 
flesh ; and therein he was revealed and therein he taught, and 

+ Con. 8G, Bets UR fe Pag eB 
8 Omitted in S. and C. ¢ Jn. x. 98. 
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therein and by means thereof he acts as though present and 
not as though absent. Of his own frosdépon he made use in 
the flesh, in that he wished that he should become flesh and 

that the flesh should become himself, so that those who see the 

flesh [see] also God, as his own body is in the bread and those 
who see the bread [see] also the body, because he has taken it 
for his prosépon. He who is the similitude of God has taken the 

prosépon of the flesh, the likeness of a servant, and he has given 

unto him, unto the likeness of the servant [which is] his like- 
ness, a@ name which is more excellent than all names, that is 

‘Son’, at which every knee shall bow which ts in heaven and in 

earth, and which ts beneath the earth.! And consequently there 

must be two natures, that of the divinity and that of the 
humanity, that which has emptied itself into the likeness of 
a servant and the likeness of a servant which has been raised 

into the name which ts above all names. For he who does not 

remain in his own owsza can neither / be emptied nor diminished 
nor even raised above all names. Therefore has he said ‘the 

likeness’ and ‘the name’ which it has taken, which indicates 

a prosépon as of one; and this same name and /frosdpon make 

the two of them to be understood; and the distinction of 

nature, one hypostasis and one prosépon, is theirs, the one being 

known by the other and the other by the one, so that the one 

is by adoption what the other is by nature and the other is 
with the one in the body. As a king and a lord, who has 
taken the prosdpon of a servant as his own prosdpon and gives 

his prosdpon to the servant and makes known that he is the 
other and the other he, is content to be abased in the prosdpon 
of the servant while the servant is revered in the prosdpon of the 
lord and king, and for this reason, even though I should not 
have said the one for the other nor the other for the one, it is so 

with both of them who are one and possess the same prosdpon 
—|[so| are these things in regard to the two natures which are 
distinct in owsza but are united by love and in the same 
prosbpon. 

59. Concerning this: that the adoption and the indwelling 

1 Phil. ii. g-10. 
* This presumably means that each nature has its own hypostasis and prosdpon, 

(So Nau.) 
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ought to be accepted as the will of God and that we ought not to 

avoid a name as though that which is profane were said tn con- 

sequence of the homonymy.' 
For although the humanity of ours*® bears /as mediator the 

prosépon only of God by adoption as well as by the indwelling 
of the ovsia and not only by the indwelling of divinity, yet this 

indwelling is such as to result in one prosdpon, which is the 

same for him who is revealed as for him who is to be revealed. 

For the [words] He zs and He dwelt are of necessity to be 
confessed and interpreted ° by us according to the will of God. 
God indeed is in all creatures; for in him we are and thereby 

is it defined that, although thus he is verily in all, he is said to 

have dwelt in some men; but in regard to others it is even 

said that he is not their God. And it is not said that he 

dwelt in all men in like manner, but according to his love; in 

some of us it is said that he only dwelt in a composition* as 

in a house, as in the believers, while in others, although he is 
acting, yet [he acts | not in like manner but to a greater or 

less degree ; in others as in all the apostles and in others as in 

the prophets and in others as in teachers and in others accord- 

ing to the division of gifts. In this one and in that and in 

another he dwells, and he acts also in all; and all of them are 

not equal to all nor like one another, but [all are] according to 

the love of him who dwells inthem. Among them some hold 

the first place and others of them the second [rank] and in 
gradually descending order are they attached and joined one 

to another, in the same way as are the limbs / in the body. 
But Christ is the head of all® and in him are we bound together ; 
but also God is the head of Christ, for whom, as he is for us 

the head and the frosdépon, is God so also his head and his 

prosépon in® his incarnation.’ Therefore we have received 

1 In this section Nestorius shows clearly that he is aware that in using words 

like ‘adoption’ and ‘indwelling’ he is in danger of being taken to teach 

psilanthropism, from which he is careful to distinguish his own doctrine. 

2 Syr. ‘which [is] of us’; om, V. 3 Literally: ‘judged’. 

* Syr. rikhabha, ‘composition’, which is thought by Nau to be perhaps a 

rendering of the Gk. saracxevn. Bedjan marks the word as doubtful in 

his text. 

5 Col. i. 18. 6 Syr. ‘and’, See crit. n., p. 399. 7 Se. cdpxwots. 
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from him to become the sons of God, in that he is the only 
begotten Son ; so that his flesh becomes that which also is the 

Son of God and of the Father so as to become the image of 
the Father, [being] the Son of the Father whose is the image ; 
because this same is the prosdépon of the Son, it is he and none 
other which [exists] in the two owszas and is not distinguished. 

60. Concerning this: that we should not thus think of the 

Archetype as also of images or as of angels or as of ambassadors 
who take the place’ of him who ts absent, but [that we should 
think| that he has been united to the body by his own nature 
and by his prosOpon and that he has become incarnate * in their 
making use of the body in its own prosdpon and the body’s 

| making use| of the prosdpon of God the Word. 
God * is not indeed among the things which are represented 

in effigy * for there things can be said to exist only in the 

visible shape, by visible shape and by likeness while far distant 

from the owsza, nor again as angels or ambassadors who take 
the place’ of those who send them and are thereby their 

prosépa in virtue of service and mere authority, / but he him- 

self has made use of his very [own] nature and his pvosépon in 
saying that ‘I and the Father are one’,® and he is whatever he 

is in prosépon and whatever he is in prosdpon he is, not that he 

made his likeness in another likeness but in his own likeness, 

nor in any other likeness like unto the likeness of a servant but 

in the very natural likeness of the other, so that the one became 

what the other was and the other that which the one was, both 

the one and the other remaining. 

61. Concerning this: that through the nature of man he 

received a name which ts more excellent than all names. 

This in fact is the chief greatness of the nature of humanity : 

that, since he remains in the nature of humanity, he accepts 

a name which 1s more excellent than all names ;' neither in 

consequence of moral progress ® nor in consequence of know- 

1 Literally: ‘fill the prosépon’. 2 Sc. evnvOpomncer. 

* g.e. in the Incarnation. 4 Syr. yuqnd = Gk. eixor. 

5 Literally : ‘ fill the prosépa’. lid fae go Lewd it ae ae ag eB 
® The Syr. diraghd ddibhdaré’ means literally ‘the gradual progressof manners’ 

or ‘manner of life’; the word diraghdé here translated ‘progress’ probably 
represents the Gk. mpoxom7. 
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ledge and faith, but therein! by virtue of his readiness to 
accept [it] has it come about that it should become his ezkéz 
and his prosdpon in such wise that his prosépon is also the 

prosbpon of the other. And he is both God and man, and the 

likeness of God in condescension and in kendszs and in schéma, 

[and] the likeness of the flesh as man; and the man is by 
exaltation what God is, through the name which is above all 

names. Consequently in the ezdszs he humbled himself azo 
death, even death / upon the cross, in that he made use of the 
prosépon of him who died and was crucified as his own prosdpon, 

and in his own prosépon he made use of the things which 
appertained unto him who died and was crucified and was 

exalted. And therefore [this] is said as of the one prosdépon of 

Christ, and the former things and the latter are each thus 

different, in nature, as the divine nature is different from the 

nature of man; so that Christ is two natures, the likeness of 

God and the likeness ofa servant, that which has been exalted 

and that which exalts. If also he is called Christ because of 

the flesh which has been anointed, there is one prosdpon of the 
two natures, because also there is only one name which is more 

excellent than all names, |one for| both of them, if the divine 
nature is meant; for the names of the natural prosdépa are 

common in the condescension and in the exaltation. 

62. Concerning this: that the dispensation for our sake ought 

to have taken place by both of them. 
And it was congruous with the dispensation which is for 

our sake that both of them should be taken into the fros- 

dpon; for, because God created the first man in his own 

image and in his likeness and the prosépa of God the Maker— 

of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit,—were not 

revealed to us, so that we might also know the Creator and 

obtain completely the teaching of the Divine knowledge and 

receive in completeness a complete idea /of the image of God, 

he has renewed all creation in Christ and has made known 
and shown unto us what the Maker is: he who from the 

beginning was the Word with God was also God the Maker 

1 Viz, the humanity. 2 Phil. ii. 8 (P.). 
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of all; everything came into being through him and without 

him also nothing whatever came into being. 

63. Concerning this: wherefore God the Word built for 
himself the temple of the body. 

Even as it must have been fitting that our renewal also 

should take place through the Maker of [our] nature, through 

him who also originally formed us and made us from the 
earth, he who took the body and made it in his likeness and 
constituted it in his prosépon in everything as his own in the 
honour and glory of God, made use of the nature of the 
Divinity on the one hand and of the frosépon of the Son on 

the other. For the honour of the Father and of the Son is 
one in such wise that those who honour the Father honour 
also the Son. He then has taught us that he who has created 
everything is God and that he created [it] with the Father 
and the Holy Spirit ;? for in him he lived, showing the 
natural union, [to wit] that the Father is [Father] of the Son 
and that the Father is in the Son and that the Holy Spirit 
lives in them. And he created the body in a new manner 

[other] than from a man and a woman, and, since it was an 
act of creation, he tells of that which is to be created and of 

him who creates: The Holy Spirit will come and the power of 
the Most High shall overshadow | thee |?/—denoting the Creator. 
Therefore he who shall be born shall be called the son of God* 

—that is the Holy One who is to be created ; so that in the 
creation he calls [him] ‘ holy ’’ and ‘Son’, denoting the image 
and the likeness which the first man received in the Creation 

and which he kept not. For, as the image of God, he ought 

to have kept himself for God without spot and without 
blemish, and that by willing what God wills, since he had the 
proscpon of God. For [to have] the prosdpon of God is to 
will what God wills, whose prosdpon he has.* Consequently 

the second man was created by the Holy Spirit and the power 

ite 8 (P.). 2 See crit. n., p. 399. $ Luke i. 35. 
‘ If this were a definition of what it is to have the prosdpon of God, it would 

lay Nestorius open to the charge of being a Nestorian. But that it is not is 

made clear by p. 62, ll. 14-16. This sentence therefore merely states that 

willing the same things as God is implied in having the prosdpon of God. Cp. 
pp. 79, 163. 
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of the Most High and he has received from him to be holy 

and the Sox of God. 

64. Concerning this: that he’ has received to become ‘ Son’ 

from | the moment of | his formation and not by degrees. 
[In that he has received the title to be ‘holy’| not as the 

rest of mankind by virtue of obedience in faith and in works, 

but from [the moment of] coming into being by the creation 
of the Creator, he has received his prosépon as something 

created, in such wise as not originally to be man but at the 

same time Man-God by the incarnation? of God who in him 
is what God was in the first man.*? He indeed was the Maker 
of all, the law-giver, without king,‘ the glory, the honour and 

the power; he was also the second / man with qualities com- 

plete and whole, so that God was his prosdépon while he was 

in God. 

65. Concerning this: how, in that he has not the prosOpon 

of his being, the prosOpon ix the union ought to be under- 
stood.’ 

As God appeared and spoke unto Adam in schéma, and as 
it was none other, so will God be [seen] of all men in the 

natural schéma which has been created, that is, that of the 

flesh, appearing and speaking in his own image and the image 

in the Archetype. So that on the one hand God appeared 

in the image, since he is not visible, on the other hand the 
image is conceived as representing him who appeared not. 

For it is not [the fact] that the image is his being, but that on 
the other hand the very image and prosdpon |are| the humanity 

of the divinity and the divinity of the humanity. The prosépon of 

him who is conceived, who was in the likeness and in the similt- 

tude of God® took the likeness of a servant and in schéma was 

1 Sc, the man Jesus. 2 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 
3 For Nestorius’ teaching on the relation of Christ to Adam see Loofs, 

Nestoriana, pp. 256-8, and Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1349 E-1351 C. 

* See crit. N., 'p. 300. 

° In this section Nestorius develops the idea that the Incarnation took place 
for the purpose of revelation, an idea very prominent in his thought. Cp. p. 34, 

n. I, and references there. The section is also an important one for the deter- 

mination of the meaning of prosépon. 
© Phil. ii. 6, 
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found as a man' in him who appeared. And he who appeared 
[is considered] as representing him who is conceived as touch- 
ing the prosépon and the name which is above all names and 

honour and gloryand adoration. For he gave unto him a name 
which zs more excellent than all names, that at the name of 

Jesus every knee should bow whitch is in heaven and on the earth 

and which ts beneath the earth, and every tongue should confess 

that Jesus is the Lord? {as it is] narrated. / 

66. How the flesh is adored in the prosopon of the Son and 

how, since it ts in nothing worthy of that adoration, tt ts adored 
in the prosopon of God the Word. 

Man indeed is known by the human frosdpon, that is, by 

the schéma of the body and by the likeness, but God by the 
name which is more excellent than all names and by the 

adoration of all creation and by the confession [of him] as God. 
For thereby has he taken the likeness of a servant and has 

given his likeness to the likeness of the servant, that it might 

be equal with God, and that, as he has accepted it for himself 

to be his own prosdpon, no one might refuse to him on account 

of [his] nature the adoration of the Divinity in heaven and on 
earth and beneath the earth and [the confession] by every 
tongue, although by nature it is above all human nature. 
Who then would refuse him the adoration which belongs to 

the Lord of all and which belongs to his own prosdpon 

and his name? And who again refuses to prostrate him- 
self before that before which formerly the Creator of all 

refused not * to prostrate himself? And he prostrated himself 

to such a degree that his own creation in its nature was not 
in honour nor in glory but in contempt and in abasement 

and in all humiliation unto death upon the cross; he 

humiliated himself unto death, even death upon the cross; 

there is nothing more scorned than death. It was not 
wrought /in the same manner as in Adam, to whom he gave 

his image in all glory and honour ; for ke subjected everything 
under his feet.* In the same way also he gave to the Second 

Man his image of glory both in honour and in power. But 

! Phil. ii. 7. 2 Phil. ii. 9-11 (P.). 
3 The negative is omitted in the Syriac text. Seep. xiv,n. 3. 4 Ps. vili. 6. 
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all these things came to pass in the opposite way; he surely 

gave the image of God and he surely took the likeness of 
a servant in prosdépon .. .! 

67. Wherefore, in taking the likeness of a servant, he took 
not that which was honourable but rather that which was 

contemptible. 
And consequently he took the likeness of a servant, a 

humble likeness, a likeness which had lost the likeness of God, 

not for honour nor for glory nor for adoration nor again for 
authority, although indeed he was the Son, but for the obedi- 

ence which it should observe in the fprosdpon of the Son 
according to the purpose of God ; since it had the purpose of 

the latter and not its own nor anything that it wished, but 

that which God the Word wished. For this is the likeness of 
God, to have neither purpose nor will of its own / but that of 

him whose prosdpor and likeness it has.? And therefore the 

likeness of God took the likeness of a servant, without con- 

cealing aught of the humiliation of the likeness of a servant; 

but all these things it took, in order that the likeness 
might be in all of them in such wise that it might do so with- 

out diminution in its own likeness. 

68. Why he took voluntary obedience in the likeness of 

a servant and did not exhibit a mechanical | obedience| without 
volition. 

Because in fact he took this [likeness] in order to abolish 
the guilt of the first man and in order to give to his nature 

the former image which he had lost through his guilt, 
rightly he took that which had proved itself guilty and had 
been made captive and had been subjected to servitude, 

with all the bonds of scorn and contempt. Apart from his 

own prosépon there was nothing divine or appertaining to 

honour or to authority. As a son, as long as he is young, 

possesses not the authority to inherit or be master of any- 

thing, except by obedience, so also the likeness of a servant 
which he took for his own jfrosépon he accepted as the 

1 Only isolated words and letters have been preserved in the next five lines 

Of the Syriac text. 

2 See p. 59, n. 4. 
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likeness of a servant, not for authority but for obedience, even 

all that obedience from which especially is born the obedience 

which is sinless, and he appeared / truly sinless. When then 
anyone is freed from all the causes from which disobedience 

comes into being, then obviously and without doubt it appears 

that he is sinless. For this [cause] also he took a nature 
which had _ sinned, lest in taking a nature which was not 

subject unto sins he should be supposed not to have sinned 

on account of the nature and not on account of his obedience. 

But, although he had all those things which appertain unto our 

nature, anger and concupiscence and thoughts, and although 
also they increased with the progress and increase of every 

age [in his life], he stood firm in thoughts of obedience.' 

69. Wherefore he accepted not obedience in some command- 
ments, as Adam, but accepted all the commandments and not 

single ones. 

Now in all the primary commandments his inclination [was | 
towards obedience, but not in the others, in order that it might 

not be supposed that he was able to conquer on account of 
their easiness ; nor again in obedience made he use of those 

wherein there was attraction in honour and power and glory, 

but of those which in misery and poverty and contempt and 

weakness could offend the thoughts of obedience,” those also 
wherein there was no attraction to obedience but rather to 

remissness and to negligence, / and in nothing was he helped ; 
but for this only was he anxious, to obey God, and he loved 

that which God willed. 

70. Wherefore in the moral life there was no occupation in 

human affairs on the part of the divinity. 

And therefore, while he was poor in everything and was 

violently drawn away by the opposite, he in nothing deviated 

from the purpose of God, although indeed Satan made use 

of all these things to remove him far from the purpose of 
God. And Satan sought much after this because he saw 

that none was occupied with him. For also it did not appear 

1 In Du Bose, The Soteriology of the New Testament, chaps. xiii and xiv, there 
is a modern statement of a position remarkably similar to that of Nestorius in 

this section. Cp. below, pp. 72, n. 6; 75, n. 1. 2 See crit. n., p. 399. 
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that from the beginning he wrought signs nor again that he 
had authority to teach, but only to obey and to keep all 
the commandments. As he moved among all men, where 

all the commandments surrounded him on all sides and 

showed him the strength of disobedience, he comported him- 

self valiantly in the midst of them all, in that he used nothing 
special or extraordinary for his support, but he made use, as 

all men, of those very things which are common so that it 

should not be supposed that through observance of these 

things he was preserved from sin and that without them he 

could not be preserved. Consequently in eating and drinking 
he observed all the commandments and, in whatsoever there 

was pain and vexation, he was firm / in his thoughts, because 
his will was bound to the will of God and there was nothing 

to draw him away and make him distinct from him. For 
he was living not for himself but for him whose prosépon he 
was, and he kept the proséfon without blemish and without 

scar and thereby gave victory to the nature. 

71. Wherefore he accepted the baptism of John after he had 

shown himself sinless. 

Because he had fulfilled obedience in every thing, he 

accepted the baptism of John as [some thing] supreme,! after 

the likeness of all men; and although indeed he had no 
need, since he was sinless, by reason of the greatness of his 

obedience he accepted it as one in need. For it belonged 

to supreme obedience that he should be not as befitted his 

honour and his glory but as owing obedience to a com- 

mander ; and, more than this, not only that he should allow 

him to baptize [him] but also that he should be baptized 
by him as one who is guilty and requiring to be justified and 

in need of absolution. For this was universal obedience, to 

ask for and exact nothing in his own frosépon but in that 

of him whose was the prosépon, and to prepare his will; for 

the prosépon was properly his own and he considered his 

prosbpon as his own prosdpon ; and the prosdpon is one.” There- 

1 Syr. vishay@ =(Payne-Smith) extmius, praecipuus, praestans, optimus, 
KUpPLWTATOS, Tpwrevwy, axpdtaros (in dxpoTaTn avon), pretiosus. 

* Bethune-Baker discusses the references of the pronouns in this passage in 

Nestorius and his Teaching, p. 126. 
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fore the Father has declared it from on high, saying : / Thou 
art my beloved Son, in Thee I am well-pleased;'! and the 
Holy Spirit came down in the likeness of a dove and remained 
upon him, and he says not that the Son came down, because 
it was the Son who possessed his prosépon and made the 
things which were his his own frosédpon without becoming 
distinguished from him. Therefore he is one even in the birth 

of the flesh.2 Zhe Holy Spirit shall come and the power of 

the Most High shall overshadow thee, therefore also the Holy 
One who shall be born of thee shall be called the son of God ,* 
and he said not at all that the Son should come, because he 

who has taken him in his prosépon is no other, but the same 

as he who has given him the dispensation * which is on behalf 
of all of us, for those reasons which we have said before. 

72. Wherefore he made his manner of life with all men 

and afterwards was led to the wilderness. 

Because it was thought that he was more than all an observer 

of the commandments, on account of his manner of life among 

all men, and because if in many things he was left alone, [it 
might have been] easy [to fight] against him, where there 
was nothing whereby he could be helped, he went forth 
alone into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil, while 

poor in all the things of the world, even in that which is con- 

sidered a burden and a distress. And [because of this] removal 
far from every thing /he attained to the utmost supremacy 

to which bodily power could be raised, and instead of vehe- 

merit assaults from the concupiscence of the soul, he was 

bound by the things of God as though without bodily frame, 

since he was not busied with his body as though it were his 
own but [as if he were] apart from it. For this appertains 
only to the image of God and to him who preserves the image 

= Matt, 1, 17. 

2 This unity ‘i the birth of the flesh’ must surely be something more than 
the union with a man /vom the moment of birth commonly associated with 

Nestorianism. 

§ Luke 1. 35. 

4 Here mpharnsanithé (formed from the Gk. mpdvoos), elsewhere rendered 
‘providence’ and not, as usually in this work, mdhabhranithd = ‘economy ’, 

‘ dispensation ’. 

2775 F 
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of God, to will the same as God the Father; and because 

there was nothing else in all that the devil said, he put him 

to shame as one who stood apart from the will of God. He 

raised up his very soul unto God, conforming that which was 

according to his will to the will of God in order that he might 
be the image only of the Archetype, and not of his being ; 

for the image according to its [own] being is without likeness 
and its own proper likeness is that of the Archetype, and 
they are indeed two, but it is one and the same appearance. 

Since in actions in bodily things he has preserved the likeness 

of God from all the sufferings of the body, it was preferable 
to him that the will of God should be done and not that of 

the flesh; and in actions he made himself a likeness to will 

that which he wills, that there might be one and the same will 

in both of them, and one frosdépon without division ; the one is 

the other and the other is the one, while the other and the one 

remain. As he remained firm in all things, /in temptations 

of body and soul, in cities and in the wilderness, there was no 

distinction in his observance and in his obedience. 

73. Concerning this: that, when he preached unto us the 

kingdom of heaven, he received |this| honour, victory) without 
SiN. 

As then to him who has conquered and been victorious in 

all things there has been given in return for the honour of his 
victory authority to preach and to announce the hope of the 

kingdom of heaven, saying: Le of good cheer; I have con- 

guered the world ;* now ts the zudgement of this world, now is 

the prince of this world condemned, and I, when I shall be 
raised up from the earth, shall draw all men toward me ;°* 

and whaisoever the Son is, by fear and the suffering which 
he has borne he has learnt obedience and has been perfected and 

has become unto all those who obey him a cause of life in the 
world to come.* And he was sent to teach all men and to 
work signs and wonders and healings with all other things. 

Not to delight himself in and be zealous for obedience, but 

1 From the next section it is clear that the victory was that of the 

Temptation. 

7 Jtcwvh OS (FP). $ Jn. xii. 31-2. * Heb. v. 8-9. 
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with a view to. the faith of those who were being taught, he 
made use of all these things with a view to the obedience of 
the disciples; for until the time of his victory he was striving 

to make firm in God the image which had been given unto 
him. But because he stablished his own image in all tempta- 

tions perfectly and without failing /and without falling short 

in anything, he comported himself on our behalf, being 

zealous to rescue us captives from the violence of the tyrant 

and to draw us towards him and to make all of us the sons 

of his own kingdom, the associates and the heirs and the sons 

of God. For the defeat of the tyrant was being [accomplished ] 
without pity, when he threw him down openly from his 

primacy and, after he had thrown him down, he took from 
him also his might; and when he had taken it from him, 

his own victory sufficed him not, but it must henceforth be 

also ours for which sake he strove; and those who are obedient 

unto him he then brings unto him voluntarily and not by 

force, and those who come he persuades of their own will to 

part from him? and not of their own will to become his 
. . . 2 disciples—and what shall I say? enemy? well then, of 

the enemy. 

74. Concerning this: that, after the victory and after it was 

said of him: ‘ He is my Son’, he began other hard battles on 
our behalf. 

Therefore, after his victory in every thing and [after] it 
was said from heaven: 7Zhzs is my beloved Son,® he again 
began other battles ... .? the supremacy and the teaching 
and the working of miracles with authority. Further he 

comported himself with sublime obedience / in our things, 
that is, in things human and weak, in such wise that he 

possessed not any authority or superiority ; he was persecuted 

and beaten and fearful [with] the fear that terrifies all men ; 

and he had not as the birds and as the beasts a place to lay 
his head. He went from place to place and was bruised and 

constrained in every way, for the sake of our obedience. He 

was not constrained by any one, but he fulfilled [everything] 

1 Viz. the devil. 2 There is here a short lacuna in the text. 

* Matt. iii. 17 (P.). 4 Cp. Matt. viii. 20. 

Fg 
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and taught with all zeal, and he endured all temptations for 
the sake of instruction ; and from wheresoever he was driven 

out, he was driven toward those to whom his gospel was not 

yet preached,! so that that for which he was zealous was 
accomplished by the zeal of his enemies, who foresaw not the 

issue of their work but who looked to hinder him by opposition 
and works full of contempt and scorn and fear unto death. 

And after his victory and after the choice of God that ¢hzs zs 

my beloved Son in whom I am well-pleased, after he had 
received the authority of the Gospel, after it was revealed 

that by his authority he was working the divine works, after 
he had said J and my Father are one, he was with all this 
weakness and contempt in human things, whose burden he 

could not endure / by reason of their weight but which 
on the contrary were a grief unto him and a negation of 

grace. And so then there were many things also which 
hindered him from preaching the Gospel; and hence also 
there arose, [claiming to speak] on behalf of God, accusers of 
him as one who was a cause of disobedience,* and they 

brought him into contempt and weakness, 

75. Concerning this: that he made use of supreme? obedience 

itself as of a supreme honour so that Christ became also truly 

man and rejected tt not as contemptible. 
For for all men contempt which comes after honour is 

accounted contemptible; but for Christ, who was in the 

flesh, it is the contrary. And he possessed as a supreme 

honour obedience unto death, even death upon the cross,’ and 

he showed unto Satan and unto every principality and unto 

every authority that the cause of honour is rather obedience 
abounding and not disobedience unto God, whereby Satan 

suffered, when he was equal in nature and in honour but en- 
dured not the obedience of men, in that he was judging honour 

and contempt by the distinction between his own nature and 

1 The Syriac word corresponds to the Gk. evnyyéArorat. 

a Matt. ii, 17 (P.). $ Jn. x. 30 (P.)s 
* This passage is obscure, but possibly refers to such charges as casting out 

devils through Beelzebub; threatening the Temple; and blasphemy. Cp. 
Mark iii. 22; xiv. 56-64, 

5 V: Auman. 6 Phil. ii. 8. 
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[that] of men and thought that this obedience was not due 
unto God. On account of this love of glory he cast down 

Adam also into suffering in persuading him not / to obey 

God. And Adam chose not to show gratitude [unto God] 
nor to be obedient in any thing; but, because he was made 
like unto his own image, when he was forbidden to eat of one 
tree, he suffered in that which was not worthy to be called 

a suffering and acted against the commandment of God and 
regarded God as jealous. On account of all these things God 
made the second Adam worthy of all this honour for having 

practised all obedience; he granted him an honour above 

which there was nothing, even as there was nothing surpassing 

[his] obedience ; he accounted himself as nothing, except to 

become conformed to the will of God, to become as God 

willed that he should become. 

76. Wherefore he wrought the incarnation through his own 

prosépon so that he also became incarnate.' 

Consequently also God became incarnate! in the man 

through his own prosdépon and made his prosdépon his own 
prosipon. And there is no condescension comparable unto 

this, that the prosdpon of the man should become his own and 

that he should give him his prosdépon. And therefore he 

made use of his prosdpon, in that he took it for him[self]; but 
he took it in order to make it not honourable but contemptible, 

that he might show to whoever wished to serve [God] that 
all / greatness grows great by condescension and not in exalt- 

ing itself, [that] zz that he took the likeness of a servant, he 
has been found in schéma as a man.? The likeness of this 

servant served him altogether as he wished ; but he wished [it 
to be] according to what appertained to the nature, not only 

that he should obey his own prosdpon for himself, so that there 

might be no doubt concerning him, that he is the Son of God, 
but also that he might comport himself on our behalf and die 

for our salvation: on our behalf, then, not as though we were 

just or good—for therein there would have been an attraction 

for anyone to die for those who are so—but for the unjust : for 

Se. évavOpurnois and cognate words. a Phils ily: 
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hardly would anyone die for the impious, but for the good some- 

one perhaps would dare to die.’ Because then he condescended 

in every thing inscrutably with an incomparable condescension, 

there was further demonstrated one purpose, one will, one 

intelligence, indistinguishable and indivisible asin one. So also 
in manliness and in authority and in ordering of life and in 

judgement, as in all things, he was associated with God indi- 

visibly as if each thing were in one by the distinguishing and 

by the choice of them both, so that he possessed nothing 

human of his own in human things, but the will of God 

became his own will, when he was made firm in the actions 

and sufferings of the nature.2 Thus also, in things divine, 

nothing is his own apart from the human humiliation; but, 

while remaining God in all things, [he is] that which the man 

was by his nature in sufferings, even in impassibility. In the 

same way as he made use of the likeness of a servant in the 

rests, SO in exaltation he participated in the likeness of God, 
since he is in them both, in the likeness of the servant and in 

the likeness of God, and possesses the same prosdpon of 

humiliation and of exaltation.® 

77. Concerning this: that the incarnation* has been for the 

education of the whole nature of rational beings. 

For this reason it was necessary that the incarnation * 

of God the Word should take place for the whole nature 

of rational beings, that we might learn to participate in his 

grace, in virtue of which, in that he was lacking in nothing, 

he wrought everything and abhorred not to do aught, even 

what is contemptible, and moreover that he might make 

man participate in his image, in such wise that every man 

who is beneath him might not make use of the likeness for 

pride but for participation in the likeness, and that he might 

do everything according to his might in the sight of God. 

1 Rom. v. 6-7 (P.). 2 See p. 163, n. 2. 

5 At the end of his work Nestorius claims that the Church finally approved 

a doctrine which was what he had always taught: cp. p. 378. It is in passages 

such as this that his orthodox intention is most clear. Though he never speaks 

totidem verbis of one persona or one tnéaracs in Christ, he seems to be asserting 
what that terminology was meant to express. Cp. further pp. 246-9, 312-5. 

4 Sc. éevavOpwrnots. 
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78. Concerning this: that Satan, in jealousy: towards man, 

wrought everything with a view to misleading. 
/ Because then Satan for opposition made use of that which 

was given unto him by God and because he had fallen away 
from the purpose of God, he made use of the image of God 
not as a model and an example befitting God but, through 

jealousy towards man, for misleading away from God, and 

he deceived man and made him fall from his image, since 

he observed not the will of God, and he raised him up as 

an enemy and an adversary against God that thereby he 
might reprimand God as unjust for showing toward man a 

good purpose such as this—reprimanding him in that he took 
vengeance on man for his shame and punished him with 

such punishment as was right for what he had done towards 
him. Satan, in fact, because he acted in anger and without 

reflection, forgot that God acts in contrary wise to that 

which he wishes. 

79. Concerning this: that God has shown the height of his 
bounty and has laid bare the height of the wickedness of Satan. 

For by death God wrought not the destruction of man but 
his consolation and his succour that he might not sin nor 

any more consent to the counsels of the evil one which lead 

to destruction; for also it was not [an occasion] to slander 
God but for the increase of his grace. He who accounted 

man worthy of such honour, when he was nothing, reprimanded 

the tyrant for his cunning in planning the overthrow of man, 

/and he shows that he in no wise plans his overthrow but 
to preserve him by his grace and to care for him, in order 

that he may be restored again to that which he was. For 

Satan hoped that after all this love of God towards man, if 
again he should make him transgress the commandment of 

God, God would be angered by all means to destroy him 

and that he would have no cause to turn and be healed. 

But against those who have sinned and have been accounted 

worthy of salvation and yet have continued in the same sins, 

1 Nestorius apparently follows the legend that when the angels were ordered 

to serve the later creation, man, some of them fell into jealousy and became his 

enemies. Nau refers to the version in the seventh century Nestorian Patriarch 

George, in Chabot, Synodes Nestoriens (Notices et Extratts xxxvii. 495). 
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as though they had not hitherto been liberated from the 

former punishment, wrath without remission is stirred up 

without there being therefore any cause for salvation. Satan 
then first meditated of himself the things which he planned 

for the destruction of man and he persuaded himself and 

he condemned man to vengeance without leaving him any 
cause for pardon. And, since he’ was envenomed by his? 

anger and his jealousy, he? understood not by himself the 
srace of God, and asa result, being so [placed|..., he destroyed 
not Satan himself, who was the deceiver, but endured his 

wickedness; and by reason of this also God is long-suffering 
as touching men who sin and act impiously against him, 

as though it were another who deceives them; and he is 
long-suffering as touching men’s being void of understanding °* 

and as touching /the boundless wickedness of the devil against 
them, of him whose whole motive was to mislead all and 

set all against God, that all our race may be blotted out by 
him, without any one remaining unto it to become an inter- 

cessor for it. And because Satan showed all this supreme 
wickedness, though he had not any cause of wickedness, 

even amid all this wickedness the grace of God appeared, 

and he showed his ineffable grace in doing his good works 

universally unto all men. Because of the height of his 
condescension to him who has been altogether sinful, he 

came in contempt and in scorn and in lowliness and he was 

not ashamed of the scorn for the sake of the advantage. And 

by means of his own prosdpon he became the prosdpon of the 
other and that of God in fulfilling all that appertains unto 

God, that is, the instruction of an instructive condescension. 

For the supreme condescension consisting in* a humanity, 

which seeks not its own but the things of God, has taken 

place for the teaching of humiliation. And he was united 
in one purpose, so that there was not the least room for 

Satan to introduce ° disobedience ;® and because there remained 

1 Viz. man. 2 Vig. Satan’s. 

% The Syriac phrase is that used in Prov. ix. 16. ao yt.2) ©O8%, 

5 See crit. n., p. 399. 

® Nestorius here seems to teach that the union in the Incarnation was so 

close as to exclude the possibility of sin. Cp. p. 63. 
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only death to be [endured] for defeat and victory, he endured 
this also after every thing so as to have won the victory even 
over it, utterly annihilating it. And two things he wrought 
/thereby: he defeated Satan and he took away from him all 

hope of disobedience. 

80. Concerning this: that when Christ conquered, his victory 
. sufficed him not, but he was also pleased to be oppressed for 

us that he might obtain the exaction {of ransom] for the 

oppression which was for us. 
And since many are brought low by the fear of death, he 

endured unto death and gave a just compensation for us in 

that he exchanged for our death the death which came un- 
justly upon him.’ Therefore, after he had observed all the 

commandments in such wise as to be exempt from death and 

to receive the choice of victory for us, he yet took upon 

himself this manner of life for the instruction of those who 

were deceived and he died on our behalf as on the behalf of 
the deceived. And he brought death into the arena,” since 

it was necessary that it should be abolished; for he hesitated 

not that his own being should be cast down in death since 

he had the hope of its abolition. So also therefore he suffered 

in advance other trials, but not so as to die unjustly without 

exacting [the ransom]. In this very hope he obtained also 

obedience and immeasurable love, not that he might obtain 

victory for himself but that he might secure the exaction 

of our own [ransom] and conquer not only for himself but 
also for all men. In the same way as the defeat /of Adam 
caused the defeat of all men, so also the victory of the former 
made all victorious. 

81. Concerning this: that God has shown to all by very 

deeds, that there is no acceptance of persons as touching 
humanity, in that it has suffered in all things. 

1 Literally : ‘he changed our death into the death which....’ Nestorius’ 
theology of the Atonement is somewhat obscure. He seems here to teach in 

accordance with the line of thought which looks on the death of Christ as a 
ransom paid to the devil. Cp. p. 173. But see pp. 45 (propitiation), 6a-3, 

183, 205, 212 ff. (renewing of fallen human nature), 66-7 (conquest of Satan). 

And cp. pp. 75, n. 1, 84, n. 2. 

? Literally : ‘into the midst’. 
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And through these two all rational powers have learnt 

that there is no acceptance of persons with God, but the love 

of a just judge. For that reason humanity has conquered 

and Satan has been defeated. And God has magnified his 

victory and given unto him an honour which is more ex- 

cellent than all names; and so all rational powers together 

have wondered even at his victory, kneeling and adoring the 

very name which has been given, which has been justly given 

unto him, and every tongue confesses the just dispensation 

which has taken place on behalf of all, whereby he has made 

peace and concord to reign over the earth, even he who in all 

his actions brings them nigh [unto himself] by persuasion 

and not by force. 

82. Wherefore he accepted for himself to become incarnate. 

Now God indeed perfected the dispensation, nor came 

it about by means of any other lest, when he fell into such 
contempt and weakness, his commandment should be con- 

sidered worthy of scorn and further lest jealousy should 
straightway be aroused against man. But he received in his 

being him/who could endure every thing, and he raised up 

as witnesses of the humiliation of his humanity angels who 

should strengthen him, that none might say that it was 

suffering without suffering, since he strengthened it that it 

might not suffer, and therefore it had no reason not to obey. 

For everything whatsoever could without doubt be conceived 

or said concerning him and what he knew that people said 

concerning him—though they could not say it either because 

they feared or because they were obedient—that he did that 
he might leave no single cause of doubt; for they were not 

convinced of this mystery, but it was hidden even from 
principalities and authorities and from all powers and it was 

revealed unto them as a matter of knowledge?’ and all of 

them confessed, after this explanation, the design which has 

done away with all designs and conquered them. And he 
has shown that his incarnation * was a universal dispensation 

for all those who have been accounted equal with him in one 

1 Se. évavOpwrnoat. 2 Syr.: ‘(as ?) if in knowledge.’ 
3 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 
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purpose and in one persuasion, to stand against the enemy 

of them all, whom he has driven out and whose authority 

he has suppressed, so that there is no more place for his 

deception and for his jealousy. 

83 For what cause, when he defeated and convicted Satan, 

who is the enemy of all, he did not destroy him but allowed him 
agai to act. 

/ And he continues to deceive that it may be made manifest 

for his own condemnation and that of those who are persuaded 

by him, though he has no’ more such strength for his 

deception ; and for the sake of the victory of those who are 

not persuaded by him; for none will be crowned unless he 

strives lawfully.* Therefore after the victory and after the 

bringing to nought of death Christ has remained [sharing] 

in the [same] state of life—a state of life which was brought 
to nought in Christ—in order that those who are in Christ 

might comport themselves after the likeness of Christ, not 

only by the grace of the Resurrection but also by the works 

and manner of life of each one of them; for the former is 

universal but the latter individual. And, that it might not 

be thought that the construction of the nature of Christ 

was unique and distinct, that it was constructed to be without 

sin and for that reason conquered, he brought it about that 

he should be conquered by many myriads, in our own nature 

in the state of life in which Christ [conquered], by those who 
keep the exact commandments in such wise that according 

to the law they comport themselves in the body almost after 

a manner of life without bodily frame; and in times of 

distress and afflictions and in all frailty they endure the 

provocations and the excitements of nature together with 

violent assaults from without. And thus they have conquered 

in all things, so that the increase of the defeat of Satan 

1 Three points of importance in Nestorius’ theology of the Atonement seem 

here to emerge: (i) the universality of God’s grace in atonement, (ii) the need 
of its individual appropriation by men, and (iii) the reality of Christ’s moral 

struggle as man. Again his teaching is almost exactly reproduced in Du Bose, 
The Soteriology of the New Testament, See especially chaps. vi and xiii—xix in 

that work, and cp. above, pp. 63, n. 1, 73, n. I. 

ea 1h, ii, &. 
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becomes an increase [in the observance] of the commandments, 
while the latter thought that the fall of men would become 

much easier by an identical } manner of life. 

/ 84. For what reason Satan attained unto all this exaltation 

so.as to vise up openly against God and make himself equal with 

God. 
And therefore, as he ran to and fro, his defeat became great ; 

and then in consequence of this he increases his wickedness 

and reveals it and displays an unbounded audacity in rising up 

openly against God and making himself comparable with God 

and likening himself unto hisincarnation,? deceiving not through 

anything else nor by anything else than by his own prosépon 

and by a sublime deception. And because Christ had done 

away with the deception as touching their gods and their 
incantations, the former also did away with the things of the 

latter by deceiving. He put under his own prosépon all things 

appertaining to gods and sects and incantations and other such 

things, of which he is the controller, for the sake of making 

himself great, so that he alone might be considered God. For 
he makes use of man as an instrument * which he has drawn 

away and led up to boundless evil, making man even to 

participate in the privation of Divine knowledge, as enemies 

are wont to act; and of necessity and out of rage he does 

these things which shall be utterly undone and abolished 

together with all his primacy. And when it has come to an 

end and he has nothing else to do, it will remain / for him to 
pour forth all his wickedness* and to be revealed to all as 

having fought against his Creator, in return for having made 
him and having given him such might and having allowed 

him to make use of his might, and having endured him when 
he fought with all these things. [But] God gathers together 
all those who would blot out and bring to nought his tyranny. 
For he has then no device which can be devised against the 

elect of God, since all things have been in all things fulfilled, 

both his deception and his evasion of the commandments, and 
he has been conquered in every thing, in secret and openly, 

' Literally: ‘exact.’ 2 Sc. évavOpwrnais. * Syr. ’6rgdn6n = opyavoy, 
* Co, Jey, xiv, 16, 
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both as to his persuasiveness and as to all his force of which 

he has made use in the weakening and humiliation of the 

body. And he acted also in regard to the saints in like 

manner as he acted in regard to Christ, in order by all means 
to cast them into cruel distresses, but they were not con- 

quered thereby. But in that he ceased not of himself after 

he was conquered by Christ nor again after he was defeated 
by the saints, Christ brought his primacy to an end by the 

death which unjustly came upon him, and it was utterly 

brought to nought by the death of the saints, which by 
audacity and improperly he brought upon them.’ And [God] 

made him submit to a just judgement for the sake of us whom 
unjustly he distressed and with whom he combated for our 

destruction, and because of all his devices and his deceptions 

and every kind of his ingratitude and his arrogance and his 

tyranny in opposition to God and to his saints. For all the 
time / of the long-suffering of God was given for repentance 

and that he might come to himself and know his folly and his 
boldness in things impossible. 

85. What thoughts Satan thought against God. 

Though he was able to afflict him passibly and to win him 
over to the exaction of the ransom, he did this not, but let him 

make use of his anger as he willed ; for long-suffering toward 

those who are envenomed by wickedness works an increase of 

their wickedness, so that, when they see it and are accurately 

convinced of it, they do the opposite to those who see it not ; 

for there is no repressing the increase of what is wicked in 

those who carry out their wishes in opposition to God; for 

either they think concerning the long-suffering of God that, 

because he is unable to cast them down into sufferings, in that 
they possess an immortal nature, he will on this account be 
long-suffering with them, and for this reason they do those 
things which are contrary to God, or else, although they grant 

that he is able to do everything, they do those things which 

are contrary to his will, because, when he wishes it, he will of 

his long-suffering cause them to change from their wickedness. 
Since he wills this, they rise up against his will, doing this or 

+ Seep. 7a; 0s ft; 
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that which is contrary / to what he wills. They do not ask to 
have redemption by him on account of their enmity and their 

infinite boldness, but they embitter him exceedingly so that 

he destroys them, in that they ask neither to be under God 
nor to live. And we shall see [Satan] condemned by a con- 
demnation apart from men in a just judgement, when he shall 

have neither defence nor [counter-]accusation. For God let 
him do everything that he willed in such wise that there is 

not any cause at all to rescue him; for he destroyed him not 

indeed in a single moment by caprice nor further did he let 

him go without condemnation. Since in fact God left him no 

single cause of deliverance, for this he prepared himself to be 

by all means beyond repression ; as one then who is the prey 

of jealousy and ambition, he desists not from his jealousy till 
the object of his jealousy [is attained] according to his will, 
and he is an example to all who are ungrateful. For him and 
all those who after his likeness have fallen into this sickness 
God judges justly and examines them and condemns them in 

the sight of all; and they are hated by common consent, and 

in him [men] see all ingratitude and all boldness and arrogance 
and all wiles and all falsehood and all impiety which springs 

up and grows great and is brought to fulness, so that it cannot 
even receive any increase. 

86. Concerning this: that at the time of condemnation Satan 

will be hated by all / and even by his own, in so much as he has 
been unto them a cause of punishment. 

For this reason all this time of long-suffering has been given 

unto him, and it is given unto him until the day of judgement 

to do whatever he will, lest there should be left unto him any 

cause for being able to do anything in it; but a time of long- 

suffering and of authority has been given unto him ; and after 

that he will be fully judged and distinguished from the 
righteous together with all those who have participated with 

him in tyranny ; by them also will he be hated and accused 
as having been the cause of their condemnation. As in purity 

of love, in word and in deeds each will love God as good and 

1 This and the next two sections show clearly Nestorius’ thought on the 

problem of reconciling God’s omnipotence with the existence of evil. 
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| just, as wise and as mighty, and as the Maker and as God, 
and, since they will obtain an example of just judgement 

. without respect of persons, of the good and of the wicked, all 

classes of rational beings will duly learn the examination of 
the arguments for good and for evil, and for what reason God 

allows each man to choose it according to his will, and lets 
those who choose the good endure evils and is long-suffering 

toward those who have chosen the opposite thereof and who 

fight against his will, that they may do whatsoever they 

choose. And in this wise / the administration of this world is 
carried on: thus will it be administered by God until the end. 

87. The Consummation. 

And after this, seeing that everything has been well [done], 

we shall be in the joy of the world to come, having no cause 
[to fear] deprivation thereof nor that we shall have further 
need of instruction. 

88. Concerning this: that it was needful that there should 
be a union of two natures, and that it was not right that tt 
should take place otherwise. 

For these reasons, then, and for similar causes, the incarna- 

tion! of God took place justly: true God by nature and true 
man by nature. For there would not have been any [union] 
of these, if one of these natures had been left out. If God 

became not incarnate, and if he became not [incarnate] in 
a man [formed] of the nature of men, [it is] in fact as if it 
took place in deception and: the truth [would be] what the 
words of Satan would have been, that Christ surely rejected as 

contemptible his | physical] formation after his image. There- 

fore there would have been no teaching of humility and of 

obedience and of condescension: that he, who when he had 

not taken the likeness of a servant was the similitude and the 

likeness of God, should be found in the likeness as a man. 

But there would rather be a justification of the words of 

- Satan, who had contemned [him], because / he had seen him 

inferior in his nature to the image and the likeness of the 

honour of God. And as for all the angels, though they were 

1 Sc. evavOpwrnots and cognate words. 9 Phil. ii. 7. 
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convinced of him as of God and were not able to dare to speak 
against him, this reason forced them not to blame Satan in 
anything [but to treat him] as one who had been cast down 
into sufferings which were not right for him, for the sake of 

the boundless honour of human nature, though he was blamed 
for this that he ought to have obeyed any commandment 

whatsoever of God. And since there was this suffering in 

their soul, they served him for the sake of him who com- 
manded them, though not with a good will. 

89. Concerning this: that, even tf he were in the schéma of 
a man but not in the nature of a man, the doctrine of an 

incarnation: would not become established. 

Although a man were to grant that he became incarnate,! 

yet [in placing the Incarnation] in the schéma of a man but 
not in the nature of a man, he would predicate the same 

repudiation of human nature. 

90. Concerning this: that, even uf he were to change his own 

nature into the nature of a man, the doctrine of the Incarnation 

would not have been established. 

And even if he changed his own ouszta for the ousza of a 

man, it seems that he would have surely repudiated the nature 

of a man, since he would have been in his own ousza and not 

in the owsta of man; for this owsza is his, not of the earth but 

of the nature of God the Word, and therefore / God the Word 
appears to have grown in wisdom ? in a human manner of life, 
so as to remain without sin as one who is a man while he is 
God the Word by his own ousza. Thus also he comported 

himself as a man though he was not man by nature but God 
the Word; both when he had combated and conquered the 

adversary and when he suffered, he who was impassible by his 

nature suffered, and similarly also in these other things. And 
even if we say that he took a man and that he changed the 

nature of the man into his own omsza, did he not set aside 

the victory of the things which are rejected, which constitute 
man? And for this reason he changed the nature of the flesh 

which was rejected for him, lest God should be abased in his 

1 Sc. évavOpwrnais, &c. 2 Cp. Luke ii. 52. 
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being in the nature of aman; and in this way neither were his 

manner of life and sufferings and death those of a man, nor 
again were they for the sake of men. And so it was no more 
through the death of God, nay rather,’ if God had been con- 
demned to death, if he had willed to avoid it he would have 

set it aside without his own death rather than through a schéma 

of death. But, since he was God and immortal, in his prosdpon 

which was not guilty he accepted death, that is, [accepted] the 
mortal and changeable [ frosdépon], [so] that he was able to 
fight against defeat through the commandments and the 

observances, so that victory might fall to his image and to his 

likeness, that it might / be the same who accepted death as 

defeat and to whom [God] gave immortality as a release from 
cuilt, in that he was preserved without stain in his own image. 
And as he condemned him when guilty, so also when he 

conquered he exalted the name which is above all names; and 

he obtained it not by commandments and through ordinances 

but by victory in his own right not to be taken away from 

him, just as a son, who was formerly under authority, on 

srowing up and becoming adult, has authority to become a 

son, although he was already such as a son is. 

gi. Concerning this: that, even tf any one were to grant 

that the union was by natural composition, or by mixture, or by 

confusion, or by intermingling of* the natures, the doctrine of 
an incarnation would not have been established. 

On account of this very thing, even if any one were to grant 

that God the Word accepted humanity in his own nature, either 
by mixture, or by confusion, or by participation of owsza, and 
sets at nought this nature of man, he shows that this human 

nature is to be rejected and that it could not be preserved 

without sin, since his nature conquered not , but he who came 

into being from both of them ; and he shows that Satan, since 
he was incapable, was defeated, and [that] in having defeated 
at the beginning man who sinned, he defeated him who could 
not be without sin because he was not of the sinless nature of 

1 Syr. ella. 8 See crit. n., p. 399. 

2775 GC 
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God the Word / but of the nature of sinful man. And Satan 

appeared to speak with man in judgement but was surely 

defeated by God, of whose nature it is to be defeated of 

nothing. And both of these [theories] are absurd, in that he 
commanded Satan and man to do impossibilities. But if the 

things which were commanded had been possible to do and 

had not been observed, justly would Satan have been con- 

demned ; for, when he could obey, he obeyed not but rose up 

against God by means of the schéma of a man and slandered 

God before man as jealous, and man before God as ungrateful ; 
and he is the enemy of all and has received a just judgement 
and has been openly convicted. He has in fact been conquered 

by Christ through his humanity and by the saints, for openly 

he rose up and still is risen up against God, and he has shown 

that, if he had not been able to deceive the first man, he after- 

ward would have fought against God openly and not in the 

schéma of this man or that, and although he could do nothing, 
he had it in his intention to do whatever he desired like the 

Lord,! as one who was in everything able to act and to 

persuade and to fight. And he was able to destroy him in 

that moment, since he was worthy of destruction. But others 

would not have learnt / that wickedness is powerful and 

extinguishes itself, unless they had by all means known that 

they received subjection [to God] as a grace and from this 
subjection obtained grace not to show themselves bold against 

God and thereby themselves also to be parted from God with 

the former. How then would he have made the Incarnation ? 
a stumbling-block by mixture, or by confusion, or by natural 
participation, so that he might not be supposed [to be] God 
nor even man, but one who is of them both and is neither 

simple nor undivided? So therefore he is [combined] with 
humanity, as a judge in a judgement and in a true trial, 

possessing it in his own prosdpon and [having it] obedient 
unto himself in everything. And it is not he who combats 

and is judged, but to the extent of appropriation® he has 

1 Syr. maran@ith = Gk. kvpiands. 
2 Sc. évavOpwrnas. 
8 Syr. batthayitha = Gk. oixeiwors. 
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brought it! nigh unto his own image and not to the nature of 

) the invincible and impassible owsza of the divinity. For Satan 
'had no commission from God to make him? disobedient to 

him, but to convince God that his own man was disobedient 

‘to him. He, who in everything accepted obedience with a 
good intention, exalted his honour in his own image to show 

that he is a just judge. 

92. Concerning this: that, even if one were to grant one 

nature by natural composition, either with flesh without soul or 

[tx flesh| animated by an animal / soul or by a rational soul 

according to a natural union, the doctrine of an incarnation * 

would not have been established. 
But in this way neither those who say, as the Arians, that 

the flesh was united to God by a natural composition and that 

it suffered by natural sufferings, nor again those who say 

that the union took place with the rational soul and the flesh 

in such wise that it suffered by a natural sensibility the suffer- 

ings of the body and of the unreasonable and irrational soul, 
establish in truth the doctrine of the incarnation.* Do they 

not say this, that by a deception Satan was conquered by him 

who had been conquered, and that the latter conquered not by 

his own might but had need of a champion,‘ that is of God 
who created him, who fought either openly or in secret? For 

in that Satan, having held no contest* with God, was 

conquered by God, he conquered by having shown unto all 

that the love of God toward man was unjust and that the 

exaltation of humanity resulted as it were in the scorn of all 

and the subjection and the prostration® of all supremacy and 

all authority. Now if he sought to do that for man, he could 

do it even without this deception and cunning, for that which 
‘he says he also does. Nor further indeed hid he himself when 

‘he made use of this schéma, for he who seeks to hide himself, 

so long as it escapes him not that, if discovered, he will surely 

‘be confuted, is himself /his own accuser. So they are con- 

1 Viz. the humanity. 2 Vis. Christ incarnate, 

3 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 
4 The Greek words aywiorns and aywyr transliterated. 

5 An unusual use of Syr. seghdta ‘adoration’; so translated by Nau. 

G 2 
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strained to say the contrary of what they seek to say, so that 
they accuse God and make excuse for the evil one, and they 

put forth all [their] might in vain and reason contrary to the 

incarnation ! of God.” 

93. Concerning this: that things which are composed in one 
nature {are so| either that they may be supreme or that they may 

be under supremacy and especially under the soul, which is 

supreme in the composite nature, tf God the Word ts naturally 

composed. 

Those things indeed which are composed and brought to 
fullness to [form] a nature [are so] either that they may be 
constituted chief and in control or that they may be under 

a chief and a controller. If then, because the rational soul is 

in need of being controlled, it is in need of participation in 

God the Word that he may be controller either of the body or 

of the rational or of the animal soul, then by him * he * obtained 
the victory, if it is fair to call victory that of another nature 

which is distinct and unlike and unequal to men, its com- 

panions. It secms that he acts in schéma and forcibly subjects 

all to him[self] and brings [them] under his authority by force 
like God, so that he * who was defeated by his very own choice 

could not escape owing to his defeat nor observe the com- 

mandments in his own nature, except by God the Word who 

is the conqueror for all time. It is not, in fact, / wonderful and 

worthy of praise that God the Word became in the body and 

observed all the observances of the soul and of the body. For 

1 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 
2 Cp. p. 73,n. 1. Here we seem to find that although Nestorius looks on the 

death of Christ as ransoming mankind from the devil, yet he rejects certain 

ways of explaining that theory of the Atonement. Is it not possible that he is 

denying such a doctrine as is found extant in Gregory the Great (Moralia xxxii. 

I2-xXxXxill. 6), where the devil is cheated through ignorance of the Crucified 

being divine and therefore immortal? Nestorius argues that the Cross must be 

a real moral victory by the Man, not an unexpected triumph by a concealed 

deus ex machina, Such a triumph would really mean the defeat of mankind. 

The individual humanity of Christ might have been exalted, but the devil’s 

fetters would be rivetted on the rest of mankind. It is interesting that accord- 

ing to the traditional account of Nestorius’ ‘teaching he is himself open to 
precisely this charge. 

3 Viz. God the Word. * Viz. The Man Christ. 
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if he had not remained in his nature above the nature of the 
| body or of the soul or of the intelligence, he would surely have 

' been required [to do so], since the rational soul also sufficed to 
_ observe the commandments; but if the latter had not sufficed 
- and for this reason there had been need of the incarnation! 

_of God the Word that for all he might support the sufferings 
of the body and of the soul and of the intelligence in a natural 

union which would have united the nature, he would have 

_ suffered as the body, as the soul [and] as the intelligence in 
the mixture. But since he was not conquered as one of them, 
it appears that he was outside their nature and therefore was 

not caught * by those things whereby each one of them was 

caught. Together with this [there is] another absurdity which 
they predicate in limiting God himself by the necessity of nature 

and ascribing, as the Manichaeans, to “y/é such might that it 

drags after it by authority and its own force whosoever receives 

it, and that he suffers in all ways the actual bodily sufferings 

[namely] whatever God the Word suffered when he conde- 
scended to the body and supported these bodily sufferings in 

his own nature when he was scourged by hunger and thirst, 

by the natural bonds of the body, though in his own nature he 

was exempt from these things; he desired and he was angered 

/ and was fearful and was suffering, and suffered naturally all 

these sufferings of the body and the soul, because he was com- 

posed of [one] nature. For he, who is composed of [one] 
nature, of necessity adheres in the nature to all the nature’s 

own properties, whether of a man or of God or of any other 

nature to which he is naturally united and combined. And 

however one would be willing to say that he is in nothing 
distinct from me, yet those who are composed of [one] nature 
support of necessity that nature’s own proper qualities which 

are naturally and not voluntarily theirs. But that God the 

Word is so voluntarily and not by force: / have authority 

over my life, that I should lay it down and I have authority to 
take it again.” Therefore the words of the Divine Scriptures 
befit not Christ in any other manner than this; but as we have 

1 Sc, evavOpwnnais. 2 See crit. n., p. 399. 

$ Jn. x. 18. 
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examined and found, all refer not to the union of the nature 

but to the natural and hypostatic prosépon.' 

1 This must surely mean that in considering each passage of Scripture we 

have to ask to which of the two natures in Christ it is appropriate; then the 

passage is to be referred to the giao which belongs to that nature and hypo- 

stasis. Each passage thus refers to a ‘natural and hypostatic it ai (Cp. 

PP. 54, 316sqq.) The two ‘natural and hypostatic ae tad then somehow 

combine to form the one prosdpon of the union. 

Professor Bethune-Baker’s interpretation of this passage in Nestorius and his 

Teaching, p. 99, seems to require an unjustified identification of prosdpon in 
Nestorius with ‘ person’ in the modern sense of the word, and does not seem 

to be borne out by Nestorius’ usage and argument in other passages. 
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BOOK I. PART IL. 

CONCERNING THE FAITH. 

Sophronius says: Because then many accept the faith of the 

Three Hundred and Eighteen which was laid down at Nicaea, 
both persons who believe in various ways and those who 

understand the Divine Scriptures some in one way and some 

in another and in various ways He was made flesh and was 
made man* may it please thy Reverence to pass [in review] 
their intentions and their opinions; and do thou write and 

make known unto me how it appears unto thee and what thou 

dost approve as well-pleasing, and give no cause to them that 
seek cause to calumniate thee. 

Nestorius. 1. [Some] of them in fact say that the Incarna- 
tion * of our Lord Christ took place in fiction and schéma and 
in order that he might appear unto men and teach and give 

the grace of the Gospel unto all men. And, as he appeared 

unte each one of the saints, so in the last times he appeared 

unto all men. 

2. But others say that the divine ousia became flesh, so 
that it should become in its own ousza the ousia of the flesh 
for the nature of men, and that he should comport himself and 

suffer and set our nature free. For he who became man not 

in his own ousza but in schéma, has surely not set us free but 

has surely deceived us, since he appeared in schéma and to 

suffer for our sakes without having suffered. 

/ 3. Others again confess that God was made flesh in the 
flesh as a complement of nature instead of the soul. He was 
made flesh naturally in the flesh to work and to suffer, and he 
naturally endured all the natural sufferings of the body, being 

by his nature impassible but by a natural incarnation ° passible, 

1 Sc. éodapxwoe kai évnvOpwanoev. As Incarnation has to be used for évavOpwmn- 
gis, the Syriac verb corresponding to the Gk. sapxovo@a will be rendered ‘ to be 

made flesh’ and that corresponding to the Gk. évav@pwmeiy, ‘to be made man’, 

2 Se. evavOpwmnais. 3 Sc, caprwots. 
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even as the soul, which by its nature suffers not the sufferings 
of the body nor is pained nor hungers, through a natural 

economy suffers naturally the sufferings of the body, being 

united with it naturally, that he may naturally comport him- 

self and suffer on our behalf. And not in fiction and in schéma 

or by any other nature but by his own nature he has set us 

free from death and corruption. 

4. But others confess that in body and in soul he was made 

flesh for the completion of the nature and that God the Word 

was instead of an intelligence, so as to be instead of an intelli- 

gence in the nature in the body and in the soul, and to comport 
himself in the nature of men and to suffer on our behalf. For 

he came to suppress that intelligence which transgressed the 

commandment and obeyed not God and to be instead of 

intelligence in the soul and in the body, and not in a schéma 

without Ayposzas?s nor in another nature nor again in a bodily 

frame without a soul. 

5. But others [confess] as touching that flesh wherein God 
the Word was made flesh! that he was made flesh, animate 

flesh, that felt not in its nature /and understood not through 

the soul but understood and felt by the activity of God the 
Word. In God the Word this soul felt and also understood, 

and the body was a natural instrument *; and they divide not 

Christ into instrument and workman, since the instrument and 

the workman act together. 

6. But others confess two natures in Christ before the union 

and that each of the natures should be conceived in its own 

nature: God the Word on the one hand in the Father and in 

the Holy Spirit and men in the flesh; but after the union 

[they are] not conceived as two natures in virtue of being 

united in ows¢a; and one [owsza] results from the two of them. 
They change them from nature to nature in such wise that the 

same is literally man and God, so that God comports himself 

as a man and dies for* us as God and rises by his own might. 
7. But others say of the incarnation* of our Lord [that it 

1 Se, écapkwOn. 2 Syr. ’érganoén = Gk. dpyavor. 
3 The Syriac preposition can represent either tmép or dv7i; see p. 32, n. I. 

4 Sc. évavOpwrnais. 
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was in] an animate flesh in a rational and intelligent soul, 
complete in its nature and in its might and in its natural 

activities, and not in sehéma nor in a change of owsta nor again 

for the natural completion of the nature of the body and of the 

soul, or of the intelligence, or [that it was] mingled into one 

nature out of two of them or that they were changed from the 

one into the other, or / that [it took place] for the completion 
of the natural activities in such wise that the flesh should not 

act in its own nature; but [it was in] one prosdépon of both 

natures, both of them maintaining the properties of their own 
natures ; and the owsza of the divinity remains and suffers not 

when it is in the owsza of the flesh, and the flesh again remains 

in the ousza of the flesh when it is in the nature and in the 

prosdpon of the divinity ; for the body is one and both of them 
[are] one Son. For no other is called God the Word in the 
flesh apart from him who is in our own flesh; nor again [is 
anything else called] the flesh, but it is in the Son, in God the 
Word: that he should comport himself completely in the 
nature of men being man, and that he should rise as God being 
God by nature, that he in consequence of sinlessness and of 

having observed [the commandments] should be delivered to 

death for our salvation, that he might preserve the likeness of 
his own image. In order then to become so, he took not for 

[his] likeness! @ xame which is more excellent than all names? 

that the nature of men might be exalted ; for the honour and 
exaltation has not been given to an ousia which henceforward 
is not of man but of God the Word. Our own nature has been 
honoured in another nature and not in our own nature; for the 
exaltation of our own nature to a xame whitch is more excellent 
than all names* belongs generally to that nature ? which is the 

1 On this passage Bethune-Baker has the following note (Nestorius and his 
Teaching, p. 152): ‘The Syriac word dmiithé is the natural equivalent for the 
‘two Greek words époiwais (Gen. i. 26) and poppy (Phil. ii. 6, 7). When there- 
‘fore there is reference to the passage in Gen. we should understand that it 
‘translates the former Greek word, when to Phil. ii the latter, Now all through 
‘this work Nestorius appears to use poppf in a strongly theological sense which 
‘is practically equivalent to the sense he gives to quo (kydnd, ‘“nature’’), 
‘tnéarans (qnémd), and ovcia (ousia). This is certainly so whenever there is 
‘a reference to Phil. ii,’ 

ae hil,.ii. 9( P.). 8 See crit. n., p. 399. 
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exaltation of one who remains in his own owsza and can be 
that which /is in the ouvsia of God the Word; this in fact is 
properly the exaltation, like which there is not [any other]. 
For the change of owsia into ousia is the suppression of that 
ousta which ought to be exalted, and also of its own, of the 

exaltation ;! and there has been no more condescension of God 

the Word when once he is changed into the owsta of the flesh, 

because he is not the nature which is capable of condescending 
but is that which has condescended. As a king, if he becomes 

one of the subjects, is said to condescend though he is truly 

king, and on account of the clothes of subjects which he has 

put on is said to have surely condescended ; in place of his own 

he has made use of those of the latter in schéma, in such wise 

that, as those who are under the law of administrators,” so will 

he be voluntarily under the law though he is their own king, 

[and king] of the administrators and of their lords. For there 
is no more an exaltation in being exalted to his own nature, 
but in giving him what he had not, not in taking away from 

him what he had. For if exaltation and humiliation belong to 

that which was and which originally was, humiliation belongs 

to this nature which was and which originally was. Of whom 
is the exaltation? First he said the owsta which was exalted 

and afterwards that name wherein it is exalted, / which is 

above all names. For if thou takest away the ouszas which 

accept humiliation and exaltation, there is no owsza which has 

been humiliated. Therefore he said he humiliated himself in 

reference to a voluntary union, the incarnation* and the kind 
of humiliation which he showed when fe took the likeness of 

a servant, and again that which took place resulted in a 
voluntary and not a natural [union]; in schéma he was found 

as a man,‘ not in ovsia; for in the likeness of God [was] the 
likeness of the servant. The likeness of God was in schéma as 

a man, for God was in his own ousza, in such wise that it was 

conceived also as an humiliation in him that he took the like- 

ness of a servant, and as an exaltation in the likeness of the 

1 Perhaps an accidental transposition in the order of the words, for which 

‘of its own exaltation’ should be read. 

2 See crit. n., p. 399. 3 Sc. évavOpwnnas. at. i, 7. 
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servant that it took @ name which ts more excellent than all 

names,’ and [so that] it was not conceived as a change of 
ousta either into an oxsza or into a natural composition of one 

nature, but as being a voluntary [union], as [being] one in 
humiliation and in exaltation ; for that of nature” is passible 

and changeable, since it is a nature created and made, not 
uncreated nor unmade nor unchangeable nor immutable. 

Consequently this man ® has attributed nothing in the Incar- 

nation * to the conduct of the man but [all] to God the Word, 

in such wise that he made use of the nature of humanity 

for his own conduct. So Arius and Eunomius and Apolli- 

narius say therefore that Christ is God in name but in reality 

deprive him /of being God, in ascribing those things in him 
which are human in nature to his own owsza, and suppress 

the genealogy of the family of Christ and the promises made 
to the patriarchs, of whose seed arose the Christ after the 

flesh. Therefore the Evangelists record all those things 
which in truth show the nature of man, lest on account of 

the divinity it should not be believed that he was also man 
nor be believed together with this that it was he who was 

affirmed by the promises. Therefore the Blessed Mary was 
recorded as a woman who was betrothed to a man, of whom 

he® has written both his name and his race and his trade 

and his place, in order that there might be nothing to raise 

a doubt leading to disbelief that she was a woman. There- 
fore also [he wrote] of his low estate and with all these 
things also of the annunciation of his conception and of his 

birth and of the manger, to make known him who was born 

together with her who bore him, that it might be affirmed 

that he is truly man, of [his] sleeping in the manger, of the 
swathing in swaddling bands such as are natural to infants, 

of the offerings which were offered for him for his progress, of 

his increase in stature and in wisdom with God and with men, 

of his manner of life in the world, of his observances, of his 

submission, of the prayers which he prayed, of all his fulfil- 

ment of the law, of the baptism and of the saying which was 

' Phil. ii. g (P.). 2 J, e, a natural union, 8 Vie, Cyril. 

4 Sc. évavOpwnnas, 5 Viz, the Evangelist. 
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said of him, that he / who from the womb was son by union 
was the Son, of the witness to the observance of the customs, 
of the word of the Father, of the appearance of the Holy 
Spirit, of his dispensation with all zeal on our behalf, not in 
illusion nor in the schéma of a man but in the human nature 
[formed] of the body of a man and a rational soul which 
thinks and reflects in the nature of men, that it may have 
everything which is in the nature of man without being 
deprived of the union with God the Word. For the union 
of the natures resulted not in [one] nature or in a confusion 
or ina change or in a change of owsza, either of divinity into 
humanity or of humanity into divinity, or in a mixture of 
natures or in the composition of one nature, being mixed and 
suffering together with one another in the natural activities of 
natures which are naturally constituted.1 

For they suppress all these things through the natural and 
hypostatic union and they take everything which is in his 

nature and attribute them naturally unto God the Word: the 

human fear and the betrayal, the interrogation, the answer, the 

smiting upon the cheeks, the sentence of the cross, the way 
thereto, the setting of the cross upon his shoulder, the bear- 

ing of his cross, the removal [of it] from him that it might be 
set on another, the crown of thorns, the robes of purple, / the 

raising up of the cross, the crucifixion, the fixing of the nails, 

the gall which was offered unto him, the other distresses, the 
surrender of his spirit to the Father, the bowing down of his 
head, the descent of his body from the cross, the embalming 

thereof, his burial, the resurrection on the third day, his 

appearance in his body, his speaking and his teaching that 

they should not suppose him to be an illusion of the body but 

truly body which had also flesh. Because he was not by 
illusion and by deception a body and a soul but in truth all 
that by nature, there was nothing that was hid. 

All the human things, which now men are ashamed to 
predicate of him, the Evangelists were not ashamed to predi- 

cate, those which without being ashamed they * make over to 

1 According to the Syriac punctuation the full stop and new paragraph come 

at ‘God the Word’ above. * Viz, the opponents of Nestorius, 
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the divine nature through the union of the natural Aypostasis : 
God suffering the sufferings of the body because he is naturally 

united in nature, thirsting, hungering, in poverty, in anxiety, 

meditating, praying so as both to conquer human things 

wherein he was naturally suffering and to fight against the 

nature of men, [they claim this] so as to bring to nought our 
glory and to bring to nought our salvation, And the pro- 

perties of God the Word they set at nought and make them 
human; he would have acted naturally in nature and suffered 

in the sensibility of nature, accepting sufferings in his own 
ousia naturally, as the body [accepts those] of the soul and 

the soul [those] of the body. / Surely it is an awful and 
dreadful thing to conceive this and to tell men what and what 

sort of thoughts they have concerning the Son, that he is both 

made and created and that he has been changed from im- 

passible to passible and from immortal to mortal and from 

unchangeable to changeable. Although one would make him 

the ousia of the angels and without suffering and say that he 
operated not by his nature nor by his activity nor by his 

might, but by that which he became, would he escape withal 

from suffering sufferings? But it is not possible for one who 

is naturally united to escape ; for if he were not naturally to 

suffer the sufferings of the body, he would suffer them as the 

soul instead of the soul, because he is instead of the soul 

which reflected not as intelligence and whose! in its reflection 

he was instead of intelligence. And he was in schéma and by 

means of the schéma of a man he deceived, as though he had 
the things of the soul and of the body and of the intelligence 
and these were void of operation by their nature. 

But by those who pass for orthodox these things are said, 

that he is of the very nature of the Father, impassible and with- 

out needs and unchangeable and immutable, and then, as the 

Jews mocked, calling him Christ, and surely crucified him, / so 

also the former attribute unto him in word? a nature unchange- 
able, impassible and without needs, and they ascribe unto him 
all sufferings and every need of the body and make over all the 
things of the soul and the intelligence to God the Word in 

See] crit, 0., Pp. 999. 2 Or ‘ with the voice’. 
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virtue of an hypostatic union. And, like those who change 
him from his nature, at one time they call him now impassible 

and immortal and unchangeable, and afterwards they prohibit 

him from being then called immortal and impassible and 

unchangeable, being angry against any one who repeatedly 

calls God the Word impassible. Once thou hast heard ; 

it is then enough for thee. And they predicate two whole 
natures of the divinity and of the humanity and they pre- 

dicate a change of natures by union, attributing nothing 

either to the humanity or to the divinity in making over the 
things of humanity to the nature and those of the divinity to 

the nature. And they preserve not even the things which 

belong to the divinity by nature, in making God the Word 

of two ovszas in nature; and they dissemble the man and all 

that is his own, on whose account the Incarnation ' took place 

and in whom it took place and through whom we have been 

released from the captivity of death. And they make use indeed 
of the name of orthodox, but in fact they are Arians. And 

thereby they misrepresent the fullness of God the Word, by 

all the human things of nature which they predicate of him as 

the result of the union of the natural ypostasis, that he might 

comport himself and suffer naturally inall / human things. He 

made use of humanity not that it might comport itself and 

suffer for our sakes, but that God the Word might comport 
himself not in the prosdépon but in the nature, for the union in 

prosopon is impassible ; and this is [the opinion ] of the orthodox ; 

but one which is passible is the fabrication of heretics against 

the nature of the only Son. Each man comes with whatever 

he will; for unavoidably one arrives at the opinion of the 

orthodox and not at the blasphemy of heretics. He* has 
irreverently written all those things that he has wished in 

favour of the “yfostatic union in his own Articles* and much 

has been written thereon by many. We too ought not to 

make our book endless in busying ourselves with things that 

are evident, but above all we ought to reveal unto all men 

such increase little by little of impiety. Because I have shown 

1 Sc. evavOpwrnots. = Vee; Cyr, 

3 The twelve anathematisms attached to the third letter to Nestorius. 
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this beforehand, I have not renounced the just course of the 

orthodox nor shall I renounce it until death; and although 
they all, even the orthodox, fight with me through ignorance 

and are unwilling to hear and to learn from me, yet the times 
will come upon them when they will learn from those who 

are heretics while fighting against them how they have fought 
against him who fought on their behalf.’ 

1 There is here a lacuna in the Syriac text, followed by a fragment (Syr., 

pp. 137-46), which seems to be misplaced, being apparently the beginning of 

Bk. II, Sect. 1. The present editors have therefore followed Nau in con- 
tinuing here from p. 146 of the Syriac text and in placing pp. 137-46 after 

p. 270. 
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WICKEDLY thou hast separated off a party and there was not 

any one to contend /against me; on my account thou hast 

obtained by [thine] authority the documents from a number 
of bishops, every one [of whom] was as one dumb and deaf. 
Thou hast assembled a company of monks and of those who 

are named bishops for the chastisement and disturbance of 

the church, and there is none of the chiefs who has hindered 

[it] that it might be prevented. An assembly such as this 
which was sent came and appeared as a guard against me in 

the Imperial Palace. Thou hast all the support of the Empire, 

whereas I [have] only the name of the Emperor, not [indeed] 
to overpower! [you] nor to guard [me] nor for my own help, 

but rather as if to [ensure] my obedience. Because indeed I 
made not use of the support of the church nor of the support 

of the chief men nor of the support of the Empire, I am come 

to this extremity.2, But I, who had the chief men and the 

Emperor and the episcopate of Constantinople, I, who had 

been long-suffering unto heretics, was harassed by thee so as 

to be driven out; and thou wast bishop of Alexandria and 

thou didst get hold of the church of Constantinople—a thing 
which the bishop of no other city whatsoever would have 

suffered, though one wished to judge him in judgement and 

not with violence. But I have endured all things while making 

use of persuasion and not of violence / to persuade the ignorant ; 

and I looked for helpers, not for those who contend in fight 

and cannot be persuaded. 
You have further with you against me a contentious woman, 

a princess, a young maiden, a virgin,? who fought against me 

1 Nau: pour me fortifier ; but see Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr. li. 3005. 

* Syr. ’anangé’ = Gk, avayxn. 
8 Viz. Pulcheria. Suidas, under Pulcheria, says ) MovAxepia rocovrov épioe: Tov 

Neorépiov, ws Tovs pidovvras éxeivoy SiaOpvdArAev, Ste mopveiay mpos Tov adeApov 

avTHs Oeodda.ov Tov Baciréa SiéBare 6 Neordpios kat 5a rovro ovrws br avrjs ém- 

geiT0, EAOLDdpEL Yap avTHy eis TOY TOTE paytorpov TlavAivoy Aeyopevov. This passage 
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because I was not willing to be persuaded by her demand that 
I should compare a woman corrupted of men to the bride of 
Christ. This I have done because I had pity on her soul and 

that I might not be the chief celebrant of the sacrifice among 
those whom she had unrighteously chosen. Of her I have 

spoken only to mention [her], for she was my friend ;! and 

therefore I keep silence about* and hide everything else 
about her own little self, seeing that [she was but] a young 

maiden ; and for that reason she fought against me. And 
here she has prevailed over my might but not before the 

tribunal of Christ where all [will be] laid bare and revealed 
before the eyes of him in whose presence our judgement and 
theirs will come in the days that have been appointed by him. 

But I return again to that point to. . . .% I shall meet 
Apollinarius and his dogma. What he holds thou knowest not. 
However to those who know not I say: Him* he confesses 

consubstantial with the Father and thereby he obtains the 

impression that he agrees with the Divine Scriptures. It is not 
possible to see his [views] exactly. In that, in fact, the Son is 

consubstantial with God the Father, he disputes / against the 
Anomoeans and is ignorant that he initiates a dispute against 

the orthodox on [the point] that he is not consubstantial. 
But he distorts it, [as may be seen] from this, since he says 

that there is a union of the nature of God the Word and of the 

flesh, as he has learned from the Arians, he agrees with that 

which the Arians say, that the Son is not like the Father in 

nature, in that he confesses that he suffered the sufferings of 
the body by natural sensibility; for the same could not be by 
nature impassible and passible, even though he were to unite 

a soul without intelligence to the body, for he is united to the 
nature in the body as well as in the soul and he suffers in very 

is discussed by Neander, Church History (Eng. Trans. 1855), vol. iv, p. 160. See 

too the references to Pulcheria in the Letter to Cosmos of Antioch, in Nau, 
Appendix I. 

1 Pulcheria was famous for her orthodoxy, and in particular for her anti- 

Nestorian zeal. Cp. Labbe (Mansi), vi. 590p. Presumably Nestorius is here 
thinking of her later support of Flavian against Eutyches, for he claims Flavian 

as the exponent of his own views. Cp. pp. 342, 353-5, 362. 

2 Literally: ‘I keep in silence’. 3 There is a lacuna in the Syriac text. 
4 Viz. the Son. 

2775 H 
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nature his own natural sufferings of the nature. Although 

they speak of mixture and change and composition and the 

completion of the nature, in every case they bring it to this 

very thing: for he who suffers in the natural union is not the 
same in owsta as he who accepts not sufferings ; but, in con- 

sequence of the natural union, he also falls under sufferings, 
for he is the nature in which he has become through natural 

union. But he disputes against Paul’ and Photinus, in that 
he is the Word in nature and in Zypostasis and is eternal ; but 

he erred in referring the things of the body to God the Word 
by a natural union. For in that he disputed against the 
Anomoeans, |saying]| that the Son is consubstantial with God 
the Father, and against Photinus and Paul,! / [saying] that he 
is by nature and ypostasis homoousian with the Father, 

unwittingly ? he was accounted as [one of] the orthodox; 
nevertheless by not having applied that which was befitting 
but, like an enemy, having brought to naught even that which 

was well said, he pulled down that which he was supposed to 
be building upon the faith. 

And further he disputes on these two points with those 

who confess rightly, as though he was in charge of the 

company of the orthodox, and he exerted himself to bring 
his error into the church, and he has introduced controversy. 

Now this question came not about in the East and had long 

since vanished from the church which I found in Constanti- 

nople; and it began not in my days either in Constantinople 

or in the East, for I had not yet been born when the question 
arose concerning these things and was settled; and again 
the inquiry received not [its origin] in Constantinople from 

my words but in the time of my predecessors. Why then 

dost thou calumniate me, saying ‘ He has posed this inquiry’, 

and call me an inventor of novelties and a cause of disturbance 

and war, me who have posed absolutely no such inquiry but, 

to be sure, found it in Antioch? And there I taught and 

spoke concerning these things and no man blamed me, /and 
I supposed that this dogma had long been repudiated. But 

1 J,e. Paul of Samosata. ® See crit. n., p. 399. 
3 Apollinarianism had been condemned at the Council of Alexandria in 362. 
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in Constantinople, when I found that men were inquiring and 
in need of being taught, I yielded to their persuasion as the 

truth required. For factions of the people who were question- 

ing this came together to the bishop’s palace, having need of 
/ a solution of their question and of arriving at unanimity.' 

Those on the one hand who called the blessed Mary the mother 

of God they called Manichaeans, but those who named the 
blessed Mary the mother of aman Photinians....? But when 

they were questioned by me, the former denied not the 

humanity nor the latter the divinity, but they confessed them 

both alike, while they were distinct only in name: they of 
the party of Apollinarius accepted ‘ Mother of God’ and they 

of the party of Photinus ‘Mother of man’. But after I knew 

that they disputed not in the spirit of heretics, I said that 

' neither the latter nor the former were heretics, [the former] 

because they knew not Apollinarius and his dogma, while 
similarly the latter [knew] the dogma neither of Photinus 
nor of Paul. And I brought them back from this inquiry 
and from this dispute, saying that: ‘If indistinguishably and 

‘without extrusion or denial of the divinity and of the 

‘humanity we accept what is said by them, / we sin not; but 
‘if not, let us make use of that which is very plainly [affirmed], 

‘that is, of the Word of the Gospel: Christ was born* and 

‘the Book of the generation of Fesus Christ.© And by things 
‘such as these we confess that Christ is God and man, 

‘for of them® was born in flesh Christ, who is God above all.’ 

‘When you call her the Mother of Christ, [Christ] by union 

‘and inseparate, you speak of the one and of the other in the 

‘sonship. But make use of that against which there is no 

‘accusation in the Gospel and settle this dispute among you, 
‘making use of a word which is useful toward agreement.’ 

When they heard these things, they said: ‘ Before God has 

‘our inquiry been solved.’ And many praised and gave glory 

and went away from me and remained in agreement unti] 

1 Cp. Loofs, Nestoriana, pp. 185, 312. 

2 Bedjan here marks a lacuna in the text. 3 Sc. of Samosata. 

4 Matt. i. 16. © Matt. 1. 31 P.), 
6 Viz. the Jews. 7 Rom. ix, 5. 

H 2 
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they fell into the snare of those who were seeking for the 

episcopate. 

Now the clergy of Alexandria, who were in favour of his! 
deeds, persuaded them [of Constantinople] as persons deceived 

that they should not accept the word ‘ Mother of Christ ’, and 
they were stirring up and making trouble and going around 
in every place and making use of everything as a help therein ; 
for his clergy were sending word unto him, so that he also 

became their helper in / everything, because long since he 
had been wounded by me; and he was in need of an excuse, 

because he had not been helped with what are called ‘ benevo- 

lences’: and he was frightened of me because I had not helped 

his clergy. For report went out concerning me and grew 

strong, that I was neglecting—which I was not—him who 

was being injured. If the report is true or if it is false is clear 
unto God. It stirred up, however, the accusers of this man! 
and made them take heart to utter against him before the 

Emperor charges that should and that should not be said, 
uttering [them] and asking for me to be judge. But because 

they were sent unto me and I had no cause to decline, I sent 

for his clergy, demanding to be informed what the matter 

was. But they grew angry, saying: ‘ Thou admittest every 

‘accusation against the patriarch and punishest not forthwith 

‘without examination the accusers as calumniators. Knowest 

‘thou also surely all these things, that it is easy for them in this 
‘way to accuse... .? of Alexandria; not without constraint 

‘have we taken away from thee such authority, for it would be 

‘nothing else than an incitement to bitterness in accusation, 

‘so long as it were advantageous unto thee to keep him as 

‘thy good [and] loving friend and not to have him as thine 

‘/ enemy, [even] him who is renowned for greatness and who 

‘is* among the great.’ Then I said unto them: ‘I have not 
‘any need of affection which would make me guilty of injustice, 

‘but [only] of that which works the things of God without 
acceptance of persons. This I said, and they said unto me: 

i Pie. Cyril. 

2 There is here a lacuna in the Syriac text. 

*. See crit, typ. ago: 
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* ‘We will make this known then unto the patriarch’; and 
» since then he has been mine enemy without reconciliation 

_ and has been ready for anything. And first he brought about 
/ a cause of enmity that he might renounce me as an enemy 
_ and, according to his custom, make use of fraud against his 

/ accusers and draw a veil over the accusations against him ; 

and thus he, who had preferred a request that the judgement 
should be entrusted to others, did this. And you have learnt 

from this that the things which I have said unto you are 
true and not trifles. What he sent to his clergy who were 

meddling in my affairs in Constantinople is clear unto all 

men. 

The letter of Cyril to his clergy in Constantinople. 

I have received and read the copy of the request which 
has been sent by you, as one which ought to be given to the 
Emperor and which you did not want to forward / without 
my consent. But since there are therein many accusations 
against one who is there, if he is a brother and if it is right 
that we ought to call him such, forward it not at the present 
time, lest he rise up against you and state before the 
Emperor my accusation [of him] as an heretic.” But other- 
wise at the same time as you renounce his judgement, you 
shall state also the nature of his enmity, and, if they are 
utterly roused up [to proceed] to judgement, you shall 
forward it to other chief men. 

Nestorius. On account of these things this man became 

my enemy. But hear thou also the rest of the letter that 

you may sce that he was acting not for God nor for the fear 

of God nor for the faith, but on the contrary, although he 

knew the faith, he passed over it because of his enmity 

1 Nestorius quotes only the end of the letter, which is given in full in Labbe 
(Mansi), vol. iv, col. 1003 sq.; the original of the passage here cited is as 

follows: 70 5€ ye axeEddpiov THs Senoews TO map’ ipa drootarEv, ws dpetdov 

émdoO@7jvar pev Bacirel, ov‘ dvev 5é yvopns byav (v.l. Hud), AaBav dvéyvwr. 

éresd7) 5¢ TOAATY elye KaTAdpopry KaTA TO éxEioE 7) AdeAPov, 7) Tas Gy eitrowu, Téws 
énéaxov, iva pr) énépxorro Huiv A€ywv' KaTnyopnaaTé pov Emi Tod Baairéws, ws 

aipetixov. wtmnyopevoapey Se éErépws, peta Tov Kal TapaiTEioBa Tiv avTod Kpicw,, 
einévres Kal THs ExOpas Tov Tpdrov, Kal Tiv Sixnv peracndaca, et evicravta bdws 

éxeivor, els Erépous Gpxovtras (1008 B, c). See introd, p. xvii. 
? 'V reads: ‘ my accusation [of them] as heretics’, 
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toward me; and he disturbed and troubled everything in 

order that... .! these things of his might vanish and be 

dispersed. 

The rest of the letter of Cyril? 

Read then the copy, and its return..... .° use; and 
if you see that he continues to wrong us, truly stirring up 
every kind [of trouble] against us, zealously inform us, that 
I may choose some pious bishops /and monks and send them 
in good time. For/ shall not give sleep unto mine eyes, as it 
is written, 207 slumber unto mine eyelids nor rest unto my 

temples* so long as I strive in the contest which is for the 
salvation of all. 

Nestorius. You have heard clearly how he has confessed, 

even without any schéma; he supposes it in fact a wrong that 

there is any investigation against him; if I stir not up trouble 
against him to do him wrong, he also will not stir up trouble 

against me and he is striving in a contest for the salvation of 

all. But I am friendly and pious and blameless towards him 

in everything ; but if for the sake of a just judgement I dis- 
regard thy’ blaming thou then becomest embittered and 

callest me impious and an heretic. And thou callest up bands 

of monks and bishops and sendest [them] against me to the 
Ikmperor, and they accuse me, while thou art striving for 

thine own salvation and not for the contest of all, but rather 

in a contest against the salvation of all. And thou hast 

troubled and confounded and deceived all; and thus hast thou 

persuaded them to become thine instrument[s]°® of wrong, in 

‘ A lacuna is here marked by Bedjan. 

2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1008 c, D: dvayvévtes Toivuy TO oyxeEéapiov, Emidore, Ei 
kahéoee xpeia’ Kav iSoite STL EmiBovrAevwy Eppéver, Kal GANO@s Tavta Kiel TpdToY 

Tov Kad’ Huav épdyvra, arovdalws ypdyare. Kal émAe~dpuevos avSpas evdAaBels kal 
ppovipous, émakdmous TE Kal povaCovTas, eLaTooTEAW TPwWTHY KaLpe* ov yap pr) dwow 

Unvoy, KaTa TO yeypapupevor, Tots dpOaArpots pov, Kal Tots BAEpapors pov vvaTaypov, 
kal dvamavow Tois KpoTapots pov, Ews ov aywvicwya Tov brép THs atavTwY TwTnpias 
ayave, The last eight lines of the letter are not quoted. 

’ Two words are illegible in the Syriac text; V reads: and he advised the 

veturn [of the letter|, which is clearly incorrect. See the Greek text above. 
* Ps. cxxxii, (Syr,.cxxxi) 4. 
6 This rapid change of person is common when Nestorius is referring to 

Cyril. 8 Syr. ’6rganén = Gk, dpyavor. 
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order that they may neither see nor hear nor be convinced, 
although one should tell them myriads of times that thou 
busiest thyself to do these things not for the salvation of all 

but that thou mayest escape from thine accusers. For what 
enmity have I with thee, that thou dost suppose / that I do 

these things to wrong thee? For I have had no word with 

thee concerning anything, neither concerning things nor con- 

cerning possessions nor concerning judgement nor concerning 

{any| comparison nor about any other cause, neither before 
I became nor after I became bishop of Constantinople ; 

but in all things were we distinct from one another, as 

Alexandria is distant from Constantinople, and the interests 

of the latter are distinct from those of the former. But there 
was one cause, which even he himself has clearly proclaimed : 

that I have not helped thee to rise up against thine accusers, 

whether they be truthful or not. Seeing then that thou art 

thus perplexed and hast thus made thyself ready, it is 

known that they are right. For thereby alone is this to be 

known, [and so] thou! mayest know that the enmity is his 
who is prepared for all these things; but also [thou mayest 

know it] from his letter unto me. 

The letter of Cyril unto Nestorius.? 

Our colleague, Nestorius, the reverend and godly, Cyril 
greets in our Lord. Some men, beloved and worthy of 
belief, have come unto Alexandria and have made known 
that your Holiness has been much angered against us and 
has stirred up all that was fair ° in order to afflict us. / When 
I wished to learn the affliction of your Piety, they said 

? Here clearly not Cyril but Nestorius’ reader. 

2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 884 8B, c. Nestorius quotes the first quarter of the letter: 
T® evAaBeotatTw kai Oeopirectatw EmickdT@ GvAAELTOVPY@ NeoTopiw, Kvpiddos 
éniakotos év kupiw xaipav. “Avdpes aidéoipo Kal mictews dgior mapayeyovacw év 

"Adefavipeia. ira petédo0av woavel kal tis ons OeooeBelas dyavaxtovans opddpa, 
kal wavtTa Kddwy Kwovons els 76 AuTEtY Ene. Bovdropevyp 5é por TH[s] offs OeoceBeias 

Thy AUTnv avapabely, Epacay Ort Thy mpds povagTds ayious yevoperny émaroAryv 
mepipepoval tives Tov amd THs ’Adegavdpeias, Kal } TOV picous apoppr? Kal THs andias 

(v.l. ddixias) atrn yéyove. TeOavpaxa roivuv, ei pr éxeivo paddAov H a7) GeooéBea 
kad’ éavTijv éAXoyicaTo" ov yap mpdTEpov Euns ypapelons émorodrAns 6 ent TH TicTE 

yeyove OdpuBos, GX’ 7 cipnuévay Tay napa THs os OeoceBeias, 7) Kal ph, TAY 
xapriwy, Hyouv enynoewy TepipEepopéevwv, Kapvopey Hels, EnavopOovv OédrovTEs Tovs 
dieotpappévovs. This was sent in June 429. 

5 See introd. p. xiii. 
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that a letter had come to some holy monks, and men from 
Alexandria were carrying it around, and that it was the 
cause of this hatred and affliction. I then was astonished that 
your Piety had not considered further; for no letter had 
formerly been written by us before the disturbance which 
took place concerning the faith. But whether things were 
said or were not said by your Piety we are not persuaded. 
There are in any case pamphlets on doctrine which certain 
men carry round, and we are wearied with making inquiry 
with a view to setting right those things which are distorted.' 

Nestorius. This is the first letter of friendship which 

was written to me; and learn therefrom whatsoever had been 

previously deposed against me. Tell the cause for which 

thou hast spoken: ‘this disturbance arose concerning my 

‘teaching, so that our works when read stirred up all Alexandria 

‘as well as all the monks of Egypt.’ But I leave out both 

Rome and the cities which are under her; ‘and I stirred 

‘up all the rest of the East,’ so that thou wast constrained to 

compose the letter to the monks so that from there thy 

letter was dispatched also unto me in order that I might be 

afflicted thereby; thou knewest indeed that I was afflicted. 
Wherefore didst thou not write first unto me a letter of 

friendship,/which would have instructed me concerning the 
disturbance and concerning the cause of the disturbance 

and concerning its cessation, as a friend unto a friend, or 

as unto a bishop or as unto a brother, or as on account 

of a stumbling-block in the church, or as though thou wert 
convinced that the teachings were mine own, or as though 

thou hadst not known and hadst required to be instructed 

and wouldest have parted company with blasphemy and 
impiety or wouldest have counselled me what ought to be 

done? But thy letters? against us [were conveyed] to 

Alexandria and disturbed the monks, and they reached 

also Constantinople, and thou hast filled all the churches 

and all the monasteries with disturbance against me, so that 

even the unfeeling have been roused to feeling ; but wouldest 
thou have wished that I should not be stirred? For what 

reason were these things, unless thou wert working and 

1 See p. xiii. 2 See crit. n., p. 399. 
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» making ready with all zeal to bring about enmity? For 

thou wrotest unto me a hostile letter which testified unto 

‘me that thou wast mine enemy, and not mine alone, since 

also thou hast divided and removed far from me whosoever 

rejoiced in disturbance; and others also there are whom thou 

hast withdrawn from me, either because of their lack of feeling 

or because of their ignorance or because of their simplicity 
without discernment; thou hast stirred them up / in order 

that under pretext of their souls thou mightest show thyself 

zealous to set them aright, because thou hadst pleasure 
in them, or that either I might desist from listening to 

thine accusers and those who were ready to accuse thee, 

who were already armed against thee, since, if that were 

to come about, it would then be easy for thee to do whatso- 

ever thou wouldest in regard to the possessions, or otherwise 
in oppressing me thou wouldest make believe that for the sake 

of the fear of! God I was thine enemy and that for this 

cause I had declined mine office as judge. And this is not 
hidden but is evident unto all men and is spread abroad 

unto every place in consequence of that enmity which thou 
hast brought about, because thou didst want all men as 

witnesses; though indeed I say not anything nor blame 

any of the things that thou hast prepared. Every man is 

entitled to receive instruction. For also thou art risen against 

me as against an impious man and thou art bringing about 

every disturbance and every stumbling-block; yet thou dost 

consider all this as nothing and makest ready easy solutions, 

saying ‘let us show kindliness and say this word whereat 

‘the Church has stumbled, that is, call the blessed Mary the 

‘mother of God’. For he says not ‘thou art obliged’ but 

‘thou wilt show kindliness’: not on account of that very 
thing but on account of those who because of their weakness 
were not able to examine those things which were said by 
meeeena who stumbled .....46% 055 0. Riko aie rae 
rr PeaVile nA terion wire. TMLee yn Saree 

1 See crit. n., p. 399. 

2 The Syriac scribe has here inserted a note: ‘ From here one page has been 
torn out from the original.’ It is clear from what follows that the missing 

passage must have contained a summary account of the injustice done to 
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Sophronius. But we became worn out with waiting, since 
many were dead or sick and in want of many things, and thus 

we were constrained to assemble together and to lay down 

conclusions.1 
Nestorius. Wow long? say I.* Until you had done those 

things wherewith you were engaged and labouring and [con- 

cerning which| you were afraid lest all the Council should 
be [assembled| and your judgement should be seen? Until 

then you were sick and dying and you were unable to take 

nourishment ; but afterwards how remained you a long while 
without enduring any of these things, unless because you 

were free from the care of these things? For this reason 

you have disregarded and disdained Candidianus who would 

have hindered an incomplete Council from being [held]. For 
you had the strength to do these things, without having 

convinced by those means whereby you might have succeeded 
in convincing those who are not believers; and you have 
accounted as nothing the testimony and the oaths before 

God and before the Emperor whereby you have sworn to do 
nothing but to wait for the Eastern Council / which was nigh 
at hand. For there were some who were persuading the 
Emperor, and you did not keep the word of God. And then 

before the command of Candidianus you heard the testimony 

which the bishops who were not assembled in your incomplete 

Council addressed to you; they were sixty-eight in number, 

nor were any of them contemptible nor unknown,’ but [they 
were] metropolitans; and Candidianus also came with them 

and had testified beforehand unto them concerning the things 

which had lately been done. 

Testimony of the bishops who did not associate 
themselves with Cyril! 

The faith indeed of the true religion is known first 
from the preaching of many holy books and [then] by the 

Nestorius at the Council of Ephesus through Cyril’s refusal to wait until the 

whole Council was assembled before proceeding. This grievance of Nestorius 
is treated in detail further on. 1 Syr. taphds = Gk, rvmos. 

2 See crit. n., p. 399. 3 Literally ; ‘from unknown [ones }’, 
‘ Latin version in Labbe (Mansi), v. 765: Dominis nostris fratribus & com- 
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assembly at Nicaea of the holy fathers, on whose limbs 
were the scars of sufferings according to their number. 
But by reason of diverse inquiries and disputes the faithful 
and very Christian! Emperor has summoned by his letters 
the priesthood of the orthodox from every place unto 
Ephesus, being zealous in this also, according to his 
custom, out of enthusiasm for the truth’s sake, and we are 
all assembled by the grace of God, except that there is 
lacking unto our assembly the holy and godly John, bishop 
of Antioch,/whose coming also is close at hand, as his 
letters, which have just been written unto us, and the 
governor? [and] the prefects,> who have been sent by us 
unto him, have made known unto us, and other godly 
bishops from the West. But your Reverence has made 
known unto us that it is burdensome unto you to attend 
here and that you are anxious to hold any examination 
which the Emperor wills even before the coming of the 
godly bishops whom we have mentioned. For this reason 
we have sent this letter unto your Reverence that you 

ministratoribus Cyrillo & Juvenali Episcopis Tranquillinus & Alexander & 
Helladius & reliqui Episcopi qui cum eis, in Domino gaudere. Nota quidem 
rectae glorificationis est fides quae a divinis & adorabilibus scripturis ab olim 

nobis est praedicata. Nihilominus haec ipsa nobis a sanctis patribus tradita est 

qui in Nicaena synodo congregati sunt, quorum tot passiones erant pro pietate 

quot membra. Quia vero propter nonnulla certamina piissimus & amicus 

Christi Imperator literis suis orthodoxos sacerdotes undique ad Ephesum convo- 

cavit, in hoc quoque imitatus proprium circa fidem zelum, & sumus pene omnes 
per divinam gratiam congregati, deest autem praesentiae sanctae synodi religio- 

sissimus Joannes Antiochenus Episcopus, qui & ipse jam in januis est juxta quae 
nuper suis literis intimavit, & per eos quos praemisit praefectianos atque 

magistrianos nuntiata sunt. Similiter etiam nonnulli ex occidentalibus Episcopis 

synodo adfuturi, mandarunt autem vestrae reverentiae, tamquam qui graviter 

habent sustinere usque ad ejus adventum, & urgent de his quae visa sunt 

piissimo Imperatori, (ne audientia celebretur antequam praedicti Deo amicissimi 

Episcopi sint praesentes, ) hujus (rei) gratia has ad reverentiam vestram direximus 

literas, ut sustineatis Deo amicissimorum comministrorum praesentiam, & nec 

eos qui depositi sunt suscipiatis quoquo modo, neque illos qui ab Episcopis suis 

vel olim sunt excommunicati vel nuper. Manifesta enim sunt quae de his 

definiunt regulae; & praevaricantibus se defixere increpationes non modicas, 

quae nullo modo queunt despici a sancta synodo. Et illud vero reverentia 
vestra cognoscat, quia omnia quae ab audacibus abrupte fuerint perpetrata, 

contra praesumentium retorqueantur audaciam & a Christo Domino & a divinis 

canonibus. (There follow the signatures of sixty-eight bishops.) Compare the 

Letter to Theodosius, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1232-6. 

1 Literally: ‘ Christ-fearing’. 

2 Syr. magéstryanés = Gk. payeotpiavds, Cp. p. 343. 
3 Syr. hipharkigé = Gk. imapxixol ; see n. on pp. Xv-xvi. 
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should await the coming of the excellent bishops our 
colleagues and that you should not receive at haphazard 
any whose deposition! has been enacted nor those who 
have been or are coming under sentence of suspension from 
their bishoprics. For it is known what the holy canons 
ordain on this account, and those who transgress them are 
condemned to no slight punishment, which cannot by any 
means be transgressed by the Holy Council. May your 
Reverence then know also this, that everything which is 
done in boldness by bold men will be found to recoil on 
your boldness through Christ the Lord of all and through 
the holy canons. 
/ Signature of the bishops. 

Nestorius. But read also the admonition which was given 

by the illustrious Candidianus, Count of the Household,” that 

you may learn also from this the violence which they wrought 

irreverently and shamelessly and that he*® may no longer 

deceive [you]. But after the testimony of the bishops who 

took as their plea the [fact that] they to be sure were in 
difficulties in that the bishop of Antioch together with the 

Eastern bishops was close upon coming at the gate as the 

governors * who were sent to their provinces® who reported 

these things learned from the letters of John—when they 

heard [the testimony] they made disturbance as with one 

accord, crying out and shouting and hurling insults, in order 

to bring forth the bishops who had been sent unto them and 
to cast them out, so that even the blows with which they 

attacked them were heard by Count Candidianus. But after 

they had so reverently driven them out, they returned against 

him that they might capture him, laying hands upon those 
who in consequence of hunger and sickness were not able 

to stand up, and they heard not the things which he spake 

unto them nor even the letters of the Emperor which were 

1 Syr. gatharasis, a transliteration of the Gk, xa@aipeois, as wherever ‘ deposi- 

tion’ occurs, unless otherwise stated. 
2 Syr. qémes démastig6, which probably stands for the Gk. koyns ray 

dopeorixwy (Nau). 
3 Vig. Cyril. 4 Syr. magistryané. 
° Syr. hitpharkyas = Gk. tmapyias, meaning either ‘to their districts’ or ‘on 

their missions’, 
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sent unto them all!/And he commanded them that the 
Council should not be [held] incomplete, but [that] the things 
which were [done] by the Council should be settled in 

/ common by vote. But, like a wise man in the midst of fools, 

he seemed surely to have become a fool in saying that, for 
they were not willing to hear. He commanded them to 

read this imperial command before them, which ought not 

to have been read before all the bishops had been assembled. 

When he had done this, account was kept of nothing." 

Of the contents of the letter, which were as follows :” 

We have commanded Candidianus, the illustrious Count, 
to come unto your holy Council, without participating 
at all in those things concerning which inquiry takes 
place among you, since we have thought that he who 
is not accounted of the assembly of the bishops ought 
not to interfere in an inquiry touching ecclesiastical regula- 
tions * and in an inquisition concerning the faith. 

He said not, in fact, that he should not participate in the 

assembly but in an inquisition touching the faith, being 

ordered not to allow the Council to be [held] incomplete 

before the assembly of all the bishops took place. Because 

then he was constrained to read this—it ought not to have 

been read before the coming of all the bishops—they drove 

out him who came from/this side with much outcry and 
hisses and threats that he should be delivered unto death 

if he participated in the common inquisition of the Council. 
And they then named themselves authoritatively a general 

Council, for that those who were present were to be sure 

so many; and those who had not participated with them 

in the inquisition testified unto them, saying unto them: ‘we 

‘ought to wait for those whose coming is close at hand’ 4—that 
is, for the chief of the Council. And that the Count who 

had been charged with the maintenance of order among 
them might not participate with them, they said that he 

1 Cp. the two Contestationes of Candidianus and his Edictum printed in Lupus, 

Var. Pat, Epist., p. 33 sq., and Labbe (Mansi), v. 770 sq. 

SiC, p. 110, n, 2. 

8 Syr. taksé’ = Gk. rags. * Literally : ‘nigh unto the door’, 
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should not be present at the inquiry touching the faith nor 
at the inquisition touching ecclesiastical things. But in 
everything they were acting by their own authority and were 

not obeying the imperial command which made known 

clearly unto them that he had been sent for this reason, 

that he might check the disturbances and the dissensions 
which were taking place. But hear also the letters of the 
Emperor which were sent by the hand of Candidianus. 

From the writ' of the Emperor? 

Previously indeed we have written what was right, that 
your Piety should be assembled in the city of the Ephesians ; 
but since it is right to provide also for the maintenance 
of order in the deliberation which will take place in your 
assembly concerning the inquiry for which you are assembled, 
/this also we have not overlooked but have admonished 
you to be in all things untroubled ; and we are persuaded 
that your Piety is not in need of external assistance that 
you may be zealous for peace; but this has been our [duty], 
not to be neglectful in solicitude for an inquiry touching 

1 Syr. sagr@, a transliteration of Lat. sacra [epistola), a transiation of @¢etov 

ypaupua. 
3 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1117 £: dia to TovTO mpwrny pev mepl TOU ouVEAOEiY THY 

ipetepay OeoceBerav eis tiv Tov "Epecioy pntpdmodAw, Ta eikdta yeypapnkaper, 
érevd7) 5€ x pr) Kal THs mpemovons evTafias Te Kal Hovxias (v.l, evKoopias) TH Srackeper 

THs aywrarns tuav ovvddov SedvTws ppovticoa, ovdé TovTO maphkapev’ Wate avTy 

ravraxddev nepipvrdaxdjva (v.l. imaptar) 7d atdpaxov. Kal Tmemeiopeba peév, ws 
ovdepias THs e€abev BonOeias eis TO Kal Erépois eipnynv mapacxeiv Beira tyav 7 
GeooeBera, jv 5é Kal TovTO THs Eupedods (v.1. evTEAoUs) Nua epi THY evoéBevav 

Tpovoias pr) mapideiy. 

"Evreradta: roivuy Kavéidiavds, 6 peyadonperéotatos Kopns TOY Kabwowwpevwy 
Sopeotixnwy, axpi THs ayias (v.l. adywrarns) Hudv SiaBFrac ovvddov' Kal pndev pev 

ais mept Tov Soypatav ywopevas (nTHoEot Kowwvnoa GOémtov yap, Tov pH (v.L. 

€fw) TOU KaTaddyou Tay dywraTwy éemokdTay TYyXavoYTAa Tois éXKANTLATTIKOLS 
OkEeppacw Emtpiyvvoba Tors Koopukods 5e Kal povacovras, Tovs Te dn Sia TovTO 

ouverheypévous, Kal Tovs auvayec@a péAAOVTAS, THS aUTHs mavTi Tpdrw ywplaa. 
modews. e€medinrep ov yp Tovs Kat ovdéy dvayKaious ovTas TH pedAAOVoN TOU 

5oypatos SiackéWe, Kiveiv OopvBous, Kat did TovTo é€umodicery Trois eipyviKas TuTwORVAL 
Tapa THs vpeTépas aywwatyns dpeidovor’ Kal Ppovrica Tov pH Tia dixdvoiav éf 
avtimadeias éri mA€ov Tapabnva’ ws av pr ex TOTO H THs aywrarys tuav ovyddov 

rrapepmodiCoro SidoKeyis, kal 7 axpiBns THS aAnOelas (nTHOIs ex THs Eyywopevns TUXOV 

araxrov Tepinxnoews Siakpovnra dvegixakws 5¢ THY AEYOMEVMY ExagTOY akpowpevov 

mpooTiOévar TO SoKovy, 7) avTiTOévau* Kal ovTws KaTa TpdTaciv TE Kal AVOLY, THY Tepi 

TOU GAnBovs Séyparos Epevvay Sixa Twos Tapaxjs SiadrvO7jva (v.l. diaxpiOnvac), Kal 
Kowy THs UuEeTEpas davdTnTOs Ynpw aaTdac.acTov TE Kal TOY TaGW dpécKoYTa TUTOV 
AaBeiv. 
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the truth, that is to send Count Candidianus to your 
Council, without participating at all in those things con- 
cerning which inquiry takes place among you; since we have 
thought that he who is not accounted of the assembly of 
the bishops ought not to interfere in an inquiry touching 
ecclesiastical ordinances! and in an inquisition concern- 
ing the faith; but he will expel from the city those 
seculars and monks who are there assembled for this purpose 
and are with you, because such men ought not to be found 
in your assembly, lest they excite disturbance and thereby 
make void whatsoever you duly examine and rightly do. 
He will be careful too that no one shall introduce division 
so as to cause dispute, lest from this cause your inquiry 
and the sincerity of true deliberation among you be delayed. 
But with patience each shall hear whatsoever is said and 
each shall be ready to reply or for reply to be made to 
him and thus by questions and by replies and by solution 
the inquiry touching the true faith shall be judged with- 
out any dispute and by the common examination of 
your Saintliness it will reach a happy agreement without 
dispute. 

/ Nestorius. They did not press for this to be read nor yet 

were they willing to hear him who was telling them that ‘they 

‘should be careful that no one should introduce division so as 

‘to cause dispute, lest from that cause the inquiry concerning 

‘the true faith and the true deliberation among you should be 

‘delayed, but that with patience each should hear whatsoever 
‘was said and that each should be ready to reply or for reply 

‘to be made unto him, and thus by questions and by replies 
‘and by solution the inquiry touching the true faith should be 

‘judged without any dispute, and the common scrutiny of your 

‘Saintliness should attain a happy agreement without any dis- 

pute’. Because they knew these things, they allowed them not 

to be read, for they hid this word, which, asa divine prophecy, 
showed clearly the things which were being done by them. Or 

was it that the Emperor, owing to a sign of the things which 

had been done by him, divined what he? was ready to do and 

set it down beforehand in his letters? For even slight symptoms 

suffice to give a small indication of the habits of the soul, 

although things like these have not yet already been [done| 
1 Syr. taksé’? = Gk. rafts. 2 Viz, Cyril. 
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by him, while those from which it could have been known have 

not yet already been brought to light. God however has 

brought to light all that concerns him for that to become the 
judge of them for the things which / were about to take place, 
that they might not suppose that because they had done this 

in ignorance and were ignorant of the manner of the inquiry 
and of the inquisition, [therefore] they said incidentally the 
things which were [proved] false by what had been said. Will 
then a sincere inquiry be settled [even] by sincere inquirers 
through division and through that which causes dispute, or 
through impartiality and patience on the part of the hearers 

towards what is said? And [will a sincere inquiry be settled] 
by merely laying down the subject of inquiry, or by the giving 

and receiving of replies on either side, and their being examined 
by questioning and unravelling, until the inquiry which is 

being examined is [settled] without dispute? Shall we with 
haste or without haste find a solution and an answer in harmony 

therewith when we are asked a question? Which of these 

things has been said untruly? But this command was not 
pleasing unto thee’ because thou didst wish to conquer and 
not to discover the truth. 

But what shall Ido now? Shall I accuse Candidianus of 
not having observed the imperial letters and of having caused 
such a disturbance of bishops against bishops their colleagues 
as well as against him who was charged with keeping watch 

over them and with the maintenance of order? But he strained 

himself to persuade with words those who were not inclined to 

hearken unto words, who were in need of some one who would 

control them against their will according to the imperial 

command, which was acknowledged by all men to be just; 

and otherwise it was not seemly more should be [done] than 
that he should /carry out his message, speaking and having 

answer made to him by question and answer. However that 

which was done with intent to deceive was considered by them 

as asport. I have not anything more to say; for he called 
them to witness by his commands that they should do nothing 
before they were all assembled together according to the 

1 Viz, Cyril. 
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imperial command, but they were not willing to hearken 

even unto the command of the Emperor. Hear then also his 

own admonition. 

The admonition which was uttered by the illustrious Count 
.Candidianus that they should not assemble before all the bishops 

were assembled, 

To the holy Cyril, bishop of Alexandria and Metropolitan, 
and to the bishops who have assembled together with him, 

1 Labbe (Mansi), v. 770; Lupus, Var. Pat. Epist. p. 33: Contestatio Candidian 

Comitis, quam publice, mane audiens synodum celebrari, in Epheso proposutt : 

-Sanctissimo Episcopo metropolis Alexandriae Cyrillo, et reverentissimis Epi- 

‘scopis qui cum eo sunt congregati, Flavius Candidianus magnificentissimus 

Comes devotissimorum Domesticorum. Quoniam ex quo in Ephesinam civi- 

tatem veni, nihil aliud deprecatus sum communem sanctamque synodum vestram 
nisi ut cum pace atque concordia quae ad fidem rectamque glorificationem 

nostram exponerentur (v./. disponerent), sicut et Dominus noster jussit et 

piissimus Imperator, scit religiositas vestra; et sufficit mihi testimonium quod 

ipsa veritas praebet, quia nihil aliud egerimus praeter haec. Quoniam vero et 

dum congregandos vos esse in sanctissimam Ecclesiam praeter aliorum Epi- 

scoporum cognoscerem voluntatem, nondum veniente sanctissimo Episcopo 

Antiochenae metropolis Joanne vel his qui cum ipso sunt, non cessavi rogans ut 

id fieret quod dixi superius ; et unumquemque sum contestatus ob hoc, ne forte 

particularis fieri synodus videretur. Extremo (v./. externo) vero nihilominus, 

cum congregati essetis in sanctissima Ecclesia, occurrere festinavi, et ea quae 

visa sunt Domino nostro et piissimo Principi, licet videam (v./. id jam) ex 

superfluo facere, dum semel nosceretis haec eadem ex literis divinitatis ejus 

directis ad vos. Verumtamen edocui dispositionem ejusdem Domini nostri et 

piissimi Principis hance esse. Velle namque eum dixi fidem nostram absque 
ulla discordia ab omnibus idem sapientibus roborari, et nolle particulares quasdam 

synodos fieri, quod maxime in haereses et schismata convertere novit religionem 

nostram fidemque orthodoxam. Insuper dum reverentia vestra exigeret sacram 

Domini nostri et piissimi Principis, quae directa est ad sanctam synodum, relegi,. 

prius quidem id facere non annuebam (nec enim dicere refutabo) eo quod non 

adessent omnes qui ad sanctissimam synodum jussi fuerant convenire ; sed quia 

vestra religiositas inquit ignorare se quae praecepta sint a Domino nostro et 

optimo Principe, necessarium mihi visum est apparere, ut etiam non praesentibus 

aliis reverentissimis Episcopis omnibus relegerentur divinae atque adorabiles 

literae. Nihilominus vero et postquam vobis manifestavi quae sunt decreta 

divinitus, in eadem supplicatione permansi, deprecans reverentiam vestram et 

poscens nihil novum fieri priusquam cuncti sanctissimi patres atque Episcopi ad 

synodum convenirent, sed sustineretis quatuor tantummodo dies sanctissimum 

Episcopum Antiochenorum metropoleos cum aliis qui pariter sunt, necnon et 

illos qui cum sanctissimo Nestorio sunt ; ut vestra religiositate pariter congregata, 

et omni sancta synodo collecta simul in unum, si qua essent quae forsan in 

dubitationem venirent, a quibus nos sumus extranei, cunctis vobis praesentibus 
judicarentur, et tunc cum consensu omnium vestrum ostenderetur quis prave ac 

2775 i 
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Flavius Candidianus, the great and illustrious Count of the 
most religious Household, Since I reached the city of 
Ephesus, nothing else have I demanded of the congregation 
of the holy Council except that the [questions] of the ortho- 
dox faith should be settled in peace and unity as the faithful, 
the victorious [Emperor] also has commanded : of this your 
Piety is aware. And it suffices me to bear witness to the 
truth that I am not more desirous of anything else than of 
this. But when I learned that you were ready to assemble 
together in the holy church without the will of the other 
bishops, when John, bishop of Antioch, had not yet come nor 
/ the bishops who were with him, since one day before that 
whereon you were prepared to do this, I rested not from 
persuading and invoking each one of you not to think of 
holding a Council incomplete; and again on the next day, 
after you had assembled together in the holy church, I 
hesitated not in [my] desire to come unto you and I testified 
unto you what the faithful Emperor willed, although that 
was superfluous since you were already acquainted therewith 
from the letters which had been written unto you by his 
Highness. But although it was indeed so, I instructed you 
in our pious Emperor’s own will, saying his will was this, 
that your faith should be defined without delay and con- 
fusion by all and in unity, and that he willed not that the 
Council should be held incomplete, because our orthodox 

praeter regulas ecclesiasticas credere videretur an certe recte omnes pariter 

confiteri, sicut sanctorum patrum religio habet. Haec igitur non semel sed 

etiam saepius admonens, et suppliciter postulans, nihil profeci. Verum quia 

nihil eorum quae a me sunt dicta servatum est, sed a vobis injuriose ac violenter 

expulsus sum, necessarium duxi hoc mea contestatione vobis constituere mani- 

festum, et per hoc edictum clare dicere nullum vestrum novi aliquid facere, sed 

omnium sanctorum Episcoporum sustinere praesentiam, et sic communi consilio 

quae ad catholicam sanctamque fidem pertinent judicari. Si quis vero ex propria 
voluntate ductus ea quae ab immortali et optimo vertice jussa sunt commovere 
voluerit, sciat se sibi ipsi reputaturum quicquid evenerit, praejudicium vero se 

alii (v. 7. ab alio) non inferre. Non enim pigebit me haec eadem denuo iterare. 

Quoniam vero, sicut vestra sanctitas novit, hoc placuit Domino nostro et piissimo 

Principi, ut sub praesentia simul omnium sanctorum Episcoporum quae ab ejus 

divinitate sunt convocati ea quae in dubitationem veniunt dissolvantur, propterea 

et sacra quae ad sanctissimum synodum vestram directa sunt, et quae ad me 

ipsum ab eorum divinitate sunt scripta, huic edicto praeposui; ut per omnia 

cognoscentes quae a Domino nostro et optimo Imperatore praecepta sunt, a tali 

praesumptione cessetis. Cognoscite igitur quod scripti hujus exemplar etiam 

domino nostro piissimo Imperatori transmissum est. 

1 Syr. gathsimon démastig6n, a transliteration of the Greek phrase xa@wow- 

pevwy Sopectixwy, 
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faith would be turned thereby to discord and dissension. 
And further, when your Reverence demanded that the faith- 
ful and godly Emperor’s own writ, which had been sent unto 
the holy Council, should be read, at first I was opposed to 
doing so—and I decline not to say [so |—because those who 
had been commanded to be at the holy Council had not yet 
come and [were not yet] assembled. But when your Piety 
said that you were not persuaded of any of the things which 
the Emperor willed and had commanded to take place, it 
seemed / unto me that it was needful, although the presence 
of all the bishops was not [complete], to present unto you 
the august and illustrious letter. And further indeed, after 
the will of his Lordship was made known to you, I neglected 
not to exercise the same persuasion with you demanding of 
your excellency and testifying unto you that you should 
introduce no innovations before all the holy bishops were 
gathered together unto the Council, but that you should 
wait four days only for the holy John, bishop of Antioch, 
Metropolitan, and those who were with him, and those again 
who were with the holy and pious Nestorius, bishop of 
Constantinople, in order that, when you were together and 
all the holy Council was assembled together, if there were 
anything of which there was inquiry or anything else of 
which there was dispute, for which we were superfluous, you, 
when assembled, together might investigate it. And then, 
by the consent of you all, it would be known who was found 
to believe improperly and outside the canons, [and] if you all 
rightly confessed and if you revered the faith of the holy 
fathers. Not only then have I surely counselled [you] but 
I have also persuaded [you] concerning these things. But 
because you have not accepted aught of what has been said, 
while I also have surely been driven out by you,/I have 
considered it needful by means of this testimony to make 
known unto you and by this charge ' to testify unto you that 
you should make no innovations, but that you should wait 
for the coming of all the holy fathers, the bishops, and that, 
when you were of the same opinion, that which concerned 
the holy Catholic Church should be judged. If any one, by 
the impulse of his own authority, should will to change any- 
thing of that which had seemed [good] to the pure and 
imperishable Principate, let him know that it is in his own 
self that he will be blamed and that he will prove no one 
cuilty in aught. But I shrink not from saying these same 
things: that your Holiness is persuaded of and knows what- 

Syr. ditaghma = Gk. dataypa. 

I 2 
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soever the pious Emperor wills: that in the presence of all 
the holy bishops who have been summoned by his authority 
everything whereof there has been controversy should be 
settled and the true faith revealed. But for this reason 
I have set at the head of this protest! both the writ which 
has been sent to your holy Council and the letters which 
have been written to me by his Lordship in order that by 
means of all this, when you have learned his will, you may 
desist from those things which you have been zealous to do. 
/ And know also that a copy of this letter has been sent 
unto our pious lord the Emperor. 

Nestorius. When these things were set forth and read 
before them, did not their fury wherewith they were maddened 

deprive [every] man of his reason? Or had they reverence 
for anything ? Or feared they the blame and the testimony > 

Or respected they their chiefs who were over them and the 

Emperor himself and those who were ready to judge them by 

the divine laws and by the definitions of the fathers? Nay, 
they disdained them all; for they had the things which had 

been made known unto them by [his] Majesty and all those 
things which [they were doing] against me were regarded by 

them as a sport. And, as I suppose, Candidianus knew them 

and was frightened by them ; and by words alone would he 

have hindered them, but he dared not proceed to deeds and to 

afflict those who did such things. Whereon hast thou ? trusted 

to do what even the barbarians dared not do of old? For sup- 

pose that it was [the case] that thou wast not my enemy nor my 
accuser ; thou wast at any rate my judge, as thou hast made 

thyself with the rest of the others; I say that thou wast even 

more. And the time of judgement also drew nigh, wherein it 

was right that we should be judged; but those who were 

judges with thee came not, and you /were constrained to 
summon them. Thou wast willing to bring over to thine 

opinion all who were present ; but I, who was demanding that 
the judgement should take place, I was testifying unto them 

all that they ought not to judge me before those who were 

summoned to the judgement had been gathered together. 

1 Syr. dimartiryd = Gk. d:apaprupia. 2 Vig, Cyril. 
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There would have been every ground even for thy judgement 

if thou hadst not judged on the ground that thou wast sum- 
moned [asa party to the case];? but, [thou wilt say], it would 
have been difficult for thee.—Thou hadst authority to go away 

and to do this, on the ground that thou wert not able to judge 
in thine own cause.—And ‘ [it was] not that I came not’ [you 
will say], ‘but I was not able to go away ’.—Thou oughtest to 
have instructed in this him who had the authority, and the 

office of judge would have been conferred by him; for no one 

believed that thou wouldst have conferred the office of judge on 

thyself. And so these things were done. Has not God con- 
strained you to write those things when you excused yourself 

and accused Candidianus himself and John and Irenaeus,” 

a man who lived in God and served him with his possessions 

and with his soul and with his body. And because the things 

that he did were not pleasing, they set themselves to accuse 

him—that you might learn from them their barbarous and 
savage and unrighteous boldness. When indeed those who 

had acted boldly against the law which Candidianus set 
forth unto them and the things which they had done against 

them had been referred to the Emperor, he made answer openly 

unto them all. It is /fair that you should hear it, in order 
that you all may learn therefrom at the same time how God 

has condemned them all for me out of their [own] mouth in 
the place of judgement. 

Of the imperial letters which were sent by the hand of the 
governor® Palladius. 

Our Majesty has learned from what the illustrious Count 

1 J.e. ‘There would have been every reason for thee not to have accepted the 
post of judge which had been offered unto thee.’ Perhaps the text is out of order. 

* Count Irenaeus, afterwards Bishop of Tyre. See Introd. pp. xxiv, xxv. 
* Syr. magestrydnos. 

* Nestorius quotes about the first half of the letter; see Labbe (Mansi), 
iv. 1377: Tov peyadonpeneotarou KbmnTos TaY Kabwowpévay Sopectinwy Kavdidiavod 

yvopicavros Hiv, pepaOnkey  tpeTépa evoeBera Tapaywhas Tid, Kal mapa TO 

Tpoonkov Kata THY ’Eqecinv yeyoveévar untpdmoduy, ovte TavTwy, WaneEp E5€50KTO, TOY 
GeoceBeoTatwv Emoaxdrav cuvednAvOcTw* Kai ToL TOU THs peyadomdAews ’AVTLOYX€las 

émiakérou mAnaa lew H5n ody ETEpois pyTpoTOAiTals péhAovTOS* ovTE TOY H5n Tapa- 
yeyovétav avoke~apévay 7) bpovontavtmv GAANAoLS, OVTE pry TA TeEpl THs TidTEWs KAD 
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of the most religious Household,'! Candidianus, has written 
unto us what has taken place in the midst of disturbance 
and improperly in the metropolis of Ephesus, when all the 
pious bishops unto whom I had sent [word] to assemble 
together had not yet assembled and the coming of the holy 
John, bishop of Antioch, with other metropolitans was very 
near; and, further, when even those who were present had not 
deliberated with them nor come to agreement with one 
another ; and, further, when there had not even been inquiry 
concerning the faith as there ought to have been or accord- 
ing to the letters which have always been sent by us. But 
the enmity of certain persons for certain others is well known, 
and for this reason they were zealous to act according to 
their opinions, without being able even to make use of 
a veil, or that they might be thought by people to have done 
what they did after reflection. Consequently it has seemed 
[good] / unto our Majesty that there should be no place for 
boldness and that whatsoever has been [done] by them im- 
properly should be void. And first let the words touching 
the faith be examined that they may henceforth prevail, as 
it has seemed [good] unto us and as it has been decided and 
has been pleasing unto the congregation of the Council, 
since our Majesty accepts not those things which have been 
cunningly brought about by a preliminary finding. 

These [are the words] of the Emperor. 

But hear also the report ? which they sent unto the Emperor, 

wherein they accused Candidianus of having misinformed 

them out of friendship for me and of not having made the 

truth known unto the Emperor and maintained that which 
they have done against me. For thereby you will know full 

well their audacity at the same time as their puerility; they 
played as with a child and disdained to excuse themselves 

before him. For they were rebuked [and asked]: ‘ for what 

dv éxphyv tpomov éferacdyrwy, 7) domep Tos éynaTameppbetar (v. 1. det Katateupbeior) 

Oeiors yay mepeixeTo ypappacw: adda Wate SHAnv eivar THY Tivav mpds Tivas 
anéxOevav, 5a moAARv Tv nept TA drdcwy Sigavra omovinv, ovTE TapakaddppyaTi 

xpnoacba Svynbevtwy. 50 vopiceey av Tis Aoytop~@ Ta yeyovdta mempayOa’ SOev 
5é50nrar TH AueTepa OedrynTL, xwpay pev THY To.a’THV pndap@s Exew EefeOciv 
avdevtiay’ THY 5é dvakoArovOws yeyovétwy apyovyTwr, Tovs TEpi THS EvoEBEias Adyous, 
wonep e5€50x70, mpoTepoy eferacOjva, Kal KaTa TO Koh Tan TH ovvddm Soxody eis 

Tov &£7js xpovov Kpareivy’ ovK avEexoperns THs HueTépas edoeBeias Tov ef EmTNdEevoews 

TpOAnMPATaV* KTA, 

} See p. 114, n. 1. 2 Syr. ‘anaphora = Gk. dvapopa. 
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“reason have you held a Council incomplete before all the 
‘Council was assembled, inasmuch as you have shown thereby 

‘that not out of the fear of God but out of human enmity you 

‘did all this and you were not observant with a pure con- 
‘science that all the Council should be assembled.’ And they 

made no answer whatsoever to these things, but the accusation 

stands as it was, 

/ Of the report? of Cyril which was sent unto the Emperor 

against the report which Candidianus sent. 

Hereby it is proved of us that no enmity whatsoever has 
stirred us up against Nestorius; but we have laid down the 
doctrine of the fear of God. After we have compared it 
with that of Nestorius, the latter seems to have met with 
refutation. And after the letters which have been written 
by Nestorius and after the interpretations which have been 
put forward by him, we have openly published the decision 
of the judgement, the holy Gospel having been placed in 
the midst, and we declare® that Christ Himself, the Lord 
of all, was present. 

Nestorius. |This is| like those who, being rebuked for the 
violation of oaths, would convince by oaths that they have 
not violated oaths and make no convincing reply concerning 

their acts. For they were rebuked [and asked|: ‘For what 
‘reason have you transgressed the general rule and not waited 
‘for all the Council, as also you were summoned all together ?’ 

And they returned not any answer to this; and: ‘for what 
‘reason, in addition thereto, have not the bishops who were 

‘present taken counsel in common with their colleagues 

‘/ who were with them as to whether you ought all to have 

‘waited?’ To this also they answered nothing. ‘ For what 

‘reason have you not done this by common agreement, but 

+ See p. 118, n. 2. 
2 The Report is given in full in Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1421. Nestorius gives 

only a short extract: ev ofs (7.e. €v Tots TOV mpayOevTaw bropyjpacy) Secxkvvpeba 

ovdepiay Kata Neoropiov dvcpéveray yupva ores, dAAA adTa THs edoeBelas ExOEenevon 
ra déypata’ ois mapaBaddvtes 7a bd Neoropiov knpuTropeva, ExovrTa Tov EAEeyXov EK 

TY ypappatwy Neotopiov (vu, 1. avrov), émoToA@y Te Kat Trav év Snyooiw yevopévwy 
diadréfeav, tiv YHpov efnvéykapev, Tov ayiov evayyediov & péow Keipévou, Kal 

Seixvivtos piv mapovta Tov Seandrnv Tov bAwy Xpordv,. (Continued on p, rat, 
n, 1). According to Labbe the Report was dispatched on July 1, 431. 

8 See p. xiv. 
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‘have divided and separated in one Council of bishops those 

‘who were present from those who were about to come, so that 
‘ through examination with them ! the judgement touching the 
‘faith might be defined?’ Nor to this returned they answer, 

but by anticipation without discretion and by agreeing to 
that which was pleasing unto them, being unwilling that 

they * should be judges with them, they made them for them- 

selves adversaries of the faith. For thou hast not refrained 

from thy boldness wherewith thou hast been occupied from 

the beginning and on account of which thou hast drawn also 

the bishop of Rome into the rebellion and hast made void the 
oecumenical Council. In the face of all these things they 

were deaf and speechless. For what reason heard you not 

this; that ‘you shall not hold a Council incomplete before all 

‘the bishops are assembled’? For what reason did you not 

wait for them, [when] the Count who was sent was restraining 

you and persuading you to wait for the bishops who were 

near and not far off? And you made no answer unto any 

one of these things. If Christ had been sitting [there] and 
if you had been persuaded that he was sitting with you, would 

you have done these things, and would you have made 

a participation in your impiety—Christ on whom you thus 

/ trample, as if he, who would have exposed you so openly, 

could not confute you? For how [in that case] would you 
have supposed that your unrighteous and hidden purpose 

would be surely revealed, you who were the first to testify 

unto the bishops of your impiety and also unto the Count 

who had charge over you of the things which he has in truth 

forwarded in the report * for the instruction of the Emperor ? 

But for all those who want to learn your reputation through 

the letters of [his] Majesty or through your own reports, all 

these things will confirm them as being without doubt true: 

that you participated not in the opinion of those who were 

present and that you detached yourselves from the bishops 

1 Viz, the former alone. 
2 Viz. Nestorius and the bishops who had demanded that the Council should 

not be held before the arrival of John, bishop of Antioch, and his companions. 

# See p. 178, n. a. 
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who were absent and from those who were present, in that 

you were not willing to wait fourteen days more. And I sat 
neither saying nor doing aught, and ‘in your midst sat 
‘Christ’, who compelled you all so to speak and to act in my 

presence. ‘No enmity at all against Nestorius has stirred us 

‘up. When I was not present, my own enemy judged my 
words and compared them with those that he wanted and as 

he wanted, and I should have accepted from them that they 

preserved no enmity at all against me! Who will dare to 

say / this when he sees all the impious and bold acts where- 
with I have been oppressed by them? And will it not. 
rather seem a sport? For do you say these things to him 

who would have convicted you for them and for having acted 
in enmity toward me? Nay, [you speak] after the likeness 
of those who smite a man and strip him and say unto him 

who would rebuke them to be sure for their sport: ‘ Surely 

‘we were making sport, and did this not in enmity but in 

‘friendship’; but they cast him out wounded and naked. 
Thus also have they done unto me, being reproached and 

reproaching; but the judge of all will not so make sport. 
For although in all this I have no human tribunal, I have 

that of Christ. 

But we demand of your Highness that none of those who 
value the love of man above the fear of God should be 
accounted worthy to be received. For we have perceived 
that the reverend John, bishop of Antioch, has some such 
a wish as this, seeking rather to gratify friendship than to 
consider aught that is advantageous unto the faith; and 
that, in addition to this, not fearing the threat of your 
Highness and not being stirred by enthusiasm for the faith 
which has been delivered unto us from above, he has 
delayed the holy Council twenty-one days / beyond the 
appointed time which has been granted to us by your High- 
ness, and we have been constrained, we of the orthodox 
party of the holy Council, who love only the faith, to 
inquire into those things which appertain unto the fear 
of God. 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1424 a (see above, p. 119,n.2): Sedpeba Toivuy Tov bperépou 

Kpatous, undéva mapadoxys afiwOnvar Tov mpoTipwvTov avOpwrwy diriay (v.1, Thy 
> , , fe > , % \ "4 > / “ la ~ 

avOpwrov piravOpwriav) THs evoeBElas, Kal yap ToLavTNS aidOdpevar THS Hiabegews Tov 
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Nestorius. Wave they not openly made known their will 
without keeping [it] dark, [showing | that not because they were 
wearied and worn with sickness and with death and with the 
poverty of their lives did they not come for the judgement, 

but, because they feared judgement by all men and before all 

men, they made a judgement, before the bishop of Antioch 

came? For what advantage unto me wasa delay of twenty days 

or what gain would it have brought unto you? For that which 

would have been done after twenty days could also have been 

done as well before as after them all. All the more, in fact, 

if he had entertained friendship toward me, he ought surely 

to have been the first to rejoin me, and he would have per- 

suaded many of those who were turned away from me and 

he would not have let you do that which you have done, 

because you would have been restrained by him. But, in 

order that there might not be an examination, thou hast made 

use of all means that judgement might be corrupted. So 

let it be. You ought then rather to have waited for it, so 

that there might be an examination and that you might not 

give me a cause of escape; but not one whit of this is true. 

Suppose then that I concede /unto you that you waited for 

the judgement to take place, for what reason did you not act 

according to the command of the Emperor? For you would 

have shown that you did not wait for this reason;' but you 

waited not. Therefore your anxiety from the beginning is 

evident from all these things; since he acted so because he 
feared to come to examination and to judgement, and, because 

he was grieved thereat, he was devising means to arrange 

all these things. If then thou hadst been confident in what 
thou wrotest, and if those who would have testified for thee 

had been on thy side, that is, the Father and the Divine 

Scriptures, thou wouldest have rebuked me for having done 

Beopireatatov émokdrov *Iwavvov Tov ’AvTioxetas, ws BovAopevov Piria xapiceba 
PGAAov, 7) TO cuppepov TH TiaTE oKomeiv, EE Gv pHte TOU buerépov Kparous amedrv 

poBnbeis, pte TO (HAw Kiwovpevos THs OeopiArods TiaTews THs dvwOev mapadedoperns, 
Ti ayiav dveBdadreTo aivodoy ém eixoot Kal play Huépay peta THY Sedopevny tpo- 

Oecpiay mapa Tov iperépov Kparous, Kal nvayKacOnpev AnavTes of THs ayias cuvddou 

bpOddofo1, Kal pdvns EpdvTes Ths ticTews, (nTHTa TA TEpt THS evoeBeElas. 

1 J,e, through fear of the discussion. 
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that which I have done in enmity and not in truth, and thou 

wouldest have blamed me for having disturbed the world for 

nothing, when I raised the inquiry of the heretics and of the 
orthodox. Thou oughtest to have written these things unto 

the Emperor and all the other things, if it is on account of 

this that thou dost suppose that the things which thou hast 
done have taken place, as well as that I fled from judgement 

because I was not confident in what I had written. But they 

have done this as things done in enmity and not in truth; 

they have fled from judgement, and fabricated a story, 

that! judgement and examination took place, when none of 

these things occurred. Let him come; let him be judged; 
let him make answer to the things wherewith he is rebuked 

and let him hear the answer to the things wherewith he 

rebukes, and let the judgement of both of them take place 

without hindrance. / Yea, before the Trinity, on whose behalf 
I have shown all zeal, for what reason indeed do others 

stumble at the things wherein I am confident ? These things 

brought low thy might, for thou knewest that they were true 

and convincing ; but thou spakest not and thou hadst not 

confidence nor didst thou feign to quote the fearful and terrible 

saying that ‘there will be a judgement and account will be given 

‘and answer will be made by question and answer ’, for thy 

voice was enslaved to thy conscience. But what then? 

We entreat and we beg of your Highness, in order that 
the weight of the burden of the Council, which is [filled] 
with enthusiasm for God, may be known, to send for the 
most noble Candidianus and five of the holy Council, that 
they may vouch for what has been done before your Piety. 
For those who imagine other things apart from the correct 
faith are clever at veiling the planning of their deception, 
so that certain even of the holy bishops, in that Nestorius 
has dissembled his deception, have been cajoled and made 
participators with him and have given their signature. But 
when they had asked exactly and had found that his 
blasphemy was evident, they withdrew from him and were 
present at the holy Council.? 

1 Literally : ‘they have fabricated, saying that...’ 
2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1424 p. There are about ten lines omitted between the 

passage on p, 121 and this passage (dAA’ érei51) capas TA Tempaypeva yvopilev TO 
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Nestorius, Because he! fled from the Council, lo! were 

you not evidently in need that the Emperor should send for 
five of /the bishops to expound that which was done? But 
you said ‘ with Candidianus’ and not ‘with the bishops their 

‘colleagues’ who would have rebuked you on equal terms ; 

and [you demand] five against one, and that one a secular, in 
order that they may bring forth the holy Gospel and swear 

by it—they who are five and bishops—and that they may be 

accepted as truthful against one secular, for much has been 

made void by you in the examination of this problem. When, 
in fact, Candidianus has come, what more or less will he have 

to say than that to which you have previously testified and 

that which he has referred to the Emperor? Or what more 

have those five [to say] than that which you have written 
concerning him—that he entertained friendship toward him ? 

and that for this reason he has referred false reports to you? 

But what need was there for you to swear to your opinion? 
Was it for this reason that you wrote concerning Candidianus 
and the five bishops and demanded that neither Nestorius nor 

Cyril should come? These were the very causes of the 
disturbance ; and they ought to have answered one another, 

but thou wast not confident because there was no basis of 

truth in thy discourse. The fear of my words, in fact, was 
not due to anything else more than to the truth. Suppose 

indeed that Candidianus had come and had said that you 

waited not for all the Council, though you / knew that they 

were near, and that he had testified unto you beforehand and 

that he had read out before you the letters from the Emperor 

and that he had made a request of you but that you were not 

UMETEpY KpaTE KwAvOMEOA, Ws Epnuev, TOD peyadrompeTegTaToU KdpnTos Kavdidi:avov 
Hpyas pev Kwrdvovtos yvwpilev ta Kata tov evoeBh Adyov mempaypéva, Tacay Se 

anovony vépovTos NeaTopi,) SedpeOa TOU ipmerepov Kparous, UTep TOV yvwoOnvar TrVv 

Kata Oedv orovdiy THs ayias cuvddov, Kai peracradAnvar pey Tov peyadompeTéoTaToy 

Kavdidtavév, cal mévte ths aylas ouvddov ovatnaopéevous Tots Tempaypéevars emit Tis 
bpav evoeBeias, Secvol yap eiow of ErEpa Tapa Try OpOny TicTLW PpovodyTeEs GvaKiAaCEW 
THY TAaYHY’ ws Kal TIVas TMY aywTadTwY émokdTwY, KpuTTOMEeVNS Mev THS TAGYNS 

napa Neoropiov, SedXcacOnva, Kal mpocbécOa ate, Tois Te bm av’T® mpaTTopEevas 
bmoypapa éred?) 5& capes épwrnoavtes avtév, evpov avakadUmTovTa EavTOU Tas 

Bdaopnplas, dnooraytes éxeivov, TH ayia mpoondOov avvddw... 

1 Vie, Cyril. ? Vig, Nestorius. 
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persuaded: what else would he have said? Wherein then 
would you have refuted him? Would you have refuted him 

for this, that he spoke a falsehood concerning you that he 

might entertain friendship toward me? It was not so.'’ You 
did not do so. But if you have done so, let them come and 

let judgement take place, although Candidianus would have 

lied. But in your own Records? you have stated that the 
cause wherefore you waited not for all the Council to be 

assembled was that ‘we were constrained’,® as if you were 

there alone; but in the report which you sent unto the 
Emperor you said that ‘we have perceived that the reverend 

‘John, bishop of Antioch, has this wish, to seek to entertain 

closer friendship’* and on this account you were constrained 

not to wait; so that, if you had known that he agreed with 

you, you would have waited for him, and there would have 

been no constraint [laid] upon you because of the place. 

And in your Records, which you drew up against me, you 

said that I stood by those very things which I had written 

and said from the beginning and had also written openly unto 

thee ;° but in that report which you wrote unto the Emperor, 

you wrote on the contrary that ‘he is indeed surely hiding 
‘under a shadow the impiety that he has’, ‘for those who 

‘imagine other things apart from / the correct faith are clever 
‘at veiling their plans, so that certain even of the holy 

‘bishops, in that Nestorius has dissembled his deception, have 
“been cajoled and made participators with him and have 

‘given their signatures to the things which have been done by 

‘him’. How then was that which concerns me to be veiled ? 

1 Nau treats these two clauses as interrogative, though they are not so marked 

by Bedjan in the Syriac text. 2 Syr. hiphamnemata = Gk, tropyjpara. 
8 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1237A: Kal of pev tay ayiav émoxdrev bro yhpws 

meCopevor, THY Em Sévns SiatpiBHy ovK Epepov’ of 5 ev appwoTig eExw5vvevov’ tives 

be wai 70 TéAos bmEgHAPDov Tov Biov ev TH "Epeciow pyntpomdAE* dAdoe 5e Tevia 
OpryyopEVvOL, MpooLovTEs HuiY, KaTHTELyOV THY akpdacwy. 

Slop: Tat, 

5 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1240 A: ov ydp dbnAa qv, év tals émoroAais a’rov 
Siappninv xnpuTtopeva, wal év BiBrows, wal ev Trois Snpooias biaréfeot pavepas 

ax powpeva, kal év airy 5€ TH TOV “Epeciov pntpomdAe mpds Twas tav evrAaBeoTaTwv 
émokdnwy im avrov pavepas eipnpéra, 

6 Cp. p. 123. 
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And again you have openly said! that ‘ Nestorius has dis- 
‘ puted ; when we found that he manifestly imagined otherwise 

‘[than in accordance with the correct faith], we deprived him. 
‘ For also even in Ephesus the metropolis he has not dissembled 
‘his purpose, so that he has no need of other accusers, but daily 
‘he proclaimed, in preaching the doctrine before many, that 

‘which was alien to the faith. And every one of these things 
‘we have entered in the Records which have been drawn up 
‘in order, that they might be made known unto your Piety.’ 

Nestorius. In the same [place] they say the contrary. He 

then who received all these things, that is, the Emperor, knew 

that they had acted contrary to his command, while that also 

which they said against me was a foolish and base mockery, 

for they have not returned answer unto that wherewith he 

blamed them: ‘ For what reason have you dared to hold a 

‘Council incomplete, contrary to what you were commanded, 

‘before the bishops of the whole Council were gathered 
‘together?’* They say /nothing else than that ‘it was 

‘pleasing unto us’, though they say it not openly because of the 

outcry [which would arise] against the word among those who 
chanced to hear of it. ‘For what reason did you not wait for 

‘the coming of John, bishop of Antioch, when you knew that 

‘his advent was nigh?’ They had nothing else to say than 

that ‘ we were unwilling to hold the examination with him’ ; 
but [it was| rather because they knew that he agreed not with 

them. But suppose that John ought to have been judged 

because he delayed and came not in time; he ought not to 

have been judged by thee but by the Emperor who had 

jurisdiction over him. And first the bishops from Rome 
ought to have been punished for not having come when they 

were summoned: how then dost thou adhere unto them? In 

the same way as thou hast treated the latter, so also thou 

shouldest have treated John. But thou demandest of John 

that he should do possibilities and impossibilities, when there 

1 Cp. p.125, n. 4, and the end of the letter : mpds 5 capeorépav kal évreXcoTEpay 

ciinow Tov menpaypevav, ouveCevkTar Kal TA UTopyHpaTa* Kal bréypayay mavTes of 
MpoTayevres ey Tois Uropynpact OeoceBEoTaTo Emiokoma (1240 F). Nestorius only 

gives a free paraphrase of the letter. 

2 Cp. p. 118, 
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was one cause for which he delayed which was accepted from 

him by all men, except by thee thyself, who art far from all 
affection for mankind and from all the sufferings of human 

nature. Thou blamest not thyself, not even when thou art 

rebuked by the Emperor, and dost thou feel no scruples that, 
when thou neededst to have waited four days at the most for 

them, in order that the Council might take place without dispute, 
thou didst not hear but didst rather choose of thyself to cause 

trouble? As the kind / of fishes which are called cuttlefish, 

which go from clear waters into troubled waters that they may 

not be caught, so hast thou also acted. [These methods] are 
laughable, when one gives any thought to them, and men 

are surely not deceived when they demand [satisfaction] from 
thee because of them, as when men, playing with little children 

who struggle with them, seem indeed to be surely struggling 

and yet let themselves be conquered by them. For these are 

not the words of one who excuses himself but rather of one who 

is surely playing ; [yet] the Emperor is not one who would 

surely play with thee, and thou dost not persuade him who justly 

rebukes thee nor [reply| to the things wherefore he rebukes 
thee. His power is relaxed because there has been bribery. 

But they say:! ‘ We, who have assembled and have canoni- 

‘cally issued in agreement a sentence of deposition against the 

‘heretic Nestorius, are more than two hundred bishops who 

‘have assembled from the whole world, the whole West being 

‘in agreement with us.’ And what does that mean? You 
were, in fact, more than two hundred bishops who were in 

agreement with thee in all things whereof thou wast making 

inquiry ; thou didst, in fact, demand of them by no means to 

tell the truth. For to the report of the bishops who are 

with me are affixed the signatures of bishops whose cities are 
known beyond doubt ; how many of these / hast thou verified ? 
For suppose that we were, as thou dost say, thirty bishops or, 

if thou wilt, ten or as many as thou dost wish; does the 

number establish the truth of the orthodox and a true Council, 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1425: xai of pev ovvedpevoartes, kal Kavovikny éfevéeyKayres 
\ “A n~ , lal la 

KaTa TOU aipeTixod Neoropiov YHpov THs KaBatpécews, Ecpev bnep Tors Sraxoaious, éf 

anaons THs olkovpevns suvedeypEevor, cupnpiCoperns Huty Kal maons THs SUcews. 
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or [ensure] its enacting and maintaining what is right? What 

then has the Emperor censured in thee and blamed in 
thee? ‘We have assembled an oecumenical Council in order 
‘that generally and by general consent the inquiry concerning 

‘the faith may be confirmed before all men. And thou hast 

‘known our project and hast willed to divide the Council that 

‘there might not be a general examination, and that the faith 

‘might not be confirmed before all men clearly and accurately 

‘by the general consent of all men. But now all the pious 

‘bishops, to whom I have sent [word] to assemble, have not 
‘assembled, while the coming of John, bishop of the great city 

‘of Antioch, together with the other metropolitans, is very 
‘nigh. Further, even those who were present have not 

‘deliberated with them nor have agreed with one another ; nor 
‘further has there been [held] the inquiry concerning the faith 
‘as it ought to have taken place or according to the letters 

‘which have been at all times sent by us.’ ? 

You have written unto him either as unto one who has surely 

erred or as those who play or as unto one who was playing 

with you, since in whatsoever you have said unto him you 

have said nothing else unto him / than whatsoever he said of 
his own purpose: that you have done all things without 

waiting for those who were far off and without having 

deliberated with those who were present, but [that] you have 

separated yourselves from those who were with you, and by 

yourselves you have made examination. You have, indeed, 

separated yourselves from those who were ready to come for 

a general examination, and you have not examined the things 
which concerned the faith in the right manner, those things 

concerning which there was inquiry being brought forward by 
question and being solved ; and so you would have exculpated 

yourselves in the eyes of all men. If then you had not done 

this, you would justly have made excuses in the report to the 

Emperor ; but if you deny not the things which the Emperor 

has accused you of having unrighteously done, and if you put 

them in your defence, what else rather is to be conceived than 

1 Nestorius is here paraphrasing the document given on p.117. No new 

paragraph is marked here in the Syriac text. 
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that which men think of an idle talker, or as if men told tales 

in play to their playmates and had the assurance to write 

them down? Youcall that an oecumenical Council which was 

separated from the bishops who were waiting until the whole 
Council should assemble, in defiance of him who has rebuked 

you because of it, and thou wouldest have persuaded them that 

all authority should be given unto those who by reason of their 

great numbers transgressed justice against those who observed 
/ the [commands] of the Emperor and of the truth and of the 
whole Council, for no other reason than that owing to their 
great number they surpassed those who observed the com- 

mands. But you would not have dared to say this except 

to those who were your playmates for whatever reason it 

might be. 

So I come to speak of the present. But perhaps some one 

will say: ‘ Busy not thyself much with that, but inform us how 

‘they deprived thee not justly, after what has been written 

‘by thee and by Cyril?’ ‘For if all those things which ought 

‘to be examined are examined, what art thou advantaged ? 

‘For thou art rebuked even by these men, yea, even by all 

‘men. In this let us rather investigate above all what we 

‘ought properly to imagine, and let us not be turned aside 

‘from orthodoxy either by the premature decision of this man 

‘or by reason of thine own sufferings.’ But I was not willing 

to recount and to tell my own concerns nor again to accuse 

others, and especially when the Council is named; but the 

faith also was corrupted and calumniated on account of mine 

own self! in such wise that that of the heretics was confirmed 

by the judgement and examination of the Council. 
Constraint therefore is upon us to prove how their assembly 

and their judgement were carried out, and to prove unto all 

men from those things which all men confess to have been 

written that there was neither judgement nor examination, 

that we may not / be bound as by the judgement of a Council. 
The things which God has not allowed to be hidden but has 
laid bare by their own hand, by those who have done and have 
written down the things which happened—these [are the 

1 Syr. parsophda. 

2775 K 
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things| which we also are writing down and are explaining 

unto those who rise up and dispute with us whether these 
things are so; so that, if one lights upon the documents of the 

Council which have been drawn up by them, one learns that 

they are so and not otherwise, and one knows the calumny 
which was [uttered] by the Council against the orthodox and 
[the things] which were repudiated by those who were in 
truth orthodox as [were] those which were [directed] against 
Athanasius and Eustathius and ten thousand others. Let us 
see then in order how the Records have been drawn up by 

them against me. 
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BOOK II. PART I 

From the Records of the things which were done against me 

at Ephesus. 

Peter, priest of Alexandria and chief of the secretaries? 
says : ‘When formerly the reverend Nestorius received con- 
secration to become bishop of the holy church of Constanti- 
nople, and a few days were passed by, his homilies which 
disturbed those who read them were brought by certain 
men from Constantinople, so/that there arose on that 
account much disturbance in the holy church. When then 
the reverend bishop of Alexandria, Cyril, learned this, he 
wrote one letter and a second unto his reverence, full of 
counsels and warning; and in reply to these he wrote that 
he listened not, hardening himself and resisting the things 
which were written. And withal again, when the reverend 
bishop, Cyril, learned that letters and books of his homilies 
had been sent by him to Rome, he also wrote to the 
pious bishop of the church of Rome, Celestinus, by the 
hand of the deacon Poseidonius, whom he commanded, 
[saying], “if thou findest that the books and the homilies 
“and the letters have been delivered, give also these things 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1128: Térpos mpeoBurepos Adrefavdpeias, xat mptppuxnpios 
vorapiwy, einev, “Ett mporepov Tov evAaBeatarou Neoropiov xeporovnbevTos émoxdmov 
7H ayia Kovotayrivovtodutayv éxkAnoia, Kal Tivo ov ToAAGV Siadpapovoay Hpyepar, 

mapnvéxOnoav ano THs KwvoravtivoundAews mapa Tivwy efnynoes avTov, éxTapaTrrovoa. 

Tos avayiwwoKorTas, ws TOAdY €k TOUTOU Tais ayias ExkAnoias yeveoOa TOY OdpuBor. 

ToUTO pabwy 6 evaeBéataTos Kat BeodeBEaTtarTos THs Adeavdpeias Eniakoros KvptdAAos, 

éypaye mpwrnv Kai Sevtépay éEmoroAnv mpds thy evdAdBeay avrov, aupBovdAys kat 

mapawecews yepovoas. mpos TavTas avréypayev avavevwy, Kal évavTiovpevos Tots 

dmecTaApévols. Kai mpos TovTaAS ETL paddy 6 adTos evAaBEaTaTOs émiakoros KUpiAAos, 

bru Kal eis THY ‘Pwpnv aneatadnoay nap adTod émorTodal, kal BiBAia Trav éefnynoewv 
’ A » \ $s /% \ ‘ , ter’, a py A ‘ 

avTou, éypae Kai abTos mpds TOV BeodeBéaTaToOV EniaKoToV THS ‘Pwyns KeAcoTivoy bia 
, A , P , > nm + > € , > , a) om 

Tocedaviov Tov diaxdvov, évTehapevos adT@, StTinep ei ebpebein dnodobevta aiT@ ra 

BiBrXia tov enynoewy adrov, Kali ai éEmartodai, dnddos Kai Ta map é€uod ypaupara, 
> \ / A > ‘ > “A \ > ld a c \ x > , XA 

ei 5€ py, ayaye avTa evravda pH amodobevTa. ovTos Evpwy Tas efnynoes Kal Tas 
> 4 > A > s > / \ > ‘ > Ul o \ lA ° 

€miaTOAGs avTOU amobobeioas, avayKaiws Kat avTos amodEedwKe* Kal yéypanra Ta 

eixdTa Tapa TOU doiwrdTov éEmoKdnov THs ‘Pwpaiwv éxxAnolas KedeoTtivov, tUmov 
(v. 1. rémov) pavepov mepiéxovta. énel ovv Ex BaciAtKov Kai Beogudrovs vedparos 

ayia tpav ovyKexpétnta aivodos évtavOa, dvabiSdoxopev dvayKaiws, drt 32) Tovs Em 
TOUTOIS XAapTas peTA XELpas EXopEV MpOs TO TaproTapeEvoy TH bpav OeocEBelg. 

2 Syr. nutaré’ = Lat. notarit. 

K 2 
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‘““which have been written by me; but if not, bring them 
“ back hither without now delivering them.” But when he 
found that his letter and his homilies had been delivered, 
necessarily also he delivered [those of Cyril]. And those 
things which were proper, containing a well-known rule,! were 
written by the pious [and] saintly bishop of the church of 
Rome, Celestinus. Because then, by the injunction of the 
godly Emperor, your holy Council has met here, we 
necessarily inform you that we have in our hands the 
papers concerning these things, with a view to [doing] 
whatever is pleasing unto your Piety.’ 

/ Nestorius. Cyril then is the persecutor and the accuser, 

while I am the persecuted; but it was the Council which 
heard and judged my words and the emperor who assembled 

[it]. If then he? was on the bench of judges, what indeed 
shall I say of the bench of judges? He was the whole 
tribunal, for everything which he said they all said together, 

and without doubt it is certain that he in person took the 
place of a tribunal for them.’ For if all the judges had been 
assembled and the accusers had risen in their place and the 

accused also likewise, all of them would equally have had 

freedom of speech, instead of his being in everything both 
accuser and emperor and judge. He did all things with 

authority, after excluding from authority him* who had been 
charged by the emperor, and he exalted himself; and he 

assembled all those whom he wanted, both those who were 

far off and those who were near, and he constituted himself 

the tribunal. And I was summoned by Cyril who had 
assembled the Council, even by Cyril who was the chief 

thereof. Who was judge? Cyril. And who was the accuser ? 
Cyril. Who was bishop of Rome? Cyril. Cyril was every- 
thing. Cyril was the bishop of Alexandria and took the place 
of the holy and saintly bishop of Rome, Celestinus. 

/ Who would have believed that these things happened so, 

if God had not obliged them to tell [them] and to write [them] 
down and to send [them] unto all the world? For all those 

1 Syr. tiphos = Gk. rvmos, See p. xv. *- Ves. Cyril, 
3 Literally: ‘his prosdpon was certainly for them for a tribunal’. 
* Vis. Candidianus. 
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who were his [followers] read them and believe not that they 
happened so, and they doubt even about themselves, since 

they would rather trust things which happened in dreams than 
these, if they were thus as they did happen. What need was 

there for a Council, when this man was everything? That 

these things then were so you will learn from what happened 

at Ephesus; for Memnon says that: ‘since the period which 

‘was fixed in the letters of the pious and most Christian 

‘Emperor, sixteen days have passed.’! And he, in that he 
was lord of the Council, made use precisely of [these words| : 

‘Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, says: This great and holy 

‘Council has been patient enough, waiting for the coming of 

‘the godly bishops, who are expected to come.’ 2 
Nestorius. Is it not evident even to the unintelligent that 

he was in everything? By him then, who was busied in every- 

thing, I was summoned. And before what tribunal? To 

what judgement ? To what inquiry? Tell me. ‘This great 

‘and holy Council has been patient enough, having waited 

‘/ sixteen days.’ Thou sayest that it has waited enough; and 

you were not ashamed to have written this as an excellent 

reason whereby you were constrained not to wait for the 

bishops who were far off who were constrained to come, and 

who had been delayed in coming by an important reason and 
besought you to wait for them—those also who were near 

and whose coming was by no means unimportant. They were 

unavoidably delayed these days, if not more, in order that 

they might rest from their hardship in journeying by road 

and by ship, both for rest and for needful purposes and for 

the sake of visiting one another and those who were sick and 

were in need thereof, and especially because of those persons ° 

who were taking the place of those who were absent from the 

Council, in those things wherein constraint had been laid upon 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1129 D: Mépyay éniokxonos méAEws ’Epéoou einev, "And 
THS wpiopéevns mpoPecpias ev TH evoeBet Kal Oeogirel ypappati, mapHAPov Hpépar 
5exaég. 

2 Id. ib, : Kipthdos éniokoros ’AXdefavdpeias einev’ Apkovytws » ayia Kal peyadn 
avtn avvobos Siexaptépnoev, Exdexouevn tiv apitw tav Hew mpocdoxnbevtav 
Oeopireatatav émaokdrwy. 

5 Syr. parséphé’ = Gk. mpdcwna., 
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them. Although it were indeed the day which was fixed and 

[on which] the convocation ought to have taken place, if any- 
thing were to happen so that it should be delayed, another 
additional day would rightly be granted, even as among men 

there are many causes which come upon them of necessity, so 

that things are not done in accordance with the strict provisions 

of the appointed period. But it was not the day of the convo- 

cation, but that of the coming ; for the day of the convocation 

had been decreed by the authority of the Count. Thou didst 

thyself usurp [that authority], in that in thy senseless boldness 
thou hadst confidence in those who would justify thee per- 

versely. For thou / lovest to persuade and thou art such that 

thou dost disregard those who are present and dost require 

those who are far off and dismissest those who are present at 

the Council and lookest for those who are far off; and thou 

holdest the Council without those who are far off having 

arrived. And he held a Council by himself, before the general 

Council and summoned those who participated not with him, 
that there might be a Council before the Council of all the 

bishops. And they testified unto him that he should put no 

confidence in this Council, to which he summoned me also, 

even making use of violence, and of such violence and force 

that it would not be believed, were any one to recount [it] ; 
but it has been revealed by those who have written. Seditious 

persons indeed filled the city with idle and turbulent men, who 

were assembled together by Memnon, bishop of Ephesus ; and 
he was at their head and was making them run about armed 

in the city, in such wise that every one of us fled and hid 

himself and had resort to caution and saved himself in great 

fear, as it is also easy to learn from the language of those who 

were sent. The latter came under the pretence indeed of 

summoning me unto the Council in order that it might be 

testified that we were not amongst those who recognized not 

the Council before the coming of all the bishops ; but in reality 
they came to carry me off by assault and by violence and to 
spread the rumour about me that ‘he has surely perished, /and 
his mouth has been closed over his blasphemies’ ; or to deprive 

me after I had been questioned. | 
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Hear now from the language of Fuvenatius that these things 

were said.| 

Fuvenalius, bishop of Ferusalem, says: ‘But because a 
crowd of Romans surrounded his house, and since the pious 
bishops came and said: ‘Let none come nigh there’; it is 
known that with no good conscience did he decline to come 
unto the holy Council.’ ” 

Nestorius. You see of how much tyranny I made use and 

how far I was liable to accusation, because, for the purpose of 

rescuing myself from the conspirators who rose up against 

me, I had need to post soldiers around my house to guard me, 

that they might not come against me with violence and destroy 

me! Thou accusest me of posting soldiers around my house: 

[it was] not that they might do any wrong unto you but that 

they might hinder you from doing wrong unto me. From 

the fact that you reproach us with posting soldiers, it is clear 

that if they had not first been posted around me and been a 

wall for me, I should have been destroyed by violent men. 

What indeed would you have called / those who adjured you 
beforehand that there should not be an unrighteous Council ? 

Were you assembled for the [end] for which you were sum- 
moned? You made the Council for yourselves and not for 

us ; you expelled those men from the Council and of your- 

selves you acted for yourselves just as you wished, and you 

listened not unto those who called upon you not to hold a 

Council but to wait for the bishops who had been summoned 

with you and who were nigh unto coming. Now therefore 

for what purpose did you summon us after all this violence? 

Who will hold out and not weep when he remembers the 

wrongs which were [done] in Ephesus? It is well [that] they 
were against me and against my life and not for the sake of 

impiety! For I should not have had need of these words as 
touching a man who was capable of retribution but only as 

touching our Saviour Jesus Christ, who is a just judge and for 

1 So marked in the Syriac text as the heading of a new Section. 

* Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1137 A, B: "IovBevaduos émiokoros ‘IepocoAvpwy ere’... 

ered 5¢ cvaTnya oTpatiwtav nepraTnoas TH dig oikhpart, ws of mapayevdpevor 
GeooeBéctara émickora KatébevTo, ov auyxwpEd Tpoaievat, 5RAds EoTiv, oy dyaba 

(v. 1. ob Kabap®) T@ ovvecdire Ti eis TH aylav ovvobov dpifiy maparovpevos. 
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whose sake I have been content even to endure patiently that 

the whole bodily frame of Christ may not be accused. But 
now they invent [stories] concerning me, because I have not 

been able to be silent when I am accused on the subject of the 

dispensation on our behalf, so that of necessity I am excusing 

myself and am persuading all men who say: ‘he has been the 

cause of this disturbance and disorder’; and I prove myself 

sincere, because I have been vexed by him! and because of 

those who have written against me. But thou indeed / wast 

the first to sit in the midst of our judges, and because there 

were no accusers, in that they were judges, they put up to 

accuse me Theodotus, bishop of Ancyra in Galatia, and 
Acacius, bishop of Melitene, who was the interrogator. 

Theodotus. But Theodotus first replied that he had indeed 
had some conversation with me but had not told him? the 
conversation, and the latter asked him not concerning what 

his speech was, in order that he might judge both con- 

versations as a judge and accept the one and reject the other 

as having evidently fallen into impiety ; but it was enough for 

him only that [there should be] an accusation. 

Theodotus, bishop of Ancyra, says: ‘I am grieved indeed 
for a friend, but verily I value the fear of God more than all 
love, and consequently it is a necessity for me, although 
with great sorrow, to speak the truth regarding those things 
of which there is question ; I think not, however, that our 
own testimony is required, since his opinion has been made 
known in the letters unto thy Godliness; for those things 
which he there said are not to be said of God, that is, of the 
Only-begotten, counting human qualities a degradation unto 
him, he says also in conversation here that it is not right to 
say of God that he has been suckled nor that he was born 
/ of a virgin; thus here also he has many times said “ I 
say not that God was two or three months old ”’.’ # 

a Fee. Cyril, 

* Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1181 B, c : @eddoros émicxotos ’Aykipwy einev, “OSvv@pau 
pev Umép pidrov, Ary ndons pirias mpoTip® tiv ebagBeav, 50 dvayKnv éxw Kai 
HETA TOAATS GOvpias, mEpl Gv epwrHpar, THv GAnOevay Expava (v.1, Exppaca). ovK 

oipat xpeiay eivar THS HuoY papTupias, TOU ppovynuaros av’TovU SHAov yeyernuévou Ex 
TOU Ypapparos TOU mpds THY anv OeocéBeiavy. G yap Exel annydpevoe TEpt TOD Ocod 

Adyou A€yedIar, TovTéaTi TOU povoyevods, dvEdiCav a’T@ Ta avOpwmva, Tadra Kai 
évravda diadeyopevos edn’ pr) Sety rept Oeovd A€yerv yadraktotpopiay, pyde yévynoww 
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Nestorius. They have not examined these things as judges, 

nor further has he spoken as before examiners and judges, but 

he stood forth as the witness of a judge-accuser. 

Theodotus. ‘The things indeed which he there rejected 
as not to be said of God, that is, of the Only-begotten, 
counting human qualities a dishonour unto him, he says also 
in conversation here—that it is not right that one should 
say of God that he has been suckled nor that he was born 
of a virgin; thus here also he has said that “I say not that 
God was two or three months old ”.’ 

Nestorius. And he! accepted it without examination as a 

judge-accuser, without asking him anything, either: ‘ What 
‘said he unto thee when he said these things here ?’ or ‘ what 
‘didst thou say in reply to these things whereinsoever he 

‘seemed against thee? Wait; speak before us that we may 

‘know in what sense he has rejected these very things, in 

‘order that we may not accept without reason an accusation 

‘against him while he is far off and pass sentence against him 

‘without examination and without inquisition before those 

‘who need to learn exactly for what reason he has been con- 
‘demned. Thus also theaccused will not be able to deny and 

‘he will have no cause /to accuse me of respect for persons. 
‘ Therefore, O Theodotus,—thou hast conversed with him—if 

‘then thou art accurately acquainted with his opinion, since 
‘thou hast questioned him and he has returned answer unto 

‘thee, [thou knowest that] he says: “I do not say that God 
‘“is two or three months old”. Does he say [this] unto 
‘thee, as one who says that Christ is not God, that he was 

‘two or three months old, or does he confess that Christ is 

‘God but was not as God born nor [as God] became two or 
‘three months old ?’? 

Thou * then, [dost thou confess] that God was born of a 
woman and that he was two or three months old, as though 

Thv && napOévov' otTw Kal évrad0a modrAdKIs Edn, Sipnvatoy 7) Tpinvatoy pr) Seiv 

A€yedOar Ocdv. 
This section of Nestorius’ defence is discussed in Bethune-Baker, Nestorius 

and his Teaching, ch.v. Dr. Bethune-Baker’s conclusions are anticipated in 
Neander, Church History (Eng. Tr. 1855), vol. iv, p. 175. 

1 Viz. Cyril. 2 No new paragraph is marked here in the Syriac text. 

8 Viz. Theodotus. 
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his own owsta were changed into the owsza of a man and he 

was born and became two or three months old, or | was he as] 

one who was changed in his likeness and in his schéma into 

the likeness and into the schéma of a man by means of the 

ousia and that Christ is to be conceived in the one ousia of 

God and not in two owsias ; andif in two,[canst thou explain] 
in what way two [issued | from the one owsza of God the Word ? 
Or [was he formed] of two distinct and unlike ows¢as and was 

he born with both of them? Or was he born one of these and 

did it become two or three months old, as though it had not 

existed before it was born and became two or three months 

old? Or did the owsza exist eternally and not have a beginning 
in being born and becoming two or three months old, whereas 

he had not in owsza that / which those who are born have of 

necessity ? Or was he born by adoption of the omsza in the 
birth of the flesh? For if he! had thus been questioned, he 

would have confessed of necessity what he said before the 
Eastern bishops, when he was questioned in writing—that 

the Only-begotten Son of God created and was created, the 
same but not in the same [owsza|; the Son of God suffered 
and suffered not, the same but not in the same |owsza] ; for 

{|some] of these things are in the nature of the divinity and 

|others| of them in the nature of the humanity. He suffered 
all human things in the humanity and all divine things in the 
divinity ; for birth from a woman is human but birth from 

the Father is without beginning, whereas the former [is] in the 
beginning, and the one is eternal while the other is temporal.’ 

Since he! was suffocated by the truth, he was not able to 

dissemble his opinton—he who was constrained by the result of 

the examination to set these things down in writing; and as 

is the manner of a dog which, being tied up by force, dissembles 

its bad habits and, as soon as it has escaped from its leash, 

flees to its hole with its companions and barks at those who 

caught hold of it and dares not come out and fight in the open 

but, remaining within, lays back its ears and puts its tail 

between its legs, thus also he dared not promise them that he 

would speak and conquer by reprimanding nor |do]| any such 

1 Vig, Theodotus, 2 No new paragraph is marked here in the Syriac text, 
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thing as those would normally do who were confident in their 

own cause, I mean [as any one] of them who should take his 
stand upon the Divine / Scriptures and the traditions and the 

instructions of the holy fathers, and win the victory. 

But hear these things, howbeit not as though I were 
speaking. He dares not speak openly of what he says nor 

establish from the Divine Scriptures nor from the fathers what 

they have spoken nor how they have spoken. Nor again was 

he constrained to agree to what he had said nor to set it down 

in writing. But it is right to tell what I consider to be the 

truth. He! was the first to withhold it in order that they ” 

might not know all the conversation and all the inquiry 

which was [held] by us, recounting those things against which 
they could not say aught. For this reason they wrote them 

not down, not even in the Records, except only ‘it was not 
‘right to say of God that he was suckled nor that he was 

‘merely born of a virgin’. They made examination [only | 

as far as was pleasing unto them; but we will indeed speak 
of these things presently. 

After him came Acacius and recounted unto them the con- 

versation which he had with me and which was considered by 

them [to contain] impossible things. But he recounted his 
question, accusing me and not by way of reprimand nor 

sincerely by means of those things wherein he was confident ; 
but they accepted his questions as accusations. And lest 

/you should suppose that I am creating ® these things, hear 

from them their own Records. 

The Conversation of Acacius, Bishop of Melitene* 

‘As soon as I came to the city of Ephesus, I held [a 
conversation] with this man, who has been mentioned 
shortly before, and when I knew that he thought not 

1 Viz, Theodotus. 2 Sc. the bishops. 3 See crit. n., p. 399. 
4 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1181 D: .. . mapaxpipa émords TH ‘Epeciov mode, 

éroinodunv mpos Tov eipnpevoy avipa didAefiv. Kal yvovs abrov ov« dpOds (v. f. dpa) 
ppovotyta, mavToiws avtov éamovdaca SiopOwoacGat, Kai amootHoa Tov Tovnpod 
ppovnparos. avrov 5é éxeivov Ewpwy Tots xEiAEoL TUVOpOAOYoUVTA, S71 br) weTaTiBeT aL 
Tis Towavtns éevvolas. Hpépas 5e 5éxa h SWdexa Sarina, TaALW Adyou Twos KWOEVTCS, 

dvTeAaBdopnv Tov Ths dAnOeias Adyou" Kal dvtinintovta avToy TovTY Ewpwy. Kal SVo 

aténos KaTd 70 abTo eyivwoKkov nepiTintew, mpdTEepoy pev yap éx« THs adTov 

érepwrioews aTénov ovans avayKny ereriOEr TOIs AToKpiVOpEevols, 1) TaYTH apvycadba 
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correctly, in every way the weight of the burden was upon 
me to set him correct and to lead him away from his 
opinion, and I saw that he confessed with his lips that he 
was abandoning any such opinion. But when I had delayed 
ten or twelve days, when again some discussion had been 
raised between us, I began to speak on behalf of the correct 
faith and I saw that he held what was contrary to this, and 
I perceived that he had fallen into two wrongs simul- 
taneously. First indeed [in] his own question which was 
improper ; he imposed on those who returned answer the 
necessity of either denying entirely that the divinity of 
the Only-begotten became incarnate or of confessing what 
is an impiety—that both the divinity of the Father and that 
of the Holy Spirit were found in body with the Word.’ 

Nestorius. Some questioned [and] others answered that 

these things consisted in absurdities and impiety ; they confess 

and agree to the word /for which I have reprimanded them 
and, after what they have confessed, they will be condemned 
as impious. Would any one suppose that it was an [act of] 

oppression, when they have written down these things in their 

Records and make all the world testify against themselves ? 

For suppose that my question was absurd: thou oughtest 

not to have accepted it but to have proved the absurdity 

of the question, in order that, as a result of correcting the ques- 

tion, thou mightest not fall into passing over impiety and 

absurdity ; but, in accepting a question absurd for religion, 

thou hast therefrom in the next place come to the impiety of 

confessing either that God the Word, the Son of God, was 

not made man or that the Father and the Spirit also were 

made man; that then to which thou didst agree when thou 

wast questioned thou oughtest to have made void.! 
Yet although, like the other, thou hast not corrected me, let 

us grant that thou hast not fallen into this absurdity voluntarily 

or involuntarily: for what reason dost thou not utter this 

TV TOU povoyevous DedTNTA évnvOpwrnkéval, 7) SpodoyeY, OnEp hv aoeBés, EriTEp 
kal 7 TOU TaTpds, Kal } TOV viov, Kal 7 TOV TYEvpaTos DEdTHs GUVETAapKwHONn TO OE@ 

Aoyy*... 

1 Nau makes certain additions to the text and renders : ‘that which thou didst 

admit when thou wast interrogated thou oughtest [to establish and that which 

thou didst not admit thou oughtest] to bring to an end.’ No new paragraph is 

marked here in the Syriac text. 
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absurd question whereby you wish to condemn me? But thou 
dost not utter it nor do the judges even require it. And if it 

is so absurd, how has it been left unconfuted, in such wise as 

not to be confuted by all your Council? And if you all leave 
it unconfuted and if there was none among you capable of con- 

futing it, utter [this] absurd question, examine it, although you 

are judges [only] in sckéma, and write down this question in 

schéma for those / who have intelligence and are ready to 

examine your judgement. But on account of your incapacity 

you remained in darkness, so that you were not even able to 

see things which were evident. But God rather helped you in 

your interrogation to write down these things that it might be 

evident unto all men that the enmity was without cause. 

But from what can this be proved? From those things 
which they have set down in [their] cunning writings, in the 
judgement without condemnation. From now hear those things 

wherein they have placed the deposit of the faith of our fathers 

who were assembled at Nicaea, on two of which we shall rely 

as on testimonies which will not be declined by him; and we 

shall make use of them both against them, whether they act by 
examination, or in the likeness of those who accept them with- 

out examination, because they are the judges and they are the 

judged, like those who account themselves judges in fables and 
stories. 

The faith which was laid down by the fathers at Nicaea. 

‘We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of all 

‘things which are visible and which are invisible, and in One 

‘Lord Jesus Christ, the Only-begotten Son of God, who was be- 

‘gotten of the Father, /that is,of the essence! of the Father...’? 

.. . and first laying down the names of the two natures 
which indicate that these are common, without the Sonship 

1 Syr. ithuthé. 
2 The Syriac scribe adds in a note: ‘Here some leaves have fallen out.’ 

Between the quotation from the Creed and that from Nestorius’ letter, Nau 

inserts the title Réponse et comparaison des lettres taken from the Syriac trans- 
lator’s summary. Certainly Nestorius here passes from the historical section to 
a resumption of the doctrinal discussion based on a comparison of his own and 

Cyril's letters. 
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or the Lordship being separated and without the natures, in 
the union of the Sonship, coming into danger of corruption 
and of confusion.} 

Observe then first who reduces and takes away from the 

deposit which has been laid down by the fathers, but lets not 
[anyone else] steal aught therefrom. This man? [it is] who 
has made no mention of the beginning and avoided the begin- 

ning and made a beginning which they laid not down but in 
this wise passed over the beginning and wished not to make 
a beginning therefrom, whereas [it is] I who have established 

the things which the fathers rightly said, and I said that we 
would make a beginning from here showing also the cause 

wherefore they first laid down the names which are common 

to the divinity and the humanity and then built up thereon the 
tradition of the Incarnation*® and of the Sufferings and of 
the Resurrection, ‘first laying down the names of the two 
‘natures which indicate that these are common, without the 

‘Sonship or the Lordship being separated and without the 
‘natures, in the union of the Sonship, coming into danger of 

‘corruption and of confusion.’ Why then /hast thou passed by 

these things as superfluous, as things which ought not to be 

said? Was it because thou didst suppose that it was the same 

and people ought not to speak thus, but that it was enough for 

them to begin thence whence thou didst begin and didst make 
a beginning and correct them? But those [fathers] anathe- 

matize those who make additions or diminutions, but they have 

done improperly and not according to the opinion of the 

fathers. But he gave a contrary explanation when I said unto 

1 For the reading of the Creed and Nestorius’ Letter at the Council, see 

Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1137 and 1169; the text of the letter is in Labbe (Mansi), 
iv. 892 sqg.; Loofs, Nestoriana, p. 173. The passage quoted is in Labbe 

(Mansi), iv. 893 B, C: ... iva Tay dvopaTwr TeV dvcEww ExaTépwy (v.1. THS PrTEws 
exarépas / Tav picewv ExaTépas) KOIVOV TIVOV ONMAYTIKAV MpOKELMevav, UNTE TA THS 
vidtnros Kal KUpLOTHTos TéuYyTal, pHTE TA TAY picewy ev THY THs vidtnTos povadin@ 
ovyXvoEews apaviap@ Kiwdvuvevn- 

2 Viz. Cyril. Nestorius’ point is that the Fathers at Nicaea begin by using 

the words ‘ Lord’ and ‘ Son’, which are applicable to both natures, while Cyril 

substitutes ‘God the Word’, which is not. Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 888 p, 

893 B. 

3 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 
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him that ‘this is the beginning and thence rather ought we to 

begin whence I have admonished thee’. But he was disputing 
against me as though in his wisdom he were teaching all men, 

lest through their ignorance they should fall short of this 
impiety. For what reason then, when thou didst lay down the 

faith, didst thou also not begin from here whence they began 
as touching that which was under inquiry? For we were 
searching how we ought naturally to understand and to speak 

of these properties of the flesh and of the rational soul and 

of the properties of God the Word, seeing that [either] they 
both belonged by nature to God the Word, or to Christ, so 
that both natures were united by the very union of one 

prosipon. But I said and affirmed that the union is in the 
one prosépon of the Messiah, and I made known in every way 

that God the Word was made man and that God the Word 
was at the same time in the humanity, /in that Christ was 
made man init. And for this reason the fathers, in teaching 
us what Christ is, about whom they used to dispute, laid down 

first those things which constitute Christ ; but thou [actest] 
in the reverse way, because thou wishest that in the two 

natures God the Word should be the prosdépon of union. Thou 

allowest these things [to pass| as superfluous and thou makest 
a beginning after them, as they do; and thou transferrest 

from the one unto the other all those things of which Christ 
is naturally [formed] and said. And since the Christ of the 
fathers is the opposite of thine, thou hast declined to acknow- 

ledge him and thou sayest with me, though thou wishest not, 

that Christ is in two natures but that God the Word is not 
in two natures. 

But hear [an extract] from what he has written unto me, 
that you may know that there is nothing just in him but that 

he is arranging in everything that there may not be a judge- 
ment and an examination, which would make known his 

enmity toward me, which was not on account of the 
faith. 

Diverse are the natures which have come unto a true 
union; but from them both [there has resulted] one Christ 
and Son, not because the diversity in the natures has been 
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abolished by reason of the union, but because they have 
perfected for us rather one Lord and Messiah and Son.! 

Not indeed as though the owsia of God the Word who 
remains eternally as he is and receives neither addition nor 

diminution, was perfected in a change of natures; /but owing 

to the concourse of the union of the divinity and of the 
humanity there came into being one Christ and not God the 
Word ; forhe exists eternally. Christ therefore is the prosdépon 

of the union, whereas God the Word is not of the union but 

in his own nature, and it is not the same thing to say and to 
understand [the one for the other]. And for this reason, O ad- 

mirable man, the fathers also, adhering to the Divine Scriptures, 

have said ‘One Lord Jesus Christ the only-begotten Son’, on 

account of the frosépox of the union, and then teach what 

those who are united are, and in whom. Who is he who was 

born of the Father only-begotten? Our Lord Jesus Christ. 

‘The only-begotten Son of God, that is, from the ousza of God 
‘the Father. God from God and Light of Light, Very God 
‘of Very God, born and not made, consubstantial with the 

‘Father, by whom all that is in heaven and in earth was 
‘{made].’ Of whom have you spoken, O fathers? Of some- 
thing else or him [of] whom you have written before, ‘One 

‘Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God’? Who 
is this and of whom? Of the Father, ‘Very God of Very 

‘God, born and not made, consubstantial with the Father, 

‘through whom all was [made], who on account of us men 
‘and on account of our salvation came down.’ Who is this? 

Tell me and him and all men, O fathers. What is he? 

Another / or the Only-begotten? Him we teach you and 

none other, who ‘on account of us men and on account of our 

‘salvation came down and was made flesh of the Holy Spirit 

‘and of the Virgin Mary, who also was made man’. Thus 

far, then, that ‘ He came down, was made flesh and was made 

1 From Cyril’s Second Letter to Nestorius, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 889 A, c, E: 

kai drt bidpopa pev ai mpds EvornTa THv dAnOiwhy ovvaxOeioa puvaes, eis 5E ef 
2 , \ \ es > € ~ “ / A > 4 ‘\ 
appotéepwv Xpiaros Kal vids. ovx ws THS Tav Ppvcewy Siapopas aynpynuevns bia trv 

evwaiv, amoredccacayv 5 wadAov Huty Tov eva KUprov "Inaovy Xproroy Kal vidv, ... 

HY yap 6 anabis év TH maoxXovTs owpart ... GAN’ ds eva Kal Tov avrov mpookuvodvTes, 
OTL £ GAACTPLoyv TOU Adyou TO Gpa avTov, pe ov Kal ad’TS ovvedpevec TO rarpi, 
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man’, they have taught us about those things which concern 
the divinity of Christ: and in ‘He was made flesh’ about 

his union with the flesh; but for the rest, about the flesh 

wherein he was made flesh: ‘ One Lord Jesus Christ, the only- 

begotten Son of God.’ For does not ‘of the Holy Spirit 

and of the Virgin Mary’ teach us concerning the birth of 

the flesh? ‘One Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son 
of God.’ What is his nature? That which his Mother also 

was, of whom the passible flesh was born. And ‘ He suffered 

‘and rose on the third day and ascended into heaven and 

‘will come to judge the living and the dead’. Who is this? 

‘One Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of the Father.’ 

They call him both things: ‘consubstantial with the Father’ 

and ‘consubstantial with the mother, one Lord Jesus Christ’, 

[speaking not of | God the Word as in both [ouszas] by nature, 
but of ‘one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God’. 
For the union is in the pvosépon and not in the nature nor in 

the ousza, but a union indeed of ouwszas, namely, the ousza of 

God the Word and the ousta of the flesh; and they were 

united not in the owsza—for God the Word and the flesh 

became not one owsza and the two ousias became not flesh— 
[but] God the Word and the flesh [were so united]. And thou 
dost confess all these things with me / when thou sayest that 
the natures of the divinity and of the humanity are diverse 

and that the two natures remain in their own owsza and that 

their diversities are not made void by the union of the natures ; 

for the two natures complete one Christ and not one God. 

Of what then dost thou accuse me? Speak before all those 

who read our words. For I say this, and when thou hast 

spoken and confessed [this], thee too I have praised for what 
thou hast said, in that in thy discourse thou hast made 

a distinction between the divinity and the humanity and [hast 

united] them in the conjunction of one prosépon; and [I have 

praised] thy saying that God the Word had not need of 
a second birth from a woman and that the divinity admits 

not of sufferings; faithfully hast thou spoken; and _ these 
[are the words] of those who are correct in their faith and 
are opposed to the wrong faith of all the heresies concerning 

2775 L 
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the Lord’s nature. Where then have I said that Christ was 

a mere inan or two Christs and that there was not one Lord 
Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, of the union 

of the two natures one prosépon? And even unto thee 

thyself I have said, as brother unto brother, that we should 

not distinguish the union nor the prosdpon which [results| from 
the union. Nor again do we begin from God the Word, as 
from a prosdpon of union, but from him from whom the fathers 

began, who were wiser than thou and who were excellently 

acquainted with the Divine Scriptures. And see how / they 
tear up as from the foundation and destroy all those things 

which effect a change. For if thou referrest all the pro- 
perties of the flesh to God the Word, see that, after stealing, 

as thou hast said, the properties of the natures, thou dost not 

say those things which the three hundred and eighteen fathers 

have with one voice and with one mouth and with one con- 

science rejected: that there was when God the Word was 

not, that is, [that] when his flesh was not, then God the Word 
was not; that is, that, before his flesh was born, he was not. 

In that thou hast said that he made for himself all the pro- 

perties, so then God the Word was born of things which were 
not, because his flesh was [formed] of things which were not, 
unless thou darest to say that the flesh itself has eternally ! 

existed and sayest that God the Word was of another “yfo- 
stasis and another owsza, and not of that of the Father but 

of that of which the flesh was, and [that] God the Word is 
changeable and corruptible on account of his flesh which is 
therein.” For the fathers anathematize those who predicate 
these of God the Father. 

Now God the Word is not of them both in owsza, nor again 

is God the Word in flesh, nor is God the Word of two nor is 

God the Word two natures. / For herein only, in his being 

co-essential® with the Father, is God the Word conceived. 

For he was made flesh and was revealed in flesh; but if he 

was made flesh in the flesh, it is evident that [it was] in that 
flesh which had been made, and he who was made flesh in 

1 Syr. ’ithya ith = essentialiter, aeterne (Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr., col. 174). 
2 Viz. the hypostasis and the ousta. 
3 Syr. bar ithuthd = ‘ coeternal’ or ‘coexistent’. 
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that which was made made not his own ovsza the flesh, so as 

to make the properties of the nature of the ousza of the flesh 
his own properties, but with a view to the revelation he carried 

out all the operations of his prosdpon. For he made use of 

the likeness and of the frosépon of a servant, not the owsta nor 
the nature, in such wise that he was by nature in them both, 

as being Christ. What! therefore has carried him? away to 

find another way and a beginning apart from that which the 

fathers had made, so that he came to anathematize all those 

things which had been said by them and of necessity to say all 

those things which had been anathematized by them? But he 
first laid down the [words] of the fathers, as though he wished 

to convince them, and to say ‘I have said the same things as 

they’, and then to accuse me as though I spoke not in the 

same way as they. But after he found that I said the same as 
they and that I maintained their own [views], he began to lay 

down laws and to substitute those terms which they had not 

said, and to introduce them into the faith, persuading [every 

one] that he ought to embrace the latter instead of the former. 

For thus it was said of God the Word, when he® said that 

he / existed before the worlds and was born of the Father and 
was born in flesh of a woman. But where have the fathers 

said that God the Word was born in flesh of a woman? 

Require him to state the deposit of the fathers which they 
have laid down for all men and to which also, thou hast well 

said, we ought to adhere in words and in faith. If then 

thou keepest thy promise in deeds, it is right ; for he who has 

not spoken as the fathers have spoken is guilty. Prove then 

that the fathers have spoken this word, then condemn me with 

an anathema in the manner of one who has transgressed the 
books and the deposit of the fathers, although ten thousand 
times I have excused myself and said that I imagined not 

otherwise in mine imagination, Or if not, let not alone who- 

soever has defiled aught that the fathers have said in the 

terms which have been fixed by them. For those terms which 

1 Syr. ‘wherefore’; the translation assumes that the preposition prefixed to 

lmanda, ‘wherefore’, is redundant (Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr., ii, 1868, 8). 
2 Viz. Cyril. 3 Viz. St. Paul; cp. Gal. iv. 4. 

L 2 
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have been fixed by them ought by all means to be observed, 
although we have often neglected to explain them ; for if any 

one otherwise makes use of them, such as they are, [he ought 

to do so,| not as with a view to suppression nor as with a view to 

change nor as with a view to transformation, but that he may 

preserve therein with me such an opinion as is correct, I mean, 

that of the fathers. 

What then hast thou to prove concerning this? Did I 

make wrong use of the word which is in the deposit of the 
fathers and ought I to beg for an explanation? Prove unto 

me that God the Word was born /in flesh of a woman and 

then explain how thou understandest that he was born. For 

if thou presupposest it and if thou explainest what has been 

laid down by thee, thou art not accepted by those who accept 
the [words] of the fathers; they are without diminution and 
for this reason they admit neither addition nor diminution nor 

change. For he who explains also establishes those things 

which have been written and surely does not suppress them. 

And if I have made wrong use of the words of the fathers—I 

who would have persuaded [every one] by words not to call 

the holy virgin the mother of God nor would have called 

Christ God? and thou hast been constrained to come against 
me—prove unto me first that I said these things before certain 

men who duly examined us and not before those who inclined 

unto thy side; for thou hast conquered before the latter and 

thou hast made use of them as though they had neither reason 

nor soul; and thou hast not presented mine own letter, 

wherein I disputed against thee, as before men, lest thou 
shouldest confuse the words of the fathers; but that thou 

mightest confess one Lord Jesus Christ consubstantial with 
the Father, none other but one and the same who is one 

prosépon of the two natures: of the divinity and of the 

humanity, Lord and Christ ; and this also hast thou confessed. 

It was not therefore because I confessed not that Christ him- 

self—who is also God, and none other than God the Word, 

consubstantial /—is God, but because I confess that he is also 

1 J,e. (presumably) would have objected to the use of ‘God’ and ‘ Christ’ as 

interchangeable terms. 
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man. If it were that this is so and I had not thus confessed, 

in teaching I should have added that Christ is God and con- 

substantial with the Father and at the same time also man 

consubstantial with us. I should not have cursorily passed 

over the prosépon of the union and the omsza of the divinity, 
as if I were to begin from the common frosdpon of the divinity 
and of the humanity as if from one owsia of God the Word, 

which they both were; but I should have referred to him 
naturally all the things which concern him and which concern 

his flesh, since he is both of them by ouwsza. 
Why then dost thou falsely charge the fathers with that which 

they say not? And why again dost thou persuade those who 

are unwilling to accept anything apart from the deposit of the 

fathers to accept thine own rather than that of the fathers? 

But recollect thyself and read and know and see that they have 
not said this and that we have not transgressed them as 
ignorant or as wicked men; but thou findest not that those 

who have written for thee have said that he who was born 

of the Father was born in flesh of a woman, if they have 

mentioned at all the birth from a woman. How then sayest 

thou, O calumniator, that ‘ we have found that the holy fathers 

‘thought thus and that they thus were confident in calling the 

‘holy virgin the mother of God. Thus we say that he both 

‘/ suffered and rose’?? First prove unto us that the fathers 

called her the mother of God or that God the Word was born 

in flesh or that he was born at all and at the same time both 

suffered and died and rose, and explain unto us how they say 

that God suffered and rose. But if it has surely been fabricated 

by thee, and thou art calumniating [the fathers], how can any one 
withoutdoubtadmit the rest of thesethings? For thou hast made 

them all doubtful, because thou hast not said those things which 

the fathers have said but hast changed even the very term. For 
although thou hast supposed the same thing that they make 

known and there is no single distinction between ‘the Lord 

and Jesus Christ’ and ‘God the Word’, and though thou 
+ Altering the punctuation of the Syriac text which puts this stop after 

‘union’, 

* From Cyril’s Second Letter, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 892 B : ows ebpnooper Tods 

aylous meppovnkdtas natépas* oUTw TebapajKact Ocordkoy eineiv Ti ayiav mapbévoy, 
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makest known the same thing by this term or by that, thou 
oughtest not to have made changes but to have explained and 

made clear and to have made use of terms which have been 

laid down by the fathers. But thou couldest not by those 
terms prove God the Word passible and mortal, and for this 
reason thou makest use of ,this term whereby thou canst carry 

away those who know not what each one of them signifies. 

Thus also we understand ‘ He died’; for God the Word 
is immortal indeed in his nature and incorruptible and quick 
and quickening ; but, further, because his body dy ¢he grace 
of God, as Paul has said, has tasted death for every man, it 
is said that he bore death for us.’ 

By / whom [is this said]? By thee or by the fathers? 
Speak, deceive not the hearers by means of the fathers, by thy 
statements that thou agreest with their words and their teach- 
ing. Read therefore: where have they said that God the 

Word suffered? But thou sayest that Divine Scripture has 
said that God the Word suffered ; read and dissemble not. But 

it exists not for thee to read. For what purpose then dost 
thou calumniate the fathers? Or why dost thou take the faith 

of the fathers as a means for deceiving and forestalling those 

who believe simply and without investigating ? Makest thou 
sport of those who read as men who reflect not ? Or correct- 

est thou the faith of the fathers, who have not written what 

they ought to have written? For thou first layest it down 

and thou sayest that we ought to agree thereto in words and 

in faith; but thou adherest not at all thereto and hast not 

even observed the order of the text nor begun whence the 
fathers began, and in addition to these things thou hast referred 

[to God the Word] all those things which have been said by 

them.* And thou hast neither feigned to make use of the 

same terms nor hast thou adhered to their teaching. For 

t Heb, ii, 9. 
* From Cyril’s Second Letter, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 889 c: xara tov igov 8e 

tpdmov Kat émt Tov TeOvavar voovpev, AOdvatos yap Kata va, kal apOaprtos, Kal 
(wn Kal Cworods éxtiv 6 Tov (v./. Ex) Oeod Adyos. Emwerd?) 5 maAW 7d idiov adrod 

o@pa xXapitt O€0v, Kad pnow 6 Taddos, iwép ravtds éyeVoato Oavdrov, A€yeTaL 
mabeivy Urep Huav. 

3 In the Syriac text this sentence is given as a question with a mark of 

interrogation. 
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‘created’ and ‘made’ and ‘passible’ and ‘mortal’ and all 

such things as the fathers repudiate thou hast predicated of 

the owsta of God the Word, of whom are predicated all those 
things which belong unto the Father in his own owsza and who 

exists. For thou maintainest that we should so speak as those 

men who have not spoken, and then, to be sure, thou explainest 

/ not, even though indeed thou wouldest preclude God the 
Word from being called passible and mortal, but so as to 
persuade men to say the things, the saying of which the fathers 
have refused. Thus we confess one Lord Christ who took his 

name at birth from the blessed Mary but is indeed man, yea 
even in the death, yea even in the resurrection, yea even in the 

ascension, yea even in his coming from Heaven; of all these 

things thou now strippest him. ‘Thus’, thou sayest, ‘ we con- 

fess one Christ and Lord’, as thou thyself sayest. We shall 

then confess that which has not been confessed : 

Not indeed as though we adore the man with the 
Word, lest thou shouldest introduce a semblance of separation 
in that we have said ‘with’, but we adore him as one and 
the same, because his body is not alien unto him, with which 
he also is seated with the Father.} 

Either he has said it through the blindness of his intellect 
or he has been compelled by the necessity of God to fall 
into that whereat he is vexed in others and into [incurring | 
the same reprimand. 

For he has used the [word] ‘ with’ twice, in that he has said 

1 From Cyril’s Second Letter, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 889 D: ottw Xpiordv éva 
kal KUpiov dpoddynoopev, OVX ws dvOpwrov GupTpocKUVOUYTES TH AOYY, iva pr) TOMAS 

pavtacia mapecKpivnta 5a Tov A€yeww 7d, GUY" GAN ws Eva Kal Tov a’Tov TpooKu- 
youvTes, Ott py GAATpLov TOD Adyou 70 Gama adTod, ped’ ov Kal a’T@ ovvedpevac TO 
natpt. With this should be compared the eighth anathema appended to Cyril’s 

Third Letter, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1084 B: ef Tis ToAwHoe A€yew, TOV avadnpberTa 
avOpamov cupmpookuveiaba deity TO Oe@ Adyw, Kal auvbofalecOu, Kal avyxpnparicew 

Ocdv, ws Erepov ev ETEpy* TO yap, Sbv, del mpooTiOépevoy, TOUTO Vvoeiv avayKda er Kal 
ovxt 57) paAAOV ud TpooKvynoE Tina TOY "Eppavounda, Kal play adT@ thy Sofodroyiav 

dvaméumet, Ka00 yéyove adpf 6 Adyos* avddeva éotw, Nestorius’ argument is 

obscure in detail, but its main tenor is clear, Assuming that Cyril does not 

hold an Apollinarian view of Christ’s body, he argues that to speak of the Son 
sitting with his body with the father is open to the accusation of teaching ‘ two 

sons’ just as much as anything that he himself has said, Hence Cyril is 

convicted of inconsistency and can himself be quoted as authority for doctrines 

that he denounces in Nestorius, 
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‘with him who is seated with the Father’. For the [word] 
‘with’ is not said of one but [of one] with another, and the 
one, who is with the other, is seated with the Father; how will 

he not introduce a semblance of separation ? He says ‘ the body’ 

and ‘ his own body’ and ‘ seated with him’ and causes not the 

semblance of a separation! By ‘one and the same God the 

Word’ he understands also his body; and he understands 

/ the body and again he does not understand the body; and 

he understands that his body is with him and he does not 

understand that his body is with him but understands it 

[to be] alone ; and he understands that he is seated with it 
with the Father and again does not understand that it is 

seated with the Father, but he understands him [to be| alone. 
Who could tell his ineffable wisdom? But he has taken it for 

him, not as though again two sons were sitting but one, owing 

to the union with his flesh.1 

And further thou hast said: ‘ Thou hast? raised the semblance 

of ‘a cleavage when thou givest to imagine one with another ’. 

But [it is] in the union. Of whom? Of Christ? Then the 
prosbpon of the union is Christ, but thou sayest that he has 

taken for him that with which he also was seated with the 

Father. ... Thou hast put a prosdpon in it itself; why 

therefore dost thou make [it] void, as if it had been un- 
righteously said that it also is seated with him with the 

Father? Or as if by this | word] ‘ with’ thou hadst been forced 
to understand that he is so, and it were possible that thou 

understandest or imaginest correctly, in confessing that not 

two sons were seated but one owing to the union with his 

flesh. And thou makest void this [word] ‘with’, that men 
may not imagine two. But if that which thou hast said be 

impious for thee, return again to this chapter which thou hast 

omitted, for it is its aim. For what hast thou written? Hast 

thou not clearly disproved [thy statement] that we ought not 

to write ‘with’; and hast thou written that ‘He is seated 

/ with it with the Father’? For he who says these things says 

that two sons are seated, but thou disprovest that men ought 

1 There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text. 

? Syr. ‘thou hast said’. 
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not to imagine that two sons are seated. And thus in the 

deposit which has been laid down thou allowest that which 

signifies two sons, but thou sayest that we ought not to con- 

ceive two sons, but two are of necessity conceived, as it is 

supposed according to thine own opinion. But it is otherwise 
deposited and to be said, and two sons are not to be conceived. 

Of what dost thou accuse me, who say that two are united 
in one Son, whereby I wished to show the inconfusion of 
the natures in the union, in making use of the qualities of the 

natures? I seek not to make as it were two sons nor again the 

dissolution of the union, but I make use of one prosdpon of union 

as [formed] of the two ouszas, as also Divine Scripture signifies. 
But by one owsza thou signifiest two owstas. But if I were 

to say the things which thou sayest, it would appear to thee 

an impiety. But if thou didst have confidence to read the 

things, thou didst read them for thyself and not for them- 

[selves], things which cannot be examined in that way, if in 

piety. Thou hast further shunned also an examination by the 

whole Council, because thou didst judge that these [views] had 
no accurate defence. And as I was not [there], / what thou 
saidest well unto them thou saidest for my sake, and what thou 

saidest wrongly against thyself [was] thus again also for my 

sake. For if this word ‘with’ hinders there being one Son 

and his being seated with his flesh with the Father, there are 

not two adorations of one Son because he is adored with it, 

since he who is seated with that which is alien is adored in one 

adoration ; for there is a union in the natures—and thou also 

confessest [it] with me—but the distinction of the natures is 
not made void on account of the union. For it was right for 
me to say many times those words which have been well said ; 

then thou art astonished, when thou hearest that which is 

mine in thine: that there was indeed no union which proved 
not a diversity, as [is shown by] the adoration of ‘ Him who is 
seated [at the right hand of the Father]’. But thou takest as 
the starting-point of thy narrative the Maker of the natures 
and not the prosépon of union. [Hither then avoid saying two 
natures united without confusion; or confess and say these 
things, and it will not appear an impossibility unto thee to 
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predicate one in the union and another in that which concerns 

the ovsza, not in that which concerns the union of the prosdpon. 

But if we decline the Ayfostatic union as being either 
incomprehensible or as unseemly, we fall into predicating 
two sons: for it is necessary to distinguish’ and to say of 
man /alone that he is honoured with the name of son, but 
also of God the Word alone that he possesses the title and 
the functions of the sonship naturally. It is not right then 
to distinguish ! two sons in one Lord Jesus Christ.? 

I have said unto thee also in the letter that I do not know 

[the meaning of] the things which have been said by thee. 
And thou feignest to be repentant ; thou hast not dissembled 
those things which thou wast fairly prepared to say after- 

wards. And when thou oughtest to have made answer con- 

cerning these things and to write and to persuade and to 
reprimand the calumniators openly, thou hast risen up against 

thyself and me and hast neglected the fathers and the Holy 
Scriptures. Why dost thou wish that there should be an 

hypostatic union, which makes us neither understand that 

there is [in the union] the ovséa of man nor understand [that 
he is] man in nature but God the Word in nature, that is, God 

who is not in nature what he is in his nature through the 

hypostatic union, wherein there are no distinctions and defini- 

tions of the various [elements]. For this reason also this 

union is a union of those things which have been defined by 

the word ousta; and if it be void, there is no more a union; 

but [it is the result] of a union, yet not a union. And if 
every definition of the natures is made void, how will the 

union not make void the distinctions of the natures? And if 

they are conceived neither in nature nor in a union, how hast 

thou said that he has made /the property of the flesh his own, 
since thou sayest that [he is] in the one indeed by nature but 
in the other by union? And it is his to have suffered indeed 

1 The same Syriac root represents S:opica: and dicupetéov. Cp. p. 312, n. 3. 
2 From Cyril’s Second Letter, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 889 E: édy 52 tiv Kad’ 

indaracw evwarv, i) ws avédixtov, ws aKadAT mapaTovpeda, Eunintopey eis TO SVO 
A€éyew viods, dvdyan yap waca Kopica, «al eimeiv, Tov pév, GvOpwrov idiK@s, Ti TOU 
viod KAnoe TeTiUnpévov® idiKOs 5& TAAL Tov éK OEod Adyov vidTHTOs dvoua TE Kal 

XPIHA EXovTAa puaikas. ov Siaiperéov Tovyapovy eis viods bvo0 Tov Eva Kvpioy "Inaovy 

Xpiordy, 
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in nature and to have died, because he has made them his 

own. How then hast thou sought to establish the Aypostatic 

union? What is this unintelligible 2yfostatic union? Or 

how shall we accept it, the unintelligible? Or how hast thou 

understood it? How is it raised up though incomprehensible ? 
And again, unseemly? Instruct us. But thou art not willing 

to instruct me. Thou hast supposed? to thyself that the 
judges speak unto thee and persuade thee to instruct us and 
those who are like us, because we know not; and if not, 

instruct the whole Council. For neither thou nor the Council 

are capable of [understanding] the term ‘union’. Because I 
also say ‘union’, yet thou acceptest not what I say, because I 

distinguish the union, If I say concerning things which have 
been united that they are corporeal in owsza and incorporeal in 

ousta, then [I say that] they are divided from one another: the 
one indeed as created, but the other as uncreated; the one 

indeed mortal and the other immortal; and the one eternal 

with the Father and the other created in the last times, and 

the one consubstantial with the Father and the other con- 

substantial with us; for the union makes not void the omszas 

which have been united in such wise that they are not to be 
known [apart]. 
/ Thou sayest unto me ‘ Thou distinguishest’; but verily 

thou also [dost likewise]; even in the very words to which 
thou hast recourse to accuse me, thou sayest as follows: 

‘Diverse are the natures which have come into a true union ; 

‘yet from both of them [is formed] one Christ and Son, not as 
‘though the diversity of the natures had been removed because 

of the union.’* Dost thou give us to imagine this even con- 
cerning the Aypostatic union? Or [dost thou not speak] as 
one who distinguishes, saying that as a result of their diversities 

the natures which have been united are diverse ; and [then] 

rush headlong into thy profession that thou introducest not a 

semblance of separation ? And what do I mean by ‘ thou intro- 

ducest * a semblance of separation’? And what do I mean by ‘a 

semblance’? Thou understandest the separation of the natures 

1 See crit. i1., p. 399. see p t44, 0. f, 
* Nau inserts here a negative which is not found in the Syriac text. 
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as expressing the natures and not as a confusion, since there is 
not in thy mind any semblance of definition of the natures 

whereby to understand that they were united without confusion, 

even as the fire was united with the bush and the bush with 

the fire and they were not confused. Thou therefore showest 

them without definition and without distinction, whereas I 

show them defined and distinct from one another. If thou 

then speakest of the Ayfostatic union, speak clearly; for I 

confess to not understanding either then or now; thou needest 

to instruct me in such wise that I may agree with thee. Or if 

I accept not thy opinion, say that I accept it not, and if the 

judges / accept [it] of thee, let them convince me or let them 
condemn me as one for whom there is no getting rid of his 

wickedness. 

Say therefore [what] the Zypostatic union [is]. Dost thou 
wish to regard a hypostasts as a prosbpon,| as we speak of 

one ousia of the divinity and three ypostases and under- 

stand prosdpa by hypostases? Thou callest therefore the 

prosbpic union hypostatic; yet the union was not of the fro- 

sdpa but of the natures. For ‘diverse are the natures which 

‘have come into a true union, yet from both of them [is formed | 
‘one Christ’. Understandest thou the one prosdpon of Christ 
rather than the “yfostasis of the owsza and of the nature, in 

the same way as thou speakest of the form of his hypostasis* 

1 Syr. ‘a prosdpon as a hypostasis’, apparently mistranslating the double 

accusative in the Greek original. See pp. xiv—-xv. 

2 This surely represents the yapaxrip Ths tbrooracews ai’trov of Heb. i. 3, where 

iméatacts is clearly synonymous with odaia (see Webb, God and Personality, 
p. 39). Nestorius argues that he can only understand Cyril’s phrase éywois nae’ 
inéatacyw if Cyril uses trdacracis to express what Nestorius calls mpécwmor. 

This passage is a very important one for determining what Nestorius means 

by mpédcwnov. He seems to be willing to define it as yapaxrnp, and this is 
consistent with the striking phrase below (p. 158, 1. 18) ‘...as the mpdawmov 
[makes known] the ovoia’, 

It would seem that Nestorius regularly uses imdéaraots as practically equivalent 
to ovaia, and in Trinitarian doctrine would himself speak of three mpéowra in one 

inéoracis (or ovoia). But Cyril has the later usage in which the two are 
distinguished, and so speaks of three tmoordces in one ovcia, Nestorius 

evidently appreciates this difference of terminology in Trinitarian doctrine, 
and tries to find in it a clue to the understanding of Cyril’s Christology, asking 

whether after all Cyril always means by imédaracis what he himself calls mpécwmor. 

Cp. below, p. 208, n, 2. 
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and the union of the natures? But I say that; and I praised 

thee for having said it and having made a distinction of the 

natures in the doctrine of the divinity and of the humanity 

and coherence of these in one prosdpon. For hast thou not 
said ‘ diversities without confusion’ and ‘it remained without 

diversity whereby it would be separated’. But even if thou 
dost not concede a diversity and that a diversity of natures, 
thou dost concede a natural separation without knowing it. 
But it was not a diversity which became a union, since the 

things which are therein remain without confusion, as the 

bush in the fire and the fire in the bush. But it appears not 

that thou sayest this, and thou dost rebuke me as one who 

accepts not the Aypostatic union. But I am not persuaded 

of any other / Aypostatic union with other natures nor of any- 

thing else which is right for the union of diverse natures 

except one prosdpon, by which and in which both the natures 

are known, while assigning their properties to the prosdpon. 

It is well to confess and be conformable to the tradition of the 

Gospels that the bodily frame is the temple of the divinity of 

God the Word and that the temple has been united by the 

supreme adherence of the divinity in such wise as to make over 

to the one the things which are the other’s by the appropriation 
of the nature of the divinity, but not that he made them 

[both] his own ousta. What other ypostatic union, then, 

dost thou wish to teach me, which consists in a supreme and 

divine and ineffable union? I know not unless [it be that] 
of one prosdpon where the one is the other and the other the 

one. And for this reason I proclaim eagerly in every place 

that the things which are said either about the divinity or 

about the humanity must be taken not of the nature but of 

the prosdpon, so that there might be no unreality' about the 
human qualities, [as there would be] if both of them were 
united in the ows¢a. For not in all things is he to be called in 

There is a discussion of these points in Loofs, Nestorius and his Place in the 

History of Christian Doctrine, p.69 sq. Dr. Loofs takes a somewhat different 

view, holding that Cyril too used trdc7aais as equivalent to ovgia, 

For the question of the distinction between ovoia and trdaraas in Nestorius, 

see below, p. 218, n. 3, and pp, 227, 228, 234, n. 3, 322. 

1 Syr. pantasyd = Gk. pavtacia. 
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ousta that which was in the ows?a, but all those things which 

indicate the prosdpon of |the ousia]. And it is known that 
God the Word is said to have become flesh and the Son of 
man after the likeness and after the prosdpon of flesh and of 

man whereof he made use to make himself known unto the 

world. For all the things which are naturally / called flesh 

are not to be called also God the Word: as that he should 

come into being when he was not or was [formed] of that 
which was not or whatever the flesh is said [to have been| 

before it came into being, when it came into being and 
after it came into being, in the changes of growth and cor- 

ruption, and in short consubstantial with ourselves. Because 

he is consubstantial with ourselves in everything, the things 

which are said of the owsza are not said of anything else except 
only of this owsza, and he is called consubstantial [with us] ; 
for in [the saying of] the things which are said of the prosdpon 
and of the likeness of the nature is said that which makes him 

known, as the prosépon [makes known] the owsta. But that 

which exists naturally is not said [of God the Word], because 

the union took not place according to the owsza and the nature 

but according to the prosépon. Thus also the flesh is not to 

be said [to be] all that God the Word is by nature ; for it was 
not without beginning nor was it unmade nor was it incor- 

poreal nor was it invisible nor was it consubstantial with the 

Father and with the Holy Spirit, although that which is called 

Son and Lord and God is also to be called flesh in this manner 
through the union, because the unioncame into being as touching 

the prosdépon of the Son of God, and neither the owsza nor the 
nature, but by means of the natures; and all things which 

belong to the frosépon are its, except the owsza of the prosdpon, 

not according to the nature but according to the prosdpon. 

/ What other /ypfostatic union, then, dost thou predicate, 
as if saying that I accept it not, either as incomprehensible or 

as unseemly, and [that] for this reason I have fallen into 
speaking of two Christs: the one man who is honoured under 

the title of Son and then apart [from him] God the Word, 
who possesses naturally the name and function of sonship ? 

How can he who in the union speaks of one Son, one Christ, 
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one Lord, distinctly speak apart of one Son, God, and one 

other, and thus of two sons? For again that would not be 

called a union but each one of the natures [by itself] in its 
own ovsta. For neither is God the Word said to have become 
flesh in his own ousia but by union with the flesh, nor is the 
flesh called Son apart from the union with the Son of God. 

For this reason there is one flesh in them both and one Son 

in them both. For he whose it is by the union to exist and 

to be spoken of neither exists nor is spoken of in the definition 
and the distinction [of each] from one another. As God the 
Word is by his nature God incorporeal, nevertheless in the 

union with the flesh he is called flesh, and the flesh which is 

in its nature bodily frame and in its ousza also bodily frame, 

is yet God and Son by the union with God the Word the Son 
of God. There are said to be neither two fleshes nor again 

two sons: those which are distinct by nature and exist by the 

uniqn of the natures. Among / men, in fact, many who are 

sons are [so] called by the distinction and by the division of 
the natures, those unto every one of whom [sonship] is given 

only by grace and adoption, as honour is given by the Emperor 

unto every one of the princes. For that which exists only in 

its own Aypostasis belongs also unto many as by grace. For 

he exists in his Aypostasis and has made it the likeness of his 

likeness, neither by command nor by honour nor simply by 

equality of grace, but he has made it his likeness in its natural 

likeness, in such wise that it is none other than that very 

[thing] which he has taken for his own prosdpor, so that the 

one might be the other and the other the one, one and the 

same in the two ouwszas, a prosdpon fashioned by the flesh and 

fashioning the flesh in the likeness of its own sonship in the 

two natures, and one flesh in the two natures, the one fashioned 

by the other and the other by the one, the same and the single 
likeness of the prosépon. 

I know not therefore in what sense thou predicatedst the 

hypostatic union in such wise that it is incomprehensible or 

unseemly, in order that I may admit or not admit [it]; and 

has he for this reason been 

defined and called solely man by the title or by the honour 
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of a son, and then again apart the Word which is from God, to 
which belongs naturally sonship and name and title? ! 

But what meanest thou by ‘uniquely’?? /State clearly the 

deposit of the faith of the fathers and set down the things 

which are alike both for me and for every one to say, for thou 

hast not made clear the meaning which we ought to mean and 

to state. How sayest thou that the nature of man cannot be 

understood ‘ uniquely’, especially apart from the ousia of God 

the Word, which is Son not by nature but by union? But 

also thou sayest that there are diversities in the natures which 

have been combined in the union of one Son; but the diversity 

is not voided through the union of the natures; it is not as 

though the diversity of the natures were made void because of 

the union. If then the distinctions of the natures have not 

been annulled, the nature of the flesh appertains solely to the 

nature of the humanity. But that which is Son consubstantial 

with God the Father and with the Holy Spirit uniquely and 

solely appertains to the divinity ; for by the union the flesh 

is son and God the Word is flesh. And for this reason who- 

ever speaks thus neither predicates two sons nor predicates 

two fleshes, nor predicates two fleshes in the nature nor yet of 

the flesh in the one and of the sonship in the other, but makes 

use of the same in the natural prosdpa of each of them in 

what is their own, as the fire was in the bush and the bush 

was fire and the fire bush and each of them was bush and fire 

and not two bushes nor two fires, since /they were both in 

the fire and they were both in the bush, not indeed in division 

but in union. From the two natures there come into being 

the natural prosdpa. Either then speak not of distinct natures 

when they remain in the distinctions of the natures and are 

not made void, or say that they have remained the diversity 

of the natures, or thou shouldest define them as a distinction 

of natures in an inseparable union, not indeed as diversities of 

nature made void by the union... .° 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 889 Fr, and above, p. 154: dvayxn yap maaa diopiom, Kal 

eimeiv, TOY pév, AvVOpwmov idiKWs, TH TOV viov KAHTEL TETLMNMEVOY uals de maAw Tov 

€x Oeov Adyov vidtnTos dvowds TE Kal Xpijua ExovTa Ppvotkas. 

2 Sc. idtk@s, translated above ‘apart’. The Syriac has /hédh@ith above and 
yhidha’ith here. 

5 There is apparently a lacuna in the Syriac text here. 
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For if then thou understandest them uniquely and not in 

the natures but in their mutual distinction, of what am I 

guilty who confess the indistinguishable union of the two 

natures in one frosdpon? And I am addressing my words 

unto thee as unto one who is in doubt concerning these things. 

But predicatest thou but one nature of the Zypostatic union in 

such wise that after the union the natures preserve not their 

properties? And thou correctest the things which were for- 

merly said by thee, but especially thou dost surely declare 

them void as a result of the examination against me, in wishing 
to say the contrary of the things which I say, because it has 

befallen thee to will to inquire into the cause of the distinc- 

tion not as in sincerity but out of opposition as an enemy. 

For this [union] is as one that suppresses the natures, and 
I accept it not. / But out of opposition towards me thou 
hast occupied [thy mind] with definitions, with furious words, 

as robbers, that thou mightest conceal thy purpose and might 

not be discovered; and thou sayest this and that and all 

things, but thou speakest not of the /yfostatic union for the 

making void of the natures but for the [establishing of] a 
natural union which [results] from the composition in one 
nature. As the soul and the body [result] in one nature of 
the man, so also God the Word is united with the humanity, 

and this thou callest the Ayfostatic union. But even then, 

though the natures were to remain, yet there would come to 

be a union [resulting] in a nature passible and made and 

created, for the natural union is a second creation. Jor those 

things which have not [a thing] in their nature receive it in 
their nature by the union of nature; but the things which 
are united in virtue of a natural union are united with the 

natural passibility of the other and accept not voluntarily 

mutual sufferings, as the body and the soul, receiving not in 

their nature their own mutual properties except by the union 

of nature, participate in one another and give and receive 

mutual sufferings by the necessity of nature in such wise that 

he suffers who would not have suffered of himself. For in the 

union the soul of itself neither hungers nor thirsts nor is 

pained by a cut or by a burn or by a blow, nor again is 
2776 M 
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the soulless bodily frame sensible of any of these things ; but 
by the natural / union of diverse natures they suffer passively 

and participate in these mutual sufferings by the necessity of 

the union.! 
If thou thus predicatest the Zypfostatic union of the nature, 

thou sayest, as the Arians, that it is natural and not voluntary, 
because he suffered with a natural passibility. He suffered as 

a result of the natural union, for the sufferings of the soul are 

the sufferings of the body in the natural composition. For he 

who is unmade, who is by his nature uncreated, was not 
composed that he might suffer as though created and made. 
For men prove not the one nature of the union by the fact 

that the soul is in the body and the body in the soul, for it ? 
produces not the union in every bodily frame wherein there 

is a soul so as also to be able always to quicken it, but [it is 
in the body] by such a composition as has been constructed 

in one nature by the Maker, both subjected and involuntarily 

subject unto a natural limitation, both limited and unable to 

escape. And again they are released or bound by the con- 

struction in the union of the nature. If therefore the union of 

God the Word with the humanity was in one nature, although 
those natures remained without confusion but in a union of 

the nature, the Maker and that which was made would be 

constructed by a change either willingly or unwillingly since 

they have been so styled and it* is made and created. And 
he who can create everything, that is, God, will be the nature 

of the union, and it is not the /yfostasis of the humanity 

which is known [to be] animal in nature, as even the body 
/ without the soul is not animal in its own Ayfostasis, but by 
the construction of the natural union it is its [property] to be 
animal. If it is so, it is also through God [the property] of 
man to be animal, but it is not his [property through] his own 
hypostasis and his nature,* but through the /ypostatic union 

which establishes one nature. 

For this purpose he declines to say that the man is man and 

that he is animal in his Zyfostasts and in his nature, and that 

1 See p. 8, n. 3. 2 Viz. the Soul. 

3 Viz, their composition, 4 See crit. n., p. 399. 
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God the Word is God the Word in his ypfostasis, in order 
that he may maintain his nature in the union, and that it may 

not become animal as a result of the union. For he! 

received as a result of the construction of [all] creation by the 
Father and by the Son and by the Holy Spirit to become 

man, but to become the only-begotten Son he received from 
the union with God the Word, for it belonged not unto his 

own nature nor did it lie in the natural and Ayfostatic union. 
For that which it was his to become by the natural union was 
not his to become as a result of anything else than of the 

natural construction, as to become one animal results neither 

from the bodily frame nor from the soul nor from them both 
but from the natural construction. This [union] then is 
corruptible and passible, but the union of the prosdpa of the 
natures is neither passible nor corruptible as [having taken 

place] through a voluntary appropriation ; and the union was 

not his involuntarily by condescension or by exaltation, by 

command or by subjection unto command. And such a con- 

ception as this consists neither in the making void / nor in the 
being made void nor in the extinction of one nature or of the 
properties of the two natures, but the several qualities in 

the natural qualities are distinct in purpose and in will, accord- 

ing to the distinction of the natures in the one equality, 
while there is the same will and purpose in the union of 

the natures, so that they may both will or not will the same 

things.* 

And because also the prosdpox of the one is the other’s and 

that of the other the one’s, and the one [comes] from the other 
and the other from the one, the will belongs to each one of 

them. When he speaks as from his own prosdpon, [he does so] 
by one frosépon which appertains to the union of the natures 

and not to one “yfostasis or [one] nature. For the divinity is 

not limited by the body as each one of the natures which are 

1 Viz. (presumably) the human element in Christ, Jesus gua man. 
2 A passage such as this seems to show clearly that Nestorius did not teach 

merely a ‘moral union’, z.e. a union resulting from and consisting in the fact 
that the two natures in Christ both willed alike. Like the orthodox he makes 
that unity of will the consequence of the union, not its ground, Cp. pp. 59, 
62, 70. 

M 2 
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united in the Aypostasis. For they are limited by the nature 
in that it limits them in their being and they exist not apart 
from them, as the soul and the body are bound together in 

their being and exist not apart from them|[selves].! 
If therefore thou thus sayest that God the Word and the 

flesh are united and thou callest this an incomprehensible and 

unseemly union, I decline not to say clearly: ‘Those who 

‘say these things are impious, and this opinion comes not 
‘from the orthodox.’ For if the Son, who is impassible, had 
come unto the necessity of a passible nature in order that he 

might sensibly suffer, it would prove that his own owsia was 
not impassible / but [was] a passible nature, whereof he had 
been constituted in the ypostatic union and wherein he 

suffered. For he to whose nature it appertains not to suffer, 

will not suffer in any way in his Zyfostasis, if he is impassible ; 

for he who suffers in aught is not impassible in his hyfoszaszs, 

but is impassible [only] in such manner as all those who, being 

passible, suffer in nature ; they do not suffer in all ways, but 

in that way whereby it appertains to the nature itself to suffer. 

Everything suffers not in the same way, neither light nor air 

nor fire, nor the animals which are in the waters nor the 

animals which are on the dry land, nor birds nor bodily frames 

nor souls nor angels nor demons, but they are passible indeed 

in ousia and in hyfostasis. But they suffer according to the 

disposition of their nature to suffer either of themselves or by 
another. 

But thou sayest neither by confusion nor yet by change of 

ousia nor by corruption nor yet naturally, so that one Ayfo- 

static union takes place. Thou predicatest therefore this 

voluntary one wherein a union without confusion and without 

the suffering of the natures in one frosépon is conceived, and 

not a natural union. For the prosépon of a natural union is 

predicated of the two natures which have been united, as the 

man is neither body nor soul; for the union of these results in 

a nature and the prosépfon of the nature. But / God took upon 

himself the likeness of a servant, and that of none other, for his 

own prosépon and for his sonship, as indeed are those who are 

1 J, ¢, each other. 
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united in nature.! He took the likeness of a servant: and the 

likeness of the servant was not the owsza of a man, but he who 

took it made it [his] likeness and his prosépon. And he 
became the likeness of men, but he became not the nature of 

men, although it was the nature of a man which he took ; he 

who took it came to be in the likeness of man, whilst he who 

took and not that which was taken was found in schéma as 

man; for that which was taken was the owsza and nature of 

man, whereas he who took was found in schéma as man without 

being the nature of man. For the nature he took not for 

himself but the likeness, the likeness and schéma of man, in all 

things which indicate the prosdpon: as touching the poverty of 

the schéma, he? relates: He condescended unto death, even the 

death upon the cross whereby he emptied himself, in order to 

show in nature the humiliation of the likeness of a servant and 

to endure scorn among men; for they shamefully entreated 
him, even him who displayed ® infinite condescension. He made 

known also the cause wherefore he took the likeness of a 

servant when He was found in the likeness of men in schéma as 

aman and humiliated himself unto death, even the death upon 
the cross. But he suffered not these things in his / nature 
but made use therein of him who suffers naturally in his schéma 
and in his prosdpon in order that he might give him by grace 

in his prosdpon a name which is more excellent than all names, 

before which every knee which ts in heaven and on the earth 

and beneath the earth shall bow; and every tongue shall confess 

him,° in order that by his similitude with God and according 

to the greatness of God he may be conceived as Son who éook 

the likeness of a servant and was in the likeness of a man and 

was found in schima as a man and humthated himself unto 

death, even the death upon the cross, and was exalted in that 

there was given unto him a name which 7s more excellent 

than all names® in the schéma of the likeness of a servant 

1 Loofs suggests that the words ‘as indeed are those who are united in 

nature’ have been inadvertently transposed, and are the end of the previous 

sentence (Nestorius and his Place, &'c., p. 91). Apart from such emendation 

Nestorius is here either inconsistent or more than usually obscure. 

2 Vig, St. Paul; cp. Phil. ii. 7-8. ° Syr. ‘ who [was] in’. 

4 Phil. ii. 8. 5 Phil, ii. g-11. 6 Phil. ii. 7-9. 
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which was taken with a view to the union, But he was the 
likeness of a servant not in schéma but in ousia, and it was 

taken for the likeness and for the schéma and for the humilia- 
tion unto death upon the cross, For this reason it was 

exalted so as to take a name which ts more excellent than 
all names. 

But to understand ‘the likeness of a servant as omsiza’ he 

appointed Christ for the understanding ; for Christ is both of 

them by nature. For this reason the properties of the two 
natures befit also one prosdpon, not [that| of the owsta of God 
the Word. And the frosépfon is not in the owsza, for it is not 

in the ousza of God the Word, nor is it the prosépon of the 

union of the natures which have been united in such wise as to 

make two ouszas befit the one prosdpon / of God the Word, for 

he is not both of them in owsza. God the Christ is not indeed 

as it were another apart from God the Word, but he is indica- 
tive of the union of the two ousias of God the Word and of 

man. But God and man—of them is Christ [constituted], as 
thou also hast said. The diversities of the natures are not 

destroyed because of the union, but they have rather perfected 
for us one Lord and Christ and Son, by an ineffable and 

incomprehensible concurrence of the divinity and of the 

humanity in the union. Although in the things which thou 
hast said well, where thou seemest to repent.... For the 

ousia of God the Word was not made perfect by the divinity 

and by the humanity, because it is not its [property] in virtue 

of the union to become God the Word, as Christ is [constituted | 

of the divinity and of the humanity. For the incarnation ® is 
indicative of the humanity, for Ye was made man is all con- 

ceived not only of the divinity but also of the incarnation * 

which makes man.’ 

For this reason the Apostle lays down the prosdpon of 

the union and next the things wherefrom the union results. 
He says first the likeness of God, which is the similitude of 
God and next 7¢ took the likeness of a servant, not the ousiza 

nor the nature but the schéma and the prosépon, in order that 

he might participate in the likeness of a servant, and that the 

. Pil, 6; 6.(P.). 2 Sc. évayOparnats. 3 Sc, évavOpwrice, 
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likeness of the servant might participate in the likeness of God, 
so that of / necessity there might be one frosdépon from the 

two natures. For the likeness is the prosdépon, so that it is the 

one by ovsza and the other by union in respect to the humilia- 
tion and to the exaltation. How then dost thou bid us 

understand these diversities of the natures in the union? For 

the union has not removed the diversities of the natures, so 

that we should again understand these diversities anew. For 

he who took the likeness of a servant is the property solely of 

the likeness of God, whereas that which was taken concerns 

uniquely the likeness of the servant; but the one belongs to 

the other and the other to the one through the union of the 

prosépon and not through the ozsza, in such wise that, where 

the one is in ovsta, the other is in union, and not another. 

That which is in owsza the likeness of God is consubstantial 

with this ousza, in that it is a natural likeness; but by union 

the likeness of God took the likeness of a servant and the 

likeness of God, which is naturally God’s, became in schéma 

the likeness of a servant. But the likeness of the servant, 

which is naturally the likeness of a servant and in the union 

the likeness of God, is not naturally God’s, so that we under- 

stand severally in nature the several qualities of each one of 
the natures and the natural distinctions of each single one of 

the natures ; and the [properties] of the union we understand 
[as belonging] uniquely to the union and not to the owsza. 
How therefore dost thou bid us not to conceive any of these 

things apart in view of / the distinctions of the natures, things 
which thou hast said are not destroyed because of the union ? 

But thou canst neither reply unto me nor convict me of the 

things whereof thou accusest me ; but thou accusest thyself in 

the things whereof thou wouldest accuse me and thou speakest 
against thyself. 

But you, O just judges, what have you examined of these 

things? Either concerning the things which we have subjected 
to inquiry or of the things which we have said and of the 

things which I have confessed and of the things which I have 

denied that I have imagined, convict him who has erred 
or instruct him who is ignorant. For not because of the things 
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that a man denies is he condemned as an heretic, but because 
of the things that he confesses. Thus Arius, thus Eunomius, 

thus Macedonius, thus each of the heretics was condemned 

by the fathers because of the things which they confessed in 

opposition [to the faith] and discussed and [which] were 

subjected to scrutiny. What is there of that which I have 
confessed and discussed against them for which they have 

condemned me as an heretic? What have you found in my 

letter that is contrary to the deposit of the fathers? Whether 

I have said or have not said [it], speak. Thus he? has said 
that all the things which are referred to Christ by the Divine 

Scripture ought to be referred to God the Word: the birth 

from a woman, the cross, the death, the burial, the resurrection, 

the ascension, and the second coming when he shall come again. 

It was not / from these things that the fathers began.... But 
in regard to these things, I have stated why the fathers have 
not said them; and for this reason also we ought not to begin 
from here. I have also stated the argument, for they purposed 

not to prove that God the Word is passible, mortal, and made, 

and created, nor that he came into being from things which 

were not—these [are the doctrines] which those who began 
from there are constrained to state—but the opposite of the 

things which Arius said and taught. For this reason they 
placed the beginning of their teaching in the union of the 
prosbpon of Christ in order that they might duly accept in 

order the things appertaining to the divinity and those apper- 

taining to the humanity, so that there comes about neither 

confusion nor making void of the natures. But they combated 
against all the heresies and were firmly confirmed in orthodoxy 

when they answered and spoke these words: ‘ I believe in one 

Lord, Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son.’ 

Examine, I said unto him, how they have placed first 
‘Lord’ and ‘ Jesus Christ’, and ‘ only-begotten’ and ‘Son’, 
common names of the divinity and of the humanity, as the 
foundation, and next build thereon the tradition of the 
Incarnation * and the sufferings and the resurrection, in order 
that, placing first the names of the two natures which are 

1 Vie. Cyril. 2 Sc. évavPpwrnais, 
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indicative of the common [ properties |, the sonship and 

Lordship might not be separated and the natures in the 
union of the sonship / might not come into danger of 
corruption and of confusion... ." 

How then does it appear unto you, O just judges? Because 

he has written the opinion which was pleasing unto him, 

and I also have written my opinion likewise, and further we 
have chosen you as judges, what think you of these things ? 

What opinion have you of them? Who is just or who is un- 
righteous? And with what thought have you made examina- 

tion? Tell us your opinion; write unto us as just judges. 

Have I lied and transgressed the faith of the fathers, because 

I have said unto him? that they began from here, and not 

with God the Word, but with one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son 

of God? You condemn me as one who has added thereto 
and you acquit him who has not entirely preserved their 

faith but has thought that they have made use of these terms 

fortuitously and without distinction. But I have said that 

they began from here not fortuitously but by the divine pur- 

pose. If I have done impiously therein, show me, and, if not, 

why do you repudiate as though the argument which I have 

made unto him were an impiety, [when I said] that they began 
from here because the [properties] of the divinity and of the 
humanity are common, as the names indicate, and that they 

wished to begin with these names / for the sake of complete 

and lucid instruction, as if the name of Christ existed truly in 

the two natures, man and God? But if for this reason, then 

you ought to condemn him also, for he has said that the 

natures which are combined to come together in union are 

diverse, but one Christ [is formed] of them both. There 

1 From Nestorius’ Second Letter to Cyril. See above, p. 142, n. 1, and 
Labbe (Mansi), iv. 893 B: oxédmnoov brws, Td KUpios, Inaovs, Xprords, Kal povoryerns, 

kai vids, mpdtepov OévTes, TA Kowa THs OedTHTOS Kal THs avOpwHdTHTOS, ws HEpEXious, 

évépara, TOTE THY THS evavOpwnnoews, Kal TOD mABoUS, Kal THs dvacTdcEws EMoLKOdO- 

povat napadoo.v’ iva Tay bvopaTav TaY picEay ExaTépwy Kowdy TIWOY onpaYTLKOY 

TpOKELpevav, PATE TA THs vidTHTOS Kal KupLdTHTOS TEpYyTAaL, NTE TA THY pioEewy eV 

T® THs vidtnTos povadikG avyxXvoews apavigp@ Kivdvvevy. 

At the end of this quotation the Syriac copyist adds in a foot-note, ‘Here 

there is a blank space, six lines’. 
2 Vie. Cyril. 
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resulted not one God the Word from them both, for the diver- 
sity of the natures is not removed because of the union. 
Therefore the two natures belong unto Christ and not unto 
God the Word. Either therefore condemn my words and his 

or, in accordance with his, consider me also innocent, since 

I confess all things. But if not, prove, either you or he, how 

he confesses that God the Word is in two owszas: of what 

divinity and humanity has God the Word been perfected by 

combination? For he has spoken of one Christ who is | formed | 
of diverse natures, of the divinity and of the humanity, and 

was perfected ineffably by the combination of the natures. 
And of what owszas? Of what divinity, of what humanity was 
God the Word perfected that God the Word should be in 

two natures? Either you or he, say unto us now also, although 
you have not said [it] before, say: God the Word is by ousza 
in them both, as you confess that Christ is in owsza in them 

both, [formed] from diverse natures. The union has not made 
void / the diversity of the natures. But you have said that 
God the Word is diverse natures. For if of one ousza there 

result two owstas, of the divinity and of the humanity, there 

has been a separation and not a union; but he says that 

Christ was in the union and existed in two natures. God the 

Word became flesh by union and not by owsza ; how then does 
he indicate that the same is one, he who is two in the union 

and who is the nature? Or are nature and union the same 

thing, and ‘in nature’ and ‘in union’, and prosdpon and ousia? 
For although the prosdépon exists not without owsza, the ousza 

and the prosépon are not the same. 
How then have you judged, O wise judges? How then 

have you considered these [sayings| of the fathers? Do they 
agree with the Divine Scriptures in the terms and in the sig- 
nification of the terms and have they made use of these terms 

zealously and clearly? And from here and from no other 
point have they been able lucidly to begin their teaching. 
But if [they began] from where the Holy Spirit guided them, 
that nothing might be abridged and that nothing might be 

superfluous and that they might do nothing in vain and by 

hazard, but everything with examination, [they acted] in such 
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wise that the things which appear in Christ—all the [pro- 
perties| of God the Word whose nature is impassible and is 
immortal and eternal, and all the | properties] of the humanity, 
which are /a nature mortal and passible and created, and 
those of the union and of the incarnation! since the womb 

and since the incarnation '—are referred to one fprosdépon, to 

that common frosépon of our Lord Jesus Christ, the only- 

begotten Son of God, whence the fathers began. And so by 

the distinction of language they have taught us ‘ The divinity 
‘is from God the Father, consubstantial with the Father, light 

‘from light, through whom everything was [made] which is on 
‘the earth and which is in heaven’, And then the incarna- 

tion ? of God the Word and of the humanity—they have said 
‘He came down and was made flesh for the sake of us men 

‘and for the sake of our salvation’. And then they have said 

in regard to the things of the flesh, concerning the generation 
and concerning the formation, that he was made flesh ; in 

teaching they have said ‘ He was made flesh of the Holy 

Spirit and of the Virgin Mary’; they have made known this 
union whereby he was made flesh and was made man. For 

until his incarnation,’ they taught us everything in terms of * 

God the Word and after he was made flesh they speak of this 
union which [proceeded] from the Holy Spirit and the Virgin 
Mary, of the birth and the flesh which was made flesh, the 

sufferings and the death and the resurrection and the ascension 

and the operations which made known that the body was 
united unto him as being animate and intelligent in order that 

we might suppose that the union was without confusion and 
further without change of owsza and of nature, or mixture or 

/ natural composition, so as to result in the coming into being 

of one animal, yet in one frosépon in accordance with the 

dispensation on our behalf, in such wise as to participate in 

us through humiliation unto death, even death upon the cross. 

But we shall participate in him in the name which is more 
excellent than all names, before which every knee shall bow 

which is in heaven and in the earth and beneath the earth and 
which every tongue shall confess. 

1 Se. évavOpwmnais. 2 Sc. cdpkwais. 8 Syr. ‘from’, 4 Phil. ii, ro-11. 
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The soul was not without will nor without reflection in the 

nature of the humanity, nor was the soul without perception 

as regards the animal perception of its being, as a result of the 

natural union of the body and of the soul, All the natural 

things, both active and passive, are in the work of nature and 

of the unfailing might [of God]. For the union of God the 
Word with the humanity took place not in nature, in such 

wise that the intelligence of the humanity was without activity 

and that it reflected with the intelligence of God the Word, 
not with the intelligence of the humanity, and that it perceived 

not inthe union of the living soul, but in the union of the 

divinity, and that it lived [its] life and that it perceived, not 
by the activity of the perception of the soul but by the might 
of the divinity; for sucha union as this is passible; as the 

soul naturally gives perception unto the body, so by means of 

this perception is given unto it the perception of the sufferings 

of the body, /so that the perception of the sufferings of the 

body is given by the soul and unto the soul ; for it is passible. 

For this reason the union is in the prosdépon and not in the 
nature, and we say not ‘the union of the prosdpa’ but ‘of the 

natures’, But [there is only| one prosdpon in the union but 

in the natures the one and the other, as from the common 

prosopon it is known that he took the flesh, the likeness of a 

servant, for his own prosdpon, and thereby he spoke in teaching 

and working and acting; and he gave his own likeness to the 
likeness of a servant and thereby he speaks as by his own 

prosopon and by the divinity. For the prosdpon is common, 
one and the same. The likeness of the servant belongs unto 

the divinity and the likeness of the divinity unto the humanity. 

One and the same is the prosdépon but not the owsia. For the 
ousia of the likeness of God and the owsza of the likeness of 

the servant remain in their “yfostases. 

The union of the natures, in fact, was neither without will 

nor without imagination, as Arius and Apollinarius have said, 

but [it resulted] in the prosépon and in the dispensation on 

our behalf and in the union of his image and of his like- 

ness which is in our nature of soul and body, falling short 

of nothing except of sin alone. He comported himself |so] 
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not for the sake of the divinity, but that thereby it might 

make him combat against guilt by fulfilling all the com- 
mandments of the law / and the chief observances, in order 

that he might appear without rebuke in the choice and in 

the observances of the commandments, and that he who was 

without sins might be given unto death because of us, the 
righteous for the impious. What indeed is this defeat? And 

what is this victory? What is this equality of recompense 

for the conduct of God and of man? For it is the con- 

troller’ who is united in the Ayfostasis in such wise that he 
participates in the life and conduct and is overcome by 

death ; the conduct also and the death and the resurrection 

are those of one who controls! and who is controlled! For 

either God remains in his nature, as he was in nature, without 

sin, or those things which constituted the manner of life of 

Christ took place in deception since God the Word com- 
ported himself asa man. They both in fact were attracted and 

torn apart by one another, by the nature and by the will, and 

he also was torn apart. For the conduct [of his life] was by 

command: he was not of a nature unchangeable, unique and 

without master, which is not torn to and fro according to the 

will and plan of another; but, if there was in truth human 

manner of life and conduct, the conduct of God the Word 

was in nature, and in those [qualities] of the nature wherein 

he comported himself he indeed abode, in that he accepted 

the very nature and became changeable and variable. There- 

fore he comported not himself [after] the conduct of God 
but of that nature wherein he comported himself. 

What then have you found in my letter, wherein I am 

impious / and | for which] you have condemned me and have 
regarded this man as one who fears God? First, then, I con- 

victed him as one who lied concerning the fathers and 
abolished all the first principles of the faith, and of himself 
made a beginning whence of constraint he made even God 

the Word passible. Now ‘ God the Word’ and ‘ Christ’ do 
not indicate the same thing, either in the Divine Scriptures or 

1 Syr. mdabhrand (= Gk. oixovépos) and cognate words, from the same root as 
that elsewhere translated ‘ dispensation’. 
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as he has said, although Christ exists not apart from God the 
Word. And I have neither instructed him in the custom of 
the Divine Scriptures nor shown him the things which happen 

from such and such terms. And I have praised him for the 

things which he has well said: that he has preserved without 

confusion the natures and their properties in such wise that 

God the Word was impassible even in the very union ; and he 

makes his the properties of the flesh. I have proved unto 

him that they refer not unto his owsza but unto his prosdpon, 
so that his prosdépon is his own and so that all things indicate 

his prosépon. All the things which [constitute] the prosdpon 
[constitute] not the ousza, for neither does God the Word exist 

in all the things of the owsza of the flesh, nor again also is the 

flesh said [to be] in all the things which belong by ousia unto 

God the Word, but in all the things which indicate the 
prosépon and which are [therein], in such wise that the union 

without confusion is preserved also in the diversity of the 

natures / and the frosépon of the union of the natures is 
undivided. And I have said unto him and have not dissembled 
that which I have not understood and about which I have 

disputed, and I have propounded the cause and the doubt 

which has been born in me, that I might not permit him to 
say aught of those things which he has formerly said. 

For what then have you condemned me? Because I have 

convicted him of not having adhered to the words of the 

Fathers and of having, in opposition to their intention, made 

God the Word passible and created and made, and of having 

caused him [to issue] from things which existed not, having 
begun with him and having referred unto him all the properties 
—and I taught him all things. For this reason do you deal 

harshly [with me]? Or because I have convicted him of lying 

concerning the Fathers, of having said that the Fathers called 

the holy Virgin the mother of God, without even making 
mention of the birth itself? For the sake of these things have 

you treated me as an adversary? Let none show favour unto 

any man. But if this phrase’ has been employed in the 

discussion about the Faith by the Fathers at Nicaea, with [the 

1 J. e. the term ‘ Mother of God’. 
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aid of] whom he combats against me, read it; or if it has 
been spoken by any other Council of the orthodox. For it is 
of the heretics, all of whom fight against the divinity of Christ, 
but it has not been spoken by those who have adhered to the 
faith of the orthodox. But if it were shown to have been said 

by a Council of the orthodox, then even I should confess / that 
I have been condemned as one who was on the opposite side. 

But if no one has used this phrase, thou hast risen up against 
them all to introduce into the Faith with boldness a new phrase 

which has not been accepted. And this it was that I required 

of thee in order to prove unto thee that it! was not laid down 

by the Fathers; but it is for the Council, which has been 

assembled for this purpose and for nothing else, to judge 
whether it shall be laid down or not laid down. For it is not 

for them to be persuaded by me in any case, but for me to be 

persuaded of those things which they examine and judge and 

select for acceptance. For I have called you judges and have 

made you all judges of a just judgement, but that which justly 

belongs to the Council have I not given unto one man, who 
has conducted [his case] with violence and prevailed on the 
whole Council to adopt the faith which seemed [good] unto 
him. 

What then have you done of those things on account of 

which you have been assembled? You have not settled what 

you ought, and you have broken away from the Council and 

have not waited for those who were absent. Nor have you 

observed what you ought toward those who were summoned 

unto the Council; nor have you assembled together as you 

have been summoned, but the judges have been as the accused 
wished. Instead of [being] the accused you have made him 
sit as the judge of [his] adversary. And how shall I call him 
judge? You have made him sit /at the head of the Council. 

And what shall I say of those who were present? And of 

those who were absent and of those who were not yet come? 

And you have given him authority over all, both over those 
who were there and over those who were absent, and over 

those who were alive and over those who were dead. Who of 

1 Je, the term ‘ Mother of God’, 
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those who have not chanced upon these things in the document 
which was [addressed] by them unto the Council in Ephesus, 
would believe them? Could a just judgement proceed from 

such a Council as this? Yet although I were supposed to say 

these things, because I have suffered, and not to have examined 
them with just deliberation, [and though] none were persuaded 

of my words, I would not indeed seek to have any help from 

men. for [ am already being offered, and the time of my 

departure is come, that I may be with Christ, on account of 
whom he? has fought with me. But [I am writing] that men 
may not be led astray from the right faith because of the 

name of the ‘judgement of the Council’. For this reason 

have I said these things. I, however, have said less than the 

things which they have written; yet learn from those who 

have condemned me that there has not been a judgement and 
that I have not been condemned in judgement. 

I indeed have spoken the [words] of the Fathers and have 

spoken those of the Divine Scriptures, and I first looked /into 

the plot which was being [made] against the Faith, and I first 
stated that it was the confirmation of the faith of the Arians 

on account of the Zypostatic union, which resembled also [that 
of] the Manichaeans, in that he would have suffered being 

passible, and again [that of] Apollinarius, who agreed thereto 
with all his hands.” And he? was carried away by * all the 

heresies, since he declared it unlawful to predicate the properties 

of each of the natures in the union and referred them all, 

even those of the flesh, unto God the Word. And thereby 

you have thought that the orthodox were easily deceived by 

the heretics [into supposing] that they have none of those 

things whereof they ought to make use against them, since you 

have surrendered your mouths unto them, and you have bound 

your hands and your feet and have surrendered yourselves 

unto them. Either you will turn aside from your guilt or you 

will suffer wrongs without excuse for having, like irreverent 

persons, caused heresies to prevail against the orthodox. For 

supposing that he? be found [to be] an Arian, he will call you 
as witnesses against those who were assembled at Nicaea, as 

1 2 Tim. iv. 6. 2 Syr. ‘with both his hands’. 8 Viz. Cyril. ¢ Syr. ‘to’. 
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though indeed they had openly risen up with audacity against 
Arius, to say what they ought not, namely, saying that he 

who is passible and mortal and made is consubstantial with 

him who is impassible and immortal and the maker of all 

created things. And supposing that he is a Manichaean, you 
will bear witness in his favour that, in that he suffered / im- 

passibly, he suffered in schéma. For he, who, when he is 

supposed to be suffering, suffers not, suffers impassibly : for he 

who was not [man] by nature, has not even died. You have 
hardly confessed the truth, and you have reprimanded the three 
hundred and twenty-eight,’ as not having spoken the truth 

through acceptance of persons. If in addition to this also you 

insist on saying: ‘ We do not say that God the Word died in 

‘nature, since the divine nature is immortal and impassible, 

‘nor in the semblance of the flesh, but in the nature of the 

‘flesh, which is passible and mortal, and that which God the 

‘Word became was flesh,’ a heathen would accept this word, 

accepting [it] in the change of the likeness. And thou sayest 
that the Incarnation’ took place through the change of the 

ousta without his own ousia and his likeness being changed: 

when he suffered in the passible nature, not before he came to 

be in the ousza. Why then do you not say the same things as 

we, when it is a question of the doctrine of the Incarnation ; ? 
but why does he lead us astray with the birth of a material 
flesh? with which God the Word was formed, and why have 

unconvincing and incredible fables been fabricated ? 

And if thou sayest against this, that the Incarnation? of him 

who became flesh and man took place neither through change 
of ousia nor through change of likeness, but [that] this man 
who was taken—who was born / of a woman and suffered and 

died and rose and is ready to come to judge the quick and the 
dead—was changed into the owstza of God and was no more 

considered a man, except in name alone, and [if] thou meanest 
by this that God died and rose, the heathen also, who practises 

a religion which predicates the change of men unto divinity 

and therefore propitiates and serves him as God, would stand 

1 Presumably a mistaken rendering of ‘318’ in the Greek. 

2 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 3 Literally : ‘a flesh of hylé’. 

2775 N 
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by thee. How then, sayest thou, is the opinion of heathendom 
yours? You, who have combated against me on these 

[points] until now, are deceived, and thereby have you also 

deceived men. And if thou sayest that the Incarnation! of 

God the Word took place neither by change of owsza nor by 

change of divinity and the body remained in the owsza without 

change, but [that] he? became man with a view to the 
hypostatic and natural union, Arius also, who mocks at the 
three hundred and eighteen, would accept this confession: and 
you accept it and are not scandalized, and you agree with 

heart and mind ? to Arius who speaks truly when he claims that 

he became man in the natural Aypostasts and was naturally 

united in hypostasis, suffering naturally by perception the 

sufferings of the body; him thou darest to call consubstantial, 

him who is the accepter of sufferings. 
And if you decline this, as one who confesses not the soul 

and the body among the things whereof the Word has been 

constituted in the natural Aypostaszs nor [that] he suffered 

after becoming passible in a passible nature in regard to 
natural sufferings, he proclaims the / [doctrines] of Arius and 
Apollinarius. For Arius says: ‘ What does it serve thee that 

‘God should become a passible nature by the Ayfostatic union 

‘of the soul to suffer natural sufferings naturally in his body 

‘and in his soul?’ Does he make him who is suffering all 
these sufferings consubstantial with an impassible nature ? 

But Apollinarius condenins those who say these things while 
[otherwise] confessing like those who cleave unto his own 
faith, and commands them to keep aloof from those who say 

these things and to become his own partisans and to anathemat- 
ize all those who dissent from him. If further he also is 

deposed for confessing neither the intelligence nor the will, for 

such reason as one who confesses not the Word in the flesh 
and in the soul and in the intelligence in the natural and com- 

plete union, you will not receive him, since he says all the 

[same] things as Arius. Let it be [granted] that he ? is united 
to the soul and to the body and to the intelligence ; but if it 

is an hypostatic and natural union, thou effectest an addition 

1 Sc. evavOpwrnats. 2 Viz. God the Word. 3 Syr. ‘ with hands and feet ’. 
~- 
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and not a diminution and thou avoidest a diminution of the 
sufferings of the body in such wise as to make subject unto the 

sufferings of many sufferings him who is consubstantial with 
him who is impassible ; great is the passibility of those who 

suppose this. For you give him the things which make [men] 
passible because of the yfostatic union, since he is united in 
a natural composition, so as to suffer without his will the 
sufferings of the body and of the soul and of the intelligence 

and [since] he is united in ows¢a and in nature, as the soul in 
the body endures / of necessity the sufferings of the soul and 
of the body. But thou makest him impassible. Then there 
has not been an /ypostatic and natural but a voluntary union 
with the body and with the rational and intelligent soul which 
are united /ypostatically and naturally in the nature of the 
man. But the union of God the Word with these is neither 
hypostatic nor natural but voluntary, as consisting in a property 
of the will and not of the nature. For the things which are 

united by the natural Aypostaszs have a natural and not a 
voluntary quality. For he took the likeness of a servant for 

his own prosépox and not for his nature by change either of the 

ousia, of the owsta in the nature of the humanity, or of the 

humanity in the nature of the divinity, [so that] it was united 
and mixed with the human nature either by confusion or by 
a natural composition and a change of the activity of the 
nature ; for this quality is changeable and variable. But the 

voluntary [activity] is neither passible nor changeable; it 
suffers not involuntarily in its natural owsza the sufferings of 
the soul and of the body. Those which are naturally united 

suffer indeed in owsza with one another, transmitting their own 
sufferings naturally and not voluntarily. For although he 
accepted them as sufferings voluntarily, when, however, he 

accepted them and suffered them, he suffered them naturally, 
in that he suffered them by a natural property and by 
perception.! 

/ If you say these things thus, you have incited them all 
and have become heathens in saying that which he? has said 
who said these things with irreverent audacity; they have 

© Co. p. 8, 0. 4- 2 Vie. Arius, 

N 2 
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anathematized him,! who said these things, and laid upon him 

punishment without remission and driven him out from the 

church and even from the inhabited world, as one who defiles 

the earth whereon he walks. How then do you say these 

things? But if he says concerning me: ‘it is because he 

‘divides the natures into sundry parts and separates them and 

‘distinguishes them from one another, and not because he 
‘says these things clearly but because he distinguishes them 
‘into parts one from another and says: “one son of nature 

‘“and one son of grace,’ as though there were two natures, 
‘and he distinguishes them, saying “I indeed distinguish the 
‘“nature and I unite the adoration; because of him who is 

‘“ clothed I adore the clothing ”’ ?—every one would say unto 

you ‘O man, you have drunk mandrakes’.? If you understand 
also the Father by the things which have been said by you, 

how do you say also of him who has not been kept separate 

even by one word, that he took and was taken and made it 

his own, and [how] do you call [him] man and God? For all 
these things belong unto those in whose doctrine the natures 
are distinguished, and not unto those who say that there is 

one ousia; for the union destroys not the diversities of the 

natures ; but if the diversities of the natures /remain in the 

union, they are kept separate by the diversities of the natures, 

in so far as they are diverse. But how do you say concerning 

me that I separate the union by distance of space, since I say: 

1 Viz, Arius. 
2 We have not been able to trace the source of this quotation. Nau refers to 

the following two passages: (1) Cyril, ad Acacitum (Labbe (Mansi), v. 320 D): 

‘Erépa 5€ mavTeA@s mapa TavTynv H Neoropiou kakodofia (v.l. Kevodogia), tmoxpiverat 

pev yap dpodoyeiy, 67 Kat EcapKwOn, Kai EvnvOpwrnoe Oeds WY 6 Adyos, THV SE yE TOU 
secapka@oba Svvapuy ovK eidws, bo pév dvopacer pvaes, amodiaipet (v. 1. aTodiiotnar) 
dé dAAnAwy adras, Ocdv idia TiVEls, Kal dpoiws GvOpwmrov ava pépos, cuvapbévTa O€@ 
OXETIKGS, KATA povnv THY idoTimiay, Heouvv avOevTiay. Epyn yap OUTS’ axwpLITOS TOU 

pavopevou @eds. bia TOVTO TOU py XwpiCopévou THY Ty ob xwpicw yYwpitw Tas 

pvaes, GAN’ Eva THY mpooxtynow. (2) The following extracts from Nestorius’ 

writings read at the Council (Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1201 B): . . . da Tov popovvra 
Tov popovpevoy aéBw, did TOV KExpuppevoy TpookvYm Tov paivdpevov. ayXwpLaTos 

TOU pavoméevov eds, Sid TOUTO TOD pI) YwpiComévou TiHY TAY OV Xwpifw. ywpicw 

Tas puvoes, GAN’ Eva THV TpooK’Ynay. 
8 For instances in ancient literature of ‘ belief in the soporific and narcotic 

quality of mandragora or mandrake’ see Frazer, Folklore in the Old Testament, 
vol. ii, pp. 385-6. 
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‘because of him who is clothed I adore the clothing’? For 
the clothing is not apart from him who is clothed nor he who 
is clothed apart from the clothing but it is conceived in the 
same likeness. And for this reason it is not possible to adore 

him who is clothed apart from the clothing upon him, clothed 
wherein he is seated with the Father; for he is not seated 

with him without being clothed in it and that which is seated 
with him receives also adoration with him. When it is 
seated with him it is by all means adored not for its [own| 
sake but for the sake of him who is clothed in it. 

By all means therefore we shun those who predicate the 

Incarnation! [apart] from the union, either by a change of 
likeness which is [the view] of the heathen, or in hallucina- 

tions or in a schéma without Aypostasis [which] suffers 
impassibly, or 1n predicating the natural sufferings of God 

the Word, as being either by ypostasis in the union or in 
flesh in the flesh either in an irrational or in a rational soul, 

and [in asserting] finally that the union resulted in an 
hypostasis of nature and not in a voluntary prosdpon, in order 

that we may not make the union of God the Word corruptible 

and changeable nor call it passible and necessary, but a 

voluntary union in prosdpon / and not in nature. Either 
they will renounce my words, admitting that the Incarnation ! 

took place in the nature, and will make the union passible and 

changeable, as Arius, or [they will make it] impassible, as the 
Fathers. Partisans of which side do you seek to be? It 

depends on you: [you are] either on the side of the heretics 

or on the side of the orthodox Fathers, or on the side of those 

who say: ‘[He is] neither passible nor corruptible,’ or on 

{that of ] those who [say that] the union appertains unto the 
hypostasis or on [that of] those who [say that it appertains | 
unto the prosdpon. But I say that the union of God the 

Word is neither passible nor mortal nor changeable. For 

these things let him who would anathematize me! I have 
kept without blemish the faith of the three hundred and 

eighteen who were assembled at Nicaea, saying that God the 
Word is unchangeable [and| immortal, that he is continuously 

1 Sc, évavOpwrnas. 
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that which he is in the eternity of the Father. He was not 
[formed] of things which existed not nor of any other 
hypostasis, and there was not when he was not. Eternally 

[exists] the Father, eternally the Son, eternally the Holy 
Spirit ; but the flesh which was made flesh, which was of the 

Holy Spirit and of the Virgin Mary, exists not eternally, but 
there was when it was not; and it is of another ousza and of 

another nature and of another /yfostasis, [to wit, of that] 

of men, and not of the owsza of God the Father—changeable 
and mortal and passible and corruptible. Not from? [being] 

the ousia / of God the Word was it changed into the owsza of 

the flesh, but [he had] an owszédic flesh and a natural flesh 

which was not changed from its own owsia. Nor again was 

he changed in his likeness from the ousia of God into the 
ousia of the flesh, he was flesh not in schéma and in semblance 

of flesh but in the owsza of the flesh, of the omsza of the flesh ; 

the owsza of the flesh was not changed into the owsza of the 

divinity and made God; he was made flesh and made man 

neither by confusion nor by mixture, and he was composed 
neither in one plain owsza and uniquely after his kind nor 

according to a natural composition after one kind of animal. 
Nor further was he naturally united by a natural union in 
hypostasis, and suffered and was in a natural union, [the 

natures] participating in the same things for the sake of the 

natural participation in the sufferings. 
For every natural composition, which participates by partici- 

pation in one passible and changeable nature, and is completed 

in regard to the natures by the very nature of God the Word, 

{is completed] not in a natural change but exists voluntarily, 

in such wise that the union of the natures takes place in his 

own prosépon and not in his own nature; yet the natures 

remain in their properties, and there is one prosépon without 

separation and without distinction, having made them its own 
for the prosépon. The divinity has obtained a likeness by the 

ousia of the humanity and the humanity has obtained / a 
likeness by the ousia of the divinity, so that there is one 

prosdpon of the union and so that the [properties] of the 

1 See crit. n., p. 400. 
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humanity belong unto God the Word and those of the divinity 
unto the humanity wherein it was made man [and so that] 
they were closely united unto one and the same with a view 

to the dispensation on our behalf, since men were in need 

of the divinity as for our renewal and for our formation 

anew and for [the renewal] of the likeness of the image which 
had been obliterated by us: but [men had need also| of the 
humanity which was renewed and took its likeness anew ; for 

the humanity was congruous, so as to preserve the order 

which had existed. For he! who was honoured with the 
honour which he gave him and rendered not unto him his 

[due] honour for the honour which he received showed that 
he had lost the honour wherewith he had been honoured. 

For the one also was honoured as the other;! and he accepted 

him not for himself but regarded him as an enemy. When 

the other? was in these [circumstances] he thus preserved 
himself, making use of the things belonging to the other as if 

of his own; he truly preserved the image of God and made it 

his own: that [it is] which is the image and the prosdpon. 
For this reason there was need both of the divinity to renew 

and to create and to give unto it[self| the likeness, so that [it 
might be changed] from its own type to the likeness of a 
servant ; and there was also need of the humanity, so that the 

likeness of a servant which was taken should become the 
likeness of God and God the likeness of a servant and that 

the one should become the other and the other the one / in 
prosépon, the one and the other remaining in their natures ; 

and he preserves an obedience without sin because of his 

supreme obedience, and because of this he was given unto 

death for the salvation of all the world. 
Not indeed as Arius and Apollinarius are those who 

foolishly say that God the Word in his grace accepted an 

earthly mode of life and an obedience unto death through his 

Incarnation.? For this reason the Incarnation ® took place in 

the nature of man by a natural union, in such wise that the 

divinity was made man naturally instead of the soul and 

comported itself and suffered truly by natural perception in 

1 Viz. Adam. 2 Viz. Christ. 3 Sc, evavOparnais, 
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order to be given unto death on behalf of all men and in 
respect of death to accept naturally the passibility of the 

soul in the union of the natural Zypostasis, being torn asunder 

by force. For this reason, the latter have attributed the 

Incarnation! of God the Word to one nature of man by a 

natural composition and to an incomplete man where the 

ousia of God the Word is instead of the things which are 
lacking from the flesh for the completion of the nature of the 
man, being commanded and performing the things which are 
comprised in the things commanded and enduring unwillingly 

the whole human conduct truly in observances difficult and 

painful and full of suffering, not doing what he willed through 

fear of transgressing the command, thirsting and hungering 

and fearing [with] human fear, willing /[with] a human will. 
And he is in the body, in all the things of the soul, making it 

in stature according to the formation and model of the sensi- 

bility, understanding, learning, being perfected in flesh in the 
nature of the soul by the natural and hypostatic union. And 

they make void the voluntary union in virtue of the prosdpon of 
the natures, establishing a natural and involuntary property in 

such wise that God the Word participates in the sufferings of 
the soul and of the body; the property [of participation] by 
force and not by will but natural[ly| by Aypostaszs is a union 

of the natural Aypostasis naturally, so that the nature may 

become one which suffers. 

But one ought to be neither Arian nor Manichaean, | according 

‘to| whom the Incarnation! took place in schéma or in the 

nature of God the Word and [who] refer all things to him in 
their doctrine: the manner of life and the sufferings and the 

death. For the nature of God the Word sinned not nor 

transgressed the commandment, so that God comported him- 

self and observed all the commandments and died for us 

as one who was found without sin by reason of his manner 

of life. Zhrough man |came| death and through man the 
resurrection.” For this reason also it was needful for the 

whole man, for the purpose of the Incarnation’ of God 

the Word, being completed in body and in soul, to comport 

1 Sc. évavOpwrnats, 3 x Cor. £V.-at. 
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himself in the nature of men and to observe the obedience 

and the moral life of human nature. And they long for 

and honour the name of the Mother of God, since they say 

that God has died. And, further, as for the Fathers who 

even unto death have withstood / the heretics who said 
‘Mother of God’, they, however, have in no place indeed 

made use of these terms nor have they employed them in the 
documents of the Council. Was it because they knew not? 

Or because they hated it? Perhaps they had some such 

word in their thoughts whereby indeed to adhere to the 
divine teaching ; and they heeded not the raving of [their] 
enemies and gave no opportunity to diminish the divinity by 

making it passible and mortal. For not he who is in name 

a theologian is to be called a theologian, but he who is a 
theologian in fact and in name does not leave alone those who 

are ready to make him made and created; it is not he who 

provides matter! for blasphemy nor does he admit that God 

the Word surely came forth from the Virgin Mary, as one 
who exists and has existed before, and he declines the 

[doctrine] that he was born a man from her as one who 
has not existed but has come into being. [Art thou] as one 
who says that God the Word is in two natures, God and man, 
and that the man, when he was born, was in the nature of 

God the Word, or [that] he was changed into another owsza 
of man; and sayest thou thus that he was born? For indeed 
[in that case] he would not have been of man, but of God the 
Word would he have been, and [that] in such wise as to make 
use of the schéma of a man but not of the ovsza of a man.? 

1 Syr. Avlé’ = Gk. vAn. PC Ds. On ie ks 
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YET some one perhaps will say, ‘Thou hast read only the 
‘letter; but read /also thy blasphemies which [are found] in 

‘thine instructions; for the letter perhaps was written by thee 

‘with observance and caution as though it was written unto 
‘him,? whereas thine instructions, which were delivered 

‘authoritatively by thee, clearly explain thy purpose. And 
‘for this reason even thy letter has not sufficed us, but we have 
‘also examined thine instructions in order that we might be 

‘accurately instructed in all things concerning thee. Nor even 

‘so have we claimed authority for ourselves nor have we 
‘behaved boldly, but we have placed before ourselves also 
‘the instructions of the Fathers, and we have compared 

‘[thine] with them and, having thus made our examination 
‘with all accuracy, we have also pronounced sentence, making 

‘use of the Fathers against whom thou hast fought. For in 

‘that thou hast been summoned and hast not hearkened, we 

‘have done all these things rightly ; we have condemned thy 

‘letter, we have examined thine instructions and we have also 

‘studied the instructions of the Fathers as law. What then 

‘ought we to have done and have not done? But he,’ since 

‘indeed he was present, said and taught the things which he 

‘ought to say, whereas thou didst then decline [to come]; but 

‘now thou dost blame us, calumniating us. Why dost thou 

‘not rather accuse thyself than us? For we judge not things 

‘invisible but visible, and, if we have made omissions and if 

‘we have acted in ignorance, say now if things are such as they 

‘are; and if we were / not justly stirred up against thee, thou 
‘oughtest to have said it then and not now.’ 

But I have much whereof to convict them concerning those 

many things which they have done and many things also 

which they have omitted. But I pass this by now, lest any one 

1 See p.g5, n. 1. Nau suggests the addition of the words Réfutation des 

Accusations as the title of Book ii, part i. 
2 Vie. Cyril. 
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should say that he is now saying them because of the in- 

adequacy |of his case]. But among those things which they 
have done against me, I convict them of having not justly 

condemned me, for they have told lies and have deceived many 
without having convicted me by examination, but according 
to what he! demanded. Now he demanded that the things 

should not be duly examined, lest the condemnation should be 

his, but he persuaded them all as God, as one who knows the 

secrets which are in the heart, and those who took part with 

him so presented him in the sight of many as [to seem] one 

who was the avenger of God, namely Christ, and he permitted 

me not to speak otherwise. And thereafter he carried every 

one with him against me, so that they were even unwilling to 

hear a word of mine, as one who, while declaring utterly void 

[the doctrine] that Christ is not man, spoke of Christ himself 
[as] man in owsta but God in equality of honour.? But he 
anticipated me and spoke against me as making God himself 

a man, /as if he conceived of Christ as nothing else whatsoever 

than God the Word. And of constraint I directed my words 

against him, [asserting] that he is also man, and I proved it 

from the Divine Scriptures and from the teachings of the 
Fathers; and he further made use of this against me, as one 

who said that Christ is only man, having dissembled whatever 

I had said and confessed as regards that which one required 

him to confess and [which] he was unwilling to confess. For 
I rebuked him not for not having confessed that Christ is God, 
but because he did not say that Christ was man whole in 

nature and in moral life and that God the Word became 
not the nature of man but in the nature and in the manner of 

life of man, in such wise that God the Word became both of 

them in nature. And these things I shall prove from the 

things which were written when he took [extracts] from my 
teachings and from® his teachings—whether they were thus 

the same as in the beginning or whether out of enmity towards 

me he has changed them into the opposite—and from the 

1 Viz. Cyril. 
2 Cp. e.g. Cyril’s letter to Acacius of Melitene, on p. 180, n. 1 above. 
* See crit. n., p. 400. 
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inventions [spread abroad] by the device of the heretics, but in 
reality [by men] such as Arius. When he speaks against the 

ousia of God, he refers all the human qualities to the nature of 

God the Word by the “yfostatic union, so that he suffers in 
natural sensibility all human sufferings. 

/ ‘From the Book of Nestorius, from the sixteenth chapter, 

concerning the Faith. From which book of mine? From 

which sixteenth chapter? What is it that you sought out, 
when there was none to argue against you? But this concerns 
me not much, whether it be clear or whether it be in need of 

investigation. I desire, however, to persuade you all concern- 
ing the things whereby he has deceived many and drawn them 

away from the Faith, as if indeed there had been an examina- 

tion touching the Records [of the Council], concerning things 
whereof they have accused me by anticipation without 

examination, which they have accepted [as] mine and his 
without examination. ... 

When Divine Scripture is about to tell of the birth of 
Christ from the Virgin Mary or [his] death, in no place 
does it appear that it puts ‘God’ but either ‘Christ’ or 
‘Son’ or ‘ Lord’, because these three are indicative of the 
two natures, now of this and now of that, now of the one 
and now of the other. For example, when the Book relates 
unto us the birth from the Virgin, whom does it say? God 
sent his Son It says not that God sent God the Word, 
but it takes a name which indicates both the natures. Since 
the Son is man and God, it says that God sent his Son and he 
was born of a woman; and therein thou seest that the 
name is put which indicates both the natures. Thou callest 
[him] Son according to the birth from the blessed Virgin, 
for the Virgin Mother / of Christ bare the Sonof God. But 
since the Son of God is twofold in natures, she bare not the 
Son of God but she bare the humanity, which is the Son 
because of the Son who is united thereto.’ 

! Gal. iv. 4 UP.) 

2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1197 A: ’Ex« Tov BiBXiov Tov Neoropiov, terpadiov 1¢'. els 
déypa, Kal dveyvwoOn ovtws, “Otay ovv % Oeia ypadr) wéAAN ACE t YevYNoW Tod 
Xpiotov Thy é« Mapias tis mapbévov, 7) OavaTorv, ovdapyod paivera TiWcica TO eds, 

GAN’  Xpiords, h vids, 7) KUpios. e572) TadTa Ta Tpla Tav picewy eiow TAY BVO 

ONMaVvTiKd, TOTE pev TAaVTHS, TOTe Se Exeivns, Tore 5€ Tavrns KaKelvns* oidv Ti A€yw" 

Otay Tiv €k mapOévov yévynaw Huy 7 ypapr eEnyntat (v.l. Sinynra), A€yer 
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I demand then of you to reflect accurately on these things ; 

for I pass by the things which they have omitted, and they 

have clearly not preserved the coherence [of the argument]. 
And he accuses me of these things as if I were dividing Christ 
and making [him into] sundry parts, the divinity by itself 

and the humanity by itself, while making use of [the words] 

‘honouf’ and ‘the equality of one’ in such wise that they tend 
to bring together in love and not in the owszas things far apart. 

Thus he accuses me both as touching the divinity and as 

touching the humanity, | of saying] that God the Word is flesh 
and man but [that] the humanity is Son, Lord, and God, 
which has taken place through love and through coherence. 

This is his principal calumny, so that you, since you are judges 
concerning this, ought at all times to take heed that, if you 
find that I have imagined thus—condemn me and I too will 

condemn myself. And also I will beseech you to accept on 

tradition my condemnation, which is just, although I should 

have combated ten thousand times and cite convincing argu- 

ments to establish that I make use not of owsza but simply 

of love, /and that thereby he is called Lord and Christ and 
Son. But if I have said the contrary, let them prove that the 
union is [made] from nature and [that] the union belongs to 
nature. But, so far from a union in nature, I predicate one 

prosdpon, one equality, one honour, one authority, one lordship ; 

and, in short, [I insert] these things also in virtue of the union 

of one prosépon in all those things wherein the frosdpon of the 

one and of the other exists in nature; for the prosdpon of the 

natures is not one nature, but it is in nature and is not nature. 

For the Son of God the Father is by nature consubstantial 

with the Father and that which the Father is in his nature the 

Son also is; for that which the prosépon is in nature, the Son, 

éfaméateiAev 6 Oeds Tov vidv abrov" ovK cinev’ efameoTeEirEV 6 Oeds TOV OEdv AOyor, 

dAAa AapBave TO dvopa TO pnviov Tas bdo pices.  eredy yap 6 vids avOpwmds EoTe 

Kal @eds, A€yer* eLawéatecrev 6 Oeds Tov vidv adTov, yevwpevoy (v.1. yevdpevov) &x 

yuvakds’ iva bray axovans TO, yevmpevov (v. 1. yevopevoy) ex yuvackds, eta idys TO 

jvopa TO mporeipevov, TO wnvvov Tas pices Tas So, Ty yévYnoW THY éx THs ayias 

nap§évov, viod pev Kadjjs* vidv yap éyévvnoe Oeovd Kal H xXpioToToKos mapBEvos, GAN’ 

éreadHmep 6 vids TOU O€ov SimAods earl Kara Tas pioeis, ovK eyevyNoE pev TOY Vidy TOU 

@cov, GAN’ eyevynae Thy avOpwrdryTa, Hrs €ativ vids bid TOv ouvnupévov vidv, 
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the Father also is not; for the Son, who is in nature, is not 

the Father nor is the Father the Son, who is in the nature 

of the Father and is the Son by nature; for in prosdpon he is 

something else. But they are not one thing and another but 

one only in owsta and in nature, without division, without 
separation, without distinction in all the things which apper- 

tain by nature unto the prosdpon; but he is other by the 

prosopon. But certainly as regards the unity of the divinity 

and of the humanity it was not so. In whatsoever the proso- 

pon is by its nature, in those very things it exists by union as 

in one prosdpon even in another owsta. For he has taken him 

for the prosépon and not for the owsia nor /for the nature in 
such wise as to become consubstantial with the Father or 

another son without there being one and the same Son. For 

the prosdpon of the divinity is the humanity and the prosdpon 
of the humanity the divinity ; for it is the one in nature and 

the other in the union. Investigate therefore and see what it 

is that he has written: ‘ Whoever predicates two natures in the 

‘Son and who predicates each one of them by itself as in the 

‘remoteness of the distinction of God by himself and man by 
‘itself. ! For if I had said merely God and man and not ‘ two 

natures, one Christ’, you would have had an opportunity to 
calumniate me for calling a man God and him man. Because 

of my having predicated two natures, man and God, I have 

not predicated two natures of man, though he is called God on 

account of the union, nor yet two natures of God, although he is 

called also flesh in the union. Thou hadst not [any ground] 
for the calumny, not even one, because I said that one Son 

and Christ indicate two natures; I said, however, that the Son 

is God and man. In the first place I said that the name of 

Christ and Son indicates two natures, and I came at the same 

time to speak also of ‘the natures’; but since the Son is God 

and man, he is not predicated / solely but he is two natures. 
But thou art enraged against me because I have not called 
God the Word two natures by change of owsza ; for it is not to 

be imagined otherwise than that I said that he came to be in 

the nature of the humanity and the Son was man in the union 

1 See p. 180, n.-1. 
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and not in nature. Has this that I said alarmed you, or that 

which he also has said, that the flesh, when it was born, was 

said to have been born? Because one considers the birth of 

his flesh clearly his; he too has thus said that the flesh was 
born but [that] he made it his own. What then have I said 
at all new, [in asserting] that it is said that, when it was born, 
there was born of the Virgin Mary a man, the Son of God, 
since this humanity was the Son of God by union with the 

Son and not by nature? For by the union God the Word 
made these [properties] of the flesh his own, not that the 

divinity was born in the birth of the flesh, nor again that the 

flesh was born naturally in the birth of the divinity, but [that] 
by the union with the flesh God is called flesh and the flesh 

by union with the Son, God the Word, is called Son; other- 

wise he has not been united, and we calumniate him [by 
denying his union]. Who has deceived you? For this is the 

agreement of men deceived. For there is this agreement 

concerning the two natures, that in fact [the word] ‘Son’ is 
indicative of two natures, indicating Christ and also Lord. 

‘The natures which have been combined in a true union are 

diverse, but the Son is one with them both,’ the natures re- 

maining without / confusion in the union: ‘The diversities of 

the natures are not made void on account of the union.’! 

And again, it is by union that the flesh is son and not by 

nature .. .,” for ‘that ° wherewith he sits with the Father is not 

alien unto him ’.* 
Ambrose also has said : 

When the Son of God speaks by them both, because 
there are two natures in him, he speaks, but he speaks not 
continually in one manner. Reflect on him, now in glory 
and now in the sufferings of man, since as God he teaches 
the things of God, because he is the Word, but as man he 
teaches the things of man, since he speaks in our own owsia. 
He is the Living bread which came down from Heaven ;° this 
bread is the Body, as he has said: 7hzs bread which I give 
unto you 1s my body.® He it is who came down, he it is 

1 See p. 144, n. I. 2 The Syriac text indicates a lacuna here. 

3 Sc. the body. 
4 See p. 151, n. 1. There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac 

text. 5 Jn. vi, 50(P.). * jn, vi, St. 
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whom the Father has sanctified and sent into the world. 
Does not the Scripture also teach you that not the divinity 
but the flesh has need of sanctification ? ! 

How have you cited these things and anathematized mine? 
For I have not said anything else... . 

But Athanasius leaves thee not alone, saying: 

These things did not take place artificially,® far from it! 
as some have supposed, but in reality, truly, our Saviour 
became man [and] the salvation of all men came about. 
For if he had been artificially * in the body, as they say— 
but that which is said [to be] artificially® is a fantasy— 
the salvation and the resurrection of men would have been 
found by him to have been fictitious as the impious Manes 
said; but our salvation exists not in fantasy [and our 
salvation takes place truly not for the body alone but for the 
whole man, for the soul and for the body].4 Human there- 
fore is that which [issued] from Mary, according to the 
Divine Scriptures and truly it belongs to our Saviour... .° 

Let none admit the saying that God the Word is in the 

body artificially *® but [that he is] God as [being] God the 
Word, who existed of old and exists eternally, and came to be 

in the bodily frame and exists also in the bodily frame, without 

having come forth out of his own ousza into the ousta of the 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1189-92 ; see below, p. 199, n. I (2). 
2 The Syriac copyist has here added a note to the following effect: ‘ From 

here twelve pages have been torn out and lost from the original by the troops of 
Bedr Khan Bey, when they captured the district of Das in the year 2154 of the 

Greeks (=A.D. 1843).’ See Introd. p. xi. 

3 Syr. bas/’ilv, literally, ‘metaphorically’ (cp. Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr. 
4008); the Greek version has 6é¢ce and the Latin ‘per extrinsecam Verbi 

praesentiam ’. 

4 These words are added, as also by Nau, from the Greek text. 

5 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1185 E: ov Oéce 5€ TavTa éyéveTo, pr yévolTo, ws TLVEs 

_ ndrw brédaBov' GAX’ GyTws adAnOcia yevopévov avOpwrov TOU dwTHpos, bAov Tov 

avOpwrov cwrnpia eyévero. i yap Oéoe HY ev TH Twpatt 6 AdYos KaT Eexeivous* TO 
5é Oéoe Aeyopmevoy pavtracias éoti Soxnoer ebpicxera Kal % owTnpia Kal H avacracis 

Tov avOpwrwyv AEeyouern, KaTa Tov doeBeaTaTov Maviyatov, aAAa phy ov payTacia 

 TwTnpia HuaY, OvdE TWLATOS MdvOU, GAN’ Grou dvOpwrov, PuXHs Kal Twparos, dAnOas 

1) TWTHpla Huay yéyovev* avOpwmivov yap puaet TO Ex Mapias, Kata Tas Beias ypadas, 

Kal GAnOivov HY TOU OwTHpos. 
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flesh, or having endured the birth of the flesh but from our 
OUusIa. ... 

For human is the nature which [issued] from Mary, as the 
Divine Scriptures say, and truly it belonged to our Saviour. 

For [as regards| the ousta of God the Word and as regards 
the ousta of man I dissociate myself from you, and not as 
regards the name; for I have said ‘I object not to the appella- 

‘tion of the Virgin, the Mother of Christ, but I know that she 

‘is to be honoured who received God, from whom the Lord of 

‘all came forth’.! 

These things thou acceptest not; and how shall one leave 

thee alone / and believe thee, as one who sayest in this 

manner that God was born? ‘Human therefore is he who 

[was born] of the blessed Mary,’ although a thousand times 
thou wouldest dispute against Athanasius. God the Word 

existed in the body, in that which took the beginning of its 

coming into being from the blessed Mary; [yet] he took not 
the beginning of his coming into being. Jn the beginning was 
the Word, and God the Word exists eternally. 

Confess that the natures exist, confess as thou hast been 

bidden, confess that God wished to rescue thee by means of 

the body and that the body was not changed from the ousza 
of God into the ousza of the flesh; it was formed and 

fashioned and grew and was perfected in the nature of men 

and was born, but from the bodily frame of our own form, 

of the seed of men; for it was of the seed of Abraham. Why 
dost thou treat these things of the body as hallucinations and 

makest void the things of the bodily frame and assignest them 

to God, in such wise as to bring the two generations? into 
doubt, in that thou makest even the generation of the bodily 

frame without beginning, from God the Father? For thou 
sayest that God the Father is body and man, both subject 
unto beginning and subject unto completion ® and that he was 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1197 Cc: ob POovm Tis pwvis TH XpioToTdKW Taper 

GAX ol6a ceBacpiav tiv detapevnv Oedv, di hs mpoprOev 6 THY Krav eds (v. 1. 

Seamétns). No new paragraph is marked here in the Syriac text. 

2 J.e, the doctrine of the two generations, (1) that of God the Word 

‘begotten of the Father before all worlds’; (2) that of Christ, born in time of 

the Virgin Mary. 3 Literally: ‘under beginning and under completion ’. 

2775 O 
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born of the Blessed Virgin, because he became man. How 

sayest thou ‘the birth of the body’? For to God the Word 

alone thou dost attribute a generation from God the Father 

and from the Virgin. Speak clearly and confess the human 
nature, / [born] of the Blessed Mary, as the Divine Scriptures 

say. And that whereof inquiry was made is solved, that the 
ousta of God is not subject unto beginning and growth and 

completion, although it is so said through the revelation which 

[was made] little by little. Wherefore makest thou void the 
names indicative of the humanity, but wouldest at the same 
time make us believe in the divinity, as if it were not unbelief 

[to say| the divinity came forth from her, just as thou makest 
void that which indicates that it derived not [its] beginning 
from her? And thou makest void the humanity which was 

born of the blessed Mary, for thou sayest that she bare not 

the man; since, as demons that deceive, showing that man 

is not man, thou confessest the man but [it is] God the Word 
and [then] thou confessest God the Word but [it is] the man. 
For thou deceivest men, changing the ouszas from the names, 

for thou sayest ‘man’ and assertest the owsta of God the 

Word; and again thou sayest ‘God the Word’, and assertest 

the owsza of man, and then thou exaltest it with the name of 

God the Word. They have nought to say. ‘It is the human 

nature which is from the Blessed Mary’ ; she is then the mother 

of the man who derived beginning from her and gradually ° 

advanced and was perfected. ‘He is not by nature God, 

‘although he is so called on account of the revelation which 

‘{was made] little by little... .’1 She is therefore on the one 
hand by nature the mother of the man, by revelation on the 

other hand she is the mother of God, if by revelation / and 
not by nature thou sayest that he was born of her ; he then 

came forth united to him who was born of her in flesh. 

Wherefore dost thou in part assert and then make void these 

things, like miracle-mongers, who make visible things invisible 
and in semblance make things which are visible invisible? 

1 Nestorius here uses language drawn from a passage of Gregory of Nazienzum 

which was read at the Council, and which later he quotes frequently as supporting 

his arguments. See pp. 195 and 200 for the text. 
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Christianity exists in truth: deceive not.... ‘He is human 

‘who was born of the Blessed Mary... .’ ‘He who took his 

‘beginning and gradually advanced and was perfected, is not 

‘by nature God, although he is so called on account of the 
‘revelation which [was made] little by little... .’? 

Do you believe that they who say these things are [to be 

regarded] as truthful? Do you believe that which you have 
written—for you have written these things—or do you not 
believe them? Or do they say that Christ was a mere man, 

because they say these things concerning him? .They say 

that God was not in the body artificially,? saying of God that 

he began and gradually advanced. For how is [either of] 
those which are united [to be] called mere? But thou 
considerest mere those which exist not both in owsza: the 

divinity which is not the humanity and the humanity which 
is not the divinity; but these things are foolish, as I suppose, 

in the mouth of one who® has said that the difference of the 

natures is not made void by the union. Thou sayest therefore 

that very thing which I also [say], commending [it]: that the 
divinity exists united to the humanity and the humanity exists 

in nature and united / to the divinity. And dost thou 
anathematize those things which [are found] in my [works]? 
Anathematize those which are thine, if it is right to call thine 

things of which thou art not confident that they are true, 
seeing that thou remainest in opposition to the Fathers and 

to the Divine Scriptures. For admirable and commendable 

is this discovery of heresy, wherein thou sayest [of] all these 
things that none confess them; thou alone hast set up thine 
own dogma in opposition to all men and thou dost suppose 
that they are held by all men. But, on the contrary, as one 
who has led all men through partiality, as partial thou art 

hated of all men. 
In order that the truth which is preached by all men 

may be revealed, which surely indeed thou knowest, but 
which thou darest not say, it suffices therefore for those who 

seek to know thy mind to learn also of those things for which 

1 See p. 200, n. I. 2 See p. 192, n. 3. 
8 Literally : ‘for one who... to say’. 

O 2 
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thou blamest me, as though I were saying that the ouszas are 
divided by remoteness in space, but participate together in 

equality by conjunction and by love and not by that whereby 

they naturally exist, [and as though] therefore we make a 

distinction in the doctrine of the natures,! for the divinity is 

one thing and the humanity another. But by the conjunction 

of these things there is not one and another in the prosdpon.” 

Thus thou hast made men conceive of me, but it seems that 

I say the contrary of that which thou dost testify against me; 

for I indeed unite the owszas, but by the union / of the ouszas 
I assert one prosdpon in one equality in everything whatsoever 

that appertains to the prosdpon, to which also both one ousza 

and another belongs, by separation and by being kept remote, 

but in the same [ prosdpon]. Let us however also pass on as 

quickly as possible to other things, lest any one [there be for] 
whom in these things or by means of them there is blasphemy, 

and these also should be refuted ...... an ee 

Spirit* For if thou sayest “was born in her” or “came 
“into being in her”, that does no violence at all to the 
sense; for he who is born in her is of the Holy Spirit. 
Yet if we say that God the Word was born in the womb, it 
is indeed one thing [to say] “he was with him who was 
“born” and another “he will be born”. For “he who is 
“born in her is of the Holy Spirit”, that is, the Holy 
Spirit has created that which was in her. The Fathers 
therefore, in that they were acquainted with the Divine 
Scriptures, have seen that if “he who was born” is added 
to “he who was found in bodily frame”, God the Word is 
found either [to be] the son of the Spirit or to have two 
Fathers. But if we say “He came into being”, God the 
Word / is found to be the creature of the Holy Spirit. 
And, shunning the word “birth”, they have laid down 
“He came down for us men and for our salvation and was 

! Nau inserts a negative and translates: ce [n'est pas] parla parole certes que 

nous séparons les natures. 
2 There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text. 

3 The copyist has added here in the margin the following note: ‘Two lines 

have been left blank in the exemplar.’ Nau suggests that they were so left for 

the title of the following section to be inserted in red ink, as elsewhere in the 

manuscript ; cp. pp. 201, n. 3, 203, n, 2. 4 Matt. i, 20. 
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“found in bodily frame”. What means “He was found 
“in bodily frame”? [Does it not mean| that he was not 
changed from the divinity into the flesh? For in “He was 
“found in bodily frame by the Holy Spirit” they concurred 
with the Evangelist. For the Evangelist also, when he 
came to the Incarnation,’ shunned predicating the birth of 
the Word and laid down the being found in a bodily frame. 
How? Hear. 
And the Word became flesh? He said not that the Word 

was born through the flesh. For wherever indeed the 
Apostles and the Evangelists make mention of the birth 
they lay down that the Son was born of a woman.... 
Look well unto what has been written, I pray thee; where 
they employ the term “Son” and [the phrase] He was born 
of a woman, they lay down that he was born, but where they 
make mention of the Word, none indeed of them dares to 
say “the birth through the humanity”. Hear the blessed 
John the Evangelist, when he came to the account of his 
Incarnation,! hear what he has said: The Word became 
flesh, that is, took the flesh, azd sojourned among us, that 
is, put on our nature while living among us, azd we have 
seen his glory, the glory of the Son; he said not “we have 
“seen the birth of the Word”.’® 

1 Sc. évavOpwrnas. a Sih Sy A 
8 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1197 E: 6poiws rod avTov, TeTpadiov #5’, “Orep ody 

eA€yopev* py) poBnOns mapadraBeiy Mapidu tiv yuvatka gov, TO yap év adh yevvndev, 

eite did Tov évov [? évds v], cite Sid THY SU0, TO vonpari ovdev Avpaivetau’ 7d yap é&v 
> ~ XN > / , > < , oN ” a c \ / > / > ~ auth TExXOev Ex mVEvpaTds éaTLY Gyiou’ édy elmoperv, TL 6 OEds Adyos eyervnON ev TH 

gapki. GdAo yap 70 a D yevvwpe t GAAo TO yevvacba’ +O yap & a’TT pki. yap 70 auveivar TO yevvwpévw, Kal GAdo TO yevvacba’ TO yap é&v aiTh, 
nal, yevynOev &x mvevpards éatiy ayiov, TovTéaTL, TO MVEDpA TO Gy.ov ExTiGE TO EV 

avty.  eldvv ovv of narépes, ws Emornpoves TAY Oeiwy ypapay, STi édy Em Tov 
capkwbévra (v. 1. Tov capKwOevTos) Oipev Tov yevynbévTa, eipiokeTat 7 vids mYEdpaTos 
6 @eds Adyos, 7) 5V0 marépas Exwy, 7 5’ Evdv evpeOnoera 6 Oeds Adyos KTigpa TOD 

/ ” Ud A “a , / at \ f bt — mMVEvpAaTOS WY. pevyovTEs your THs yevynoews A€~ww EOnKayv’ Tov KaTEABdYTA 5 7mas 
Tovs avOpwmous, Kai did Tiv HueTépay cwrnpiav, capkwhévTa, Ti éoTt capKwhEerta; 
ov TpamévTa dnd OedTyTOs cis TapKa’ TW GapKwhévTA éx TVEUpLATOS AyioUv 7)KOAOVOnTAY 
TM evayyeAioTh. Kal yap 6 evayyedtoTHs EAOwY Eis THY evavOpwnnow Epuye yervnow 
eineiy Ext TOU Adyou, Kal TéEONKE Gapkwow. Tov; akovaov" Kal 6 Adyos capt eyéveETO. 

> Ao ae te 4 . 959 / Lee . s , ee ee 2 ove elmev’ 6 Ad-yos bid apkos éyevvnOn* Sov pev yap pynpovevova 7 of amdaToAd, 
7) of evayyeAcral Tov viov, TIWéacw, ite eyevynOn ex yuvatkds. mpdaEexE TW AEYO- 
Hévw, Tapakad@* Sov pev A€yovat TO Gvopa Tov viod, Kal OTe eyevvT|On Ex yuvaikds, 

T1Oéact TO eyevynOn* Gmov 5e pynuovevovar Tov Adyou, ovdels adTMY ETdApnoeV eiteEiV 
/ \ lal > / Ed 7S / ’ f oy > 2 \ ? 

yéevvnow ka THs avOpwréTnTos, Kove 6 pakdpios "Iwavyns 6 evayyeAtoTHs EAOwr Els 
, \ > / > a ey 1 ee ee / \ | Wg 4 Tov dévyov, kal THY évavOpwnnaw avTod, adKxovoov oid pnaw* oO ddyos aap€ éyEveETo. 

Toutéotiv, dvéXaBe aapka, Kal éoxnvaocey év Hyly, Tovtéoti, HpeTépay evedvcaTo 

gua, kai év@xnoey ev Hyiv' Kat EOeacdpeba tiv 5dgay avTov Tov viod' ovK cine: 
ePeagapeba Ti yévvnatv TOV AdyoU. 
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So then I have stated the reason which I should have 

supposed satisfactory, / on account of which the Fathers said 

in their laying down of the Faith not that he was born of the 
Holy Spirit and the Virgin Mary, but that he was made flesh, 

in order that they might not say that the Holy Spirit was 

Father or that which was created [was] Son, but rather that 
he was made flesh by the Holy Spirit and of the Virgin Mary, 

in order that they might attach ‘became’ to the flesh, because 
he was made flesh. But as regards the history of [his] being 
made, what do you say? Speak openly. Reprimand those 

who have clearly blasphemed, [asserting that] ‘He was born 

of the Holy Spirit’. If he was born, the Holy Spirit was 
the Father of the Son or the creator of God the Word; yet 

these, I have said, [are things] which neither the Fathers have 
said nor doI say. Have I blasphemed in saying these things? 

Or have I surely calumniated the Fathers? If it is [ possible] 
for you to show that the Fathers have said these things, speak 

openly. Which of these things? Is God the Word a creature 

or the son of the Holy Spirit? And if he is not a creature, 

flesh which is fleshly, then is he no more a creature of the 

Holy Spirit; speak openly. ‘He was made flesh’ means 

that he was in every sense! made flesh in his nature, and it 

was not another who was made flesh; he is said to have been 

made flesh. But he was made flesh in his own omsza, in the 

flesh which came into being and was born of the Holy Spirit. 
For ‘he was born’, as thou sayest, is contrary to what thou 

hast said; since, when he was born, the flesh is said to have 

been born, as though he made it the birth of his own flesh, 

whereas he was not / made flesh in his [own] self but in its 
own ousia. Therefore ‘he was made flesh’ and ‘he was born’ 

do not signify the same thing, and for this reason they have 

laid down ‘he was made flesh’ and not ‘he was born’. [This 
is clear], since they have taken the word ‘became’ for the 
flesh ; and for this reason also the Evangelist said that he 

became flesh and said not that he was born, so that by 

‘became’ he limited not God the Word. But, as touching 

the flesh which came into being, it became his flesh. And 

! Literally : ‘by every means’, 
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God the Word sojourned among us; God the Word ‘ became’ 
not, for he existed. 

And hear them; for you would not disclaim these men 

whom you have brought in accusation against me. Speak 

then, O Ambrose, disregard not him who is oppressed; be 

not at the beck and call of the calumniators,! and condemn not 

innocent blood before it has been heard. I say that the flesh 

came into being of the Virgin Mary [and] appertained not 

unto God the Word; for I confess him neither made nor 

come to be nor created. Yet all these rise up against me 
like swords, nor even are they willing to hear my speech 

entirely, and in regard to these things they cite thee among 

the witnesses. Of death I was not afraid, [I] who have been 

thus calumniated, but of having been condemned as impious 

in thy prosdpon, thine! I have spoken in accordance with 

Ambrose and I deny not aught that I have said, although 

they have drawn the sword against me. / This have I said: 
‘In consequence of these things he was ready to come into 

999 ‘being of a woman, according to the [word] “became” ’. 
Thou? limitest not the divinity, but the body which was 

1 Syr. ‘in the mouth of the calumniators ’, probably a literal translation of the 

Gk. ént orépuaros as used in 4 Kings xxiil, 35 (Lxx). 

2 Viz. Ambrose. The following are the passages from Ambrose read at the 

Council to which Nestorius refers. See Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1189 D, E: 

(1) Ei éyol od morevovor, morevowor TH dmooTddAw AE€yovTi" Gre Se HAGE 7d 

TAnpwpa Tod xpdvov, éfaméarekev 6 Oeds Tov vidv avbTov, yevdpuevov éx ~yuvatkéds, 
yevopevov md vépov* Tov vidy adTov pyotv, ox va Ex TOAAGY: ov Kowwdy, GAA 

avTov* THs aidiov yevynoews TH ididTHTAa EoNpave. TovUTOY pETA TadTA ~yevdpeEVoV 

éx yuvaikds KatacKkevd er, Omws TO yevécOa ov TH OedTNTL, GAAA Tw TpocAnpOévTi 

cwpatt meprypain. ~yevdpevov &k yuvaikds, Eid THs mpocAnpOeions capKds* yevdpevov 
ind vopov, bid Tijs TOU vépou prdakys’ } yap Oeorarn abTov yévynats mpd TOD Vdpou, 
aitn 5& peta Tov vopor. 

(2) Stwrjowar roivey ai dnd THY AOYov paTaa (nTHCELS, STL} TOD Ocod Bacidreia, 

Kabds yéypanta, ovK ev TEBOt Adywv GvOpwrivey eaTiv, GAN ev amodei~er Suvvdpews. 
purdgwpev tiv Siapopay ths Oed7HTos Kal THs capkds. eis ev ExaTépw aA 6 TOU 

Ocod vids, bri ev a’T@ H Exarépa pais éativ. 6 adds Aadci, Kal odK ev Evi NavTOTE 
diaréyera Tpdmw. mpdoxes ev adT@ vuvi pev Sdgav Ocod, vuvi be avOpwmov m4On. Sr 

os Oeds KidaoKker TA Oeia, Emel Adyos EoTiv® ws 5 avOpwros, Aéyer TA avOpwmva, eet 

év Th éuq ovoig dueAeyero. ovrds éarw 6 dptos 6 (ay, ds karéBy ef obpavod. ovTos 

5 dpros * adapt éori, nabs Kat adtos épy’ ovTos 6 pros, by ey wow, Hy capt pod 

éotw. ovrds éaotw 6 KataBas. ovrds eat, dv 6 naTip Hyyiace, Kal Emepwev eis Tov 

Kiopov. oS adbTd TO ypdupa Huds Hiddoxe Tov ayacpov Ti OedrnTa ypeiay écy7- 
kévat, GAAQ THY apKa. 
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assumed: namely, he who descended is the same whom the 

Father has sanctified and sent into the world. Does not 

also the Scripture teach you that the divinity was not in 
need of sanctification but the flesh? If then they have 

deceived, they have deceived themselves and not me. 

And thou also, O Gregory the divine, what then [sayest 

thou]? What opinion hast thou concerning these things? 
I ask, not that I know not, but because in thine own name 

they desire to crush the truth. What knowest thou of him 

who was by the Holy Spirit of the Virgin Mary, who began 

and gradually advanced and was fulfilled? I say not in the 

prosbpon, but in the owsza. What else at all wouldest thou 

concede except something which thou hast conceded unto 

them in written works? [To wit], that the man who was 

taken . . . . ‘He indeed who begins and grows and is per- 

‘fected is not God, although he is so called on account of 

‘the revelation which [was made] little by little’? ‘For one 
‘and another were those of which our Saviour was, if the in- 

‘visible and the visible are not the same, God on the one hand 

‘who was man and man on the other who was made God. ” 
But speak thou also, O wise Athanasius; for thou also hast 

been calumniated with many calumnies such as these and 

hast endured [much] at the hands of the Arians, on behalf 

of / the tradition of the Son, God the Word. What opinion 
hast thou concerning [the statement] that ‘he was born of 
the Holy Spirit of the Virgin Mary’? In the nature and 

not in the prosépon which [results| from the union ‘ we say 
‘that one and the same Son and none other was born of 

‘Holy Mary’. But [we call] this one and him only, who was 
born a son, Christ, God the Word together with his flesh, and 

the same one flesh with God the Word. But ‘in owsza God 

‘the Word is of God the Father, and the flesh is the flesh 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1193 B: 70 ydp ipypévov, 7) mpoKdtTov, 7) TeAELOVpEVOV, Ov 

Ocds, Kav 5a TIv KaTA puxpov av{now ov’Tw A€ynTat. Nestorius throughout reads 

‘revelation’ where the Greek text in Mansi has aivéynow and the Latin 
sncrementum. 

2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1192 D: «al ei det ovvtépws eimety, GAAO péev Kal GAXO Ta 

ef dv 6 owrnp, eimep pr) TavToy 70 ddpatoy TH dpat@, Kal 7d Axpovoy 7H ind 
xpovov' ov GAdAos 5E Kat GAdAos, pi) YévorTo" Ta yap aupdtepa, ev TH avyKpace., 
Qcov pev EvavOpwr7jcavTos, avOpwrov 5e OewhEvTos, 7) Smws av Tis dvopacete. 
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‘which he put on from the Virgin’ that it might come to be. 
We say not one and another, for there is one frosdpon of both 

natures. But he who by nature came into being by the Holy 

Spirit, what was he? And what was his nature? And of what 

nature was the Virgin, his mother? For inquiry is made of 

this. Hear them all. .... I have said he is man who was 

of Mary, according to the Divine Scriptures, and that he was 

truly our Saviour. ‘For if artificially! the Word was in 

‘the body, as they say, he then who is said [to be] arti- 
‘ficially! is a phantasy.2, The salvation and the resurrec- 

‘tion of men will be found to have been fictitious, as the 

‘impious Manes has said ; but our salvation is not in phantasy 

‘nor in the body alone but in the whole man: to the soul 

‘and to the body truly salvation belongs. Human therefore 

‘was he who was of Mary, as the Divine Scriptures say, and 
‘he truly it was who... . [was] our Saviour... .’ 

/.... So indeed we name Christ as concerning the flesh, 
owing to the conjunction with God the Word, recognizing 
him since he is visible as man. 

‘Hear Paul, who says in two [passages]: Of the Fews is 
Christ as concerning the flesh, he whos God over all.’ He 
confesses the man in the first place and then, owing to his 
conjunction with God the Word, he calls him who is visible 
God, that none may suppose that Christianity is the worship 
of a man.’ 4 

That none may accuse me anywhere, take heed and look 

well, in what sense I say ‘a mere man who is far removed 

from divinity’. I say ‘Christ who [is] in flesh’, as also I 
predicate the same in the divinity. for I have not said 
‘a fleshly Christ’, but ‘Christ who [is] in flesh’, I speak of 
the flesh of Christ by reason of the conjunction with God the 

bSee p.- 193, 0. 3. * Syr. pantasydé = Gk. pavracia, 3 Cp. Rom. ix. 5. 
4 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1200 C: dpoiws Tov abrod Terpdbiov we’, eis Séypa. ovTW 

kal Tov KaTa oapka Xpiotov Ex Tis pds Oedy Adyov auvadeias Oedv dvopacoper, 

pawvdpevov €iddTes ws avOpwror. dkovaoov Tov TavAou dypérepa Knpitrovtos* éé 

‘loviaiev, pyoiv, 6 Xpiotos 70 Kata odpka, 6 dv én mavTwv Oceds. dSpodroyel tov 

avOpwtov mpdrepov, kal TOTE Ti) TOU OEov ovvadeia Peodroyel TO parvdpuevor, iva pndels 
avOpwnoratpelay (v. 1. dvOpwmodrarpely) TOV XproTiavia pov bnoTTEvVCN. 

Nau suggests that the space of four lines at the head of this quotation in the 
Syriac was left for the title to be inserted in red ink. Cp. pp. 196, n. 2 

203, Nl. 2. 
, 
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Word, as being indeed united to and not distinguished from 

God the Word. Nor indeed with equality was it united but 

to God the Word himself. And of him who was visible in 

ousta, I said that he was of the Jews and not God the Word, 

since I confess that the man in respect of owsza and of nature 

is of the Jews and not God the Word in respect of nature. 

And I said ‘ man in nature apart from the nature of God the 

‘Word’ / but ‘he is God by virtue of that union which came 
‘about in the prosdpon’. Art thou angered with me on account 

of this? , 
But hear what Athanasius proclaims unto thee: ‘Human 

‘then is he who [was born] of Mary, according to the Divine 
‘Scriptures; neither in semblance nor in phantasy is he our 
‘salvation and the resurrection of men, as the impious Manes 

‘said; nor only of body but of the whole man, of soul and 

of body, became he truly our salvation.’ Human therefore 

was he who [was born] of Mary, according to the Holy 
Scriptures and truly was it he who was our Saviour.... . 

Why therefore deniest thou our salvation? Why therefore 

have you condemned as impious whosoever denies not but 

confesses [it]? You are then either denying that he is human, 
as the Manichaeans, or, if you deny not, you cannot condemn 

him who denies not but confesses [it]. Hear Gregory pro- 

claiming that he who was taken was human ; for ‘ he who begins 

‘and gradually advances and is perfected ’ isnot God ‘although 

‘he is so called on account of the revelation which [was made| 
little by little ’.2 Seest thou that he says that he who was taken, 

who begins and gradually advances and is perfected, is man 

by nature but God by revelation? What then is the obscurity 

before your eyes, that you see not these things? But if you 

were to accuse these my [opinions], you ought not to contrast 
the one [statement] with the other, since it is [useful] in 
supporting them. / But if you accept these and such like 

things, it is not right to write of them as impious. I have 

brought these my charges against those who deny the 

humanity which has been taken from us and who confess as 

the Manichaeans; and not simply that, but I have laid down 

* Cp, p. 190, 25-5, + See p. 200, ni, 1. 
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the properties of the natures and of the one frosdpon: and [it 

is| moreover in some respects two, in that on the one hand 

which concerns the natures, but in other respects in the union. 

And thou hast accepted the prosépon of those men,' as if 
indeed thou wert one of them, whereas thou art in everything 

the enemy of those who accept my words. For we take from 
these men and we cast before thee [our doctrine], proclaiming 
that our salvation has not taken place in phantasy, O men. 
‘Human is the nature which is of Mary, as the Divine Scrip- 

‘tures say .. .. ‘He indeed who begins and gradually 

‘advances and is perfected has not become God, although 
‘he is so called on account of the manifestation which [took 

€ place] little by little, .....’? 

But even as we call God the Creator of all and Moses 
a god, for [it is written]: 7 have made thee a god unto 
Pharaoh,’ and Israel the son of God, [for it is written]: 
Israel is my son, my first-born,s and as we call Saul 
the anointed, for [it is written]: 7 w7ll not put forth 
mine hand against him, seeing that he is the Lord's 
anointed, and [as we say] similarly also of Cyrus: Zhus 
saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus,’ and [as we called | 
the Babylonians consecrated, [saying|: / zudeed / have 
commanded them, they are consecrated ones, and I shall 
bring them’; so also we call our Lord Christ and God 
and Son and consecrated and Christ; yet, whereas on the 
one hand the participation in the names is like, the honour 
on the other is not the same.° 

1 Viz. Gregory and Athanasius. 

2 The copyist has here added the following note in the margin: ‘ These lines 
in the original are blank,’ from which Nau supposes that the title of the following 

section has fallen out; cp. pp. 196, n. 2, and 201, n. 4. 
$ Exod. vii. 1. * Fxod..1y.-20 (1,), 5 t Sam. xxiv. 6 (Syr. 7). 

wile, xivi2 (¥.); eg tA oi 
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Wherein do you blame these things, O calumniators and 
wise men? Because I have said that, even as we call God 

the creator of all and Moses a god, so also [have we called | 
our Lord Christ God of all and Maker? But, because Moses 

is called a god and Christ God and moreover Creator, we do 
not speak of Moses himself as of Christ; or, because Moses 
was a god unto Pharaoh, do we say that he was moreover 

the Maker of all? Far from it! For community of names 

constitutes not community of honour and equality. For the 
honour of the Creator of all and that of Moses are diverse: 

that of the one on the one hand [being] that of the creator, 
that of the other on the other hand [being] that of the 
creature which has been commanded to become the chief. 
Thus also both our Lord and Israel are called son; yet the 

community of names constitutes not a community of honour: 

but thus! [the one] is by nature God, consubstantial with 
the Father, Creator and Maker of all; but not the other. 

So also [with] every single one of the rest of them. As we 
say of God ‘Creator of all’, so also do we say of our Lord 

Jesus Christ ‘God and Son and Christ’; for as regards each 
one of these things which are called by this name, there is 

therein a difference between the nature which created /all and 
the honours which are surely bestowed; for the rank and 

the honour which is more excellent than all is the [divine] 
nature. For I have said that the name of ‘ Christ’ and [that] 
of ‘Son’ are indicative of the two natures, of the divinity and 

of the humanity—|[a thing] with which there is nothing equal 
in those things which have been said—in such wise that it is 

not right to take heed of the name but of that which it 
indicates. Christ on the one hand is God of all and Creator ; 

on the other hand Moses also is called a god, but he is not 

called in the same way a god nor is he conceived as God. 
But they suppose, then, to overwhelm me on the subject of 

the humanity, [saying] that, if he, who was of Mary, was 
human nature, as the Holy Scriptures [assert and] yet was 
God by manifestation and not by nature, thou callest one of 

them by grace God and Son and holy. But in answer to you 

1 See crit. n., p. 400. 
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I say this only, that, if you, like Gregory and Athanasius, 

confess him who was of Mary and who began and gradually 

advanced and was perfected, [to be| human nature, while [he 
was| God by revelation and distinct from all men through 
the purpose concerning that name! whereof he made use for 

the distinction, to the same extent the Creator is [one] with 
the creature because there is one prosdépon —thus I also confess. 
But if you confess not the human nature which began and 

gradually advanced and was brought to fullness, as Athanasius 

and Gregory have said, /then you are not to be excused as 

[one of the] orthodox, but stand forth with the Manichaeans. 
But Gregory, Athanasius and Ambrose ask you if the flesh is 

consubstantial with us and if the soul is consubstantial with 

us. Whatever it is, it is also in the owsza of man; therefore it 

is man, distinct from us in honour and inrank. In such wise 

as Israel is called son and as Moses is called a god, so likewise 

Christ [is to be called] God, [but] not by nature, and Son of 
God, [but] not by nature. And as God himself was made 
man but in the nature of men, he was made man in him who 

[issued forth] from Mary.? But if he has not been made 

man in man, he has saved him[self] and not us; but if he has 

saved us, he has been made man in us and has been in the 

likeness of men and has been found in schéma as a man and 

has not himself been man. 

Say then these and such like things openly. Why then do 
you make pretence of not speaking of these things, although 

you dispute concerning them as if [they were] the things which 

you are saying, whereas you are not saying them? And those 

things which you say you say in schéma, and you are unwilling 

to call him who was of Mary human nature, as is said in the 

Scriptures. Him who calls him not human nature, like one of 

1 Viz. the name which he took for the purpose of exalting it above all other 

names. 

2 This is one of the very few passages in which at first sight Nestorius seems 
to suggest something very like ‘ Nestorianism’ as commonly understood ; cp. 
p. 224, n. 3. But that this was not his intention is clear from pp. 225, 312-15. 
It is interesting that here, immediately after the suspicious passage, he claims 

for his doctrine that which ‘ Nestorianism’ has usually been held to lack—the 
provision for a universal atonement. 
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men, of the natural body of our fathers, whence we also have 

come in soul and in body—and he has /all [the qualities] of 
the rational part of the soul except sin—him Gregory accuses 
[in the same way] as the Manichaeans: for ‘he who begins and 

‘gradually advances and is perfected is not God, although he 

‘is so called on account of the revelation which [was made] 

‘little by little’? In that which concerns the humanity he is 
not by nature divine but by revelation. But in the nature of 
the divinity there exists a great difference between those who 
are called gods or lords or christs, but in the humanity he is 
like them all, and there is one proséfon in two natures. He is 

God and he is Lord and he is Christ ; for he makes not use of 

a prosépon which has undergone’ a division but makes use of it 
as of his [own] prosdpon. For all the things appertaining to the 
ousia are his by virtue of the union and not by nature. Or do 

you not admit that Christ in his divinity is God and maker of 

all? He is not like Moses, although Moses is called a god. 
For community of names constitutes not community of honour; 

for there is one honour of the servant and one of the lord, 

although in that which concerns the body he is distinct * from 
the servants. 

But if thou sayest that the body and the nature of the body 

and the soul, rational and intelligent, abide without change 

and without transformation, but dost not admit the things 
which indicate the soul and the body, [some] of them in the 
union and [others] of them in the nature, taking /all of them 
of one nature, thou beliest the truth, making yea nay and nay 

yea. And in order to deceive thou callest him who was of 
Mary human nature, as the Divine Scriptures [affirm], and 

accountest not among his own [qualities] according to nature 
those of the humanity. But in virtue of the prosdpon thou 

raisest him above all humanity, in such wise that he on the 

one hand, who is eternally even as he is and began not nor 

sradually advanced nor was perfected, is one, but he who 

began and gradually advanced and was perfected both in the 

1 See p. 200, n. I. 2 Literally: ‘has acquired ’. 

8 Bedjan so prints the Syriac text, adding sc in the margin: Nau inserts a 

negative and translates: i ne differe pas des servsteurs. 
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union and in the manifestation in one prosdpon, is another, 

God who was made man and man who was made God. He 

was not transformed and changed from his divinity, just as 

also the humanity of Christ is not changed in nature from 
[that of] men except in honour and in prosdpon ; for he is God 
of all and Lord and Son; and in all the things which are the 

divinity in owsza,in them exists the humanity in honour, not 

by another honour but by the same as that of him who took 

the prosdpon: the humanity making use of the prosdépon of the 

divinity and the divinity of the prosdpon of the humanity, since 

for this it has been taken and for this he has taken it, not 

indeed so that we should not confess him who was taken but 

that we might confess him. Confess then the taker as he 

took, and the taken as he was taken, wherein [each is] one and 

in another, and wherein [there is] one and not two, after the 

same manner as the manner of the Trinity. 

/ Likewise from the same, from the fifteenth roll. 
Have this mind in you which was also in Fesus Christ, who, 

being in the likeness of God, emptied himself and took the 
likeness of a servant.' He says not: ‘ Have this mind in 
you which was also in God the Word, who being in the 
likeness of God took the likeness of a servant,’ but he puts 
the name ‘ Christ’, which is indicative of the two natures, 
avoiding all risk,* and he names him the likeness of a servant 
which he took and [that] of God, those things which are 
said in regard to the duality of the natures being divided 
without blame.® 

It is also right after this to examine the opinion of every one 

and first mine; [to ascertain] if it is, as he* says, that I say 

one thing and another and distinguish the divinity somehow 

as it were by remoteness of place, and confess not that he is 

one and the same. Yet, avoiding all risk,? I have said that he 

Phil. ii. 5-7. 2 Literally: ‘ without risk’. 

3 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1201 A: dpoiws Tov adTov, TeTpadiov ce’. . TOUTO ppoveiabw ’ lad ’ P P 
“ar a \ 3 nA?) rk ee | A mi eee < \ > 7 \ év tyr, 6 Kai év Xpiot@ Inaov* ds €v poppy Ocod tmapxwv Eavrov Exévwoe, poppy 
dovAov AaBwyv. ovK eine TOVTO ppoveiaOw ev ipiv, d Kal ev TH OW AOya, ds ev 

Hoppn Ocod indpywy, poppy SovdrAov EAaBev. GAA AaBav 7d Xpiotds, ws TaV Sv 
piace mpoonyopiay onuavrixny (v.1, ws THs THY Sv0 picewy mpoonyopias onuavTiKdr), 
axwivves atrov Kal SovAov poppnv dvadraBetv, kal Oedv dvopater, THY Aeyouévwv eis 

TO Tov picewy GAnnrws pepiCouevav SimAour, 
* Vie, Cyril. 
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named ‘the likeness of a servant’ and ‘God’; we understand 

neither that which took nor that which was taken in distinction 

but that which was taken in that which took, while that which 

took is conceived in that which was taken ; for that which took, 
therefore, is not conceived of itself, nor again that which was 
taken, so that he is not [conceived to have been] in the 
very prosdpon of that which took and of that which was 
taken.! 

/ Thou dost censure me, therefore, not for this but because 
I distinguish the properties of the union which belongs to each 

of the natures, in such wise that each one of them subsists in 

its Aypostasis, and I say not that they are referred to God the 
Word as one who is both of them in ousza; or that the 

[properties] of the flesh were taken upon God without [their] 
hypostasis,* that he might be revealed only in the likeness of 

the flesh and that he might make use of and suffer all the 

[things] of the flesh, whether he was changed into the nature 
of the flesh or they * were mixed in one nature, or [whether] 

the [properties] of the flesh are referred to the ousta of God 
by confusion or by alteration or by natural composition for 

the fulfilment of the natural composition, in order that he 

might suffer passibly the sufferings of the body, without the 

bodily frame’s fulfilling any purpose in its own nature in the 

dispensation on our behalf, and without its performing human 

actions, either by the will of the soul or by the human imagina- 
tion, or by the sensibility of the body, but by the imagination 

and by the will of God; still by the sensibility of God he is 

sensible of all human things. But in name alone he has a 
body, without Aypostasis and without activity ; and for this 

reason thou callest him man as something superfluous only in 
word and in name, in that thou art not content to predicate the 

1 The phrase ‘so that he is not’ must clearly be taken as expressing a corol- 

lary of the view which Nestorius is rejecting. 
2 Here Nestorius refuses fotidem verbis to deny the human Aypfostasis of 

Christ ; but see p. 156, n. 2. This passage surely makes it all the clearer that 
Nestorius used the word /yfostasts in its older sense as practically equivalent 

to what Cyril called ousta. The two words are evidently synonymous in the 

sentence below beginning: ‘But in name alone he has a body...’ See too 

p. a1r8, n. g. 

3 Viz. the two natures. 
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ousia and activity of man or the existence of two natures, each 
of them with properties and ypostases and ousta. 

But some one perhaps will say: ‘It is because thou con- 
‘fessest not that /God the Word and Christ are the same 

‘thing.’ 

For this reason then thou ! dost censure those who say that 

Christ is one [thing] and God the Word another, apart from 

Christ. If then I said ‘ Christ’ and ‘God the Word another, 

apart from Christ’, or ‘Christ apart from God the Word’, you 

would have said well; but if I have not said and do not say 

this but confess otherwise, still now saying this same thing, 

pervert not that which I say, and in the very same thing thou 

wilt find the distinction of whatsoever it? indicates. Now I 

have said that the name ‘ Christ’ is indicative of two natures, 

of God indeed one nature [and of man one nature*]. One 
indeed is the name which indicates two and another [that] 
which indicates one which is not anything else. Even as if a 

man were to say of man too that the name ‘man’ indicates 

one thing and ‘rational soul’ another. [It is] not that man is 

one thing and the soul another apart from man. For he who 

says ‘man’ speaks not of him [as] without a soul, because 

except for a soul he is not man. But the [name] ‘man’ on 
the one hand is indicative of the union of two natures, of the 

soul and of the body, but that * of a nature, for the nature is 

one thing and the union of the natures another. What then? 

God the Word is nothing else apart from Christ, nor Christ 

apart from God the Word. Why dost thou make use of the 
names indistinguishably, as though the same thing were 

indicated by this or / by that ?° 

But ‘ Thou makest a division, so that one says not “ God 

the Word ” but “ Christ ”, as though “ Christ ” were one thing 
and “ God the Word ” another.’ 

But hear also from us: He is not one thing and another ; 

for he would be one thing and another if Christ were apart 

1 Vig, Cyril. 

2 J.e. the name ‘Christ’ as used by Nestorius. 

3 These words are added by Nau to complete the antithesis. 

4 Viz. the soul. 

There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text. 

2775 P 
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from God the Father. But, if there is not the very same thing 

in owsia, [this] indicates one thing and another, [for example], 
the visible and the invisible; and those things from which 

Christ is [formed] exist in their own owszas and God the Word 

is not in the nature of both of them. But thou confessest 

distinct natures of the divinity and of the humanity but one 

Christ from them both; thou sayest not that God the Word 

himself has different natures but one; but there is a distinction 

between him and his concomitant. Thou sayest therefore 

that Christ himself is one thing and another, because thou 

predicatest of him the different natures of divinity and of 
humanity. But the nature of God the Word is one, not 

different natures. Or, as I have said, [the truth is] that he is 

not one thing and another, in that Christ exists not apart from 

God the Word nor again God the Word apart from Christ, 

but he indicates one thing and another, because Christ is of 

God the Word and of humanity by union, whereas God the 

Word is one nature and not of both natures, and it is not his 

by union to become God the Word. 

/ And thou too bearest witness, albeit unwillingly, to these 
words which I say; but forsooth thou bearest witness when 

thou sayest that the natures which have been combined in the 

union are different, whereas one Christ [issues] from them 
both. For if thou indicatest not the one and the other, where- 

fore hast thou not been the first to make bold to say that 

which thou wouldest persuade me to say: that one [issues] 

from them both, God the Word? But thou wast unable to 

speak or I was unable unmistakably * to hear thine impiety, 
and for this reason thou hast passed it by without indicating 
it; thou hast been constrained clearly to confess the truth, so 

that thou art thereby [proved to be] without reverence and 
hast no place of refuge. The one and the other indicate one 
thing and another, but it is not one thing and another: for it 
is one thing and another from which our Saviour [issues], but 
he is not one thing and another—far from it !—as he also is in 

respect to the Trinity. But thou referrest to God the Word 

the things of the flesh, so that he sees and speaks and suffers 

1 Literally: ‘nakedly’. 
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the things of the flesh, but only as surely making use of the 

_ flesh, as the Arians say when they attribute the activities and 
the sufferings to the divinity naturally, and as Apollinarius 

[says when he maintains] that instead of the intelligence it 

performs naturally the operations of the soul and of the body. 
Thus this man? also makes use of God the Word in all of 
them, both in the body and in the intelligent soul, that he 
may suffer the sufferings of the body and perform the activities 

of the rational soul, [making them] the manner of life and con- 
duct of God the Word. And the properties of his own prosdpon 

thou dost attribute to the nature / of God the Word and not 

to the prosépon of the humanity, which is moved to and fro 
by the humanity in accordance with the nature of man, but 
[according to you] by God the Word. 

But what is [this] whole man who neither acts nor is 
acted upon in accordance with the nature of man? In name 

indeed alone is he man and in name body and in name 

rational soul, he who is not moved to and fro in the nature of 

his being, neither as soul by purpose and will nor again as 

body by sensibility of soul, but [in whom] God the Word 
has been established to become the will and the purpose and 
the sensibility in the body and in the soul in such wise that 

God the Word should act and suffer sensibly these bodily 
[sensations] and those of the soul: anger and wrath and lusts 

and fear and dread and thoughts and operations and judge- 

ment and voluntary choice; all these things he does and suffers 

in the place of the soul and in the place of the body, in such 

wise that by the victory of God the Word won in suffering 

and nature that nature which had been guilty was victorious, 
since he had given unto it his own victory, in order that it 

might be victorious through and by him who had assumed 

it for his nature. All these things are changes of the nature 

of God the Word, being naturally given to him that he might 

suffer, and [that] thou mightest predicate of him a nature 

passible and changeable and variable. For he, who by his 
nature was impassible but who through a passible nature 

became the nature of the other, was passible and corruptible 

1 Viz, the Word. 2 Vig. Cyril. 

Ps 
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and variable ; for he, who by nature is impassible and / un- 
changeable and invariable, does not even suffer in any manner 

in the human nature, since it is not his to suffer in his nature. 

But if thou sayest that the one, whose it is not to suffer in 

his nature, has suffered in nature, it is a folly to say that he 

has suffered in another nature; but he who comes to folly 

surely deceives, and like the Manichaeans makes our very 

salvation to have taken place in deception. 

Speak ; what say you? Which is the party of the orthodox : 

|that| of those who teach that God the Word is unchangeable 
and invariable or [that] of those who predicate of him the human 
nature [received] from Mary, who consider him a rational 
and intelligent soul and a whole man and then deny the 
properties of the humanity and confess not that they are such 

as they! are in the nature of the man, but attribute to God 

the Word all things as to a changeable and variable [being | : 
birth and growth and upbringing and gradual advance in 
stature and in wisdom and in grace and the commandments 

and their observance and their fulfilment and the suffering 

and the Cross and the death and the resurrection? What 

say you? Instruct men. How ought they to think and to 

confess? Is God the Word two ozszas in nature, or dost thou 

imagine that man is in his nature two ouszas, of divinity and 

of humanity? Or is God the Word one ozsta, and has his 

own ousia received no addition /as that which has existed 
eternally, and is the owsza of man one, of the nature of men, 

and was it also like the nature of the sons of man and did it 
[so] comport itself? Thou confessest not these things, nay 
more thou deniest them. 

God the Word was made man that he might therein make 

the humanity the likeness of God and that he might therein 

renew [the likeness of God] in the nature of the humanity ; and 
thereupon he renewed his material elements * and showed him 

[to be] without sin in the observance of the commandments, 
as though he alone sufficed for renewing him who had origin- 

1 Syr. ‘there is’. 

2 The Syr. gdilt@2, elsewhere translated ‘formation’, corresponds to the Gk. 

pvpapa as used by Philo (i. 184) of the human body. 
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ally fallen by the transgression of the observance of the com- 
mandments. Otherwise he gave himself for him to observe 

them because he sufficed not to keep himself without sin. In 
that case our fall remains untended as a paralytic man who 

tends himself and remains incapable of walking, but for whom 

the attendant walks or whom he carries, saying not to him: 

‘Arise, walk, since thou hast indeed been healed that thou 

mayest walk.’ For this reason he took the likeness of a ser- 

vant which was without sin in its creation in such wise as even 

in the observance of the commandments to receive a name 

which is more excellent than all names and so that whatsoever 

came into being through the renewal of his material elements? 

might be confirmed by observances and by prudence; for 

which reason also the renewal of the material elements! took 

place through the incarnation’ by means of which he might 

contend against defeat. But if the purpose also of his having 

been made man /had not been fulfilled, it? also would surely 
not have taken place at all, but all things would be fictitious 

and foolish, both the disobedience of the first man and the 

things which made him guilty unto death; for he who had 
not a nature which could observe [the commandments] would 
also have been unable to observe them. For this same reason 

the second man also observed [them] not, but God lived * in 

his stead °® and observed the commandments, because he was 

in that nature which sins not. And if this is so, what was 

the need for the life* of the humanity to show that he who 

was God the Word was able to observe those human things 

which he who was man was unable to observe? But [there 
was such need] that he might show that he had not authority, 
when he wished, to rescue him|[self] from death, because the 

Father wished it not;° for all [men] he comported himself 
and kept himself without sin and, as one who has not sinned, 

he gave himself for salvation on behalf of all men. 
These are [the doctrines] of the orthodox, who confess one 

l See p. 212, n. 2. 2 Sc. évavOpwrnats. 

8 Viz, the Incarnation. 

4 Syr. ’éthdabbar, and the cognate substantive, elsewhere rendered ‘com- 
ported himself’ and ‘manner of life’ respectively. 

° Or, ‘on his behalf’; see p. 32, n. 1. 6 See Matt. xxvi. 39. 
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ousia of the Father and of the Son and one will and one 

power; these are [the doctrines| of those who confess that 
the things of Christ are neither folly nor fiction. He did 

nothing in schéma, in hungering and thirsting and fearing, in 

learning, in not knowing, and [in] all those things which could 
convince [one] that he was a man, because /he was God in 
nature [and] in truth and man in nature and in truth. And 
because of this it was needful for the divinity to renew the 

humanity and for the humanity to be renewed and to take 

the very image [of him]| who created it but not his own omsza ; 

and it was needful that it should observe prudently the 
conduct of the man who had fallen, because especially for 

that it was created, to conduct itself according to the law 

which is in the nature of men and to preserve the very image 

of the Creator by the observance of the commandments with- 

out fault, the divinity making use of its own prosépon in the 

likeness of a servant in order that the humanity by means of 

that prosépon wherein it contended might be victorious, its 

victory being thereby confirmed. For since the renewal of 

its material elements! it had the image of the sonship from 
him who created it ; but it? had need also of a recompense for 

the observance of the commandments, in order that the 

prosépon might be common to him who gave and to him who 

for the sake of his obedience received the image which, 

because Adam preserved it not when it was given to him 
in his material elements,! was taken from him. Destroy not 

therefore the pattern of the Incarnation,®? but concede the 

properties of the divinity and concede the properties of the 
humanity and concede one prosépon of the union, and all of 

them [will be] true and all of them orthodox. If you are 
willing to hear, hear the same things concerning them accord- 

ing to the witnesses which you have cited. 

‘I said: Have this mind in you which was also in Fesus 

‘ / Christ, who, being in the likeness of God, emptied himself 
‘and took the likeness of a servant.’ He said not: “ Have this 

‘“ mind in you which was also in God the Word, who, being 

1 See p. 212, n. 2. 2 Vig. the divinity. 

3 Sc, evavOpwrnots. 4 Phil. ii. 5-7. 
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‘“in the likeness of God, took the likeness of a servant”, but 
‘he took the name “Christ”, as a title indicative of two 

‘natures, avoiding all risk,! and named therewith [both] the 
‘likeness of the servant which he took and God.” I said: 
‘one and the same Christ, two natures, ‘the likeness of the 

servant which he took and God, without distinction. Quote 

these words of Gregory: ‘[There are| indeed two natures, 

‘God and man, but not two sons; for one and another are 

‘those from which our Saviour is, but not one and another— 

‘far from it !—but one by mixture, God who was made man and 

‘man who was made God’;* and again: ‘He who begins 

‘and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not God, 

‘although he is so called on account of the revelation which 
‘[was made] little by little.’* He predicated not two natures 
of God the Word and he came not into being of two natures, 

neither has the man two natures nor is it [the case] that he 
is of two natures, but God and man are two natures. For he 

took a name common to the natures, Son and Saviour, and 

without separation he is named God and Son; and he® 
divides this twofold [Son and Saviour] into those two natures, 
from which our Saviour [came into being]; and by the union 
that which is one thing is called another: thus /‘God who 
was made man and man who was made God ’—not because 

he was changed in respect to his divinity. And ‘He who 

‘begins and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not 

‘God, although he is so called on account of his revelation which 

[was made] little by little’ * Whom then does he call one? 
And whom two? And whom in ousta? And whom by 
union ? 

But Ambrose also has said the same and not strange things 

concerning the union of God and of the flesh: ‘The Son of 

‘God speaks in both of them, because in him there were two 

‘natures. Regard in him on the one hand the glory of God, 

‘on the other hand the sufferings of the man.’® For he also 
predicates the union of the two natures, not that two natures 

! Literally : ‘without risk’. 
2 See p; 207, n. 3- 8 See p. 200, n. 2. 4 See p. 200, n. 1. 
5 Viz. Gregory. © Seep. 199, ni (2). 
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[were] one nature but that two natures |were| in the one 
prosdpon of the Son:—‘the glory indeed of the divinity, but 

the sufferings of the humanity.’ For he calls not the one 
son and God the Word another son, but he indicates some- 

thing else by prosdpon and ousta. As then is the name ‘God’, 
so is the name ‘son’, the one indeed indicative of the natures 

but the other of the prosépon of the Son. The same is God 

and Son, and there is one prosépon of the two natures and not 

of the one owsta. For this reason both of them [are] one Son 
and in one Son are both the natures. One God the Word is 

not both natures nor is one divinity both natures; for there 

has not been confusion nor has there been mixture nor again 

a change of ouszas resulting in one nature of the owsta nor 

again also a natural composition’ resulting in a composite 
nature. / What then have you heard [that is] strange in my 
words—and you have condemned me, and you have laid 

down these things? For the former has laid down the name 
‘Son’ and the latter ‘Saviour’ and Athanasius ‘Lord’. But 

how have they who are called Christians dared to doubt 

whether the Lord, who was born of Mary, is son in the ousza 

and in the nature of God the Word, but was born in flesh of 

the seed of the house of David? For the flesh was of the 

Virgin Mary. For thou also knowest that he who was of the 

Virgin Mary was human nature, in nature indeed and in ousza 

Son of God, in the owsza and in the nature of God the Father, 

but in flesh human nature from Mary. For he? lays down 
the common name‘ Lord’, which is conceived of nature and 

in nature, as well as the things which are indicative of the 

properties of the natures, indicating them both, the divinity 

and the humanity, the one from God the Father in nature 

and the other of a woman in nature. In calling him who was 

of God the Father ‘human’, he calls him not of God the 

Father in his nature, but rather in the human properties he 

indicates two natures. He is not making the human nature 

nor the divine without prosdépon and without “ypostasis. Nor 

has the Incarnation * taken place on our behalf as something 

1 Syr. ‘in a natural composition’. 2 Vie. Athanasius. 
3 Sc. évavOpwrnas. 
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superfluous, unreal,! in such wise as to refer human [attributes] 
to God, as the Arians say that he suffered in nature our own 
sufferings, in his own nature and in his own frosdpon, the 

flesh adding not anything [thereto]. But since the humanity 
is understood completely as the nature of man, it has com- 
pletely /all [the qualities] of the sons of man, [acting] and 
suffering, as the nature of men is wont [to do]. 

Likewise from the same, from the sixteenth roll. 
‘ That at the name of Fesus every knee should bow which ts 

‘in heaven and on earth and which is under the earth and 
‘every tongue should confess that Fesus Christ 1s Lord? 
‘ Because of him who is clothed I honour him wherewith he 
‘is clothed, and because of him who is invisible I adore him 
‘who is visible. God is not distinguished from him who is 
‘visible ; for this reason I distinguish not the honour of him 
‘who is not distinct ; I distinguish the natures and I unite 
‘the adoration.° 

I seek and would persuade you prudently to look well in 
every place, lest he * blame me for breaking up into several 

parts and dividing the divinity and the humanity in the like- 

ness of things which are distinguished in place from one 

another. How is he who is clothed distinguished from his 

clothing and one who is concealed from one who is revealed ? 
As we have added in our very words: ‘God is not distinct 

from him who is visible.’ .. . 

But thou sayest unto me that I distinguish the natures. 
How then are those natures which are indistinguishable dis- 

tinguished? For in the formula they are known as ozsias 

without confusion, without mixture, in such wise that in the 

1 Literally : ‘ not fulfilled’. 2) Phill; rO-20(P:); 
$ Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1201 B: époiws Tov adrov, TeTpddiov is’. iva év T@ dvdpatt 

Inaov, pyoi, wav yovu kdpily, érovpaviwv, kal émyeiwy, kal KataxOoviwy' Kal Tada 
yA@aoa éfoporoynantat, Sti Kvpios “Inoovs Xpiords* bia Tov popodyra Tov popod- 
pevov céBw. id Tov KEKpuppévoy mpookya Tov pavdpevovy. axwploTOs TOU daLvo- 

pévou Oeds. Sid TovTO Tov pw) yxwpiCopevov Tr Tippy ov xwpi{w. xwpilw Tas Pioes, 

GAN’ Eve THY TpooKivna. 

In what follows, the words ‘distinguish’, ‘ divide’, etc., do not represent the 

translators’ idea of what the meaning demands, but are used, as throughout the 

work, for the constant equivalents of certain Syriac words. For the looseness 
of the Syriac on this point see pp. 154, n. 1, 312, n. 3. 

* Viz. Cyril. 
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union both the natures are preserved with their natural 

attributes and naturally with the properties / of the owsza, so 

that the divine nature is conceived in nature of God and the 

human nature is conceived in the nature of the humanity in the 

ousia. He [himself] distinguishes in several parts, he who says 

that the humanity is conceived by nature in the divinity but 

that the humanity is not conceived to be the divinity, and that 

God the Word was not in both the natures either in schéma or 

without the substance of the flesh or in passibility or in the 

action of the sensibility and in the nature of the flesh. For 

if he! were not so conceived, neither is he to be otherwise 

conceived without limiting by distinction him who is infinite 

and unlimited. For this idea he has also in the very thing 

which he says in his letter: ‘ The diversities of the natures are 

not made void by reason of the union’ ;* for in the natural 

differences he distinguishes the things which are united, having 

distinguished [them] indistinguishably, for he has made the 
distinction by the word owsza. For the word and the idea of 

divinity are one thing and that of humanity another, since 

things which are distinguishable are distinguishable. But I 
predicate two natures, that he indeed who is clothed is one and 

he wherewith he is clothed another, and these two prosdpa of 

him who is clothed and of him wherewith he is clothed. But 

thou also confessest ‘of two natures’. Neither of them is 

known without prosdépon and without /yfostasis in the diversi- 

ties of the natures. There are not two frosdpa of the sons 

conceived nor again two frosdpa / of the men, but of one man 
who is moved in the same manner even by the other. For 

the union of the prosdpa took place for the prosépon and not 
for the owvsza and the nature. It is not indeed that one ousza 

without Aypostasis should be conceived, as if by union into 

one ouvsza and there were no prosdpon of one ousza,*® but the 

1 Viz. God the Word. 2 See p. 144, n. I. 
3 In Christian doctrine iwéoraois was first used as practically equivalent to 

ovata, e.g. in Trinitarian definition. But there was always a shade of distinc- 
tion between the two words, the germ of their being later set apart as in the 

formula rpeis broardoes év pug ovcia. For a full discussion of this question see 
Webb, God and Personality, Lecture II. Professor Webb concludes his discus- 

sion of the earlier use of trégracs as follows: ‘Thus it is that tréaracis comes 
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natures subsist in their prosdépa and in their natures and in the 
prosdpon of the union. For in respect to the natural prosdpon 

of the one the other also makes use of the same on account of 

the union; and thus [there is] one prosépon of the two natures. 

The prosdpon of the one ovsia makes use of the prosdpon of the 

other owsia in the same [way]. For what owsza seekest thou 

to make without a prosépon? That of the divinity? Or that 

of the humanity? Therefore thou wilt not call God the Word 

flesh nor the flesh Son. 

But if thou predicatest God the Word [to be] in the two 
natures, God and man, but the man [to be] nought, it is not 
right to think aught else of thee [than] that either thou 
speakest only of the name and the schéma of man without the 

nature at all, after which God the Word was named, or [thou 

speakest] as though the humanity added not anything in 
nature to the prosépon of the dispensation on our behalf; or, 
in order that God the Word might be able to be revealed 

and suffer human sufferings involuntarily, so that while the 

humanity was suffering without sensibility, God the Word was 

suffering the sufferings of the body /and the sufferings of the 

soul and the sufferings of the intelligence and was acting and 

being acted upon—so for this reason thou makest all of them 

God the Word’s and dost expel the humanity. If after this 
thou dost decline to confess two natures with me, by the 

same argument decline also to say that God the Word was 

made flesh and [renounce] the flesh in which he was made 

flesh and was made man. [It is] likewise both in regard to 
the man and in regard to God. But he who speaks so! makes 

into use as a philosophical term, often equivalent to ovata, which for Aristotle is 
most properly used of the concrete individual of a certain kind ; but of Aristotle’s 

two notes of real being, its intelligible character and its concrete independence, 
emphasizing the latter, as ovoia emphasized the former. This difference of 

emphasis between the two words ovoia and tadoracis sufficiently accounts for 

the use made of them respectively by the Christian Church in the eventual] 

formulation of her theology.’ 

This description seems precisely to fit Nestorius’ usage. For him trdoraots has 

its earlier sense, representing Cyril’s ovoia rather than his irdcraais (see above, 
p. 156, n. 2, p. 208, n. 2). Nevertheless there is a distinction between the two 
words, as the passage here shows, Only that which is both ovo/a and trdcraans 
actually exists and has a mpédcwmov (see below, p. 228). 

' J.e. as Nestorius, 
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not two Gods the Words nor two fleshes, but makes confession 

completely, without diminution, of the divinity, and of the 

humanity in which it was made man, that the humanity might 

not be conceived [to be] fictitious, nor further that by a change 
of ousta and by a change of likeness the nature of God the 

Word might even so become the nature of a man. Neither by 

mixture and confusion nor by a change of owsza, nor again by 

a natural change of composition of the humanity, is he con- 

ceived; for all these things are rejected and corrupt and such 

as befit paganism and heretics and corrupt the properties of 

all natures. 

But, O excellent judges, do you wish to cite the witness 

which [was borne] by the Fathers, which was written by them, 
that I may make use of it; that in my making use of in- 
dubitable witnesses you may learn that I too have said the 

same things, and [that] you have condemned me as one who 

says them not and have condemned me in raging anger and in 

darkness? For whatever /else have I said other than that 

which Gregory has said? ‘One thing indeed and another are 

‘the things of which our Saviour is [formed], if the invisible is 
‘not the same as the visible and that which is timeless as that 

‘which is time; yet he is not one thing and another—far from 

‘it!—for they two are one by mixture, God on the one hand 

‘who was made man, man on the other hand who was made 

‘God.’! See then that he calls the clothing visible but him 
that is clothed invisible. For God is one thing and man 

another, but Christ is not one thing and another but one in 

prosopon by union: [that] of God who was made man and 
[that of] man who became God. By man indeed is it said 
that God was made man, and by God is it said that man was 
made God. It was not that he was changed from the divinity ; 

God indeed remained God and was made man, and man 

remained man and was made God ; for they took the prosdpon 

of one another, and not the natures. Therefore [they are] one 

thing and another, and [he is] not one thing and another in 
prosépon, For in that same doctrine by which it is said that 
man was made God men by all means attribute unto him 

* See p. 200, fis &. 
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adoration and service. In him, through whom and by whom 
it befell him to be made God, [he is adored] with one [and] 
the same adoration although he is conceived as one thing and 
another in the natures. And he is without distinction in the 

union, but in view of the natures which are distinct he both ts 

and is conceived one thing and another. 

Now Athanasius also has said things which agree with this: 
‘Now that the Word has become man and has made the 

‘properties of the flesh his own, /the same are not therefore 
‘imputed to the body because of the Word which has come to 

‘be in it.’! For he said that God the Word has come to be 

in the body as one who is clothed in the clothing and the 

invisible in the visible, not as though they had been confused 

nor as though they had been changed, but as though remaining 

in both their natures and making the very properties common 
to him who acts? and to him who is in his own ousza,®? and 

he* possesses all those things which are made [the common] 
properties. And it is evident that he says two: ‘God the 
‘Word and the body in which he was and whose [properties] 

‘he made his own in order that those of the one might become 

‘the other’s and those of the other the one’s.’ But this God the 
Word remained impassible even in the body, nor yet was 

the suffering of the flesh brought nigh unto him, because God 
the Word who was in him was born of God; because of the 

heavenly Word which was in him he became heavenly, but 

because of him wherein he was he also was adored with God 

the Word who is adorable. Because of him who was clothed 

I honour the clothing, for he was clothed in the likeness of a 

servant, as Gregory said: ‘The King of Kings and Lord of 

Lords is clothed in the likeness of a servant.’ ° 

Why then have you accepted these things but accused of 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1185 B: vov 5€ tov Adyou yevopévov avOpwrov, Kai 

idtomoLovpéevov TA THS Tapkds, OVKETL TAVTA TOV GwpaTos GmTeTM dia TOV ev av’T@ 
yevopevov Oedv AOYor. 

2 Viz. the man who suffers and obeys. 

8 Viz. God the Word. * Viz, Christ. 
5 The previous quotations from Gregory have been from Gregory of Nazianzum. 

This one is from Gregory of Nyssa, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1193 D: 6 Baowreds Tov 

Bacirevovtwy, kai 6 KUptos THY KUpLEVdVT@Y THY TOU SovAOU poppHY UmodveTaL. 
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impiety my words and not those also of them who have con- 

firmed my own words? [Is it] either because you suppose 
that even these which in letter and in spirit are the same / are 

not to be rejected in [the rejection of] mine own words? Or 
[is it] because you make void [both] the former and the latter, 
that they may not be spoken, and further employ these of 

mine, having destroyed him who spake them? And you too, 
though involuntarily, are witnesses unto me and you bear 

witness unto me by those [words by] which you suppose that 
you undo these of mine, since you also are in agreement with 

them and undo yourselves, because you are speaking against 

yourselves. And if I were able to have judges unlike you, I 

should have had no labour to convince [them] that it is the 
same idea, and so on; and I do not suppose that it would be 

right to toil much. 

Likewise, from the same, from the seventeenth roll, con- 
cerning the faith. 

God the Word indeed was Son and God, and was with his 
Father even before the Incarnation,! but in the latter time 
he took the likeness of a servant. Yet having been formerly 
son and having been [so] called even after the taking he 
could not be called son by distinction, lest we should intro- 
duce two sons into our faith ; but because he adheres to him 
who has been son from in the beginning, we cannot make 
him who adhered unto him distinct in the honour of the 
sonship—in the honour /of the sonship, I say, and not in 
the nature. For this reason the Word also is called Christ, 
because he has continuously adherence in Christ.? 

But in order that we may not say the same things [and] 
tire the reader with the same [subjects], let us pass on to 

1 Se, évavOpwrnais. 
? Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1201 C: dpoiws Tod abrov, Terpadiov i¢’, Fv ev yap 6 Oeds 

/ \ \ a 7 U cs \ , ‘ , lal , ee a | 
AvYos Kat MpO THs EvavOpwnnoews vids, Kal Oecs, Kal Gvvwy T@ narpie avedaPe de ev 

borépows Katpots rHY TQv SovAov poppHny. GAN Hv (v.1. av) mpd TovTov vids Kai 
KaXOUPEVOS, META THV avaAnYiY od SUVaTaL KadELTOa KEXwWPLOpPEVOS vids, iva uy BVO 

viovs SoypariCwpev, GAN erednmep Exeivw ouvyATTal T@ ev apxn ovTt vid TH pos 
> \ rg > , \ \ 2 27 lad c/ > \ ‘ , \ 

avtov ovvapOevti, ov Svvata kata TO afiwpa THs vidTNTOS, OV KaTAa Tas dudes, dia 
~/ \ , / \ 2 Dat f ~ ¢/ > \ \ , 

ToUTO Kal diaipeow SefacOa, Kara TO akiwpa pnp THS vioTHTOs, ov KaTa TAs Pues 

(v.d, ov Sdvara Kara 7d dfiwpa THs vidtnTos Siaipeow SéfacOa* Kata TO afiwpa pnw 
cs > ‘ \ , \ A \ \ € \ f > ,* vidTNTOS, OV KaTa Tas pvaes). dia TovTO Kal Xpiotds 6 OE€ds Aoryos dvopacetat, 

EmELOnTEp EXEL TUVapELay TiV mpos TOV Xpiorov Sinvery. 
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their testimony which they have chosen, as they suppose, 

against me, and which they have set down as seemed good to 

them; whereby I have proved and shall prove that nothing 
strange has been said by me [and] that I have been condemned 
in this judgement without examination. Hear what Gregory, 

bishop of Nazianzum, says of the things which the former have 
written. ... 

For we [distinguish] not the man from the divinity ; we 
call him one and the same thing; for [we call him] not 
originally man but God and Son and only-begotten before 
the ages, who was not mixed with the bodily frame nor 
with the things which are in the bodily frame ! but in the end 
took also the man.’? 

How then does it seem to you? That it is against [me]? 

Compare them both with one another. ‘ For God the Word, 

‘even before the Incarnation,? was son and God and was with 

‘the Father.’ Set down the [words] of Gregory: ‘ Originally 

indeed not man but only God and Son.’ These [are statements | 
which are supposed contradictory by you ; quote those which 

have been spoken by me [to see] if they are applicable. ‘ But 
in the last times he took the likeness of a servant.’ Set over 

against them [those] of Gregory: ‘But at the end he took 
also the man.’ Lest /they should be supposed to be contra- 

dictory by you, set down those things which have been said by 

me: ‘ But he was before the other and he was called Son, but 

‘after his taking he could not be separated nor distinctly dis- 
‘tinguished nor be called Son.’ Cite [the words] of Gregory: 
‘For also we separate not the man from the divinity.’ Quote 

the rest of mine (which thou cuttest short) as having been laid 
down by me: ‘ That we may not speak of two sons.’ Set down 

1 See p. xv. 

2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1192 B: py anatatwoav of avOpwmo, unde dnaracbwoar, 
2 ») \ a n 

avOpwrov avouv 5exopevor TOV KUpLakoy, ws avTol A€yovat, MAAXAov Be TOY KUpLOY HUaV 
\ - “4 Se \ \ » 0 / he a“ 0 / 1A’ e ,' \ > 4 

Kai Oeov. ovde yap TOV avOpwmrov ywpilopey THs OedTHTOS, GAN’ Eva Kai Tov avTov 
, / ‘ > / > \ \ \ Bs: f \ 'é 

doyparifopev* mporepov pev ovK avOpwrov, GdAd Oedv Kal vidv povoy Kal mpoawnor, 
> lol / \ \ 2 “~ o / e > \ / \ \ »” , 

dpuyn owparos, Kal Tov (?7a@v) Oca GwWyaTos’ Emi TéAEL 5E Kal avOpwrov TpooAnpPbevTa 

inép THS HuaV cwTnplas’ TAaOnTov capki, adnan OedTHTL TEprypamTov owpart, amepl- 

ypantov mvevpati* Tov avTov éniyeov Kai ovpaviov, dpwpevov Kal adparoy (v./. 
, \ aia / Tov" wv’ bAw we , n > lal \ © lal OX e ” 0 

voovpevov), xwpnTov Kal a4xwpn OAw avOpwmw TH aVT@ kai O€@, SAos avOpwros 
~ , 

dvanhacOn meawv bro TH dpapriay, 

3 Sc. évavOpwrnais. 
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those of Gregory: ‘ But we say that he is one and the same.’ 
Quote the rest of my [words]: ‘ But because he adheres unto 
‘him who was in the beginning son; he who adhered unto him 

‘cannot receive in distinction the honour of sonship, by honour, 

‘I mean, and not by nature.’ Set down the words of Gregory : 

‘There are indeed two natures, God and man, as also [there 

‘are] soul and body, but the sons are not two; for those from 

‘which our Saviour is [formed] are one and another ; yet he is 
not one and another. Far from it! For both of them are one 

in the union.’? So he has made the distinction in the nature 

and not in prosdpa, in saying ‘One and another, but one son’. 

And again: ‘by nature’ is other than ‘by union’, as he is 

called ‘other’ in prosépon and not in nature. For after the 

flesh God the Word is flesh, but after the divinity the flesh or 

the man is called Son, in such wise that also after that flesh 

which has been taken God the Word is called Christ. Read 

those [words] of mine even as they have been written. . 

‘For this reason also God / the Word is named Christ, because 

he has continuously adherence in Christ.’? Quote those of 
Gregory: ‘ For [there are] two of them in the union, God who 

was made man and man who was made God.’ For by 

adherence unto man God the Word is said to have been made 

man, even as also man is said to have been made God by 
union with God the Word. For he calls the union a 

“inixture’.* 

Quote the [words] of Ambrose: ‘Does not also the very 
‘Scripture teach you that not the divinity needs sanctifica- 
‘tion, but the flesh?’* After the flesh therefore which has 

been anointed or after man God the Word is called Christ, 

as Ambrose has said. But after the flesh he is named flesh 

or after man man; is not Christ to be named after the flesh 

which has been anointed? And after the flesh he is named 

1 See p. 200, n. 2. 2 See crit. n., p. 400. 
3 In passages such as this Nestorius seems to approach most nearly to teaching 

Nestorianism as usually understood ; indeed it may be argued that such teaching 

is logically implied in the language he uses. But that it is not his own intention 

to imply it he shows clearly almost immediately in the paragraph on p. 225 

beginning: ‘And thou dost concede. . .’ 

4 See p. I99, n. 2 (2), ad finem. 
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flesh ; yet they make not two fleshes nor two men after the 
man who is named God the Word. Because God is named 
Christ after Christ, does it make two Christs? Or preserve 
harmony between you and the Fathers as regards ‘in the 
union’ and as regards ‘in nature’, and as regards ‘in ousza’, 

and as regards ‘the property of the prosépon’, seeing that he 

has given us his and taken ours.! 
And thou dost concede unto him all the properties of the 

flesh and the sufferings and the cross and death and dost not 
concede that he should be truly Christ by reason of the man 
who was in truth anointed, without there being two Christs, 
since also [there are] neither two fleshes nor two men, / But 
let us add also the rest: [there are] neither two births nor 
two sufferings nor two crosses nor two deaths nor two resur- 

rections from the dead nor the rest [of them], nor everything 
else which thou referrest from the flesh into God the Word. 
He? then changes it from the flesh [only] in name and makes 
all of them [the property] of God the Word naturally and is 
grieved with those who speak the truth, as though they were 

making two sons. But when thou speakest, thou dost shun 

change and transformation and illusion and supposition, and 

thou dost pretend to be suspected of saying these things with 

intent to deceive. But when I say these things, thou leapest 
from thy place as if I were speaking of two sons; and again 

thou deniest and pretendest not to deny.® 

In this indeed lies the distinction between us, as touching 

what is in the natures and what in the union, in order that we 

may not deny the things appertaining to the natures on 

account of that which is predicated in the union, and again 

that we may not suppose that to be nature which is predicated 

of the union on account of that which is in the natures. In 

[regard to] the things which thou dost agree not to be pre- 
dicated of the union, thou claimest as though they were in 
the nature and permittest not the mention of the union. But, 

being unable to speak of it when thou excusest thyself, thou 

settest therefore about accusing me and regardest me as 

1 A gap, not a new paragraph, is marked here in the Syriac text, 

2 Viz, Cyril. 8 See p. 224, n. 3. 

2776 Q 
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impious, although in excusing thyself from the things whereof 

I rebuke thee thou bearest witness unto me that I am pious; 
/ and the same things are taken as impious in me but fair in 

him. Or perhaps they issue from thine own knowledge, that 

thou mayest strive and labour on their behalf! Yet, for all that 

[thou admittest them] of necessity and by constraint, hardly 

dost thou admit it and confess in him these human qualities. 

In what other things then more than these art thou confident 

of a just judgement? Even however in the following you 

have the same examination that by the same means you may 
confirm these my [words]. 

Likewise from the same, from the seventeenth roll: ‘ Con- 
cerning the Faith. 

Let us keep without confusion the adhesion of the natures. 
Thou therefore confessest God who is in man, but I worship 
the adhesion of the divinity [where]by man is adored 
together with! God Almighty.” 

But that we may not make use of the witness of any 

other, it is fair that we should make use of his own testi- 

mony concerning these our [questions, of his] who says: 

‘We are keeping without confusion the adhesion of the 

‘natures, in that the diversity of the natures is not made void 

‘by reason of the union.’* Thereby he indicates one and the 
same, and further he indicates God who was in man. God 

indeed was impassible, in a passible bodily frame. Therein 
lies the diversity, nor does it indicate /identity. ‘I worship 

‘ the adhesion of the divinity where[ by] man is adored together 
‘with’ God Almighty,’ * and ‘the body indeed wherewith he 
‘too is seated with the Father is not a stranger unto him’ ;* 
we have not quoted [these] that thou mightest disclaim them, 
but that thou mightest not blame the things which have been 
well said by thee. But you, O admirable judges without 

justice, you have not understood these things when they were 

» Titerally? 10s 

2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. r201 D: ‘Opoiws tov avrov, rerpadiov we’, eis Soypa, 
aovyxXuToV Tolvuy Thy TOY pidEewy THPOpEv avvaderav’ dpodroywpev TOV ev avOpwry 

Ocdv' céBwpev Tov TH Ocia ovvadeia TO mavTokpatopt @€@ ovpmpookvvovpevov v fi Ocig owapeig 74 piropt @€4 p yu 
av@pwror. 

» See Dp, 144, Ny 1 $ See p. 151, n. I. 
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read before you; or else they have surely not been read or 

you have only been careful of this, that you might anticipate 
those who were about to come to the examination. 

Now I pass by the [words] of Ambrose who says that the 
union of God and of the flesh is without confusion: ‘In both 

‘of them there spake the Son of God in whom there are two 
‘natures, man and God.’! But Athanasius also says: ‘If 

‘God the Word were in the body as it were artificially, as 
‘these men say, that indeed which is said artificially ? would 

‘be a phantasy; in regard to him both the salvation and the 

‘resurrection of men would be found a phantasy ’.® 

But let us again speak of the divine adhesion,‘ since thou 

shunnest indeed the term ‘adhesion’ as impiety, thou who 
sayest also this, that whoever says [‘ adhesion’ says] that it 

has adhered to him as in the prophets or by grace and not 
that it adhered by owsza, that is, that it will be adored with 

him in virtue of the union. And again from Gregory: ‘ God 
indeed who was made man, but man who was made God.’ 

For this was not /his on account of his own nature, but in 
virtue of the union of the divinity; for in the adoration of the 

divinity which is united unto him he is adored with it, not in 

his own adoration. Just as ‘He was made God’ is not ‘ He 

was changed into the divinity’, so he was not made God of 
his own nature but by the union of the divinity. For he is 

adored with the adoration of the divinity which is united unto 

him and not with his own adoration. As being made God is 

not to vacate humanity, so he was not made God of his [own] 
nature but by the union of the divinity. Things indeed 

which are diverse in owstza but are adored with a single 

adoration are said to be adored together; but when they are 

mentioned as though in the union of the prosdpon, since there 

is no distinction in the prosépon, how can one be separated 

and be said to be adored [apart]? But when mention is 
made of the ousias, on account of the distinction which exists 

between them, it is said: ‘ He is adored with it’ because [he 

is adored] as if in both ouszas, just as it is said also of the 

1 See p. 199, n. 2. * See po 19a, Ded, 

5 See p. 192, n. 5- * Sc. ovvapeca 
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Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, in so far as they are 
in the union of the divinity, that ‘God is adored’, and, in so 
far as they are distinguished in the prosdpon, although they 

are not distinguished in nature but remain always in their 
being, we say that the Son is adored with the Father and 

with the Holy Spirit, in order that we may not, like Sabellius, 

make the prosépa without hypostasis and without ousia.’ For 

he who would suppress [the saying] that the Son is adored 

with the Father / suppresses [the saying] that the Son exists in 

hypostasis. So also concerning Christ : when we speak of the 
prosbpon, we say that the Son of God is adored, concerning also 
the flesh as united with him; but in discussing the natures and 

speaking of two natures, we say that the humanity is adored 
with the divinity which is united with it. And he indeed who 

would hinder the saying of ‘two natures’ and ‘him who is 

adored with it’ would suppress [the saying] that ‘the humanity 

and the divinity exist in ovsta and in hypostasis’, even as 

has been our argument also concerning the Trinity, as also 
Gregory says. Our [words are] like those indeed of the 
Fathers. Therefore look well into the judgement which has 

been | passed] on these things, as they have been doing every- 
thing at haphazard, fleeing from the examination as from 

nye, 

Likewise from the same, from the sixth roll. Ponder the 
things which follow immediately thereon: That he may be 
merciful and a faithful chief priest in the things which 
concern God. In that indeed he has suffered and been 
tempted he is able to succour them that are tempted.? There- 
fore he who has suffered is the chief priest, but the temple 
is passible, not God the impassible who has quickened the 
passible temple.? 

Who indeed can undertake the advocacy of blasphemies 

such as /these? I called the temple passible and not God 

1 See pp. 156, n. 2, 218, n. 3. 2 Heb. ii. 17, 18. 

8 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1201 D: dpoiws Tov adtov, Terpadiov 9’. okdmE Kal 7d 
ToUTOLS EvOds TUVanTOpEVoY* iv’ éXENuwY, pyol, yévnTa, Kal maoTOs apxLEpeds TA Mpds 
Tov @cdv* ey & yap TémovOev aiTds metpacbeis, Sivara Tois TEpacopévars BonOjoa. 

ovKoUY 6 Tabwy, apx.Epeds EAEHUaY. TaOnTOs 5e 6 vads, OVX 6 (woTOLds TOU TEMOVOdTOS 

Ocds. 
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the quickener of the temple which has suffered. Tor this you 
have condemned me like the priests for blasphemies, because 
I have said that God is incorruptible and immortal and the 
quickener of all. Or contrariwise [can he be] corruptible and 
mortal and in need of life? ‘For does not also the Scripture 

‘teach you that the divinity has not need of sanctification, 

‘but the flesh?’! All this Ambrose proclaims unto you and 
you hearken not, or rather, you hearken and hearken not, you 

see and you see not, and you accept things which are incon- 

sistent. How therefore do you accept these and have not 
accepted mine? Naught that is strange have I said, nor again 
have I written aught that differs [even] in small details from 
his own? [words|: /z that he has suffered and been tempted he 
zs able to succour them that are tempted. 

Now he proclaims the nature which has suffered, and you 
have no need to learn of me or of others. ‘The Scripture 
‘proclaims it: “ Confess therefore the glory of God and the 
* “sufferings of man.”’' Ambrose tells it unto all of you. 
Why are you frightened of accepting these [ words | of Ambrose ? 
And in that you ban my words [you ban] his also. These 
things he has said ; for these things you have condemned me ; 

then not me but him also, for I have said the same things 

as he, those which you have quoted. Who among men will 

/ change these things and be able to accept them as the 

reverse? I should have had no need of much examination to 

establish my [words], if they had come up for examination 

and for judgement, and I should have been teaching in no 
other manner but by means of what they have said and what 

they used in [their] witness. Who had confidence in the 
judgement? And who [was it] that fled from him and carried 
him off by force, and wherefore? And it was by all means 

evident even to the unintelligent. 

Thou hast said that he was impassible in a passible body, 

and thou accusest me as if I were speaking impiety [in saying | 

that the temple of God is passible and that the quickener of 

the temple is not passible. If thou art saying with truth that 

Cp. p. 199, n. 2. 
2 Viz. the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
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God is impassible in a passible body, then hast thou not made 

use of this term ‘impassible’’ merely ' with intent to deceive, 

in order that men may let thee by all [means] say and maintain 
that God is passible and mortal, while thereof accusing me 

who say that the temple of God is passible and that the 
quickener of the temple has not suffered? But you have 

learned how wise is the judgement of the judges, and I have 

made you know for what cause I have been judged. But the 

rest of these things also it is fair? to read. 

/ Likewise from the same, from the twenty-seventh roll. 
That you may learn how close * was his adhesion unto God, 
[know] that even in the infant the flesh of the Lord 
appeared ; for the child and the Lord of the child were 
the same. You have praised my argument, but [beware] 
lest you laud it without examination; for I have said 
that the child and he that dwelleth in the child are the 
same.* 

Suppose, then, that I have spoken thus; I turn not back 

from ‘the child and the Lord of the child are the same’. I 

have said that he is the child and he that dwells in the child, 

but I [will] explain in what manner the child and the Lord of 
the child are the same, in order that thou mayest not suppose 

of me that I predicate them both of God the Word in owsza, 

as if he were in the two ovszas. But, inasmuch as he appeared 

a child, he was of our own nature, made and created ; inasmuch 

as he was concealed, he was Lord and Maker of the child which 

had been revealed ; for there was one prosdpon of them both 

and not one owsza. Therefore have I said that he was one in 

the prosépon and one and another in the owszas: the child and 

the Lord of the child; for ‘he who begins and gradually 

‘advances and is brought to fullness is not God, although on 

‘account of his manifestation which [took place] little by 

' Or, ‘profanely’. 2 Literally: ‘ are fair’, 8 Literally : ‘strongly’. 

* Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1201 E: 6dpoiws Tod avdTov, Tetpadiov K(’. iva paénre, 

gnsiv, ws opddpa tis THs OedtynTos bnHpxe ouvvdpea, Kal év Bpéeper rHs Seomorinys 
kabopapevns capkds, Hv yap 6 abros Bpédos, kal rod Bpépous Seomdtns. énnvécare 

Ti puvhv, ddAA pnde adiTiv aBacaviotws Kparhre* einov yap, 6 adTos hv Bpépos, Kai 

TOU Bpépous oiknTwp, 
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‘little / he is so called’! Gregory also, explaining that God 

is predicated in them both, who is in one prosdpon, lest we 

should suppose that there is one nature, says: ‘ He who begins 

‘and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not 

‘God, although on account of the manifestation which [took 
‘place little] by little he is so called.’ 

Theophilus also says: ‘ This master-craftsman, the Word of 

* God, living and making everything, who has disposed every- 

‘thing in fitting order, put not on a body of an honourable 

‘nature and of heavenly attributes and came unto us, but he 

‘showed in the clay the greatness of his craftsmanship in re- 
‘shaping? man who was formed from the clay,* He hid 
not that he was made and that he was also the Maker. He 
has not made the Maker the made and the Lord the servant 

in the same ousza, as thou arguest with us. For the earthly 
and the heavenly, the visible and the invisible, the limited and 

the illimitable, are the same, as Gregory has said: ‘ The child 

‘and the Lord of the child are the same, yet the same not in 

‘the same [ousia], but in the prosépon ; but the child and the 
‘Lord of the child are in the natures one thing and another, 

‘{even] those of whom is Christ; but [he is not] one and 
‘another—far from it!’* What then makest thou of the things 

of the prosépon of the ousia and of the nature? Thou dost 
transport the ousia of God / into two ousias and then removest 

our own nature and the firstfruits which [are] of us in attribu- 
ting neither to the child nor to the Lord of the child diversity 

of natures but saying that the owsza of the child and the ousza 

of the Maker of the child exist in the same ousza of God the 

Word, as if [it was] he who made his own ousia and God 
the Word was the two ousias [issuing] from the one ousia of 
God the Word, or as if the owsza of man was changed into the 

* See p.: 200, i, i. 2 Literally : ‘in correcting anew’. 

8 Part of the passage read at the Council from the sixth Paschal Epistle of 
Theophilus of Alexandria, Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1189 A: ovTws 6 ndvtav dpiotoTexyns, 
6 (Gv Kal évepyrs TOU O€ov Adyos, Tafews dppovia SiaxoopHoas TA oUpuTayTa, ovx oias 

Tivos Tipias VAns, ovpaviov AaBdpevos GwpaTos, Mpos Huds Apikta’ GAN’ ev THAD 70 
Heya THs éavTod Seixvugr TEXVNS, TOV Ex MHAOD TAADHeYTA KiopOovpevos avOpwmor, 
avros &« napbévov Kaivorpen@s Tpoidy avOpwros. | 

* See pp. 230, n. 4, 200, n. 2. 
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ousia of God the Word. For if thou shrinkest from speaking 

thus, why censurest thou one who speaks clearly and accountest 

him impious and accusest him of impiety ? 
Wherefore then, O judges, you who have been [involved | 

in folly and in deception and in violence, have you not examined 
the testimony which has been written by the Fathers? You 

would have proved to him! indeed from his own [statements | 
that he indeed confesses two natures, one and another, of one 

and another omsia, as the holy Fathers have said. And thou 

also sayest that ‘the natures are diverse, but that Christ [is] 
‘one of them both, [yet] not as though the union made void 

‘the diversities of the natures’.2 These things it appears 

that thou hast said; and ‘The child and the dweller in the 

child’, which thou hast said, is also the same. I say that he 

was impassible in a passible body, that he has a rational soul 

inasmuch as he is a child, for he is man as well as child. How 

therefore, in saying these things and persuading / us to agree 

with the truth of the faith, condemnest thou this man ?® on 

these same [points]? Is not the injustice evident? Thou 
callest the natures diverse in Christ, and this man makes the 

same confession and accepts thy statement of these things; 

and [thou sayest] that there is one prosépon in the diverse 

natures, while he too confesses this and accepts thy confession 

concerning these things. And thou speakest of property and 

appropriation in consequence of the union, and admittest that 

that which exists is one thing and that which is called another, 
while this man also speaks of property and appropriation 
without his * having come into being by [passing] from [his] 
appropriate and voluntary property into a nature that was 

without volition, that he might suffer the natural sufferings. 
But thou gatherest together the things which have been said, so 

that indeed there is neither he who made them his properties, 

nor those things which have become his own, but there is one, 

not [one] prosdpon but [one] owsza indeed, so that thou makest 
void all those things that we have confessed together. 

If thou callest this correct and not different from the truth, 

1 Viz. Cyril. 2 See p. 144, n. TI. 

3 Vrz, Nestorius. 4 Vig. Christ. 
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you ought not to have maligned either the [doctrine] of one 

prosdpon or again that of two natures. For naught have you 

condemned me, not that I do not confess one frosdpon in 

having said ‘ The child and he that dwells in the child are the 

same’; for ‘is the same’ indicates one and the same prosdépon ; 
nor is it as though I confess not two natures, for ‘he who 

dwells’ indicates / the nature, as though it was in the child 
as in the bodily frame, that the ovsia of God might not be 

supposed to be the same as the ousia of the child. If then 

neither thou preachest this, nor this man who has written 

these things, thou oughtest not to have accused me and 
calumniated me as not confessing one prosépon in two oustas 

or as defining them individually! in distinction and in division, 

as things which are distant from one another. For I have 

called the ‘dweller’ one who by all means dwells in the 

nature; and the dweller is he who dwells in him in whom 

there is dwelling, and he has a prosépon, while he in whom 

there is dwelling has the prosdpon of him who dwells. So by 
the use of their prosépa as though they were making use of 
their own authoritatively, the one is the other and the other 
the one, the one and the other abiding just as they are in 

their natures. He is truly God, we confess truly that he [is 
so] also in his nature and is complete, in naught falling short 
of the nature of the Father; and we confess that the man is 

truly man, completely in his nature, in naught falling short of 
the nature of men, neither in body nor in soul nor in 

intelligence; all these things he has in our likeness, apart 

from sin. He was not without activity in his own nature; 

for although God makes use of these things in his own 

proscpon, he makes use of them as of things appertaining 

unto man, in such wise also / as the humanity makes use of 
the divinity in the things appertaining to divinity ; for they 

have a union in prosdpon and not in ousza. 
For this reason it is right to lay down and to confess that, 

as he is confessed [to be] the archetype by reason of the 
image, since it is therefrom that he is called that which he is, 

so also, when God the Word is called flesh, he is confessed 

1 Literally: ‘by parts’ or ‘in parts’, 
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[to be] flesh, that from it he is called flesh and the flesh is 

God and Lord and Son of God, that from it it is said that the 

Lord is in these things, that he may be conceived without 
either confusion or change or phantasy in respect to the 

divinity and in respect to the humanity. But if a man 

changes the things appertaining to the image and predicates 

them of the archetype, necessarily is he acting foolishly in 

regard to both of them, both in regard to the divinity and 

in regard to the humanity: in regard to the humanity in 
assigning unto it the nature of the divinity, and in regard to 

the divinity because he attributes the things appertaining 
to the divinity to the nature of the humanity and changes 
them both. But these things indeed would have been so 

when they were to be examined by the judges, if there had 
been judges and they had consulted the [interests] of the 
orthodox without inclining to the side of the heretics and had 

not let them be brought to pass against the rules, But you 

would not have been the judges, yea, I would add that [you 

would have been] not even orthodox, if you had not also 
obscured these things. And what shall I say? All of you 
have one and the same opinion ; but read too what follows. 

/ Likewise from the same, from the first roll. Common 
indeed is the activity of the holy Trinity, and they are 
distinct only in the prosdpa; for the majesty of the glory 
of the only-begotten applies sometimes to the Father, for 
lt is my Father that glorifieth me,' and sometimes to the 
Holy Spirit: Zhe Spirit of truth will glorify me,” and some- 
times to the might of Christ.® 

What, pray, is there finally in me to rouse them? [Is it] 

because I have said: ‘The activity of the Trinity is common 
and the division lies only in the Aypostases.’* Or perhaps it 

1 Jn. viii. 54 (43). 2 jn, sv a 
° Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1204 A: Tod abrod, TeTpdbiov a’. Kowal yap ai THs Tpiddos 

evéepyera, Kal povas bmoatdcect tiv diaipeciy Exovoa. % your Tov povoryevods 
eVdofia mote piv TO Tarpi mepiimrTa’ €or yap, pnaiv, 6 matnp pov 6 Sofacov pe 

more 58 T@ mvevpare* 70 mvedpa yap, pal, THs dAnOelas Eue Sofdoea* more 5é 7H TOU 

Xpiotov Svuvacreia. 
4 This use of trécracis is quite unusual in Nestorius (see p. 156, n, 2), The 

curious thing is that, whilst the Syriac above represents Nestorius’ regular 

usage, this passage accurately represents the Greek text (cp. p. 242). See p. xv. 
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is yours to suppose that I have said unto you otherwise 

concerning the Trinity that the Son is glorified by the Father 

and by the Holy Spirit. Not that he suffices not for his own 
glory, but I have formerly borne witness abundantly and for 

this reason I have laid down ‘sometimes indeed by the might 

of God’ as being sufficient unto his own glory and not in 

need, because he is not in need. Who then has deceived you? 

But perhaps you conceive that I am speaking of the humanity 

which has been glorified by the Father and by the Holy Spirit 

and by God the Word himself. 
You fight hard, and you are unwilling to name aught of the 

dispensation. And suppose that it has been so said by me ; 
for F disclaim not that on behalf of which you are fighting, 

but now I establish my theme openly. For naught / else is 

your fighting by all[means]| against me than this: you confess 

not that the flesh of the Incarnation! is created and [that] the 
second Adam is of our own nature and that he is created. 

You concede not that he is the creature of the Father and of 

the Son and of the Holy Spirit and that further he is glorified 

by the Creator. Why doubtest thou? What do we make 

this man? Either you do not confess that the flesh is made, 

or you confess that the flesh is made but is not of an ousia 

other than [that] of God the Word? So, in order that he 
may not be the creature of the Father or of the Holy Spirit, 

you make him the creator of himself. For you are very 

cautious therein, and you make him the maker of himself and 

say that he is made of none other than himself. All this is 

fair and just in your opinion when it is so said ; wherefore do 

you not say clearly whatever you suppose to be true? But 
[this] in name indeed you shun but revert to it in fact, and 

refer to the nature of God the Word naturally the attributes 

of natural flesh. That two natures should be united in one 

prosépon makes not two Sons or two Christs, the diversities 
of each one of the natures being preserved. 

/ Thou knowest him who by all means somewhere has said 
these things. Thou hast in fact said that the diversities 
subsist and are not made void by reason of the union of the 

1 See crit, n., p. 400. 
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natures of the divinity and of the humanity. Say one prosdpon 
in two natures and two natures in one prosdpon, as Gregory 

and as Ambrose and as Athanasius, as all the Fathers, as thou 

too hast said, that we may not [again] write the same things. 
If you had been just judges, he would not have been confident. 

But he would have made you all participate in impiety, that 

you too might shun equity of judgement, because you were 

afraid of reprimand for that which you have wrought against 

me. Are you willing that we should examine the other things 

too which they have written? Let it not be tedious unto you 

to hear the same thing many times; but you shall compulsorily, 

of necessity, attend to the things which are to be said. 

Likewtse from the same, from the sixteenth roll, speaking 
of the Son. He it is who said: My God, my God, why hast 
thou forsaken me?+ Heit is who endured death three days, 
and him I adore with the divinity. ‘And after three days’: 
on account of him who is clothed I adore the clothing,” on 
account of him who is concealed [I adore] him who is 
revealed, who is not distinguished from the visible. For 
this reason I distinguish not the honour of him who is not 
distinguished ; / I distinguish the natures and I unite the 
adoration. It was not God by himself who was formed 
in the womb nor again was God created by himself apart 
from the Holy Spirit nor yet was God entombed ® by himself 
in the tomb; for, if it had been so, we should evidently be 
worshippers of a man and worshippers of the dead. But 
since God is in him who has been taken, he also who has 
been taken is called God with him after him who has 
taken [him ].4 

Readers ought not to break off, as if they had no more 

any need of reminding, but to be willing to go through in 

the book of their words those which they have set down close 

Mk. av. 54 €P.), 

2 Nau: a cause de celut qui revet le vétement j’adore celui-la. S See p. xv. 
4 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1204 B: dpolws Tod abrov, TeTpadiov 19’. epi Xpratov 

Aéyovros. ovrTos 6 A€ywv" Oe€ pov, Oe€ pov, iva Ti me &yKaTeAUTES ; OUTOS 6 TpLHLEpOV 

Tedevtiv bnopeivas’ mpockvy® && oiv TH OedrynTt TodTOY, ws THs Bias auvepyov 
a’devrias, Kai ped Erepa. ov Kad’ éEavTd Oeds TO TAaTHeY amd pHATpas* ov Kad’ 

éavTd Ocds TO KTICOEV Ex TOD TYEdpaTOS' Ov Kad éavTO Beds TO Tape (v./, paver) 
ém pvfpatos. otTw yap av fuev dvOpwrodarpa, Kal vexpohaTpar cadeis, aAd’ 

érednrep ev TH AnpOervre Oeds, Ex Tod AaBdvTos 6 AnPOeis, ws TE AaBdvTe cvvagPbeis, 

avyxpnuatice: Oeds. For the passage omitted see p. 217, n. 3. 
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at hand in opposition to me, that ‘ the bodily frame exists not 
by itself’. This [it is] concerning which they have unjustly 

belied me, as though I were speaking of a mere man and 
distinguishing him into part[s], as those things which are 
distinguished from one another in space. And again contrari- 
wise to this they accuse me, [demanding] from what reason I 

call him indistinguishable and infinite, since they hear ‘he 

‘came into being by himself, not even for one moment, but 

‘God too is in! him ever since his coming into being, since 

‘also God is in! him that he may come to bein! him’. ‘For 
‘he is impassible in a passible body who in the fullness of the 

‘times assumed the man that he who assumed might come to 

‘be indistinguishably in him who was assumed.’ And it was 
not artificially * that he came to be in the body, but truly he 

came to be in the body and was / not distinguished from 
the body. ‘The nature which [was born] of Mary was human 
and our salvation came not to pass in phantasy.’ 

From the things which they say, you also know my [words] : 

‘ And he who has been assumed is named God after him who 

assumed. This was not his of his own nature; for he who 

has been assumed is the passible man in whom the impassible 

existed, [that is] the human nature in which God existed not 

artificially,” the clay wherein the cunning craftsman has proved 

his craftsmanship. By the union with the divinity it is his 
to become Son and to become God. For ‘he who begins 
‘and gradually advances and is perfected is not God, although 

‘on account of the manifestation which [took place] little by 
‘little he is so called’,? and he is called that whereunto God 

is united in nature. For ‘one thing and another are those 

‘things whereof our Saviour is [formed], yet [he is] not one 
‘and another—far from it !—but one by adhesion, God on the 

‘one hand who was made man and man on the other who 
‘was made God’.t By his adhesion he was made God and 

not by his nature; by the union of the divinity and of the 
flesh he became one Son, for both the natures existed in him. 

Therefore ‘The man is called God by the union of the 

1 The Syriac proposition means ‘in’ or ‘ with’ indefinitely. 
3 See p. 192, n. 3. 8 See p. 200, n. I. * See p. 209, n. 2. 
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divinity and is said to be one Son’—|he is said] to become 

one son—by this doctrine he is adored with the adoration 
of the divinity and is adored with him; yet there are 

not two adorations, but one. For in the /one adoration of 

this one ousta the other also is adored, because he who is 

adored with the other is not adored in his own adoration, but 

both of them together. In the adoration indeed of the one, 

the other who is with him, who is adored in the adoration, 

also [is adored]; of necessity he is united and not dis- 
tinguished. For also he who is adored is not capable of 

not being adored, nor again [is he] to be adored apart from 
him in whom he exists, nor yet again [is he] to be adored 
in him without the latter also, in whom he receives adoration, 

being adored. For he is not adored in his own prosdpon but 

in that prosépon to which he is united, which is common on 

account of the union for the union took place in the prosdpon 
in such wise that the one [became] the other and the other 
the one. From him therefore who assumed the prosdpon 
it is his who has been assumed to become the prosdpon of 
him who has assumed it. For this reason the flesh of God 

the Word bears the same title with him, and it is not accord- 

ing to the flesh that God the Word becomes God and Son 
and Lord; for God the Word is called God and Son in his 

nature and not after another in the things derived from the 

nature. But the flesh has received from God to be named 

that which he is called, being called God when bearing 

the same title with him, making use with him of the name 
of God; it is not its after its nature. Otherwise then 

thou art dividing the union and predicating two things 
of him.? 

And censure one who says that the body is by itself and 
according to whom the |properties] of the divinity belong 

not to the divinity which [is] in the body. / And before 
everything censure * thyself who hast so spoken; and if indeed 
thou darest not to deny that owing to the union the flesh 
had the prosdpon of the divinity, but referrest to God the 
Word alone the [attributes] of the humanity and of the 

1 Vis. God the Word. 2 Inserted by Bedjan in the Syriac text. 
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divinity but to the humanity neither those of the humanity 
nor those of the divinity, thou yet dissemblest in that thou 
namest God the Word in them both; thou art like unto 

me in being [too] reverent to suppose that the humanity 
is not worthy of the prosdpon, and thou overthrowest 
the union which thou confessest in schéma, where[ by] two 
natures are one frosdpon, laying down that it is God the 
Word who is united to the flesh or to the man and that he 
is said [to be] in both of them in the nature of God and 
[to be] man in the union, but a man who is neither united 
to the divinity nor even exists.'. And for this reason man 

is named Son neither after his nature nor through the union 

of God the Word. But thus thou seemest to set up God 
the Word in both of them but man [in] neither of the two 
of them, whether in the nature or in the union with that 

1 This sums up Nestorius’ dissatisfaction with the Cyrillian conception of the 

‘impersonal manhood of Christ’, and the question at issue is whether he 
misunderstood that conception, or rightly criticized it as unintelligible. See 

e.g. Loofs, Nestorius and His Place, p. 73. Consistently with this Nestorius 

suspects Cyril of treating Christ’s manhood as something less than human ; cp. 

p. 260. On the general question the following statement may be quoted: 

‘From Locke’s definition of ‘‘ person” as ‘‘a thinking intelligent being that has 
reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself’? modern psychology has 

proceeded in a fairly regular course to identify ‘‘ personality” as the potentiality 

of self-consciousness, or, more precisely, of conscious activity. The persona of 

Latin theology, as defined by Boetius, would certainly have this quality of self- 

consciousness, but would not be constituted by it. Thus St. Thomas Aquinas, 

following the definition, was able to say that a discarnate soul, which he held to 

be self-conscious, is not persona.... Thus: (1) when the Council of Chalcedon 

taught that our Lord is but one hypfostasts (Latinized as persona), and that Divine, 

it is extremely improbable that there was any reference to personality as under- 

stood in modern psychology. If there was not, the dogmatic definition does not 

preclude the supposition of a “human personality” in our Lord. (2) When 

the Council proceeded to attribute to our Lord two natures—Divine and human 

—it is at least possible that ‘“ human nature ’’ was taken as including all that is 

now called ‘‘personality’’. In that case, the Council implicitly affirmed the 
‘*human personality’? of our Lord. (3) When the Sixth General Council, in 

the year 680, affirmed, as against the Monothelites, that there were in our Lord 

two wills and two energeiat—Divine and human—it seems fairly clear that the 
human energeta (Latinized as operatio) corresponds closely to that conscious 

activity which is the basis of the modern idea of personality. Therefore, what 
may have been implicit in the definition of Chalcedon now becomes explicit. 
The Council definitely attributes to our Lord ‘‘ human personality’’ in the 
modern sense of the words’ (T. A. Lacey, in The Guardian, Dec. 23, 1921). 
Cp. further pp. 218, n. 3, 321, n. I. 
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which is united. ‘God on the one hand who was made man, 

‘man on the other who was made God.’ ‘For he who begins 
‘and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not 
‘God, although on account of the manifestation which [took 
‘place] little by little he is so called.’ ? 
And all the things which are called after the union in 

respect to both of those /things which are united come to 

be with reference to the one prosdpon. And thou sayest that 
the union of the natures took place in one prosdpon, but in 

fact with all thy might thou settest up the Incarnation? of 

God the Word of the Arians and of the Apollinarians, and 
thou provest to those who have eyes to search thee out that 
he made use of the body and of the soul as of an instrument ® 

without soul and without reason and without will as if for 

his own nature, doing and suffering the sufferings of the body 

which became consubstantial. And for this reason thou 

countest it not with him and thou referrest to God the Word, 

even as to a craftsman, all these [properties] of the instru- 
ment,® but thou dost attribute to the instrument those of the 

craftsman, since he was not assumed for this, that he might 

do and suffer voluntarily in his nature, but that God the Word 

might suffer all human things and do them, while he had not 

his own will or feeling or sufferings or humanity; but thou 

dost attribute unto God the Word feeling and willing and 
suffering in all the things of humanity in his nature. And 

for this reason thou declinest to say that there was aught 
[added] to the humanity itself owing to the union with the 
divinity, apart from what God the Word is in prosdpon, that 

is, God and Lord and Son of God; for except the omsza he * 
has all the [properties] of the owsza owing to the union and 
not by nature. For the divinity makes use of the prosdpon 

of the humanity and the humanity of that of the divinity ; 

and thus we say one / prosépon in both of them. Thus God 
appears whole, since his nature is not damaged in aught owing 
to the union; and thus too man [is] whole, falling short of 
naught of the activity and of the sufferings of his own nature 

' See p. 200, ns. 1 and 2, 2 Se. évavOpwrnoais. 
8 Syr. ’6rganéu = Gk. dpyavor, * Viz, ‘the man’. 
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owing to the union. For he who refers to the one prosdpon 
of God the Word the [properties] of God the Word and those 
of the humanity and gives not in return the prosépon of God 
the Word to the humanity steals away the union of the 

orthodox and likens it to that of the heretics. For you have 

learnt of the orthodox in the testimonies which they have 

written, that they give in compensation the [properties] of 

the humanity to the divinity and those of the divinity to the 
humanity, and that this is said of the one and that of the 

other, as concerning natures whole and united, united in- 

deed without confusion and making use of the prosdpa of 
one another.’ 

How therefore has he swept you away to everything that 

he wishes, O wise judges? Either then refute the [sayings] 
of the Fathers which you have cited in testimony, or else 

otherwise it is of necessity [incumbent] upon you to receive 
one who says on their own side according to their teaching : 

‘Two indeed in nature and one prosdépon in the union, in 
‘ mixture, in revelation, in adhesion, God who was made man, 

‘man who was made God, the one is said after the other 

‘to have been made man and the other said after the one 

‘to have been made God.’ Whatever therefore have I said 
which is alien from them, for which you have condemned me? 

Was it not right to confess two natures? Was it not right 

to confess one prosdpon belonging to two natures, / of the 

divinity and of the humanity, that of the divinity and of the 

humanity? But although you deny that which you have 

written you are to be reprimanded. 

Read therefore what follows : 

Likewise from the same, from the third roll: against 
heretics, concerning the Holy Spirit. For how is that a 

! This statement of the doctrine of the communicatio idiomatum is surely in 

accordance with that elaborated in Leo’s Tome and accepted as orthodox at 

Chalcedon. For an estimate of Nestorius’ teaching on this point drawn from 

other sources than this work see T. H. Bindley, Oecumenical Documents of the 
Faith, p. 113: ‘ Leo drew out this at length in the Zome. Nestorius would not 
or could not see the validity of this method of speech, nor allow that the Son 

could enter the sphere of human life while still remaining within the Divine 
sphere.’ 

2775 R 
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servant who [works with the Son and the Father? And, 
if any one inquires concerning the Spirit what are his 
acts, he will find that he]! is with the Father and with 
the Son, and falls not short of them in aught. It is not 
indeed as though one divinity were divided, but the Divine 
Scripture, for the proof and the likeness of the Trinity 
proves that [there is] one power and that it is distinguished 
for each single one of the Aypostases.2 And search out 
likewise from the works which at sundry times have 
begun [as follows*]: God the Word became flesh and dwelled 
among us* and caused the humanity which was taken 
to abide with the Father. Zhe Lord said unto my Lord: 
Sit thou on my right hand,’ to that likeness which was 
taken, the Holy Spirit has come down and shown his 
clory.® 

The reader therefore has not need that we should go back 

to each one of the things which have been said before, 
and that we should say the same things. But we will say 
unto them: Is the flesh created or not created? Speak 

clearly ; if thou sayest that it is created, in whatever manner 

it be, thou concedest that it has been made by the Father 

and by the Son and by the Holy Spirit, for they are entirely 

distinct in nothing in the making and all things are wrought 
by one and the same / will and wisdom. But if thou dis- 

tinguishest not between these and separatest [not] the Son 

from the Father and from the Holy Spirit, but even [sayest} 
that he has become flesh in virtue of the flesh and has dwelled 
among us and that all the dispensation on our behalf has 
been effected by one and the same will and wisdom and 

1 The passage in brackets is restored from the Greek. See crit. n., pe 400. 

2 See p. 234, n. 4. 8 See p. xv. 
. Jn. tk & Pa, eerie 

6 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1204 c: dpoiws Tov avrov, Terpadioy y’. Kata aipetixa@y 

mept TOU mvevpaTos A€yovTos. Mws yap Ein SovAOY, Pyai, TO peTA maTpods Kai viod 
épyacépevov ; Kav (nroin Tis Tas Tov mvevpaTos Tages (v. 1. mpagers), Ebpnoe THY TOU 
maTpos Kat viod Kat’ ovdéy AEtmopevas’ ovX ws THS pias peEptCopevns OEedTNTOS, GAA 

THs Oelas ypaphs Ta THs pias ioxvos Kal Kad’ ExaaTnv pepiCopevns bmdarac, eis 
anddegw Tov THs Tpiddos dpotov. Kai po. cxdmE: TO Gpotoy, Ex TaV ev Epyols KaLpav 

(v.l. Kapiwy) apgapevor (v. 1. tows, apgfapevos.—NV.B. The Syriac text implies apga- 
pevav)* 6 OEeds Adyos eyeveTo capt, Kal éoxnvwoev Ev Huy. ouverabioev EavT@ Thy 
dvadnpOcicay avOpwrdtnra 6 nathp* eime yap, pnaiv, 6 KUpLos TP Kupiy pov, KaBov ex 

Sefi@v pov. Tv Tov avadnpbevtos TO mvEdUa KaTEAOOY auvEKpoTNaE Sdgav" bray yap, 
gyal, TO mvedpa THs GAnGeias EAB, Exetvo Ene Sogacet, 
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might even as also it has been effected, I myself also and 

all the company of the orthodox say [the same], according 
to the Holy Scriptures. If therefore this is worthy of accusa- 
tion, let care be taken by thee that naught is left without 
accusation. And yet sayest thou that it is created? Say 
it clearly and suppress the [doctrine] that God the Word 
became flesh; for if he became not, how is it said that he 

became? For thus he is not admitted [to be] as an act,! 

the work of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 

Spirit. For thereby it appears that thou art constrained 

to say that the flesh of God the Word has need of the 

Father and the Holy Spirit, the [flesh] which in its own 
ousia is naught else than God the Word. But it is not 
God the Word, who has not need of the Father and of the 

Holy Spirit. 

If thou conceivest the flesh thus, thou well definest it to 

be so. Look well however in the Fathers who imagine the 

opposite concerning the flesh, from whom you have cited 
testimony, when they say: ‘It is indeed the human nature 
which [is] of Mary,’* and again: / ‘He who begins and 
‘gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not God, 

‘although on account of the manifestation which [took place] 

‘little by little he is so called.’* For both natures of which 

our Saviour is [formed] are one thing and another, even as 
thou hast formerly agreed with them to say the same things: 

‘Diverse are the natures which have been combined in the 

‘union, but of both of them [there issues] one Christ, not 
‘indeed that the diversity of the natures is to be made void 

‘on account of the union; for God is impassible in a passible 
‘body; for his body, which also is abiding with him, with 

‘the Father, is not alien unto him.’4 What then is there 

to do with the things that I have said, which confirm the 

[words] of the former and those of the latter? And they 
make void thine, while thou settest aside all those whom 

thou hast cited as thy testimony. For these reasons the 

judges have not come to the examination, lest they should 

1 See crit. n., p. 400. # DEG Dp, 19a, 0. 5. 

® See p. 200, n. I. *- See p. 144, fi, 1. 
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hear these and such like things and be condemning them- 

selves. But I will cite again the rest of the things which 
are like unto them and we will run over them, that you 

may see through all of them the cause of his declining the 

judgement. 

Likewise from the same, from the sixth roll: in speaking 
of Christ. We has been sent forth zo preach release to the 
captives’ as the Apostle [says], and cites: ‘He [it was] 
who was trusted of God and was made chief priest ;’? for 
he surely became and existed not eternally from aforetime. 
He it is who gradually advances little by little to the 
honour of the high / priesthood, O heretic! Hear the 
voice which clearly proclaims unto thee: /xz the days 
of the flesh he offered up a prayer and a supplication with 
strong crying and with tears and was heard for his 
righteousness and, though he was rightly Son, learned 
obedience by the things which he bore and was made per- 
fect and became unto all them that obey him the cause 
of eternal life.» Being surely brought to fullness and 
made perfect he gradually advanced little by little, [O] 
heretic; concerning whom also Luke proclaims in the 
Gospel that Jesus zncreased in stature and in wisdom.* Paul 
also has said things agreeing therewith: He was made 
perfect and became unto all them that obey him the cause 
of eternal life and was named of God chief priest after the 
order of Melchizedek,’? and, after other things, he was 
proclaimed chief priest. Why therefore dost thou interpret 
against Paul, thou that dost mingle God the Word im- 
passible with an earthly likeness and makest him a passible 
chief priest ? ® 

1 Luke iv. 18 (P.). i Cop. Heb. ii. 19. 3 Heb. v. 7-9. 
4 Luke ii. 52. Seep. xv. 5 Heb. v. 9-I0 (P.). 
6 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1204 D: dpolws Tod adrov, TeTpadiov 9’. mepi Xprorov 

A€yovTos, OT dmEgTAaAN Knpvgar aixpadrwras apeow, Kat TUPAots avaBAefiv? ws 6 
amdaToAos Emipeper, Kai pnow* oUTOS 6 MATOS TO OE@ TETonpévos Apxiepevs. EYEVETO 
yap ovTos, ovK aidiws mpony. ovros 6 Kara puxpoy eis apxtEpews, alperine, mpoxdas 
dgiwpa’ Kal dove aaperrépas cor ToOUTO StaBowons pwvns* év Tats Hyépas Exeivars, 
pnot, THs Gapkos adToD Senoers Kal ikegias mpos Tov Suvapevov owlew avToy ék Bavaro, 

peta Kpavyns ioxupas kal Saxpiwv mpoceveyxas, kal eicakovabels and THs evAaBeias, 
kaimep dv vids, Euabev ad’ dy Enabe tiv bnaxony, Kal TedAEwOeis, EyéveTO ToIs bna- 

Kovovow avTov (vl. abt) maou, aitios cwrnpias aiwviov. TedeovTa 5€ TO KaTa 
puxpov mpokdmrov, aiperixé. rept ov Kal “Iwavyns év Tos evayyedios Boa: “Inaods 
mpoékomrev HALKia, Kal dodia, kal yapiTt. ois avppwva Kai TlavAos POeyydpevos* 

TeAeiwbeis, pnaiv, éyévero Tois imakovovaw avrov (v.l. av7@) maaw aitios owrnpias 

aiwviov, mpocayopevbels tnd Trot Oeod apxiepeds Kata Thy Tagivy MeAyuoedéx. Kai 
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I imagine therefore that all of you, since you constantly 

say these things and since the latter brings them forward 
in his testimony, are like those who make mock of them 
that are heavy with sleep and answer differently to different 
things to those who cry out and ask them. For this reason, 

when thou settest aside thine own testimonies, thou dost not 

understand. For thy witness Gregory says: ‘ He who begins 

‘and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not 
‘God, although on account of the manifestation which [took 
‘place] gradually / he is so called.’! But then he is not thy 

witness but my advocate, who has laid down these things 

in his discourses. Why then dost thou mingle these [argu- 

ments| of one who has laid them down in his very discourses ? 
But Ambrose too [says]: ‘Does not the Scripture also 
‘teach you that the divinity has not need of sanctification, 

‘but the flesh? Confess the glory of God and the sufferings 
‘of man.’? [Thou claimest] that he is on thy side, but knowest 
not what thou sayest. Whatever then has this man ® said 

unto thee other [than this]? For he who accepts these 
disputes not against those. If thou accusest the latter as 

one who predicates the two omsizas, accuse also the former who 

predicates two natures, one thing and another. 

But thou sayest that he who confesses two natures, one 

and another, of necessity makes two prosdépa; for it is not 
possible that two prosdépa should become one prosdpon ; but, 
if it is right to confess one prosdpon, refer them all to the 

one prosépon of God the Word, in order that they may be 

predicated of one prosépon and not of two; just as thou 

sayest that he [it is] who suffered, and dividest [it] on thy 
two fingers and makest proof as if concerning things [that 

are| divided. In this indeed thou hast naught [to do] with 
me, O admirable man. He, who in word accepts the Fathers 

and the words of the Fathers, accepts also my words at the 

same time. He, who says: ‘Does not / the Scripture itself 

peO Erepa, apxrepeds KexAnpévos. Ti ov dvOeppnvedas TO TavAw, Tov anab7 
@edv Adyor Emvyeiy KaTapyvis dpoiwmpaTi, Kai MaOnTdV dpxiepéa maa ; Cp. Loofs, 

T . 

Nestoriana, p. 235. 

1 See p. 200, n. I. 2 See p. 199, n. 2 (2). 8 Viz. Nestorius. 
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‘also teach you that the divinity has not need of sanctification, 

‘but the flesh?’?! predicates one prosépon of the flesh and of 

the divinity, and that the one has need of sanctification, while 

the other has not need. And ‘ He who begins and gradually 

‘advances and is brought to fullness is not God, although 

‘on account of his manifestation which [took place] little 
‘by little he is so called’*—and the latter too predicates 
two: he who has begun and he who has not begun, and 

he who gradually advances and is brought to fullness, and 

further he who eternally is such as he is; he who is not God 
in his nature, although through the manifestation he is called 

God, and he who is [so] in his nature. For in the natures 
thou dividest also the prosdpa: man and God. [There are] 
not two sons nor two men; but hast thou not been informed 

that the Fathers confess one prosépon of two natures, and 

that the diversities of the natures, either of the divinity or 
of the humanity, have not been made void by reason of the 

union, because they are thereby combined in one prosdpon 

which belongs to the natures and to the prosépa? For the 

diversities subsist, since there has not been confusion or even 

suppression, so that thou mightest refer the diversity of the 

natures naturally to one nature and to one prosdpon of the 

same nature and mightest suppress that which is without 

prosépon and without its own ousza, that is, the humanity, and 

mightest name God and man God alone. 

For he, who thus names the one prosépon of the two 
natures / God the Word, further attributes not the | properties | 
of the divinity to the prosdpon of the humanity in such wise 

that there should be one prosépon of the divinity and of the 
humanity: the prosdpon of the divinity and the prosdpon of the 

humanity are one prosdpon, the one on this hand by kendédszs, 

the other on that by exaltation. Either thou confessest the 

confusion of the natures and the absolute suppression [of the 
humanity|, or thou confessest the instrumental® and natural 
union of the heretics, whereby he is united to all the [proper- 
ties| of men, in order that he may be able to comport himself 
and to suffer according to human nature. And the [attributes] 

1 See p. 199, n. 2 (2). 2 See p. 200, n. I. > Syr. ’organaya. 
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of the humanity [are] as the instrument! to the craftsman; 

that is, thou referrest them to God the Word and dost not 

attribute to the instrument,! that is, to the humanity, those 

of the craftsman ; and the [properties] of the humanity, as by 
an instrument,! thou referrest to God the Word, but thou 

dost not attribute those of God the Word to the humanity. 

Thou therefore deceivest, in that thou makest use of the things 

which we say in our own name alone and in our own prosépon, 

whereas in fact on the contrary thou suppressest them; and 

thou makest God the Word himself passible, in suppressing 
the sensibility and the will of the humanity, which [according 
to thee] ‘is not indeed sensible in its nature’, but is sensible 

in the nature of God the Word, nor became willing in its 

own nature but became willing in the nature of God the 

Word. And for this purpose, as regards the humanity, thou 

attributest the things of the humanity to the nature and not 

to the prosdpon.2 But thou attributest the things of the 

humanity unto God but dost not attribute those of the 

divinity to the humanity. But we / speak of one and another 
in natures but of one prosdépon in the union for the use of one 

another: God on the one hand who was made man, man on 

the other who was made God. 
But further, as in the Trinity, [there is] there one omsza 

of three prosdpa, but three prosdpa of one ousia; here [there 

is] one prosdpon of two ousias and two oustas of one prosdpon. 

There the prosépa exist not without owsza, nor here again 

does the ousta exist without a prosépon, nor also the nature 

without prosdpon, nor yet the prosdpon without nature. For 

of the prosdpon of the one owsza and not of another the other 

ousta makes use in the same manner on account of the union. 

It has indeed made our own [properties] its very own proper- 
ties, conceding its own to him to whom all these things 

belong completely, except sin. For he has come to aid our 

nature, not to take that which belongs to him, and to save and 

renew in him|self] our nature through a sublime obedience, 
and not to remove it from obedience, being obedient in its 

stead to all human sufferings, while it is obedient in naught, 

1 Syr. ’6rganon. * I.e. of God the Word. 
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and not to participate in the human nature of men. Nor 

[according to Cyril] did he come into being of men nor 
again of the [things] of divinity, but he attributes to the 
divinity the [properties] of the humanity without attributing 
those of the divinity to the humanity; but he was taken as 
something to serve as an instrument, not having voluntarily 

practised obedience as /a rational nature, with thought and 

with examination and with the choice of good and with the 
refusal of evil. 

But if thou callest the nature of men in him whole, attribute 

unto him completeness also in the operations wherein it seems 
that it exists, that is, that he trusted in God and was made 

chief priest. And he offered up prayer and supplication and 

entreaty unto him that was able to preserve him alive from 

death and rescue him with strong crying and with tears and 
was heard on account of his righteousness; and though he were 

a son, he learned obedience by the things which he had borne and 
became the cause of eternal life unto all them that obey him;? 
and again ‘he who begins and gradually advances and is 

‘brought to fullness is not God, although on account of his 
‘revelation which | was made] little by little he is so called’ ;° 
and again: ‘ Does not the Scripture also teach you that the 
divinity has not need of sanctification, but the flesh?’ * 

Although he was a son, by reason indeed of the union of the 

divinity and of the flesh, the Son of God speaks in them both 
because both the natures exist in him: ‘ Now indeed the glory 

of God and now the sufferings of the man.’* For in saying 

‘God’ and in saying ‘in nature’, we conceive him not without 
the man ; and so again in calling him ‘man’ and in speaking 

of him as ‘in nature’, we speak not of him apart from his being 

God, but / we name the man God indeed on account of the 

union of the divinity but man in nature; yet similarly once more 

also God the Word is God indeed in nature, but we call God 

man by reason of the union of the prosépon of the humanity. 
The | properties] therefore of the natures change not the union 
nor those of the union the natures and deprive [not] both 

1 Syr. ’6rganon. 2 Heb. v. 7-9. 

3 See p. 200, n. I, 4 See p. 199, n. 2(2). 
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of them of the properties of the natures or of those which are 

caused by the union in the dispensation on our behalf. 
But let other things also be written for the confutation of 

the condemnation which the judges have pronounced against 
me, 

Likewise from the same, from the seventh roll. Where- 
fore, holy brethren who have been called by a heavenly 
calling, behold this Apostle and chief priest of our confession 
Fesus Christ, who [was| faithful unto him that hath made 
him as |was| Moses in all his house And after other 
things: Since you have this chief priest who suffers with you 
and [is] your kinsman and sustains your people, fall not 
away from the faith; for he, by means of the blessing which 
was promised unto him, was sent of the seed of Abraham 
in order that he might present himself as a sacrifice on his 
behalf and on behalf of his kinsmen. It is to be remarked 
that I have confessed, that they all had need of sacrifices, 
and that I have excepted Christ as one who has not need ; 
but he offered himself as a sacrifice on his own behalf and 
on behalf of his race. ? 

Who then [is he] that is faithful / unto him that made him 
chief priest? Make answer. Godthe Word? For of him it 

says that he was made chief priest unto him who made him. 
Who is he that made him chief priest? [Was it] he who was 
faithful unto him, or did he make himself or [was he made it| 
by the Father? But if he made himself chief priest, if thou 

sayest that that [took place] in the union in the same manner 
as the Word also became flesh, thou art constrained to give 

a nature of our own owsza unto the flesh, after which he also is 

called flesh in the union and not in the nature. He is truly 

chief priest, he who is consubstantial with us and our kinsman, 

on account of whom God the Word also is called chief priest. 

1 Heb. iii. 1-2. 
2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1205 B: dpoiws Tod abrov, Terpddiov iC’, BOev, AbdeApoil, 

KANTews Emrovpaviov péTOXOL, KaTaVOnTaTE TOV andaToAoy Kal apxLepéa THs dpodroyias 
hpav “Incovv, moarov bvta Te ToncayTt a’rdov. Kal ped’ Erepa’ dvTos ody piv 

TovTov pdvov dapyx.epéws oupmadovs Kat avyyevovs Kal BeBaiov, ths eis adTov pi) 

mapatpénecde tictews. avTos yap Hulv THs emnyyedpevns ebdAoyias Ex omépparos 
"ABpadp drecraadn, ws twép EavTov Kal Tov auvyyevovs TIv TOV dwpaTos Bvoiay ouVen- 

ayopevos. onpemréov, Tt bporoynoas mavta apxiepéa SeicOa Ovaias, Kal brefedAay 

Tov Xpiarov, ws pr Sedpevoy, &v TovTas inep Eavrov pyai mpoapépayv, kal TOU auyyevois, 
Ovaiav. Cp. Loofs, Nestoriana, p. 240. 
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For there is none that says that the one was of the other and 

denies that the other was of the one. Confess therefore in the 
first place this one who exists in the nature and next [him]| who 
is said [to exist] through the union ; for if this is not confirmed, 

there is not even place for it. 
For each one of the names of an owsza indicates concerning 

him in the first place the owsza whose name it is. Bring it 

before the hearer, and then afterwards thou comest to the fact 

that they are said otherwise also and not in owsia. Conse- 

quently also when in that which is said men take first a name 

which is | used] of a nature, and afterwards of things which [are 
said| otherwise, however it may be, they are named either in 
the manner of homonymy or even not by nature; for this 

reason they cover them over as things concealed and forgotten. 
When therefore we speak of the things of the union, / thou 
sayest ‘and is made man’, but thou assignest this not to the 
union but as to the nature. But thou dissemblest the things 

appertaining to the nature and thou hinderest those who speak 

[them] as persons committing impiety. Thou allowest naught 
else than to take the [words] ‘he became’ and ‘he was made’ 
of the nature of God, although ten thousand times thou sayest 
[that he is] unchangeable; and thou confessest that he who 
made was made and exists in his nature and is called what he 

became; or speakest thou on the contrary in phantasy | words | 

which confess two natures of which Christ is [formed] and 
diverse natures which are diverse natures? How can men 

speak otherwise of the natures, unless they make use of the 

name of the natures, of the one and of the other? 

But this [is] weighty. For this reason also I have said that 
it is to be remarked: he indeed has been sent unto us of the 

seed of Abraham through the blessing which was promised, 

that he might offer his body as a sacrifice on his behalf and 
on behalf of his kinsmen. Remark indeed that I have con- 

fessed, that all the chief priests have need of sacrifices, while 

Christ, as one who had no need thereof, offered himself as a 

sacrifice on his own behalf and on behalf of his race. Suppose 

that it has been so said by me; for I decline not to refute the 

change in your words, lest it should be supposed that, after I 
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have been refuted, I have set myself to accuse | you| because 
of [your] inadequacy. For even in these things God has not 
left me without / excuse for my thought, which is clear unto 
all men. For I have said that all the chief priests have need 
of sacrifices for their sins, except Christ; whereas I have said 
that Christ has offered the sacrifice of himself for himself and 
for his race, for his race, indeed, that he may release them from 

the condemnation of the signed bond of sin.! While he was 
free from sin, [he] yet [offered himself] for himself that there 
might be given unto him a name which [is] more excellent 
than all names, and he was obedient unto death, and accepted 
death upon the cross, he who was free from sin. For he who 

was not found with sin and was obedient that he might die 

for us, received a name which is more excellent than all names, 

which was his since the beginning, from birth, since he was a 
little child. And although he was indeed Son and there was 

neither more nor less in him in authority in his sonship, yet 

was he made perfect that he might become a Son with 
authority ; similarly the humanity, which from birth had 

to become the Son through the union and which had not 

authority but obedience, yet through obedience was perfected 
in authority and received a name which |is] more excellent 
than all names. Therefore he was neither passible nor yet 
mortal but both in authority and in honour. He was / in 
them all; apart from the owsia he had all the [properties| of 
the ousia; he is one Son who exists in the union. 

And every chief priest has need of sacrifices for his sins, but 

Christ had not need [thereof| for his sins but for his race, that 
he might release them from sin. But this was also so for his 

own sake ; because of his unlimited obedience [it was] that he 
died for sinners. Both in his will and in his thought he 
acquired, in short, naught else than to wish and to will 

whatsoever God willed in him. For this reason God also 

was in him whatsoever he was himself, in such wise that he 

also became in God whatsoever God was in him for the 
forming of his coming into being in his likeness, [to wit] 

the prosépon of God; and whatsoever the humanity became 

1 Cp. Col. ii. 14. 
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by the obedience which it observed was not for his prosdpon 

therein, but for the prosdpon of God in God. This prosdépon 
will be his and [he will be] also God, in such wise that, wherein 

he is one, having acquired no distinction in the prosdpon, [it 
is] necessary to give unto him a distinction of the complete 

natures. But in the prosdpa of the union, the one in the other, 

neither by diminution nor by suppression nor by confusion is 

this ‘one’ conceived, but by taking and by giving,’ and by 
the use of the union of the one with the other, the prosdpa 

take and give one another but not the ouszas. The one 

we conceive as the other and the other.as the one, while the 

one and the other abide. For when God the Word is called 

God and man, there are not two prosépa of God the Word 
/ because the two of them are not said [to be] in owsia, but 

the one is said [to be| in ows¢a and the other in the union, and 
in the use of the one with the other which came about through 
both the natures. But he is predicated in them both, in the 

one and in the other: in the one indeed by owsza and in 

the other by union. And so also, when by reason of the very 

. union we concede to the humanity the being said [to be] in 
both of them, in the ovsza and in the union, we make not of 

necessity two prosdpa of the union, in that there is [only] one 

belonging to both the natures, belonging to the divinity and 

to the humanity as to the humanity and the divinity. In 

saying ‘God indeed who was made man’, he” has not however 

left out the compensation, as thou conceivest this in the union, 

since the union with the humanity is congruous with God the 
Word, in such wise that he is called God in both of them. 

Nor again [is] the man also man and God; thou takest away 

the compensation from the union of the two ouszas. For this 

reason he goes back on his word and [adds] ‘the man who 

was made God’ as depending on the union which makes the 
prosépa and not the natures common. 

And hear also from the same?:—‘He who begins and 

‘gradually advances and is brought to fullness is not God, 

1 Cp. p. 262, 1.27. For Loof’s interpretation of this phrase see Nestorius and 

his Place in the History of Christian Doctrine, pp. 92-4. 

? Viz. Gregory. 
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‘although on account of the manifestation which [took place] 
‘little by little he is so called.’! Because he is called God 

through the manifestation, he is not to be conceived as man 

without prosépon and without nature; because he is man in 
nature, he is for this reason God in the manifestation, in order 

that it may not be supposed / that he is called God for the 
suppression of the natures and of their properties owing to 

the union, or that the union of God took place only with a 

view to the man. Wherefore whatsoever God is by nature is 
said also by [reason of] the union in whatever is united, that 
is, man. For the man, who, as not united, was not what he is 

by nature, [namely] man,? is called God through that which is 
united.® 

For all these things make thy protests absurd; if indeed it 

be that another man says that he was man who began and 
therefore was not God, although by reason of the union he is 

so called, he is not foolish; for it is the other who begins 
and gradually advances and is brought to fullness, and not 
God, and he offends your hearing in naught. But if I say 
that the other is he who gradually advanced and was perfected 
for the chief priesthood, thou rebukest me as though I were 
introducing another prosdpon ; there is, however, no distinction 

between a man’s saying ‘the man who begins’ and his saying 
‘he who begins’, for all these indicate the same thing, that is, 

the man. ‘Speak of the glory of God and the sufferings of 
man’: ‘Does not the Scripture also teach you that the 

divinity has not need of sanctification, but the flesh?’* 
Why dissemblest thou these things as one who is ashamed of 

them and makest the sufferings of him who suffered for our 

sakes those of the impassible, in such wise that the debt on 

behalf of our salvation was paid and settled without sufferings, 
since /he took nothing? But thou hast done all things in 

1 See p. 200, n. I. 

* This is surely a reference to Nestorius’ view that the manhood of Christ 

was united to the Logos from the very moment of conception ; it therefore never 

existed by itself, but only in the union. With this interpretation there is no 

need to follow Nau in removing the negative from the sentence. 

5 There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text. 

4 See p. I99, n. 2 (2). 
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schéma and in fiction and agreest neither with thyself nor with 

the Fathers. For you are not fighting against me, but through 
me you are fighting against these. Further, among the things 
whereof you accuse me, let us hear these things also: 

Likewise from the same, from the fourth roll. Hear then, 
you who are inquiring into the words: He that eateth my body. 
Recollect that he speaks of the body, and [that] I have not 
added the term ‘ body’, in order that it may not be thought 
by them that I am interpreting it contrariwise: He that 
cateth my body and drinketh my blood abideth in me and I in 
him.' And, after other things: But on the present subject 
he has said: He that eateth my body and drinketh my blood 
abideth in me and [in him. Recollect that he says of the 
body something which he says: as the living Father hath 
sent me.* The former then has said these things of the 
divinity, but I of the humanity ; let us therefore see who it 
is that interprets [them] contrariwise. As the living Father 
hath sent me, as they say, I then too am living, I the Word 
by reason of the Father. And now after this [it is written]: 
So he that eateth me, even he shall ive.2 Whom do we eat ? 
The divinity or the flesh ?? 

Therefore, although they are willing to say that I have not 

interpreted contrary to the divine / scriptures, they are to be 

reprimanded by all men. However, since I have asked, you 

have considered my request impious: [was it] then that I 

ought not to have said whatever divine scripture says, that 

‘the flesh was eaten’? But divine Scripture has said simply 
flesh, whereas you have condemned me, since by ‘flesh’ I 

E Ju.0. SO4F.). 2 Jn. vi. 57. 

* Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1205 C: dpuoiws Tov adrov, TeTpabiov 5’, akovoaTe Toivur, 
TpogeXOVTES TOLS PHTOIs. 6 TpwywY pov, pnai, THY GapKa, pYnpovedeTE OTL MEpl THs 
gapkds €oT. TO A€YOpeEVvoY, Kal STi Ov Tap’ Exod MpooTEeOELTaAL TO THS GapKds dvopa* 
wore pr) Soxely Exeivois Tapeppnveve’ 6 Tpw&yov pov THY adpKa, Kal Tivwy pov TO 
aipa’ pa) citer’ 6 Tpwywv pov Thy OEedTHTA Kal Tivwy Ta’THV; 6 TpwywY pov THY 

aapka, Kal Tivwy pov 70 aipa, év éuol péver, nayw év atT@. Kal ped’ Erepa. aAd’ 

emi TO Tpokeipevov’ 6 Tpwywv pou THY Oapka, Kal Tivwy pou TO aipa, év Epuol pever, 

Kaya ev aVTO, pvnpovevere, OTL TEpl THS Tapkods TO AEyopeEVoY, KADds AMETTELAE pE 

6 (av maTnp’ éme TOV pavdpevov. GAN evioTE TapEeppnvEedw AkovowpeEV EK TOV éfNs° 
KaOws améareAe pe 6 Cav TmaTnp. Exeivos A€yer THY OEdTHTAa, EyW 5 THY avOpw- 
néTnTa, iwpev Tis 6 Tapeppnvevwv. Kabws ameaTeErA€ pe 6 (OY TaTHp. Aé€yer Kal 6 

aipetixds, evrav6a tiv OedtnTAa A€yer’ AMETTELAE pE, nol, TOY OEdv Adyor. KaOds 
GméaTELAE pe 6 Cv maTHp. KaT’ éxeivous, Kayw (@ 6 Oeds Adyos ia Tov warépa: cita 
TO PETA TOUTO* Kal 6 TpwywY ME, KaKEivos (noeTa. Tiva éoBionev; THY OEdTHTA, 7 

Thy avOpwndtnta; Cp. Loofs, Nestoriana, pp. 227-8. 
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conceive the flesh and not the divinity, as though I [were] 
one that makes distinctions, conceiving the one as flesh and 

the other as divinity. I distinguish not the union of the 
natures but the natures which are united in reference to the 

ousias, even as being without confusion of the one with 

the other. I have said the flesh and the divinity. Suppose 
that I was not speaking with precision ; I condemn my lack of 

instruction and my own impiety. Only wait for me, that you 

may say this clearly: that the flesh and the divinity are one 
and the same in owsta as well as in prosépon ;1 and we denounce 

all those who think otherwise than this as impious. If you 

do not say this clearly, for what reason have you condemned 

me before God? 

But some one will perhaps say: Wherefore art thou down- 

cast? They have confessed the death of God and have 

condemned thee also to death. Whatever else hast thou 

thought in opposition to those who stand up for these things, 

and do not permit men not to attach death unto God and in 

fact defy those who confess [it] not? I know then that they 
have been / doing this for a long while, but now I am 
addressing this my discourse to those who in truth seek to 

be instructed lest they be deceived by the name ‘ Council’ 
[and believe] that I have been condemned by the judgement 

of the Fathers and by the testimonies which they have cited. 
From all this I shall prove that there was no judgement, 

because they made no examination, neither amongst them- 

selves nor with the others, nor have they been content even in 

schéma to divest themselves ? of the depth of their impiety.° 
‘For the flesh of our Lord is one thing in owsza and the 

divinity is another,’ says Gregory; for the things whereof 

our Saviour [was formed] are one thing and another, the 
visible and the invisible are not the same and ‘he who 

‘begins and gradually advances and is perfected is not God, 

‘although by reason of the manifestation which [took place] 

‘little by little he is so called’;* and ‘not artificially ° was he 

1 The Syriac text gives this sentence as interrogative. ? See crit. n., p. 400. 
5 There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text. 

4 Cp. p. 200, ns, I and 2, 8 Cop. p. 192, n. 3. 
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in the body’: and ‘human was the body which [was] born 
of Mary’, and the flesh [was] of the holy Mary. Athanasius 

said this: ‘he took from the virgin a body in the likeness of 

the latter.’ ‘For he took not a body of an “y/é precious and 
‘heavenly and came among us, but of clay, to show the great- 

‘ness of his craftsmanship, in order that he might re-shape the 
‘very man who was formed of clay, as Theophilus has 
said. 

But Ambrose speaks of the union of the divinity and of the 

flesh: ‘The Son of God speaks in both of them, since in him 
‘were /the two natures. He is the living bread which came 
‘down from heaven;* this bread is the body, the body whereof 

‘he himself has said: This bread that I will give unto you ts 

‘my body. He [it was] that came down, He [it is] that the 
‘Father has sanctified and has sent into the world. Does not 

‘Scripture also teach you that the divinity has not need of 

‘sanctification, but the flesh ?’® 

Did I alone say this? Why have I need of other witnesses 

for protesting that the flesh is not in the same [manner] God 
the Word ? or that it is [not] for it to become what God the 

Word is, or that it is [not] God the Word’s to become flesh, 

although the other is predicated in the union? If you your- 
selves are not persuaded and believe not all these things and 

defy all men, what have you [to do] with me [and] with all of 
these? Let him who injures me injure me and him who 
persecutes me persecute me and him who kills me kill me; 

and we consider it a great favour to be deemed worthy to 

endure the scars of Christ on our body. If [it is] pleasing 

unto you to hear, hear also other things and judge if they are 

worthy of the judgement [which has been passed] and if these 
things are not [the work] of men who look askance at heaven 
and contend against God. 

/ Likewise from the same, from the sixteenth roll. If thou 
examinest well all the New [Testament], thou canst not 
anywhere find that death is imputed unto God but either 
unto Christ or unto the Son or unto the Lord. For the 
name of Christ or of Son or of Lord, which is taken 

i Cp, p. 231, n. 2. 2 Jn. vi. 58. 8 See p. I99, n. 2(2). 
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for the only-begotten from the divine Scriptures, is indica- 
tive of two natures and indicates sometimes the divinity, 
but sometimes the humanity and sometimes both of them. 
When Paul, who was sent forth to preach,’ says We were 
enemies, but God has been reconciled with us through the 
death of His Son,* he proclaims the humanity by the name 
of the Son. When the same [Apostle] says unto the 
Hebrews God hath spoken by his Son, by whom He made 
the worlds,® he indicates the divinity ; for the flesh was not 
the creator of the worlds, the [flesh] which has been made 
after many worlds. And, after other things: Nor indeed 
was James the brother of the divinity, nor do we preach 
the death of God the Word—eating the Lord’s body.‘ 

Can it be believed that there is in these things [a ground 
of] accusation wherewith I should be accused and [for] 
which I should suffer what I have suffered? Because I have 

said that not God the Word, whose nature is immortal, died 

but the flesh, for this reason have I been accused? I suppose 

that not even the demons and they that [are] in enmity with 
God, have dared to say or have taught this with their voices. 
Or is it not because of / those who fear not God and respect 
not men that I have said ‘If thou examinest all the New 
‘|Testament] together, thou wilt find no place where death is 
‘imputed unto God the Word, but either unto Christ or unto 

‘the Lord or unto the Son; for the name of Christ or of the 

‘Lord or of the Son, which is taken for the only-begotten 

‘from the Scriptures is indicative of two natures’. Have 

I lied? Thou hast the Divine Scriptures: read [them]. 

1 See pp. xili-xiv. 2 Rom. v. 10. 8 Heb. i, 1-2. 

4 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1205 E: dpoiws Tov adrov, TeTpadioy 15’. Kai dAws, pyoiv, 

ei TMagay Opov THY Kan pEeTAAAEVELS, OVK GY EVpos OVdapHs Tapa Ta’TY Tov BavaToV 

T@ O€M mpooanropevoy, addr’ 7h XpioTt@, 7 vid, 7 kvpiw. 710 yap Xpiords, kal 76 vids, 
kal TO KUplos, Em TOU povoyEVvOUs Tapa THs ypapns AapBavdpevoy, Tav picewv ear 

~ , / $ XN “A Y XN »" ‘\ > , 

tav 500 onpavTiKdv, Kai more pev Snrovv THY OedTHTAa, ToTe Se THY avOpwHdtTNTa, 

mote 5 aupdtepa’ olov, bray TlavAos émaréAAwy KnpUTTE’ ExOpol dvTEs, KaTNAAG- 
ynpey T® Oc@ Sia Tov Oavarov rod viod advrov, thy avOpwrdrnTa Bod Tov viovd" dv 

A€yn TaAW 6 abTos mpds “EBpaious: 6 Oeds éAdAnoev Hyty év vIP, bv ot Kal Tods aidvas 
’ / \ / “ “ | Ay +X \ € \ \ ~ x7 « , éroinae, THY OedTHTA Enrol Tov viov. ov5e yap 7 adpE Snyuovpyos THY aiwvwry, h per 
ai@vas Snproupynbetaa modAAoUs. Kal pel’ Erepa. ovde OedrnTOS AdeAPdv Tov "ldxwBov 
ésxev. ovde Tov TOU OEod Adyou KaTayyéAAOpEV Oavarov, TO SeamoTiKdv aipa TE Kal 
o@pa arovpevoa. Cp. Loofs, Nestoriana, pp. 269-71. For a similar argument 

cp. Nest. ad Cyr. IJ, in Labbe (Mansi), iv. 896 c, p; Loofs, Nestoriana, p. 177, 
ll. 8 ff. 

2775 S 
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What urgent need is there that we should speak cursorily ? 

He has said: ‘God the Word has suffered’; or else: ‘ Christ 

is not God and man of two natures and two natures.’ Read. 
Either thou sayest [that] God the Word [is] in owsza in the 

two natures, of two natures and two natures, and, concerning 

the one owsia of God the Word, [that] it has been divided into 
two ousias, in such wise that, whatever is the nature of which 

we say that it has suffered, we attribute unto God the Word 

having suffered in nature in both of them; or both natures, 

distinct from one another, have been combined in the one 

ousta of God the Word, so that, of whichever we say that it 

has suffered, we say that it is one owsza and the same, which 

has been combined, that has suffered; or the ousza of the 

humanity has only been taken for use, that he might see 

and suffer, nor was it that they might make use one of the 

other at the same time, and to this reason the latter has 

contributed naught with the former to the dispensation on our 

behalf. And he made use thereof according to his own will 

/as though [it were] without feeling and without reason and 

without soul, without gaining aught, as the Arians say. For 

he who receives these things is not constrained to refer them 

to the prosdpon of him who endured these things, because he 

made not use of it in order that it might aid him, but that 
he might be able to suffer and fulfil all human things naturally, 

without that wherein he suffered or whereby he suffered being 

reckoned with him who suffered. Say clearly whatever thou 

dost wish ; only [say it] clearly. Why censurest thou me as an 

impious person, because I have said ‘If thou examinest all 

‘the New [Testament], thou wilt not find therein that death 
‘is imputed unto God the Word, but unto Christ or unto 

‘the Son or unto the Lord. For the name of Christ or of 

‘Son or of Lord, which is taken for the only-begotten in the 
‘Divine Scriptures is indicative of two natures and indicates 

‘sometimes the divinity and sometimes the humanity and 

‘sometimes both of them’? These things I have said, con- 

cerning them I am judged, and you are the judges of the 

things which are said. Speak thou! 

For I ought to depose these things of thine also, as thou 
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too hast deposed against me, and to hide naught; nor in- 

deed shall I show myself like you, who have judged my 
words without examination and without comparison. I have 

said this: ‘In saying that God has not suffered and that 
‘Christ has not suffered, thou then inferrest naught else 
‘therefrom than that Christ is not God, while if thou sayest 
‘that God the Word suffered, thou confessest that Christ is 

‘God.’ /So then you ought not to depose the whole section, 
but [only] as far as to bring forward those things which can 
make it known that I say these things; but the rest you 

ought to hide. How so? ‘If thou readest all the New 

‘[Testament], thou canst not find therein that death is 
‘imputed unto God the Word, but either unto Christ or 
‘unto the Lord or unto the Son.’ For thus far he can extract 
them and make believe that I confess not Christ [as] God ; 
but the rest of the things which have been deposed by you 

clearly dispose of this supposition. For ‘Christ or Lord or 

‘Son, which is taken for the only-begotten in the Divine 
‘ Scriptures, is yet indicative of two natures, sometimes indeed 

‘indicating the divinity, but sometimes the humanity, and 

‘sometimes both of them’. For I have not denied that 

Christ is not God,! but [I have said] that He is also God and 
God by nature; since I have said that it indicates two natures, 

the divinity and the humanity. It is not therefore possible 

that I should be accused of not confessing Christ [as] God 
through what I have written. 

But perhaps [I am accused] because I have called Christ 
both man and two natures, of the divinity and of the humanity, 
one passible and the other impassible, and have not confessed 
that God the Word suffered in both the natures and in ousia, 

God the Word who became the ovsza of man, [with the result] 
either that he who died lived as if he existed in schéma, and 

we refer / unto God the Word and not unto the ousia of the 

man the sufferings, in whatsoever manner it be, and that the 

1 If this, the literal rendering of the Syriac, be retained, ‘not God’ must be 

taken together as meaning ‘human’. But it is much more probable that the 

‘not’ of the Syriac represents the ot of the Greek ju) od after a negatived verb 

of denying and should therefore be omitted in English. See p. xiv. 

S 2 
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humanity contributed naught to the dispensation, or that he 

is manifested and is able to suffer in the very human nature— 

for this reason it is not reckoned with the divinity—and we 

refer all these attributes of the divinity and of the humanity 

to the divinity, as those of the instrument? [are referred] to 
the craftsman, whereas he attributes not those of the divinity 
unto those of the humanity, in the same way as also those of 

the craftsman, without whose will nothing is done, are not 

attributed unto the instrument. This man’s meaning is not 
evident in the things whereof he accuses me. But the judges 
sit deaf and speechless, without having examined aught. 

Again constraint [is laid upon me] to make use of the same 
testimonies against them in establishing mine own [theories] 

and in reprimanding those who for this reason have fled from 
judgement, because they had no defence. But otherwise let 

him who has extracted my words say in passing that the 

name of Christ or of Son or of Lord is not indicative of 
two natures, of the divinity and of the humanity. I say 

naught else. 

Read, O man, what thou hast amongst thy testimonies and 

contend not with a shadow: ‘two natures indeed, God and 

‘man, but not two sons; for one thing and another are those 

‘things whereof our Saviour [is formed]; yet [he is] not one 
‘and another—far from it! /—but one in the mixture: God 
‘who was made man and man who was made God. ‘He 
‘who begins and gradually advances and is perfected is not 
‘God, although by reason of his manifestation which [took 
‘ place] little by little he is so called.’* Have I written these 
things? Have I inserted aught in them all? Have you not 

written them ? Wherefore then are you accusing me, as though 

I have predicated two natures of our Saviour? [He is] one 
thing indeed in nature in the divinity, but another however in 

nature in the humanity ; the divinity [is] not two natures nor 
[is it formed] of one thing and another, neither are they by 
mixture in God the Word, but they are two in nature and in 
the union [there is] one prosépon belonging to both of them. 

Yet again [it is] not as if the prosdépon of the humanity, of God 

1 Syr. ’orgaduon, and see p. 239, n. I. 2 See p. 200, ns. 1 and 2, 
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who was made man, were rejected in the Trinity. ‘He who 
‘begins and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is 

‘not God, although by reason of his manifestation which [took 
‘place| little by little he is so called.’! Neither does he say 
that God the Word is both of them in owsza, nor does he 

distinguish the humanity from the divinity in such wise that 

God the Word should suffer even the sufferings of the flesh 

and accept them in his nature in his prosdépon ; for the flesh is 
outside, participating not in the [properties] of the divinity 
in its own prosépon ; but by a compensation consisting in? the 

taking and the giving of their prosdpa he speaks of the 

union of the divinity and of the humanity.’ Of God on 
the one hand he says that he was made man out of humanity 
by union; /on the other hand he says of the humanity that 

it was made God from the union with the divinity, whereas it 

was not that it issued forth from the divinity ; for ‘he who 

‘begins and gradually advances and is brought to fullness is 
‘not God, although by reason of the revelation which [took 
‘ place] little by little he is so called ’.! 

Ambrose too says the same of the union of the divinity and 

of the flesh: ‘the Son of God speaks in both of them, because 

there were in him both the natures.’* Athanasius too says 

this, that our Lord, and not the divinity, came forth from 

Mary, and predicates also the two natures, calling indeed that 

of the divinity one thing and the flesh another, and predicating 
a union thereof. Therein there are both the natures, not in 

God the Word but in the Son; not indeed that the Son is one 

and God the Word another, but the one indeed indicates the 

union and the other the owsza. For the prosdpon is one thing 
and the omsia another, even as [it is] in respect to the Father 
and the Son, [who are] one thing and another indeed in the 
prosipon but not one thing and another in the divinity. 
Further, in respect to the union of the divinity and of the 

flesh, in the prosdpon of the divinity of God the Word [he is] 
not one thing and another but the same; yet in the natures 

of the divinity and of the humanity [he is] one thing and 

1 See p, 200, n. 1. 2 Literally : ‘of’. > Cp. p. 25a, n. t. 
* DSO D.. 169, Ds 2.( 2). 
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another. And for this reason Divine Scripture speaks 
lucidly of the prosdpon of the divinity and indicates them both 

in the prosépon of the union. But of the ousta of the divinity 
and in the owsta of God / the Word there are not both of 

them; for the things which are said of the owsza are con- 

ceived in one something in so far as they are predicated only 

of the ousza. 
For this reason Ambrose also speaks of the union of the 

divinity and spoke not of the union of the Son, although not 
another but out of the same. But the one indeed is indicative 
of the prosépon, while the other is indicative of the nature ; 
and for this reason, in that there has been a union of the 

ousias, he speaks of the union of the divinity and of the flesh, 

and, because the union of the natures resulted in one prosdpon, 
he added that the Son of God speaks in both of them, since in 

him are both the natures, [and] not God the Word. For God 
the Word is one and not two. That therefore which is known 

by the ouwsia is one thing and that which [is known] by the 
prosépon is another, and that which [is known] by the natures 

is another, and that which indicates the union is another. For 

this reason I have said that ‘ Divine Scripture nowhere at all 

‘imputes death unto God, but either unto the Son or unto 

‘Christ or unto the Lord’, in order that none may suppose 

that the union took place in the owsza and not in the prosdpon. 
And the prosdépon is not distinct,’ so that one nature, [that] of 
the humanity, would be superfluous, since the Incarnation” 

is conceived [to consist] in the mutual use of taking and 
giving,’ but Divine Scripture sometimes after the prosdpon of 

the divinity and sometimes after the prosépon of the humanity, 
/ names him Son and Christ and Lord. Gregory has said 
this, Ambrose has said this, Athanasius [has said] this: ‘The 
‘Lord who [was born] of Mary is indeed the Son, by omsta in 
‘the nature of the Father, but by flesh of the seed of the 
‘house of David ; for [he is of] the flesh of the Virgin Mary.’ * 

! I,e. presumably separable from the nature in such a way that the human 

mpdownovy might have been assumed by the Logos without the human nature. 

Cp. pp. 170, 218-109. 

2 Sc. évavOpmrnats. ® Cp. pe ag2, n, 1. 

4 Labbe (Mansi), iv. rr85 p: mas 5€ Kal aupiBddAAew érdApnoav of AEyopevor 
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Have I said anything new? [Have I said] not the same 
things in the same words, and in the same sense? For what 

have you condemned me? Is it possible to imagine for what 

reason you have done these things by yourselves and have not 

waited to make your examination with all the bishops? But 
also it is not [possible] to flee from their accusation which 
they have brought against me; that which they have finally 
written without protest ought [here] to be written. 

Likewise from the same, from the twenty-fourth roll. 
Now I observe in [the case of] our own people that they 
have acquired a great reverence and fervour of piety but 
have lapsed from the rest of the faith of the knowledge of 
God. Yet this is not [to be attributed] to the impiety of 
the people, but, that I may speak justly, [it is] because the 
very teachers have not had time at all to set before them 
the teaching of the exact faith....! This man has openly 
said therein that none of the teachers before him has spoken 
before the people / aught that he has spoken. 

But hear also concerning this—for this discourse is not very 

difficult and arduous—and ask these very persons ; for they 
will tell the truth, though unwilling. In what treatise are 
these things said by me? [Is it] not in the deposit which 
was laid down by the holy Fathers who were assembled in 
Nicaea?* And what was my aim? [Was it] for the repri- 
manding of those who have taught wrongly or [of those] who 
have taught correctly and holily and with piety ? And I have 

proved to the people that my own teaching and the teaching 

xptoriavoi, «i 6 éx Mapias mpoedAOwv Kvpos, vids pev TH ovaia Kal pioet TOU OEod EoTi* 
TO 5@ Kata odpKa ék onéppards éort TOU Aaveld, capkds 5¢ THs dyias Mapias ; 

! Nau, following the Greek, inserts: Pierre, prétre d’ Alexandrie et premier des 

notatres, dit. 
2 Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1208 B: dpolws Tov abtov, TeTpadiov Ky’. mpocéxw, pyoi, 

Tois HuETEpos Snpois, EvAGBeray pev MOAAHV KeKTNpLEVOLs, Kal OEeppoTraTnv evoéBeay, 

ind 5e THs wept 70 Séypa Oeoyvwoias dyvoig dAtcOaivovet, TovTo 5é obK eyKANnUA THY 
Aad@y: GAAd, mas av edrper@s eitoipe; TO pr) Exey Tors SidacKddous Karpov Kal Te TOV 

dkpiBeorépww bpiv mapabécOa Soypatav. 
Tlérpos mpecBurepos ’Adefavdpelas, kal mptppuxnpros votapiwy elmev: iSov pavepas év 

TovTos pyotiv, 6Tt THV mpd abTov SidacKkdrwy ovdels Tatra éAdAnaeE Tois Aaois, & ad’Tos 
éAdAnoe. Cp. Loofs, Nestoriana, p. 283. For Cyril’s comments on this passage 

made at an earlier date see Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1005 B, c. 

3 Cp. Loofs, Nestoriana, pp. 284, 285. 
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of these men [are] in agreement. Because they have not 
known the teaching of the Fathers they have been fighting 
with me, as though I were teaching outside the deposit of the 

Fathers. And I reprimanded them after the deposit of the 
Fathers, for not making known that whatsoever they were 

condemning is constantly in their mouths; and, lest I should 
reprimand them with excessive censure and vex them, I with- 

held myself from the accusation and I said concerning a 

person! against whom there was no accusation: ‘the teachers 

‘of the faith have no time to set before you the exactitude of 

‘the faith.’ ? I said [it] simply without definition. How there- 
fore have I accused all the Fathers before me as not having 

taught any of these things which I have taught the people, 

when my own aim and my work was this, namely, the teaching 

of them and the proving, after the deposit, that they taught 

these things and that I have said naught else apart from the 

deposit of the Fathers? But, from the ignorance and lack of 
instruction of the accusers they have supposed / concerning 

me: ‘ He is teaching us outside the teaching of these Fathers 
who have taught all of us.’ 

I have not then said that the teachers of sundry times have 

taught otherwise. How therefore should I have said that 

[they so taught], if [they taught] rightly? But I have said 
that they did not intelligibly and distinctly deliver to the 

people the deposit of the Fathers in order that they might 

hear and admire these things. For it [is] one thing for us to 
say that they have taught contrariwise, and another thing for 

us to say that they have delivered the very words without 

explanation, and another thing that, since they had not 

leisure, they could not teach according to what their intention 

was, and another thing that they were ignorant, or that I have 

been accusing them as heretics. For if I had finally accused 

the teachers before me thoroughly, I should also have accused 
the three hundred and eighteen on whose deposit [together] 
with the Fathers before me I was taking my stand. For none 

will say that I have said and taught these things apart from 

the teachers who [were] before me. I have said naught, 

' Syr. parséphd. 2 See Fragm. 262, p. 2809. 
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neither in word nor in thought nor [so as] to teach against 

those teachers who [were] before me. And yet if they have 

not read [it], you have written [it]. But you have nothing 
against me, because I have not said aught of those things 

whereof you have accused me. To this only, the chief 

point, have you clung; for this have I reprimanded you all. 

And you ought not also to believe these other things, since 

they have thus irreverently accused me, as persons who fear 
not God / and respect not men. But you have been 
abundantly convinced by him who was sitting with you in 

your assembly, as though indeed you could not otherwise 

escape than by quarrelling and by calumniating. 

Those things which were done after the selection of these 
Chapters. 

Yet after they have examined [my words] with all exactitude, 

as though Christ were seeing [them], they have condemned 
me without having found difficulty over anything or having 

quarrelled and without having established anything by ques- 

tion or by answer; but they were hastening in order that 
those who were about to come might not overtake them, that 
is, the Council of the East, which was near, and those from 

Rome. Neither have they examined nor even have they 

read; and, as I indeed suppose, even the things too which 

they have written they have written afterwards; the days and 

the time itself sufficed not for the writing and the signing. 
For it was apparent that they were signing against me gladly 

and freely, even without a cause; for not one indeed of them 

has written the cause on account of which they have deprived 

me, except only this man [who is] wise and intelligent above 
all men and able to say something intelligible, that is Acacius of 

Melitene: ‘Because he has not confessed that God the Word 

‘died, he was worthy to be deprived, since he has made 

‘Divine Scripture to lie and further because he has calum- 
‘niated Cyril with having said that God the Word died, / when 
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‘he has not [so] said; and he has also made the Scripture to 
‘lie, teaching that the birth and the suffering concerned not 
‘the divinity but the humanity, and he has calumniated also 

‘the very writings of the holy and godly bishop, Cyril, as 

‘though they call God the Word passible, a thing which 
‘neither he nor any other of those who think piously have 

‘dared'to say... .? 
Now on one of these [points] and not upon two of them it 

was right that I should be accused; but they were accepting 

against me contrary [charges] and in the greatness of their 

preoccupation they were not willing to break off that with 
which they were engaged, but they were zealous to withdraw 

themselves and to dissent, that they might not come under 

the judgement of the judges. But they disclaimed [us] as 
enemies in such wise as to prove their preoccupation and their 
anxiety and to be thought fearful by the bishops who were 

present and who were absent ; and they did all things such as 

take place in wars. And the [followers] of the Egyptian * 
and those of Memnon, by whom they were aided were going 

round the city, girded and armed with rods, stiff-necked men, 

who rushed upon them with the clamour of barbarians and 

forcibly emitted from® their nostrils a spirit of anger with 
fearful cries at no great distance, breathing [anger] without 
self-control, with all pride, against those whom they knew to 
be not in agreement with the things which were done by 
them. / They were taking bells round the city and were 

kindling fire in many places and handing round documents 

of various kinds; and all those things which were taking 
place were | matters] of astonishment and of fear, so that they 
blocked all the ways and made every one flee and not be seen, 

1 Labbe (Mansi), iv.1172C: Kal Oeopdpwv emaxdroy ¢avas apedov, povyn TH capri 

TA THS owTHpiw5ous TEepAWev oikovopias, YiAdv Tov vady TOD OEod yévvynaiv Te Kal 
TehevTHy imopetva eimwy. Kal KaTe~evoaTo pey THs ypapns, ws Kal avTHs Ti 

yevynoiv Te Kal TO mWaBos ov THS OedTHTOS, GAAA THs avOpwHdTnTos SidacKovans. 
katecvKopavtnoe 5é kal T&Y TOD aywrdatov Kal BeopirAeaTaTov éEmtaKdTov KupidAdou 
ypapparoy, ws nabnrov AeyovtTwy Tov @edv. GmEep ovTE adTds, OTE GAAOS Tis TOY 

edoeBOs ppovovytwy i évevonoey eimeiv, i) erdApnoe. Sid mavtwv Se edeigev EavTiy, 
évopatt povw tiv évéTnTa TOD Oeod pds THY capKa SpodroyodyTa, TO 5€ TpaypyaTi 

TAUTHY TaVTN apvouUpevov. ... 
2 Viz. Cyril, archbishop of Alexandria. = Luerauy: ‘in’, 
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and were behaving arbitrarily, giving way to drunkenness and 

to intoxication and to a disgraceful outcry. And there was 

none hindering, nor even bringing succour, and thus [men] 
were amazed. But all of it was being done against us, and 

for this reason we made use of the succour of the Emperor 

and of the authority of the Strategi, who were angered 

at the things which were done, though they let them be. 

But there came the bishop of Antioch with many other 

bishops, whom they were seeking to win over to agree with 

them in what was unjustly and boldly done; and they named 

themselves an Oecumenical Council. And after they’ knew 

the things which were being boldly done and their disgraceful 

audacity and their sudden war and the vehemence of the mad- 

ness wherewith they were intentionally doing all things, they 
degraded from? their episcopal rank the organizers of this 

disorder, who had raised up all this evil; yea, I mean Cyril 
and Memnon. But for the rest / of their organizers, they 
laid them under anathema, because they had discharged 
naught of the work of the episcopate, as persons who have 

made use not of the object and traditions, but [only] of the 
authority of the episcopate. And, in order that they might 

not deny or dissemble what was done against them, they wrote 

their deprivation in all parts of the city, that there might be 
for all of them witnesses that they had deprived them and for 
what reasons they had deprived them. They made these 

things known unto the Emperor through the letters of the 
Council, and their boldness in all of them and the war which 

had taken place after the fashion of barbarians. And for this 

reason also they allowed them not to pray in the apostolic 
church of Saint John, but [brought it about] that persons 
stoned them, and they hardly escaped and were rescued, and 

they said also the cause wherefore they made bold to do this: 

that whatever had caused this disturbance and division in the 
churches might not be examined by the Council; I mean 

1 Viz. the new-comers. 2 Literally: ‘ removed from’. 
* Syr. nishé and ganond. 

4 Cp. the account given by Nestorius and his adherents in Labbe (Mansi), 

iv, 1232 E-1236 A. 
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indeed the twelve Articles which were written irreverently 

and shamefully against God the Word,’ immortal and incor- 
ruptible; and that great forethought ought to be shown that 

such blasphemies as these, which not even the party of Arius 

have dared to speak openly against God the Word, should not 

be left without examination. 
But Cyril also and his fellow-conspirators wrote to the 

Emperor, blaming John for many things, as though / he had 
boldly deprived Cyril by reason of the love which had been 

vowed by him toward me. And they were in need of their 
confirmation of my deposition and the setting aside of that 

of Cyril and of Memnon; for they dared not write the | acts] 
of John and of the Council that [sat] with him and their 
words: ‘ That, as it has been ordained by the letters of your 

‘ Piety, they have been assembled in common with us and we 

‘have been examining the things required dispassionately and 

‘accurately in order to confirm the faith of the religion of the 

‘Fathers "—which has been commanded by the Emperor and 
required also by the Easterns, who also were constantly 

expecting these things. Those who had confidence in the 

Divine Scriptures and in the teaching of the Fathers dared 

not say, though [it were] in schéma: ‘Let there be a judge- 

ment!’— not even in order that they might escape a 

slanderous accusation. They indeed dared not hold an 

inquiry and a judgement concerning the things which were 

required to be [judged], because they had not confidence in 
the things which they wrote. So [that you may perceive] 

that I say them truly, read the report? of the latter and of the 
former, in order that you may know that the latter were 

always demanding that there should be a judgement, while the 

former were shunning [it]. 
1 These are the twelve anathematisms appended by Cyril to his third letter to 

Nestorius, printed in Labbe (Mansi), iv. to81 sgg. Together with Cyril’s letter 

they were read at the Council, and inserted in the Acts, but whether they were 

formally approved is doubtful, though the Easterns and the Chalcedonian 

Council assumed that they were. See Labbe (Mansi), vi. 937, 972. 
The anathematisms, with Nestorius’ counter-anathemas, the comments of 

Theodoret and the Easterns, and Cyril’s replies, are printed in Bindley, 

Occumenical Documents of the Faith (and ed.), pp. 144 sqq. 

2 Syr. ’anaphora. 
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/ The letter which was sent to the Emperor by Fohn, 
bishop of Antioch, and by the other bishops who were 
assembled with him. 

Being commanded by your letters, we have reached 
Ephesus, the metropolis, and have found all [kinds of ] 
turbulent fellows and the business! of the churches 
hampered with civil wars.2 For Cyril of Alexandria and 
Memnon of Ephesus have gathered themselves together and 
have assembled a vast assembly of country-folk and have 
not allowed the feast of Holy Pentecost nor the office[s] of 
morning and of evening to take place; and withal they 
have also closed the churches and the martyria; but they 
have assembled with themselves and with those whom 
they have deceived and have committed ten thousand 
iniquities and have trodden [under foot] the canons of the 
holy Fathers together with your commands: and that 
when the most illustrious count Candidianus, who was sent 
by your most Christian authority, testified unto them in 
writing and without writing that they should await the 
coming of all the holy bishops, and that then there should 
be [done] whatsoever seemed [good] unto the whole 
assembly, according to the letters of your Piety. Cyril 
also the Alexandrian sent [word] unto me by letters two 
days before that we should hold an assembly, as all the 
Council were awaiting my coming. For this reason we 
have caused the deposition of those two who have been 
mentioned above, of Cyril and of Memnon, and interdicted 
them / from every spiritual ministration. But the rest of 
them, who have participated with them in iniquity, we have 
inhibited until they anathematize the Articles which have 
been sent by Cyril which are full of wicked purpose and are 
in accord with the teaching of Apollinarius and of Arius and 
of Eunomius, and [until] according to the letters of your 
Piety they have assembled themselves together unanimously 
with us in tranquillity and have scrutinized accurately with 
us aught that is required and have confirmed the true faith 
of the Fathers. But as for my own insignificance,? your 
Majesty knows that, in view of the length of the way and 
withal that we are journeying on land, we have advanced 
quickly and rapidly; for we have travelled forty stages * 
without even one rest being taken by us during our journey ; 
and [this], it is within the authority of your most Christian 

1 Literally: ‘with which the operations of the churches are full’, 
2 Seep. xiii. 5 See p. xiv. 
* Syr. masyénin = Lat. mansiones, one mansio being equivalent to ten 

parasangs, 
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Majesty to learn from the inhabitants of all the cities 
through which we have passed. Withal however, both 
owing to the famine which has occurred in Antioch and 
owing to the daily brawls of the [diverse] parties! and owing 
to the great and continuous rains which have taken place 
out of season? and owing to the danger which came about 
through a flood® which approached the city, we were 
detained also not a few days in the city itself. 

But after the Emperor had seen these things, he was 
angered at what was being done against me without examina- 
tion and without judgement, and he swore that there should be 

naught else except whatever had been before laid down to 
take place, that is, a judgement and an examination of the 

things which were required, so that for this purpose indeed 
the Oecumenical Council / was assembled, that it might at the 

1 See p. xiv. 2 See p. xv. 

3 Nau, wn cyclone; the Syr. tauphand (= Gk. tup@v) is however rendered 
inundatio, diluvium by Payne-Smith (Thes. Syr. col. 1446b). 

* Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1272: Tots evoeBeow tyady neAevobevTes ypappaci, KaTEAG- 
\ > , , \ er , , ee , , Bopev tiv “Epeciov pntpdmoduy, wai evpopev maans svyxvoews Kal Eupvdtov moAEpov 

yéumovra Ta éxkAnowaotiKa mpdypyara, KupiAdov tod *Adegaydpeias xai Mépvovos 
oupppafapévwv, Kal mAnO0s aypoxiKkdy ovvabpocavTmy, Kal pHTE THs aylas mevTNy- 

KOOTHS Thy Tavnyupw emrTEedeoae CvyXwpnoavTwy, pnTe Tas EomEpvas, } Tas éEwhivas 
AecToupyias’ mpds 5 TovTas Kal Tas ayias éxxAnoias, Kal Ta Gyia papTrvpia dmoKhE- 
cavtav., Kad’ EavTods 5é aby Tois dnaTnbetow bm aiTay auvedpevoayTay, Kai pupa 
mapavopa épyacapevwy, Kal Tovs Te TaY ayiwy TaTépwy Kaydvas, TA TE UpETEPA 
rarnoavtav becricpata, Kal TavTa TOU peyadompeneoTatou KopnTtos Kavbidiavov, Tov 
rapa THs bpeTépas pidoxpiarov KopypHs amooradévtos, mapeyyunoaytos avrois Kal 
évyypapaws, Kal adypapws, dvapeivar Tovs ravtaxddev adukvoupévous aywratous ém- 
akOTOUS, Kal TOTE KOWN TO GuVEedploy ToLHoML KATA TA Ypappata THs bperépas 
evoeBelas* Kai avtod 5€ KupiddAov Tov ’Adretavipéws, émiareiAavTds por TH THS 
"Avrioxéwv, mpd Bio HuepOv Tod yevopéevov im avTay auvedpiov, ws 7 aUVOd0s Taca 
> t rg . 3 , \ 4 s , dvapever pov THyv mapovaiay, 610 duporépous Tovs mpoeipnuevous KabeiAopev, KiprAdov 

kai Mépvova, kal maons éxxAno.aorixns AecToupyias GAOT pious TeTonKapev, Tovs Be 

AoiTovs, TOUS TAUTHS THS Tapavopias avTOLs KOLYWYNHTAYTAS, GKOLVWYNTOUS TETOINKALEY, 

€ws av TA KEparAaLa TA Tapa Kupiddrov exreppbevra, THs “AmoAwapiov, kal Evvopiou, 
b / , ld > , 5 Wee | a \ \ \ al c , kal ‘Apelouv kakobogias yépovTa, exBadrwar Kal avabepiraowot, kal KATA TO THS Hperepas 

evoeBeias ypappa, Kown adv Hyly ovvedpevoarres, Havxws Kai axpiBas Ta TE (nTHpaTA 

avy vpiv tdwot, Kal 7d evoeBes TaV naTépwv BeBaiwawor Sdypa. epi 5e THs EuAs 
oA ” c ~ € > a c A s A lA lol e A A lel 

Bpadurnros toTw tpav H evoeBeia, ws mpds TO yEpoaiov SiaoTnpa THs ddov, dia ys 

yap huav  dbds yeyévnta, opddpa émeraxtvvapev., TecoapdKkovra yap povds woev- 
oapev, pydepias dvakwyhs Kata tiv mopeiay dnodavoaytes, ws efeotw tyav TH 

piroxpiarwy Bacireia Tapa TaVv TAs KaTa Ti d5dv TérAES OiKOUYTWY pabeiv’ mpds 5e 
Tovros Kai 6 Aipmos Kata Thy ’AvyTioxelay yevopevos, Kal ai Ka@’ Exdorny Hyépay 

\ “~ 4 , 

Tapaxal Tov Sypov, Kal % mapa (v./. mept) TOY Katpov apodporaTn yevopévn EmrouBpia, 
7) Kal Kivduvoy €x TaV YELpappwy enfhyaye TH TOAEL, OVA GALyaS MEAs Has Eis THY 

Mpoeipnuevnv Emeaxe TOALY, 
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same time be convinced concerning the examination which 

should duly take place. But when the followers of Cyril saw 

the vehemence of the Emperor who was eager for this, thence- 
forth they roused up a disturbance and discord among the 
people with an outcry, as though the Emperor were opposed 

to God ; they rose up against the nobles and the chiefs who 

acquiesced not in what had been done by them and were 

running hither and thither. And of such effrontery and 

boldness [were they that] they took also with them those 
who had been separated and removed from the monasteries 

by reason of their lives and their strange manners and had 
for this reason been expelled, and all who were of heretical 

sects and were possessed with fanaticism and with hatred 

against me. And one passion was in them all, Jews and 

pagans and all the sects, and they were busying themselves 

that they should accept without examination the things which 

were done without examination against me; and at the same 

time all of them, even those who had participated with me at 

table and in prayer and in thought, were agreed, [and] bound 

themselves together indistinguishably in affection and in visits 

to one another and by entertainment in [their] houses, and by 
covenant and by the confirmation of the things [done] against 
me, and were vowing vows one with another against me. Those 

too were willing who would surely not formerly have been 
supposed to be giving a welcome to heretics, although they 

were supposed / to be orthodox ; in naught were they divided. 
There is indeed much to say on the subject of the dreams 

which they recounted, which they say that they saw concerning 

me, while others [saw] other things. And they amazed the 
hearers by the saints to be sure whom they saw and by the 
revelations which were recounted by them and by a prophecy 

which was fabricated.’ For there was none of them who was 
unaffected nor [any] that was distinct from their communion ; 
I speak not only of Christians but also [of] pagans. For they 
were persuading all men of all the things which they were 
secing, likening themselves to angels of light; and in all these 

1 A monophysite account of such phenomena as these, written in Syriac 
between 512 and 518 a.p., has been edited by Nau with a French translation ; 

see Jean Rufus, Evéque de Maiouma, Plévophories (Patrologia Orientalis VIII. i, 

Paris, 1912), 
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things they had first calmed! and [afterwards] roused up the 
mind of the Emperor, that the inquiry which had been required 

and for which the Oecumenical Council was assembled might not 

take place. But when he was against their disgraceful [and ] 
irreverent request in requiring that the judgement should not 

take place, they gave abundance of money to those who were 
nigh unto him. I havenaught to say; for the Emperor allowed 
everything to take place in practice contrary to that to which 

he had clung in schéma; for they were not frightened by him 
nor [feared] to cause sedition and to run about unto all men. 

But there was added thereunto also the plotting of evils: for 
they held assemblies of priests and troops of monks and they 

took counsel /against me, helping them in this purpose. And 
they had as helpers in these things all the ministers * of the 
Emperor who used to probe into his very purpose, and they 
gave confidence to the former. As indeed the schéma of the 

monks was very dear unto him, so all of them were unanimous 

in the one purpose of persuading him that there should be no 

judgement, while the things which had been done without 
examination against me should stand. And all the monks 
participated in the one purpose because of me, [even] those 

who in the rest of the other things were without love among 
themselves, [some] being envious and [others] envied, especially 
for the sake of the praise of men. And they took for them- 
[selves] as organizer and chief, in order to overwhelm the 
Emperor with amazement, Dalmatius the archimandrite, who 

for many years had not gone forth from his monastery; and 
a multitude of monks surrounded him in the midst of the city, 

chanting the offices,? in order that all the city might be 

assembled with them and proceed before the Emperor to 
be able to hinder his purpose. For they had prepared all 

these things in advance in order that there might not be any 

1 Apparently the ’aph‘el of the Syr. dhe/, ‘ was quiet’, though it might be that 

of the Aram, bathél, ‘ disturbed’. 

* Literally: ‘trusted ones’, ‘intimates’. Nau renders eunuques (see Payne- 

Smith, Thes. Syr. i. 233-4. 

* Literally: ‘ministering’, of which the precise connotation is shown by the 

Greek original, YadAAovtes dvripwva. Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1428 c. For the 
part played by Dalmatius, see Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1257-60, 1397-8, 1427-30, 

and Lupus, Var. Patr. Eptst., p. 419. 
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hindrance and they went in with [the chanting of] the office ! 
even to the Emperor. 

But when the Emperor saw Dalmatius, he shook his head 
and put up his hand as one who is in astonishment at the 

sight of a person;? and he said: ‘What is the cause which 

‘has constrained thee to break thine own pact? For we were 

‘coming unto thee, but now why hast thou come unto us? 

‘And especially in the midst of the city! Thou, one that not 

‘even /in thy monastery hast been seen outside thy cell nor 

‘usest to let thyself be seen of all men, hast now made thyself 

‘as it were a spectacle both unto men and unto women. For 

‘why should there not have been many constraining causes 

‘which would have needed thy coming forth? [For example], 
‘mine own sickness even unto death and [that] of my relatives, 

‘the disturbances and the tumults which have been in the city 

‘and which had need of the intervention and the prayer of 

‘some one that they might not extend unto blood and unto 

‘death ; wars and destruction and ruin and famines and earth- 

‘quakes, which could have been stayed by prayer unto God 

‘alone—and has not one of these persuaded thee to come 

‘forth from thy monastery?’ 

Dalmatius says: ‘Yea, Emperor, it was by no constraint 

‘such as this among these things that there was need of my 
‘coming forth. For this reason indeed God has not made me 
‘to know [aught of these difficulties], for he has settled them 
‘otherwise. But now God has commanded me, [even] me, to 
‘counsel thy Majesty, and I have been commanded to bear 

‘thee witness that thou transgressest against thyself in trans- 
‘oressing against the Council and perverting its judgement. 
‘Thou hast assembled the Council for judgement and it has 
‘judged ; it knows how it has judged; it is responsible unto 

‘God.’ 
The Emperor said unto him: ‘I too find no impiety in this 

‘man nor any cause worthy of [his] deprivation. I testify 

‘unto thee and unto all men: I am innocent ; for through no 

‘human / inclination have I loved this man and done the 
‘things which have taken place, so that he has been judged 

1 Literally : ‘with the service’ or ‘ ministering’. 2 Syr. parsopha. 

2775 it 
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‘and condemned, as those who rise up against God and usurp 
‘for themselves the [prerogatives] of the priests. Neither 

‘now nor formerly was I zealous for this ordination in such 
‘wise that I should be thought to be surely avenging myself 

‘and seeking retaliation on account of his election ; but in 
‘participation with you all I caused this man to come by force, 

‘though his fathers’ house and his race were loved by him. 

‘You have been the cause of these things, and not I. When, 

‘O Dalmatius, I was entreating thee to be [my helper] in this 
‘affair and was requesting thee with many [entreaties] not to 

‘decline the service of God, thou yet didst decline and didst 

‘beseech me on the contrary, [saying]: “ Constrain me not 

‘“ becauseIam a recluse.”! And I also requested another of 
‘the monks, one who was supposed to be some one and illustrious 

‘for piety, and he too declined as one that knew not [how] to 
‘carry out this service, because he was a recluse.’ For all of 

‘you said that Constantinople was in need of a bishop, one who 
‘[would be] loved by all men for his words and for his manner 

‘of life and who would be a teacher of the churches and the 
‘mouth of all men in everything. But when I declined for 

‘these reasons, [was it] that I did aught by my authority ? 
‘Did I not again request of you to choose one who is such as 

‘this man? / Did I not even likewise beseech the clergy? of 
‘Constantinople to choose whosoever was suitable? Did I not 

‘say the same things unto the bishops, “ It is yours to choose 

‘“and to make a bishop”. And you too in like manner I 
‘besought ; did I not leave [it] in your hands all this time, 

‘having waited patiently that you should choose peaceably, 
‘lest by haste there should be a mistake in him who was 

‘chosen? However, you chose, and did I not accept your 

‘choice? Requirest thou [that] I should say aught concerning 
‘[the rest of] you? Have I spoken of their zeal and their 
‘running about and their gifts and their promise and their oaths 

‘and everything [of] those who were seeking to become 

‘[bishops] as by purchase? Among the latter whom would 
‘you have sought to be [bishop]? But I pass over these 
‘things ; which choice would you have sought to be [ratified | ? 

1 Syr. hedhyota = Gk. idwwrns. 2 Syr. qliros = Gk. “Ajpos. 
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‘Thine own or that of the former or of another? For some 

‘would have chosen [one and others] another, not as by choice 
‘as making their choice [fall on] the more excellent ones but 
‘on those who were evil; and each was glorifying him who 

‘had been chosen by himself and was speaking evil of the one 
‘who was chosen by the others and accusing him with evil 

‘accusations. But you have not agreed upon one and were 

‘not agreeing upon him upon whom the people agreed. I have 

‘read before you the utterances of the people concerning each 
‘one of those who have been chosen. What then ought I to 
‘have doneand have not done? You / monks agreed not with 

‘ the clergy, nor had the clergy one purpose, and the bishops were 
‘ divided and the people were likewise divided,and one was striv- 

‘ing for[one and another for|another. Nor even so gaveI myself 
‘authority, but I left the choice with you. But after all of you 

‘were found at a loss, all of you came and gave me [authority] 

‘to choose whomsoever I wanted. But thereupon, after I was 

‘hardly convinced, though all of you besought | me], I bethought 
‘me that none ought to be made [bishop] from here, lest there 
‘should be enmity against him and he should be hated; for 

‘you were all hating one another and were hated of one an- 
‘other, seeing that you were all zealous about this affair. But 

‘I had wanted a stranger who was not known by those here 

‘and knew them not, one who was famous for his preaching 

‘and for his manner of life. For people had informed me that 
‘there was [one] such as this in Antioch, [speaking] of 
‘Nestorius. This man I sent [and] fetched, though I grieved 
‘all that city ; notwithstanding everything had been like this, 

‘T yet caused him to come for the sake of your own advantage 

‘which was more precious unto me than theirs. But when it 

‘happened, it was not supposed by youto be such. What then 

‘is it right to do unto the man? You have not examined him 

‘that he may make a defence of that wherewith he is reproached, 

‘nor has your bishop been judged by one consent, but the 

‘bishop of Alexandria / and [the bishop] of Rome have judged ! 
‘that he was one that believes not correctly and ought to be 

‘convinced of their decision. But he requested and awaited the 

‘judgement as if an injustice were done unto him and blamed 

} See crit, n., p. 400. 

ey 
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‘them for not having accused him correctly, because he was 

‘a bishop and ought to be summoned to the judgement of the 
‘bishops and not to my judgement. Nor was it [the case] that 
‘any one whatsoever was a judge nor ought the bishop of 

‘Constantinople to have been heard before [any] one man. 

‘Did I judge as [was] pleasing unto me? I authorized 
‘the Council. Who is it that requested a judgement and 
‘submitted not thereto? Who is just? He that submits unto 

‘judgement and requests [it]? Or he that flees from the 
‘judgement? Could-he liken himself unto the former, to do 
‘unto them whatsoever he himself suffered, and assemble the 

‘bishops who were under him and those of the East who were 
‘convinced by him, even so as to judge him guilty and accuse 

‘him himself? But he has indeed done this. But he has 

‘submitted unto the judgement, especially [with a view] to 
‘putting an end to these divisions. For there is no law that 

‘the bishop of Alexandria or of any city whatsoever should not 

‘be judged when he is to be judged. But also, when the 

‘Council assembled and sat, they required him [to present 
‘himself | once or twice, and he refused even to answer them. 

‘For what reason? Speak, dissemble not. For the things 

‘which took place are not forgotten by me; thus have they 

‘been irreverently done / so that the plotting which they 

‘plotted could not be hidden. For he has not declined the 

‘judgement but the preparation of the Council which has been 

‘[but] incompletely assembled to judge [him], a thing which 
‘pleased not us ourselves. Neither is that wherein an enemy 

‘sits among the judges a Council, nor have we ourselves com- 

‘manded that aught should take place before all the Council 
‘should be assembled ; for an assembly of all of them, and not 

‘of some, we call a Council. Because we saw aforetime the 
‘ plotting and the trickery which took place, we ordered that the 

‘Council should not be [held] incomplete but that they should 
‘await the assembly of all the bishops that the examination of 

‘the thing required might take place by question and by 

‘answer. They then dissolved the Oecumenical Council and 
‘the law of the tribunal ; [it was] they who reckoned our will 

‘as nothing. And the bishop of Antioch has done well in 
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‘regard to them, since he has deprived them of their episcopal 

‘rank lest, in remaining in their same ranks, they should 

‘dishonour their rank. Wherein therefore has he acted 
‘foolishly, who required of them that they should wait for 

‘those who were distant and that the rule which had been 
‘given should not be infringed and that there should be no 
‘dissension in the Council? Ought he, who did none of those 

‘things which it had been decided should be carried out, but 

‘was content to be judged by every one without declining, to 

‘have been deprived for this?’ 

/ After he [had] finished saying these things, he added and 
said : ‘Neither do I find any cause of blame in this man; I 

and my empire and my race are guiltless of this impiety.’ 
And the others agitated themselves at this very reply and 

seized upon it, as [if] to be sure he let pass and left alone those 

things which had been wrought against me in whatsoever they 

wrought. And Dalmatius and those with him cried out: ‘On 

‘me let this impiety be,O Emperor; I rebuke thee and thine 
‘on account of these things; I will make my defence for these 

‘things before the tribunal of Christ, as having done this very 

‘deed’. ... And after he [had] received this promise, that 
the responsibility for the impious deeds committed against 

me should not be [his], he decreed and confirmed the things 
which had been wrought against me. Thus I was judged and 

thus too was the examination [carried out]. 
And after the things were finished which were wrought 

against me by them, the impious band went forth from [his] 
Majesty and some spread abroad [some things and others] 

other things against me; and they carried Dalmatius around, 

reclining on a couch which was spread with coverlets, and 

mules bare him in the midst of the streets of the city, in such 

wise that it was made known unto all men that a victory had 

been gained over the purpose of the Emperor, amidst great 

assemblies of the people and of the monks, who were dancing 

and clapping the hand[s| and crying out the things which can 

be said against one who has been deprived for iniquity. But 
after it was known that the intention of the Emperor had been 

overcome by them, /all the heretics, who had formerly been 
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deprived by me, took part with them, and all with one mouth 

were alike proclaiming my anathema, taking courage from 

anything that had taken place, in every part of the city, but 

especially in the parts by the sanctuary, in such wise as to add 

unto them[selves| crowds of the people to commit iniquity 
without reverence ; and thus they took courage, clapping the 

hands and saying naught else except ‘God the Word died’. 

And there was not any distinction between heretics and 

orthodox, all of them together rising up against God the 
Word. And they were fighting without mercy against those 

who were not persuaded to predicate the suffering of the nature 
of God the Word, saying, not that the immortal adhered to 

the mortal to cause the mortal to die without its [being itself 
liable unto] mortality, but on the contrary that the immortal 

adhered to the mortal that it might become mortal and [that] 
thus it rose, having died with him, in the immortality of him 
who rose, and everything like this in that the immortal became 

mortal, that indeed again the mortal might become immortal 

in such wise that it might in its nature be receiving the 

[attribute] of immortality and that of mortality according to 
the might of him that commanded whereby he can make the 
immortal mortal and the mortal immortal. And these things 

were said openly by these and by those and by other heretics, 
being chanted and applauded / in the houses and in the streets 

and in all the churches, in consequence of which things thou 

couldest not distinguish the things which were being said in 

the churches or know whether the very churches belonged to 
the heretics or to the orthodox, such was the agreement and 

the zeal to embrace the faith and to confess God passible. 

And they were making use of demonstrations such as these 

while they were being accused for the same things and were 
making a defence thereof in the same [terms]. And they all 
had one mouth and one heart and one agreement against God 

the Word, in such wise that the services in the churches and in 

the monasteries were forgotten and they were busied with 

sedition and persecutions and affairs such as these. As for 

those who were furnishing them with money and supplies 

and provision, by all those things which they were giving they 
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were both preparing them and demanding of them to be 
ceaselessly engaged in these things. 

It therefore seemed [good] to the Emperor that I should be 
under [sentence of] deprivation and that both Cyril and 
Memnon likewise should be under [sentence of] deprivation. 
It would then have been supposed that he did this in order 
that he might constrain all of us to come to an agreement and 

to be accepted and to accept one another and that he bore 

patiently my deprivation that he might make us of one. 
purpose. And further he was waiting without a reconciliation 

with the others in order that he might cause me, even me, 

by all means to come in, as well as through their zeal and 
their request on behalf of Cyril, that it might be supposed 

that the wisdom of [his] Majesty [had] defeated / their inten- 
tions. But this was not so; but, either because his purpose, 
which had been correctly [formed] from the beginning, was 
changed or because this had been his purpose from the 

beginning, he was indeed [only] in schéma on my side, until he 
found patience enough to sell [me] for money. But, howsoever 
all has happened, I have arrived at this. 

But when Count John, who was set over the Treasury, was 

sent to Ephesus, it was then supposed that he had come that 
I and Cyril might speak with one another, all the Council 

having been assembled and [that] therefore it was an affair 

not to be declined. In everything there had been [cause] for 
fear and amazement unto the others, such had been their fear 

and trembling at speaking with me and at having judgement 

[passed] according to our words concerning the things about 

whichinquiry was made. He, however, carried not his vehemence 
to the full but slackened, because that which is dear unto men 

[had] fallen upon him,’ that which also was thenceforward 
mentioned as in a rumour; yet at the end he that reveals 

hidden things revealed it and brought it to light and made it 

known unto the eyes of all men. And it made him ashamed 
during his life, and after his death he was convicted: both he 
who sold the truth, that is John, and he who [did] more than 
he, that is Cyril, when the gold of iniquity was / exacted. 

1 J, e, he was bribed, 
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But let these things be set down in the midst and [such things | 
as they proclaim and prove with their voice that they may 

teach all men. 
For, after John had come to Ephesus, he commanded each 

one to come, and Memnon fled from the things which were 

taking place; and when they were bringing him forth from the 

altar, he} both summoned him as to a friendly conference * and 

handed him over to be guarded that he might not be found 
wanting in aught of those things which ought [to be submitted | 

to the examination of the authorities, of those which all men 

ought to do. But after we were all assembled in order to hear 

in common the letters of the Emperor, his purpose to such an 

extent slackened and became altogether different that he made 

himself ridiculous rather than be zealous about the things 

which were thus worthy of zeal. For when the letter of [his] 
Majesty, which had been written unto all men, was about to 

be read, Cyril persuaded him and those with him that I should 

not come into their presence but that I should hear what the 

Emperor wrote from the curtain. He brought this about 
without letting aught of the things which were right enter into 

his purpose, because he had already been bribed. And when 

they perceived that the things which concerned me were being 

read, they praised the Emperor with many praises; but when 

it came to the [affairs] of Cyril, they cried out and swore that 
those things should not be read. Of such childish / licence as 
this used they to make use, who were formerly in trepidation 

and were zealous, if it were possible, to bury themselves in the 

earth, when they had no single defence, neither concerning 
the things which they [had] dared and carried out outside the 
command [of the Emperor] nor concerning the examination of 
the faith. But after I had been given into custody, so then 

| was| Cyril also,* as though on the supposition that we should 
not enter and approach our cities, and—a thing which also 

occurred aforetime by the command of the Emperor—that we 

should not be received by the chiefs and by those who were 
charged with the care of the cities. But finally he commanded 

1 V1z. John. 2 Literally : ‘a conference of love’. 
% Cp. Lupus, Var. Patr. Epist., pp. 47-9; Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1396-8. 
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me to dwell in my city where it was pleasing unto me, 

not by permission but in consequence of mine own request. 

For I had requested many times and I [had] requested of 
those, who had freedom of speech! with the Emperor and who 

were supposed [to be] my friends,’ [as] a favour that they 
would inform the Emperor that for me indeed it was not a 
question of the human glory of the episcopate, but that I was 

longing for mine own cell—this favour he has done me; but 

before this, that there should be [held] even without me an 

examination of the faith so that they might not be deprived of 

the faith by reason of their passion against me. For I had 
seen the snares and the wars which had formerly taken place 
against me; and when there was no cause for accusation 

against my prosdpon so that they should send me forth and 

deprive me from Constantinople, they came on [the pretext of] 
the faith. And by reason of their passion against me, they 
were impassioned also against the faith. So it seemed unto 
me that this [was] advantageous and helpful, that I / should 

disregard myself that that might take place for which rather 

there was need ; for whenever enmity is dissolved, how often 

do men come to themselves ? 

But he * gave unto me the dowry* of [his] favour, even that 
which he had sold unto Cyril, as this too was revealed after 

the death of the latter by the confession concerning me which 

was found in [his] writings; for immediately that this con- 
fession had been [made], there came that death which confutes 
all men and spares not; of such aids as this used I to make 

use. But while I on the one hand was dispatched in such 

honour as this, Cyril on the other hand was kept under guard 

for a while; but he who was being guarded with all caution 

hid himself from them that were guarding him in Ephesus 

and from the chiefs who had been commanded not to let him 

cross over unto Alexandria and set out from Ephesus and 

gained his [own] city without being hindered by any one. 
For this too had been prepared beforehand and bought by him 

with money; for he came not out of the city by force but 

1 Syr, parehsya = Gk. nappyata. 

2 Cp. Lupus, Var. Patr. Epist., pp. 43-6, 67, 68 ; Loofs, Nestoriana, 190-6. 
° Viz, John. 4 Syr.: pernitha = Gk. pepy7. 
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transgressed the letters of [His] Majesty against the will of 

the Emperor. He also [brought it about] that he escaped 
from the constraint and the punishment for his transgression 
of the command of [his] Majesty. But it was surely granted 

that all these things should occur thus by reason of that rage 
which was against him as it were in the folly of deception, in 

the likeness of which was also [his] friendship for me, since on 
account of this that, which was supposed / friendship for me, 
was always [a source of] harm unto me, because it was not 
[friendship] for me but [a desire] to sell [me]. For the enmity 
towards the other recoiled in fact upon me.? 

Thus then these things against me were carried out from the 

beginning, and they left nothing undone which could convict 
me of having told a lie, and they were convicted by those 

[things] which they wrote. For [it is] in the power of every 
one, who wishes to examine [these things] with all exactitude 
and not in anticipation to pass over the things which were 

written by the others at Ephesus, to understand by reflection 

consequently from their writings who it is that has stirred up 
all these things and for what reason he has stirred them up 

and for what reason he has not consequently acted as a brother 
towards his brother, reprimanding, counselling, demanding, 
looking into these things by himself, but was the first to reveal 

them and spread abroad abundantly trouble and war and 

enmity by the letters which he had written. For what reason, 

when I have written an answer to his letter and when I have 

accepted [part] thereof as correctly stated and have made 
known unto him the things concerning which I doubted 

whether they were well stated as well as the purpose where- 
fore I accepted them not, either instructing or as if on the one 

hand he understood not or [as if] on the other hand it were so, 
1 The story of Cyril’s bribery is continued below, p. 349. The other evidence 

for it is contained in the letters of Acacius of Beroea and Epiphanius the Arch- 
deacon and Syncellus of Cyril ; see Labbe (Mansi), v. 819 and 987-9. The list 

of gifts referred to by Epiphanius is reprinted from Florilegium Casinense by Nau 

in an appendix. These documents are discussed in Hefele, History of the Church 

Councils, §§ 130 and 156. Nestorius uses the following language in a sermon 
reported by Marius Mercator : Quid me latenter sagittis aureis tacularis ? quid in 

me sagittas aureas absconditus mittis ? ... Noli me sagittis aureis vulnerare ; non 

sunt mihi sagittae aureae (Loofs, Nestoriana, pp. 299, 308). 
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that he might establish that which was written—for what 
reason has he stirred up the Egyptian and the Roman Council 

about the things which [are] against me? / Hast thou requested 
me to establish mine own points as brother’ to brother?” But 
thou didst wish by thyself to select these [writings] of mine 
and bring about a verdict against me when I was far away 

from thee. Wherefore hast thou not come unto me with thine 

own Council as one requiring [something] of me or as one 
reprimanding me, as they that [were] before thee did in regard 

to those whom they saw to be in need of their own coming: 

as Alexander against Arius and as Timothy ® against Gregory # 

or as Theophilus against John?® For there was none to hinder 

thee nor yet to deprive him that was accused of [the right to] 

defend himself. There is none far away and requiring to be 
judged and [yet] judging another ; there is no accuser to be the 
judge of his enemy far away. For what reason, when thou wast 

calling’ an Oecumenical Council, didst thou together with the 
incomplete Council decline to come and defend the things [of] 
which thou didst accuse me and condemn me, when I was not 

present ? For what reason, when thou camest, didst thou not 

wait for the Council which was required but wast frightened 
thereof? Wherefore, when I was requesting thee and hinder- 

ing thee and adjuring thee to wait for the Council, didst thou 

refrain from [awaiting] the coming of the Eastern bishops, and 

didst not await the Count who was /charged with the duty of 
the maintenance of order but didst despise all of them together ? 

For what reason, after all the bishops came and the Emperor 

commanded that indeed, since there had not previously been 

an inquiry and an examination, inquiry should be held into 

them between me and thee and the bishops of the East, didst 

thou do all [these] things that there might not be examination 
and judgement ? 

One was his aim and one his purpose from the beginning 

even unto the end: that there should not be a judgement and 

an examination on the subject of the things whereof he accused 

me, while mine [was] that there should be a judgement and an 

examination on the subject of the things whereof he accused 
1 See crit. n., p. 4 2 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 892 B. 
messes Timothy I NET bishop of stately A.D. 381. 
* Je. of Nazianzum, aly ie? Chrysostom. 
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me, though not because the flight and the haste of this man 

had been victorious. For what reason was I zealous where- 
as thou didst decline, if thou wert confident in the proof 

which thou hadst from the Scriptures and from the Fathers ? 

But he feared me, [some one will say,| because of the help 
which [I received] from the Emperor. He [it was], as men 
know, who was rather in actual fact for surrendering me and 

not for helping ; but [granted] that this was [so], who then 
was hindering the judgement from taking place ‘without the 
help of the Emperor? For after it had taken place, after I 

|had] already departed from Constantinople and the Council of 

the East was requiring that there should be a judgement and 

an examination of the faith, even without me myself, the 
Emperor too had also commanded that the two deprivations 

of those, whosoever [they were], who had been deprived by 
the Council, should be retained without [further] examination, 

but that they should choose each seven bishops! and [that] 
they should be sent by both the / Councils to Constantinople 
in order that they might speak before the Emperor concerning 

the things required and [that] the rest of the bishops might be 

dismissed from Ephesus. 

Have they spoken with one another? Yet, since they |had| 
proceeded to Chalcedon in Bithynia in accordance with the 
letters of [his] Majesty, he? received * the two parties of the 
bishops who were sent by the Council. But after he [had] 

asked of the Easterns the cause of the division which had 
taken place, they said that they were introducing a passible 

God and that they themselves were not persuaded to agree 
before inquiry was made into these things, [adding] ‘ Even if 

‘the Emperor treats us with violence, we shall not be per- 

‘suaded to admit a passible God ; for he that has not a nature 

‘that suffers suffers not, while he that has such a nature as this 

‘is not consubstantial with one who has one such as the former; 

‘but if he who suffers not is consubstantial with the one who 
‘suffers, even he who suffers not can suffer’. And the Emperor 

1 For the names of those chosen by the Orientals see Lupus, Var. Patr. Epist., 

p. 65; Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1400 a, B. In Labbe the number is eight. 

* Vig. the Emperor. 5 See crit. n., p. 400. 
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was in trepidation as it were at this supposition, and even his 

ears could not endure these blasphemies, and he shook his 

purple robes, saying: ‘I have no part at all with such men as 
that.’ However, he commanded not to constrain them by 

violence but, on the contrary, that [the question] should not be 
left but that inquiry should be made into the truth in every 
manner whatsoever concerning the things to be examined ; and 
with these [words] he dismissed them with many praises, 

having commanded them to make ready this examination. 
/ But after this was heard, the others again stirred themselves 

up that there might not be a judgement and an examination 

of these things. But the authority of your Majesty sent away 

the Easterns, but commanded you*—and by ‘you’ I mean 
thine own sympathizers, them that were executing thy 

vengeance—to enter into Constantinople and to establish 
another bishop in mine own place.* Where then had been the 

judgement? And before whom? Say, in whose presence? 

Although it was a farcical judgement, say, you who have 

written the things that took place, how was it brought about ? 

For they were many; be ye not persuaded by any of them 

that [are] my own [followers], lest you say that he wrote out 

of human love. Lean upon your own [followers], who have 
written of the things that were brought about. But you cannot 

efface what happened thus and was written at that time.* 

But perhaps some one will say that whatever was brought 

about was clearly a farce. But it was an unscrupulous thing 

to bring about things which were unbelievable and in need of 

much indulgence. For the things which were done thus are 

unbelievable ; but they have indeed been thus prepared not 

only against me but also against the faith, on account of which 

I was stirred up and was diligent to write and to teach the 

things which were taking place just as they were taking place, 
lest men should suppose that the judgement and the examina- 
tion took place and should believe without a reason and depart 
from the faith. For the providence /and the judgement of 

1 Cp. Lupus, Var. Patr. Eptst., p. 70. 2 Viz, Cyril. 3 I, e, Maximian. 

4 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1401-7. No new paragraph is marked here in the 

Syriac text. 
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God have been revealed unto all men, although there are 

[some] that see and see not, who have arisen against me out 
of enmity from the beginning, though now he’? is willing to be 
the first to drive every one to evil against me who have been 

condemned without judgement. And at the same time he has 

put a barrier before all men that there might be no further 
return for me, and has thereby hemmed in the party of the 
Easterns and of the rest of the countries which had not taken 

part with them in what they brought about and [which] had 
given help unto me. Nor was I acquainted with any of the 
things which were taking place nor was I the first to think of 
rebuking and accusing them for the judgement |conducted] 
without justice. 

And [I summoned an Oecumenical Council against the 

Council which had been [held] incompletely, in order that it 
might be shown in the sight of all men for what reason they 

did what they did; since it was not for the faith that he was 

confident and enthusiastic but that his own [affairs] and mine 
might not be examined, while by means of letters and various 

other means he had corrupted those who were nigh unto the 
Emperor and unto the Empresses and was persuading [them] 
that there should not be a Council. And this was told 

unto the Emperor and he was much reprimanded by letters, 

lest he should be able to dissemble ; for he ought to rejoice at 
a judgement, if all these things were not [uttered] in semblance, 
so that he might be zealous in proving to the Emperor that 

his purpose was straightforward and just. For this was done 
in such wise /that he should have no defence, as one that 
knoweth not the things of which he is rebuked and denies 
[them]; and he hindered the judgement not once nor twice 
but even unto death. But the Emperor had acted contrari- 

wise toward him who was blamed by him and condemned me, 

even me who was honoured and praised, while many were 

testifying that I was injured. Thus absurdities were growing so 

many that they were not kept dark; but that their oppression 

might be revealed, he* properly made even him! a witness and 
a judge for me, so that | their] oppression might be indefensible. 

1 Viz. Cyril. * Viz. the Emperor. 
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For all of them testified that we were not found doing iniquity 
and that they condemned me without reason. And while I 
was in the same [condition] without examination and without 
judgement, the others worked amongst them|selves| and 

changed all the things that concerned me. 

Concerning the things which were done when Cyril and the 
Easterns met together and +beforet' seven of each party* were 

sent | to Chalcedon]. 
But let us speak as in a few words: perhaps some one will 

ask: ‘How therefore did the Eastern Council also condemn 
‘thee in such wise, that then not even a single cause of 
‘defence was left unto thee?’ For by the persuasion of [his] 
Majesty, and by this [Council] every one is the more convinced, 

even so that none can hide it. For one and the same was the 

word concerning every one of those who were in accord with 

me and were accepting / me and were contending with me 

and [concerning every one] of those who were being accused 

with me and were being insulted with me, since those who 
were changed over with them had not a single cause to 

change over from me. Tell thou us the cause for which they 

changed over from thee; for [it is] thy boldness which was 

against me and thy writings and the Articles which thou hast 

composed. They anathematized thee and deprived thee in 

Ephesus ; and thou canst not deny neither thou nor they, what 

you have done in your writings. When therefore they were 

doing these things, they were testifying about me in two things, 

both in respect to orderliness and in respect to piety ; but thee 

on the contrary they were accusing both as a bold man and 

as an heretic, and they summoned thee to judgement to 
reprimand thee for them both and they judged that thou wast 

worthy of deposition. And when you were summoned by the 
Emperor as to judgement, they were the first to accuse thee ; 

1 Altered rightly by Nau into ‘after’, on the grounds that Nestorius has just 
spoken of the dispatch of the seven bishops to Chalcedon and that this section 
deals with the agreement of Cyril with John of Antioch. 

* Literally : ‘seven of the one and seven of the other’, 
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for they were persuaded of your boldness and of your tyranni- 

cal behaviour and of all the evils which you caused in Ephesus. 

For in Chalcedon also you closed all the churches against them 

before the judgement should be [given], in order that they 
might not enter to pray, and you blocked the roads [leading] 

to the Emperor and were meeting them with stones and clubs 

and were driving them into narrow places as into places whence 

men [that were| strangers, being not acquainted with the roads, 

had not [any means] of escape, / since they were coming in the 
hope of order [being maintained] by the Emperor ; and thus 
they were hardly rescued from those who were distressing 

them, until the Emperor sent the help of the soldiers to rescue 

them. 
But there was an assemblage of those who were practised 

in sedition without number,—then was I summoned from 

Ephesus,—[consisting] at that time of Egyptians and of monks 

from * Constantinople and of those who were renegade from 

monasticism and all those who by reason of any cause what- 

ever had been driven out and were zealous for the work of 

agitators ® and were supposed on account of the habit* of 

monks to be acting with enthusiasm. Then they were 

taking from the monasteries robes together with food and 

provisions, which were being given unto them as the wages of 

the fervour of love, and they were fattening their bodies there- 
with instead of |practising] continence.6 From the things 
which thou wast sending and bringing from the granaries and 

the stores of wine and of oil and of vegetables and all kinds of 
clothes, thou didst fill the monasteries which were being set 
apart for this and other places, in such wise that even the holy 

places of prayer were being encumbered, and the issues and the 

entries of every place which could receive [them] were full 

thereof. These things |it was] which were taking place before 
every one and thou wast paying for them with the things which 

1 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1392-3, 1404 D; Lupus, Var. Patr. Epist., 

pp. 60-2, 89. 

2 Literally: ‘in’, 8 Syr. 'éstasivé = Gk. sracwra. 

4 Syr. ’éskéma = Gk. oxjypa. 

5 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1405-6; Lupus, Var. Patr. Epist., pp. 91, 92. 
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are Called ‘ benedictions ’,! which were being given instead of 
wages thereof, a thing which heretofore / thou hast not done 
nor |wilt do] hereafter. And thou wast carrying out these 
things so that thou mightest not be supposed to be sending 

these things so as to cause sedition, but that, as they were 

coming into the monasteries and were being received by the 
monasteries, the recipients might not be convicted for having 
indeed received them and for acting irreverently as disturbers 

and causers of tumult, in being supposed [to be] enthusiastic. 
For thou wast letting them bring about anything at all and 
wast doing everything that men might not believe that they 
were doing these things. 

Tell me therefore for what reason thou wast letting these 
things be done and for what thou wast driving out them that 
were suffering these things, so that they were not even 

accounted worthy to be heard concerning aught whereof they 

were being driven out. What was their purpose about thee 
and what about me when they returned to the East? Indeed 
every one of them warned his city not to agree to what was 
carried out against me. For what reason was a decree sent by 
the Emperor, by the hand of Aristolaus,” to constrain them to 

accept whatever was carried out against me? And was 
it sent unto them as unto persons who were and because 

they were [inclined] toward me? For what reason was he 
commanding them to accept thee among the bishops? And 

what [was] the reason that persuaded them /to accept thee 
among the bishops? You saw not one another and you spoke 
not with one another, nor have you said nor have you heard 

for what cause you were divided ; and it was for you to accept 
without judgement and without examination and without 

1 Syr. burkta, ‘blessing’, a euphemism for ‘presents’ or ‘gifts’; see Payne- 

Smith, Zhes. Syr., col. 614 b. 

2 Cp. Kidd, Atstory of the Church, vol. iil, pp. 256-62. In April 432 the 

Emperor sent Aristolaus, a tribune and notary, to John of Antioch, Acacius of 

Beroea, and St. Simeon Stylites. He was to endeavour to make peace by 
persuading the Easterns to abandon Nestorius and Cyril to give up his Twelve 

Articles. After some negotiations, in which Paul of Emesa joined Aristolaus, 

Cyril and most of the Easterns came to an agreement before the end of the 

year, Nestorius being abandoned but without the explicit withdrawal of Cyril’s 

Articles. Cp. Labbe (Mansi), v. 277-84, 312, 347-51, 663-6, 827, 828; Lupus, 

Var. Patr. Epist., pp. 385, 386. Introd. pp. xxii, xxiil, 

2775 U 
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a Council what you accepted not in judgement, and for the 

others to accept what they accepted not! But of yourself you 

thought that you were reconciled with the others concerning 
the things whereof you were justly blamed in order justly to 

confirm the two Councils either through fear or by patience or 

by partiality! or by all of them together. What defence have 
you [to make] before those who are blaming you for having 

made a secret agreement in partiality and by deceitful means ? 
‘The Emperor's command. It is the Emperor who has 

commanded us and who has prepared this for us.’ 
Say! why then dost thou ask me how they have accepted 

my deposition who formerly accepted it not? Ask me not, 

but I | will ask] thee ; how hast thou accepted the faith which 
formerly thou didst not accept? How hast thou hidden thy 

Chapters * on account of which thou hast been deprived ? How 
have they accepted thee who accepted not thy [writings]? 
But how have they, who accepted not thine impious Chapters, 

accepted the deposition which was [pronounced] against me? 

These |questions] need asking and* answering. For / the 
affair wherein thou wast openly judged by every one, willing 

and unwilling, made me not defenceless, but on the contrary it 
caused me to need no other defence. These things therefore 

cause those who are wanting to examine to know how they 

happened, as you too will confess with me therein. For the 

others deprive themselves and condemn themselves by their 

own judgement, since they have accepted not what was 

examined by the Council but what you have accepted in the 

participation of both of you,* willing and unwilling, in the 

settlement, apart from the rest of the others, in such wise as 

not to settle in the name of the Council things which they 

wanted |to have settled] once for all for better or for worse but 
to prove that they did things pleasing unto the Emperor in ac- 

cepting what was carried out against me, though formerly they 

were not accepting [it]; but they were zealous, however, to 
shun [all] mention of the Articles.° And they were [attached | 
to these two parties, |some to one and] others [to the other] 

1 Sc. mpoowroArnpia. 2 Lat. Capitula. 3 Literally: ‘or’. 

* Viz. Cyril and John of Antioch. 5 Gk. Kepadaa, 
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against one another: thou |being inclined] to my deprivation 

and the others to the denunciation of thy Articles, on account 

of which we have accepted every burden. But I have accepted 
all sufferings and have not agreed nor—but let this be said 
with the aid of God—shall I agree until my last breath. For 
this reason, in that they have accepted / what formerly they 
accepted not, they are the causes of their own condemnation 

and are suppressing also the things which were carried out 

against me. For by the suppression of the Articles my 

deposition also is suppressed with them ; or was it not because 

I accepted them not [that] my deprivation has taken place? 

For other cause there was not for my deposition. 
But thou sayest: ‘I have not suppressed the Articles, but 

‘T have accepted John who has confessed with me and has 

‘agreed with me on the faith as against thee.’ John also has 

said the same: ‘I have accepted thee, Cyril, who hast con- 

fessed with me on the words of the faith.’ Who then [is] he 

that has accepted his companion? And who |is] he that has 

been accepted? For both of you say them and are persuading 

those who have separated themselves and have distinguished 
[themselves| from the deceptive peace which you have made: 
thou indeed, in that the others have accepted my deprivation 

which they were not formerly accepting, [and because] thou 

wast supposing that they accepted also these Articles which 

I was not accepting; and he, because he accepts not the 

writing of thy Articles in the deposit of the faith—men of 

whom thou wast determined that they should agree with thee 

in the things whereof men were correctly accusing them. Or 

did not our inquiry and our war and our strife take place that 
we might not accept them? 

But it is [possible] to say that it was not because they were 

suppressed |that| they were not written in the deposit of the 
faith, / when an agreement had been effected, but because they 

had been without division and without inquiry. If all our in- 

quiry and dispute had been for the purpose of the suppression 
and the refutation of these things, for no other reason were 

they not written when the agreement was effected, than 
that they had not been accepted by common opinion and 

U 2 
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agreement. How then dost thou cling to them as though they 

were accepted, things which were not accepted in your con- 
fessions [of faith]? For in the course of coming to terms 

these things were not to be left alone, so that thou and thine 

own | followers] made not use of them as |being] orthodox nor 
the Easterns as [being] heretical ; for that would not be any 
coming to terms on the faith, but disputes and divisions. 

For what reason, however, was there no suppression of these 

things in confession [of faith] in the written documents ? 
However, they were left alone. First indeed because they 

were giving way to the vehemence of [his] Majesty and men 

were requiring that every one so ever should make peace; 

after this, because they were wanting to do him the favour of 

not anathematizing his Articles in written documents, since it 

sufficed for them not to accept them and not to write in the 
written documents those things, which formerly he vehemently 

wanted to be accepted. But for what reason did he accept 

[the proposal] that they should be left out of the written 
documents, if he wished for this—as indeed | was] what he was 
wishing—that they / should be accepted as orthodox? In the 
first place indeed |it was] lest he should come to the necessity 

of a disputation and should fall and the Easterns should arise 

against him and require before everything that he should be 

deprived for these things, as one who was condemned—a thing 
which he feared, for, when he was being constrained and 
pressed, it was necessary for him clearly to say what he 

believed ; since he would either seem to believe what was 

[written| in the Articles and in his letter or, otherwise, actually 
to have imagined as even the Easterns. In both [cases] he 
would be accused: either of saying the same things and having 

appeared as a wrongdoer or of clearly having revealed himself as 
an heretic. Yet in order that he might not suffer this, of his own 

will he agreed and adopted [their views] in order that they 

might have peace without the written documents and the 
Articles! ; and next that they might concede unto him that 
which concerned me, which he was demanding, that is my 

deprivation, in order that I might have no further | opportunity 

2 See crit, n., p. 401. 
4 
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of] making answer, in that all of them were come together at 

the same time against me, a thing for which he had been eager 

from the beginning. Yet notwithstanding he succeeded not, 
because it came about by the vehemence of |his| Majesty and 

not through a just judgement. 

/ The letter of Cyril to Acacius, bishop of Melitene Unto 

those who were blaming him for the agreement which he made 
with the Easterns, and how I made |my\| defence before those 
who were blaming the agreement which came about. 

The one? indeed made |his|] defence as though he [had| not 
accepted thy Articles but discarded them, while all of you 

were zealous for them. But the other® says that he had 

not been content to anathematize them, though they were 

very zealous that they should anathematize the Articles. The 

latter however [says|: ‘I have brought about what was indeed 
‘needful for you but incredible; |to wit] that they have of 
‘their [own] will accepted the deposition of Nestorius, whereby 
‘they have also accepted the Articles.’ But the former? 
denies not that he has accepted the deposition, but |it is| 

because thou hast accepted and confessed in written document 

the faith whereby the deposition is set aside; saying that thy 

faith is not a |matter of | dispute between thee and us in the 
written documents according to the certainty of our words, 

since thou distinguishest the natures and the divine utterances 

concerning both the natures. What we were all zealous to con- 

fess and thou confessedst not, has now come to pass. For he 

was the first to establish in every possible manner what was 

needful for the faith ; but we have not hindered the establish- 

ment also of those things wherewith they were calumniated, 

but rather have we made | ready] the way. 
/ And the one® indeed says: ‘I have made them say 

“Mother of God”, which they used not formerly to accept.’ 

1 Although the first actual quotation from the correspondence between Cyril 

and Acacius does not occur till about two pages further on, the section dealing 

with that correspondence seems to begin at this point. There is therefore no 

need to follow Nau in regarding this heading as a later insertion in the text. 

* Viz. John. $ Vig. Cyril. 
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Moreover he prides himself and extols himself against them 

that were disputing against this confession. But the other has 
confessed that I accepted quite simply |the name] ‘ Mother of 

God’. There is then need to state the meaning, according to 

which the Aypostatic and the natural union of God and the 
natural birth from a woman is excluded. For he says that we 

confess Saint Mary the mother of God because God the Word 

was made flesh and was made man from her and, since the 

conception, he therein united himself unto the temple which 

was taken. And it was not that he was born but that he 
was united unto the temple which was taken and was born 

ofher. For we decline not the term ‘birth’ but the ‘ Zypostatic 

union of God the Word’. For this reason we have caused it 

to be excluded. And the one! indeed predicates of God the 
Word God whole and man whole who in ousza is both [ozszas] ;* 
and for this reason he has written, saying, ‘ He was born of the 
‘Father before the worlds in his divinity, but in the last days 
‘the same for us and for our salvation was born of the Virgin 

‘Mary in his humanity’. He says that the same was born of 
the Father and of the Virgin Mary in the humanity, here again 

also because he has not examined clearly with a view to 

establishing the things which were required or which are 

required, that is, one Lord Jesus Christ, whole man | formed | 

of a rational soul and of a body, in such wise that Christ / and 
the Son and Jesus are in the two ouwstas. And in everything 
he is God as well as man by nature and in everything he is by 

nature man in the same way as God the Word ; both of them 

exist in ows¢a, |and| for this reason each of them |exists| by 
himself, 

Because these things have been laid down without com- 

parison he drags them in to |serve his own] purpose according 

to his own aim and defends [them] to his sympathizers and 
deceives them, there being none indeed that is not surely 

calumniated, and each attracts his companion to his own aim. 

And he accuses me of not having correctly said that which 

was said by the Easterns, who [according to him] say that 

1 Vie. Cyril. 2 See crit. n., p. gor. 

* Labbe (Mansi), v. 317 B; see p. 297, n. 2. 
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God was born of a woman, whereas I say |it| not; and he states 

my own words according to hearsay ; for he says: 

He? says that God passed through the Virgin, the mother 
of Christ, |as] we have learned ? from Divine Scripture; but 
we learn not indeed anywhere ® that he was born of her. And 
elsewhere in his interpretation he has said: ‘ And nowhere 
‘therefore does Divine Scripture say that God, but Jesus and 
‘Christ and the Son and the Lord, came into being from the 
‘virgin, the Mother of Christ.’ For by saying these things 
he divides our Lord into two sons, so that the one is uniquely 
Son, Son and Christ and our Lord, he that was born of God 
the Father, God the Word, and again the other |was| 
uniquely Son and Christ and Lord, he that was born of the 
holy virgin.‘ 

How dissemblest thou the truth? Not only does the one® 

say this clearly, but the others® /name the holy virgin the 

mother of God because they speak of one Son and Christ and 

Lord, whole in his divinity and whole in his humanity. 
But add what thou hast accepted and confessed, that there 

has been a union of two natures and that for this reason we 

confess one Christ, one Son, one Lord.?. And deceive not the 

wise Acacius and through him the rest; for it would not 

escape such a man as he—in such wise as to be blamed for the 

faith to which he was reconciled against thee—that perhaps 
thou clingest also to these [theories] of mine or rather to those 
of orthodoxy, which thou hast accepted in all this trouble. 

For I have confessed two natures united, but thou wast deny- 

ing |them]: that there is of the divinity and of the humanity 
one Christ and one Lord and one Son; he was not born of 

woman in the divinity, but in the humanity; not as he is God 

1 Viz, Nestorius. & See p. xiv. 3 See p. xv. 

4 Labbe (Mansi), v. 316 E-317 A: &pn yap oTw 70 mapedOeiy Tov Oedy Ex Tips 
Xpistoréxov mapOévov, mapa THs Oelas Ed:5dxOnv ypadijs' TO Se yervnOnvar Oedrv eg 
avis, ovdapod (v. 1. obdapds) Ed:5axOnv. ev erépa Se wade eényfjoe* obdapov Toivev 

i Ocia ypapi) Oedy éx THs XpitrordKov napOévov A€éyea yeyevnTOa, GAA Xpiorov 

‘Inaobv, vidv, cat kiprov, St 5& Tada A€yow eis viods BVO pepiCer Tov Eva, Kal ETEpoV 

pev idinas cival gnaw vidv, cal Xpiordv, kat Kipiov, Tov &€k Oeov marpods yevynbévta 
Adyov, Erepov 5e mad ava pépos TE Kal idiKWs vidv, Kat Xprordv, kal Kvpiov Tov éx 

Tihs Gylas rapOévov, mas av evboudceré Tis, adTO 51) TOVTO Gapws povorovxt Bowyros 
Ex€ivou ; 

5 Viz. Cyril. ® Viz, the Eastern bishops, 
7 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), v. 292 B, c. 
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is he one Son of two natures united, but he is one as man. 

Where then do I speak of two natures, one indeed solely Son 
and Christ and Lord, God the Word who was born of the 

Father, but the other solely Christ by himself [born] of the 
holy virgin? Thou also understandest not these sections 

which thou hast written down: ‘ We have learned from Divine 

‘Scripture that God has passed through the holy virgin, the 

‘mother of Christ’, of which thou hast written / that I say 

them. How then proclaimest thou that I call God the Word 

who was born of the Father one Christ uniquely but the man 

who |was born] of Saint Mary another Christ? Of whom 
then sayest thou that I have said that God passed through her ? 

For it is evident that |I spoke| of him who was born of the 
Father, |namely| of God the Word. How therefore do I call 

Christ any other than God the Word, him who was born of 

the Father? I have said that he passed through even the 

blessed Mary, because he derived not the origin of [his] birth 
from her as the bodily frame which was born of her. For this 

reason I have said that he who is God the Word has surely 

passed through but was surely not born, because he derived not 

his origin from her.’ But there both exists and is named one 

Christ, the two of them being united, he who was born of the 

Father in the divinity, |and| of the holy virgin in the humanity, 
for there was a union of the two natures. 

And we ought to say unto thee, Acacius, that I have con- 

fessed in one Christ two natures without confusion. By one 

nature on the one hand, that is, |by that] of the divinity, he 

was born of God the Father; by the other, on the other hand, 

that is, |by that| of the humanity, [he was born] of the holy 
virgin. How then canst thou name her ‘ Mother of God’, 

when thou hast confessed that he was not born of her? For 

if thou hast said that in the divinity he was born of the holy 

virgin, she would be called the mother of God after the nature 

which was born of her ; but if thou, even thou, confessest that 

1 There is surely here a confusion in Nestorius’ thought. Would not the 

divine nature, which prevents us from thinking of God the Word as being born, 

prevent us also from thinking of Him in any way as moving through space, 

e.g. passing through the Virgin ? 
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he was not born [of her] in the divinity, in / that thou confessest 
that he was not born, how dost thou confess her Mother of 
God? How canst thou accuse him of saying two Christs, 

[who said that] which thou also hast confessed—that Christ is 
two natures, one nature of the divinity which is called Christ 

and one nature of the humanity which also thou namest Christ ? 

Either thou dost confess two Christs owing to the diversity of 

the natures, one indeed the humanity which was born of the 

holy virgin, but the other God the Word who was born of God 

the Father, or thou dost say, as the other says, ‘one in the 

union’ and nothing more? And on account of what hast thou 

brought thyself to all this and brought the others with thee to 

do these things against a man who was saying this ? 

Cyril. But God the Word who |proceeded| from the 
Father is not one son, while he again who |was born| of the 
holy virgin is not another, as was supposed by Nestorius, 
but one and the same. For it is made clear and explained 
afterwards; for he cites’ that which signifies God whole 
and man whole, him who was born of the Father before 
the worlds in his divinity but in the last days for us and 
for our salvation of the Virgin Mary in the humanity, the 
same consubstantial with the Father in the divinity, the 
same consubstantial with us in the humanity. Therefore 
they divide not the one Son and Christ and Lord /and 
Jesus, but they say that the same existed before the worlds 
and in the last times ; but [it is] known that he who [has pro- 
ceeded | from God the Father [is] God and [he who was born | 
of a woman in the humanity |is] man.... How then is he 
conceived consubstantial with us in the humanity since he 
was born of the Father, I have said, in the divinity, if the 
same is not conceived and called God and man ?” 

1 So the Syriac text ; but the true sense is given by the Greek, where the 

verb is in the plural, the subject understood being the Easterns with whom Cyril 
has come to agreement. See pp. xili, 401. 

2 Labbe (Mansi), v. 317 B: Om yap ovx Erepdy pacw civ vidv Tov é« @eoii 
matpos Adyov, Erepov 5e madiv Tov éx THs aylas TapHévov, Kaba Neoropiy Soxei, eva Se 

HGAAov, kai Tov avTdv, capes av yévoiTo, Kal para padiws bid ye THY Epegns. mpocena- 

youa yap, Tis av ein, onpatvoytes* Ori TédXELosS Ws Beds, TEAELOS SE Kal ws dvOpwmos* 
Tov mpd aidwvwy pev ék TOU narpos yevynOevTa Kata Tiv OEdTHTA, én ecXaTw Se 
Tay hpepav i.’ Hpas Kat dd Tiv hyetépay awrnpiav, ék Mapias ris dyias napOévov, 

Kata tiv avOpwndtnTa’ dpoovawov T@ matpi tov avtdoy Kata TH OedTnTA, Kal 

époovatoy Hiv Kata THY avVOpwTdTHTAa, ovKOvY HKLoTAa pev eis BVO Siaupodor Tov eva 
vidv, kat Xprardv, kat Kvprov "Inaovy, Tov avrov de elvai pact Tov mpd aldvwy, Kal év 
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Now if it [is true] that the one ousta of God the Word, 

which was born of the Father and of the Virgin Mary, | was] 
the same, for what reason dost thou confess two natures in the 

union and not | that] there was one belonging to the same who 

was born of the Father and of the Mother, as thou wantest and 

even constrainest us to suppose and to let thee also suppose ? 
But they that have accepted this confession do not allow thee 

to lead them whither thou wantest, but constrain thee and 

induce thee as a deceiver to abide by the things which thou 

hast confessed with them. 

For thou hast confessed the union of the divinity and of the 

humanity, since of two natures was the union. Two thou hast 

confessed, and thou sayest that the others have confessed one. 

Thy cunning [is] great: so thou hast confessed the union, and 

thou sayest that the others have confessed the division of the 

union, so that the one same ovsza is divided into the two 

oustas, unlike one another, of the divinity and of the humanity, 

so that the one ousza, which is divisible into owszas unlike and 

of another kind / one from another, is consubstantial. For one 
ousta cannot be conceived as two ouszas unlike and of an- 

other kind one from another,! but? which are alike [in the 

sense] that they are consubstantial one with another, as is 

that likeness. In which nature then is the Son consubstantial 

with the Father and in which [is he] consubstantial with us? 
For the ousza of God the Father and our own owsza are alien 

one to another. He therefore too would be alien unto his 

being and would be of two natures alien one to another. How 
then is it to be conceived that he is consubstantial with us 

ourselves in the humanity when he exists not in the ousza of 

the humanity? But how is he consubstantial with the Father, 

when he exists not in his ovs¢a? Or how |[is| the same in ovsza 

of the owsza of God the Father and of our owsta? And |how| 
is it the same ovsta? And [how] are two omszas alien one to 

éaxarots, Ejrov 5e bre (v. 1. SnAovdre) Tov Ek Oeod matpds ws Oedv, kal &« ~yuvakds 

Kata capka ws dvOpwrov. mas yap ay voot 7d mpds Huas Spoovaos evar KaTAa Ti)V 
avOpumdtnta, Katto. yevynbels éx natpds, KaTa Ye pny Tiv OedTynTA, €i pi) VOvITO Kai 

A€yoiro Oeds Te épod, Kai dvOpwros 6 ards ; 

1 Literally : ‘other than one another ’. 2 Literally : ‘and’. 
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another one, so that each one of the ozszas both is and is con- 

ceived in one owsia? But if this is impossible, [it is] also 
inacceptable that it should be conceived in the word of truth. 

It is not a nature [which is] in its nature of the owsza of the 
Father and of the owsia of the humanity, so as to become con- 

substantial with both of them; but in the owsza of God the 

Word only is he consubstantial with God the Father, whereas 

he is consubstantial with us ourselves in our owsia; and the 

same both is and is named one, who |is formed] of the nature 
of God and of our nature, in the prosépon indeed of the union. 
For in the natures he is naturally / distinct according to the 
diversity of the natures which participate not in one another 

according to the doctrine of the owstas. And thou canst not 
unloose aught that thou hast bound,—to wit, the union of two 

“natures ; and two natures are not one nature’. For a union 

of the diversity of the diverse natures and not of the diversities 

of its very own owsza is conceived and said to have taken place; 

for the coming into being appertains to the one owsza, while 

the union is the combination of the ouszas. 

Cyril, But these things appear not so unto Nestorius, but 
[it seems to him] rather that the aim thereof tends in the 
opposite direction in every respect. He used then to say in 
the church when interpreting |these doctrines]: ‘ For this 
‘reason too God the Word is named Christ, because he has 
‘adhesion constantly with Christ’; and again: ‘ He has 
‘ preserved the adhesion of the natures without confusion, and 
‘we confess God in man; we honour the man who is adored 
‘with God Almighty through the adhesion of the divinity.’ 
Seest thou! how far [from the truth] his word [is]? For it 
is full of great impiety ; for he says that God the Word was 
named Christ singly, but that he has adhesion constantly 
with Christ. Does he not in effect speak of two Christs ? 
Does he not confess that he honours the man who is adored 
with God? Do these things then, O our brother,? seem 
to be akin to those which have been said by the former ?? 
They have not even any coherence* / with one another ; for 
he on the one hand predicates two natures in operation 
in him, they on the other hand one; that is, they confess 

+ See p, xv, 7 Seep. <i. 3 Viz, the Easterns, 
4 Literally : ‘one power of thought’. 
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and adore one Son and Lord and God, the same _ |pro- 
ceeding] from the Father in the divinity and from the holy 
Virgin in the humanity ; [we] say that a union indeed of 
two natures took place but we confess clearly one Christ 
and one Son and one Lord.' 

Nestorius. We ought to say unto thee, wise Acacius: why 

deceivest thou us? For thou hast confessed the union of two 

natures unlike one another and, wherein thou accusest Nestorius 

himself, thou seemest to confess [the same| with him, although 

thou sayest not that two Christs are predicated ; for Nestorius 
too seems not to have confessed two Christs. But, after 

what thou spreadest abroad concerning him, that he says so, 
though he confesses not that two Christs are predicated 
therein, thou too seemest to predicate two Christs; for thou 

speakest not of Christ in one nature but [sayest| that he is in 
two natures whole in their owsza, unlike one another; Christ 

exists in the divinity and in the humanity; for in that he is 

two, the two natures also are named two Christs by one and 

the same name of Christ. For when two natures, unlike one 

another, are named by the same name, they are called two 

/by homonymy. But thou sayest one in the union; this also 

Nestorius says: that two natures [result in| one Christ, which 

are self-sustaining? in their natures and need not, for the 

support of one another, that they should be supported by 

1 Labbe (Mansi), v. 317 C: GAA’ ot'>*~x Wbe Tat7’ Exery Neoropiw Sone’ rérparra 

5é€ waddAov 6 ckonds alT@ mpos way Tovvaytiov. py your én’ éxkAnaias éényovpevos* 

Sid TovTo Kal Xpiaros 6 Oeds Adyos dvopacerat, ererdHTEp EXEL THY TvVapEay THY mpds 
Tov Xpiotov Sinvery. Kal wadw* dovyxuTov Toivuy tiv TaY PidEewy THPOpEV TvVG- 

pecav’ bpodroyapev Tov év avOpunw Ocdyv? céBwpev Tov TH Oeia ovvadpela TH TavTo- 
KpaTopt @e@ avpmpockvvovpevoy avOpwrov. spas ovv (v.l. om. odv) baov Exe 70 

annxes 6 Adyos abT@ ; SvaceBelas yap THs dvwratTw pepéctwrat, Oedv pev idiKGs 

dvopacedbal nat Tov TOU Oeod Adyor, Exe Se THvy cuvapeay tiv mpds TOV Xprotov 

Sinvexn. ap’ ovv ov dvo Xpicrods évapyéatara A€yer ; OVK AVOpwmov OcS aupmpockr- 
vovpevov céBev, ovt 015 Emws, 6uoroyel; TadT’ ody ddeApa Tots map’ Excivwy Spare ; 
ov avTeEayoucay Exet mpos GAANAA TeV evvoiav Tiy Siva; 6 pev yap SVo0 pnaly 

evapyws, of 5¢ Xprorov Eva, nal vidv, kal Oedv, kal KUpiov 6poroyovat mpookuvEty, TOV 
aurov ék maTpos Kata THY OedTHTA, Kal Ex THS ayias Tapbevouv KaTa TiV avOpwHrdTNTA. 
dvo pev ydp picewy Evwow yevéobar paper, TArv Eva Xpiotdv, Kai eva vidy, Kal eva 
Kuptoy dpodoyoupev dapas. ' 

* Syr. ntirin : (1) ‘protected’, (2) ‘abiding’, (3) sibt cavens, sibt curam habens 
(Payne-Smith, Thes. Syr., col. 2354). For Nestorius an element which can 

only exist in combination with others (e.g. soul or body in human nature) is not 
in itself a nature, See pp. 9, 37, 304, 314, etc. 
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the union; but they have established the dispensation on our 

behalf. The divinity [is] not in need of the humanity, nor 
yet [is] the humanity in need of the divinity, because in their 
own nature they need naught. For it was not for the very 
divinity through the union with the humanity to become God 
without need, nor again was it for the very humanity to 

become man through the union with the divinity; but [it was 
that] from [its] creation by divinity in [its] ordinary! nature, 
although the union also was its as a result of its creation. For 

the union of the divinity came about not for the completion 

of the one ousia but for the prosdpon of the dispensation on 

our behalf. Nor again [as to] the divinity, was the humanity 
for the completion of its nature, but for the prosdépon of the 

dispensation on our behalf. For they uphold the prosépon 

of one another, and for this reason there makes use of the 

prosdpon of the one nature the other nature, as of its own. 

Both of them make not use of the one and the other in 

common nor of composition for the completion of the nature, 

as the soul and the body [are composed] for [the formation of | 
the nature of man, but there makes use of the prosdpon of the 

one nature the other nature [as though it were] the same as 
its own. And for this reason the divinity also on account of 

the union is named Christ after the humanity which was 

anointed, and there exists / of two natures, of divinity and of 
humanity, Christ, one Son, one Lord; through the union of 

the divinity and of the humanity the same is Son and Lord 
and God. For? the things which have been called one in the 
union—a ‘one’ which exists united in nature—are indeed not 
predicated distinctly as things which are predicated by homo- 

nymy; yet, if thou dividest them, the ‘one’ is not divisible 

with them. For in its own nature the ovszas are together and 

it is named after both of them owing to its own nature. Thus 

[it is] that the soul and the body which are united are named 
one living being and are not called two living beings. The 
soul and the body [constitute] one living being, because the 

1 Literally : ‘common’. 

2 The rest of this paragraph seems to be a statement of the characteristics of 

a ‘natural union’ designed to show that that form of union is inapplicable to the 
‘Union of the Nature’ in Christ. 
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body lives not in its own life but in the union with the soul; 

and for this reason, if they are divided, the life is not divided 

but there is [left] only [that] of the soul, since both of them 
are named after its nature one living being. 

Let it then be assumed for demonstration also concerning 

the divinity and the humanity that there is one prosdpon in 

two prosépa; that cannot be conceived [as] one without the 
union, but man [is] man and God God. Both of them |are] 
one Son, one Lord. For when they are distinguished it is not 
theirs that the latter should be called that which the former 
is; for this reason thou too confessest the union of two natures, 

and of two natures unlike one another; of the divinity and of 

the humanity, / complete divinity and complete humanity, 

one Christ, one Son, one Lord. Or callest thou perhaps one 

nature Christ and |sayest] not one Christ in two natures, and 

the union without confusion of the natures is superfluous? But 

if two natures are one Christ, thou sayest, as Nestorius, in 
[respect to| the union, that one is named after the other. And 
why hurriest thou outwardly to pursue the others, when thou 
makest |thy| defence on their behalf and the two [opinions] 
are found in thee, the former and the opposite thereof? .... 

And further he! shows the same things : 

We suppose not in fact, as some of the former heretics have 
supposed, |that| the Word which | proceeded] from God took 
a nature, that is, |that] he constructed by means of the divinity 
a bodily frame for him, but, in following everywhere the 
Divine Scriptures, we affirm that he took [it] from the holy 
Virgin. Therefore, as we accept in the understanding those 
things whereof was | formed | only one Son and Lord and Jesus 
Christ, we predicate two natures united ; but after the union, 
as though the diversity of two natures was now abolished 
by him, we confess [that] the nature of the Son is of one, but 
that he was made man and was made flesh; but if it were 
said that he who was made flesh or was made man was God 
the Word, [all] supposition / of change would be far re- 
moved *; for he remained that which he was; but let the 
union also without confusion be confessed by us.° 

1 Viz. Cyril. 4 See p. Sin 
3 Labbe (Mansi), v. 317 E: ov yap Tot KaTa Twas TM@Y apyaoTepwy aipeTixav, ef 

idias AaBdvta pivaews, TovTéoT. THs Oeikns, EavT@ natackevavar TO o@pa Tov Tov 
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Nestorius. Thou confessest then those things whereof 

Christ is |formed], that is, the divinity and the humanity, and 

thou hast confessed a diversity in the owstas and that they 

have remained without confusion; but they have remained 

without confusion, as are the natures; even then in the union 

they have remained thus. How therefore do the natures 

remain without confusion, since they remain not after the 

union such as they are in nature? .... ‘For after the union 

‘the distinction between the two is suppressed, and we confess 

‘that the nature of the Son is one. For if the natures have 

not remained even in the union such as they were, but their 

own distinctions, whereby they were conceived as two, though 

remaining even in the union without confusion, are suppressed, 

there comes about a confusion, a confusion of change and of 

transformation, a coming to be in one nature. How then 

seems it unto thee? ‘The union which was united in the 

natures took place without confusion.’ Two then [are] they 
whereof was | formed] only one son and Lord and Jesus Christ, 

two also in the union; and the natural diversities, wherein 

they are conceived as two, are not suppressed, since the one is 
not the other in owsza nor the other the one in owsza. For 

surely thou conceivest not so, but sayest not as / thou con- 

ceivest. How then in thy thoughts acceptest thou two 
|natures] whereof Christ is [formed], whereas after the union 
thou predicatest one nature of the Son as though suppressing 

the distinction between two natures? Above thou sayest 

that those whereof one son is | formed] are two and later that 
the nature of the Son is one, as though the union of the 

natures resulted in the nature and not in the prosdépon. For 

the natures of both of them which have been united have 

become one. For this union, being variable and changeable, 

cov Adyov brovontopev. Endpevor 5€ mavTaxH Tals OeonvevaTos ypapais, Ex THs 
dyias napOévov AaBelv abrov tiv capa SiaBeBacovpeba. TavTH To TA, & ay éeoriv 
6 eis wat pdvos vids, kal KUptos “Inaods XpioTos, ws év évvoims Sexdpevoar, SU0 pev pdaeis 

Hvacbai paper, pera 5€ ye THY Evwow, ws avnpnpervns 75n THs eis BVO Siarophs, piav 
civa muTevopev TiV TOU viod pPiawy ws évds, TARY EvavOpwrnoayTos, Kal Gecapkwpevou. 
ei 5 bi) A€yorto GapKwOjvat, Kal EvavOpwnjoa eds dv 6 Adyos, SieppipOw mov paxpav 
Tponhs Umopia, pepevnke yap Smep jv. dSpodoyeiaOw 5é mpds Hyay Kal davyxuTos 
TAVTEADS H Evwots, 
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in that it takes place for the nature and for the completion of 

the nature, is not of two complete but of two incomplete 

natures, 

For every complete nature has not need of another nature 

that it may be and live, in that it has in it and has received 
[its whole] definition that it may be. For in a natural com- 
position it seems that neither of those natures whereof it is 
[formed] is complete but they need one another that they may 

be and subsist. Even as the body has need of the soul that it 
may live, for it lives not of itself, and the soul has need of the 

body that it may perceive, whereas otherwise it would see, 

even though it had not eyes and would hear, even though the 

hearing were injured, so too with the other senses. How then 

dost thou predicate one nature of two whole natures, when the 

humanity is complete, needing not the union of the divinity to 
become man? / For it is its to become man not through the 
union with the divinity but by the creative power of God, who 

has brought into being all that which existed not, although the 
union took place with its very creation.' Nor was the divinity 
in need of the humanity as if for the knowledge or as if for 
the perceiving of human | perceptions]. How then resulted the 

union of the Son in one nature? Suppress then entirely the 

[theories pointing to] two natures and there will be room for 

that of one nature without soul, as Arius said, and without 

intelligence, as Apollinarius said; and thou attributest unto 

man one nature outside all the natures and afterwards [thou 
sayest| this, that God the Word is not without need, because 

he is not a complete nature in that he needs the nature of man. 

But now in the same [place] thou sayest the opposite to all 

this: both |that there are] two whole natures whereof the Son 
is [formed] and that the union resulted in one nature of the 
Son. Nor has it therefore been conceived that there is one 

Son [formed] of these [two natures], and thou hast spoken of 
two natures united, and further [thou hast said] that [they 
resulted] in one nature of the Son and dost abolish that of the 
flesh. And for this reason after the union thou suppressest the 

1 J,e, the union of Christ’s divinity with his humanity took place simultaneously 

with the creation of the latter. Cp. p. 237. 
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distinction between two [natures] in that the nature of the 

flesh has thereby been suppressed either because it has been 

corrupted or because it has been changed, and thou believest, 
however, in ‘one nature of the Son who was made man and 

was found in body’. Whom and what, whereof one Son is 

[formed], callest thou the nature? And what is / the one 
nature of the Son? But the things which are united from two 

natures into one nature are conceived [to be composed | of both 
the natures which have been united in like manner as [some- 
thing] composed of simple [elements]. Therefore the one 
nature of the Son is composite, and for this reason thou hast 

said: ‘| He is] furnished however with a bodily frame.’ How 
further will the distinction between both be suppressed, that 
he! may not be conceived [to be] with the flesh? And thou 
speakest of two and |sayest] that it is not right that they should 
be conceived [to be] two after the union, as though indeed 
suppressing the distinction between both. And thou speakest 

of one nature of the Son and attributest unto them the 

necessity of being conceived as two, in that thou sayest that he 

was furnished with a bodily frame after the union; for he was 

furnished with flesh in the flesh which was by nature flesh. 

Thou attributest therefore two natures unto the Lord after the 

union, one the nature of the Son and one the flesh wherein he 

was furnished with flesh; or before the union two distinct 

natures, of the divinity of the Son and of his humanity, are to 

be conceived, and then they were combined for the suppression 

of one nature. And thus too, neither before the union nor after 

the union, is the Son conceived as [formed] of two natures ; or 
thou sayest this, that they continue disunited and undis- 

tinguished, and the nature of the Son remains alone [apart] 
from the nature of the humanity, as though suppressing the 

distinction between both; and thou castest before Acacius 

himself, as before a dog that is excited and infuriated against 
thee, the [view] that after the union the distinction between 
both is suppressed, and thou sayest that we believe that the 
ousia of the Son is / one ; and again [thou proclaimest | before 

the Easterns that he however was furnished with flesh, in order 

1 Viz. the Word. 

2775 X 
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that they might not be excited. Thou hast also said this, that 
the union took place entirely without confusion, and thou con- 
cedest unto every man as he requires. 

Acacius.1 Yet verily and often indeed opponents will 
say: ‘Lo! evidently these, in making confession of the 
‘correct faith, name two natures and distinguish the sayings 
‘of the theologians according to the diversity of the natures. 
‘And lo! how is it that these [theories] are not opposed to 
‘thine, for thou art not persuaded that [one ought] to divide 
‘the sayings unto two prosdpa or hypostases ??’ 

Cyril. But, O wise man, I say that there is written in 
the Articles that that man who divides the sayings 
between two prosdpa or hypostases, some of them as if to the 
man who is known outside God the Word and others of 
them as though suitable to God the Word alone, who | pro- 
ceeded] from God the Father, should be condemned. But 
we have not in any way abolished the diversity of the 
sayings, although we have ruled out the [phrase] ‘ we divide 
them’ as [dividing] the Son alone, the Word from the 
Father, and again as | dividing] the man known [as] the Son 
ofa woman. For truly the nature of the Word is one, for 
we know that he was found in body and was made man.? 

Nestorius. By reasoning and the train of examination did 
he persuade / Acacius of these words and did he not lead him, 

as one that was bridled, to follow whithersoever he required ? 

For he said that there was a union of two natures whence 
there was |formed] only one Son and Lord and Jesus Christ 
and |that| the union took place entirely without confusion. 
How then is the nature of the Son one, that which thou hast 

1 The whole passage is taken from Cyril’s letter, and follows immediately on 
p. 392, n. 2; Nestorius has added the name ‘ Acacius’. 

2 Labbe (Mansi), v. 320 B: GAAd ydp tows patey dy of 5’ évaytias. idod 5} 
aapas ot THs dpOns miatews tiv dpodoylay To.ovpevat, SV0 pev dvouafovar pvoes, 
dinpnaba Se ras Tov Oenydpoy pwrds drareivovta Kata ye THY Siapopay aitay. ira 
TS OVK evavTia TaUTa Tots Gols ; OVSE yap avéexN Mpocwrols Suaiv, Hyovy UTocTACEDL, 

Tas pwvds Siavépew, GAA’, @ BéATLTOL, palny av, yeypapapev Ev Tots Kepadraios* «i 
Tis mpoowmos Svaww, Hyouv brocrdacect, Siavepe TAs powvds, kal Tas pév, ws avOpwrw 
Tapa Tov €x OE€ov Adyov idik@s voovpévw mpooanrea, Tas 5é€ ws Oeompemeis udvy TH Ex 
cov marpds Adyw, ovTos Ectw KaTaKpitos. pwvav 5 Siapopds Kar’ ovdéva Tpdrov 
avnpnkapev, ei Kal dmdBAnTov TeToimpeba TO pepiCe avTas, ws vid KaTapdvas TO Ex 
maT pos Adyw, kal Ws avOpwrw Karapdvas TaAL vig VOoULeYH TH Ex YyuVaLKds, pud yap 

dporoyoupévws TOV Adyou puas* iopey 5e Sti ceadpKwrai Te, Kal évnvOpwrnce, 
Kabamep 75n mpoetror. 
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said is two natures—that is, [is] in the natures, | being] that 
which is of them. For there is not a nature which should be 

two natures whence there should be one and not two. ‘But’, 

[thou wilt say], ‘through the union it is his to become one, and 
‘yet he became not one through the union, and [it is right| that 

‘we should conceive two without confusion with the diversity 

‘of the owstas and further that we should not conceive two 

‘but one’ .... Who understands confusion without con- 
fusion, and [how] to divide the sayings unto two prosdpa or 
hypostases? These things need much examination, an exact 

examination of identity and of difference. ‘If one divides 

the sayings unto two prosdpa or hypostases, [he says], and 
again: ‘Nor [is it right] that we should abolish the diversity 
of the sayings even in any single way.’ He who says that 

it is not right to divide the sayings into the prosdpa or the 

hypostases further abolishes not even in any way the two 

diversities of the sayings. For in what way is it by no 

means right to divide the sayings unto the prosdépa or the 

hypostases? From / two thou keepest us afar off; how there- 

fore hast thou not even in any single way abolished the diversity 

of the sayings? ‘Although we have ruled out the [phrase] 
‘“ we divide them ”’, as [dividing] the Son alone, the Word from 
‘the Father, and again as [dividing] the man who alone is 
‘known asthe son of a woman. For even truly the nature of 

‘the Word is one, for we know that he was found in body and 

‘was made man.’ In what way then hast thou not suppressed 
the diversity of the sayings; whereas thou sayest that the 

eternal Son is by nature God the Word? Say [that] thou 
givest [unto him| also the flesh even in union and not in 
remoteness, what is the diversity of the sayings which thou 

hast not abolished? For the diversities are [those] of the 
operations which are set before us and these diversities are 
based on the sayings ; for when there is no diversity [in the 

operations|, the diversity also of the sayings is suppressed. 

Thou confessest two natures of one Christ and Son, even two 

diversities, and thou makest the diversities of the sayings in 
accordance with the diversities of the natures and thou dividest 

also the sayings of the theologians. How hast thou joined 
X 2 
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together the very things which are divided, thou that acceptest 

with a joyful voice him that divides them? How confessest 
thou two natures of the union of one Christ and one Son and 

again one nature of God the Word? For thou hast said that 

we confess / one nature of God the Word and not two united. 
Thou sayest one Son, because thou predicatest of the Son two 

natures without distinction, and thou attributest again one 

nature only nor yet two without distinction unto God the Word 

and sayest that he is the Son found in flesh and yet that he is 

not in the flesh. But, lest thou shouldest predicate one Son 

of God the Word in one nature found in flesh and another 

Son of two natures united, of one Christ and one Son thou 

darest not predicate one nature found in flesh, but thou con- 

fidently determinest the one nature of God the Word found in 

flesh. Why then? There is one Son, God the Word, [with] 
one nature and another Son with two natures whence proceeded 

the one Son alone! For the nature of God is not said to be 
two natures but one nature, in such wise that thou callest Christ 

one Son in two natures. And thou sayest all these things, [to 
wit,| both two natures of one Son and one nature of God the 

Word; and thou speakest of the Son [as formed] of two 
natures unlike one another and further removest [one of them] 
from him and attributest one nature alone unto him ; and thou 

removest one [from him|—I mean the humanity—so that it 
becomes not the Son in the union, and thou art constrained by 
the word ‘natures’ to distinguish the properties of each one of 

them, whether thou art willing or whether thou art unwilling. 

/ For for what reason hast thou spoken of one nature of God 
the Word and not of two united? And further [for what 
reason| hast thou dared to say that there is only one God the 
Word [resulting] therefrom, as thou hast said that only one 

Son [results] therefrom? Let it be, as thou hast said, that 
two natures, which men would call united, are accepted in 
imagination; say thus also of God the Word, that thereby 
only one God the Word is two. I indeed predicate two natures 

united, following the Divine Scriptures and the divine teach- 
ings, and |I say] that God the Word is indicative of the nature 
but the Son of the prosdpon, but [that] he is one [and] the 
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same God the Word. Thus [it is] that God is indicative of 
the nature but the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit 
of the prosépa. For this reason the divinity indeed | is] one but 

the prosépa three; for God is Father and God Son and God 

Holy Spirit. The prosépa are not without ousza. But again 

in the same way—thus also concerning Christ [there are] two 
natures, one of God the Word and one of the humanity, but 

one prosdpon of the Son, that whereof the humanity also like- 
wise makes use, and one [of] the man, that whereof the divinity 

also likewise makes use. It is not of the nature but of the 
natural prosépon of the natures [whereof they make use] ; for 

even in the union the natures remain without confusion. 

Neither |are| the natures without prosdpa nor yet the prosdépa 
without owsza, nor as in the nature of an animal has the union 

resulted in the completion of one animal; it has derived from 

both of them / the | power] to become complete. Yet of two 
complete natures the one is predicated of the other by appro- 
priation and not in the nature, but in the natural prosdpon of 
the natures and not in another nature. That which is another 

is [so| called by nature; for by the nature the Son of God [is] 
God the Word, in such wise that the humanity also makes use 

of the same through the appropriation of the union and not 
through the nature. For Christ the same yesterday and to-day 

and for ever’ |is| the same in prosépon, not in the same 
nature. 

Why congratulatest thou thyself and confessest that the 

humanity and the divinity are not the very same in owsia or, 

as thou sayest, in natural quality,—if it is right to call the 

quality nature? And further thou confessest that the nature 
of the divinity and [that| of the humanity are united without 
confusion; thou understandest two which are unconfused and 

which are combined with one another. Thou confessest also 
[these qualities] in respect to the natures because they remain 

without confusion. And by the nature of each one of them 

they are conceived as one, though thou confessest not by the 
prosépon but by the nature. So thou suppressest both that 
are confessed without confusion by thee; for thou confessest 

1 Heb. xiii, 8, + Cp. p. 9a, n. 1. 
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that both were united without confusion, and further two are 

not to be conceived—as though suppressing the distinction of 

both—as that which [is] one. If the inconfusion of both the 
ousias had not been in thy mind, how then sayest thou of that 

which was combined in one omsza / that one ought to confess 
this union [to have taken place] without confusion? And 
again let us suppose that those [natures] which have been 

united without confusion have not been united without con- 
fusion! or, like the |view] which thou hast said, that the 
union took place for | the forming of | one Son from two natures. 
But after the union thou removest the humanity from the 

union which [resulted] in one Son, and it has been put far 
away from the union which [resulted] in one Son and is hence- 
forth conceived apart from the union. But this owsza of the 

Son is conceived uniquely, nor yet are those | natures] whereof 
he is |formed]| Son, but only one nature, conceived in the Son. 
Yet thou sayest that there is only one nature. 

| Cyril.| But when the manner of the Incarnation? is 
investigated, the human intelligence sees inevitably two 
things which [are united] ineffably and inconfusedly in one 
union ; yet it distinguishes not entirely what has been united 
but believes that of two there is [formed] one, both God and 
Son and Lord and Christ.’ 

Wherein sayest thou ‘one’? That they have been united 
in the prosdpon of the union of the natures? Thus then the 

human intelligence sees those things which are united without 

confusion; but they are without confusion in their own natures 

and in their own ovsza and thus they remain and are conceived. 

The one is not conceived as the other in ovsza nor the other as 

the one. For in the matter of the owszas there is a distinction 

in the nature of each one of them: it both is conceived and 

exists. But in the combination of the natures there exists / in 

the same one prosdpon without distinction and without division. 

1 Syr. ‘ Let us not suppose .... have been united... .’ 

2 Sc. évowpatwoats. 
8 Labbe (Mansi), v. 320 D: 6rav toivyy 6 THs capkwoews TOoAVTpPaypoYATa 
4 , 2 / > / . 2 , f > o& Sis 

TpoTos, dVo TA GAAHAOLS ATOppHTws TE Kal GovyXUTWs OUVNVEypEVA Kad’ Evwo.V Opa 

57) wavtws & dvOpmmvos vods, EvwbévTa ye pny Siictnow ovdap@s. GAA’ éva Tov é 

dupotv kai Gedy, Kal vidv, Kat Xpiordv, wal Kvpiov avai te Kal morever Kat dpapdtws 

eigdéxerat. 
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In the natural prosdpon [there is] one nature, making use like- 

wise of the prosdépon of another nature. Thus therefore the 
natures which have been united are without confusion and are 
never to be divided in the same, in that in the matter of the 

natures they are conceived in the distinction of their own 

natures. 

Cyril. But the wrong opinion ! of Nestorius is [something | 
entirely other than this; for he proves that he confesses 
that the Word which is God was found in body and was 
made man; but, knowing not the force of ‘was found in 
body’ he names two natures and distinguishes them from 
one another, setting God solely by himself and likewise the 
man by himself, who has been joined unto God in proximity 
and in equality of honour only, and in authority. For thus 
he says: ‘God is not distinct from him that is visible. For 
‘this reason I distinguish not the honour of him that is not 
‘distinguished ; I distinguish the natures and I unite the 
adoration. .. .’ But these our brothers in Antioch, accept- 
ing simply, as though in imagination only, the things whereof 
Christ is known [to have been formed ], predicate the diversity 
of the natures—because the divinity and the humanity are 
not one thing in natural quality, as I have said,—as well as 
one Son and Christ and Lord ; and, as indeed he is truly 
one, they say that his prosépon /is one but distinguish not 
in any way at all the things which have been united.’ 

Nestorius. And verily, if this had been truly [said], thou 
too wouldest have been more confident in this word, while I 

should not be able to feel confident of being known thereby, 

but, as thou sayest, I should be making use [thereof] in schéma, 

and thou oughtest to have confuted me before all the Council ; 

PL mee p. XV, 

2 Labbe (Mansi), v. 320 D: érépa 5é mavreA@s mapa tavtnv % Neoropiov kako- 
? 

Sofia (v.1. Kevodogia).  tmoxpiverac pev yap dpodoyeiv, Sti Kal éoapKxwOn kat , | 
évnvOpwnnae @eds wy 6 Adyos, THY 5€é ye TOU TecapKWoba Sivapw ovK «cidws, SVO pev 

dvopacer pias, dmodiapel (v. 1. dnodilarnor) 5é GAAnAwY adTds, Ocdy idiq T1HEis, Kal 
épotws dvOpwrov dvd pépos, cwvapbévTa OEM oueTiXWs, KaTa povyv Ty icoTipmiay, 

you avdevriav. &pn yap ovTws" dxwproTos TOU patvopevov Oeds. bid TOUTO TOU pr) 

xwpiCopévov tiv Tinjy ov xwpiCw’ xwpi(w Tas pies, GAN’ Ev Try mpookdynow. oi 
5€ ye Kata Ti ’AvTidxerav ddeApol, TA pev EF dy voetrar Xprotds, ws ev Yrrais Kal 
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nor, when I had required [aught] of thee by request, oughtest 
thou to have kept it dark but to have waited for the whole 
Council ; and again, when I was summoned to the Council, 
thou oughtest not to have declined. For how often hast thou 
not done this very thing and wast refuting my wrong opinion, 

whereas I was not able to make use of any defence. For he 

who is confuted of imagining the contrary of that to which he 
clings in hypocrisy! condemns with all condemnations the 

wrongness of his opinion. Yet perhaps it is not so, but the 

opposite. Whence knowest thou that I confess that God 
the Word was made flesh and was made man and yet say not 
that he was made flesh and was made man? For he who was 

made flesh was made flesh in the flesh, while he who says that 

they * are divided and distinct * from one another does not 

even confess the incarnation* at all; unless perhaps he con- 

fesses / the [view] that he who was not made flesh was made 
flesh. For how are those things made flesh which are apart 
from one another without being united? If therefore I confess 

two natures and that he was made flesh, from what |cause] 
have I been supposed to say that the natures are distinct and 

far removed from one another, without conceding the being 

made flesh * and the being made man °® of God the Word ? 
For thou hast said that I say ®: ‘God is not distinct from 

‘him that is visible. For this reason [as regards] him that is 
‘not distinct I distinguish not the honour.’ How does he who 

says that God is not distinct from him that is visible distinguish 

[the two]? For thou hast said that thou distinguishest not 
him that is visible from him that is invisible, and also that the 

honour of God is not to be distinguished ; nor, if I distinguish 

not God himself from him that is visible because he is not to 

1 Sc. mpoowrodAnvpia. 2 Vie, the natures. 
% The specific meanings of the words ‘ divide’, ‘distinguish’, ‘ separate’, etc., 

cannot be pressed in this translation, The editors have appropriated one 
English word to each Syriac word, but the result is at times unsatisfactory, as 

here. The sense required is clearly ‘separate’, while the Syriac word is that 

rendered throughout by ‘distinct’, See the definitions on pp. 313-16. The 

Syriac translator seems to have used these words very loosely and without any 
precise discrimination of meaning. Cp. p. 154, n. I. 

4 Sc. capKwois. ® Se, €vavOpamnois, elsewhere translated ‘ incarnation’, 
e wee Crit; i, DP. aor, 
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be distinguished, do I distinguish also the honour, ‘ Who’, 

hast thou said, ‘is not to be distinguished ? And from whom 

‘is he not to be distinguished ? And for this reason I dis- 
‘tinguish not even the honour of him that is not to be 

distinguished.’ But I say that I distinguish the natures but 
unite the adoration. Just as thou too hast accepted the union 

of the natures without confusion either in truth or in schéma, 

thou distinguishest also the natures in the matter of the 

ousias whereof Christ is conceived [to have been formed], 

whether thou art willing or whether thou art unwilling. Thou 

predicatest also the diversity and [admittest| /that the divinity 
and the humanity are not the same in natural quality, as thou 
sayest. For he that says that the divinity and the humanity 

‘are not the same makes by a natural diversity the distinction 

that the one is not the other nor the other the one. But the 
natural diversity is a distinction. The distinction therefore in 

the diversity and in the owsza of the natures is one thing and 

the distinction in the distance apart of the owszas, which have 

been combined and united in the combination, is another thing. 

Therefore I have predicated the union of the combination of 

the natures, of the divinity and of the humanity without dis- 
tinction, [saying] that God is not distinct from him that is 
visible; yet I have said that according to the union without 

confusion the natures are distinguished by a natural diversity, 

but I have called the adoration of those [natures], which are 
thus not to be distinguished and are to be distinguished, one, 
seeing indeed that they have been combined in one prosdpon 

and not in one owsza nor in one nature, because the union of 

the natures took not place in confusion ; nor further [did there 
take place] a confusion for the completion of one nature, 

because the union resulted not from incomplete but from two 

whole natures.' 
For every union which results by a natural composition in 

the completion of the nature results from incomplete natures, 

but that which [results] from complete natures results in one 

1 Here Nestorius gives the most concise summary of his position. He then 

goes on to contrast it with ‘ Nestorianism’ as commonly understood; see 

Pp. 314, Nn. I. 
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prosopon and subsists therein. For God the Word made not 
use of a bodily frame without soul nor / of a soul without will 
and without mind, nor of a bodily frame and of a soul instead 
of a soul and an intelligence. But thereby is distinguished 

the church of the Arians and [that] of the Apollinarians, which 
accepts not two whole natures which have been united. Neither 
do I distinguish the natures which have been united by abstrac- 

tion and by isolation from one another, nor do I speak of an 
adhesion through love and through proximity, as though it were 
between those which are far apart [and] those united by love 
and not in the ouszas ; nor again do I speak of a union in 
equality of honour and in authority but of the natures and of 
whole natures, and in the combination of the ouszas I concede 

a union without confusion ; but in respect to one honour and 

to one authority I predicate the union of the natures and not 

of the honour and of the authority. Otherwise, prove [it] by 
what I have said: ‘ God is not to be distinguished from him 

‘that is visible ; for this reason I distinguish not the honour of 

‘him who is not distinguished.’ Where then have I said in 
these things that I distinguish the natures from one another 
and speak of God the Word by himself and the man by him- 

self, [saying] that they adhered together by proximity of love 

and by equality of honour or by authority? For, I have said, 

I distinguish not God from him that is visible. [I spoke] not 
of the proximity nor the equality of honour nor of the equality, 

but I said that I distinguish not God the Word himself in his 
nature from the visible nature, and by reason of God who is 

not to be distinguished I distinguish not even the honour ; for 
he is one thing and his honour is another, and his owsza is 
another / and whatsoever the owsza isis another. But, although 

I have said that I distinguish the natures and unite the adora- 
tion, I have not said that I distinguish the natures from one 

another by a distinction of distance, as thou accusest me in thy 

calumniation.! 
For if there had not been [any] other manner of distinction 

between natures than that only of distance apart, thou wouldest 

1 Here Nestorius most directly repudiates ‘ Nestorianism’ as usually under- 

stood ; see notes on pp. 205, 224. 
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have well found fault with me for distinguishing them thus. 
But if there were many others, and especially [if], in the matter 

of the natures which all our inquiry concerns, the union of 

which natures, whereof I have spoken, took place without con- 
fusion or change, how is this to thy thinking?! And [yet] 
thou examinest up and down, as though I [had] said in this 
sense that I distinguish the natures ? * 

And thou bringest [word] that the others® divide not even 
in a single way the [natures] which have been united. In the 

first place thou wast the first to say that they are distinguished. 

But these our brothers in Antioch accepting simply, as indeed 
only by reflection, the things whereof Christ is known [to have 

been formed], predicate the diversity of the natures, because 

the divinity and the humanity are not any one thing in natural 

quality, as I have said, but one Son and Christ and Lord; and 

as indeed he is truly one, so we say that the prosdpon is one. 

But thou sayest that they divide not even in a single way the 

natures which have been united, while they have spoken of the 

diversity, / [saying] that the natural quality of the divinity and 

the humanity is not the same; and thou sayest that we ought 

not to divide the diversity, nor is it that there are the same 
things in nature, and therein thou predicatest the diversity. 
For in every way thou makest distinction, saying that there is 

a diversity and that the divinity and the humanity are not the 
same in natural quality; yet [thou makest the distinction] not 
in distance apart but in the matter of the natures, nor by means 

of a distinction consisting in a differentiation of functions,* but 
with an obvious meaning. How then do they not distinguish 

even in a single way those things whereof Christ is united and 

predicate the diversities in the ousza? 

And further thou sayest : 

They accept not even the distinction of the natures, as it 
seems to have been imagined by the exponent of [these] 
paltry inventions, but they define and distinguish only the 
sayings concerning our Lord, saying that [some] of them are 

1 Literally : ‘ before thy face’. 
2 There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text. 

’ Viz. the Eastern bishops, 
‘ See crit. n., p. 401. 
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suitable not to the Word which | proceeded] from God the 
Father as to the Son solely and |others| also of them 
again to another Son who |was born] of a woman, but 
[some] of them to his divinity and [others] of them again to 
his humanity; for the same indeed is God and man; but 
they say that there are also others which [are] common, 
because they regard both of them—I mean, |the natures of | 
the divinity and of the humanity. . . .1 

I indeed suppose that he does not even know what he says: 

however, what I suppose [is] that he says the opposite / of 
whatever he says in schéma that he confesses with the Easterns. 

For, if there were not a distinction between the natures, how 

hast thou said that they have predicated a diversity of natures? 
And how are not the divinity and the humanity the same in 

natural quality, since they are divided in nature according to 

[their] diversity? For therein, if it is supposed of me that 
I predicate a natural distinction, it belies [me] not; they are 
not however |[derived| from the exponents of [these] paltry 
inventions, for they are not my own inventions, but the 

apostolic faith and the teaching of the Fathers and thy own 
confession also, since thou art constrained and turnest it 

hither and thither that thou mayest say it without saying it. 

And thou hast confessed that those whereof Christ is 

[formed] are two natures and [that they are] alien to one 
another in owsia: ‘We do not conceive that God the Word 

‘has taken [aught] of his own, that is, divine nature and 
‘has constructed for him|self] a bodily frame, following 
‘everywhere the Divine Scriptures, since we affirm that he 

‘has taken [it] from the holy virgin. We accept as by reason 
‘those things whereof [there is formed] only one Son and 
‘Lord and Jesus Christ, confessing two natures which have 
‘been united.’* And the natural distinction is not overlooked, 

for the indication of the natural distinction consists in their 

1 Labbe (Mansi), v. 321 A: ovre pry dvoikivy mapadéxovta tiv diaipeciv, Ka@a ’ B ’ 
nn ” ” Qn > , c , > lal n~ \ / 

ppovety edofe TH TaV GOAiwY evpnuaToY cionynTh: SiaipetoOat Se pdvas SiareivovTai 

Tas émt T® Kupiy pwvas* mpémey ré pnow adras, ob Tas pev ws vid KaTapdvas TO ek 

Ocod marpcs Adyp, Tds Be Kal ws Erépw WaALW Vid, TO Ex yuvaikds’ GAAA Tas pev TH 

GedtnTt AUTOV, TAs Se TaALW TH avOpwHdtHT a’TOV, OEds yap éort 6 adres Kai avOpw- 
f \ « / , / \ > ’ a” mos. elvar 5€ pact nai érépas KowonoinGeiaas tpédmov tid, Kat olov én’ dugw 

BAenovaas, GedtnTa Kal advOpwrdTnTa A€yo. 2 See p. 302, n. 2. 
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being called two; but, in respect to the natures, they are 

called two, for there is a natural distinction between the 

natures whereby thou confessest two but [addest] that they 
are united without confusion; for this reason also [they are] 
two. 

/ Thou sayest again some thing else to the contrary, that 
after the union |there is] one nature, because the distinction 
of the two, both of them his own, has already been abolished 
for him. Therein it is not [possible] for him to come to 

terms with the Easterns. Thou sayest however that there 

is even no indication of the distinction between the two, not, 

[that is], the distinction of the union but [that] for the 
diversity of the owszas. But thou, O wise man, with all thy 
wisdom dost even confess two after the union and deter- 

minest to confess that after the union there are no more 

two natures. For thou predicatest two natures united; it 

is evident that they are united before the union and not 

after the union. How then confessest thou two natures after 

the union and forbiddest us to confess two natures after the 

union? Which should we believe? The first or the second ? 

Or thine? Since thou confessest with the Easterns who 
confess two natures, but Acacius does not,! [saying] that it 
is not right to confess two natures but one after the union, 

because the distinction into two has already been suppressed. 

Thou concedest unto every man as he requires. ... ‘But 

‘they accept not the natural distinction,? but define and 

‘ distinguish only the sayings concerning our Lord, saying that 

‘they are suitable, yet not saying that |they are suitable 

‘some] of them solely to the Word which [proceeded] from 
‘God the Father as to a Son and [others] of them again 
‘as to another Son / who [was born| of a woman, but [some] 
‘of them to his divinity and [others] of them again to his 
‘humanity, for the same is God and man.’.... And me, 
lying, he calumniates as though predicating two Sons; and 

those things also which he has cited against me therefrom 
as well as from the letters and from these interpretations 

1 See crit. n., p. 401. 

2 J.e. the distinction of natures ; see p. 316, n. I. 
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which have been excerpted by him proclaim [it]. But [as 
regards| his having said that now they accept not the natural 
distinction! but define and distinguish only the sayings con- 
cerning our Lord, let us see what those that [are come] from 
the East have said, and in what way he makes use of these 

things: ‘As for the sayings of the Gospels concerning our 

‘Lord, we know certain theologians who make [some] of 

‘them that [are] common relative to one prosdpon.’* Hearest 
thou how they have confessed? ‘Relative to one prosdpon’ 
and not to one nature. Why changest thou their confession, 

when they make those that |are] common, as thou hast said, 
relative to one common fvosépon? And thou makest naught 

common.’ Whose do they make those that [are] common, 

since there is not |anything] common except [in the eyes of | 

those who make use of one prosépon? Predicate then a 

common frosdpon and predicate of one prosdpon the things 
that they make common. It [is this that] makes his one 
prosdpon common; for that which is made of things [that are] 
opposite in anything is made common, so that it is therefore 
not sole but /common. As then a serpent receives a wound 

and coils itself up over the wound and conceals the wound 

itself and unwinds itself anew out of pain and shows it, though 
unwilling, thus thou also darest to hide what thou hast con- 

fessed and afterwards hast confessed, though unwilling, the 
things which have been confessed. 

For hear thine own confession ; for they have required thee 

to confess with them the things which thou hast written. 

But as regards the sayings of the Gospels and of the 
Apostles spoken concerning one Lord, we know that certain 
theologians make [some] of the things which are common 
relative to one frosdpon but divide [others] of them as 
between two natures; those which are suitable unto God 
they attribute unto the divinity of Christ and [others] of 
them, and those them that are contemptible, unto the 
humanity. .... 

1 J. e, the distinction of natures. * See below, n. 4. 

3 J,e. because Cyril only allows of one nature. 
4 From the letter which John of Antioch sent to Cyril by Paul of Emesa, 

Labbe (Mansi), v. 292 c: Tas 5é evayyeAikds Kal amooroAtkds mepi TOU Kupiou 
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These things thou hast confessed [in such wise as] to imagine 
and to teach [them]; why art thou now keeping [them] 
dark? For thou hast said that the things which are distinct 

[are] relative to two natures and not to one nature, nor are 

the divinity and the humanity the same, but the [attributes] 
of the divinity indeed [belong] unto the divinity and [those] 
of the humanity unto the humanity. They call not by two 
names one nature, which is distinct only in the saying and 

not in the ousza, as thou imaginest. For thou sayest that the 

diversities of the sayings are not suppressed but they have 

indicated in saying the natures and the distinction / of the 

natures. And thou confessest [so far as] to say that there is 
a distinction of the natures; for thou hast said that they 
divide the sayings as [relative] to two natures, [attributing 
‘some| of them, those which are suitable unto God, unto the 
‘divinity of Christ’ and not unto the same ousia in respect 
to the humanity but to the nature in respect to the divinity. 

For they call not the divinity two natures but one nature 

and the humanity one nature; for two natures are not named 

after one nature nor one nature after two natures. For con- 

cerning two natures they have said that a distinction should 
be made and not concerning two sayings which indicate one 

nature but which indicate two natures owing to the distinction 

of the diversity of the owsza of the two natures! ‘Those 

‘indeed which are made common [they attribute] as unto one 
‘prosbpon, but others of them they divide as between two 

‘natures, |attributing| those which are suitable unto God unto 
‘the divinity of Christ. The common frosdpon of the two 

natures [is] Christ, the same prosépon whereof the natures 

make use even likewise, that wherein and whereby both of 

them, the divinity and the humanity, are known in ousia 

without distinction and with distinction. Neither the divinity 
nor the humanity exists [by itself | in the common frosépon, 

pwvas topev Tovs Oeodrcyous (v.1. Oenyopous) avOpwmovs Tds pev KoWworoLodyTas 

ws é)’ évds mpoowrov, Tas 5 Siaipovvtas ws emi Svo piaewv Kal Tas pev Oeompencis 

Kata Ti OedtnTa TOD Xpiorov, Tas de Tamewds Kata tiv avOpwndtynTa avTov napa- 

d:ddvras. 

1 Cp, the passage from Cyr. ad Nest. it quoted on p. 325, n. 1. 
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for it appertains to both the natures, so that therein and 

thereby both the natures are known; for it is one in the 

ousias.' For even the ousta of the humanity similarly makes 

use of the prosdépon of the ousza of the divinity and not of the 
ousia, and the ousia of the divinity /makes use of the prosdpon 
of the humanity similarly, and not of the owsza, as thou 

pretendest. And they ‘predicate not |some] of them solely 

‘of the Word who [proceeded] from the Father as of a Son 
‘but [others] of them again of another Son who [was born] 
‘of a woman; but [they attribute some] of them unto his 
‘divinity but [others] of them again unto his humanity; for 

‘the same indeed is God and man’... 
If thou sayest ‘solely’ in [the sense of | remoteness apart 

of the distinction of the natures, thou speakest not unto those 

who confess that the natures are united and that they have 

been united in one prosépon and are two natures and indicate 

therein and thereby two natures which are known [as such]. 
But if thou callest him [one and] the same in nature so that 

the divinity, which was born of God the Father is one nature 

and likewise again [that which was born] of the woman, thou 

sayest that God is distinct from man only in the saying and 
[is] the same in ousta.* And thou speakest outside thine 
own confession and further art hastening to wage war with 

thyself. For how hast thou confessed with the Easterns the 

division into two natures, [attributing some] indeed of the 
sayings which are suitable unto the divinity unto the divinity 

of Christ, and those which are contemptible unto the humanity 

of Christ, who is by nature the humanity and by nature the 

divinity. |They said] not unto the divinity of God the Word 
nor yet unto the humanity of God the Word, for God the 

Word is not two natures nor |formed].of two natures / or two 

names or many-named, [bearing names] which are the names 

of the one ousza itself. And [supposing that] the divinity is 

not conceived in the nature but only in the saying, wherefore 

embroilest thou with thyself Acacius, thy loving and intimate 

[friend], whom thou oughtest to have let go, whatever hap- 

} See crit. n., p. 401. + See p. S16, Ne I. 

3 See below, p. 925, n. 1. 
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pened, who only in the simple term and in the saying agrees 

with thee, who dividest the natures not in their ovszas, but in 

respect to the sayings which subsisted only in the imagination 
as saying, which indicate no [real] definition and no [real] 
nature? In nature on the one hand and in the ouszas they 

[would have] had no distinction because also they are not 
ousias; only in the sayings of the natures on the other hand 

they [would have] had a distinction, because therein it is 
theirs to subsist. 

Thus also of Christ? thou hast predicated two natures, 
but thou sayest that the distinction between them is not in 

the natures and in the owszas but only in the understanding 

and in the sayings. ‘Our brothers in Antioch call those 
‘things whereby Christ is known a diversity of natures, as 
‘though merely accepting [them] in idea alone, because the 
‘divinity and the humanity are not one thing, as I have said, 
‘in natural quality’... .% Thou hast said in quality and 

not in ovsza. But the quality, however, is not the nature of 

the ousza but either the schéma of the ousza or of the nature or 

of [that which is] not ows¢a or a view in mere idea® only 
expressed concerning the natures. [As for] this quality, it 
has not the natural / diversity of the natures but a diversity 
of the natures without owsza; yet thou sayest that they * exist 

only in the sayings, in reflection® about the natures, without 

oustas. And this he says, that they call the things whereby 

Christ is known the diversity of the natures, as though merely 

accepting them in idea alone, because the divinity and the 
humanity are not one thing in natural quality, as I have 

1 «Thus also of Christ... .’ This passage seems to reveal an important 

difference of terminology between Cyril and Nestorius. Nestorius spoke 

indifferently of two ‘natures’ or two ‘ ousias’ in Christ, but he objects to Cyril 

substituting ‘natural quality’ for ‘nature’, assuming that a ‘quality’ is not 

necessarily a real element in an object of thought, but may be something said or 

thought about it existing only in the mind of the thinker. But if for Cyril 

‘nature’ was the sum of the ‘natural qualities’ (pvotxal mowdrnres) and they 

shared its reality, it is easy to see how there was room for confusion, 

2 See p. 31I, n. 1. 
8 Both ‘idea’ and ‘ reflection’ represent the same Syriac word, 
4 The Syriac word is fem, plur.; as, however, all the nouns mentioned in the 

context are masc., we have taken this to refer generally to ‘the things under 
discussion’, 

2775 Y 
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said... . But they of Antioch are not content either to say 
this or to hear any man that says [it]; but they say that, 
touching the sayings of the Gospels concerning Christ our 
Lord, we know certain divines who make [some] of the things 
that are common relative to one prosdépon, but divide [others] 
of them between two natures. ... They have said that they 

surely divide ; they have predicated the sayings of two natures 

and accept not the diversity merely in idea alone. It is not by 

sayings but by sayings concerning two natures that they draw 

a distinction in the matter of the owszas. Two natures, which 

are to be distinguished by the sayings indicative of them, are 

distinguished. The natures are not without Ayfostases,' nor in 

idea without the yfostases of the natures do they constitute 
[them] by sayings in reflection, but by reflection upon the 
natures with the ozvszas, if not upon the ovszas and the natures, 

they establish the ideas and the natures. 

For the one is very distinct from the other; for the one says 

that they accept merely in idea alone the sayings about the 

diversities of the natures / and accepts not the idea of the 

natures with the omszas, but [says that] they are without 

hypostases and not subsisting, [and that] their origin indeed 

is from reflection and [that] they are whole in [its] wholeness. 
The other says that the idea and the sayings about the 

natures are indicative of the owszas both at the beginning in 

the idea and [afterwards] in the natures and in the owsias, in 
such wise that there are three kinds arising out of the nature of 

the ouszas which are required of him who considers: the ovsia 

itself and the idea of the owsza and the saying indicative of 

the idea. But whoever says that they [are] merely in idea 
alone, says two kinds [of things]: merely the idea and its 

own saying. For this reason he attributes the diversity to the 
idea alone of the nature and not to the owsza, but to a quality 
[resting] upon an illusion and upon a supposition of the nature, 

upon a schéma of the nature and not upon the omsza of the 
nature. For [as to] the quality of the nature and the schéma 

as well as the appearance of the omsza, all these things indeed 
he deduces and infers that it? is without owsza. Who would 

1 See p. 156, n. 2. 2 Viz. the natural quality. 
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take account of one who makes use of divine things so disdain- 

fully? He has-not one pure and confident idea and he reckons 
everything in this way and surely makes sport of those who are 
distressed in heart! and [who] are zealous to learn the truth.’ 

And he is like unto Origen who says everything so that he 
may be accepted of every one, laying up favour with every 

one in whatever /he says, and persuades all [men]; [it is| for 
these things that he is hated of every one, because he turns 

about and suppresses the things which he has prepared by 
means of the opposite. For he wants every one to persist in 

whatever things please any one, and whoever changes them as 

an enemy is as the enemy of every one. And they rejoice not 

and are [not] delighted at the things which they have prepared 
{so much] as contrariwise they surely blush at the very things 
which they have prepared. The others® rejoice not at the 
things which delight him, for they suppose that they are 

outside the truth. But he makes [his] defence against those 
who have exalted themselves against him as against an enemy 

of the truth, namely on behalf of the faith of the Easterns, and 
he has not kept their own defence, such as it is, without an 
admixture |of falsehood]. 

Cyril. For because the confederates of the impiety of 
Arius, in impiously adulterating* the power of the truth, 
say that the Word which [proceeded] from God became 
indeed man® but made use of a soulless body,—but they 
do this craftily, that, in distinguishing human sayings |[as]| 
his and proving to those whom they deceive that he was 
in a state of inferiority to the sublimity of the Father, 
they might say that he was [of] another nature than he— 
therefore the Easterns, fearing this that perhaps then the 
glory of the nature of God the Word might be made in- 
ferior by reason of the things which are humanly spoken 
on account of the incarnation® with /the flesh, distinguish 
the sayings, not dividing the one Son and Lord into two 
prosipa, as I have said, but distinguishing [some] of them 
indeed [as belonging] unto his divinity and [others] of 

1 Literally : ‘in whose souls distress has arrived’. 

2 Note that Nestorius here charges Cyril’s teaching with implied docetism. 

5 Viz. the Easterns. 4 Literally: ‘mixing untruth with’, 

5 See n. on p. Xiil. 6 Sc. evavOpwrnats. 
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them again [as belonging]: unto his humanity, but all of 
them however [as belonging] unto one.* ; 

Nestorius. For if they attribute the divine and the human 
sayings unto the one nature of God the Word as diverse only 

in sayings, how do they escape from saying that the human 
[attributes] belong? to the ouwsta of God the Word? But 
concerning the human [attributes] thou hast said that they 
[exist] not solely, [and] that they are indeed alien to the 
nature of the Father, seeing that he is one. For he is not 

another in nature in saying |alone], but also in omsza. For the 

ousta of man, as thou hast said, is the ousza of God: ‘ He is 

God and man.’ |He is] then alien to the Father in every way 
whatsoever and he is inferior in everything according to thy 

own imagination, since thou imaginest that he is man also in 
the one same owsia. For drive not by force, thinking your- 
selves wise, though you are not so in the truth.? They have 
distinguished the sayings, that they may be supposed to 

distinguish them as it were between two natures of ouwszas, and 
they are blamed for an attempt against God the Word [in 
saying] that these are imagined without omsza in respect to 

the natures in idea alone, as thou feignest to call the ones and 

the others. But the others distinguish these sayings / as 
though between two natures which exist by owsza, as in truth 
they exist. And they reject the calumny of the Arians 

against God the Word; for he who joins naturally the two 
[kinds of] sayings to the one nature and the same ousia, aids 
and abets the Arians in every way whatsoever, | teaching] that 
God the Word [is] alien to God the Father. 

1 Labbe (Mansi), v. 324 c: émecd7) yap of THs Apelou SvaceBeias tracmotal, ris 
GAnGeias Tv Sivapuy avociws éxxamndreVvovTeEs, TOV Ex Oeod pact Adyov yevécOa pev 
avOpwrov, mAiv abuxw mpooxpnoac0a owpati’ mparrovat 5€ TovUTO PidoKakovpyws, 
iva Tas dvOpwrivas pwvds av’T@ mpoovemovTes, ws ev peloow OvTa THS TOU TaTpos 
imepoyas Tots map adbTav TAavwpeévoars EmBerkvdwouv, ErEpopuva TE avrov eiva A€ywor, 
TavTn Tot SebioTes of Ex THS avAaTOAHS, MI) Apa Tws H TOV O€eod Adyou KaTacpiKpiyaTo 
défa Te Kai pvots awd ye TY avOpwrivws cipnpévwv Sia TY BETA GapKds oixovopiay, 
SiopiCover Tas powads, ovs eis S00 TéuvorTes, ws Epnv, Tov Eva vidv Kat KUpiov, GAAa 
Tas pev TH O€dTNTL AVTOD MpoavepovTes, TAS 5é TH avOpwHdTHTL MAaAW TH avTOU" TAY 

Tas dnaoas évi, 
2 The Syriac adds a negative, presumably corresponding to the second negative 

in Gk, pr) od. See p. xiv. 

3 Literally; ‘and you are not true’. 
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Cyril. This is not unknown to thy Saintliness, that, in 
casting upon my letters the faults of the idea[s] of 
Apollinarius, they have supposed also that I say [that] the 
holy body of Christ was without a soul and that there was 
a mixing and a confusion and an intermingling and a change 
of God the Word with the flesh, or that the flesh was 
transformed into the nature of the divinity so that naught 
was preserved pure and that [the flesh] was not what it is. 
But with this they have supposed that I was implicated also 
in the blasphemies of Arius in that I was not willing to 
acknowledge the diversity of the sayings and to say that 
some| of them are suitable to God but [others] of them 
are] human and suitable rather to the dispensation with the 

flesh. But thy Perfection bears witness for me unto the 
others that I am far from such things as these ; but I ought 
however to defend myself before those who have been 
scandalized, and for this [reason] I have written unto thy 
Piety that I have never been reconciled to the [teaching] of 
the adherents of Arius or of the adherents of Apollinarius 
and that I say not that God the Word was converted into 
the flesh nor that the flesh was altered /into the nature of 
the divinity, because the Word of God is unchangeable and 
invariable and incomprehensible in all things. Nor again 
have I ever abolished the diversity of the sayings, but 
I know that our Lord speaks at the same time divinely and 
humanly, because he is at the same time God and man.} 

1 Labbe (Mansi), v. 324 D: ov« Hyvdnkev Or) TEAELOTNS, OTL THs "AroAwapiouv 
ddfns Tov p@pov TaY EuGv KaTaXéovTEs EmtoTOAaV, gHOnaay, Sti Kal avyxov e€ival 

pnp TO Gytov cpa Xprotov* Kal Ort pais, H avyxvots, } puppds, 7) petaBoAr Tod 

Ocod Adyou yéyover eis TIV CapKa, 7} your THs Tapkds perapoitnats eis pra OEedTNTOS, 
ws pndev rr owlerOa Kabapas, pn Te pry elvar 6 eat. @nOnoay 5& mpds TovTW Kal 

tais ’Apeiov pe cuppepecOa Svopnpias, dia Tor TO pr EO€AELY Siaopay eidévac Pwvdv, 
kal Tas pev eivac A€éyew Oeompercis, Tas 5€ dvOpwrivas, Kal mpetovaas padAov TH 
oikovopia TH peTa capKds. eyw SE OTe TOV ToOVTOW amHdAaYpaL, papTupnoeev av 
érépos %) On) TeACLOTHS. TAY Ee cKavdariabetow amorAdynoadOa, TavTy ToL yéypapa 
mpos Tiv OeocéBevay avTod, ws ovTE nEeppivnka moTE TA ’Apelov, Kal "AmoAtvapiou, ovTE 

pay perameroijaOa Tov Tov Oeod Adyov eis TapKa pPyyl, GAN’ Ov5E Eis pdaw OedTyNTOS 

perapovar Ti odpKa, did 70 arpenrov eivat, Kal dvadAoiwrov Tov Tod OEeod Adyov" 
dvéquxrov 5 kal 7d Erepov. ovTE pry avnpnKka ToTEe pwvav Siapopas* adr’ olda Tov 

KUpiov Ocompenas TE Kal dvOpwrivws dpa diadreyopevov, émei Tép ExTLV VY TaVT@ Céds, 

kai dvOpwros. Cp. the following passage from Cyril, ad. Nest. 111, Labbe (Mansi), 

iv. 1077 B: Tas 5€ ye &y Tois ebayyeEAlos TOU TwTHpos Huay pwvds, obTE bmoaTdcect 

Svaly ovTE py mpoownos KaTapepiCopev’ ov yap €aTt Simdods 6 eis Kal povos Xpiords, 
dv éx B30 vonra Kal drapdpwv mpaypdtow eis EVOTHTA Tiv GpéptoTOY GuVEYHVEypévos, 
kadamnep dpéde Kal avOpwnos x Yuxys voetrat kal owparos, kat ov dumdods HaAdoy, 

GAN’ els Ef Gppotv? dAAd Tas TE dvOpwrivas, Kal mpds ye TovTW Tas Oeixas, map’ éevds 
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Nestorius. How hast thou said all these things which are 

supposed against me because thou wouldest not acknowledge 

the distinction between the sayings, when thou hast not 

abolished the diversity of the sayings? How art thou sup- 
posed, after what thou hast not abolished, to be reconciled 

to the [views] of Arius or to those of Apollinarius: that 

God the Word was changed into the flesh or the flesh was 

changed into the nature of the divinity? For in that thou 
makest [it thy] defence that some persons suspect thee of 

being unwilling to acknowledge the diversity of the sayings, by 

the very cause of [this] defence thou accusest thyself, as though 

thou hast given cause for them to suspect thee. But in those 

things, whereby thou defendest thyself, saying ‘I have not 
abolished the diversity of the sayings’, thou accusest thine 

own self both in the eyes of those who suspected thee, and 

especially in the eyes of Acacius, without any occasion for 

suspicion, as indeed he had accepted these very sayings which 

formerly thou usest not to accept. Either how knowest thou 

of thyself that I have not abolished the diversity of the sayings, 

while thou art supposed [to have done] /the contrary? Or 
how hast thou said that God the Word was not changed into 
the flesh and the flesh not into God the Word and [that] the 
diversity is only [one] of the sayings and not indeed of owszas, 
and that the ovsia of the divinity persisted in its very ’ nature 
and the ousza of the flesh persisted in the very ousza of the 

Ie , lal > la (a4 % \ ~ , \ € ~ 

eipnoOar dtaxeccopeda ppovouvTes Op0ws, oTav pev yap Oeompenms A€yN TEpl EavTOU 
‘oO Ew \ > Ae \ Bi , \ hh ‘ Tae u \ ¢ > \ Ewpakas €e Ewpake Tov Marépa, cal ’Eyw cai 6 Matip év éoper, tiv 
Oeiay avbrov rat dndppyntoy evvootpev pia, Kad’ jv Kal év EoTt Mpos TOY EavTov Tlarépa 

dia THY TavTdTnTa THs odoias, eikwy TE Kal xapaKkTHp kai dnmavyagpua THs 

ddéns adtrov: bray 5é TO THs avOpwrdTyTos péTpov ovK ATLLACwY, Tots "IovdaioLs 
mpoodAadn Nvv b€ pe Cnreire droxreivat, avOpwrov ds THY dAnOeray Upiv 

ld lA EN ae \ > | ae , ee / a \ 
AeAaANKA, TAAL OvdeY Hrrov airov Tov ev iadtHTi TE Kal opotoTHnTt Tov Tlatpos 

A ~ ~ lal ’ 

Ocdv Adyor kai &x TeV THs dvOpwrdTHTOS aUTOU METPwY emLyIVwoKOpMEV. i Yap éaTLY 
avayKaiov TO maTevEy, OTt O€ds dv pice yeyove capt, Hyouv avOpwmos epibuywpevos 

Yuxn AoyiKn’ totov dy €xot Adyov TO EnacxvvecOai Tivas Tais Tap avTov pwvats, «i 

yeyovacw avOpwrompenws ; €i yap Tapatotro Tois avOpwrw mpémovtTas Adyous, Tis 6 
> \d / ’ € A »” c \ - c \ oe “ > € , dvaykaoas yevécOa Kad’ Huds avOpwrov; 6 5é Kabels Eavtdv bi’ Hyas els Exovorov 

t \ U4 : oe 4 a a a“ a / , 4 > kevwow, dia olay airiay maparoiro dy Tovs TH KEevwoe. MpémovTas Adyous; Evi 
A , \ > lal > , , > / , c ld nt a Tov'yapouv mpoownw Tas ev Tots evayyEAots TaTas avabEeTEOV pwvas, VNOGTAaTE pia TH 

“w , > . . 

tov Aoyou ceoapkapévn. (Quoted from Bindley, Oecumentcal Documents of the 
. é ; ] P 

Faith, 2nd ed., p. 127; cp. Labbe (Mansi), Joc. cit.) See crit. n., p. 401, 
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flesh, if their ovszas were not changed? Or how assignest 

thou human and divine [attributes] unto the one nature of 

God the Word, in such wise that God the Word is in the same 

[owsta| God and man and was not changed into the flesh or 
into man? For it is impossible that both of them should be 
in the same owsza, when the one ousia is not as also the other 

[is], or perhaps becomes not existent. And is it what it 

became and is it changed into what it became, that is, into the 

ousta of man, or [is] the owsta of man [changed] into the ousia 
of God? If God and man are in one and the same owsia and 

in one nature, while the distinction into two is suppressed, how 

are the owsza of the flesh and the owsza of God in their being 

without being changed, since they are not to be conceived in 

the natures wherein they are without change? Yet if indeed 
they are conceived without change, how are they which are 

two not conceived [as] two? How is the distinction into two 
abolished and suppressed ? How would these, even though 

it were a stone or a demon to whom naught that was pleasing 

was pleasant, not move and sink /to the perception of their 
baseness?! For he proclaims that the work is his own and, 

like those that are surely mad, that he does all things and 

says this and that and other things and all things and nothing. 
But he makes all men adhere, however, to absurdities such 

as these, though they understand neither what they are saying 

nor what they are affirming. For they have not one and the 

same idea concerning the same thing, but they deny and 

persist in those things which they deny that they confess, as 

though they are indeed the true faith and cling in [their] faith 
to the things which are not of the faith and believe not the 

things which are evident and are confessed by all men. For 
the faith is one thing and the nature is another; for he who 

says that the things which are evident and known in respect 

to the owsia are something else in respect to the faith, sup- 
presses not the [properties residing| in the nature but seeks to 

persuade [men] of those which are notinthe nature. But that 
which is in the nature is compulsorily * that which the prosdpon 
is. For example, [in] what he says of the bread: ‘ /¢ zs my 

1 Or ‘absurd behaviour’. 2 O1 ‘in might’, 
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body, 1 he says not that the bread is not bread and that his 
body is not a body, but he has said demonstrably bread and 

body, which is in the ows¢a. But we are persuaded that the 
bread is bread in nature and in owsia. Yet in believing that 
the bread is his body / by faith and not by nature, he seeks to 

persuade us to believe in that which exists not in owsza in such 

wise that it becomes this by faith and not in owsia. If it is 

[a question of the] owsza, what is the faith worth? For he has 

not said: ‘ Believe that the bread is bread, because every one 

who sees the bread itself knows that it is bread, nor further 

does he make it be believed that the body is body ; for it is 
seen and known of every one. But in that which it is not he 

requires us to believe that this is [so], in such wise that it 
becomes this by faith to them that believe. Therefore it is not 

possible that the [properties residing] in the owsza should be 
one thing and another in one [thing] of which we should 
believe that it is said to be another, though it exists not in its 

own ozsia, that they may become two and be alien to one 

another in the ovsza. But he who therein suppresses the ozsza, 

therewith suppresses that too which is conceived by faith. 

Therefore also it is not in any way pleasing that we 

should openly make use indeed of what he thus says; for 

surely he is deceiving [us], since he accepts and suppresses 

these things so that he proves to every one that there are 

[views] true and false, both of orthodoxy and of heresy, in 
him; and I have obeyed him as one [would do] in what he 
requires. Nor have they been able to prove in any of those 

things which have been said by me that I am an heretic, but 

he has proved me / in all the [doctrines] of orthodoxy. And 
the things which he stirred not up in the beginning, he had 

stirred up in the [arguments] wherewith he defended himself, as 
he has now also defended himself on behalf of the Easterns, 

howbeit boldly and cunningly. But some one willsay: ‘ Why 

‘have the Easterns accepted the deposition of thine Impiety 

‘whereof they accuse thee,” although however thou hast taught ® 
‘nothing at all alien [to the faith]? But they too seem to 
‘accuse [him] of the same things whereof thou accusest him 

1 Matt. xxvi, 26. 2 Syr. ‘it’, ze. thine Impiety. $ Seecrit. n., p. 401. 
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‘and they set aside these things while accepting also those very 
’ ‘things, and there is nothing more... .’ For we ought to 

ask the one! and the others? likewise concerning these things. 
But if you are willing to learn even from me, I will speak of 
that which [has become known] gradually unto every one, 
not that I may be accepted and helped by men—for I neglect 
for my part all human things, since I have died unto the world 

and I am living unto whom I am living—but I will speak 

because of those who have been scandalized, not of myself nor 

after my own [words], but after this man himself! whom 
Christ has constrained to make defence on my behalf. For 
they have said naught else except that they have been 

constrained by the command of the Emperor to accept all 

these things. 

Cyril. The bishops at Constantinople have said: ‘The 
‘pious bishop John must anathematize / the teaching of 
‘Nestorius and confess in writing his deposition.’ 

Nestorius. Therefore until then, according to the bishop 
of Antioch and according to the Easterns and according to 

the orthodox bishops, I was bishop. 

Cyril. As then the pious Emperor agreed with them 
very joyfully therein, my lord the admirable tribune *® and 
secretary Aristolaus was sent for the correction of this 
[business|.4 But when the command of the Emperor was 

1 Viz. Cyril. 2 Viz. the Eastern bishops. 

8 Syr. triband = Lat. tribunus. 
4 The Syriac text ascribes the words ‘As then the pious... of this [business]’ 

to Nestorius, making the second quotation from Cyril begin at ‘ But when the 

command...’ The correction, accepted by both Bedjan and Nau, is based on 
the Greek original, of which the whole section is here printed; cp. Labbe 
(Mansi), v. 309 E: 6 evaeBéoraTos Kai girddxpiotos Baaireds, Thy intp TaV ayiov 

éxkdnowwy ppovTida mAclaTny Conv Kal dvayKaiay Tolovpevos, ov popyTry HyEetTo TIV 

TovTey dixdvoay, peramepiapevos Tolvuy tov evrdaBéotatoy Kat BeoceBéataTov 
> 4 A c 4 A > , / \ € f XN énigkonov THs ayias Kwvorayvtivounoiirav eéxkAnoias Magipuavdv, Kal éTépous be 
mreiaToUs TOV av’TOM KaTELAnppevwr, Tiva 57) TpdTOV Ex péegou pev yevowT’ av TaV 
2 a © s , ‘ MEY 4 € a 4 € \ , exxdAno.ov 7 Siapopa, KexAnoovra be mpos eipnynv ot Tav Oeiwy iepoupyot praTnpiwy, 
dueckémrero, of 5& Epackov, ws ovK ay ETépws yévoito TOUTS ToTE, OVS ay eis 

dpopuxiay €EOorev THY mpds GAANAOUS of TEpi Gv 6 Adyos, uA MpoavaTeidayTos avTots, 
kal olovel mpoecakekojucpevov Tov avvdécpouv THs dpovyias, Kai dpomoartias* Epackdr 

Te, OTL TOV THS OeosEBelas EumAEov EnioKonov "Iwavyny Tov ’AyTioyxeias avabepariaat 
det Ta Neoropiou déypara, Kal éyypapws dporoyjoa THY Kabaipeow adrov. Kal, Td YE 
e > , Ia/ c lal > , > f > / \ b] id 

NKov, €is AUas idias, 6 THS “AAefavbpelas Emiokomos dpynporvnoe Te Ka THY ayanny, 
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shown unto the Easterns, as though it had been [issued] 
by the will of the holy bishops who were assembled in 
Constantinople the capital, they were assembled-—-I know 
not what they thought—with the saintly and pious Acacius, 
bishop of Aleppo,'! and made him write unto me about the 
manner of the reconciliation of the peace of the churches ; 
[that] it ought not to take place otherwise except in so far 
as it seemed good unto them. But this demand was hard 
and serious; for they were requiring that all the things 
should be suppressed which had been written [by me] in 
letters and books and writings. 

Concerning what had taken place after the enforced peace.” 

Nestorius. Until then, when they wrote these things, the 
other ° also was [to be found] among the heretics, when every 
one, and not [only] certain individuals, knew and was blaming 

the things which were written by him. The hand was |the 
Emperor’s] which led them by force, while there was / nought 
at [my] disposal to be done against what they were requiring. 
For all those who hear us have understood—for [many a] one 
used to suffer with us owing to the violence which took place 
by the command of the Emperor—that they have brought me 

kat tap’ ovdeév nynoera TO UBpicOa Kata Tiv ’Edeciov. Kal To mMayxadeTOV TE 
kat SicooTov bv, ovvawéaavTos Toivuy, HabEvTOs ayay em TovTOLs TOD ebaeBETTAaTOU 

Bacir€ws, aneaTaAn avTO ToUTO KaTopOWowY 6 KUpLds pov, 6 OavpaciwTaTos TpiBovvos 

kat vorapios ’ApiatoAaos, émerdi) 5€ ToIs KaTA Tiy ewav TO BaaiArtKdv évepavicOn 

Oéeomiopa, Kal ws peTa yvwpns yeyovds Tav ebpeOevTwY EmtoKOTMY KATA THY pEyaAnv 
KawvoravtivovnoAw, ove oid 671, cxonnoavTes, GuvXOnoav pey Mpos TOV doiwraTov 
kai OcooeBéaratov Tis Bepporaiwy émiaxomov ‘"Arakiov, ypaipar TE mpds pe Tape- 

oxevacay, OT. TOY THS GuEBdcEews TpdTOV, roe TOY THs eiphvyns TaV ayiwv ExKkAnoLOY, 
ovx ETEepws yeverOa TmpoonKe, et pr) KaTa TO adTots Boxovv. jv 5é 51) apa TovTO 

poptixov, Kat Bapy 70 airnuat HOeAov yap apyjoa pev ovpmavta Ta map’ Epov 
ypapévta év Te EmarToAais, al Tépots, Kal BiBrLous, povn Se Exeivyn avvOécOa TH eV 

Nixaia napa Tay ayiwy Hua TaTépwy bptabeian TiaoTEL. 
1 Nau points out that the name ‘ Aleppo’ is due to the Syriac editor; for the 

Greek has ‘Beroea’. The See of Beroea only changed its name to that of 

Aleppo in A, p. 638. See p. xi. 

2 According to Bedjan and Nau, these words are to be regarded, not as the 

closing words of the extract from Cyril’s writings, but as the Syriac editor’s 
heading of the following section. Bedjan proposes to place here the beginning 

of Bk. II, pt. ii, instead of on Syr. p. 459. 

3 Viz. Cyril. 
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to [such] an extremity as this. But some one will grow angry, 
[asking] for what reason they abode not by the things which 
they once judged. For they are but slightly busied, [in 
taking measures] against what has been carried out against 
me for the sake of the correction and the confession of the 
faith and the agreement of the churches. Like the manner, 

however, of a tyrant when he comes to capture and cannot 
take a city, but for the declaration of peace seeks to procure 

the death of him who is fighting for them against him, that, 

when he has procured it, it may be defeated, thus the latter 
too has asked for my deposition to be granted without judge- 
ment. Let this be [so]. It concerns not me [to busy myself | 
with what has been carried out against me, but only that there 
may be peace among the churches. And I endure all things 

for the ordering of the churches. But all things have happened 

to the contrary. 

For after he [had] received that for which he was anxious, 
he both reduced them under his hand for the sake of an 

apparent peace‘ and knew that he profited naught by what 
was carried out against me; but the confession of the faith, 
for the sake of which there was war against me, was confirmed. 

And it had been evident that there was enmity and violence 

and that it was a proof of the things which were taking place 

and that it would be possible for them also easily to be kept 

secret. But, that this might not take place, and further that 
my own enemies / might not become his accusers, | namely | 

those who had formerly aided him in the things which were 

carried out against me, he began to be drawn towards the 

confession of the faith, showing himself wise and making sport 

of the two sides with contrary confessions [of faith]. But they 
accurately examined and knew that certain among them were 

become enfeebled and had suffered many things, without even 

having been accounted worthy of any aid. And for this 
reason they were not easily breaking the peace which they 

[had] made as a result of the writings which were written 
by them from one side and another, desiring to be left in 

the same [circumstances], that they might think thus. But 

1 Literally: ‘a peace of schéma’. 
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because he! had been accused by those who were clinging to 
his [side] and were confessing [the same faith] with him as one 
who went beyond the common opinion and had destroyed 
alone the zeal of all of them by his authority and by his 

disdain of them, he feared lest they should be alienated from 

him or rise up against him, and he was zealous to perform 

more than they were requiring. 

And like the manner of those who are taken in war, [who,] 
secking to prove that they are like-minded with their captors, 
spare not friends nor sons nor fathers in order that they may 

make them believe that they hate their [own] race, so also he 
immediately inclined himself to rise up against the Fathers 

who aforetime had passed away, against Diodorus and Theo- 

dorus, who were the common Fathers [of all] both while they 
were living / and when they [had] passed away, both his own 
[Fathers] and ours the same. Although he designated them, 
with whom he used to participate, as the enemies of every 

man and was clinging to the very Fathers and to the ortho- 
dox, yet he had even obtained with all zeal their own labours 

on behalf of the faith and had commanded [them] to be sent 
unto all. Yet, while he sought however to persuade [men] 
that he held not back against me out of hatred, he was seeking 

to anathematize those against whom no one would have 

expected nor even [have made bold] to suppose that he would 
have dared any such thing. And, what is baser® than all 
things, he destroyed the sermons which were published * against 

Apollinarius and supported those of Apollinarius, saying, ‘ It 

is the faith of the Church’. [Do youask] on which party one 

would lean: on the party of Apollinarius, or that of the holy 

Fathers in all the world whom also all the world glorifies and 

whom it has reckoned with the single zeal as [of] a com- 
mon mouth against Apollinarius and Arius and Macedonius 

and Eunomius and all the heresies, or on the side of Apollina- 

rius? Suppose that I, who have not been obedient in the 

things which thou hast required of me, have been an enemy 

unto thee ; for what reason dost thou war on my account with 

those who have passed away in orthodoxy? Or perhaps thou 

1 Vig. Cyril. * Or, ‘more absurd’. $ Literally: ‘ made’, 
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warrest on account of them who [are] with me? / But, that 
I may speak the truth, thou warrest with every man because 

of thine impiety in all things. 
Tell me: Were there not Basil and Gregory in the days of 

Diodorus? Were there not also at Alexandria bishops known 

for [their] conduct and for [their] words? Were there not 
at Rome accomplished men who would suffice to stand up 

on behalf of the churches? And were not they who were 
doctors in all the world [sufficient] to stand up on behalf of 
the churches, men who were not [living] in luxury and in 

glory and in honour and in pleasure, but in persecutions and 
in distress and in wars and in fear, who had preserved and 

kept the true faith without wavering, [rather] than he who was 
an heretic and deceived—that is Diodorus, who was in every 

man’s mouth and is handed down in books and was a [cause 
of] fear unto heretics, who by the word of doctrine and by 
divine grace raised himself up against the commands of [his] 

Majesty for the people of God and let them not perish but 
increased them manifold, and the whole concord of the churches 

was won by him? Then he was not an heretic neither for 

them of that time nor yet for thee thyself nor for thy [followers] 

nor yet during the disturbance itself which thou madest against 

me. But after thou wast encouraged and wast entered [on the 
way| whereon thou wast entered and [hadst] reached this 
tyrannical agreement, then were Diodorus and Theodorus 
and the rest of the others / become heretics in thine eyes. For 
the way was becoming [open] before thee also against Basil 

and Gregory and Athanasius and Ambrose and against the 
rest of the others who at the same time said the same things. 
Who is there who would not groan that this idea was come 

[to pass]: that, encouraged by the commands of [his] Majesty 
and by fear and by punishments, they were constraining the 
Easterns and, after the peace, were dragging and bringing 

them like captives and pressing round them to make them 

anathematize their Fathers? They reached this peace and 

this unanimity: thus they thought one thought, thus they rested 
from the suffering of wrongs, when they [had] delivered me 

1 Literally ; ‘reached this tyranny of the agreement’, 
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over to my enemy. Because they were fearful, they were 
saying that it was better that one man should suffer injury 
and [that] the faith should prevail. But would indeed that 
this had been true! How this would notirk me! But on the 

contrary I should have surely rejoiced when aught for which 
they were eager was receiving correction. But on the contrary 

they had suffered for [the words] which they allowed me [to 
say| and for the things which they let be said and further [for 

those] which people allowed them not to say, though I myself 

was saying them, and for which they had cast me out. And 

after that they fought against Theodore and after him against 
Diodorus and then also against every single / one of the rest 

of the others, and they were intent on the same intention, 

having set themselves to drive them out with me, as indeed 

they were saying those very things and naught else. And 
they ought either to drive them out with me for the same 

[reasons] or to accept me, even me, and to accept them too. 
But they dared not say that I should be accepted, because 

they had once driven me out; and it would have been 

necessary also for them, though grieving, to drive them out 
and afterwards for these same [reasons] to drive out also the 
others themselves, because those others were imagining and 
teaching the same things, and [saying] that these things were 
true. And with this boldness he hoped to rise up against all 

the saints to accept [their doctrine] and thereupon to invert 
and to alter the things which he |had] received. 

For this man himself! showed his [true] self after the 
original confession [of the faith], both gradually adding and 
subtracting and saying the same things; and he denied therein 

the compulsion and the authority, acting and scheming until he 

suppressed [the doctrine] that those whereof Christ is are two 
natures ; and he placed the natures in the names and not in the 

oustas and imposed the confession of one nature as if by law.? 

Then, in striving to undo and to overthrow those who predi- 

cated two natures, | he attacked,| not indeed all of them at the 

1 Vig, Cyril. 

2 This is Nestorius’ most concise summary of Cyril’s position as he under- 

stands it. 
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same time, but /in the first place certain men, in order that, 

when he [had] prevailed against the latter, he might go to war 
little by little against the rest of them, as against persons who 
were saying these [same] things as the others. For those too 
of whom they were making use in [bearing] witness to what 
the others [had] said, were saying those very things—and this 

is not a new discovery—[and] he was driving them out as 
heretics. And I too say these [same] things as those [others], 
and thus they confess as heretics! And they and all of them 

at the same time were increasing this very depravity of impiety 

in the face of every one. For he was not citing the [words] 
of the orthodox and of those doctors who | were] before me so 
as to prove that I am an heretic, but on the contrary he was 
taking my own [words] against them that he might prove that 
they [were] heretics, because the things which were said by 
them were like unto mine. But let us show also the things 
which were coming to pass after these things and took [their] 

beginning therefrom. 



BOOK I], PARA 

Concerning what was done in the time of Flavian. 

Now after Proclus Flavian became bishop of Constantinople, 

a man who was used to comport himself with uprightness and 

with reverence, but had not the ability to speak in public and 

to expound his discourses, He then who was accusing all the 

bishops, he who / was left behind alone of the rest of the others 

who had passed away, that is Eutyches, took heart, and, 

because he was not a bishop, set himself by means of the 
authority of [his] Majesty [to behave] otherwise—as bishop 
of bishops. For he was taking charge of the affairs of the 
church, making use of Flavian who, by reason of the greatness 
of his humility knew not the things which were being prepared, 

as of a minister in [the execution of] the things which were 

being commanded at Constantinople, while he was driving out 
of the church as heretics all those who were not holding these 

views of his; but those who were aiding him he raised up and 

aided. But apart [from this] he was making use of the 
authority of the Emperor, a reliable authority, and he was 
unwilling that two natures should be predicated of Christ even 
in saying, and was mocking at the Fathers who spoke thus, 

blaming them as hypocrites who by hypocrisy were dissem- 

bling the truth or [who] like heretics expressed these [views] 
of mine, since the doctrines of those men ought not to be 

embraced in the judgement of the faith. Thus, while he was 

confirming and preparing these things by the authority and by 

the commands of [his] Majesty, all the East was disturbed at 
these things and there was no place that had not been stirred 
up, because he had set aside all things as things /that were 
happening in schéma; and already he was openly constraining 
them either to say things which they wanted not or to suffer 
wrong and to receive punishment. 

For Flavian had heard that the churches were disturbed 
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anew over these things and the monasteries were divided and 

the people were rising up in parties,’ and that already the fire 

was kindling in all the world owing to those who were going 
and coming and were preaching various things that were 

full of impiety. And he? sent unto him,® as they say, 

requesting him and beseeching him to spare the churches of 

God which were much distraught by the disturbances which 

had taken place aforetime and for which those things sufficed 
which had been settled while there was peace, and not to stir 

up against him ‘that which was not stirred up against those 

‘who were before me, lest it should be supposed that it was 
‘not stirred up against them out of fear, whereas [it was so] in 
‘my own days because of the greatness of [my] negligence ; 
‘for I confess that Iam a miserable man. But what couldest 
‘thou have befall thee more than others? Yet, on account 

‘of my humility, even thou directest the episcopate and I 

‘have done everything that thou hast commanded without 
‘declining.’ 

But the other ® on the contrary was saying: ‘I aid thee /in 

‘the episcopate and thou oughtest to rejoice in the change: that 
‘these things, as they were being [done] out of hypocrisy, 

‘against them that | were] before thee will take place in thy days 
‘without hypocrisy. For now, to be sure, it is supposed 

‘that men have been purified from these [heresies] of Nestorius, 
‘whereas they have clung to his | views] ; and we are supposed 

‘to have had a personal enmity towards the man and not [one 
‘conceived| on account of his impiety, since we have indeed 

‘condemned him but have let his faith flourish. Yet we ought 

‘entirely to drive out the things which he has said and con- 
‘fessed; for he was not sent away as confessing two natures 

‘distinguished from one another and [that] each of them was 
‘by itself Son, but because he confessed two whole natures 

‘and one prosdpon of two, which of constraint are called two 
‘natures in that the Son is named Son in each of the natures,’ * 

But when Eusebius of Alexandria, who was bishop of 

Dorylaeum [and] who was regarded as a confessor because of 

1 Literally : ‘in division’. 2 Vig. Flavian. 8 Viz. Eutyches, 
4 There is no new paragraph marked here in the Syriac text, 

2775 Z 
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the words which had been said [by him] against me,’ had come 
unto Eutyches, he? indeed praised the freedom of speech which 
had been [taken] by him against me in the things which were 
done against me. He said :* ‘It would be suitable to thy 
‘freedom of speech itself to extirpate those who are encouraged 

‘by the impiety of Nestorius, and for this reason God himself 

‘has sent thee, not indeed as though thou lackest aught, for 
‘everything has been prepared beforehand by the Emperor, 

‘but indeed so / that thou shouldest exult in thy affliction, if 
‘this too should come to pass by means of thee. But thus, if 

‘thou dost approach the Emperor in blaming those who need 

‘to accept two [natures], either therefore, thou sayest, that the 
‘things which were taking place at the Council in thy days 

‘may not be suppressed. . . .’ 
But the other, supposing that he was neither disturbed nor 

yet angered at these things, but that he was quite calm, says 

unto him: ‘Be thou silent, and labour not in vain, ye who 

‘want impossible things to take place, while neither all the 

‘ Council which was at Ephesus nor Cyril himself, howbeit he 
‘was in agreement with the Easterns, has suppressed them. 
‘And afterwards again an agreement was [reached] concerning 
‘these very things, and one let be the things which were well 

‘[able] to be retained. For it is not possible that there should 
‘be taken from the church [the right] that two natures should 
‘be predicated of Christ without confusion, [those] of the 
‘divinity and of the humanity, consubstantial with his Father 

‘inthe divinity and consubstantial with us in the humanity. .. .’ 
And Eutyches became perturbed against him and said: ‘God 

‘confound thee, who [affirmest] that even formerly Nestorius 
‘had said naught against God, but that [he was] turbulent and 
‘vainglorious! For how |is it] that he who says the [same] 
‘things as Nestorius, can rise up against Nestorius? For these 

1 See B. J. Kidd, 4 History of the Church to A.D. 461, iii. 202; Cyril, Adv. 
Nest. i. 5 (Migne, P.G.L., lxxvi. 41 p); and Evagrius, H. £.i. 9. For the text of 
Eusebius’s alleged protest see Labbe (Mansi), iv. 1008. 

2 Viz. Eutyches. 

8 This is presumably the conversation to which Eusebius referred at 

Constantinople ; see Labbe (Mansi), vi. 656 a. No other record of it seems to 
have survived, 
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‘words are his whom you have delivered up with much labour.’ 
But Eusebius said / unto him: ‘ I know not what thou sayest : 
‘for I dispute not with him because he has predicated two 

‘natures, [nlor has the Council blamed him for this, but 

‘because he distinguishes and places [them] in sundry parts, 

‘God by himself and man alike by himself who make use of 

‘and are spoken of similarly only in honour and in equality 
‘alike. And in this way thou sayest [that there are] two 
‘natures and that the holy Virgin is not the mother of God, 

“because God made the very birth of his flesh his own.’! 
And Eutyches says: ‘ Thou liest concerning it, because you 

‘hold his views without being supposed to be clinging unto his 

‘[views]. For he was proclaiming ten thousand times: “I say 
‘“not two sons, I say one; Isay not two natures, nor two sons, 

‘“for the Son of God is twofold in the natures. For this 
‘“reason she bare not the Son of God, but she bare the 

‘“humanity which is Son because of the Son united thereto.” 
‘And again: “ Since God is not to be distinguished from him 
‘“ who is visible, how therefore do I distinguish the honour of 

‘“him who is not to be distinguished?” It was not then 
‘because he had said simply two natures nor because he [had | 
‘said that the natures were not united, for [he said]: “I con- 
‘** fess the twofold [nature], but I adore two in one because of 

‘“the union”, but that even after the union /he says [that 
‘there are] two natures and that the Son is twofold in the 
‘natures and says that the union resulted in one prosdpon and 

‘not in one nature. But you also, acting impiously, say this 
‘and nothing more ; and all hypocrites ought to be extirpated. 

‘For I acknowledge after the union not another owsza in our 

‘Lord nor even do I surely conceive that our Lord, who is our 

‘Lord and our God, is consubstantial with us; but he is 

‘consubstantial with the Father in the divinity.’ 

And Eusebius says unto him: ‘ Does Nestorius speak thus, 

‘as thou sayest, or not? Iam not now for my part concerned 
‘to investigate, but this I say: that he who says these things 

‘speaks correctly and thou, who confessest not with the 

‘ Here clearly Eusebius ascribes to Nestorius the teaching commonly known as 
‘ Nestorianism’, and is shown to have been mistaken in so doing. 

Z2 
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‘orthodox and, speaking of the flesh which is consubstantial 
“with ourselves, cither suppressest it or changest it into the 

‘nature of the divinity, |dost not.] For this reason we ought 
‘to subject to inquiry those things which thou sayest |are the 
‘views| of Nestorius and whereof thou accusest the Council and 

‘Cyril of surcly lying against him, since they imagine so; and 
‘thou confirmest the accusation of that man, that he imagines 
‘that the truth is so. Every one anathematizes this opinion 

‘as impious, and I shall prove [it] at a convenient time ; for, if 
‘there is not a [human] nature in our Lord, / neither is he also 
‘consubstantial with us; the very ovsza of the flesh has thereby 
‘been suppressed.’ And Eusebius accused him of these things 

before Flavian and before the Council which was assembled 
with him at Constantinople and |Eutyches| confessed them 
and continued making a show of his impiety, confessing that 
the body of Christ was not consubstantial with us as though 

[resulting not| in two natures but in one nature. 
This had stirred up the Emperor, and he had not wanted 

him! to be thrust out by deposition, but he was not heard. 

He therefore prepared all things for the deposition of Flavian 

and for the restoration of Eutyches. He commenced by 

attaching to him|self] the bishop of Alexandria and the bishop 
of Rome by written accounts of what was done against 
Eutychés ; and one agreed and one agreed not [with him]. 
For the bishop of Rome had read the things which were done 

against Eutyches and had condemned Eutyches for impiety ; 

but, when I found and read this account, I gave thanks unto 

God that the Church of Rome was confessing correctly and 
without fault, although they’ were otherwise [disposed] 
towards me myself. But he* caused also the rest of the 
bishops to secede from him® and made them hasten unto 

Eutyches, insulting those who [remained] with Flavian, and 
without having vouchsafed liberty of speech before him| self] 
and before the chiefs; and they were surely rebuked, yet were 

they surely not heard / touching that for which they were 

1 Viz, Eutyches. 
2 The letter to Rome is mentioned in Leo, Ep. «xiv, Labbe (Mansi), 

Vv. 1341 B. 
§ Viz. the Roman 4 Viz, the Emperor. 5 Viz. Flavian. 
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rebuked ; but men were rising up with insult against them 
and seizing them and constraining them. And he caused the 

clergy also to secede from him, constraining and persecuting 

them in what was not given unto them for their sustenance ; 

and the [charges], which he had commanded should not be 
exacted of the churches when he respected the church and 

God, in furious anger he commanded should be exacted 
of them with implacable abuse. And prelates! were openly 

seized and rebuked before the crowds, and every bishop who 

was not of the party of Eutyches was seized; and he com- 

manded every tax upon the possessions of their churches 

which had been remitted unto them by him and by the 

emperors before him, [even] the tax of all these years, to be 

exacted of them at onetime; and of those who were nobles or 

of the family of noble persons he exacted openly, in return for 
the honour which was theirs, a quantity of gold—by which 
very [means] he commanded vengeance to be exacted of 
Eusebius, the accuser of Eutyches, without mercy. For these 

two [means] were employed [together] with all the assaults 
of hunger and of usury and of captivity, things which were 

innumerable, and he made the Roman nobility fall at his 

knees and groan. 

/ And while Flavian was overwhelmed with all these things, 
he was keeping the feast of the Passover, during which the 

Emperor entered into the church. But he? looked not upon 

him as an enemy and he took the holy Gospel to have mercy 

upon them, while all the bishops and clergy were assembled 
with him and the [newly] baptized in their attire,’ while the 
people were crying [aloud] with him. And he fell upon his 
face and prostrated himself in the church, beseeching them to 

accept him making his defence, since he supposed that he 

respected the Gospel. But the other* dismissed him with 

scorn, menacing him as having acted insultingly in that he did 

it, while the bishops and clergy besought [the Emperor]| with 

him and the [newly] baptized prostrated themselves upon the 
ground amid the voices of the people; and they persecuted 

1 Syr. vabbay batte’ = (i) ‘chiefs of houses’, #. ¢, stewards, and (ii) ‘ prelates’ ; 
see Payne-Smith, Thes. Sy, ii. 378. 4. 

2 Vie. Flavian, 8 Syr. schéma, * Vie. the Emperor. 
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them as if [they were] acting insultingly towards [the Emperor], 
and he withheld himself from that time from entering into the 
church, and he commanded that whatever was due should be 

exacted with insult and [that] no respite should be granted 

unto him, so that he was consequently constrained to send 

[word] unto the Emperor that he had not possessions of his 
own, because he was poor, and that not even the possessions 

of the church, if they were sold, would suffice to [pay] the 
quantity of gold which was being exacted of him. But he had 

the holy vessels of the church, which he and the emperors his 
ancestors had placed [therein], and [he said]: ‘I must melt 
them down, because I am driven [to do so| / by force.’ But 

the Emperor then said: ‘I want not to know [this], but the 
gold I do want in any way whatsoever.’ And because of this 
he took out the vessels of the church and they were melted 
down openly, so that there was weeping and outcry among all 
who took part for these exactions that were being made, as 

though [they were being] subjected to persecution. 
But after the Emperor heard the things which were taking 

place, he was angered exceedingly and bitterly and furiously 

and as though indeed he? [had] brought about these things to 
scorn him. And he commanded that an Oecumenical Council 

should be assembled against him and that the deposition of 
Flavian himself should be undertaken. But Flavian, after he 

had been closely pressed by all sides and had seen that every- 

thing that he was doing and saying he was doing to his own 
blame and to his rebuke, and [because] he had no aid from 
[his] Majesty—for since, as they say, that came through the 

choice and zeal of his sister,’ [and] she was unwilling to show 
authority in aught in internal affairs, he had been [filled] with 
suspicion that on her account he was being wronged—he pur- 

posed to resign from the episcopate and go unto his monastery 
and dwell there ; and he drew up a document of abdication and 

1 Cp. Evagrius, H. £, ii. 2; Nicephorus Callistus, H, Z. xiv. 47. 
2 Viz. Flavian. 
8 Viz. the emperor’s sister, Pulcheria. She was consistently favourable to 

Flavian, but from 441-50 she was out of favour with Theodosius who was 

under the influence of the eunuch Chrysaphius. Flavian had neglected to bribe 
Chrysaphius, as Eutyches was careful to do. Cp. p. 97, n. I. 
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gave [it] in. And after the Emperor knew that he had done 
this, he sent for him to come back unto him, as though he had 
done it to slander himself and to blaspheme against him; and 
[he sent word] that, if he should not return unto his church, he 
would fall into danger, [saying]: ‘For I have not / commanded 
‘a Council to be held as if to wrong thee, but for [the purpose 
‘of] a true examination and the satisfaction of the truth in the 
things that are required.’ 

But, when he came back, he! immediately suborned accusers 
to say that the records which had been [drawn up] in 
Constantinople? [of the things done] against Eutyches were 
false. But the accusers were those that took refuge with 

Eutyches [and] who were they that had written down the 
things which were done against him, and they were accusing 
themselves much more than Flavian, so as to be rather praised 

and not judged. By means of the liberty [accorded] by the 
Emperor they were doing all things by force, so that suddenly 
there came about the decease of Flavian, distressed so that he 

had no respite in all the accusations against him and was 
amazed and perished. But because he was capable of resisting, 
he! gave himself up to various absurdities and was doing all 
things desperately. For he anticipated also the bishops, who 

were undecided * and who ought to have sat on the bench of 
judges, and he won them over and made them his own, such as 

the Bishop of Ancyra [and] him of Caesarea in Cappadocia, 
sending for them and, as though he was vexed at what was done 

against / Eutyches, interrogating them whether what was done 
against him was in truth done; and he said that the things 

which were done by the Council were deficient and that they 

remained accusers, and [he added]: ‘We want to examine 

them before the governor‘ and before your Pieties, and he 

made them take heart thereby, so that they should not accept 

what was being [done] but should submit all things for 

arbitration to the wisdom of the Emperor, 

But all these things were being done so that there might be 
no examination of the faith but [that] Flavian might be 

1 Viz.the Emperor. ? Seecrit.n.,p.4or. §% Literally: ‘in expectation’ 

or ‘in suspicion ’. 4 Syr. magestryands ; see p. 107, n. 2. 
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deprived as a result of what was prepared outside [the Council ] 

and [that] they might accept the [doctrines] of Eutyches, 
without examination. If Flavian then had said unto him 

these things, and that Christ is of two natures, and that the 

natures subsist after the union as things that have been united 

without confusion, and | that] he is consubstantial in the divinity 
with the Father and consubstantial in the humanity with our- 

selves through [his] mother, these then abbreviated his sayings 
and changed what the judges ought [to have heard], and con- 
demned him as one that imagined the contrary. He was a 

man [worthy] of aid on account of his having been surely 
calumniated. But if they had deprived him as one that said 
not these things but as one that even then still persisted in 

these very [views] of his, confessing that he imagined thus and 
was attached unto the heretics who imagined not thus, where- 
fore do you abandon the examination concerning him and put 

into [the minds of] them that are outside [the thought] that 
there is in them /[cause for] suspicion, because they were 

brought about by the accusers? For they it was that wrote 

[against him] and they showed great zeal in what was being 
examined. 

For suppose that something was deficient in the sentence of 
judgement by these or by those; perhaps even his! having 

been deprived by them was surely deficient. For what reason 

then have you not examined it in regard to its having been 

deficient, in [that for] which they have truly deprived him and 
in what he has not in truth agreed with them? For he who 
says: ‘ They have surely failed against me, who have been 

surely calumniated, denies that he has said the things on» 

account of which he has been accused and deposed. But if he 

has confessed that they were not two natures that were united 

and further [that] the bodily frame of our Lord was not con- 
substantial with ourselves, and even now is showing that he 

abides by the same | views], what is its having been defective, 
as though indeed these things are not sufficient to prove him 

possessed of a strange opinion? But by any means on the 

one hand he had denied the things that he said, on the other 

1 Vie, Eutyches. 
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hand he strengthened himself thereby against his accusers who 

deprived him. This then was already examined and he [had] 

also accepted the judgement. What other judgement or 
examination ought there [to have been] more than that which 
the bishop of Rome had pronounced!? For he, when he had 
accepted what was done by the two parties, praised indeed the 

one but condemned the other by divine / inspiration, and had 

not simply passed sentence on them. And because they felt 

scruples before the bishop of Rome, they turned back to the 

bishop of Alexandria as to one who liked to run with them 
and was an enemy of the bishop of Constantinople. 

Concerning what was done in Ephesus against Flavian. 

For again indeed they had reached Ephesus, which is 
appointed and destined for the deposition of the bishops of 
Constantinople ; and further the bishops of Alexandria and of 
Ephesus consented together and were aiding one another 

against the bishop of Constantinople. The bishop of Rome 

was not [there], nor the See of Saint Peter, nor the apostolic 
honour, nor the primacy dear* to the Romans, but he of 

Alexandria sat in authority and made him of Antioch also to 
sit with him; and he of Rome—and we mean Julian, who 
represented the holy bishop of Rome—was asked if he was in 

agreement with the holy Council and wished to read in this 

account what was done at Constantinople. He, as / one that 
_ had authority, then asked and spoke as though even passing 
sentence against them. Yet they* conceded however unto 
him their intended purpose, not that he should accept that 

which they wished nor yet that he should give unto them the 
primacy, but that, if the bishop of Rome should agree with him, 

he should accept him as an addition to his party, and other- 

wise, supposing © he were found [to be] against them, he might 
remove him afar as one that had not authority even in a single 

[thing], wanting to prove unto every man that they should not 
look unto the bishop of Rome, since he was not able to aid 

him of Constantinople. For after Julian had said: ‘ For this 

1 Literally ; ‘ made’. 2 See crit. n., p. 401. 3 Viz. the bishop of 

Alexandria, 4 Viz, the Romans. 5 Literally: ‘and if not and...’ 
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‘do we wish, that the deed which was committed should be 

‘read out, if the letter of our father Leo has first been read, 

afterwards indeed Hilary the deacon of the holy bishop of 
Rome said: ‘ After these records which you now want to read 

had been read before him, he! then sent that which he sent.’ 

When he had heard these things and there was naught that he 
ought to say, he’? passed the opposite sentence concerning 

them: that ‘this indeed was a procedure pleasing [unto him], 

‘that the things which were done should be read out and then 

‘the writings of the pious bishop of Rome’. 
Wherein then is the procedure pleasing indeed* that in 

the first place these things /and then the others should be 
read and, when they are read, the decision that thou wantest 

should be passed upon them? For what [reason] hast thou 
afterwards commanded things to be read when thou leavest no 
room to read them? Then thou commandest them to be read 

whose purpose thou wantest to make void! For thou didst 
know, thou didst know accurately what was sent concerning 
these things unto the Emperor and unto the Empress ® and 

1 Vis. Leo. 

2 Viz. the bishop of Alexandria. 

3 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), vi. 649 A: 4 dyia otvodos eine, mdvTes OéAopMev ava- 
ywouo0nva Ta TETpaypéva’ dvay.vwoKecOw Ta TEmpaypeva, AdsKopos 6 éemiaKoTos 
"Adcfavipeias eine’ AeyéTw Kal 6 OeoaeBEaTaTos émickomos lovAiavés, 6 éméxwv TOY 

TOMO TOU aYywTaToU EmaKkdmou THS ‘Pwyaiwy éexxAnolas A€ovTos, ei GVuPnpos yiverat 

TH ayia TavTn ovvddm, Kal BovAera Kal avTos dvayvwoOnvat Ta TempaypEeva év 

KavoravtivoumdAe én TH bmoéoet TavTH. *lovAvavds émigkotos, éméeywv TOV TéToV 
TOU aywratrov émoxdnov THs ‘Pwyaiwy éxxAnoias AéovTos, Eppnvevovtos avrov 
Prwpevtiov émiskonov Avda@y, <ime' rovtw TO Adyw Bovddpeba Thy mpatiw dava+ 
yvwoOnva, ei mpatov avayvwobn Ta mapa Tov mama ématadrévta, “IAapos d:akovos 
THs “Pwpaiev éxxrnoias, Epunvevovtos avtoy PAwpevtiov émiaxdmov Avbay, einer" 
ererdn) Kal 6 aywraros éniaxoros ‘Pwyns, advayvwolevTwv avT@ TOUTwWY TOV tmourn- 
uaTowv, wy viv (nreiTe THY avayvwoL, eméoTEAEv & amEecTEAEvY. Evtux7s apxipavdpirns 

einev* of dmooraXevtes OeoceBéoraTa avipes UM TOU aywwTaTov Kal BeopiAcaTaTou 

dpxvemakomou A€ovTos THS ‘Pwpaiwv eis THY ayiav bpav avvodov, UmoTTOL Mol yeydvact’ 
KaTnxXOnoav ydp mpos PrAavavov Tov Oeogur€oTratoy émickotoy, Kal HploTnoay nap’ 
avT@, kal auvexpoTHnOnaay, Kal maans Oepameias Tap’ avTov HéiwOnoav*® aia ovv TV 

iperépay GyoTnTAa, €i Tt Tapa TO Sixaov yévoiTo Tap av’T@v KaT’ Euov, TOUTO MpoKpiLa 

poe pr) pépew. Ardakopos émicxomos ’Adegavdpeias eimev’ axddovOdv Ett, Kai EVAOYOV, 

TpaTov avayvwobnva Ta emi TH bnodéca merpaypeEva, ci? ovTwWs TA Ypdypata TOU 
Deopireorarov émokdrov ‘Pwyns' OOev xata Ta Sdfavta TH ayia Ta’Tn ovrddy, 

dvaywwoKecOw Ta neTpaypyEva. 4 See crit. .n., p. 407% 
5 Presumably Eudocia. See Nicephorus Callistus, H.£. xiv. 47. 
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unto Flavian himself, and contrariwise thou wentest by the 
road which led towards the Emperor and whereunto thou wast 
subjected, and left that which conducted towards God, and didst 

concern thyself very little therewith. But I have said too 

little: that is, [I have omitted to say] that thou didst not 
reckon it anything at all and didst despise him.!_ And thou didst 
even sweep aside the adjurations of the bishop of Antioch? who 

adjured thee with frightful adjurations, by the holy mysteries, 
not to show thyself zealous for the deposition of Flavian nor 

for his harm. ‘It is right to look not to what would be for the 

‘consolation of the Emperor but to what will arise therefrom.’ 

‘For I will examine and I will gratify the Emperor ; [it is for 
‘us| to be eager not for defeat but for victory, because other- 
‘wise we cannot aid him, however much we show ourselves 

‘eager, when the Emperor strives with him and is angered 
‘{against Flavian]. And he is so altogether angered that he 
‘will turn unto chastisement unless we give [him] this room to 
‘appease his rage.’ Thus by these words /he deceived him * 
and brought him under his control, and so he led him by this 

word which he had said as though with a bridle. And he?® 
accepted him and took part with him in the rest of the other 

[affairs], and he warred on his side and also [helped him to] 
deprive him* and the others and whoever in whatsoever 
manner was supposed to think the [same things| as Flavian. 
And concerning these things it seemed thus unto the Emperor. 

For I pass over the things, which were being directed 

against my own person® and [that] of Flavian, and all that 
they were wanting in order to drive out those who wanted 

not at all to anathematize us. However, they deprived him * 

too by the same [means as me]. But others, who were in- 
jured, were deprived without judgement; for they saw not 
the judgement nor the place of judgement, nor was [the right 

of] defence nor speech granted unto them. Except him who 
had been pleasing to the Emperor and to Eutyches, these 

were depriving and driving them out of their cities. And 
1 Viz. God. 
2 Domnus, nephew and successor of John of Antioch, 

8 Viz. the bishop of Antioch. 
$ Viz. Flavian. 5 Syr. parsophd. 
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those who [were followers] of him of Antioch, had much 
defence [to make] before men concerning him to whom this 
was not conceded; for he was therefore sore beset with- 

out [hope of] aid by the very [means] wherewith he [had] 
acted against others, suffering for the same things and not 
on behalf of others. And [conduct] which had not even any 
reverence, from which there was no escape, that is his injury 
and the transgression of his adjurations, brought him to all 
these things. For he’ made him of Antioch, /who indeed 
was of such an opinion [as Flavian], an instrument against 

the bishop of Rome and against the bishop of Constantinople, 

since it was not quite forgotten by him! whether he held 
such an opinion; for they had written many times to one 

another concerning these things. Yet he made use however 

of the holy bishop of Antioch, such as he was, and he made 

use [of him] until he made him useless and unworthy of the 
work of the episcopate, and he cast him aside and deprived 
him, while [his] adjurations were still on his tongue, either 

[as] one that was useless to him or because he was frightened 
of him, seeing indeed that he had fallen into the temptation 

of having transgressed [his] adjurations. For this reason he 
had deprived him in this very [way] whereby he might be 
able even otherwise indeed to exact his vengeance. But he 

was frightened not only of him,? in case he had this [same] 
opinion [as Flavian], but also of the Emperor, and he was 
doing all things [possible] lest, after carrying out by |means 
of] him all these things according to his wish, he should 
afterwards turn round and hate him as untruthful and trans- 
gressing [his] adjurations and [as one] who was committing 
all things unjustly to appease him who was in authority, 
and then would also work against him and cast him aside. 

For it was even like this [that he was behaving] for the 
sake of him whom he was appeasing [and] whom he was 
drawing nigh unto him|self], and he was both /aiding him 
and advancing him in what he wanted. And he was doing 

all things [possible] and persuading every man to believe 

that he had undying love for him, and, when he was supposed 

1 Vis. Dioscorus. 2 Viz, the bishop of Antioch, 
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to love him the more when he was gathering the fruit of 
whatever he wanted, straightway he cast the man aside and 
then came to hate him! and turned away from him and 

wronged him; and he delivered him unto his enemies to be 

insulted as a man that had done very wrong and had sinned 

against his will, and he insulted [him] and transgressed against 
his adjurations. And for this reason, since he had known him, 

he had also wished to tempt him that he might be sinned 

against [by the very means] whereby he [had] sinned, in 

such wise that he might thereby become [his] master and 
slander the man before every one. And a trial of these things 
was made by this very man ; for these things took place no 

long time before. 

Concerning what happened about Cyril when the gold was 
exacted from him. 

For Cyril, who had given many things because of us, when 
he had gathered the fruit for which he had given [them], 
because the Emperor knew that he still had money, was 
indeed pledged in written documents [to pay] two thousand 

pounds® [in] gold, as they say, that what was done against 
me might be confirmed. But because they had been con- 
firmed /and he who had imposed upon him the condition 
that he should give [this sum] unto him,‘ that is, John® had 

passed away with insult and in contempt with him who had 
laboured with him for what was done against me at Ephesus, 

and because some thing which he had done in his writings 
[had] come unto him, that he should take also that which 
was left, and should release the man,° what did he* do, ac- 

cording to what men say? He wrote unto him ® a friendly 
letter,’? beseeching him to hear him and to come with him 

as far as Ephesus, because he was under a vow touching 

himself and touching what was done at Ephesus, to bring 

[it] and to complete [it] within [the church of] Saint John, 

1 Literally : ‘and then was (or became) hating him’, 
2 See above, pp. 279-82. 8 Syr. lifrin = Gk. Aitpat. 
* Viz. the Emperor. 5 Viz. Count John. 6 Viz. Cyril. 
7 Literally: ‘a letter of love’. 
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for the sake of an [holy] death through his intercession. And 
[he said]: ‘If there is aught that I have not done well 
‘because I knew not, I want to be rebuked by thee and I will 
‘render unto thee the honour which I owe unto thee,’ indicat- 

ing his! flight from Ephesus and what he had done against 

him; and he wanted him to correct these things because of 

those who were rejoicing at his flight from Ephesus and who 

were supposing that he hated him and was striving on behalf 

of Nestorius. And he? required his return [unto Ephesus], 

so that every man might be convinced and not suspect these 
things, ‘lest they that oppose [thee] should be [buoyed up] 
‘by a vain expectation, [and that] we may make them subject 

‘unto thee’, 
But the other,’ since he knew naught thereof, had zealously 

/ done the work, and he filled ships with all [kinds of] things 

and presents, as though for the Emperor and for the Imperial 
family and for the chief persons as much as was sufficient 

according to their rank and according to their honour. And 
he had come unto Ephesus and had given his presents and 
was honoured and caused every man to be amazed, and 

according to his honour he was in the mouth of every man. 

He was so honoured with all honour that he sat with the 
Emperor upon the first throne—and I mean [that] of the 
Emperor—while the Emperor sat on the second; and this 
happened also within the palace and in the [imperial] chariot 
and in public, so that the seat of the Emperor might be 
sanctified by his sitting [therein]. And for this reason he 
caused him to enter also into Constantinople, so that the 
brothers of the Emperor and the household of the Emperor 

and the city might be sanctified by his coming. But after he 

had here also satisfied the cupidity of men with presents and 

consequently had nothing [left over], he? then commanded 
that the gold should be exacted, the two thousand pounds, 

which he was pledged by written documents [to pay] and 
which he could not deny without being further deprived of 

his honour if he were to deny [them] and be convicted. 
But after he knew and perceived that the suffering which 

1 Vis, Cyril. 2 Viz, the Emperor. 
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had come upon him [was] a great wrong, he gave pledges 
for these [two thousand pounds] and sailed across the sea 
amid storms and in a great disturbance /and fled, lest he 
should fall in with other wrongs by reason of the accusers 

who were accusing him.... 

But again I revert there to the just judgement of Dioscorus, 

who had received from Cyril the primacy and a hatred for 
the bishop of Constantinople. For their aim was not this, 

to attain the truth, but in every way whatsoever to strengthen 

themselves. For before Flavian had entered into the assembly, 

as they say, the other’ had taken the seat and the place 
of the bishop of Constantinople and had made the others 
precede him, so that he sat at the end, as if [treated] with 
contempt. But he thought indeed nothing like this and 

sat down; but the other himself,! wanting to make a show 

of his tyranny, in the first place made this stir—and thou 
didst it that it might cause suffering unto him of Rome, as 
they say—and he arose and constrained him* and made 

him come and sit upon his own throne. And then the 

Counts, who had been charged with this, restrained the 
bishops who were assembled and were wanting to speak for 

him? outside what was asked of them by the bishop of 
Alexandria, who had the power of authority. / And those 

that had come from outside to [bear] witness to all the things 

which happened aforetime and [who] were able, in respect 
to the conviction of Eutyches of having said these things 

also before his accusation, to prove that there had been 

no calumny—and I mean the enclosed |monks] in the 
monasteries and all those who were supposed to have come 

on behalf of Flavian—they made to hide themselves and be 
in alarm because of their coming, as though they had vainly 

and boldly given themselves up on behalf of him who had 

been deprived by the Emperor from Constantinople. 

But all of those with Eutyches—they were monks—were 

in [the enjoyment of] great liberty and authority, in such 
wise that whatever men wished to be [done] by authority 

1 Viz, Dioscorus. 2 Viz. Flavian, 
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was done by means of them, so that also they delivered unto 
the chiefs themselves and unto the inhabitants of the city all 

those who were indicated unto them. For every man was 

made subject unto them, and they were ministering unto 
them whether they were willing or whether they were un- 

willing. For what was being done was displeasing unto 
many of them, but they were constrained and | were] weeping. 

And by every means they were doing the things which were 

commanded; and they were carrying off men, [some] of 
them from the ships and [others] of them from the streets 
and [others] of them from the houses and [others] of 
them while praying from the churches, and were pursuing 

[others] of them / that they fled; and with all zeal they were 
searching out and digging after those who were hiding in 

caves and in holes in the earth, And it was [a matter] 
of great fear and of danger for a man to speak with the 

adherents of Flavian on account of those who were dwelling 

in the neighbourhood and keeping watch and were as spies 
to see who entered in unto Flavian.! And on account of 

this they were going and taking part with the adherents of 
Futyches, [some] of them indeed since they feared to bear 
ill-treatment, and [others] of them since they had been the 
first to depend upon his own aid, and were speaking and 

lying much; and all that they were saying unto him against 

the other ? was approved and [such things] were said unto 
him as if for [his] pleasure. 

But they had dissociated from him? Eusebius, bishop of 
Dorylaeum, who was the accuser of Eutyches, and they had 

neither let him come in nor defend himself;* and they had 

also dissociated [from him] all the Council which had heard 
[him] and which had set him* aside at Constantinople [and] 
which ought to have spoken with him and established the 

things which it did. And they isolated him from all sides 
and made all of them his accusers, who suffered from fear lest 

they should bear ill-treatment ; for both if a man were not 

1 Cp. the speech of Eutyches quoted on p. 346, n. 3. 

2 Viz. Flavian. 3 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), vi. 644 B-645 B. 
4 Viz, Eutyches, 
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persuaded and if he were persuaded, it was by all means 
certain / that he would bear ill-treatment if he did not belie 
Flavian and become a partisan of Eutyches. But thus they 
were beforehand in settling him! and stripping him on all 

sides and placing him [ina position] without hope and without 
freedom of speech, so that there was even no speech [left] in 
him. For all of them prepared themselves as if not to hear 

him but by all means to condemn him, and they brought 

him into the assembly, insulting him and not letting him 

defend himself against [the things for] which he was rebuked. 
And before the presence of the Counts, who were in charge, 

they were stirring him up and instigating him, commanding 

him not to speak. But hear however this speech also which 

was [extorted] by force and by constraint for [a proof of] 

the mockery of the trial of this man. 
For when the records [of the things] which were [done] in 

Constantinople against Eutyches and the agreement and the 
signatures] of the bishops opposed to Eutyches, and especially 
[that] of Seleucus, bishop of Amasia, who had condemned 
him, were read, they examined him neither by any judicial 

process nor by any [regular] procedure, so as to exact of 
him the acknowledgement?” of his signature, [in order to dis- 
cover] what his view was® and whether it had been correctly 

put by him; but they passed sentence without examination 

and as if as the result of a labour confused / [and] indiscrimi- 
nate, which was uncontrolled and unruly. They were crying 

out ‘[These] things are not [the concern of] the bishop of 

Amasia; divide thou not the indivisible!’ in such wise as 

thereby to dismay the man and so that he should agree with 

those who were accusing him.’ And by this demonstration 

1 Vig. Flavian. 2 Literally: ‘establishing’. 
3 Literally : ‘ how it was supposed by him’, 

4 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), vi. 685 B: 6 OcoceBéaraTos émickomos XéAovKos THs 

untpondrews "Apacelas elmer’ endhpwoe ras Kapdias jpav edppoatyns Ta dpriws 

dvayvwobévra Séypata Tod dylov narpéds, Kal émondmov yeyovdtos Kupiddov, kal 7 

avveots TOD dywrarou dpxemioxdrov Apav braviavod, kal 7 viv ovykaTaPcats TOV 

dywrdrov émoxdnov Baotrelov. bOev dnogrodtkav, Kat dpOdv, Kat evoeBav bvTwv 

rav ToovTev Soypdrwv, Kal avrdos ovvTiBepa, Kai cvvare* Kai TOV po) ppovovvTa 

obtws dvabeparicw, kat GAAdTpiov eyxpivw Ths ExKrAnoaotiKis Kal dpOvdofov ouva- 

heias, mortevopev yap Kal Hyeis eis Tov Eva KUpLov Hpay “Inooiv Xpiorcv, TOV €K 

2775 Aa 
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they [wished also to] make others fear and deny the sentence 

which they [had] passed and calumniate Flavian in one and 

the same manner; for this [treatment] was common unto all 
those who accepted him and agreed with him. 

There ought therefore to be also a common judgement 

[both] of those who had condemned him? and [of those who] 
agreed with him and had repented of the signature which had 

been signed against Eutyches, but they were however doing 

these things in order to show that they ought by all means to 

condemn Flavian, as though he had modified their words and 

the decision of their judgement, nor was it | possible] for them 

to make [their] defence otherwise. But, that they might 

accuse Flavian, Dioscorus, the instigator of this examination, 
while putting to silence the unruly crowd, was crying aloud in 

his [own] unruliness: ‘Be silent awhile ; let us hear also the 

‘other blasphemies. Why do we blame only Nestorius? 
‘There is many a Nestorius.’ Not one convicted him of 
holding these views of mine, nor yet did he allow [any one] to 
calumniate him in me, / but indeed he* spoke of me as well 
as of him; for the other too—he was of them that speak 

correctly—was however saying : ‘I speak in one way and he 
in another,” and was denying that I said these very things, 

either because thou knewest it not or out of fear. Without 

therefore having given unto him a chance to defend himself, 
he anticipated [him] and condemned him, lest, when he 
defended himself, the truth should be established concerning 

the things whereof he was accused: [that is,] that they were 
not the doctrines of Nestorius but of the Divine Scriptures and 

of the holy Fathers who [had lived] before the three hundred 
and eighteen and of those after them. For it was possible 

through him in all respects to prove that they * were orthodox. 

Oeov Adyov, Tov &k TOD pwrds Pas, Tov Ex THS CwHs CwHy, ev Bo Picect pera Ty 

evavOpwrnav, Kal THY THs CapKos THs Ex THS ayias Mapias mpdcAnyuv, SoyparicerOat: 
kat TOY mapa TavTa ppovovvTa, ws GAACTpLoV THs ExkAnolas amoKnpUTTOpEV. 

‘H ayia avvodos eimev' ovdels Sv0 A€yer TOV KUptoy peTa THY Evwoww* OvK HY 
"Apaceias éniakonos, Tov apépiorov pa) pepice’ TavTa Neardpios éppdyvnoer, ovK Hy 

"Apaceias éniaxoros, ove Av Apaceias, Swans éativ, Atdonopos émiakomos “Adefav- 

Bpeias ceive’ ciwnnoare dXiyov. axovowpev GArAO@v Svapnuiay. Ti peupdpcOa Neoropiw 

vw; todAol Neordpiol elo. 1 Viz. Eutyches. 2 See p. n, 4. } ry Pp p ’ 4 

3 Viz. Dioscorus. 4 J.e. the views which he was accused of holding. 
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So therefore that these things might not be examined, 
in that they could not deny that they were [the views] of 

the orthodox, and that, in accepting them as [those] of the 

orthodox, they might not again let go that which they were 
zealous to do, [that is,] to condemn Flavian and acquit Eu- 

tyches, they passed over these words and went on to accuse 
him of other things, as though he was surely modifying the 

decision of the judgement. And they gave him | permission] 

to defend himself on this charge and not on that on account 

of which and by means of which Cyril and the Council of 
Ephesus were exposed. For among the things which 
they had said, the adherents of Cyril and of Eutyches 
culled / what was in agreement with them and chose what 
was pleasing unto them, and the partisans also of Flavian 
[acted] similarly in opposition to the former. But Cyril was 
the father of many heresies and used to say this and that and 
otherwise at the same [time], in such wise that, when they 

made use of what was contrary, [it was impossible that] they 

should not distort those things which happened in the time of 

Cyril and what happened at Ephesus. And of necessity they’ 
supported my own words [so as] to suppress what was done 
against me and that there might be no chance for [the execu- 
tion of] what was being done against Flavian on account of 

the accusation of Eutyches. For these reasons they ? would 

not allow Seleucus himself to make [his] defence, nor even 
support what was written by him. But in short they had 
recourse to such an outcry that no one else dared to make a 

defence but [only] to say what they wanted against Flavian, 
[that is] that the things which were brought about by the 
decision of the judgement of Eutyches were [being] modified 
by him [and] that they would accept such a signature without 
a word. For thereby has their aim become known unto 

every man, but [even] is it known from the signature of 

Atticus.* 
/ Now Atticus * was a countryman and a rustic unable even 

1 Viz. the adherents of Flavian. 
* Viz. the adherents of Eutyches. 
8 So the Syriac text, reading ‘ Atticus’ passim for ‘ Aethericus’. 

Aa % 
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to [understand] evident things; for he was a confidential 

servant,! and had been brought up within the house like 
slaves, and had been given to the great palace of the imperial 

household ; and, since he had thus the licence of influence and 

ereatness, he had been elected among the bishops, though he 

was not learned in nor understood ways and triflings and 

schemings such as these. And they had constrained him 

lyingly? [to] say that it was surely modified, and he constrained 
them to say and to make known unto him the violence, since 

he understood not what they were saying unto him. For 

Atticus the bishop had said: ‘Immediately I entered Con- 

‘stantinople and looked upon the hearers and the monk 

‘who was saying: “ Sign, my lord,” I said unto him: “ [ Wait] 

‘“ awhile; allow me to see.” And I heard him reading some- 

‘thing lying. And after these things he said unto me: “ Sign, 

‘“my lord.” I said: “I cannot sign; truly indeed I know, 

‘“but I cannot say aught; I say however that if any one 

‘“ believes not as the three hundred and eighteen Fathers at 
‘“ Nicaea and those at Ephesus, let him be anathema in this 
‘“ world and in that to come.”’ And Dioscorus, as before a 

child that is accused, commanded Atticus to deny [these 
charges| and to belie himself, and he said what he wanted 

[him] / to say, [that is:] ‘These things therefore which 
have been read are lies and trifling.” And Atticus knew 
not what he wanted him to say and said: ‘I know not, 

because they had suggested unto him to say |that] they were 
lies and trifling, and Atticus knew not. Again he asked him 

otherwise, suggesting unto him: ‘Hast thou not said these 

things ?’ and hardly, as they goaded him on, did Atticus know 
what he wanted him to say; and Atticus said: ‘No.’ And 
again they wanted to confirm what he wanted him to say. 

Dioscorus grew confident to ask him about the same things 

[and] he even said: ‘I have heard what has therefore been 

said by thee.’ He said what he wanted [him] to say and to 
teach, because he was afraid lest he should reply to him one 

thing for another. And Atticus says: ‘I have heard.’ And 

1 Literally ; ‘trusted’, 7.e. (probably) a eunuch; see p. 272, n. 2. 
+ See crit. 1.) p, 401. 
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Dioscorus suggested unto him, saying : ‘ Then thou hast not said 
them?’ And Atticus, suggesting [the same thing] as he who 
was prompting him, said also the same things: ‘ Have I not 

said! [it]?’ Thus both before the Emperor and before other 
men he made use of the same artifice so as [to ensure] that 
they would deny their own signature and act against Flavian 

irreverently and unjustly. He accepted indeed the things 
which [were said] by them / without examination and the 
things which had been said under [stress of ] evidence, | that is] 
that they ? had been modified, he accepted without hesitation.® 

1 See crit. n., p. 401. 2 T.e. the iroprvjpara of Flavian. 
3 The following account of the conduct of Aethericus at the Latrocinium is 

given in the Minutes of the Council of Chalcedon in Labbe (Mansi), vi. 688-9: 
4 > , lal nw nw »” 6 PeopiA€aTaTos EniakoTos Saroupvivos THs MapxiavoumoALTa@v pynTpondAEws eimev* El 

c / A ~ 

TLS ETEPWS PpovEl Tapa TA apTiws avayvwabevTa emt THs ayias Ta’Tns auvddov, OvTOS 
‘ , ~ » A A 

kata Tovs TUTOUS TaV ayiwy TaTépwy GAACTpLOS ATW, Kal dKowwYyTOS HuiY, ws pH 
, ~ “~ ~ nw 

Expevay Tots KAaA@s Oeomobetor Tapa TaY dyiwy naTépwy. 6 OEeopiA€oraTos AiPéptxos 
THS Xpupvaiwv morAews eine’ Kabws of marépes of mapdvTes avvébevTO, KAyw TUVALYa, 
kat ovvTidena, Kal mpd tovTov, Kai viv, Kal peTa TavTa, Kal eis TOV péAdAOVTA 

aiwva, 

Aidépixos émickomos Spvpyys eimev, eyw Tadra ov« eimov. Adokopos émiakomos 
> , > la / 4 

Adrefavipeias eime* ri A€yer; “Iwavyns mpecBirepos, Kal mp&tos vorapiov, eine 
A ‘A > > 

mAaoTov émiAauBavera, Atdaxopos énioxotos ‘Adefavbpeias eire' SidacKkéTw 6 evdAa- 

Bécratos émickonos Aidépixos, & BovrAeTat. AilPépiyos emiakowos Xpvpyys einev* 
aipvidios émecanrAOov ev KwvoravtivovmdAe’ mpogéaxov 5é Tots adkpoatats’ ita ToUTOV 
avrov Tov povagoyta per adrav, Kai A€éyer' KUpre UTOypapov, A€yw Kayw' Téws Kav 
apes iSwpyev' ennrovoapev’ Ennkovoapev avTOU dpavepa Tia. peETa TaTa A€YEL, ExOov, 
eyo A€yw, ExOEcOa od Sivapat, aANOWs pév oi5a, GAN od Sivapar eirety* TARY EY" 

” > , \ € 4 , : ae | , \ Ca a > a. > y ” ei Tis ov maTEvE KAIGS of TpiaKdarn Béxa Kal dxTW, Kal oi ev "E*péow, avdbepa EaTw 
kal Wde, Kai els éxelvoy TOV péAAOVTA ai@va’ AcdcKopos éwiaxoros ’AXckavipeias etre" 

TadTa ovv TA dvayvwobevTa TAaGTa cio; AiO€pixos Exickomos Spvpyys eimev* ovK 
> > , / > , i / - * , ‘ > ” . oida eyw. Atdakopos émickotos ’AXrckavipeias cine’ TEpaiTépw TOUTWY OVK ElpynKas ; 
Aidéptxos émiokonos Zpudpyns einev? ov. AtdaKxopos émiakomos ’Adegavdpeias einer" 

nn ~ lat i émjxovoas 5e Tav SnOev Tapa god eipnuevwy ; AiOépixos Enioxonos Spipvyns eine" 
énjicovoa’ Atdakopos émiakomos ‘AXecgavopelas eimev' Kal ov« elpnkas abta; Aidéptxos 

, > 5) > a \ énickotos Spvpyns eimev’ ov. Ardakopos éenioxomos ’Adefavdpeias einev’ SHAa Ta 
karatebévTa Tapa Tov TapivTos, Oey dvayivwoKeOw TA Ets. 

Kal év 7@ cvayivwaKerOa, Aidépryos, 6 evAaBeararos éniaxomos Spvpyys, avaotas 

cime’ TA Tp@Ta ouvedeuny, Kal UTéypaa povov, amnAOov, EexoAANOn por Ardaxopos 
> / > / \ Ul L| A c / \ ~?> “A / > f 

evAafeotaros émickonos, wai Aeyer’ Sia Ti vmEeypa~as Kata Evtuxous ; Aeyw eyw, 
Md 4 c 4 e 4 € a > ,3 a” ” , f 7 4 
Umeypawa, ws mavTeEs of MaTEpes Uu@Y’ ci dE EOTL TL TOTE GAXO, ElmaTE pol. AEE TL 

iméypaias ; Aéyw, bméypava, ws mpoonveyxay por. dvadepa, ef Tus Ob MaTEvEL TOS 
Tpiakoois SexaoKnTw, Kal ws ev Epérw, odTos dvadeya éotw. vorepoy ti bweypayay, 

> > > : y yf . ov ol6a, emt mavtwy cima. AdaKkepos 6 evAaBéaraTos énioxonos AAefavdpelas elev 

évéyen Sto pdprupas. Aidépryos 6 evAaBéoraTros éniokomos Spipvys eimev’ ws 
, A 9 , ‘ ‘ , = ‘ 4 KvpiAdos, ppov@: of évdogdraro: dpxovtes, Kal m UmEppvijs VyKAnTOS EimE’ TLVOS 
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But he wanted Flavian to speak against them, and they 
allowed him not, since he was quite [overcome] by constraint 

such as this and by violence, but they wounded him, as the 

Counts say, so that he should surely not speak until the 

signature against him was complete and the [affairs] of 
Eutyches were thus confirmed, and that for which they were 

zealous wholly attained !; for they were therefore assembled 

as for a dead man. For when that which was done against 

Eutyches was read in the records and Flavian had spoken 

against them, they said: ‘He is surely lying about our own 

signature,’ and they wounded him, as men say. Then, after 
the decision of the judgement and the sentence against him 
had been promulgated, as was pleasing unto them, Dioscorus 

had commanded him to speak, and he said: ‘If the godly 

‘bishop Flavian knows aught that would aid him, let him say 
‘[it] in written documents.’ What ought he, who knew that 
in all things his just words had been repudiated with violence 

such as this, to have said? And they were therefore com- 

manding him as in sport to say, in addition to what he had 

said: ‘Thou hast inhibited my just words, in that thou hast 

accepted every calumny against me without hesitation. 

/ Yet in order that this too might be proved to have been 
[done] in sport, they had set down in the records for [our] 
instruction, even though they were unwilling, in what way they 

[had] checked all his just words: that Dioscorus said unto 
Flavian: ‘The holy Council knows if I have inhibited thee, 

and Flavian spoke openly of the violence which had been 
[done] unto him, [saying :] ‘I have not been let alone nor is it 
permitted unto me even to speak,’ so that it was also known 

that these things which were said were [said] in mockery. 

He ® said: ‘Say what would aid thee,’ and he said that there 

mapovTos TavTa got cite AdaKopos 6 EvAaBEéaTaTOs ExiakoTos; AiPépyos 6 EvAaBE- 
oTatos émigKoros Spvpyns eimev’ Ent mavtwy. Oadrdao.s 6 evAaBéoTatos éniaKoros 
Ka:oapeias Karmadoxias elves tatra, & yéypantat, cites éxTos avayKns, Ti Oédets 
apt kataorpépew ; Aidaxopos 6 evAaBéoraTros éniakoTos ’AXefavdpelas eimev*? TvKO- 

pavTnoas ovdev naaxn 3 €i Hunv Katayvwoleis, ovK Enacxov; According to Hefele, 

the first paragraph, as far as tov péAdovta ai@va, refers to the Synod of 
Constantinople ; the second, as far as ra éfjs, to the Latrocinium; and the rest 

to Chalcedon. 1 Literally : ‘attained wholeness’, 
4 See p. 360, n. 1. 3 Viz, Dioscorus. 
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was no trifling or lying in the affair of the records; and ‘both 
‘my lord Eusebius and my lord Thalassius, who signed and 
‘examined [them] with me knew [it]’.. And Thalassius and 
Eusebius repudiated his statement, [saying] that they had not 

examined [them]. Then consequently, in that they were 
addressed only in mockery, namely, after the sentence, Thalas- 

sius said these [same] things as Dioscorus: ‘ There is no one 
restraining thy Saintliness from speaking,’ and Dioscorus 
mockingly replied unto each one of the bishops who perceived 
this artifice, saying: ‘My lord Eusebius, say whether these 

‘things have not taken place, and examine, so that he may be 
‘found guiltless. But hast thou indeed restrained him from 

‘speaking, and, further, dost thou urge him to speak?’ And, 
after he had spoken unto him, he? again said the same things : / 

that this affair had been before my lord Thalassius and my 
lord Eusebius, when also my lord Magnus the privy councillor? 
was present, and had been examined, and naught such as this 
was found [in it|; every single one of the bishops who were 
there present [and| those who heard [the case] would say as 
before God whether it had been said lyingly. 

Dioscorus again mocked him, [saying] that this to be sure 
was no defence, and the other supposed that he was in truth 
offering him [leave] to speak, having let him examine these 
things. And again, deriding, he * turned to face Stephen and 

said unto him: ‘ Hast thou prohibited him ?’ and unto all of 

them: ‘ Speak, all of you.’ And thus he made sport of the 

man himself who was not versed in nor knew the wickedness 
and the wiles of the Egyptians but supposed that they were 

[filled] with piety and were eager to speak more than the truth 

in the interests of those who were misrepresented by slander. 

And consequently, after he knew what they were doing and 

that there was not [any] urgency at all for defence nor for proof, 

he became quiet and bore witness before every man, saying: 

‘By the aid of God I am not affected by aught of what you 

‘have done unto me; for I have neither confessed aught and 

‘thought at all otherwise, [n]or do I confess [otherwise now].’ 

And he then was silent [and ceased] to answer /a word unto 

1 Viz. Flavian. 2 Syr. sélantaryés = Lat. silentiarius. 3 Viz. Dioscorus. 
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him as if unto an evident heretic.’ And for this reason he had 
incited him to speak, and he* persisted in this confession. He 
suffered naught that he ought not, nor was he like unto the 
bishops of this world of his time who agreed in all that men 

were demanding of them, nor did he even change the likeness 
of his opinion but persisted in giving himself up to suffer; nor 
was he resolved nor even purposed to say: ‘I? ama simple man 

‘and I am far from this exactitude; and also aforetime we 

‘were instructing and persuading Eutyches, and I have con- 

‘demned him as indeed I was persuaded [to do] by his 
‘accusers who were supposed to know something, having been 

‘persuaded by the opinion of many and not by myself; and 

‘now, if it seems [good] unto all of you together and you have 
‘examined [and found] that these [opinions] of Eutyches are 
‘[those] of orthodoxy, I too am persuaded of that whereof all 

1 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), vi. 832 p-833 Dp: Evdruxijs dpytpavbpitns eine’ ouvetdey 7 
bpuetépa OeocéBeia, OTL THY arvayvwoberTwY % Mpatis Edeke TapamEToLnMeva TA TpwHY 
vrouvnpata. éxopuev Se Kal viv tiv KaTddeow Tov Oavpaciwratov aireEvTiapiou 

4 ~ 

Mayvou, Thy yevopevny Ent TOU weyaromperectatouv payiotpov’ Kal afiodpev TavTHV 
> a \ 4. ¥ ’ be f 2 ¥ 
avayvwobnvat. PAavavos émioxonos KwvoraytivovmoAews eine’ Yevdns eativ. Aro- 

axopos éniakotos ’Adefavdpelas elnev’ ef te Eyvwnev 6 Oeofudréataros émiakomTos 
bAraviavos gupBadrAdpevoy adrov TH vmodAnpe, AeyeTO evyypapes. PAaviaves émiakoros 
Kwvoraytivovtédvews eimev* améxevods pe macav SikaoAoyiav. Aidaxkopos éniakoTos 

"Aregavdpeias einev* oidev 7 mapovoa ayia avvodos, ei dméxAciaa Gov Ti. El TL OV 
oidas oupBadrAdpevov aot, eine’ PAaviavds é€nickotos KwvorarytioumdAews ime: 
auvexwpydn pot AGAHTaL; AdoKopos Enickomos ’Adegavdpeias elnev’ ovdeis GE 
> / é on ¢ « a , bs . > , ,  ¥ 

exwdvoev* oldevy 9 ayla avvodos. PAauavos emioKxotos KwyotraytivoumoAews €iTev. 
c / = >E\ ” 4 bs : ae , , > % , 
7) OeuTEpa mpagis ovdev EXEL TAGOTOY, Oid€ Kal O KUpLos Oadadaatos, oid€ Kal 6 KUpLOS 

EvaéBuos. Oaddooros Etickoros Kaoapeias Kanmadoxias elrevs ovdeis éxwAvoe TOU 

AaAjoa TV anv OaldTHTA, El Tt TolvUy ExELs TupBadrddpeEVvoY, eimé. AtdaKopos 

éniakotros "AXefavdpeias eine’ Kupre Evoefie e€iwés exwAvoa avToy AaAnTaM; Evo€Bios 

éxickomos Ayxvpas Tadarias eirev’ ws eldev 6 O€ds, Evy dMEOd Ge AGARTM. “LovBevadros 
ériaxomos ‘IepoooAvpov eimev? Ett kal viv, et Te O€AEs cime. PAaUAavds EmiaKoTOs 
KwvoraytiwoundAews eimev’ emt Tov Kvpov Oadragaiov, Kal Tov Kupod EvoeBiou, 

/ \ “ , s > , < ad \ > id A > \ 

TApOVTOS, Kal TOV GtA€EvTLapiou Mayvov, eyeveTo % mpagis, Kat e€nTadOn, Kai ovdev 

Totovroy anedeixen. ExagTos TaV TUTE TapdYTwY EmLaKOTIWY, WS emt OEOv, A HKOVTEY, 
cine’ Kal aevdas éppéOn. AtdoKopos énloxoros "Ade~avdpeias eimev* KUpre STEpave 
> 7 > 7 >> 7 a. ¥ < > 7 , , > Lo , aA 3 Pa €rickone e€imeé, €i Exwdvoa avTov. XTépavos émiaxonos ’Edécov eiwev® idov, Tov éaTiv ; 
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€i €xwAvoa auTOY. 7 ayia avvodos eimev* ovK ExwAVOapMEY aUTOY. PAaUIAVOS EmigKOTIOS 

KavoravtivoundAews einev* énovd Tav Tempaypevav ovdéeyv anreTa ia TOV Oedv, ovdev 

yap érépws e5d£aca, 7) ehpdvnad tore, 7) ppovnaw. ArdoKopos émiakomos "AAE~avipeias 
cine’ OnAwy OvTwY THY TpaXOEVTwV, AEYETW EXATTOS TOV TapdyTwY ayiwy EmioKOTWY, 

olws olde matevovta Tov apxipavopityny Evruxh, kal Th wept avTOd TUTOL. 
2 Viz, Flavian. 8 See crit. n., p. 402. 
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‘of you are persuaded, and I will sign with you in order to 

‘cling to those of orthodoxy; and reckon me also with the 

‘party of those bishops who need to be condemned !’ 

For all things would have been brought to an end by this 

discourse, as well as the anger of the Emperor who clung to the 
slander and was zealous for tyranny, for which reason indeed 

he had caused the Council to assemble. But he had not been 

persuaded, even in Constantinople, when all of them / were 

persuading and beseeching him to do this, nor yet in Ephesus, 
where consequently the wrong was nigh at hand, when he was 
on the verge of ' death and it was being said by every man that 

only this was for him [a means of] escape from death, while 
he saw all of them fleeing from him and taking part with 

Eutyches and being rescued thereby. And I was a proof for 

him that neither deprivation from the bishopric of the city nor 

yet silence sufficed for me not to give them a cause for change, 

but [that] the cause wherefore I was suffering wrong [was| 
altogether that I was heard to be [still numbered] among the 
living. For, as long as thou art alive, expect death from the 

wicked ; therefore, that thou mayest not surrender the faith, 

let all these things for [thine] endurance be [ever] before thine 
eyes, For immediately after [his] deposition was suspected, 
he was carried off as if by bears and by lions by the Counts 

before whom this deprivation took place in such a way that he 

was both dragged away and hurled down, and some were 

saying and even doing [one thing and others] another. And 

he was isolated and perturbed by all of them, and his spirit 

was vexed. And they delivered him up to the soldiers and 

commanded them to lead him away and remove him from the 

holy places. And they led him away and incarcerated him, 

/a man who was fainting, in prison. And before he came unto 
himself and was revived and was breathing fresh and pure air 

and taking nourishment that strength might be a little [ restored ] 

in him, they delivered him up unto the officer ? and threatened 

to send the man away, bruised. 
And he was unable to endure the hardship of the journey. 

The Emperor was as one that desired not his life but wanted 

1 Literally : ‘he inclined towards’. * Syr. arkon = Gk, apxwv. 
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to punish him and not to keep him alive. And thus they 

brought him down by force and gave him toa man [that was | 

a murderer so as to destroy him and to send him without 

mercy, in word indeed unto his | own] place, but in reality unto 

destruction. And thus he was dragged away and led off, 

[with strength] sufficient only to survive four days, as men say, 
while every day his soul was being released from his body, and 

they counted his decease [as] a festival for them|selves]. And 
wrongs were being increased against all of them who agreed 
with him and his fellow believers. And further I [was] among 
the first in severe persecutions and in flight and in exiles and 

in commands whereby authority was given in every place unto 

them to do what they were purposing; since I and Flavian 
certainly thought the same things. And authority was given 
unto the people to lead off and to hale away and to deliver up. 

Slaves / were accusing their masters by the same [means], and 
authority was given unto them [to do so] by the command of 
the Emperor ;? and all their eagerness was to lead their own 

souls into error as well as the souls [of those] who conceived 
or thought that God the Word is immortal. And they were 
saying things more impious than these in such wise as to con- 

strain [men] to say that it was his ousia, [that] of God the 
Word, which died. And he? had given unto them authority 
against every man while the chiefs were not trusted nor the 

bishops nor all this world nor enemies nor slaves ; but, as though 

they fell short of their cupidity and their zeal in regard to those 

who called God the Word immortal and impassible, they set 
up those who were more eager to scrutinize and to search out, 

to seek for those who were fleeing. And all these [ terrors | over- 

took them ; and the suspicion and the expectation of sufferings 

were worse for them than the sufferings ; and it was evidently 

a Pharaonic struggle against God. 

/ Enumeration of some part of the ills which happened in the 
world because of the transgression against the true faith of God 

amipassible, with a prophecy. 

But after these things began to take place concerning the 

1 Cp. the Sacra Lex Theodosii in Labbe (Mansi), v. 417 B. 2 Viz. the Emperor. 
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faith and in respect to the discussion against [the doctrine | 
that God the Word was not immortal and impassible, it 
therefore [came to look] as though the immortal God the 
Word himself had no care for them ;! for those [who thought | 
therefore that God the Word was not immortal had begun 

to be overthrown and brought to subjection in one way and 
another and some of them in all ways and there was none 

to turn aside the wrath. 

What happened in | the way of | earthquakes and wars. 

1. They had been worn out with pestilences and famines 

and failure of rains and hail and heat and marvellous earth- 

quakes and captivity and fear and flight and all [kind of | 
ills, and they came not to perceive the cause of ills such as 

these ; but they were the more inflamed and embittered 
against any one who dared to call God the Word impassible, 

as though they were suffering these ills because men called 

God the Word himself impassible and immortal; and there 

was no place of refuge. 
/ 2. A twofold upheaval on the part of the barbarians and 

the Scythians, who were destroying and taking every one 

captive, had shaken them and there was not even a single 

hope of rescue; and hitherto they understood not that all 

this was not simply human. 
3. And therewith he? had also shaken the earth with 

earthquakes, the like of which there was none that remem- 

bered.* For thus the earth was shaken, as a thing that was 

being overturned and burst open or inevitably destroyed. 

But when again it ceased [from trembling] and was firm as 

aforetime, it was like unto a thing that a man had grasped, 

[torn] out of its natural place; he indeed who shook it was 

also shaken therewith. [It was] not only to the eyes that 

it showed its shaking which shook it and the stability that 

established it [anew in its place], but it brought all men 

themselves to perceive [it] and through the greatness of all 

1 J, ¢, for those who denied that God the Word was immortal. 

2 Viz. God. 
8 For these earthquakes see Evagrius, 4. EZ. 1. 17; Philostorgius, 7, £. 

xii. 8-10; Nicephorus Callistus, 7. EZ. xiv. 46. 
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[these] things it brought knowledge to the minds [of men] 
more than speech [would have done]. 

4. The barbarians indeed had drawn nigh and had assailed 

the Romans and reduced them to all despair. 

5. But in Constantinople, the imperial city, the towers of 

the wall which were built with it had collapsed and left the 
wall [isolated], though it had not suffered any [injury] from 
the things whereby it had been shaken, and they remained 
as things that have not been shaken, while there was not 
/even a single indication in them of the earthquake; and 
even [in some] of the places in the midst of the walls the 

stones had started out of the whole building and from the parts 

adjoining ‘the building ; even the lime had been shaken out. 
6. And some things appeared openly in one part of the 

city [in one way, and others in another part] otherwise, and 

things had not been shaken by a common earthquake but to 

convince men that he who was doing these things was immortal 

and had authority over them. 

7. About the Forum of Theodosius the Great. For even 

the stones which were bound with iron and lead had been 
torn up, being borne up into the air and remaining suspended 

awhile and then falling; and, when those that were about to 

meet them were coming out, they immediately fell. And 

ten thousand other things and many [there were] which were 
happening in other countries and were being heard of and 

were a great cause of! trepidation and fear, so as to bring 

men, though unwilling, to supplication and to the beseeching 

of God to have mercy upon them, not however as he wished ; 

for some were beseeching him |for some things and others] 
for others, according to their [own] calculation, and were 
praying unto him for what they possessed. And this one was 

saying: ‘God that has suffered and died for us’ and was 
beseeching [him], while yet another | was praying] otherwise, 
as though they were saying that which was honourable unto 

them. For they were [filled] with wrath and with anger 
against /those who dared to call [him] immortal and im- 
passible; and for this reason did afflictions and fears which 

1 Literally: ‘were full of’, 
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were very fearful crowd the more upon them, while their 
wrong deeds recoiled upon them, so that there was no time 

for them to have leisure to act wrongly towards the pious who 
were among them. 

Concerning ‘Floly God’. 

But, since he wished to bring them to perceive their 
blasphemy and to desist therefrom, because they came not 
thereto, God himself gave unto them a manner of intercession 

—for he who should do this had not been found—whereby 

they should say: ‘ Holy God, holy [and] mighty, holy [and] 
immortal, have mercy upon us.’! And every one assented 
with one mind thereto and left off the things for which they 
had yearned [and] for which God had not yearned. And 
they wrote this down in the basilica and in public? and set 

it up thus: ‘Glory and thanks to the holy one and to the 
immortal, God the saviour of all’; and they had almost 
succeeded in confessing God immortal; and that to which 

they clung they denied not, but this was sung in every place. 

But after the earthquake had ceased and a few wars were 

arising, they roused themselves again and revealed them- 

selves against God; and they were dissembling the confession 

[of faith] in God, as persons that remembered not the [formula] 
‘God the holy one and mighty and immortal’, who was 

able/ to bring wars to peace even without human might, wherein 
was his might and except for which there was not [any kind] 
of preparation |for war]; and they have made trial of this 
thing in fact. Now indeed they have ceased even from |this| 
supplication. 

But a little before their war with these barbarians the very 

cross alone used to teach them and bring them to believe in 

God, who more [than all] swept warriors away without a 

weapon. But before this, when the barbarian was stirred up 

by an army, he threw himself into holes and fastnesses.’ For, 

1 The account of the miraculous revelation of the 7yisagion is given in John 

of Damascus, De Orth, Fid. iii, 10, and in Niceph. Callist. HZ. /. xiv. 46, in a 

form consistent with Nestorius’s references to the matter. For the use of the 
formula at Chalcedon see Labbe (Mansi), vi. 936 c. 

2 Syr. bdémosyd = Gk. dnpocia. * See crit. n., p, 40, 
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because the people of the Scythians were great and many 
and formerly were divided into peoples and into kingdoms 

and were treated as robbers, they used not to do much wrong 
except only as through rapacity and through speed ; yet later 

they made them a kingdom and, after they were [established | 

in a kingdom, they grew very strong, so that they surpassed 
in their greatness all the forces of the Romans. And God 
showed them that he was not become weak, against whom 

they had already agreed together and whom they had made 

subject unto suffering and unto death. And they strengthened 

the persecutions against them that confessed God holy and 
mighty and immortal, and they let be him in whom they 

hoped and [by whom] they were rescued from death; and 
he gave them the knowledge /to repudiate the death of God 
but to acknowledge him and to confess that he is im- 

mortal. 
But, because this had taken place and they had not been 

converted to glorify the God who rescued them but blasphemed 
and constrained every man to confess the death of God but 

shunned [the term] ‘immortal’ as impiety, the barbarian 
again was stirred up against them, massacring and swarming 

over all the land of the Romans and overturning everything. 
And they had no means [of escape] nor refuge but were 
stricken with fear and had no hope. And he had closed them 

in and made them insufficient in everything that they were 

doing for their salvation; and, because they understood not 
their former salvation, he had sent this man whom he had 

taken from pasturing sheep, who had protested against the 

privy [purposes] of the heart of the Emperor. And already 
he had been stirred up by God, and he commanded to make 

a cross; and as though indeed he! believed him not, he made 

[it of ] wood with his own hands and sent [it] against the 
barbarians. But he had planted another cross also within 
the palace and another in the forum of Constantinople in 
the midst of the city that it might be seen of every man, 

so that even the barbarians, when they saw it, fled and were 

discomfited. And the Emperor himself, who was already 

1 Viz, the Emperor, 
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making ready / to flee, gained confidence to remain, and the 

nerves of the city, which was enfeebled, grew firm and all 

things happened thus. 
For when the barbarians had fled in discomfiture, while 

none was pursuing them, and the Emperor was mightily 

heartened to engage in thought for his empire, and the city 

was mightily filled with encouragement, they found none 

other cause of [this] sudden change-—because there was none 
else doing this: to discomfit the one and encourage the other 

—except only the cross, which had been set up, of him who 

was crucified in nature and in truth, that is, [of] the bodily 
frame which had been crucified naturally. And it is known 

unto us that we should not be ashamed to say that he died, 

and not God who made mighty the bodily frame, weak and 

passible and mortal, which suffered and died by lifting up 

{upon the cross]. For this reason also the wood whereon he 
was crucified was [a means] to salvation. For, as though for 
one that believed not and repudiated the crucifixion of the 

mortal body which can save, he commanded to make the 

cross of wood, to effect thereby salvation such as this in 

the city and amidst the barbarians, in such wise that it is not 
doubted that it is a crucifixion of the body which has given 
life to all the world, and not of God who by the lifting up 
of the body and the cross has effected such a miracle as 

this. 
/ But because they had feigned themselves wise in this, as 

though the divinity was crucified and not the body, they were 

still left in opposition to the pious, who were saying that 

the crucifixion was not of the divinity but of the body of the 

divinity and [that] for this reason he saved us through the 

cross. Again God raised up anew the vehemence of the bar- 

barians and earthquakes against this Pharaonic intention. 

And again, because he sought to restrain them from [the 

persecution of] the pious and from [inflicting upon them] the 

sufferings which they caused them to bear—for then only 

were they revived and set free—by both of them he taught 

[them] that the impious thought, wherein was [contained | 

the confession of [his] death, was not pleasing unto him. 
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For, although they supposed that that which [had been 
caused| by the barbarians was death [caused] by men, yet 
they could not suppose this of that which was being [caused | 
by the earthquake. But, after they had not even so come to 

a perception of the glory of God incorruptible, and were 
imputing death and suffering and weakness unto him in manli- 

ness and immortality such as this, he had then taught them 

by the words themselves! not to impute blemish and decay 

unto God, because he is holy and free from all sufferings and 

even without weakness, he who by a weak cross quitted him- 

self manfully like a man and was | endowed | with all manliness. 

So then impute not death /unto him who is alone immortal 

and by our own death has proved that he is immortal by 

means of the confession of the holy and of the mighty and 

of the immortal. 

But because they abode not by what they had been forced 

to confess and had not believed in God the mighty and 

immortal, who is able to make even wars to cease, they had 

[not only] become the slaves of the barbarians and been 
subjected unto slavery to tribute unto them by the confession 

of written documents, but were also giving [it] unto those 
who were warring on his side. And there was naught that 

he, who showed the barbarian [to be] master and the Romans 

slaves, did not. And thus the supremacy had changed over 
unto the barbarians, as though the Romans themselves had 

not God who [is] over all, holy and mighty and immortal. 
For this reason the rest also of the peoples fled unto him but 

fled from the Romans, so that they were not even able to 

rescue themselves. And because they had thus set up the 

supremacy, as though they had no urgent need for divine 

aid and had not come to themselves, they remembered not 

even the very confession of the holy one and the mighty and 

the immortal which they had taken into their mouths; but 

contrariwise they were again maintaining the sufferings of the 
divinity, by means of which they were showing that not one 

of these [attributes] was his. For with the sufferings and the 
death this also was assumed: that he was neither holy / by 

1 I,e, the Trisagion, 
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nature nor immortal by nature nor mighty by nature, until 

God had again restored [some] of them, whether they wanted 
or whether they wanted [it] not, for the reputation of their 
impiety and for the defence of those who had suffered wrongfully 
and for the instruction of those who in anticipation were pray- 
ing unto Flavian and Eusebius, whom they would have killed. 

Because men made compensation unto God, having confessed 

him [to be] both holy and mighty and immortal, both by law 

and by commands and by penalties they confirmed [their 

actions] against those who confessed God the Word [to be] 
holy and mighty and immortal and [punished them] with 
despoilment and exile and death, until Theodosius, who had 

raised himself up against God, was taken from [their] midst ; 
and the mouth [of every man] was opened to confess and to 
glorify and to adore God the holy and mighty and immortal, 
speaking without fear.2 For not he who calls Christ God 
passible and mortal confesses Christ [to be] God, but he who 
speaks of Christ in his divinity which he is in his nature and 

confesses God impassible and immortal and mighty and holy 
in his nature but passible in his humanity, in that he confesses 
that he is by nature man. 

But some will say: ‘What participation hast thou with 

‘Flavian and with what has been done against him and on 

‘his account? For /thee every man has anathematized and 
‘denounced, and what thou addest after this thou toilest to 

‘thine [own] evil name and to thine [own] accusation and not 

‘to a simple and just defence.’ That which I say unto him 

above and below and always is that it concerns me not to 

1 Nau translates ‘qu’ils avaicnt tués’; but see Ndldeke, Syriac Grammar, 

§ 277. Eusebius of Dorylaeum had been deposed, but not killed. He was exiled 

and escaped to Rome where he was welcomed by Leo, who mentions his 

deposition in Letters Ixxix and Ixxx, dated 451. See Labbe (Mansi), vi. 907-36, 

107 B, 110 B; Liberatus, xii (Galland. xii, 140); Gest. de Nom. Acac. (Galland. 

x. 668). 

2 Theodosius died on July 28th, 450, and was succeeded by his orthodox sister, 

Pulcheria, who took Marcian as her husband ‘vir gravissimus, et non solum 

reipublicae, sed ctiam Ecclesiae necessarius. Huius edictis apostolicae sedis 

auctoritatem secutis, synodus Ephesina damnatur, et apud Chalcedonem celebrari 

concilium episcopale decernitur; ut correctis venia mederetur, et pertinaces cum 

haeresi depellerentur.’ Prosper, Chron. in Migne, P. L. li. 602; ep. Chronicon 

Paschale in Migne, P. G. xcii. 812. 

2775 Bb 
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have mercy upon any man such as these, but to be very 
anxious whether through my own anathema they are rescued 
from blasphemy and [whether] those who are rescued con- 
fess God holy and mighty and immortal, without changing 
the image of God who is incorruptible unto the image of man 

who is corruptible and mixing paganism in the midst of 

Christianity, but confessing God himself as is his image and 
confessing man as is his image, in such wise that the passible 

and also the immortal are confessed in the image of their 

natures, so that Christianity confesses not a change of God 

nor yet a change of man, [after] the likeness of the impiety of 

paganism. But let yea be yea and nay nay in truth, so that 

Christ in truth and in nature may be confessed to be the 

saviour and the saved, God and man, who is in nature im- 

mortal and impassible as God and mortal and passible in 

nature as man. He is not God in both the natures nor yet 
man in both the natures. Therefore my own aim and my 

zeal is that God may be blessed and glorified even on earth 
as in heaven. / But may Nestorius be anathematized; but 
may they say what I pray them to say concerning God. 

For I am of those who [are] with God and not of those who 
[are] against God, who scorn God himself in the schéma of 
piety and make void |the fact| that he is God. For he was 
for the things [for] which I war, and they that war with me 
against him; and for this reason on his account I am pledged 
to endure and to suffer everything, so that by my own 

anathema would that every man might be [ready] enough to 

be reconciled unto God, because there is naught greater or 
more precious unto me than this. Nor would I have declined 

to say the contrary of what I used to say, if I had known 

that they were wanting [me] to say the contrary of these 
things which I used to say in everything whatsoever and 

[that] they were of God, and [that] I should thereby be 
honoured before God on account of the [attributes] of God 
which I have regarded as God and not as man.... 

But otherwise again [it is the case] that I have not merely 
said the things touching Flavian, but I have cited them for 
a proof of what was done against me with impiety and with 
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injustice, in such wise that certain men are not deceived 

by the name ‘Council’ but seek [to learn] the things which 
took place with all truth and judge [some] of them before 
God, although they took place otherwise. For Satan is 

disguised in the schéma of an angel of light! and deceives 
/ men [in order] to remove them afar from God. But 
further, since I have judged in my mind that to hide the 

dispensation which came about through the might and the 

wisdom of God without showing and revealing them unto 

all men is a great peril and [fraught] with all impiety and 
ingratitude—for he had done them on their account, that he 
might undo the schemes of them that were confirming their 
impiety and causing it to shine forth, and expose them bare, 

while I was not believed in what I was saying, whereas they 

were doing and had also done this in their assembly in the 
Council—all of which [it was] that I was suffering, and they 
believed me not. But it was not possible to refute and to 

undo these things which had been done in the Council, but 

the will to impiety was [stronger] than the will of God, by 
means of which the impious were convicted of being impious 

and the pious of being pious; and they contended unto death 
and preserved that sincerity of mind which was owing unto God. 

For when the time [was] not that under discussion which 
came by the patience of God [and] wherein some suffered 

and others caused them to suffer, the impious were not 

revealed [as] impious? nor they that were worthy of such 
forethought as this [as worthy thereof, forethought] which 
had turned them aside from the contest against God, in 

which operations he was warring and fighting against them 

and restraining them from kicking against / the pricks’ of 

God; and yet not even so were they converted from their 

iniquity, while the pious had not been dispersed nor yet dis- 

couraged, while God was patient, from suffering throughout 

their whole lives, having adhered unto the purpose of 

+.Co. a Cor, xi. 14. 
2 The Syriac has: ‘as not impious’, but the repetition of the negative is 

probably due to the influence of the Greek original. See p. xiv. 

3 Cp. Acts xxvi, 14, 

Bb 2 
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God. For this reason one finds that diligence and aid have 

been relaxed by! those who had taken it? up, and they have 
neglected what has been [entrusted] to them and diligence 
has been [only shown] by them in making pretence without 
knowledge concerning what ought to have been corrected, 

things which were disregarded and set aside by them. For 

it would have been right to cut short the things which were 
wrongly [done] and not to hide them. Those things then 
which [came about| as for correction were of God; what 
concealed them was not of God but of those who were 
undoing his [work]. 

For for what reason do you suppose that they who pos- 

sessed the inhabited world [as] their home became the spoil 
of the barbarians? Was it not because they made not use 

of the supremacy which was given unto them as was right, 

that the peoples might know the grace which was given unto 

them, in such wise that they might learn as slaves what was 

required, because they learnt not as masters? For what 

reason again heard they the word of the Gospel, not from the 

orthodox but from the worshippers of creatures?® They 
were / brought into subjection neither to the supremacy of 

the Empire nor yet under the religion wherein they were, that 

they might know that, when they took the supremacy of the 
Empire, they preserved not even in the Empire the supremacy 

of their religion in God; for this reason also they were not 
supreme in aught else, in that the supremacy changed over 

to [their] enemies. For whereby they neglected the Gospel, 

by these very things were they rejected from the supremacy ; 
and they took part also in the faith of the worshippers of 

creatures and were distinct [only] in name and in the use of 
the term ‘consubstantial’, As these* confess the created 
and the uncreated and say ‘consubstantial’ in one way as if 

in praise and attribute the nature in another way by the 

distinction of the created and of the creator, thus also those * 

1 Literally : ‘departed from’. 
2 J.e, the discussion of the faith. 8 Vig, the Arians. 

4 Viz. the Monophysites. Nestorius’s point seems to be that in ascribing 

sufferings to God the Word, the Monophysites deny him consubstantiality with 

the Father, and thus resemble the Arians. So Nau. 
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attribute the nature in one way unto the passible and unto 
the impassible, the created and the uncreated, and say ‘con- 

substantial ’ in another way in name alone as something [said | 

in praise, since they hold supremacy and religion! in opposite 

senses without straightforwardly ? confessing the nature. For 

until even the [term] ‘in nature’ is freed from suspicion and 
has taken away the supremacy from the fear and the fear 
from the supremacy, [the supremacy] being supported by 
God, so that he may be glorified in heaven and on earth and 
{that there may be] glory in heaven and peace on earth? in 

the government of the affairs thereof, God ceases not to 

guide us and to teach us, just as those / who teach children, 

making use of plagues* and of protests which ought to teach 
us and to convince us that we err, and defending the silent 

and proving their victory. 
For what have I done of these things which have happened 

as they have happened and not God himself? For because 

they have betrayed the tradition of the Fathers and have 

closed the mouth|s]| of those who exacted the rights of the 
Fathers, so for this reason [some| of them have inclined unto 
Arianism according to what has been confessed [by them], 
and [others] of them unto Manichaeism, and [others] of them 
unto Judaism, and [others] of them unto other [errors, both | 
new and old. God has raised up of them and among them 
their own [judges], as he used to raise up judges from among 
the Jews, to confute them for their transgression against God, 

that is Flavian, who was representing me [in that] whereby 

he ought to have been my enemy, as indeed he was unto me 

both unwittingly or for some other reason, and Eusebius, 

who used to war against me. They have confessed without 

any cause for alarm, having warred against the adherents 

of Cyril, who were blaspheming and seeking to gain their 

ends. And God abandoned them not until they showed 

hostility unto Cyril; since these indeed were citing his words 

against those, and those again were choosing those things 

/ which were opposed to these and setting them against 

Pyis > teat *. 2 Syr. ‘with pdr(h)esyd? (= Gk. mappnoia). 

8 Cp. Luke ii. 14. 4 Literally: ‘blows’. > Literally : ‘to prosper’, 
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them ; and they were mutually disputing, the one [side] with 
the other. And these were saying that they were Manichaeans 

since they referred all things, even the properties of the flesh, 

unto God the Word. But these too were accusing those of 

holding my opinions, since I too say these [same] things, and 

of referring the properties of God to the nature of the divinity 

and the properties of the humanity to the humanity; and 

they admitted that the union took place in prosdépon and not 

in the nature. And every man was within a very little of 
disputing with his neighbour, protesting against him on my 

account, as though I was surely calumniated. And these my 

[words] were quoted with all zeal; and these were refuting 
them that were saying that I predicate two sons, as indeed 

was never said by me; and those were confuting them that 

were predicating one nature for calling God himself passible, 

as I was saying that they said. 

Who was it that constrained them to say these [same] things 
as I, when through the commands |of the Emperor] their 
reading was prohibited,’ since they were warring of them- 

selves to discuss them with all zeal? And, when I was silent, 

and the authority to say them [had been] taken away from 
me, and I was not believed, God raised up those [men], who 
were believed when they said these [same] things as I, / which 
were the truth, without there being any suspicion therein 

of their having said these things out of friendship or out 

of love for me. And God brought not these things about 
on my account. For who is Nestorius? Or what is his life? 

Or what is his death in the world? But [he has brought them 
to pass| because of the truth which he has given unto the 
world, which was suppressed from deceitful causes, while he 

has also confuted the deceivers. And because they were 

[filled] with suspicion about me and were not believing what 
I was saying, as one that dissembles the truth and represses 

exact speech, God appointed for this [purpose] a preacher 

who was guiltless of this suspicion, Leo, who used to preach 
the truth undaunted. And, because the anticipation of the 

Council caused many to wonder and even the Romans them- 

1 Cp. Labbe (Mansi), v. 413-20. 
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selves,| [so] that they believed not the things which 
I was saying and which were left without examination, God 
allowed these things to come to pass contrariwise, that he 
might cause the bishop of Rome,? who was exercising the 

direction of the plotting of the Council in Ephesus against 

me, to pass away, and |that] he might make him * agree with 
and confirm what was said by the bishop of Constantinople. 

And he who was able [to do| everything, that is Dioscorus, 
bishop of Alexandria, was reckoned as naught. I say indeed, 
as naught, since he had recourse to flight and was looking 

out [means] not to be deprived and banished into exile. 
[These things took place] that through what they suffered / 
they might believe also what had been committed against 

me by the Egyptian in the former Council. And, because 
of the sham friendship of the Emperor and of the chiefs of 
the imperial household [toward me], I was suspected of 

constraining the Council, which stirred me not to be remiss 

in the truth, and of being constrained to agree with the 

Emperor because of what was committed against me, since, 

because they had held no examination about the truth, they 

suspected me of being a blasphemer. But God, in order 
that he might prove that the love which the Emperor had 

for me was treacherous, and [that it was felt by him] not for 

the truth but for the sake of [my] possessions, proved it by 
his® aid in [the affair of ] Eutyches and in [that of | Flavian, 

whereby it was seen that he gave not [permission] for an 

assembly to be held, and those who were assembled permitted 

not aught to be said except what they were commanded 

[to say]; but they condemned themselves also in fear and 

in ignominy. 

Again, because they supposed that my [doctrine] had been 

summoned to examination and to judgement, but [that] I was 

surely trifling [in saying] that they [had] summoned me not 

to judgement but to deposition and to a snare of destruction 

1 Literally : ‘the prosdpon of the Romans’. 
2 Viz. Celestinus. Nestorius apparently ignores Sixtus III. 8 ye Le: 

4 Syr. ’eksérya = Gk. é¢épia. Dioscorus was deposed and exiled at the Council 

of Chalcedon. Nestorius shows no knowledge of this, but only mentions 

earlier precautionary measures. See introd. p. X. 5 Viz. the Emperor’s. 
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and of death, God, in protesting against them as being 

murderers, [even] God allowed Flavian to enter the Council 

and to suffer what he suffered at their hands ; for it is evident 

that these were those things which the other had also com- 

mitted against me aforetime. And, because it was supposed 

that those who had been bishops were disposed / to do naught 

outside the judgement which was pleasing unto them, either 

on account of the Emperor or out of fear or because of 

disturbances, God again exposed them as doing the contrary 

and confuted them before every man; and they let nothing 

be to which they bore not witness, but by all of them he 
had refuted the causes of error and preached them upon 

the roofs in such wise that there was not even a single excuse 

[left open] to those who feigned themselves without know- 

ledge. Yet, just as Pharaoh was confuted by God by means 

of all things, and remained without excuse for not having been 

willing to be convinced either by the logic of words, or by 

the deeds themselves, or by the protest|s] of men, or again 
by the things of God, and for having died in his blasphemy, 

so also they remained without excuse. .. . 

When therefore I had seen that these things were brought 
to pass by God, would you have wished that I should be 

silent and hide such a dispensation of God as all this? 

.... The prophets of God, who had been cursed as lying 

prophets by lying prophets as if by [true] prophets, would 

not have been distinguished [from the latter], unless they 
{had| consented to be cursed by lying prophets for the sake 

of God; the sons of those men would not have been worthy 

of the glory and the instruction of the prophets if they [had] 
kept agreement with the lying prophets. Nor would those 

of the Jews who became / Christians have been saved and 

rescued if they had kept to the oppressive judgement of their 

fathers against Christ as if [it had been delivered] by holy 

and righteous men. They would not have become the 

apostles of Christ if they had adhered to the whole crowd 

of Jews and to the priests and to the teachers of the law and 
to the chiefs as [unto true] teachers of the law and prophets. 
They would not have believed in Christ nor even have died 
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for Christ, if they had supposed death and contempt [to be] 
not honour but contempt, nor yet would they have now been 

honoured by the crowds and by chiefs and by lords, if they 

had not endured death and shame at the hands of chiefs and 

peoples; they would not have been worthy of such as this 

on the part of emperors and chiefs and of powers, if they had 

kept the commands and the laws of emperors and of judges 

and of chiefs. Our fathers would not have been reckoned 

orthodox in this and doctors, if they had sought to flee from 

the condemnation of the Council of the heretics and to say 

the things which they were saying, and had been hypocrites. 

We should not have been worthy of the instruction resulting 

from the labours of these men, if we had accepted without 

examination the agreement [which was reached], as if by 

a Council, against them. 
And, that I may speak briefly, Meletius and Eustathius ' 

would not have been bishops of Antioch, if they had accepted 
the choice and the judgement / of the Council of the heretics 
against them, nor would Athanasius” be bishop of Alexandria 
if he were to accept the judgement of those who deprived him 

without hesitation and as [if it proceeded| from the orthodox. 
John* would not be bishop of Constantinople, if he were to 
accept the judgement and the deprivation which was | promul- 

gated] against him without examination as |if it proceeded | 
from a Council ; nor again would Flavian have been bishop of 

Constantinople, if he were to agree to the pronouncement of 
the Oecumenical Council which deprived him as a pronounce- 
ment [proceeding] from an [Oecumenical] Council. Every 
one, of whatsoever city it may be, who has suffered therein on 

my account, would not be giving light, even as the sun, if I 

1 Eustathius, Bishop of Antioch, 324-31, returned from Nicaea a strong 

supporter of the Nicene faith, and was deposed and exiled through the influence 

of Eusebius of Caesarea in 330 or 331. He died in exile at Philippi in 337. 

Meletius, Bishop of Antioch, 361-79, was deposed by Arian influence; the 

Arian Euzoius was appointed in his place, and schism followed. 

2 Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, 326-73, was exiled in 336, 340, 356, 

and 362. 

3 John Chrysostom, Bishop of Constantinople, 398-404, was exiled in the 

latter year through the intrigues of Theophilus of Alexandria. 
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had looked towards my accusers and not towards God and 
[if] also I had not been deemed worthy to be [given a share] in 
those things, every single one of which had been [brought to 
pass] by God; for this affair was not mine but Christ’s who 
made me mighty. But every man will give account unto 

God concerning the things which he has said or brought to 

pass or done to cause scandal, or [wherein] he has been 
zealous with all zeal to make scandals to cease; but if, 

when a man does everything, he who is scandalized is not to 

be persuaded, let him be scandalized on his own account and 

not on account of him who says and cries out unto him and is 

not heard by him. 

But, because many were blaming me many times / for not 
having written unto Leo, bishop of Rome, to teach him all the 

things which were committed, such as came to pass, and the 

change of faith, as if unto a man who is correct in his faith, 

especially when there had been given unto me, [even] unto 
me, a part of the letter relating to the judgement concerning 

Flavian and Eutyches, wherein it was revealed that [he feared | ! 
not the friendship of [his] majesty, for this reason I wrote not, 
not because I am a proud man and senseless, but so that I 

might not hinder from his running him who was running fairly 

because of the prejudice against my person. But I was 
content to endure the things whereof they accused me, in 

order that, while I was accused thereof, they might accept 

without hindrance the teaching of the Fathers ; for I have no 
word [to say] concerning what was committed against me. 
And further I wrote not for the purpose that I, to whom for 
many years there was not one [moment of] repose nor human 

solace, might not be suspected of surely fleeing from the con- 

test, fearing the labours [thereof]; for sufficient are the wrongs 
that have come upon the world [and] which are more able 
than I to make the oppression of the true faith shine forth in 

the eyes of every man. 

But, because thou blamest me as though I have failed to 
say clearly the things which have occurred, O chief of the 

saints, / Sophronius,® hear therefore also the things which thou 

ewee Clit, t., BD, 402, 2 Syr. parsdpha. 3 See above, p. 10, n. 2. 
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knowest and testifiest concerning the truth of the things 

which are said. For immediately, as indeed thou art per- 

suaded, thou hast first seen that death has carried off the 

daughter of him who was then reigning,’ and thereafter, thou 

seest, that demon, the chief of adultery, who cast down the 
empress with insult and contumely.* Again [thou seest] that 

the cities of Africa and of Spain and of Muzicanus* and great 
and glorious islands—I mean Sicily and Rhodes and many 

other great ones—and Rome itself have been delivered over 

for spoil unto the barbarian Vandal.* Yet there will however 

be in the first place and at no longer distance [of time] a 
second coming of the barbarian against Rome itself, during 
which also Leo, who has indeed held well to the faith but has 

agreed to the things which these have unjustly committed 
against me without examination and without judgement, will 
deliver up with his own hands the divine vessels of the 

sanctuary into the hands of the barbarians and will see 

with his [own] eyes the daughters of the emperor who is 

reigning at that time led into captivity.” But I have endured 

the torment of my life and all my [fate] in this world as the 
torment of one day and lo! I have now already got me / to 

[the time of my] dissolution, and daily every day I beseech 
God to accomplish my dissolution, whose eyes have seen the 

salvation of God. 
Conclusion. Rejoice for me, O desert, my beloved and my 

foster-parent and the home of my habitation, and my mother 

1 This cannot be Eudoxia, the daughter of Theodosius and Eudocia, for she 

was still living in 455 (see the Chronicon Paschale in Migne, P. G. xcii. 817 A), 

but must be her younger sister Flaccilla, who died in 431. See Du Cange, fist. 

Byz. (Paris, 1680), p. 71. 
2 Theodosius had Paulinus executed in 444 on suspicion of adultery with the 

Empress Eudocia ; see the Chronicon Paschale, Migne, P. G. xcii. 801-5. 

8 See crit. n., p. 402. 
4 According to the Chronicon Paschale (Migne, P. G. xcil. 797 ¢, 801 A, B). 

The Vandals entered Africa in 428 and Sicily in 439. 

6 John of Malala is probably wrong in placing the capture of Eudoxia and 

her daughters before the death of Theodosius (Migne, P. G. xcvil. 545). 

According to the Chronicon Paschale, they were taken by Gensericus who 

entered Rome in 455 (Migne, P. G. xcii. 816-17), but he was persuaded by Leo to 

spare the lives of the citizens and the buildings, though the city was plundered 

and the sacred vessels carried off which Titus had brought from Jerusalem 

(Prosper, Chronicon, Migne, P. L, li. 605-6). 
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[the land of] my exile, who even after my death will guard 

my body unto the resurrection by the will of God. Amen. 

Finished ts the writing of the book which is entitled the 

Bazaar of Heracleides, composed by |him who is| illustrious 

among the saints and all-blessed, my lord Nestorius, bishop of 

Constantinople, a witness every day and the pride of orthodoxy, 
a true preacher of the glorious Trinity. And unto Yahweh 

[de] unfailing glory. Amen. 
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I. fragments 

THE translation of the fragments is made from the text 

given on pp. 365-88 of F. Loofs, Nestoriana: Die Fragmente 

des Nestorius (Halle, 1905). 

A. LETTERS 

XIc. Fragm. 258. From the letter to Alexander of Hierapolts. 
But the property which [exists] in the nature of the divinity 
and [that which exists in that] of the humanity is indeed 
distinct from everlasting. For this reason Paul, the teacher 

of the churches, not in placing ‘God’ first and then adding ‘ in 
flesh’, but in saying either ‘Son’ or ‘ Christ’ first, makes ‘in 
flesh’ follow at the end: ‘ Concerning the Son who was of the 

seed of David in flesh’ and again: ‘Of whom [was] Christ in 
flesh,’ nowhere at all saying God first, making ‘in flesh’ 

follow, but Christ or Son.? 

XII, Fragm. 276. From the letter to Theodoret, wherein he 

blames what was written by Cyril to the Easterns. Yor what 

does he say? Although the diversity of the natures, from 

which the ineffable union was brought about, is ignored, this 
[phrase] ‘from which’ again [is] as if he were speaking in 
respect to the Lord’s natures of parts of one another which 

became one. For he ought to have said not ‘from these’ 

but ‘of those [it is] that we say that an ineffable union was 
brought about’. For the ineffable union is not of the natures 

but the things of the natures.’ 

Fragm. 290 is identical with Fragm. 276, except for slight 

differences in orthography. 

Fragm. 310. From what he wrote unto Theodoret from 

exile, speaking thus about Cyril. For what does he say? 

Although the diversity of the natures is known, from which 

1 See of. cit., pp. 196-7 and 365. 
2 See of. cit., pp. 197-8 and 365-6. 
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we say that an ineffable union was brought about: Behold ! 
again ‘from which’ as if he were speaking concerning our 
Lord’s.... which became one. For he ought to have said not 

‘from them ’! but ‘of those’.... for not of the natures... .2 

Fragm. 226. For he wrote from exile unto Theodoret, blaming 

what had been written by the Holy Cyril unto the bishops of the 

East. And thus Nestorius concludes: For what does he say: 

Although the diversity of the natures is known, of which we 

say that an ineffable union was brought about... ° 

Fragm. 243. but then Nestorius, rebuking from exile the 

patriarch* Cyril, wrote unto Theodoret: Here with a view 

to dissembling [the truth] he confounds the properties of the 
natures.°® 

Fragm, 253. After the deposition of Theodoret took place, 

Nestorius wrote thus to him. Surely I have borne what thou 
hast become; I have not left [it] alone. For not when I was 
far removed from the assembly of the impious did I then 

show myself an enemy to the throne of the fear of God. For 
not even Paul, when he was stoning Stephen with the stoning 
Jews, was then an Apostle but when he removed himself afar 

from stoning. When thou too seest proof herein, although 
thou wast brought up in godly learning, exult, I counsel [thee | 
and deck thyself out in this time which now is, being head 

and all with them that are victorious on behalf of religion and, 

exulting, say these [words] of David: ‘Mine is Gilead and 
mine is Manasseh, and Ephraim is the support of my head.’ 

But lay hold of the departure from Egypt and believe, since 

thou hearest, in God who now calls unto thy Piety with a loud 
voice: ‘ What hast thou to do in the way of Egypt, to drink 

the waters of Gihon?’® For the people [that is] striving with 
God is from the beginning and is warring with the holy 

fathers.’ 

1 Frag. 219: from those. 2 See op. cit., p. 366. 

3 See of. cit., pp. 197-8 and 366. * Syr.. father’, 

° See op. ctt., pp. 198 and 366, 

6 Cp. Jer. ii. 18; the Hebr. text as well as the Pesh. have ‘the waters of 

Shihor’. 

7 See op. cit., pp. 201-2 and 367. 
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B. MISCELLANEOUS WORKS 

IIc. Fragm. 208. Records which were forged by him in 
Ephesus, concerning which he wrote thus: About what took 

place at the Council at Ephesus and the cause which brought 
about its assembling Nestorius says these things: This was not 

supposed by any one of the [followers] of Apollinarius or of 

Arius just as also these [ believe: namely] the [fact] that they 
mingle the quality of the natures in one nature.’ 

Fragm. 305. /x these records which were forged by him at 
Ephesus he wrote thus: This was not supposed ; and not by 

any.... they mingle.’ 

III. Fragm. 225. For in the book which is inscribed ‘Unto 

the Theopaschitans or Cyrillians’ he wrote in the form of ques- 

tion and answer things which have been taken up by us in 

what was investigated before, Nestorius {says|: The Theo- 

paschitan says: Now as we are rebuked [on account of] the 

dual composition of the natures, we who predicate one nature 

of Christ which is [that] of God made flesh—in regard to the 
reprimand [uttered] against thee thou hopest not for any 

defence against the reprimand which is uttered ; for thou hast 
confessed that you obtained for Christ one nature out of what 

is without bodily form and [what is without] body and a one- 
natured hypostasis of the becoming flesh of the divinity. But 

such is the mingling of the two natures, that those natures 

are deprived of the Aypostases which they solely possess, 

being mingled with one another; and yet above, as the foolish 

theory which he has forged necessitates,’ he introduces the 

Theopaschitan who says these things: ‘For the nature of the 
flesh is passible and changeable newly created ;* yet [it is] 
thus on the contrary the godhead’s very own, as both of them 

subsist ° in one and the same nature.’ ® 

Fragm. 307. And in the homily |called\ ‘the Dialogue’ 

against the Cyrillians, as he required, he introduced the Theo- 

1 See of. cit., p. 208. 2 See op. cit., p. 368. 8 Literally : ‘ wishes’, 
4 Fragm. 307: and the nature [is] newly created. 

5 Fragm. 307: ‘in an identity of natural quality’ (se, icopvia), 

6 See op. cit., pp. 209, 210, and 369. 
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paschitan who says thus : For | have confessed... . mingled with 
one another. And again before this, as was pleasing unto him, 
he brought in the Theopaschitan who says thus: For the nature 
of the flesh is passible... . 

Fragm. 304. Likewise, and in the work which | was addressed | 
to the Theopaschitans, namely the Cyrillians, he wrote thus: Uf 
our dividing of these properties of the flesh or the Son and 

of his divinity is named a kind of addition of quaternity on 

our side, what prohibits also the incarnation” itself of the 

Son from being passed over in silence as far as concerns you, 

because the Trinity accepts not the ovsza which makes the man ° 

as any addition. For without the owsza which was made man* 

no one understands that which has made the man.” And again: 

To confuse the properties of the nature of that which was 

made * and of that which made the man‘ is very impious.° 

Fragm. 239. Unto the Theopaschitans or Cyrillians tn the 
form of question and answer Nestorius |wrote| thus: There is 
indeed one Son, equal in ozsza to the Father, just as thou hast 

well said before; but the natures of the Son, in accordance 

with the identity of owsza of the Father and of ours, are divided 

by the distinction in the mind.’ 

Fragm. 220 is identical with Fragm. 239, except that the 

introduction is only : ‘ Vestorius [wrote thus]. 

Fragm. 309. The homily [called ‘ the Dialogue’ against the 

Cyrillians: he wrote thus: By ‘Christ’ or ‘ Only-begotten ° 

or ‘Jesus’ or ‘Son’ or by other [terms] such as these we 

preach the term of the union, but by ‘man’ the owsza which 

was assumed and by ‘God the Word’ the property of the 

hypostasis which was made man.° 

VI. Fragm. 205a. Again, from his distinct Chapters against 

those who say that Christ is God alone: They say that Christ 

is God alone, and behold! God is the Trinity ; therefore Christ 

is the Trinity. But, if Christ is God alone, while the Father 

1 See op. cit., p. 369. 2 Sc. capkwos. 

5 Sc. dvOpwmice. 4 Sc. évnvOpumnzev. 5 Sc. nvOpwmoer, 

6 See op. cit., pp. 210 and 369-70. 7 See op. cit., pp. 210 and 370. 

8 Sc. évnvOpumnaev. See op. cit., pp. 211 and 370. 

2775 cc 
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is not Christ, we thus distinguish them in the nature. [So much 
the more is it] that Christ is the name not of the essence but of 

the dispensation. And Christ is God, but God is not Christ.? 

Fragm. 205b. Again, his [Chapters|: Unto him who asks 

who it was that walked upon the water we answer that it was 

the feet that were walking and the concrete bodily frame 

through the strength that dwelled therein. This [it is] that is 
a [cause of] wonder. For if God were walking upon the 
water, that is not astonishing, as also [it is] not in the air. 
And the [fact] again that the concrete body came in through 
closed doors—this too is [matter] for astonishment. But, if 
the divine nature came in, it is nothing that I should desist 

from what belongs to the infinite.? 

Fragm. 205c. Again, his [Chapters]: They ask, [saying] 
that it is written: ‘My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken 
me?’ What is this? Does he speak the truth or does he 
lie? If he is left alone, where then is the infinity of God? If 

he is not left alone, he has therefore lied. What then do we 

say—that he neglected to let it * suffer for its® sake, in order 
that he might leave him to adhere to us that the dispensation 
might be fulfilled ? * 

C. HOMILIES 

VI. Fragm. 254. From the books of Nestorius ; blasphemies. 
From the homily against the Fews, of which the commencement 
7s this: ‘ How great is the might of him who was crucified,’ 

cry out the devils who possess not that which they used to 

possess. 
And after other things: Dost thou not hear what these say 

. .. who are warring and falling and they convince him that 
is abhorred of the judgement concerning the people? We 
indeed rebuke not in anything ; [but] dost thou not tremble 
to surpass the proper measure? Dost thou not judge 

that excess of praise exaggerated beyond what is proper 

is worthy of censure? Dost thou not hear what a child, 

1 See op. cit., pp. 218 and 371. 

2 I.e. possibly ‘the infinity’. See of. cit., pp. 218-19 and 371. 
3 Fem. 4 See of. cit., pp. 219 and 371. 
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praising [thee], says on thine account? For they saw not 

him who was concealed in the visible.! 

VIII. Fragm. 270-272. From another homily, of which the 

commencement is this: There is nothing harder to the souls 

of men than the sickness of ignorance.” 

Fragm. 270. And after other things: But I know not how 

of a sudden they, being sick with ignorance, have been found 

[as those] who are equal with them that have not heard; and 
somehow they err with an astonishing error, not being placed 
with the heretics as were the lovers of the church, and have 

fallen away as heretics from the teachings of the church. 
But these are wretched rather than heretics; for these indeed 

make God the Word younger than the essence ® of the Father, 

while they even make bold to blaspheme with similes; for 

in the nature of the divinity youngness of existence and age 

of days are not.’ 

Fragm. 271. Of the mediator then the mother is she that 
bore Christ, the Virgin; but the divinity of the mediator 

existed before she bare the mediator. How then did she 

bear one older than her[self]? Why dost thou prepare God 
the Word for the creation of the spirit? For, if God the Word 

is he who was born of her but he who was born of her exists 

according to the word of the angels from the Holy Spirit, 
God the Word is to be celebrated as a creation of the 

Spirit.° 
And again: If thou conceivest of him who in the nature 

was born of the Virgin in the course of months, so [is] he 

man who was born of a virgin according to the word of him 

who was born, who said: ‘Why seek ye to kill me, a man 

who has spoken the truth among you?’ <Azd again: ‘One 

‘is God, one also the mediator of God and men, the man 

‘Jesus Christ, a man who was born of the race of David.’ ® 

Fragm. 272, And after other things: Hear both things: 

Paul preaching: ‘Of the Jews is Christ who was in flesh.’ 

1 See of. cit., pp. 243 and 372. 2 See of. cit., p. 372 (cp. Pp. 245, ll. 1-2). 

8 Syr. sthithda. 4 See op. cit., pp. 245 and 373. 

° See op. cit., pp. 247 and 373. 6 See op. cit., pp. 247-8 and 373. 

Cc2 
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What then? A mere man is Christ, O blessed Paul? No; 

but ‘a man on the one hand is Christ in flesh, in the divinity 

on the other hand God over all’. 

X. Fragm. 300. Ax homily delivered by Nestorius against 
the Theopaschitans : As in regard to the abuses | uttered] against 
the true and natural union—as that which we? say: that the 

flesh vanished and was transformed by the nature of the 
Word, as an eddy of water which the sea swallows up—as 

Nestorius himself says: A statue without bulk of water, 

which vanishes at once in the vastness of the sea.” 

XII, Fragm. 297. And in the homily which ts inscribed 
‘The kingdom of heaven is like unto a certain king which 

made a banquet for his son’, and soon; and about the [ncarna- 

tion, of which the commencement ts: Fearful and pleasant is 

the trumpet for the reading of the Gospel. TZhzs he wrote. 
The union then of the natures is not divided: the ousztas 

of these, which are united, are divided. This [consists] not 

in the annulling ° of the union but in the understanding of the 

flesh and of the divinity. Hear the same clearly:’ Christ ® 
is indivisible in that [he is] Christ ® but double ?° in that [he 
is] God and man; in the sonship simple, [but] double 1! in that 
which he has put on and in that which is put on; sole in 
the prosdpon of the Son, [but], as in [the case of] the two 
eyes,'* dissimilar in the natures of the divinity and of the 

humanity; for we know not two Christs or Sons or an 
original and a new only-begotten, nor a first and a second 

Christ, but one and the same who is visible in nature created 

and not created.}° 

Fragm. 308. For we know not two Christs or Sons or 

only-begottens or Lords; nor one and another Son nor an 

1 See op. cit., pp. 248 and 373. 2 Viz. the Monophysites. 

> See of. cit., pp. 131 and 374. 4 Matt. xxii, 2 (Pesh.), 
5 Fragm. 221: divided, not in the annulling. 

6 Fragm, 221: in the consideration of the divinity and of the humanity. 

7 Fragm., 221: very evidently indeed. 8 Fragm, 241: and Christ. 

® Fragm, 221: in that he is Christ. 10 Fragm. 221; twofold. 
11 Fragm, 221 and 241: but double. 

12 Fragm. 221: as in [the case of ] two eyes. 
18 See op. cit., pp. 279-80 and 374. Fragm. 241 has ovv@eros in the margin 

against ‘double’ and dwxds against ‘twofold’ (v. /.). 
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original and a new only-begotten nor a first and a second 

Christ, but one and the same who is visible in the invisible 

and the visible nature. Can a man, when he hears these 

things, say that something else was said by him and by those 

at Chalcedon and by Leo? For openly he is bold and knows 

the same Christ who is visible in the invisible and the visible 

nature nor has said two Christs and two sons and Lords. 

And the Council of Chalcedon said: ‘One and the same 

‘ Christ, son, lord, only-begotten, in two natures, not change- 

‘ably, not confusedly, not divisibly.’? 

Fragm. 312. For we know not two Christs or two sons or 

Lords nor original and new only-begotten nor a first and 
a second Christ but one and the same, who is visible in the 

uncreated and the created nature.” 

Fragm. 292. Christ in that [he is] Christ is not divided ; 
for we have not two Christs or two sons, for there is not with 

us a first and a second Christ nor one and another, nor again 
one son and again another; but the son is double not by 

authority but by nature. And again: Preserving then with- 

out confusion the adherence of the natures.? 

Fragm. 285. Who is visible in the created and the uncreated 

nature.” 

Fragm. 287 is identical except for the omission of one 

enclitic pronoun. 

XIV. Fragm. 262-264. From another homily which ts called 

‘the Explanation of the Teaching’, of which the commencement 

is this: Not with clamour do I judge the love which is toward 

me but with longing for the teaching of the faith.* 

Fragm. 262. And after other things: Again,I say it clearly: 

not an ordinary danger is ignorance of the teaching of the 

faith. And I see that many indeed in our assemblies have 

modesty and ardent piety but slip out of ignorance respecting 

the teaching of the faith. But this is no rebuke for the people 

but—[to speak] as one who will say it suitably—[it is] because 

1 See op. at., p. 375. 2 See of. cit. p. 376. 

3 See op. cit., pp. 281 and 376. * See op, cit., pp. 282 and 376. 
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the teachers have not time to set before you the exact teach- 

ing of the faith... Our Lord Christ then in his divinity is con- 

substantial with the Father and the creator of the blessed 
Mary; for he is the maker of all. But in his manhood he is 

the son of the blessed Mary; yet he is our Lord Christ, who 

is double in his divinity and in his manhood. But for this 

reason also I turn aside from ornate speech because [so] 

I shall be understood by [my] hearers. Our Lord Christ, 
who is double in his divinity and in his humanity, is one Son 

by adhesion. One then is he [who] was born of Mary that 
bare Christ, the Son of God. Many times do I say the same 

things, because [so] thou wilt not again, when thou goest 
forth, calumniate the Word. Remember, I pray, what is said 

by you; for there are many calumniators. I extol praise for 
piety, but I require the Trinity. He then who was born of 
Mary that bare Christ is one Son of God; but the Son of 

God is double in the natures: God and man. Here sharpen 
for me your hearing. For here is a [cause of] trespass for 
them on whom is laid the prosdpon of piety ; for they say that 

the bishop calls Christ a mere man. Then behold! how 
many witnesses [there are] to what is said! Our Lord 
Christ is God and man. I call not Christ a mere man, 
O excellent [man], but one adhering to God the Word.? 

Fragm. 263. And after other things: That then which I 
was saying: ‘I believe in one God ’—that belief possesses the 
common name of the natures: ‘in one God Almighty, maker 

of all things made, visible and invisible. Give heed there- 
fore from here [onwards] with [all] exactness: ‘and in one 
Lord Jesus Christ the Son of God.’ Give heed, I would 
persuade [you], to what is said: The fathers were able 
to say: ‘I believe also in one God the Word the Son of God, 
who was begotten of the Father.’ ? 

And again: The blessed and holy company * of the Fathers 

takes up the name of our Lord Christ and calls him the 
creator of all, consubstantial with the Father. None was 

able to rebuke [thee] and say: ‘Thou sayest that he who 
1 See above, p. 264. 2 See op. cit., pp. 282-4 and 377. 
3 See op. cit., pp. 284 and 377-8. 4 Syr. tégmd = Gk. raypa. 
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‘was born yesterday is consubstantial with the Father. But 
‘the title which has been laid down, which indicates both the 

‘divinity and the humanity—but we mean that of “ Christ” — 
‘makes the fathers hold both of them true. Consubstantial 
‘with the Father is Christ: this is true; for in the divinity 
‘he is eternal, Consubstantial with us [is he] naturally: this 
‘is true; for he too was a man as we also [are]. Again how 
‘many times is exception taken to the saying, if an heretic 
‘is near and says: “ Behold!” he says “man as we also [are]” 

‘and introduces our Lord [as] a mere [man]!’! 

Fragm. 264. Aud after other things: I believe in one Lord 

Jesus Christ the only-begotten Son of God ; for God the Word 

is not distinct from him. 

And after other things: Many times am I forced to say 
the same things. For I fear those who change the words 

‘in one Lord Jesus Christ the only-begotten Son of God who 
was begotten by the Father before all worlds’. Behold! 

thou hast [there] a birth before all worlds. Can what was 
born before all the worlds be born another time? 
And after other things: Give heed to the words. Believe ; 

I lie not in what I say. These things have been said of me 
by some ofthe reverent clergy: ‘My lord bishop is blaming 

God.’ Until I came none of us took notice of the words of 

the bishops of Nicaea, that we are saying these things. 

And after other things: For this reason, where the Word 

is laid down, the birth from a woman is not laid down, but 

[it is laid down] thus: ‘And the Word became flesh’; he 

says not: ‘And the Word was born through the flesh.’ For 

this would have been for us to introduce a second birth of the 

divinity.” 

XXI. Fragm. 306. ‘About the Faith’ or ‘the Deposit of the 

Faith’. But if those Theopaschitans, while holding true the 

religion of Apollinarius, were to say that one nature showed 

itself after the union, is it proper for us with much indignation 

to turn our faces from them because they impiously alienate 

the two natures from their properties in consequence of the 

1 See of. cit., pp. 284-5 and 378. 2 See op. cit., pp. 285-8 and 378. 
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mixture and the confusion? They therefore as far as concerns 

them let neither the divine [nature] in that it [exists] nor 
the human persist in that each one of them falls away from 
its own ousza through the mixture and the confusion and is 

altered into the other. But if they say that the natures are 

of necessity neither mixed nor confused, they are constrained 
to concede not one nature of Christ but two, impassible and 

passible ; and there is established the dogma, accounted true: 
[that the nature] of the Trinity is of the same ousia’ with the 
impassible divinity.” 

Fragm. 216. Not one nature but two are we constrained to 

concede in Christ.® 

Fragm. 215. One and the same which is visible in the nature 

not created and created. . 
And again: Not one nature but two are we constrained to 

concede in Christ.® 

Fragm. 209. But also in the homily which is inscribed ‘About 
the Faith’ or ‘ the Deposit of the Faith’: that which ts the 
commencement thereof we confess, |namely| the dogma ‘ of 
one ousia’. He wrote thus: But if we were to say ... of both 

of them that there are before the union as in a story two 
natures. They are to be understood as if in a temporal 

comparison.® This [it is] which was said by the holy Cyril 
to Nestorius.‘ 

Fragm. 291. ‘ About the Faith’, namely ‘ the Deposit of the 
Faith’. Because in all of them those two natures also, 

complete and not transformed*® nor distinguished, are seen 
in our Lord Christ and every nature acknowledges these things 

[as] its own.... 
And again: In consequence of these which are known as 

one Christ ? in two natures, God and man, the visible and the 

1 Sc. dpoovatos. 2 See op. ctt., pp. 329 and 379. 

8 See op. cii., p. 379. * See op. cit., pp. 330 and 379. 
5 See op. cit., DP. 379. 
® Loofs: wir verstehen, dass es ewet Naturen [seien|] wie in einer Erzahlung 

vor der Einigung, welche ist wie in einer seitlichen Vergleichung. 
7 See of. cit., pp. 329, n., and 379. 

8 Fragm, 224, 228, and 229: confused. ° Fragm, 228 and 229: one son, 
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invisible, he will hold the future judgement.' As there is one 
judge in the two natures,” so also in every one of the natures 
is there one Son, because according to the decision of the 
Apostles that invisible [nature], God the Word, is about to 
hold the judgement in a visible man whom he has raised even 
from the dead; and there is one judge in every one of the 

natures, just as also [there is] one Son in the two natures.® 

Fragm. 277 is identical with Fragm. 291. 

Fragm. 224. And each one acknowledges these things as 
its own. And in another place: What we have also laid down 

among the things which have been examined before: one 
and the same which is visible in the uncreated and the created 
nature.* 

Fragm. 223. One and the same which is visible in the 
uncreated and the created nature; and because in everything 

those two natures also, complete and not confused and not 

far apart, are seen in our Lord Christ and every one acknow- 

ledges these things [as] its own. . . .# 

Fragm. 228. But one and the same which is visible in the 

uncreated and the created nature.* 

Fragm, 229. And again in another homily which ts inscribed 
‘On account of the Faith’, namely ‘the Deposit of the Faith’ 
of which the commencement is: ‘ We confess the dogma “ of one 

ousia ”, Nestorius [says|: Because in all of them... .° (con- 
tinued as in Fragm. 291). 

Fragm.280. Concerning Nestorius’ having said ‘one prosopon 

out of two [natures|’: his own [words| from the homily which 

is called ‘ Concerning the Faith’. For harm was not done to 

the uniqueness of the Son by the diversity of the natures. 

But in such wise as the corruptible body is one thing and 

further the immortal soul is another thing, yet one man is 

constituted of them both, so from the mortal and the im- 

mortal, from the corruptible and from the incorruptible, and 

from what is subject to beginning and from the nature which 

1 Loofs: wird das eukiinftige Gericht abhalten. 

2 Fragm, 228 and 229: in each one of the natures, 

8 See op. cit., pp. 330 and 380. * Secop.cit.,p. 380. ° See op. cit., pp. 380-1. 
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has no beginning, that is of God the Word, I confess one 

prosopon of the Son.! 

XXII. Fragm. 256. rom another homily which ts inscribed 
‘Concerning the Learning’, of which the commencement ts 
this: Behold! already the time of the holy mysteries is nigh. 
And after other things: One is the temple which was made 
by the Holy Spirit and another is God, who sanctifies the 

temple; and the one indeed can be destroyed, while the other 
accepts not [its] destruction but even restores that which is 
destroyed, him who is hung upon the cross and after three 

days is built anew.’ 

XXIII. Fragm. 314. From the homily which ts iscribed 

‘When the |passage|: How many times, if my brother sins 
against me, shall I forgive him? is read:’* But I, that is the 

person * of the Church for all of them,> unto whom I speak, 

before every man,° lay down’ one and the same, naming 

Christ a whole® God and a whole* man, natures which are 

not mixed? but which are united.!° 

Fragm. 289. lz the homily which ts inscribed ‘About the 

| passage]: The kingdom of heaven (was) ts likened unto a certain 
king’ and so on, he said thus: But I, that is the person* of 

the Church, for all of them unto whom I speak say the same 
unto every man, naming whole man and whole God, natures 

which are not mixed but which are united.! 

XXIV. Fragm. 265-267. From another homily, of which 

the commencement ts this: Although there is among men some 

great vehemence of impiety. ... 

1 Or: that is, I confess that God the Word [is] one prosopon of the Son 

(Loofs). See of. ctt., pp. 330-1 and 381. 

2 See of. cit., pp. 331 and 381. 
8 Matt. xviii. 21 Fragm. 228 (as introduction): for he said in another book of 

his. Fragm. 217: as Nestorius has written. 

* Syr. parsépha (= Gk. rpdowmor). 

5 Fragm, 228: those ; Fragm. 230 and 294: these. 

6 Fragm. 228: before all of them. 
7 Fragm. 228 : I propose ; Fragm. 217: I prove. 8 Fragm. 228 : complete. 

° Fragm. 228: divided. 

10 Fragm, 228: not mixed but united. See op. cit, pp. 332 and 382. 

il See op. ctt., p. 383. 
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Fragm. 265. And after other things: For there was seen 
by him, I say, an angel from heaven which strengthened him ; 

but it strengthened him as many times as the picture of 
agony * was stirred up in our Lord who alone could [suffer] 
in the sufferings of him who was visible. And after other 

things: This one thing thou lackest only, that thou shouldest 
be led as a lamb to the slaughter and be silent as a sheep 
before the shearer. This is the summit of thy [qualities| 
illustrious and divine and the height of honours worthy of 

adoration and the great mystery of the victories over Satan. 
For when thou tastest death, thou dost cause death to die, 

when thou goest down to Sheol, thou dost liberate the dead ; 

when thou art crucified with robbers, through these thou dost 
seize the day of sinners. Thou desirest not, O Lord, death 

which is victorious; the cross [it is] which fills a short 
time, death fills a time, the grave three days. But the 
lordship of an everlasting kingdom in heaven—these are 
after the grave. All these things, O Theopaschitan, thou 
makest into parables and into ‘he suffered an impassible 

suffering ’, as thou sayest. For he who suffers impassibly has 

no need of things to strengthen him; for why should it have 

been required that he who suffers not with suffering should 

need strengthening ? * 

Fragm. 266. And after unimportant things: For just as is 

my opinion concerning the suffering, such also is it concerning 

the resurrection; as [is the doctrine] that thou givest death 

to be destroyed, which is the truth, so is this: that thou 

givest also the resurrection which has destroyed death. For 

if the suffering of the divinity is an impassible suffering, so is 

the destruction of the suffering an indestructive destruction. 

For with the newness of the words [spoken] by them con- 

cerning the teaching of the faith I am forced to coin new 

words for new terms.” 

Fragm. 267. And after other things: Why are you dis- 

turbed and [why] do thoughts arise in your hearts? See my 

eR Us Cie te 2 Syr. ’agénd (=Gk. dyav, dywvia). 

8 Cp. Isaiah liii. 7, Acts vili. 32. 4 See op. cit., pp. 332-3 and 383-4. 

5 See op. cit., pp. 333-4 and 384. 
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hands and my feet, that [it is I who| have come; touch me 
and see. A spirit has not flesh and bones as ye see that 
I have. Why then, in letting the hands and feet of him who 
suffered be felt and teaching therefrom the resurrection as 

he has commanded, dost thou touch the nature that cannot 

be touched as though it has suffered? Why changest thou 
the sacrifice of the Lord? Why dost thou sacrifice instead 

of the lamb him who has raised up the sheep that was slain ? 
Instead of the sheep thou slayest the divinity which has 

accepted the sacrifice of the sheep. If thou slayest the divinity 
as a sheep, thou -makest the power of the sacrifice a dead thing. 
For this reason had John, when he saw our Lord, said: ‘ Be- 

hold! the Lamb of God, * not: ‘Behold! the lamb God.’ For 

he who is visible is the lamb and he who is concealed is God. 

These | properties] of the natures are distinguished. 

And after other things: As lord of the hosts of the angels 
with God the Word is he who is visible; for he has given 

him, he says, a name which is more excellent than all names, 

that at the name of Fesus every knee shall bow of those in 
heaven and of those on earth, and so on.® But with him 

who [was] visible God the Word was not strengthened by 
the voice of an angel at the season of the suffering. The 

flesh possessed with God the Word the authority of a judge; 
for God, he says, has appointed a day wherein he will judge 

the world in justice in the man whom he hath appointed, 
giving the faith to every man in that he has raised him from 

the dead 

XXV. Fragm. 257. From another homily, of which the 

commencement was:° All hearts which longing for God has 

seized beforehand and which none of the things which are 

of this world either afflict or elate. ... 

And after other things: If he said: ‘Who was born of 

Mary?’ I return answer unto him at once: ‘The man who 

adheres to God, the man who is honoured above all men on 

account of God who adheres to him. 

1 Lk, xxiv. 38-9. ibe jn Pe YE? + PML oa, ', TO. 
* Acts xvil, 31. See op. cit., pp. 334-5 and 384-5. 

5 Fragm. 313 : from the homily. 6 Fragm, 313: is. 
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And again: I have said ‘the Son’ and I have confessed 
the two brief | phrases], both ‘the created nature’ and ‘the 
uncreated ’. The power of the Lord’s flesh and of his divinity 
[is] the same’; the same is the adoration of him who appears 
and of him who appears not. 

And after unimportant | things|: But both of them! have 
one and the very same authority. The angels therefore see him 

who appears and with him adore him who is concealed in him 

who appears ; for there is no distinction | of him] from him who 
appears with honour but only in the property of the nature.? 

Fragm. 302. For that unjust man in the exposition concern- 
ing the | passage\: ‘I have not spoken of mine own will’® and 
so on, wrote thus: The Son is not to be entitled ‘God the 

Word’ distinctly nor yet man distinctly ; for this is indeed 

nothing else than to construct two natures. But the term 

‘sonship’ is common to both the natures. I have said ‘the 

Son’; two natures have I indicated. I have said ‘Christ’ 

and have not divided either of the natures in the sonship.* 

D. FRAGMENTS OF UNCERTAIN LOCATION 

XIV. Fragm. 231. He who said: ‘My God, my God, why 
hast thou forsaken me ?’° was human nature,® O wise man.’ 

Fragm. 237b. And again in another place he said, as I have 

deposed above: Hewho said . . . . was human nature, O wise 

man.° 

XV. Fragm. 210. Zz the homily‘ On account of the Incar- 

nation’ Nestorius wrote thus: I hold then to the two natures 

in the one title ‘ Christ’, because the one’ is not known apart 
from the other.’° 

XVI. Fragm. 242a. For if we were to have said, as Nes- 

torius: A man who, complete in his own Ayfostasis, in honour 

and by mercy only adheres to the Word." 

1 Fragm, 286 and 313: is the same. 2 See op. cit., pp. 335-6 and 385. 
3 Jn. xii. 49. * See of. cit., pp. 336 and 386, 

5 Mt, xxvii. 46. 6 Fragm, 233: the nature of the humanity. 

7 See op. cit., pp. 360 and 387. & See of. ct., p. 907. 

9 Viz. the Word. 10 Viz, the man Christ. See of. cit., pp. 361 and 387. 

11 See op. cit., pp. 361 and 388. 
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XVII. Fragm. 244 a. But, as Nestorius, in predicating two 

natures in one Christ, began: It is known to all of them who 

hear and are willing to speak the truth.’ 

[XVIII]. Fragm. 296. And simultaneously he shows in 
what capacities he calls Christ one, that is, in authority and 
in greatness; for they define the gift of sonship [as] the 
source * of authority.” 

Il. Critical Notes 

P. 3(2). Nau proposes wos ‘of the spirit’ for ..%59, which 

is all that can be read on the MS. 
3 (2), As-the verb 2 ‘gazed upon,’ has no Pa‘el, Mrs. 

Margoliouth suggests Ire ‘intoxicated (by the smoke)’, 7. e. 

asphyxiated. 
6 (4). Read, Jes? ‘what’ for Jes? ‘hand’, which yields no sense 

(Bedjan). 

10 (15). Read J,ea> ‘flesh’ for Jz> ‘son’. 

12 (18). Read JANaNoko for JRSaoKo0, which is probably a 
misprint. 

16 (23). Read lroate ‘hypostasis’ for casas xumkoi (Nau). 
21 (31-32). The Syriac word bof ‘rations’ being here out 

of place, Nau takes Jvofse here as a derivative of the Greek Cavy 

‘oirdie*. 
22 (32). Nau reads ksom ‘is’ for Jom ‘was’. 
28 (41). The text has .oosnoareS ‘for their hypostasis’, for 

which Nau reads \ooms.0% ‘for their establishing’. 
31 (45). Owing to the difficulty of supplying ‘who suppose’ 

from the context, Nau changes J;oa39 ‘of the flesh’ into qeeamao? 

‘who suppose’, as six lines above, translating it: ‘or who 
suppose the ousia impure through mixture’, 

34 (50). Nau proposes dade ‘in the will’ for huXge ‘in 
revelation ’. 

39 (57). Read JI? ‘but’ for do ‘and not’ (Bedjan). 
45 (66). Read \as-ms ‘they rend asunder’ for .aszay ‘they 

make empty’ (Bedjan). 

1 See op. cit., pp. 361 and 388, 

> Literally : head. 

3 See op. cit., pp. 361 and 388; according to Loofs this fragment is a reference 

to, not a quotation from, Nestorius’ own words. 
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53 (78). Read oom ‘he has given’ for aso~ ‘ they have given ’, 
as the sense requires; cp. p. xiii. 

56 (83). Read obhasjmsksas ‘in his Incarnation’ for 
ohasgmsk.o ‘and his Incarnation’ (Nau). 

59 (86). The text has hasss9 : soso ‘and the spirit; of man’, 
wrongly dividing the clauses and substituting hes.sy ‘of man’ 
for kayasy ‘of holiness’ (Bedjan). 

60 (87). The text has JAS» .sSs ‘without a king’ with a v./. 
JANso .SS> ‘without counsel’, for which Nau proposes \s> 
kaNs0 ‘counsellor’ (cp. Is. ix. 6). 

63 (92). Read JhasssoKass ‘of obedience’, as above, for 

JlLasssoWasoo ‘and obedience’. 

72(r106). Read JhasSssa\ ‘for the introduction’ for Jla.NsaaS 

‘for the exaltation’ (Bedjan). 
81 (119). The text has iso ‘the nature’; V., according to 

Bedjan’s Errata on p. 630, reads jis ‘the natures’. 
85 (124). V. reads eawh/ ‘united’ for gebh? ‘caught’. 
89 (129). The text has ‘the nature of him (659) who is the 

exaltation’, which Nau adopts; V. has: ‘that (6) nature which 
is the exaltation’. | 

90 (130). The text has Js>099 ‘of morals’, for which Nau reads 

Jsasy9 ‘of administrators’. 
93 (134). If with the text oS (fem.) is read, ‘whose’ refers to 

the soul; if oS (masc.), the reading of V., is followed, ‘whose’ 
refers to the body. 

98 (150). The text has se ‘knowing’, for which Nau pro- 
POSES Sees ‘known’; cp. p. 345 (473). 

100 (154). Read sooks/ ‘he is’ for gare / ‘thou art’ (Nau). 
104 (159). The text has yhig/ ‘thy letters’, for which V. reads 

ghis ‘thy letter’, which Nau adopts. 
105 (160). For ‘the fear (Mw?) of God’, the reading of the 

text, V. has ‘the mother (1,44) of God’. 
106 (161). Read ;x/ ‘{I) sa ’ or ‘sayest (thou)’ (ptep.), as 

Nau translates it, for :/ ‘say’ (impt.). 
139 (205). Nau proposes ‘by confirmation (gedaols Ji30a5) of 

those things’ for ‘sincerely’ or ‘in truth (qSsh> Jira>) by 

means of those things’. 

139 (206). Nau proposes J,5 ‘inventing’ for }.5 ‘creating’. 

155 (227). The text has h;aa ‘thou hast supposed’; V. and 

S. read ;a00 (impt.) ‘suppose’, which Nau adopts. 

162 (238). V. reads: ‘the very own hypostasis of his nature 
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(o4.99)’ for the text, which has ‘his own hypostasis and his 
nature (lu..0)’. 

182 (266). For ‘not from (gx) the ousia of God the Word 

was it changed’, the reading of the text, V. has: ‘the ousza of 

God the Word was not indeed (gx) changed’. 
187 (140). Read olLaia sso «so ‘and from his teachings’ for 

ohoaiaSso ¢2©? ‘which were from his teachings’ (Bedjan). 

204 (285). The text reads \soo ‘thus’, for which Nau appears 

to substitute lye ‘the former’. 
224 (312). Read hasaso LaX ‘with Christ’, as on Syr., p. 310, 

for furaaso aS ‘not Christ’ (Nau). 

235 (327). Read Jhases;sks09 ‘of the Incarnation’ for 
Jhasburdhy ‘of the Trinity’ (Bedjan). 

242 (335). The Syriac text has only: ‘how is he an act which 
is with the Father and the Son and falls not short of them in 

anything?’ The translator, having passed over from Jas 
‘slave’, which he omitted, to J7Asx ‘work’, continued from 

there, reading only és yap ety 76 peta ratpods Kal viod epyalopevov 

(JsAs) ‘work’ being a mistake for Jsas. ‘working’), and then 
by another mischance omitted also ay Lyroty tis Tas Tod TvevparTos 
TUEELS ELPNTEL. 

243 (336). The text has J,a.% ‘act’, as on the preceding page, 
for which Bedjan proposes to read Jeans. ‘slave’. 

255 (353). The text has .aasohesy ‘that they should rely 
upon’, which is impossible with the preposition gs ‘from’ 

and yields here no satisfactory sense; Bedjan therefore proposes 
yasno hens and takes qx» pokeo/ in the sense of the Greek 

dro-cynpatilerar ‘divests of the monastic habit’, which must 

be translated reflexively : ‘that they should divest themselves of’. 
275 (379). Read Joo yy ‘have judged’ for Joows ‘that he 

should become’, dividing differently the words in the text (Nau). 
276 (380). Nau proposes Wo ‘and... not’ for Ii? ‘but’. 
283 (390). Read fu? LaS ke? ‘brother to brother’, almost as 

above, in place of Juw LaS Jaw ‘living man to living man’ (Nau). 
283 (390). Nau appears to read ‘when thou wast summoned 

(K\.0—pass.) to an Oecumenical Council’ for ‘when thou wast 

summoning (\.;o—act.) an Oecumenical Council’; cp. Ndldeke, 
Syriac Grammar, § 64. 

284 (392). Read sao ‘he received’ for aNSas ‘they received’ 
(Bedjan) ; cp. p. xiii. 
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292 (403). Read with S. and C. Shoo ‘and the Articles’; 
V. has Sho ‘of the Articles’, which Nau appears to adopt in 
his translation : sans ccrire les chapitres. 

294 (405). For woolsh Jiwols cooks{s ‘who in ousia is both 
of them’ (sc. of the owsias) read probably, as below, sookals 
eM Lil wa.cools ‘who is in both ouszas’. 

297 (410). The text has Lixols god ‘as thou hast said’, for 

which V. has hzsoly wey, ‘as I said’, in accordance with the 

Greek ; see p. 357 (489). 
312 (430). Read sx{y ‘that I say’ or, with Nau, Lisdly ‘that 

I have said’ for oly ‘that he has said’, the reading of the text. 

315 (434). The text has ost) Jha..ssoy hradao ‘a distinction 
of remoteness of hands’, i.e. a distinction consisting in a 
differentiation of functions, for which Nau proposes to read hiasao 

Waa ¢ Mlastassas une separation qui att leu a Patde des mains. 

317 (436). For maao/ ew? ad ‘but Acacius does not (do so)’ 
Nau proposes to read maao/ p>? of ‘or with Acacius’. 

320 (439). Read waasol> for lwols, the same error as that 

on p. 294 (405). 
326 (448). Read o> (masc., referring to ‘nature’) for o5 

(fem., referring to ‘the divinity’ ?). 
328 (451). Read ‘Kas? ‘thou hast taught’ for KaS? ‘I have 

taught’ (Nau). 
343 (470). Read maSaaikikeooams ‘in Constantinople’ for 

wamo\> ‘in Ephesus’ (Bedjan). 
345 (473). Read brass ‘beloved’ for bsaus ‘loving’ (Bedjan) ; 

cp. p. 98 (150). 

346 (474). Read of ‘indeed’, as above, for of ‘or’ (Nau). 

349 (478). Read omns ‘he cast aside’ for ose, ‘he likened’ 

(Bedjan). 

356 (488). Bedjan proposes ‘that he should openly (MukSgy) 

say’ for ‘he should lyingly (NJkQy) say’, the reading of the 

text; this gives an easier construction, by inserting » ‘that’, 

and is in harmony with the Greek in the following passage 

(v. infr.). Cp. Engl., p. 356 (Syr., p. 489). For Jlxy pes ‘some- 

thing false’, the reading of S., which is given in the text, V. 

and C., following the Greek, have Jlx.y pps ‘something which 

was open’. 
357 (489). Read Lss0/ ‘T have said’ for ):29/.‘thou hast said’ ; 

see p. 297 (410). 
2715 bd 
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360 (493). Read fu? ‘I’ for jse ‘this’ (Bedjan). 
365 (501). The Syriac text has kosase ‘and into fortresses’ 

or ‘ fastnesses’, a word otherwise known only from citations in 

the lexicographers (Payne-Smith, Zhes. Syr. i. 620), for which 
Bedjan proposes to read }.a56 ‘and in crevices (in the rocks)’, a 

word in Syriac also cited only from lexicographers (of. c7t., i. 453). 

378 (519). Read nus ‘he feared’ for ads» ‘they feared’ 

(Bedjan) ; cp. p. xiii. 

379 (520). For the unknown watassjass ‘Muzicanus’ Bedjan 

proposes kuK\.sas0 ‘Mauretania’ and Nau tentatively [busca | 
‘ Lusitania’. 

III. Zhe word mpébcwrov. 

THE original meaning of the word zpdcwmov is face, visage, 
countenance. It is also used in classical Greek as equivalent to 

mpotwreiov, a mask, and so for a dramatic part, or character. 

Other classical usages are front (as opposed to back), outward 
appearance, beauty. When used to denote a person, it is always 

simply ¢he person as regarded from the outside, not the inner ego 
or personality. 

In the Septuagint, the word is confined to translating Hebrew 
words signifying face, or parts of the face used for the whole. It 
is used both literally of the human face, and metaphorically of 
the surface of anything.’ 

In the New Testament zpécwror is used for face (both literally 
and metaphorically), for the outward appearance or surface (e.g. of 

the heavens or the earth), and so for person in such phrases as 
od yup Br€reas cis tpdcwrov avOpwrwv (Mt. xxii. 16); od AapPBaves 

arpocwrov (Lk, xx. 21); Oavpalovres rpdowrov (Jude 16). Three 

passages in 2 Corinthians should be quoted: (1) wa é« zoAdGv 
TPOTWTHV TO Eis NMAS XapLTpa di TOAAGY edbyapirTnOA b7rep Hpov (1. IT). 

Here zpocdrwv seems to mean simply people ; (2) Kexapirpar, et tr 

Kexdpiopat, Ov bpas ev mpoodrw Xprorov (il. 10}—in the presence of 

Christ ; (3) zpos dwticpov THs yvooews THs SoéAs Tov Geod ev tpocwTw 

Xpwcrod (iv. 6). Here the stress seems to be laid on the function 

of Christ as the visible revelation of the glory of God (cp. v. 4 6s 
eat eikov TOV Oeor). 

In the Apostolic Fathers the usages are similar to those in the 

1 The following list of the Hebrew equivalents is given by Hatch and Redpath : 

AN, ANW, OY, OB, DH, ONS, 
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New Testament. The passages in which the word means person 
are as follows: [ordous] iv 6dtya tpdcwra rporerh Kal avladn... 

efexavoav (Clem. Rom. i. 1); éxxAnoiav 8 &v 7) dv0 rpdcwra oractd- 

few (Ld. xvii. 6); ev tots zpoyeypappévors rpoodmros TO wav rARO0s 

eHedpnoa év miata kal Hydrnoa (Ignatius, Magn. vi. 1); éxlytioets 

Kad ipéepay TA mpdcwra tov ayiwv (Did, iv. 2; Lp. Barn. xix. 10); 

od AnWyn tpdcwrov eA€ySau ert wapamtdépacw (Did. iv. 3; Ep. Barn. 

xix. 4). Elsewhere the word means face, surface, or outward 

appearance. 

In the Apologists Justin Martyr and Theophilus there appears 
an extension of the dramatic use of the word which is afterwards 

common ; it is used to denote the person represented by another, 

especially in biblical exegesis. Thus dé zpocumov tod rarpos 

edexOnoav da “Hoatov . . . olde ot Adyou (Just. Apol. I. xxxvil. 1); 

56 "Hoatas os ard mpoowrov tév amootodwy . . . Aéyer (Ld. Dial. c. 

Tryph. xlii); 6 Adyos ... dvadapBavwv ro tpdcwrov tod Tatpds 

(Theophilus, ad Aut. ii. 22). In this last passage zpdcwrov is 
clearly not used technically of a ‘person’ of the Trinity. It is 
so used by Pseudo Justin Martyr, but the fact that that writer 
also uses trdcracts in the same sense shows his later date: ro 
"Ayéwyrov kat Tévvytov Kai éxropevtdv ov« ovalas SyAwtiKa onmavTiKa 

d€ Tav trootdcedy éoTW' ikava yap Hpi diakpweiv TA Tpdocwra, Kal THY 

Ilarpds kai Yiod kat dyiov Uvevtparos idialdvrws Seuxvier troctacw 

(Exp. Rect. Conf. iii; cp. Resp. ad Orth. xvii, cxxix, CXXxix). 
Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria make no advance in their 

use of the word, but two passages from the latter are worth 

quoting as they refer to the Incarnation: 6 @etos Adyos . . . TO 
dvOpwrov mporwretov dvadaBov Kat capi dvarAacdpevos TO TwTHpLov 

Spapa ths dvOpwrdrytos brexpivero (Protrept. xx, 109, 3); ot de “dia 

Tavros TO mpdcwrov Tod TaTpds BA€rovew”’,’ mpdcwrov b€ Tarpos 6 

vids, 80 08 yvwpilerar 6 watnp (Excerpt. ex Theod. x. 6). In the 

former of these zpocwzetov, Not tpdcwror, is used. 

The ordinary meanings of face, outward appearance, dramatic 

part, and person appear in Origen as in his predecessors,’ but 

there are also passages which seem the extension of zpdcwzov to 

denote the inner mental and spiritual characteristics of per 

sonality. A metaphorical use of the literal sense of face, as 

1 Mt. xviii. 10. 

2 These meanings remain in constant use throughout ; no further references 

will be given for them, except for special reasons, 

Dd 2 
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es “a » , ~ ra ~ e a \ , ae ETIKELTAL TH EVOOV TpOTWTW, (TO) HYELOVLKa Huav, TO KaAVPpA Kal 7 

atiyia (Hom. in Jer. v. 9) may possibly have been the starting- 

point of this development, which is carried further in two 
passages of Origen himself and in one possibly quoted from 
Heracleon: xara 70 tepatixov Kat AevitiKov Tpdcwrov eatt pe 7)LEpO- 

tyTos TH Aeyopeva (Comm. in Loh. vi. 8'); “Opnpos pev év roddois 

Cavalera, tTHphoas TA TOV Hpwwv Tpdcwra, STola adTa tréHeTO ar 

apyns (c. Cels, vil. 36); 16 SC Edy py onpeia Kai tépara (dnte, od 7 

murtevonte”” AéyecOal pyow oikeiws mpos TO TOLOVTOV TpPOTWwIoV OL Epywv 

iow éxov kai dv aicOnoews reerOar Kat ody Adyw miaTevew (Comm. 

mm Loh. xiii. 60). There is possibly a similar use in the 

apocryphal Acts of Andrew: idov 76 abv rpocwrov év TH otaia cov 

(Act. Andr. vi). 

The regular use of the word in Trinitarian doctrine begins 

with the Monarchian controversies. Hippolytus quotes Callistus 
as teaching that the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are & 

4 > 4 , Pb. , , / ‘\ €.7 > 2 Ss e€ 

mpoacwrov: od yap, pyaiv, ép® dvo Oeovs, maTépa Kat vidv, GAN’ Eva. 6 

yap ev ait® yevopmevos tatip mpocAaBdpevos tiv adpKxa eeoroincev 

Evwoas EaUTO Kal éroinoev Ev, OS KaXeloOan Tarépa Kal vidv eva Hedv, Kal 

TovTo ev Ov mpocwrov py SvvacOar elvar dvo, Kal ovTws Tov TaTépa 
, A €a, Ce ae , , \ D , Loa ovpmetovOévat To vio ob yap Gere A€yey TOV maTépa TeToVOEvaL Kat ev 

> / > > 3 A % > \ / / €. 3 / 

elvat tpoawrov, (AAX’) expvyety THY eis Tov matepa BAaodnplay 6 avontos 
\ 4 e »” / / / y / A ied Kal trouktXos, 6 avw Kdtw oyedialov BArAacdypias, va povov Kata THs 

dAnbeias A€yew Soxy, Tore pev eis TO DaBeAXiov Odypa eurimtuv, wore Oe 
> \ / > > ~ 4 A , / e ‘\ 

eis TO Mcoddrov ovk aidetrar (Ref. ix. 12, 18); mvedua yap, pyoiv, 6 Geds 
> ¢ / > \ \ / Ni LE / SS \ / a > - ovxX ETEpoV eat Tapa Tov Adyov 7) 6 AOyos Tapa Tov Oedv. Ev oiv TovTO 

mpoowrov, ovopat. pev pepildopevov, ovaia db od (Ref. x. 27. 4). 

Hippolytus himself uses the word of the distinctions within the 
Trinity: dvo pev otk épd Oeor's, dAN’ 7) Eva, Tpdcwra dé dvo, oikovopiav 

dé tpitnv, THY xXapw Tov ayiov IIvevparos. rarip pev yap els, tTpdTwTa 

dé dvo, dre Kal 6 Yids, 70 de tpirov 7d ayvov Tvedua (c. haer. Noet. xiv). 

Two passages from Eusebius are similar: és dé éravetvwoev 

EQUTOV UTHKOOS YEVOoMEVOS TO TaTpl; TO yap braxovew TOvde THE SvEiy 

yévoir’ av rpocwrwv rapactatixov (De Eccl. Theol. i. 20); tore peév 

Xpiorod mpoowrov, TOT O€ TvEvpaTos ayiov, TOTE dé TOD ext TaVTwY Oeod 

HV Sia TOD tpopytov xpynparilov (Dem. Ev. v. 13. 2). : 

In one passage Eusebius uses zpdcwrov for a human person 

with direct reference to mental and spiritual qualities: évretfev 

1 But possibly in this passage the word only means ‘characteristic manner’ 
as seen from the outside. 
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Oppopevos kat 6 THY Tavapetov codpiav eis aitod mpdcwmrov dvabels ery 
tr. (Praep. Ev. xi. 7. 521 d). 

Cyril of Jerusalem interprets the zpdcwmov of Ps. civ. 15 as 
meaning 70 tis Wuy7js . . . tpoawrov (Myst. iv. 9). 

Eustathius of Antioch, in speaking of the Trinity, says puis 
Opoovatos, pia Yedtys év TplowW mpoTwros Kal togTACETL KNpUTTETAL 

(All. ad Const., Migne, P. G. L. xviii. 676A). This use of the 
word is a common formula in the fourth century, and is found 
in the Creed of Sirmium: do zpdcwra . . . matpds Kat viod 

(Hardouin i. 705 c). Athanasius denies that the Father, the Son, 

and the Spirit are &v zpdécwzov (Migne, xxvi. 740 8B), and speaks 
of an Arianizing creed as tpia épodoyotvtes mpaypatra Kat Tpia 
mpocwra tov Ilatpos kat tod Yiotv Kat rod ayiov Uveviparos cata Tas 

ypapas (Migne, xxvi. 729 B). But, on the other hand, the word can 

still be used in its non-technical sense so that Athanasius, in 
citing Jn. xiv. 9 (6 éwpaxas ewe édpaxe Tov warépa), can speak of the 

Son as zpocwrov tod watpos (In Psalm, xx. 7). Cp. wa... xat 

ep nuas petayayy TO mpdacwmrov Tod warps (Ln Psalm. xxii.1). The 

old usages of the word for person represented, or person referred 
fo, persist, @.2. €k wpoowmov Tod ‘Iycot Aéya (Exp. Lid. iii), ra 

mpocwma .. . TOV yeypappevwv epervav (De Decr. Nic. Sym. xiv). 

omer! «Ar. livs,/n Psalm. il, 14, xiv. 2, xv. 8; Lp. ad 
Marcellin vii. In one passage tpdcwrov seems to mean Position 
in the eyes of the world: xatpod Kat rpoowrov rpddacis etAKvoev adTov 

roaita ypawar (De Sent. Dion. iv). The predominance of this 
meaning of person as seen from the outside is interesting when it 
is noticed that there appear for the first time in Athanasius 
passages concerning the Incarnation which, in their use of the 
word zpdécwrov, seem to prepare the way for the later language 

of Nestorius: 7a yap Tod cdépatos adtod eis TO abrod tpdcwrov A€yeTat 

(Lib. de Inc. et c. Ar. ii); 10 Kowov dorep tpoowrov ris avOpwrornros 

dvakaBav Tovs mpos @eov kat ILarépa mrovetrat Adyous ({n Psalm. xv. 1); 

oKore po. waAw TO THS GvOpwrdTHnTOs TpoTwrov ev XpicT@ Tapaxadodvv 

drahAdrrecOa Tov tracpatwv ({n Psalm. xxii. 1). Such language 

is definitely repudiated in Athanasian works of doubtful authen- 

ticity: 6 5& dvOpwros ev mpdcwrov ... dd TE TvEvpaTos Kal GapKds® 

kata d¢ TO duolwpa adrov vontéov Tov Xpiotov eva Kal ov Ovo mpoowra 

(Dub. de Incarn. i); Xpurros &v mpocwmrov extw auvTebev ek Meod Kat 

avOpwrdrntos os was avOpwros 5 kowos €k wou kal Aoyikod (De S. Lrin. 

Dial. v, Migne, P. G. L. xxviii. 1277 A). 
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As might be expected the word occurs in Basil most frequently 
in connexion with Trinitarian doctrine. He is mainly concerned 

to assert, as against the Sabellians, that each zpécw7oy in the 
Trinity implies a distinct irocracts, €. g. xpi) Exactov mpdcwrov ev 

broardce: GAnOuwy trapyov dpodoyelv (Ep. ccx. 5.317 A); of d€ ravrov 

A€yovres ovciav Kal trdctacw, avayKalovTat Tpocwra povov éuoXoyeiv 

duaopa, kal év TO mepiictac0ar A€yew TpEls brooTAcels, ebpiaKoVTUL pI 

pevyovtes TO TOD ZaPedALov Kakdv, Os Kal abtos ToAAAXOD GvyXewv TV 

evvolayv, emixelpel Ovatpely TA TPOTHTA, THY aiTHY trocTacW A€ywv mpods 

THY ExdoTOTE TapeuTintoveay ypelav petacxynpatiler Oar (Ep. ccxxxv. 6. 

3648). A passage in Adv. Eunomium V, which at first sight 

appears curious, probably means that St. Paul and the prophets 

when rightly understood proclaim the doctrine of the Trinity 
when only mentioning any one Person: Tpidda tiv povdda Kypio- 

govres, GAN’ évoryTa OedtyTos €iddTes, év Evt TpOTdTYH Ta Tpla KnpVaTOVEL 

(315 B). Besides this frequently recurring use of the word, it is 

also found in Basil with its older meanings of face, person repre- 

sented, person referred to, and dramatic character. He refers to 
the Jewish interpretation of zoujcwpev dvOpwrov in Gen. i. 26 as 

follows: zoAAd, faci, éorl Ta tpdcwra mpos ods 6 Aoyos yéyove Tod 

@eov. rots dyyéAous yap A€yet Tots Tapéotwow aito (fTex. ix. 6. 87 E). 

The only reference to inner personality is a metaphorical use of 
mpoawrov as face: avaykn... Tov atodavovra ... dvactnvat dua THs év 

XpisT@ . . . XAplTOS, Kal pyKeri dia TAS GpapTias TO TPOTwWTOV TOD ecw 

avOparov ws mpoaKavpa xUtpas éxew (De Bapt. i. 10. 636 £). 

What is true of Basil is true of the Gregories. A typical 
Trinitarian passage is ypx) Kal tov éva Oeov typety, Kat tas tpeis 

broaraces Spodoyelv, <ite ow Tpia TpdTwTa, Kal ExdoTHV pETaA THS 

idvorntos (Greg. Naz. Or. xx, Migne, xxxv. 1072 c). The older, 
non-technical, uses are also found. In one passage mental and 

spiritual qualities are implied: dia 70 trav rpoodmwy aéiriurrov 
(Gr. Naz. Ep. ci, M. xxxvil. 177 A); and in one place Gregory of 
Nyssa uses the word non-technically in reference to the Incarna- 
tion : trép THs avOpwrdtyTos TO lOvwov TpOcwrov mpoBadrAdpevos (c. Ar. 

et Sab., M. xlv. 1292 B). 

A very important development is found in Epiphanius. The 
common ancient use of the word in such phrases as a70 zpocwrov 
twos to denote the person in whose name an utterance is made is 
combined with the later Trinitarian use: woAAda éore detfar Ste éx 

mpocwrou Tod Ilarpos éorw ev TH warala diabyKy eipyueva. dAAG Kal éx 
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Tpotwrov Tod Yiod woAAdKts, Kal €K TpoTwWrov TUAW Tod ayiov Uvevpatos 

(Ancor. xxxix, M. xliii. 88 A); ovKére 6€ dd tpoowrov ILatpos povoy, 

ovd€ dd mpoawrov Yiod podvov, dAXAA pecattara TOV Tpoowrwv Harpds Kal 
Yiot dyor.. . (Adv. Haer. II. il. 74, M. xlii. 3258). Further, this 
idiom is applied to the Incarnation in the exposition of the Gospel 
sayings of Christ, with the result that language is used similar 
to that in which Nestorius expounds his Christology: 7i otv, 
gpaciv, eotw 6 Adyos otros ov elev, OTe Océ pov, Meé prov, va Ti pe 

éyxatéXures 3) tive b& od cadés ely OTL ard Tpocwrov Tis abtod évavOpu- 

THTEWSs avOpwroTabas tpoBadrera To pyua (Lb. II. ii. 62, M. xlii, 305¢); 

ci d€ ddvvatov Hv KatacxeOnvat Oia THY OedTyHTA, THs dpa ex rpoorwroV TOD 

avtov Oeorntos Hdvvaro pyOnvar TO Océ pov xtr.; GAN ovTos éx rpoTwrov 

TIS avTOD evavOpwrycews avOpwroTabds edeikvuTo 5 Adyos, va padwpev 

dAnOwas eivar THY EvoapKov Tapovolay, Kal ov dSoxyjcer 7) pavtacia wap 

avtov oixovoynGetoav (Lb. II, ii. 63, M. xlii. 308 c). 

Such language is never found in Apollinarius. For him 
Christ is ¢v zpdcwrov. He only uses the word as a technical 
term, as in the following passages, of which the first two refer 

to the doctrine of the Trinity, the rest to the Incarnation: 
GAXOrpior b€ OK HTTOV Kal ol THY Tpidda pH KaTA GARGEvaV ex TpLOV 

TpoTwrwv opooyovvTes, GAN’ ev provadr TO TpiTAOvY dveBOs Kata civVOeow 

dhavralopevor kal copiav év OG Tov viov ws ev avVOparw Thy avOpwrivnv 

Hyovpevar, Ov Hs 6 avOpwirds eat. aopds, Kat Adyov dpolws TO KaTa 

mpoohopay 7 didvoav eionyovpevor ovdepia irootave. ovde povy 

(Lietzmann,’ p. 167, 18); mpocwrov pev yap éxdorov 76 evar adto 

Kat theotdvar dnror, Gedrys dé watpos tdiov, Kat d7dTe pia TOV TpLOV 

9 Oedrns N€youto, THY TaTpos idiTHTA Tapotoav vid TE Kal TvEvpaTL 

paptruper’ wore ei pev ev Tpial mpordros pia pyOjcerar  Oedrys, Kat 7 

rps Siaf_eBaodrar Kat TO ev od SiaKdrreTaL Kal 1) Tpos TOY TaTépa 

voix? viod Te Kal mvevpatos Evoryns Spodoyeirar’ ei 5€ Kal Tpdgwrov & 

héyer Tis Horep Kal THY OedtyTa piav, ovK éoTW os WY TA dVO &Y TH EL 

(Ib. p. 172, 10); «i yap Odos ayile, ti Td dyafdpevov; «i O cvpmras 

dydlerat, Ti TO ayilov; GAN dpws prddtrov To & TpoTwmov Kal TIV 

dpéepuorov evos Lwov dyAwow TO Te ayraceww kat TO aywlerar Kal’ drov 

réOexev (Ib. p. 189, 14); ei yoov “els” & ex THs dylas wapHEvov TexGeis 

dvopacrar Kat adrés eote “du ov Ta mavTa yeyove”’, pia pias eat, 

éreidiy mpocwrov ev éxov eis Sv0 Siaipeow, eel pyde iia pvors TO TOpa 

kat idia vais 7} Oedryns Kata THv cdpKwow, GAN dorep avOpwros pia 

1 Mt, xxvii. 46. Ae 

2 Apollinaris von Laodicea u. seine Schule, Tubingen, 1904. 
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Pvats, ovTw Kal 6 év duowparte dvOpwrwv yevopnevos Xpiotes (Lb. p. 257, 

14); A€youev d€ Ta dpbdrepa, Kai €€ Oipavod TO OAoV did THY OedryTA Kal 

Ek yuvatkos TO OAOV Sid THV TapKa, OUK ELOdTES OLaipEec TOU EVOS TPOTWTOU 

Ov0E drroTepvovTES TOD Ovpaviov TO yHiVoy Ode TOD yylvov TO ovpdvLOV 

(Lb. p. 259, 10). 
There is no further light on the use of the word to be gained 

from Chrysostom. He makes use of it in many of its common 
non-technical meanings, and also as a technical term in Trini- 

tarian doctrine, e.g. when he speaks of Arius as «is rapadAaynv 
ovoias EAkwv THY ev TOS TpoTwros dtahopav (De Sacerd. iv. 410 A). 

The only passages in which the word occurs in connexion with 
the Incarnation are an obscure reference in Cramer’s Catena, 

where the words dvo rpécwra dexvis Kai Oedv Kat dvOpwrov occur 

(on Heb. i. 8), and a sentence in a spurious treatise : pi) tomonre 

Ovo Tpotw7Tra TO Ev Tpdcwrov TOD Xpicrod (Migne, P. G. L. Ixiv. 35). 

Macarius of Egypt seems to use zpdcwzov for aspect: «is dvo 
Tpocwma voeta. Ta mpaypata (Hom, xxvi. 10); éxxAnoia ev dvot 

TPOTWTOLS VOELTAL. .. TH TVOTHPATL... Kal TH GvyKpipate THS Wry7s. 

Otay ovv eis Tov avOpwrov AapPavyta, éxxAnola éeotiv Orov aidTod 7d 

avyxpyua (ffom. xxxviii. 8). Sometimes he uses it simply to 
mean thing: ra dv0 mpocwra xapis Kal dpaptria (Hon. xl. 7); dvo 

TpocwTra cvvaTTopeva TEAELOV TL TPaypa arepyacerat, olov dVo duabjKar 

- (Hom. xxxii. 6). In Palladius the word occurs once 

meaning type: NGde tpdcwrdv éote THs axtnpoovvys (Migne, P. G. L. 

Ixv. 336 Cc). 

So far the only usages suggestive of that which is common in 
Nestorius have been found in Athanasius and Epiphanius. But 
in Theodore of Mopsuestia, as might be expected, there is an 
exact anticipation of the teaching of Nestorius: orav pev yap ras 
pices Suakpivwpev, TeXclav THY Pio Tod Geod AOyou hapev, Kal TEdeLov 

TO TpOTwrov’ ovde yap ampocwrov €aoTW tTdaTATW EiTetv’ TeAElav OE Kal 

TV TOD avOparov dic, kal TO TpdcTwToV Spoiws’ OTav pévToL emt THY 

cuvadeayv aridwpev, ev Tpdcwmrov TOTe hapev. TOV aiTov bn TpdmoV 

kavtav0a idiav dapev tod Oeod Oyov THv ovciayv, idiav b€ Kal THY TOD 

GvOpurov’ SiaKkexpyrevar yap at pices, ev d€ TO TpdTwWTOV TH Evwret 

amoteAovpevov’ wore KavTat0a oTray pev Tas Pvoets Otaxpive TeipwpeOa, 

TéAeLov TO TpdTwTov phapev Elvat TO TOD avOpwrov, TéAELov SE Kal TO THS 

Gedtntos. <drav d€ mpos THVv evwow amoBAebwpev, TOTE ev eivat TO 

Tpocwrov audw Tas Pvoes KNPUTTOLEV, THS TE GVOpwrdTHTOS TH GeoryTL 
\ lal nn / ~ 

THY Tapa THS KTicEws TiYrV Sexomevyns, Kal THS OedTyTOs ev aity TavTa 
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éexireAovans ta deovta (Lvagm. de Incarn. viii). There is also the 
older non-technical use : diravra pévror Ta 70d Wadrpod ds ex T poowrrov 

Tov Aaod dynow (Lwp. in Ps. xv. 1). 

In Theodoret, the contemporary and friend of Nestorius, 
there is a surprising absence of the Nestorian technical use. 
There is the original meaning of face: zpdcwrov Oeod riyv eiéverav 

Kat THv THs éAevOepias arddoow Kat THY THs Kndepovias ardAnWw (In 

Dan. iii. 41); 7d pev rips érvexetas dredicato tpocwreiov, Ta dé THs 

dvoceBelas éyvpvace tpoowrov (fH. £. ii. 11). There is the technical 

use in Trinitarian doctrine: ri $¢ ye troctacw mpoowmov Twos 

civac SynAwtiKyy, olov 7) TOD waTpds 7) TOD viod i) TOD dyiov mvevparos. 

THV yap irdcTacW Kal TO Tpdcwrov Kal THv idiTyTAa TabTOv onpaivew 

papev Tos Tov ayiwy Tatépwv dpots akoAovboivtes (Dial. i, Migne, 

P.G. L. \xxxiil. 36 A). But of the Incarnation he says: dre pera 
THY evwow évi TpoTuTH Kal TA DWHAG Kal TA TarEeWwa TpogdrTEL 1) Geta 

Tpapy ... modAakis Epynv ws Kal Ta Geta Kal Ta avOpwrea TO ev d€éxeTaL 

TpoTwrov. Ola TOL TOUTO Kal OL TpLTpaKdpLoL TaTEpEs, OTS Sel TLOTEVELW 

cis TOV TaTépa OiddgavTes Kal eis TO TOD Vio Tpdcwrov peTaPavTes, OUK 

clov evOds ‘Kal eis TOV viov Tod Heod”’, Kaito. Atav aKoAoVOov Hv Ta TeEpt 

Jeod Kai marpos eipnKdtos evOds Kai TiV Tod viod Getvar tpoanyopiav® aAX’ 

nBovdnOynoav duov Kal Tov tTHS Oeoroyias Kal Tov THS oikovopias Tyty 

Tapadovvat Aoyov, tva py aAXo pev TO THs Oedtrytos GAXo de TO THs 

avOpwrotntos mpocwrov vopicOy (Dial. iii, Migne, P. G. L. 1xxxiii. 

280 c). 

In Cyril of Alexandria is found almost every sense of the 
word: face (Migne, P. G. L. Ixviii. 236 D); aspect (Id. |xxiv. 
336 a); mask (In Act. Syn. Eph. 218); tmage, representation 

(In Ioh. Comm. 302 c); type (Migne, P. G. L. xviii. 235 D, 285 4, 
Ixix. 596 A); antitype (Id. \xviil. 785 B, Ixix. 5688); the person 
represented by a speaker (In Loh. Comm. 304a; De Inc. Unig. 

qo3a; In Oseam. v. 143¢,d; Ln Psalm. ix. 1, &c.); a person 

in the ordinary colloquial sense (Migne, P. G. L. 1xix. 752 B, Ixxvii. 
169 A). In at least ten passages zpdéowr7oyv is used in its technical 

sense of the doctrine of the Trinity, ¢ 2. pia yap 7 THs GedrnTos 

dvais ev TpoguTH TE Kal UTOTTATEL TATPOS TE Kal Vid Kal dylov TVEvpaTOS 

(In Ioh. Comm. 806 a). The passages referring to the Incarna- 

tion may be divided into those in which he is reproducing 

Nestorian views, and those in which he is expounding his own. 

The former are as follows: «i kowds avOpwros éotw 6 Xproros, 
= \ / 5] \ \ > ~ 

évaret pov TH KaTa Mpdcwrov THY TvvaELav CXWV Tpos TOV EK Geod 
‘ 
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Aoyov . . . (De Rect. Fid. ad Arc. et Mar. 66c); ... rv Ka? 

iTocTacw evwow Tod Aoyou mpos THY TapKa, Kal odxt by povnv THY ev 

mpoowros, Kat kata OéAnow ... (Lb. 103€); .. . WAR zpocwrwr 

evooer tetyunpevos (Lb, 22d); a&peAnoe kar’ oddéva tporov tov dpbov 

THS TicTews Adyov cis TO OUTWS EXE, KUV El TPOTUOTWV Evwow erupt: 

Cwot twes (Ep. iv, Ad Nest. Occ. i. 24.d); add ereidt) oxords éxeivors 

dvo Aéyew Xpictovs, kat dvo viovs, kal Tov pev avOpwrov idiKds Tov de 

cov idukds- €ira povwv TOV TpOTwWTWV TOLODTW THY Evwow, Ova TOUTO 

mokiAAovrat, Kat mpopaces mAdTTOovTaL ev dpapTias, Kaba yéyparrrat 

(Ad Cler. Const. M.1xxvii.65 8B); ov0é yap évéyn rpoowros uciv, nyouv 

UTOCTAT ECL, TOS povas Suavepev (Ad Acac. Mel. M. \xxvii. 193A). In 

the following two passages Cyril is setting forth his own teaching : 
yéyove yap juadv pecitns evavOpuirnoas 6 vids, kal otov dvadAaKrTHs «is 

cipyvnv, ovx éTEepw Tpokevav TOV ev TO KOTPG Ti UroTaynv, GAN’ ds ev 

idiw mporwrw, TO OG kai watpi (De Rect. Fid. ad Pulch, et Eud. 

169 a); €orau THs Tarewwoews Ta SovloTpery pypara, ovk avaBaivovta pev 

TPOSTHV Ovolav avTov, GAAA TO THS evavOpwrnocEews TpOTHTH TepLKELEVa 

(Zhes. M. xxv. 120A). The dubious treatise De Trinitate contains 

the two following passages: ... Wa xavrei0ev 76 Te diaopov Tov 

dvacwv ToD Xpirrod, TO TE povadiKoV TOD TpoTwrov ywwoKopev (XVIi) ; 

TO MLETEPOV TOLVLV OLKELOVMEVOS TPOTWTOV, Kal pEeO HuUdV TagTwWV EavTOV, 

tatta éAeyey (xxv). This last sentence, with its suspiciously 

Nestorian language, is silently omitted by the Latin translator 

-(see Migne, P. G. L. Ixxvii. 1169 A). 

This survey may be concluded by the following passage from 
the Definition of Chalcedon: dporoyotpev ... eva Kal Tov adrov 

Xpurrov . . . ovdapod THs Tdv Picewy Sdiahopas avnpynpevyns dua THY 

evwow, swlopevys b€ parrov ths iduTynTos ExaTépas PvTEwS, Kal Eis EV 

Tpocwrov Kal plav brocTacWw TvVTPEXOVENS, OK eis BVO TpdTwTa peEpilo- 

prevov 7) Statpovpevov, GAN eva Kal TOV abtov Yiov Kat povoyevy Oeov 

Aodyov Kvpuov “Incotv Xpurrov. 
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IV. Lhe Metaphysic of Nestorius. 

Wuat Nestorius really taught, and whether he was himselt 
orthodox or a heretic, are questions which have been reopened 
by the discovery of his own defence of his position in the 
‘Book of Heracleides’.? So long as the first of these remains 
a mystery, the second cannot be answered; and this paper is 
put forward as a suggestion towards the interpretation of 
Nestorius’ writing and the understanding of what he taught. 
It deals mainly with one point, the meaning of the word 
mpoowrov in Nestorius’ teaching; but as the argument in the 
Liber Heraclidis depends on his use of the word, it is a point 
which must receive our first attention. 

The traditional view of Nestorius has been that he thought to 
solve the Christological problem by the theory of a ‘moral 
union’: ‘The answer was found in the theory of a moral union, 
the association of Jesus the Son of Mary with the eternal 
Logos: an association the basis of which is the actual moral 
identity of the will of Jesus with the divine will of the Logos.’ ® 
Such a theory could only be satisfactory if it were based on a 
metaphysic in which the ultimate reality is identified with will: 
but, in the language of patristic theology, that would involve 

identifying will with otcéa, and the slightest acquaintance with 
Nestorius’ writings is enough to show that he never did that. 
Dr. Loofs has put forward the theory that Nestorius did not 
mean to teach any metaphysical union at all. He opposes what 
he calls a ‘personal and moral’ union to all kinds of meta- 
physical union, and holds that Nestorius cared nothing for the 

latter. We misunderstand him because ‘we cannot free our- 
selves from metaphysics’. Without stopping to discuss the 
curious notion that any non-metaphysical Christology can be 

satisfactory, or whether such a conception can credibly be 

1 Reprinted from The Journal of Theological Studies, vol. xix, No. 73. 

2 Cp. Bethune-Baker, Nestorius and his Teaching, Cambridge, 1908; Loofs, 

Nestorius and his Place in the History of Christian Doctrine, Cambridge, 1914 ; 

and criticisms of them in the Church Quarterly Review by H.M. Relton (Jan. 

1912) and A. C. Headlam (July, 1915). Also R. H. Connolly and A. J, Mason in 

J. T. S. xii. 486 amd xv. 88. 

8 Weston, Zhe One Christ (1914), p. 88. 
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ascribed to a patristic theologian, I shall hope first to show 
that Nestorius did, as a matter of fact, mean to put forward 
a metaphysical theory; secondly, to make a suggestion as to 
what that theory was ; and, thirdly, to offer some few criticisms 

on what I believe him to have taught. 

I 

When we ask whether Nestorius meant to teach that Christ 
was one person or two persons, we are faced by the fact that 

there is in his terminology no word precisely similar to our 
‘person’. He shares with all his contemporaries an outlook 
not yet concerned with the psychological investigation which 

has produced the problem of the nature of personality as it 
appears in modern philosophy.’ Still, if by ‘personality’ we 
mean the real centre of being of a person, that idea was rightly 

expressed by the use, which came to be generally adopted in 

Nestorius’ day from the Cappadocian Fathers, of trécracts ; 
which word, although commonly rendered in Latin by persona, 
itself really means individua substantia. It denotes some thing 
objectively existent, one piece of reality, so to say, which in the 

case of a human being will naturally be his personality, though 
in the case of a material thing we could not use that term to 
describe it. It is in this sense of trdcracis, I am inclined to 

think, that Cyril bases the oneness of Christ on a éwais kal? 
imrootracw. 

Nestorius generally used trdcracis in the older sense, as 

equivalent to ota/a, though there are a few passages in which he 
shows himself to be acquainted with, and even accepts the newer 
usage.? Apart from these he has no word which, like tiocracis 
in Cyril, may be looked on as expressing the germ of that 

conception of ‘person’ which is still growing to-day. When he 

wishes to emphasize the unity of Christ’s essential (as we should 
say) personal being, he simply uses the number ‘one’, or denies 
that he makes Christ two. He teaches that Christ is one: he 
denies that he believes in two Sons or two Lords or two Christs.® 

1 Cp.C.C. J. Webb, Studies in the History of Natural Theology, pp. 143 sq. 
2 Cp. Bethune-Baker, of. cit., p. 50. 
3 FE. 2g.‘ Dominum nostrum Christum secundum naturam duplicem dicamus, 

secundum quod est filius, unum’, Loofs, Vestoriana, p. 341; and cp. Heracleides, 

PP- 47-59, 146, 160, 189-91, 196, 209-10, 215, 225, 227, 237-8, 295-302, 314, 
317. (The references are to the pages of the present volume.) 
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This is in effect a claim not to be condemned as Nestorian in 
the traditional sense, and our object is to discover how he 
attempted to make good this claim. 

It is a question, he says, of the ind of unity possible in the 
circumstances, and to describe it he uses the word zpdcwzov. 
We will call it provisionally prosdépic union. His argument 
Seems to rest on two principles. 

(r1) Divine and human otcfa being entirely different things, 

absolutely antithetical the one to the other, they must remain so 
in the union of them in Christ, if He is to be perfect God and 

perfect man: for if either the godhead changes into the manhood, 

or vice versa, one or other will not be there at all: and if the 

two are fused, Christ will be neither God nor man, but some new 

kind of being.? 
(2) The union must be voluntary on both sides. We cannot 

think either of Christ’s humanity or of His divinity as being 

constrained against its will as a result of the union.’ 
With these two principles in his mind he turns to consider 

the three kinds of unity which he finds have to be taken into 

account. 

(a) There is the unity of the Persons in the Trinity. 

(6) There is the unity of soul and body in man. 
(c) There is the unity of godhead and manhood in Christ. 

In the Trinity the Father and the Son are one in otcia and 

dvo.s, but differ in zpocwzov, while soul and body differ in ovata 

and vous, but are united voids so as to make one human 

otcia with human ¢vous. So he calls the first of these a unity 

of otcia, and the second a natural union (éwos Pvouy). Now, 

the godhead and the manhood in Christ cannot be united like 

the persons in the Trinity, for their otoéa are two and not one’: 

but neither can they be united like soul and body, for the union 

of soul and body is not a voluntary union ; they are both created 

things held together by the will of their Creator, and besides, 

they are both by themselves, unlike the godhead and the 

manhood of Christ, incomplete things incapable of separate 

existence. So there must be some third kind of unity, 

1 Heracleides, pp. 22, 26-7, &c., and cp. his accusation of Cyril on p, 320. 

2 Pp. 38, 179, 304, and cp. Loofs, Nestorius, p. 68. 

oP , 100; 

* Pp. 38, 179, 304. 
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exemplified in the third case, and this he calls a unity of 
T POOWTOV. 

All the way through he confidently appeals to this conception 
of a prosépic union as though it explained everything, and as 
though it were quite clear what the word zpeowrov meant. What 
it did mean to him we shall consider below: the immediate point 
is that from his use of it in discussing these three kinds of unity 

we may surely conclude that to him it meant something parallel 

to ovcia and vots. But these are elements in the metaphysical 

analysis of a thing, and so zpécwrov, whatever the word means, 

must denote some other such element, and if so, then the 

phrase ‘frosdépic union’ must represent an attempt to find a 
real metaphysical unity of the godhead and the manhood in 

Christ. 
The belief that rpécwrov denotes a real element in the being 

of a thing is strengthened by the consideration of such passages 
as these: 

‘Although the zpécwzov exists not without otc/a, the otaia and 
the zpdécwrov are not the same,’ and 

‘In order that we might not, like Sabellius, make the zpdécw7a 

without hypostasis and without otcia.’ ' 

It looks then as though in the metaphysic of Nestorius everything 
that exists may be analysed into ova/a, dicts, and mpécwrov. We 

must now ask what in this analysis the word zpdécwzov is used to 
describe. 

ii 

‘For Nestorius’, says Dr. Loofs, ‘who... was influenced by 
the manner of speaking common at that time, the main thing in 
his notion of zpdcwroy, according to the etymology of the word, 

was the external undivided appearance. ... In his opinion, I 
believe, everything had its zpécw7ov, that is its appearance, its 

kind of being seen and judged. In nota few places in Nestorius, 

it is true, the meaning of zpédcw7ov coincides with our meaning of 

the word “person”’, e.g. ‘“Cyril’s zpdcwrov”’ means Cyril, “these 
azpoowra’’ means these persons, and cis kat 6 atros and ev tpdcwrov 

may be used alternately. Nevertheless... I must lay stress on 
the fact that the notion of zpécwrov in Nestorius grew upon 

another soil and, therefore, had a wider application than our 

1 Heracleides, pp. 170, 228. 
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3} term “person”’.’! A similar account of the Syriac word parsdpha, 

which is used throughout the Liber Heraclidis to represent 
mpocwroy, is given in a note added to Prof. Bethune-Baker’s 
work.2. These passages suggested to me that we should take 
this simple and clear meaning of zpécwzov, a meaning which the 
word is undoubtedly able to bear, and, using it as parallel to 
‘essence’ and ‘nature’ in the metaphysical analysis, see how 
far it would carry us in the interpretation of Nestorius’ writing. 
The surprising thing was that throughout the Liber Heraclidis 
the understanding of zpécw7ov in this way gave an intelligible 
sense, and presented a coherent and consistent Christological 
theory sufficiently simple to explain how Nestorius could 
confidently appeal to it as the solution of all difficulty. 

In modern times, of course, many thinkers have distinguished 
between a thing as it is in itself and as it appears to us. In this 
they have usually started by considering the fact of error in 

sense-perception, or by contrasting our ‘mental image’ or 
‘idea’ of a thing with the reality it is supposed to represent. 
But neither of these lines of thought must be ascribed to 

Nestorius. If zpdcwrov for him means the appearance of a 
thing, it means that appearance not as opposed to the thing’s 
reality, but considered as an objectively real element in its 

being; and the genesis of the conception must be sought along 
other lines. Two suggestions may be made. In the first place, 

an analysis of reality into otcia and dvo1s almost demands such 
a completion. If the invisible otcia is that in which the various 
elements of the dvois are united, a word is needed to describe 

the external undivided appearance of the whole. And secondly, 
the common conception of the Godhead as invisible but revealed 
in Christ who is the eixav 70d doparov ratpos is a conception akin 
to that which we are considering. 

Supposing then that Nestorius analysed everything that exists 
into ovata, dicots, and zpdcwmov, that is, into essence, nature (or 

sum of qualities), and appearance, how can this be applied to 

Christology ? 
The godhead and the manhood of Christ each has its ovvia, 

divas, and zpdcwrov. Now for reasons given above we cannot 

find the centre of their union in either their oto/a or their divots. 

But we can think of two different things, different in oto/a and 

1 Loofs, Nestorius, p. 76. 2 Bethune-Baker, of. cit., p. 219. 
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dvois, Which nevertheless are identical in appearance. The 
appearances overlap, so to say. But two identical appearances 
will be one appearance. Surely here we have found that 
element in their being in which two otvoéa, complete with their 
respective ¢ices, can be united so as to be one without ceasing 
to be themselves. 

At first sight this certainly does not look like any real union 
at all. Two things which look alike are not one thing. But 
such a criticism entirely misunderstands Nestorius’ thought. 
For him the zpéowrov is no mere appearance. It is a real 

element in the being of a thing, without which, or if it were 
other than it is, the thing would not be what it is. A apdcwzrov 

which was not the zpéowrov of an otafa would be a mere illusion, 

a figment of the imagination, and neither the manhood nor the 

godhead of Christ was that. On the other hand, an oto¢a without 
a mpoowrov was unthinkable.’ And so a prosdpic union is a real 
union, and that kind of real union which is possible in the 

particular case we are considering. 
The ordinary view of Nestorius’ position is that he taught 

that the manhood and the godhead of Christ existed in two 

separate persons who were united by a ‘moral union’, that is, 
two persons whose wills were identical in content: the man 

Jesus being granted kar’ eidoxtav complete unity with the Logos. 
Undoubtedly Nestorius did teach the existence of two wills 
which were one in that they willed alike? But he taught more 
than this. The contents of the wills are alike, it is true, but 

also in one of the three elements of their being their owners are 
united in a real metaphysical union. So although he says ‘| To 
have] the zpécwrov of God is to will what God wills’,? yet he 
denies that he teaches a union of two separate persons united by 

love and by an equality of honour and power.* No; there is a 
real metaphysical unity, and he neither teaches nor believes in 

‘two Sons’.° 

1 ‘Nestorius as an adherent of the Antiochian school could as little realize 

a really existent nature without mpédcwmoy as without trdaraots, for the whole 

of the characteristics which make the nature must, in his opinion, as necessarily 

have a form of appearance, 7. ¢. a mpdcwroy, as a real being by which they are 

borne, 7.e. a tndoraots.’? Loofs, Nestorius, p. 78. Cp. Heracletdes, pp. 170, 219, 

228. x 

2 Heracleides, pp. 59, 62, 65-6, 70, 163. 

* Po 5rd. 

3 

5 

P. 50. 

See p. 412, n. 3. 
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Passages which suggest the above interpretation of zpécwzov 
will be found on pp. 20-1, 53, 146-7, 158, 165, 189-90, 218-10, 
238, 246-7, 310-11, and 318 of the present volume. 

These passages illustrate Nestorius’ prevailing use of zpdéc- 
wrov and treatment of the subject. There are also passages of 

great significance in which the object of the sharing of the 

mpoowra is said to be manifestation, e.g. ‘It is known that God 

the Word is said to have become flesh and the Son of man after 
the likeness and after the zpécw7ov of flesh and of man whereof 

He made use to make Himself known to the world.’! We must 

also note what a prominent place in his Christological argument 
is taken by the passage in Phil. ii. 7, where St. Paul speaks of 
the Son taking the ‘ form of a servant’. 

One is apt to think that this interpretation of Nestorius’ 
teaching cannot be right because it is so simple and obvious 
that he must have meant something more. If this was his 
doctrine, the doubt and confusion which exists as to what he 

taught could never have arisen. But I am not sure that the 
very simplicity of it may not have been both the ground of its 
attractiveness to Nestorius and the cause of its being overlooked 
by students of him. Certainly his language throughout the 
Liber Heraclidis is the language of one who believes that he 
is presenting a simple, clear, and satisfactory solution of the 
Christological problem, which removes all difficulty. Any one 
who turns from struggling to understand Dr. Loofs’ interpreta- 
tion of Nestorius to the study of the Lzber Heraclidts itself must 
find it incredible that the theory which Nestorius presents with 

such confidence should be anything so obscure as his interpreter 

makes out. And yetits simplicity, on the interpretation suggested 

above, is based on a very acute subtlety of metaphysical thought, 

which might easily have rendered the theory unintelligible to 

many even in his own day ; though Cyril may well have under- 

stood it when he wrote od d:auperéov Tovyapody eis viovs dv0 Tov eva 

kipiov “Incotv Xpuorrdv, dvice 5& Kar’ obdéva tTpdrov Tov dpHov Tips 

miatews Adyov els Td ovTws exew, Kav ci TpoTdrov Evoow emipnpilwot 

tives* od yap elpnkev % ypady, dt 6 Adyos dvOpairov zpocwrov yvwcev 

EavT@, GAN’ Ore yéyove caps.” 

' Heracleides, p. 158. Cp. pp. 55) 172) 194. 

2 Cyril, ad Nest. ii, 11. 101-6 (Bindley), Labbe (Mansi) iv, 892 a. 

2775 Ee 
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In this brief sketch of a suggested interpretation of Nestorius’ 
teaching I have concentrated attention on what seems to be the 
main point of his teaching as set forth in the Liber Herachdis. 
It is true that he objected to the term @eordxos as implying the 

ascription of a human mode of existence to the divine ovcia, 

though he was willing to accept it if properly safeguarded. It 
is true that he spoke of a unity of will owing to the divine and 
the human will in Christ willing alike. So far he is purely 
Nestorian in the traditional sense, and such teaching may be 

found discussed in any work on Christian doctrine. But if 
beyond all this he went on to explain the Incarnation as a union 
in zpdcwrov in the sense outlined above, then this will be really 

the keystone of his dogmatic edifice, and by this he must stand 
or fall. 

Now, in the first place, as often in the case of philosophical 
theories, the almost immediate objection of the plain man is 
really justified. Two things which look alike are not really one, 

and in trying to show that they are Nestorius has fallen into a 
temptation which always besets philosophers. All metaphysical 
systems are attempts to describe reality, but unless at every step 
one’s thought is tested by reference to the reality one is trying 
to describe, it is fatally easy to elaborate the system, but in 
doing so to wander farther and farther from the truth. So 
here, when we have analysed real things into ovcia, dicis, and 
mpocwrov, it is tempting to play with these three elements of the 
analysis as Nestorius does, as though they were the real object 
of our thought. But if we go back to consider the real thing, 
and see how it is a unity whose elements are only separable in 
thought, we see that the zpdcw7ov is so bound up with the oicia 
and divais that two different ovo/a: and dices must have different 

mpoowra. Two identical zpdcowra would be indeed not two but 

one, and would imply but one ovata and dic. The Christology 
of Nestorius is only possible when his metaphysic has become 
thoroughly artificial. 

Secondly, this statement that the system is artificial is borne 
out when we remember that there is in reality another kind of 

unity to be considered which is not allowed for by Nestorius. 
Where are we to place the unity of God and man in the 
prophets, of Christ and man in the Christian? ‘The fact that 
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Nestorius was accused of Samosatene teaching shows that he 
was felt to be unsatisfactory on this point: although he himself 
repeatedly denies that he taught that Christ was a mere man, or 
that he had any sympathy with Paul of Samosata.' But surely 
there are only three possibilities : 

(a) Christ and the Christian are united according to one of 
Nestorius’ three kinds of union. 

(6) That list of kinds of union is not exhaustive. 
(c) They are not really united. 

Nestorius’ teaching really seems to have involved (c).2 But if 
we are not satisfied with this we must choose between (a) and (0). 
Now for Nestorius (4) would destroy his main argument, In what 
can they be united except the zpécwzov ? ; and he has ruled out (a) 
in teaching that Godhead and manhood cannot be united in otcta 
or vous, and that the prosdépic union does not make Christ a man 
like other men. 

So we come to a third criticism. If Nestorius’ theory after 
all does not provide a real union between the godhead and the 
manhood in Christ, nor allow for a real union between the 

Christian and God, then, from the point of view of religion, 

the One Mediator between God and man has not been found; 
from the point of view of philosophy the universe contains an 

unresolved dualism between two utterly opposed ovata, godhead 
and manhood. Here of course lies the importance of Christ for 
metaphysics: godhead and manhood finding their oneness in 
Him He is thus the guarantee of the rationality of the universe. 
The Christological problem is the problem of explaining that 
oneness, and the ‘prosdépic union’ of Nestorius’ theory is not 
strong enough to bear the strain it was designed to meet. 

It is the conception of the complete and eternal antithesis 

between Godhead and manhood which prevents any satisfactory 

solution of the problem, but neither Nestorius nor any of his 

contemporary theologians would ever have thought of questioning 

the truth of this conception. The difference between Nestorius 

and Cyril is that whereas Nestorius is throughout perfectly 

consistent, and his theory a brilliant attempt to solve the problem 

on the basis of a principle which renders all solution impossible, 

1 Cp. Heracleides, pp. 194, 236-7, and Loofs, Nestoriana, pp. 182, 192, 222, 

299, 303-I2. 
* Heracleides, pp. 48-9, 74-5- 

Ee€2 
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Cyril’s greatness lies in the very fact of his inconsistency. He 
would no more question the antithesis between godhead and 
manhood than would Nestorius, but where the truth was too 

much for his system, he preferred the truth to the system, and 
by his self-contradiction (which Nestorius exposes again and 
again) left room for further development of Christological 
doctrine in the future. 

What, then, will be our judgement on Nestorius? If the 
above interpretation of his teaching be true, he surely repre- 
sents a very gallant and ingenious attempt to explain the 
Incarnation without giving up the belief that in Christ is to be 

found a complete human person as well as a complete divine 
person. He could not think of humanity except as existing in 

a distinct human person ; for him, to deny the human izccraats 

of Christ was to teach an Apollinarian maimed humanity.' 
Cyril boldly gave up belief in a distinct human izécracis in 
Christ. Nestorius saw at once that this was inconsistent with 
the belief of both as to the relation between God and man, but 

in Cyril’s inconsistency we have still a challenge to thought and 
to the search for a perfect Christology which is not to be found 
in the barren coherence of Nestorius. {Pa wb 

1 FE. g. Heracleides, pp. 240-1. 
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